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Preface and Acknowledgements
When digitizing a box of old newspaper clippings some ten years ago, I stopped to read through a 1990
article about citizens opposing petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley. I couldn’t remember anything
about the issue. Neither could colleagues of mine in Vancouver City who followed various natural
resource controversies long ago. The subject had caught my eye because of my interest since February
2010 in hydraulic fracturing (‘fracking’) and groundwater contamination in western Canada and
elsewhere (Stop Fracking British Columbia, within the website www.bctwa.org). Upstream petroleum
development and fracking in British Columbia takes place in the northeast corner of the province, far
away from the large population centres. This older controversy, however, had been at my doorstep.
The issue nagged away at me over the years until I got the ball rolling by visiting the Langley Times
newspaper office on March 19, 2018. With kind permission to review old newspaper binders and without
any understanding of the timelines, my ink-stained fingers stumbled across early accounts from 1981 to
1991. I photographed as much as I could. Back at home I read through the articles. That’s about as far as I
got, and the matter lay dormant until sometime in early 2020 when I became determined to track down Al
Vickers, the former chairman of The Friends of the Fraser Valley. He was surprised that I had found him,
an escapee from his past involvements and outspokenness, living now far away from the Lower Mainland,
and puzzled as to why anyone would take an interest in a subject thirty years old. Unfortunately, I arrived
too late, as Vickers had only a few years prior disposed of all his primary archived files, documents,
videotapes, photos, etc.
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Undaunted by this loss of records and information, I decided to jump in and to seriously investigate the
story by December 2020. I began by interviewing Al Vickers, Margaret Ormston, Glen Breaks and Bruce
Standeven (who sent me a copy of his old cartoon, shown above). Many others had already died. I
travelled to Breaks’ residence, who later sent me a few records, audio and video tapes. Little remained
other than personal recollections of a big and serious public battle. I also made calls to the State of Illinois
to track down the story of Long Point resident Lodene Clark, a person and subject of intrigue that the
Friends of the Fraser Valley brought to the attention of the media and the Anderson Commission in the
latter part of 1990.
With little material to examine outside of newspaper collections, I inquired about government records for
the 1990-1991 David Anderson Royal Commission on petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley. The
Provincial Archives informed me in early 2021 that it didn’t have the records, so I made inquiries with the
Ministry of Energy which had overseen the Commission, the information office of which also later stated
that those records were nowhere to be found. Baffled and stumped, I then asked the Provincial Archives
to take a second look. Turns out, the B.C. Archives had the Commission records. I was informed that the
records had remained in an uncatalogued and unexamined state for 27 years, and that the Ministry of
Energy transferred the eleven boxes to the Archives in 1994! Curious, I later asked an archivist how many
other records were in a similar uncatalogued state. Answer: almost 50,000! I couldn’t believe my ears.
That is an astounding figure, and a very serious problem for researchers.
I made two, four-day visits
to the Archives in June and
November 2021, where I
digitized and made wordsearchable some 10,000
pages, including the nine
volumes of Commission
Technical Hearing
transcripts. I also made
copies of the June to July
1990 audio recordings of the
Commission’s public
hearings.
Being the first and only
citizen to examine the
records since 1991, ahead of
me lay a daunting task to
unearth and unravel the
story. Glen Breaks, now in
his retirement, and a key
participant with the former Friends of the Fraser Valley, would become my personal guide with whom I
would randomly call and ask key questions which he kindly answered.
In early assessment of the information, I decided on a draft subtitle, The Three Waves, to best characterize
the three historical phases from the late 1970s to the early 1990s on Fraser Valley oil and gas exploration
and proposals for underground gas storage. When I discovered a prior exploration wave from 1948 to
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1964, causing an unexpected threemonths of added research, I then
changed my subtitle to The Four
Waves. That research led to
discovering yet another and
originating phase from about 1914
to 1924, causing the subtitle to be
finally changed to The Five Waves.
I discovered that I was not the only
one to have characterized oil and
gas exploration in the Fraser Valley
as “waves.” One staff member with
the Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Petroleum Resources in charge of preparing petroleum exploration information and history to the David
Anderson Commission had also adopted the term, correctly referring to the “early to late 1950s” as the
“second wave.”
I wish to thank Glen and Gina Breaks for their kind help and assistance, and for allowing me to stir and
bring up some old, uncomfortable matters and memories. Thanks to Margaret Ormston, Al Vickers, and
Bruce Standeven for their recollections.

I am grateful to The Friends of the Fraser Valley for their dedication and persistence in fighting ‘the good
fight,’ for bravely taking on big petroleum and government, for protecting their families, their homes,
their farms, their animals and livestock, their water, their air, and the Fraser Valley.
Will Koop,
August 13, 2020.
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Dedication to Joyce Nelson
This report on petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley is
dedicated to Joyce Nelson, who recently passed away on
January 4, 2022.
I first witnessed Joyce speak at the 1993 Take Back the News
conference in Vancouver at the former Robson Square Theatre.
Just before her presentation, she asked audience participants
that all recording equipment be shut off, in case of legal
retribution by her named sources. I reluctantly turned off my,
then recently purchased, Sony Hi-8 camcorder.

The next time I saw Joyce was at a quarterly meeting of the
B.C. Environmental Network in Gibsons in about 1996, where
she gave a presentation. She showed us a corporate pamphlet
somehow procured on secret plans to make British Columbia a
central resource and energy switching station (oil, gas, electricity, fresh water). That riveting presentation
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awakened my perceptions of the bigger global inter-corporate picture, the outlandish designs by some
conniving elites to systematically dominate the earth’s resource capital, no matter what the cost!
One of her books, Sultans of Sleaze, was pivotal in revealing for me the intrigue behind the forest industry
complex hiring Burson Marstellar to influence, in part, the Vancouver Sun newspaper editorial board in
1991 following, whilst creating the B.C. Forest Alliance, which, among many other prominent characters,
B.C. Liberal leader Gordon Campbell, the former Mayor of Vancouver, and later Premier, became a
willing and conniving puppet. The national disgust and public anger of forest corporations’ cumulative
clearcutting practices, the overcutting pillage and rape of B.C.’s forests, had to be manipulated and
managed by a new, comprehensive public relations strategy.
Because of the risky nature of her investigative assessments and critiques in publications, news articles
and books of corporate empires and representatives, at some point Joyce had to leave British Columbia to
settle elsewhere to find a means of income. Years later I tracked her down in Toronto and then maintained
contact by telephone and email.
She was an amazing, important and gifted researcher, an articulate writer, a well-grounded, warm and
sincere person with a wonderful voice and an alert and probing mind. I enjoyed our conversations that we
shared on the plight of our planet, and about this and that. Joyce is greatly missed.
Will Koop,
July 23, 2022.

The following was retrieved from Joyce Nelson’s obituary in the Globe and Mail.
JOYCE DOROTHY NELSON. February 24, 1945 - January 4, 2022. Joyce passed away at Michael
Garron Hospital in Toronto after a brief illness. She will be greatly missed by siblings and extended
family members in the USA, and many friends and colleagues across Canada. Joyce was born in the USA
but had lived in Canada for many decades. Joyce was an environmental activist, cultural critic,
investigative journalist and poet who produced a volume of work that can be accessed at this link
https://g.co/kgs/k8YUbc. Joyce was also an accomplished visual artist and a member of the Beach Guild
of Fine Art https://www.beachguildoffineart.com/. At Joyce's request her body has been donated to
medical research. There will not be a memorial at this time, but donations to charities in Ontario
supporting refugees or homeless people would be in line with Joyce's wishes. Joyce's brave heart will stay
present with us through her work and our memories.
The following was retrieved from Joyce Nelson’s website.
Joyce Nelson is an award-winning freelance writer/researcher whose seventh book was published in April
2018. Entitled Bypassing Dystopia: Hope-filled Challenges to Corporate Rule, the book can be ordered
from Watershed Sentinel Books now.
Bypassing Dystopia is the sequel to Beyond Banksters: Resisting the New Feudalism, which was
published in November 2016 and is now in its fourth printing. Beyond Banksters can also be ordered from
Watershed Sentinel.
Nelson's previous books include: The Perfect Machine: TV in the Nuclear Age; The Colonized Eye:
Rethinking the Grierson Legend; Sultans of Sleaze: Public Relations & The Media; Sign Crimes/Roadkill:
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From Mediascape to Landscape; and Seeing in the Dark (poetry). She has written hundreds of articles and
essays published in a wide range of magazines, newspapers and websites. Her written work has been
anthologized in ten books published in both Canada and the U.S.
Nelson was given an award for her writing by the Vancouver Island Human Rights Society and on three
occasions her articles have been selected by Project Censored Canada (now NewsWatch Canada) for their
Top Ten “significant but under-reported” stories of the year.
In addition, Nelson has created 23 hours of radio documentary for CBC Ideas, all of which were rebroadcast by popular demand, and she won 2nd Prize for Radio Drama in the CBC Literary Competition.
She has also taught at Queen's University and the University of Victoria.
Nelson writes regularly for The Watershed Sentinel, Counterpunch, and other publications. She is also a
visual artist and member of the Beach Guild of Fine Art in Toronto, Canada.
The following was retrieved from the website, rabble.ca
In memoriam: Joyce Nelson, by Kim Elliott January 13, 2022
Nelson was a long-time and stellar contributor to rabble.ca — never more so than over the past year when
she turned her attention to the climate emergency, exposing the dangerous liaisons between corporate
interests and elements of the green economy.
It is with great sadness that the rabble.ca community mourns the loss of author and rabble contributor,
Joyce Nelson, who passed away in hospital following an illness last week in Toronto.
Nelson was the author of seven books and many hundreds of
articles and essays published by a variety of magazines and
websites—including The Watershed Sentinel and the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives. Over her more than 30 years as a
full-time writer, Nelson’s work appeared in at least 25 booklength anthologies published in Canada and the United States.
She also created 23 hours of radio documentaries for CBC Ideas,
all re-broadcast by popular demand. A sought-after speaker, she
lectured at locales as diverse as the Banff Centre for the Arts and
Harvard University. Joyce taught at Queen’s University and the
University of Victoria. She was also an artist and fiction writer,
as can be gleaned on her website.
Nelson was a long-time and stellar contributor to rabble.ca—
never more so than over the past year when she turned her
attention to the climate emergency. Nelson exposed the dangerous liaisons between corporate interests
and elements of the green economy, and Canada’s role in the world, in pieces on such diverse issues as
Tech workers challenge the giants who employ them, Big Plastic’s trashy lawsuit, Canada’s ancient
forests are being turned into toilet paper, and Sri Lanka shipping disaster and Canadian consumerism.
Nelson never shied away from human rights, challenging the media for its reporting on Gaza in a piece
published last spring. However, the topics she focused on most were the environmental impact of military
spending and the risk posed by nuclear reactors.
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Her final piece, published in November 2021, addressed the terrible paradox of green energy transition,
where she warned, “The metals and minerals needed to conduct this transition will result in a drastic
increase in environmentally dirty mining. The global energy transition is perhaps more red than green
after all.”
For many, Nelson is best known for her book Beyond Banksters: Resisting the New Feudalism. Published
in 2016, Beyond Banksters has been described by Gordon Laxer as “a hard-hitting, well-researched, fastpaced exposure of the usually hidden world of Canadian and international banks.” Joel Bakan described it
as “a powerful and chilling investigation into an emerging global oligarchy of banks and corporations.”
The late journalist Ed Finn’s review perhaps best summarized Nelson’s style:
“Over the course of my 70-plus years as a journalist, I’ve reviewed hundreds of books, many of them
informative and educational. But Joyce Nelson’s Beyond Banksters, which I’ve just finished reading, is
not only the most enlightening book I’ve ever reviewed, but by far the most challenging. It’s not that it’s
difficult to read. Far from it. Joyce is renowned for both the clarity of her prose and for her meticulous
research, both of which are on display in this, her latest blockbuster. The challenge it poses to a
prospective reviewer is that its succinct 164 pages are jam-packed with vital facts, figures, insights and
revelations. So many that it’s impossible to adequately summarize it in a standard book review.”
We encourage everyone to read and share Joyce Nelson’s work. We know her wonderful writing and
commentary will continue to be an important part of Canadian critical thinking and writing. Joyce will be
greatly missed. Our deepest condolences to her family, friends and community.
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Introduction and Summary
Many readers may be surprised to learn that there were oil and gas well operations in British Columbia’s
Fraser Valley and Lower Mainland areas, within valley-bottom lands from the Town of Chilliwack
westward to the municipalities of Metro Vancouver alongside the Strait of Georgia. There were also
drilling projects on some Gulf Islands in the southern half of the Georgia Strait and on adjacent lands on
eastern Vancouver Island. These programs were licensed through the blessings of the provincial
government, in a geologic zone identified as the Georgia Sedimentary Basin.

Terrestrial seismic studies were later conducted from 1977 through to 1989 – technical evaluations for
determining and mapping underground geologic structures – which fiercely shook up or vibrated lands in
the Fraser Valley and east Vancouver Island by specialized, highly powered diesel trucks.
Almost all these ventures occurred within what this report refers to as “the five waves” of petroleum
exploration:
•
•
•
•
•

1914 to 1924 – Richmond area, Burnaby, Pitt Meadows, Abbotsford
1940s to 1964 – Richmond, Delta, Surrey, Abbotsford, Gulf Islands
1977 to 1979 – Surrey, Delta, Langley
1981 to 1986 – Lower Mainland, Fraser Valley, east Vancouver Island
1989 to 1994 – Delta, Langley, and Aldergrove
1

The five waves occurred within periods of unprecedented industrial expansionism, the transformation of
‘undeveloped’ lands by networks of entrepreneurial, colonial business empires, the multi-development of
inter-connected urban centres within the continent of North America.
Described in Chapter Two, the 1950s was perhaps the most intense period, when gas and oil pipeline
connectors were constructed to strategically link up the new industrial realms. And it was within the last
three waves that public concerns and opposition became more pronounced in southwestern British
Columbia, particularly the final wave, the focus of this report, when citizenry organized and shouted No!
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In the 1950s, the B.C. Electric Company, a former private sector provincial utility corporation and a
subsidiary of the Power Corporation of Canada, sought to find an underground gas storage facility in the
Lower Mainland / Fraser Valley. The proposal occurred during the investor-frenzied and speculative
petroleum rush in western Canada to harness the spoils from northeast B.C. and northwest Alberta by way
of new provincial and federally approved oil and gas pipeline corridors to the metropolitan Lower
Mainland and other export market destinations in northwestern United States.
In this rush, B.C. Electric’s corporate directors proposed to store methane from Westcoast Transmission
Company’s new 800-mile natural gas pipeline that was completed in 1957. After years of promotional
tests, B.C. Electric’s subsidiaries failed to find a functionable underground storage site in both the Fraser
Valley and just across the American border within northwest Washington State.
North America’s, and the world’s, first underground methane storage facility was established in southern
Ontario in 1915, a storage method quickly adopted by the petroleum downstream delivery sector in the
United States. By 1980, there were some 400 underground storage facilities in the U.S.A., most of which
were in the American northeast. The big storage companies, however, encountered problems. Some of the
facilities were leaking, because the artificially-induced pressurized gas was making its way back upwards
– ‘migrating’ – through corridor cracks in the underground ‘caprock.’ This of course created problems for
inhabitants on the surface – the migrating gas contaminating drinking water, poisoning agricultural crops,
and posing dangerous explosive risks to building structures. Such were the experiences of some.
Many of these ‘problems’ went unreported and were covered up by industry, with most professionals in
the storage business simply towing the ‘company and industry line.’ Some admitted there were problems,
and those that did often stated that the risks were worth the trouble. It wasn’t until 1993 that an academic,
peer-reviewed paper published in the January 11, 1993, edition of the Journal of Petroleum Science and
Engineering frankly and reluctantly admitted there were gas migration problems associated with storage
developments in proximity to population centres.
In the 1970s, when B.C. Electric’s successor, B.C. Hydro and Power Authority (B.C. Hydro), began
efforts a second time to locate an underground storage site in the western half of the Fraser Valley, the
public corporation now ran into trouble (Chapter 3). Its consultants raised the red flag of groundwater
contamination, linking concerns about exploration drilling to gas migration. With a population boom
underway in the municipality of Surrey, municipal council opposed both seismic surveys and the proposal
in its territory.
After government rejected the underground
proposal, B.C. Hydro soon sought an
alternative. It proposed to construct a
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) storage
facility at the east end of the Burrard Inlet,
just next door to the municipalities of
Anmore and Port Moody (Chapter 4). The
public and the media quickly raised
legitimate concerns about the dangers
associated with LNG storage, shutting down
Hydro’s proposal once again.
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By the second half of the 1980s, and with the emergence of new provincial Energy Minister Jack Davis, a
big friend of big business, he gifted the Fraser Valley to industry for petroleum exploration and
underground gas storage (Chapter 5, 5-1, 5-7). The matter would incite acrimonious public opposition,
despite the findings from Dynamic Oil Ltd.’s consulting firm which conducted two sociological profile
reports in the municipal regions of Surrey and Langley. Dynamic’s consultants advised that although the
probability of public revolt was not remote it was not projected to be a significant problem (Chapter 5-7).
The opposite occurred, with the birth of The Friends of the Fraser Valley in February 1990 (Chapter 5-9).
The Friends, a mix of professional, talented and concerned volunteer citizenry, quickly influenced local
municipalities to oppose both drilling and storage. Over time, the organization grew to over 2,000
members.

This public opposition, which originated and quickly grew in the municipalities of Langley and
Aldergrove, swayed the two Langley provincial riding politicians who were also Social Credit Party
Cabinet members. Premier Bill Vander Zalm’s administration then ordered the Ministry of Energy to
immediately conduct a Public Inquiry on petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley. The Friends
remained suspicious of government’s intentions, stating that its Commission Inquiry was a stalling tactic,
merely a formal procedure through which it would nevertheless grant the big nod to petroleum
exploration and gas storage.
4

David Anderson was appointed Commissioner in May 1990 (Chapter 5-12) who was contracted to
complete a final report by the end of September 1990. Anderson, a former staff member with Canada’s
External Affairs department (1962-1967), a former federal Liberal Party Member of Parliament (19681972), and former elected head of the B.C. provincial Liberal Party (1972-1975), ran into ‘problems,’
delaying the release of his final report on
February 1, 1991, four long and agonizing
months beyond his contracted deadline.
As the Inquiry began, one of the two
petroleum industry consortiums, the
partners being B.C. Gas Inc., Conoco
Canada Ltd., and Dynamic Oil Ltd.,
adopted the name Fraser Valley Gas
Project. The consortium initiated a public
relations campaign and opened a
‘community’ office. A member of that
consortium, B.C. Gas Inc., a company
formerly called Inland Gas with most of
its previous utility operations in B.C.’s
Interior, played a central role in pushing
for drilling and underground gas storage.
B.C. Gas, now with numerous
subsidiaries, had recently acquired B.C.
Hydro’s Gas Division in 1988 (part of the
Social Credit government’s controversial
policy for privatization of public assets),
by offering the highest recorded purchase
for a public utility in North America.
Glen Breaks, a volunteer core member of
The Friends of the Fraser Valley, began
researching the technical literature of the
petroleum industry. He retrieved
information on environmental impacts and
repercussions of upstream petroleum
development and downstream underground
gas storage in the United States. His findings,
alongside research findings from other
Friends’ volunteers, helped to critically
challenge the Fraser Valley Gas Project, the
Anderson Commission, the B.C. Utilities
Commission, and the Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum. The Friends did so
relentlessly through newspaper articles and
letters to the editor, in television news
5

coverage, and with public donations that
paid for newspaper advertisements, public
demonstrations, public meetings and
forums. And they persisted by raising
concerns during the Commission’s public
hearings and technical meetings.
In August 1990, B.C. Gas, its legal firm,
and its American consultant, played
hardball with Glen Breaks’ research
information, his reputation, and his
engineering American informant (Chapter
5-21). That’s when things began to get
ugly. Breaks’ key findings were based on
information linking the dangers of leaking
gas from underground storage to
proximity of population centres which he
weaned from top American reservoir
engineering experts and literature. His
findings were a direct threat to B.C. Gas’s
interests, findings that otherwise
contradicted the petroleum consortium’s
repeated assurances to the public.
Breaks’ industry informant suddenly
recanted, leaving him and The Friends in
the lurch. This occurred during the middle
of the Commission’s Preparatory
Technical Sessions (August 13 to 25), and just prior to the Commission’s
Technical Hearings (August 27 to September 6). On the evening of
September 4, two days before the last Technical Hearing, The Friends
announced in front of the Commissioner’s Hearing assembly, and with
the media in tow, that their organization was officially abstaining and
boycotting the Commission, a direct result of the consortium leaning on
their academic informant.
Commissioner Anderson and Commission counsel Douglas MacAdams
were privately furious! Because of the accusation by the Friends, they
suspended the Commission Inquiry after the September 6, 1990,
Technical Hearing and obtained government approval and funding for a
separate quasi-legal sub-Inquiry into Allegations of Witness Tampering,
delaying the Commission’s responsibilities by two extra months! They
declared war on The Friends.
The boycott caught media attention, and shortly thereafter information
was published in the newspapers about an American woman in the State
of Illinois, Lodene Clark, another of Glen Breaks’ research informants,
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who’s farmland, home, groundwater, and outbuildings in Long Point, Illinois, were surrounded by
leaking, migrating gas from underground storage, leaking, in fact, since the 1960s (Chapter 5-21, 5-24).
This was the same American State that Breaks’ expert informant operated in, the same State that The
Friends warned the Commission about gas migration and liability issues before David Anderson’s July
1990 special tour of underground storage sites in the United States, a State Anderson subsequently failed
to visit and make formal inquiries about (Chapter 5-20). Thirty years later, an Illinois television station,
WCIA 03, investigated Nicor Gas Company’s leaking gas storage facilities (Chapter 5-25).

As the focus of Commission attention shifted toward the State of
Illinois, Commissioner Anderson and counsel Douglas MacAdams
made a special visitation to Illinois just before the Commission’s
Allegations Hearing on October 22. There, the duo privately met
with Glen Break’s professional reservoir engineer informant,
Walter Rzepczynski (Chapter 5-23), who later sent the
Commission a lengthy affidavit.
The Friends refused to participate in the October 22 special
Allegations Hearing. At that Hearing, Commissioner Anderson
ruled that there was no evidence of ‘hanky panky’ by anyone from
industry, government or the private sector upon the Illinois
engineer. Anderson one-sidedly concluded that the Friends had
fabricated the information and misled the public. However, the
media would remain unconvinced of the Commission’s Allegations rulings.
The Commission’s harsh and retaliatory Allegations Inquiry rulings failed to deter The Friends. Two
things resulted. Glen Breaks filed a complaint with the Law Society of B.C. against Commission counsel
Douglas MacAdams, which included a complaint of misconduct involving defamation (Chapter 5-26).
Secondly, the Friends organized a large public meeting on November 27, 1990, which over 600 people
attended (Chapter 5-24). At the energetic meeting/rally, the Friends denounced the Commission, and
Lodene Clark from Illinois, who the Friends invited for the occasion, spoke about her tribulations of
leaking gas. Her testimony made the media headlines.
The Commission eventually released its final report On February 1, 1991, in which Commissioner
Anderson gave his blessings for exploration drilling and gas storage (Chapter 5-27). Revealed at the end
of Chapter 5-20, in sub-section The Shaping of Commissioner Anderson’s Bias, the Commission’s final
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report admitted that Anderson had already made up his mind favoring gas storage prior to the Technical
Hearings that began on August 27.
On the very same day, and moments after the Commission’s February 1st news release, Energy Minister
Jack Davis issued a single sentence news release: “there would be NO DRILLING FOR
UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE in the Fraser Valley.” Because of an impending provincial election,
compounded by intense public pressure against drilling and storage, government countered Commissioner
Anderson’s storage recommendation.
In mid-1991, three months before the provincial election, new Social Credit Energy Minister Jack
Weisgerber announced his approval of a demonstration exploration drilling site in the municipality of east
Delta (Chapter 5-29). The company released the drilling results in early October 1991, two weeks before
the provincial election. As was the case with all previous exploration drilling operations in the Lower
Mainland and Fraser Valley over the previous eighty years, the petroleum consortium came up ‘dry’ – no
gas, no oil.
Under a new NDP administration, Energy Minister Anne Edwards announced in August 1992 her
approval for the drilling of two more exploration sites in the municipalities of Langley and Aldergrove.
As The Friends and politicians noted, in 1991, prior to the provincial election, NDP’s Premier Mike
Harcourt promised the voters “a moratorium on natural gas exploration and storage in the Fraser Valley.”
The two wells were eventually drilled in 1993, after the consortium made an agreement with a new
drilling partner, Stateside Energy Corp. Once again, both results came up dry.
In April 1994, the Ministry of Energy released a discussion paper which included recommendations to
rule out future gas storage proposals in the Fraser Valley. The information was summarized in an April
20, 1994, Abbotsford News article, Gas storage ruled out – ‘Friends’ gain victory in a long battle:
Underground storage of natural gas has been permanently ruled out in Langley. The decision was
made in a discussion paper on the supply and deliverability of natural gas, prepared by the Ministry
of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources.
Drilling for gas was vigorously fought by the 2,000 strong Friends of the Fraser Valley group which
was formed four years ago. One of the Friends’ prime incentives to fight drilling was their
contention that the true agenda of a consortium of companies was to store natural gas in the ground,
not to drill for it, as they contended, to meet growing demand for the fuel.
That storage was the real itinerary of Conoco Canada, Dynamic Oil and Stateside Energy Ltd. is
reinforced by the ministry’s paper. The paper noted that the companies drilled three wells in the
Lower Mainland, two in Langley. It said: “Although the drilling target was natural gas, it was
evident from the drilling results in the Langley area that there was insufficient caprock material to
provide an effective storage seal, with the result that this area can not be considered prospective
either for natural gas, or by extension, for underground gas storage.”
Pat Lawrence, a member of the Friends, called the ruling “the most appropriate and intelligent
decision considering all the information we gathered from around the world.”
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The First Wave:
Newspaper Advertisements and Articles, 1914 – 1922
Because of time constraints, there is no narrative provided on the First Wave of petroleum exploration in
the Fraser Valley and Lower Mainland. There may be an update to this report at some point in the future
to fill in this gap.
Instead, a few
advertisements and
newspaper articles
were chosen to
highlight this
period which was
dominated by
speculators that
repeatedly swayed
and suckered
weak-minded
investors on getrich schemes.
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Free Excursion
To Pitt Meadows Oil Wells
-Tuesday, July 14th
Leaveat9 a.m. Returningat5p.m.
Tramportation and full particulars

DOMINION STOCK & BOND
CORPORATION , LIMITED
WINCH BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B~ C.
Va ncounr Sun , Ju ly 13, 1914

VI rTOR ARRI ING AT Ol\lPANY' WH IU'
Scene on the wharf of Ihe Pitt Meadows Oil W('lIs, Ltd., at th head of Pit! Lake, on arrival of party of prominent Vancouver citiz('n to in pert oil field on Jun£' 16_
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The Prospects!of Oil in Fraser Valley
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The Second Wave (Part One)
“I certainly see no reason why some of the robber
barons can’t sink their money in a wildcat in the Peace
River,” he [Alex. Paton, Conservative MLA,
Vancouver-Point Grey riding] said. “Robber Barons”
was Samuel Guthrie’s term for the oil companies. The
Cowichan-Newcastle opposition member wanted to
know “why our Tory friends are ready to hand the area
over.” … “I think the [B.C. Legislature] House will
demand a more adequate explanation from the
government as to why it should turn away from its
pledge and with such unseemly haste give private
interests first claim in this province,” he [Charles G.
MacNeil, C.C.F. MLA, Vancouver Burrard riding] said.
“We are being stampeded into this, and suspicion will
arise that it is being done hurriedly and under pressure
by interests anxious to get their fingers on oil
prospects.” … Mrs. Dorothy Steeves, C.C.F., North
Vancouver, “smelled a rat, or perhaps an oil smell.”
She warned against oil interests as “octopi governing
the private monopoly field.” 1

Mounting tempo in every phase of the unfolding B.C. oil
play indicates British Columbia is on the verge of a
great oil search that will mean millions in new spending
and may uncover riches comparable to Alberta’s “black
gold” bonanza. … In contrast to the past two decades
when a B.C. oil scheme was regarded at best as a
crackpot’s obsession, today leading companies in the
field are shouldering into B.C. … Following the lead of
the Royalite Company, now drilling on Graham Island,
in the Queen Charlottes, prospectors are moving in on
the Fraser Valley. 2

B.C. Legislature debate on “the amendment to the Coal and Petroleum Act proposed by Hon. Herbert Anscomb, Minister of
Mines.” Bill to throw open Peace River oil lands passes second reading in stormy debate, Vancouver Sun, February 11, 1942.
2
BC oil search gathers speed, The Province, January 30, 1950.
1
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The Lulu Island ‘Gusher’
The story about the ‘rush’ for oil and gas in British Columbia and
Alberta began to spark in in the year following the end of World War
Two. In April 1946, as “three major [petroleum] companies … merged
interests in 1,500,000 acres extending across Alberta and including
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holdings in the Edmonton area,” 3 the rag-tag Richmond Natural Gas and
Oil Co. (incorporated in March 1904) began drilling in July 1946 on its
400-acre Lulu Island property located on the Fraser River delta, directly
south of Vancouver City. 4 Lulu Island was later renamed as the
municipality or City of Richmond.
As was the case with many other exploration drilling sites in the months
and years to come in the Fraser Valley, the locally owned Richmond
Natural Gas Company was promoting stock and encouraging investors in
the promised land of speculation with financial gains on the horizon. As
stated by Tom Brooke, chairman of the North Fraser Harbour Board,
owner of the 400-acre Lulu Island farm and with controlling interest in
Richmond Natural Gas, “My personal observations over the past 15 years
convince me that at various depths ranging from 500 to 1,800 feet are gas
sands carrying billions of feet of the very finest quality natural gas that
some day will be developed and revolutionize Vancouver and vicinity.” 5
Tom Brooke started drilling another well. And when Brooke’s “gas well blew in on Lulu Island at 10
a.m.” on Friday November 18, 1949, it made a gigantic splash when featured on the front page of the
Vancouver News-Herald newspaper.
Geological experts say it may be the biggest such
development of its kind in B.C. history. … The Lulu
Island find may forecast a Pacific Coast oil field.
In a long-distance telephone interview, Dr. [Colin Hater]
Crickmay [Calgary geologist] said … “This find is
bigger than anything in the past. The depth where gas
was found is shallower than in Alberta.” They struck gas
at 800 feet.
M.A. Durland, president of the Durland Drilling
Company … said “There is a bed down further. … When
we find it, we’ll be ready to talk business with the B.C.
Electric.”
[B.C. Electric Company] President A.E. “Dal” Grauer
said … “many geologists have said they believe the
Fraser Valley is a good gas field. Others have said there
is plenty of oil there.” Mr. Grauer said his company must
be assured of a 20-year supply before switching from
manufactured to natural gas. 6

3

3 big companies to search Alberta for gas and oil, Vancouver Sun, April 8, 1946.
Natural gas sought in Lulu Island drillings, Vancouver Sun, July 22, 1946.
5
Letter to the editor, by T.B. Brooke, Vancouver Sun, September 16, 1948.
6
Lulu Island well blows in; Coast oil strike hinted, News Herald, November 19, 1949.
4
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An estimated 250 cars and over 1,000 people stopped to look over the well that has struck new
hopes of a natural gas field on Lulu Island.
Royalite Oil Company Ltd., Calgary, today flew
geologist Gordon Hawkins to Vancouver to look
over site of the Lulu Island gas strike. Royalite,
which will spud in a test well on Graham Island,
Queen Charlottes, December 1, is also planning
an oil and gas search on the Gulf Islands.
Maynard Davies, well-known Calgary oil
operator, also flew into Vancouver and expressed
himself as definitely interested in the strike. 7
“Prospectors” in search of quick riches have
applied for claims on Lulu Island since last
week’s natural gas “blow.” Dr. T.B. Williams, of
the provincial government’s Petroleum and
Natural Gas Branch, said Thursday, “quite a
number of applications have come in during the
last few days.” 8

Durland and the Surrey Dome Well
The owner of the drilling company, Melville A. Durland, of M.A.
Durland Drilling Co. Ltd. (incorporated in August 1947), a cattleman
and manager of the B.C. Livestock Exchange, was the former
president of a local company, Surrey Dome Oil and Gas Limited,
which “had secured leases of gas and oil rights from the B.C.
Government covering 2,800 acres in the immediate [south Surrey]
Newton vicinity.” 9 Durland, William Rhodes MacDonald, Francis
Rochon, Frank H. Yoemans, William M. Silcock, and W.H. Bushell
became directors of the newly incorporated Surrey Dome on March 6, 1943, and on March 10 they
applied for petroleum licenses on Sections 28 to 33 in Township 2 of the Surrey Municipality. Surrey
Dome’s 132-foot-high derrick and “oil well,” “on the Burkhart Road east of the King George Highway,”
was reported in July 1944 to be as far down as 1,667 feet, 10 and is when the company issued 1,000,000
shares. By October 1944, the drilling was down to 2,100 feet. That’s when the drilling ended. In February
1946, the Company “pleaded guilty to a charge of failing to file an income tax return,” 11 and in March
1947, Carrie L. Walker, the owner of the lands on which Surrey Dome Oil had secured a lease, began a

7

Sightseers flood Island to view gas well find, Vancouver Province, November 21, 1949.
Quick Riches? Many seek Lulu Island gas rights, News Herald, November 25, 1949.
9
Looking back, Surrey Leader, July 23, 1964.
10
Oil well down 1,667 ft.; keep drilling: geologist, Surrey Leader, July 26, 1944.
11
Oil company fined, The Province, February 14, 1946.
8
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legal eviction action because “the company defaulted on payments in 1945 and notice to vacate was given
in November 1945.” 12
On December 12, 1949, about two weeks after Tom Brookes’ Lulu Island “gas gusher,” M.A. Durland
formed Gulf Ridge Oil and Gas Ltd., issuing 5,000,000 shares, 500,000 of which were given to Richmond
Natural Gas in a partnership agreement. By May 1950,
the Durland Drilling Co. was charged for failing to file
an income tax return.

The Royal City Syndicate
As petroleum interests were being headlined in the
newspapers in mid 1948, and as American and Canadian
petroleum companies and investors would begin
scouting a “4,600,000-acre reservation” of tar sands
lands in northern Alberta led by Bear Oil president
Frank McMahon and Pacific Petroleums president
Norman Whittall, 13 Tom Brooke’s advertised early
activities on Lulu Island motivated a small group of
local investors to form the “Royal City syndicate” in
early July 1948, 14 incorporated on August 31 as the
Royal City Oil and Gas Company Ltd. Directors of the
Company in October 1948 were chairman A. Stanley
Smith (an oil operator), Harry L. Dorsch (a
manufacturer) as secretary, and John Kerster (a farmer),
Leslie McIntosh (president of McIntosh & Rice
Refrigerator), Dana Quinnell (president of Reliable
Taxis). The investors acquired 1,023 acres of oil and gas
freehold leases due east of Tom Brooke’s 400 acres.
12

Eviction sought of drilling concern, Surrey Leader, March 27, 1947.
Helicopters join in search for oil, Edmonton Journal, November 18, 1948. Inside a network of 23 subsidiaries, “Bear Oil
Company, a new incorporation, is the operating medium. Bear president Frank McMahon of Calgary announced Thursday that
backers include Tidewater Associated Oil of San Francisco, Pacific Western Oil and Skelly Oil Group of Los Angeles and
Tulsa, Pacific Petroleums, Anglo-Canadian Oil, and Princess Petroleums. The last three are Canadian independents. Also
backing are Toronto interests represented by General Hogarth and John Frame.” The National Post reported on September 4,
1948, that the area was “nearly 5.25 million acres of Crown oil and gas rights.”
14
Royal City group drills for oil on Lulu Island, The Province, July 8, 1948.
13
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Royal City, with “$50,000 worth of drilling gear,” began drilling its Royal City No. 1 well on July 14,
1948, on “a section of farmland owned by farmer Nicholas Wowk, on No. 4 Road just south of the
Westminster Highway.” Company chairman A. Stanley Smith hired Charles Baird, “a formation
technologist from California,” 15 and designer of the ‘Baird formation-tester,’ to professionally steer the
24/7 projected 2,000-foot-deep drilling program undertaken by Bud (Bernard James) Henning of
Lloydminster, Saskatchewan, B.J. Henning Drilling Company. B.J. Henning’s operation for the first hole
was “as a private venture.” 16 A legal dispute was issued in February 1949 in B.C. Supreme Court by Bud
Henning against Royal City claiming $12,000, which was dismissed following Royal City solicitor Neil
McDiarmid’s counter claim of “$20,000 damages against Bernard J. Henning for alleged negligence in
workmanship and also for return of $7,800.” 17 Royal City also hired Walter Huff a former University of
B.C. graduate employed by Gulf Oil’s operations in Venezuela. As Royal City announced the issuance of
2,000,000 Company shares in September 1948, the rig’s drill bit was lost at 1,853 feet, suspending
operations and forcing the Company to “move the rig to a new site.” 18 A second drilling operation on the
Royal City No. 1 well, by the Royal City Oil and Gas Company, which had suffered a “cave-in,” and then
abandoned, was down to 1,853 feet. A year later, following the November 18, 1949, sensational news of a
gusher at Tom Brooke’s Lulu Island farm, newly elected Royal City directors, David Pitkethly, Frank
Featherstone, John Kester, H.L. Dorsch, P.C. Sanford, and Patrick Hogan “announced plans to join with
others in further drilling on its own acreage” on Lulu Island. 19

The Birch Bay Syndicate
The “Birch Bay Syndicate,” a company affiliated with Royal City Oil, obtained 472 acres of leases next
to Brooke’s farm. The Syndicate would later be incorporated in Olympia, Washington State as the
Pleasant Valley Gas and Oil Company. The president of Pleasant Valley was Charles E. Booth, F.E. Clark
as vice president, and H.L. Dorsch as secretary who also served as secretary of Royal City Oil. By August
1950, W.H. Jacklin was nominated president.
It was reported in November 1947 by Washington State Pleasant Valley farmer George Hillje, “on whose
farm a test well was sunk,” that “the Canadians,” who were drilling a test well on his farm property, “are
planning to organize the Pleasant Valley Gas & Oil Company,” and “had obtained leases from him and
from other farmers in the Pleasant Valley district covering six to eight square miles.” 20 It was explained
in the Bellingham Herald newspaper article:
The fact that gas or oil was being drilled for in that part of Whatcom County came to light October
2 when the Blain fire department was summoned to the Hillje farm where the test well had
exploded. Sparks from the drilling equipment ignited gas in the casing of the well which then was
down 409 feet.

15

There may be oil wells yet on Lulu Island, Richmond Review, August 14, 1948.
Well contract awarded, The Province, September 15, 1948.
17
Wrong people in Court, says sued company, Vancouver Sun, February 21, 1949.
18
New well to be drilled on Lulu Island, Vancouver Sun, September 13, 1948.
19
Royal City plans further work, Vancouver News Herald, December 14, 1949.
20
Natural gas is found in County, Bellingham Herald, November 21, 1947.
16
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The Birch Bay Syndicate’s operational interests in Whatcom
County, just over the American border due south of the Fraser
Valley, were suspended for two years due to State regulatory
financial non-compliance. The Company’s interests would later stir
the consideration in 1952 by keen speculation interest eyes of the
B.C. Electric Company’s executives for underground storage of
natural gas “in which the gas from any of the proposed pipelines
projected to serve the Pacific Northwest can be stored conveniently
and economically.” 21
Both affiliated syndicates – Royal City Oil and Pleasant Valley Gas
– shared the same legal counsel, Neil H. McDiarmid, a downtown
Vancouver City solicitor and patent lawyer. From a wide
background search from news sources, McDiarmid was former
president of Skeena Holdings Ltd., a former director of Senator Gold
Mines Ltd., a director of Pinebrayle Gold Mines Ltd., secretary of
B.C. Craigmont Mines Ltd., and secretary-treasurer of Hedley
Monarch Gold Mines Limited. In early August 1948, Hedley
Monarch Gold Mines, which formed Hedley Monarch Oils Limited,
began drilling for oil “in the South Bantry field in southern Alberta,”
hiring Royal City Oil’s Lulu Island drilling contractor, B.J. Henning
Drilling Company. 22 In 1958, McDiarmid “and associates,” who
McDiarmid “declined to name,” took “over control of Royal
Canadian Ventures Ltd,” 23 a junior independent oil company. In
1960, McDiarmid was elected a director of Fort St. John Petroleums
Ltd., a company contracted
to deliver gas to Westcoast
Transmission.

Van-Tor Oils
Lawyer Neil McDiarmid played a media go-between or representative role for a mystery company, VanTor Oils and Explorations Ltd., which was incorporated on September 3, 1948. For about seven years
running since its incorporation, there was only one recorded instance – on February 4, 1953 – that
Canadian newspapers managed to identify only one of Van-Tor’s directors, the so-named president,
Bernard E. Hawkins, 24 the owner and president of Hawkins Motors located in Vancouver City near the
intersection of Kingsway and Fraser Streets.
By 1952, Van-Tor initially acquired a petroleum permit on 29,440 acres in northeast B.C. Peace River
country, through which “Westcoast Transmission Company’s gas pipeline will go to Vancouver,” and
21

More gas wells due for County, Bellingham Herald, November 7, 1952.
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another partnership permit with Wilrich
Petroleums on 15,000 acres “in the
Flathead area.” 25 Van-Tor made
another deal the same year with the
Canadian Atlantic Oil Company. More
options, ownerships and deals were to
come. In 1952, Van-Tor was
“capitalized at 3,000,000 shares,” 26 and
announcement was made on September
13, 1952, that Van-Tor’s shares had
“been approved for listing on the
Vancouver Stock Exchange.” 27
When news transpired in November
1953 that Van-Tor had “taken over” 28
the Pleasant Valley Oil & Gas Co. as its
new subsidiary, is when solicitor “Neil
McDiarmid” was first identified in the
printed press as “Van-Tor general manager.” 29 An earlier October 28, 1952, announcement of an annual
general meeting identified McDiarmid as Van-Tor’s secretary. The November 1953 Bellingham Herald
news article, which identified that the mysterious Van-Tor company had two offices, one in Vancouver
and another in San Francisco, California, said that Van-Tor’s interest was in developing an “underground
[gas] storage facility,” “at the 3,700-acre site.” 30 News about Van-Tor’s takeover or prior interest was
leaked a year previous in one news article published in the Montreal Gazette in the opposite end of
25
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Canada about the company bringing
into production “four gas wells … on
the holdings of the Pleasant Valley
Gas and Oil Co. near Birch Bay, 40
miles south of Vancouver,” which
was “owned by a syndicate with Van
Tor Oils, Trans Era and Alberta
Central Oils, each holding 20 per
cent interest.” 31 It wasn’t until June 2, 1955, in a promotional business report feature by Vancouver News
Herald’s Hugh Armstrong, that Van-Tor’s “management changes” and “diversified holdings,” which
Armstrong stated were “not generally known to the investing public,” were finally revealed. 32 Van-Tor’s:
•
•

•

31
32

president – W.C. Mainwaring, the vice president of the B.C. Electric Co., with a long list of
directorships (see below).
vice president and general manager – W. Philip Barchard, assistant gas manager with the B.C.
Electric Co., director of B.C. Craigmont Mines Ltd. (alongside Craigmont secretary Neil
McDiarmid).
director – John A. McMahon, with the investment firm McMahon and Burns, later president of
Inland Natural Gas Ltd., and brother to major petroleum investors George McMahon and Frank
McMahon.

New gas producers, The Gazette, November 11, 1952.
Interest in the Van-Tor story, Vancouver News Herald, June 2, 1955.
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•

•

director – Frank E. Hall, president of Hall Securities Ltd., vice president
of Hall Co. Ltd., director of Commonwealth International Corp. Ltd.,
director of Cronin Babine Mines Ltd., former two-time president of the
Vancouver Stock Exchange, director of the Gas Exploration Company of
Alberta Ltd. (alongside George McMahon), about to be director of the
Vancouver Board of Trade.
secretary treasurer – Colonel Robert Shankland, a decorated and
celebrated First World War Scottish hero veteran, secretary of Cronin
Babine Mines Ltd., secretary treasurer of Western Uranium Cobalt Mines
Ltd., secretary of Beaver Lodge Uranium Mines Ltd., manager of the
[Frank E.] Hall Building. 33

Schemes that Paved the Way
The timing of the so-called Lulu Island ‘gas
gusher’ helped turn the financial speculation
tide in late 1949. A complicated set of
speculation initiatives in the search for oil
and gas were already in motion, but this
incident spurred panic among some, and
more aggressive initiatives among others.
Twelve days before the gusher, the Province
newspaper, under a front-page caption “Oil
Operator Says B.C. to Tap New Wealth,”
interviewed Calgary-based big oil player
Frank McMahon who was in Vancouver City
promoting “his West Coast Transmission Company,” which was awaiting “a
green light from the Alberta Government.” 34 Four days after the Lulu Island
gusher, Imperial Oil president G.L. Stewart was in Vancouver promoting the
possibility of a new oil pipeline from Alberta to Vancouver, warning that “B.C.
“restrictive” oil and gas laws are holding up expansion and exploratory
programs,” and “the whole philosophy of governmental regulations here is not
inducive to any moves at the present time.”
“In British Columbia the Crown can withdraw any lands at any time as
Crown reserves,” said M.L. Haider, director of the [Imperial Oil] company.
“It means that a company can’t afford to spend millions to find one oil field
and no more.” 35
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The other directorships of the Van-Tor board members listed here were not provided in the news article and had to be
carefully rooted out through a wide search of news articles. There may have been even more directorships.
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The Province, November 8, 1949.
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Imperial may build pipeline to B.C., Vancouver Sun, November 23, 1949.
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Imperial Oil’s economic investment threat
helped spur Vancouver-Centre MLA (Member
of the Legislative Assembly) Allan J.
McDonnell to “demand relaxation of British
Columbia’s oil drilling regulations in order to
encourage large-scale search for oil in B.C.”
He declared the worst part of the [recently
amended Petroleum and Natural Gas] act
is Section 53, which gives the
government the widest powers to declare
oil lands reserved in any area at any time.
… He said a meeting was held recently of
the top men of five of the 15 largest oil
companies in the world, all of them active in Alberta. They came to the unanimous decision they
could not possibly invest money in B.C. for prospecting purposes so long as the present legislation
remains in effect. 36
At the end of March 1950, the B.C. government caved into the appeals by the petroleum industry, making
amendments to an already-amended Petroleum and Natural Gas Act, 37 causing increased lease

36
37

‘Centre’ MLA plans drive on oil curbs, Vancouver Sun, December 10, 1949.
Petroleum law erased by Kenney, The Province, March 22, 1950.
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applications covering “more than eight million acres in B.C.” by April 1, “twice that issued by the
Department of Lands and Forests on January 1,” 1950. 38
In early March 1944 government introduced “two bills” to “replace the present Coal and Petroleum Act.”
Those two bills were “the Coal Act” and the “Petroleum and Natural Gas Act.” 39 The two replacement
acts came “into effect June 19, 9 a.m.,” 1944.
The Petroleum Act will lift the present reserve on petroleum and natural gas resources and establish
a new reserve throughout the province, except in that part of the Peace River Land Recording
District lying south of the Peace River and the Fernie Land Recording District.
Both the Petroleum and Natural Gas Act and the Coal Act are based upon the principle that the
people own the natural resources of this province and that their rights should be fully protected. It is
also recognized that private industry has a right to develop them, but on a basis whereby it will
return to the people a fair share of the profits by way of royalty and fees, and that industry will not
be permitted to acquire these potential resources and then withhold them from development. 40
The essence of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Act was later summarized in a Province newspaper article:
“Formerly, it was impossible for private parties to own these leases, the idea being to keep all such natural
resources as oil for the provincial government, and the money, if oil was forthcoming, for the provincial
treasury.” 41
By May of 1946, the B.C. government considered “modifying the regulations respecting the development
of oil and natural gas resources … particularly in the Peace River District.” 42 Under a program of
investigation and the introduction of amending legislative Bills, by early August 1947 the B.C.
government revised the Petroleum and Natural Gas Act:
Under the new Act, former provisions placing all of the province on a reserve basis, which provided
that stakers must set aside equal areas for the provincial government have been eliminated.
The new statute provides for a single reserve district in the Lone Mountain area south of Pouce
Coupe. In this district … stakers will set aside an area of the same size as their own holdings for the
government. In the rest of the province no government reserve is required.
The change in the statute was made after oil companies indicated they were unwilling to prospect
for oil in British Columbia under existing legislation. 43

W.C. Mainwaring
To unlock some of the cogwheels in the early oil and gas boom phase and the second wave of petroleum
exploration in the Fraser Valley, it is instructive to examine the investment goals, activities, ambitions,
and directorship links of Nanaimo-City-born William (‘Bill’) Crossley Mainwaring, a man who rose from
the lowly ranks as ditch-digger to become the vice president of the B.C. Electric Company (B.C. Electric),
38
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owned by the B.C. Power Corporation. Leaving his position since October 1945 as B.C. Electric’s vice
president of operations on Vancouver Island, he was appointed vice president of the influential private
utility corporation on June 1, 1948, to assist its president, A.E. (Dal) Grauer. Originally a London,
England-based corporation established in 1897,
the former hub of world capital, the B.C. Electric
Railway Company had grown to become an
organized provincial entity over the ensuing
decades. In April - May 1928, when Captain
George H. Wilkins flew non-stop over the North
Pole, B.C. Electric became a holding company of
the B.C. Power Corporation Ltd., 44 a new
subsidiary of the Power Corporation of Canada
(est. May 1925). The B.C. Power Corporation then
steered B.C. Electric into harnessing and servicing
much of British Columbia’s residential and
commercial electrification and gasification needs
after the Second World War, building and
financing hydro electric dams and distribution
lines. After announcing his departure from B.C.
Electric in 1958, provincial ‘powerhouse’
Mainwaring’s ambitious, mind-boggling empire
building schemes to industrialize northeast British
Columbia would aid in leading to the Social Credit
administration’s surprise takeover or
nationalization of B.C. Electric in August 1961, a
gargantuan irony. Though aware of its possibility,
the takeover-move astonished B.C. Electric’s
executives and shareholders, and Canada’s private
capital elite.
Biding his time while working through the
corporation’s ranks, Mainwaring had been in the newspaper social prestige and charity-giving limelight
for decades. In 1933, Mainwaring became a director of the Bridge Island Gold Mines; in 1936, a director
of Anglo Texas Oils Ltd. with holdings in Texas; in July 1937, elected president of the Northwest Electric
Light and Power Association, a position he continued to hold off and on into the 1950s.
By 1948 or earlier, Mainwaring was linked in aiding an elaborate scheme to construct a gas pipeline route
from Alberta through B.C.’s mountainous terrain and into the Greater Vancouver servicing area, and then
southwards into northwest United States. As he and other powerful brokers were striving forward to
achieve that industrious goal amidst the government of Alberta’s objection to exporting its natural gas and
oil, Mainwaring was approached in June 1950 by the “Fish Engineering Corporation of Houston, Texas”
in a separate and opposite south to north scheme for a proposed “$200,000,000 [gas] pipeline from Texas
to Seattle,” 45 viewed as a coup to outsmart the initial American route proposal by the Northwest Natural
44
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Gas Company consortium. 46 Due to his two webs of scheming, the
northwest United States Pacific Coast Gas Association would attribute
Mainwaring as one of its own, heralded at the August 1951 annual
conference in San Francisco, honouring him to the position as director, “the
first Canadian to be elected to the position.” 47
Mainwaring’s pipeline transmission schemes also included two separate
proposals in the 1950s for underwater / submarine gas pipeline routes to
Vancouver Island. In May 1952, his first underwater route “would likely
“island-hop” from Bellingham through the Gulf Islands to a point
somewhere near Cordova Bay,” which was “surveyed aerially by a topflight engineer.” 48 A second attempt became known on April 24, 1959,
when Mainwaring,
president of Van-Tor
Oils and Explorations,
announced in the
company’s annual
report that through its
controlling interest in
Vancouver Island Gas
Co. Ltd. (a butane gas
distribution company
established in 1957),
and based upon $150,000 engineering and feasibility
studies conducted in 1958 “shown to be financially
acceptable,” that it “expects to proceed with its
underwater natural gas pipeline to Vancouver Island
this year.” 49
Vancouver Island Gas created a subsidiary in
October 1958, the Island Transmission Co. Ltd., to
conduct the underwater route. Island Transmission
fought to oppose Magna Pipeline Co. Ltd.’s separate
proposal for a submarine crossing, a complaint that
was to be heard at a Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) hearing on July 6, 1959. The Charter Oil
Company controlled 50 percent of Magna Pipeline,
and one of Charter Oil’s directors was Frank
McMahon, who was president of Westcoast
Transmission, the transport pipeline supplier of
natural gas from northeast B.C. Westcoast
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Transmission director Norman Whittall, who was also a director of the Inland Natural Gas Company,
stated he was “prepared to head up a group of Canadian investors interested in backing the proposal of
Magna Pipeline.” 50 Magna Pipeline’s president, Ralph K. Farris, was also president of Northern Ontario
Natural Gas Co. Ltd. Both proposals hinged on obtaining long-term industry contracts: “B.C. Cement at
Bamberton; B.C. Forest Products at Crofton; the Harmac pulp and paper mill at Nanaimo; MacMillan &
Bloedell pulp and paper mill at Port Alberni; and the B.C. Power Commission’s thermal [gas turbine
generation] plant at Chemainus.” 51 Magna proposed to use a new experimental “flexible” pipeline
product from the United Kingdom and Island Transmission proposed a seamless steel pipeline.

It was later revealed in December 1959 during a continued PUC hearing that Magna Pipeline “had
originally planned a joint project” with Island Transmission on the pipeline crossing but came to a
disagreement. 52 It was explained that when Van-Tor set up the Vancouver Island Gas Company in 1957,
“it was understood Magna Gas Company would lay the pipeline across the straits,” and that by 1958,
when the company “became aware nothing was happening,” it “decided if no one else will build it, we’ll
have to do it.” 53
In mid-January 1960 “the provincial government approved a charter for Magna Pipeline Company”
expected to cost about $14,000,000, and “with assurance the line will be completed by the fall of 1961.” 54
Island Transmission then appealed the decision, contending that Magna’s “proposed cable type does not
meet specifications for gas pipelines as set out in the B.C. Pipelines Act,” 55 and filed a separate complaint
in May 1960 with the National Energy Board on gas prices. The complaints were rejected. In June 1959
Island Transmission applied to the provincial government to build the underwater pipeline using “a
different type of submarine pipe,” “a special seamless steel pipe which has been successfully used in
hundreds of miles of underwater gas and oil transmission lines throughout the world.” 56 In July 1960 a
delegation of “six labor organizations appealed to Transport Minister Lyle Wicks against use of a British50
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made flexible cable,” claiming an all-Canadian steel cable line “would provide jobs for Canadians which
Magna was giving to Britons.” 57 As it turned out, neither of the two bidders would build the underwater
pipeline. Magna’s contract for a “one continuous length” flexible lead-covered, plastic-cored cable, line to
be manufactured by British Callenders Cables Ltd., and for the “world’s longest flexible submarine gas
pipeline,” 58 ran into trouble when British Callender’s “sea trials … reported there had been trouble in
making satisfactory [coupling] joins in the line,” 59 and backed out of the contract.

Mainwaring’s Pieces of the Action
In addition to his two underwater pipeline schemes, in 1953 Mainwaring began searching for an
underground gas storage facility at multiple sites in the Fraser Valley, along with locations in northwest
and southwest Washington State. And in order to become a power broker in the underground and
underwater schemes, he got himself a big piece of
the action.
As an engaging participant in the emergent shaping
of northwest North America’s petroleum webbed
empire, Mainwaring incorporated Britalta
Petroleums Ltd. on April 14, 1949, becoming its
treasurer and then its president in February 1950.
Britalta’s president was R.H.B. Ker, a director of
Home Oil Ltd. and a director of the public utility
B.C. Power Commission. Other directors appointed
were A. Bruce Robertson, B.C. Electric’s head
lawyer and legal counsel since September 1946 and
soon to be general solicitor and vice-president of the
B.C. Power Corporation in June 1948; director
Stanley E. Slipper, the prominent Calgary geologist
involved in numerous petroleum surveys in British
Columbia and Alberta, who was also a director of
Atlantic Oil Co. Ltd. since July 1947; and director
George H. Cloakey. In May 1949, Britalta obtained
petroleum leases for 200,000 acres on Graham
Island, the northern of the two Queen Charlotte
Islands (renamed, Haida Gwaii) off B.C.’s northern
Coast and due west of the City of Prince Rupert.
These were the only lands the government offered for lease before temporarily
placing a ‘map reserve’ on all remaining oil and natural gas rights on the
Queen Charlottes.
In December 1949, W.C. Mainwaring was appointed member of the Royal
Trust Company’s Vancouver Advisory Board, on which Austin C. Taylor, the president of Home Oil Co.
Ltd., was a sitting member. Coinciding with Royalite’s drilling of Britalta’s lease property on Graham
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Island, on January 12,
1950, S.F. Heard, the
president of Calgarybased Royalite Oil Co.
Ltd., and vicepresident of the
Western Canada
Petroleum Association,
announced the
appointment of
Mainwaring as a
director. Royalite,
“Canada’s largest
independent,” 60 began drilling on its
“Royalite-Queen Charlotte No. 1” well, “just
north of Skidigate Indian village,” being “the
first time that any major oil company has
come into British Columbia to drill in a big
way.” 61 The September 1, 1949, article stated
that “Mr. Heard is one of the Dominion’s top
oil men,” who “worked for years in South
American fields and later joined Imperial Oil
in Canada where he rose to an executive
position.” Royalite was the celebrated “large
producer of oil and natural gas in the Turner
Valley and Redwater fields of Alberta.” The
press noted that “observers see in the present
move” – the new partnership between Heard
and Mainwaring – “a contact between a
company which might develop a large amount
of natural gas and a company which is in the
gas distribution business,” namely the B.C.
Electric Co., a “move which has stirred
interest in B.C. oil and gas circles.” 62
News popped out five days after Mainwaring’s appointment that both Britalta and Royalite were
expanding their petroleum exploration interests into “in other western provinces,” and that Royalite “and
a U.S. firm, Pacific Supply Company, will explore crown reservations held in Alberta by Pacific
Petroleums Ltd.” 63 Narrated below, Pacific Petroleums president Frank McMahon was the main brain
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and shaker 64 behind the March 1949 Dominion charter, or incorporation, of its subsidiary Westcoast
Transmission Company Ltd., the proposal for a new natural gas pipeline from northeast B.C./Alberta to
the Greater Vancouver inter-municipal area. 65

Royalite in the Gulf Islands
Following an announcement by Royalite on October 17, 1949, regarding an exploration partnership with
Pacific Petroleums Ltd. within the Islands of Georgia Straight off the southeast coastline of Vancouver
Island, on December 3, 1949, Royalite announced that it would conduct “full geological survey … on
55,000 acres of land” in the Gulf Islands, “partly under permit from the Provincial Government and partly
leased freeholdings.” 66 Pacific Petroleums held “extensive freehold mineral rights in the [Gulf] Islands,
acquired some time ago from Canadian Collieries Ltd., of Vancouver.” Pacific Petroleums chairman and
“It was Frank McMahon who first got the idea of a natural gas line to the coast in 1937.” (Source: Pipeline big victory for
native son, Vancouver Sun, April 3, 1952.)
65
In January 1949, Pacific Petroleums Ltd. made a change in its Board of directors: “Norman Whittall … becomes chairman
… Frank McMahon becomes president … and continues as managing director … directors are: C.H. Wright of Tulsa,
Oklahoma, president of Sunray Oil Corp.; W. W. Porter II, Los Angeles, geologist, Sunray Oil Corp.; E.A. Parkford, Los
Angeles, independent oil operator.” (Staff shuffled on oil company, The Albertan, January 17, 1949)
66
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president Norman R. Whittall, long-time
post-World War One high society colleague
of Major Austin C. Taylor, was former
director of the Prince Rupert Pulp & Paper
Co. Ltd., former director of Innerfold Oils
Ltd., former president of Blue Band
Navigation Co., president of the Peace River
Natural Gas Company, vice president of
Atlantic Oil Co. Ltd. (incorporated in
Alberta, July 1947), director of the Westcoast
Transmission Company, director of Alberta
Distillers Ltd., president of Canadian
Collieries (Dunsmuir) Ltd. since October
1948, about-to-be-owner of Norman R.
Whittall Company Ltd. (takeover of the
investment brokerage firm of Ross Whittall
Ltd., “specialists in Western Canadian
Industrials, Oil and Mining Securities”),
about to be president of Inland Natural Gas,
and about to be president of the Eastern Trust
Company. A January 12, 1950, news article
updated information about Royalite’s assets
as having “licenses on 18,600 acres of
Crown-held land
on 10 of the Gulf
Islands between
Vancouver Island and the mainland and a small part of Vancouver Island near
Nanaimo.” 67 The Gulf Islands: Gabriola, Valdez, Galiano, Thetis, north part
of Salt Spring, Prevost, Mayne, North Pender, South Pender and Saturna.
And “less than 1,000 acres on Vancouver Island in the Cedar and Oyster
district between Ladysmith and Nanaimo are involved in the prospecting
licences.” 68

Bralco
Just further north up the eastern shoreline of Vancouver Island from about
Courtney to Campbell River, Bralco Ltd. was stirring up the locals with talk
of oil and gas in mid-December 1949, so much so that “oil fever” had
“gripped Hornby Island,” with 80% of landowners signing “agreements to
allow” the company “to prospect for oil” on their properties. 69 The president
of mining syndicate Bralco was Major Austin C. Taylor, long-time postWorld War One social elite, financier, early oil investor millionaire and
67
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managing director of Innerfold Oils Ltd., horse racer / thorough-breeder / pony-prince ‘sportsman,’
president of Home Oil Distributors Ltd. (marketing of Home Eastern Oil, and subsidiary of Imperial Oil
Ltd.), former president of Bralorne Mines Ltd., former president of the Bridge River Company, former
vice-president of Wartime Merchant Shipping Ltd. and former B.C. Security Commissioner in charge of
internments for 23,000 Japanese civilians, 70 who would soon be applying for exploration rights in
northeast B.C.

Charter Oil in the Gulf Islands
Ralph K. Farris, president of the Charter Oil Company Ltd., incorporated in September 1950, announced
in December 1958 that wildcat drilling would begin on the north end of Saltspring Island. Charter Oil had
four partners, Imperial Oil Ltd., California Standard Co., Pacific Petroleums Ltd., and Canadian Collieries
Resources Ltd. It was reported that the same group of companies, which held 239,000 acres over eight
Austin Taylor “One-man Commission,” Trades Council Secretary Says, Named over Public’s Head: Too much power –
Bengough, The Province, September 2, 1942; Commission nears end of Jap Evacuation – last batches going out at 300 a day,
Vancouver Sun, September 12, 1942; Austin Taylor visits Jap camp on Hope-Princeton, Chilliwack Progress, September 23,
1942. For the first expose on Austin Taylor, His hobby is tough jobs whether in peace or war – career of Major Austin Taylor
is chapter of colorful achievements, The Financial Post, April 14, 1934.
70
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petroleum lease rights in the Gulf Islands, had drilled an unsuccessful 4,000-foot-deep dry hole, the
Saturna No. 1 well, at Lyall Harbor on Saturna Island in 1957. Farris, who was also president of Magna
Pipe Lines, was hoping to find gas to augment and tie into his bid for an underwater gas pipeline route to
Vancouver Island through the Gulf Islands. Previously the Royalite Oil Company held leases in the Gulf
Islands. The drilling on Saltspring also came up dry.

Allenbee in the Fraser Valley
Immediately after the Lulu Island gas gusher
made the news on November 18, 1949, came a
shower of interested parties making application
for geological survey rights in the Fraser Valley
area. For instance, Russell B. Horton, the
president of Allenbee Petroleum Ltd., a
“federally incorporated company,” was
“awaiting word on its application to the
provincial government … on 60,000 acres in the
lower Fraser Valley.” Horton, from the City of
Victoria, was president of Horton Cedar
Manufacturing Co. The 60,000 acres “run from
Point Roberts north to the Fraser River; along
the Fraser to New Westminster; east to a point
north of Cloverdale; south to within a mile of
the border and west to Boundary Bay.”
Allenbee’s consulting geologist was Stanley E.
Slipper, the same geologist serving as a director
of W.C. Mainwaring’s company Britalta.
The company, with B.C. and Toronto
backing, reports a deal with South Brazeau
Petroleums and associates for a well to be
drilled on a 50 per cent farmout on half the
Allenbee acreage. Associated with South
Brazeau in the deal are Emjay Petroleums
Ltd., North Continental Petroleums and
Chief Redwater Petroleums. 71
On February 1, 1950, B.C. Superintendent of
Lands R.E. Burns allotted Allenbee and partner
South Brazeau “exploration rights on
approximately 26,000 acres in the Lower Fraser
Valley,” and made announcement shortly thereafter for “a well to test the Surrey Dome structure near
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Newton” 72 on the King George highway, referring
to the abandoned Surrey Dome Oil and Gas well
site (narrated above). Maynard Davies, “Calgary
promoter” and managing director for South
Brazeau, promotionally stated the “geology of the
Fraser Valley and other B.C. areas shows more
favorable strata for accumulation of oil and gas than
any part of Alberta.” 73
After advertising the issuance of 200,000 Allenbee
company shares, Allenbee and South Brazeau began
sensationalizing British Columbia’s upcoming “first
gusher” in May 1950, with the rumour “that
members of the B.C. Cabinet will be in attendance
for this ceremony.” 74 Eventually in late February
72
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1951, after a series of promotional exposes in the newspapers, and after reaching a depth of 4,700 feet,
Allenbee Petroleums’ Newton well site was “abandoned due to caving difficulties.”

Mainwaring in the Applications Line-Up
W.C. Mainwaring’s new petroleum company Britalta, his appointment to big oil firm Royalite, and his
long-held cozy influence with the provincial government led to an amusing sight on Wednesday, February
1, 1950, as noted by the press. Amusing to the public perhaps, but embarrassing no doubt to Mainwaring,
who carefully avoided being photographed alongside others who were caught in the line-up by the
Victoria Times Colonist newspaper. Like a frenzied rush to get the best advertised deal on a limited sale
item, he had been waiting in the dark hours of the morning, as it were, at the Parliament Building in
Victoria so he could be the first in line to get first dibs on the petroleum spoils.
Land-office rush days were recalled at the Parliament buildings today when a reserve on oil
prospecting in the province was lifted at noon. Five applications were filed and there was a line-up
outside the office of Lands Superintendent R.E. Burns which started forming before 9 [a.m.]. W.C.
Mainwaring, president of Britalta Petroleum Ltd. and a director of Royalite Oil Co. Ltd., was first in
the line. He and his associates took turns in holding the first position until applications were
accepted at 12. 75

75

Rush for oil prospecting licenses as B.C. ban off, Times Colonist, February 1, 1950.
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Petroleum Permit Maps

On November 26, 1949, a week after the Tom
Brooke’s gas gusher on Lulu Island, the Vancouver Sun published a map of B.C. showing the locations of
about 22 recently approved and applied for oil and gas leases. At that point, there was only one approved
lease in the Fraser Valley for Oliver Dubois, lease number 14, extending from about the municipality of
Coquitlam eastward toward the town of Mission on the north side of the Fraser River.
A second B.C. map identifying
locations and names of recently
acquired petroleum exploration
permits was featured in The
Province newspaper on January 30,
1950. The rough boundaries showed
Bralco’s and Royalite’s interests on
the southeast shores of Vancouver
Island, and five interests in the
Fraser Valley by Royalite Oil
Company, San Francisco-based
Westates Petroleum Corporation,
Allenbee Petroleum Ltd., an Oliver
Dubois, and a G.S. Mitchell. Other
pockets of permits were on Graham
Island; near the Town of Fort
Nelson in the far northeast corner of
B.C.; near Ft. St. John and Dawson Creek; between Quesnel and Williams Lake; and in the far southeast
corner of B.C. near Fernie. This was the beginning of the mad rush for petroleum spoils in B.C.
Two months later, a third more detailed and updated full-page map version of B.C. was published in the
Vancouver Sun on March 28, 1950. It identified 53 “oil properties” as well as the routes of “proposed
natural gas lines.” In the Fraser Valley quadrant lay five large permit parcels split amongst four parties
covering the entire Fraser Valley area, most of which was on the south side of the Fraser River: Bralco,
Oliver Dubois, Allenbee, and a F.H. Yoemans. It was reported on December 9, 1949, that Frank
Yoemans, owner of a New Westminster City car dealership, and former director of the Surrey Dome Oil
41
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and Gas Ltd., “will seek a permit to explore 15,000 acres in the New Westminster [Lands] District,
including Sea Island,” 76 lands covering the Tsawassen / Ladner municipalities.
The far northeast B.C. quadrant of the March 28 map showed a remarkable increase in permit parcels,
with 24 total interests. Seven of those parcels were under two affiliated parties, Peace River Natural Gas
(6) and Norman Whittall (1), with Whittall the common denominator. One parcel was under the name of
Bralco, Austin Taylor’s mining company. Four parcels were leased to Oklahoma-based Phillips
Petroleum, which had an interest in five other parcels under the name of G.C. Mitchell, whose proper
name was Garcon “Charlie” Mitchell. A lone investor from the Lower Mainland, Mitchell had carved out
an agreement with Phillips Petroleum and another interest through Calgary-based S.A. Annand with his
small Annand Group which incorporated Berkely Petroleum Ltd., all of whom began petroleum
exploration near the isolated area of Lone Mountain, 60 miles west of Grande Prairie, Alberta, and south
of Dawson Creek, B.C. Within the months to come, and with the promise of a new natural gas pipeline,
the B.C. government would lease-grant even more petroleum exploration permits in the northeast
petroleum quadrant.

The “All-Canadian” B.C. Petroleum Pipelines Push
In July 1947, Northwest Natural Gas Company, “incorporated in 1946 by the petroleum and gas
engineering consultant concern of Brokaw, Dixon 77 and McKee,” 78 with offices in New York and
Houston, made a big announcement in Calgary on the “feasibility of constructing a pipeline over the
Rockies to bring natural gas” to the seaport cities of Vancouver, Seattle and Portland. The consulting firm
recently built “the famous 1,200-mile Tennessee line which takes gas from Texas into Tennessee, the El
Paso Natural Gas Company line which covers 1,400 miles from central Texas to California,” 79 and the
“Panhandle Eastern Pipeline.” 80 Newspapers reported that Northwest Natural Gas, which was
incorporated in Delaware, had two offices, one at “111 Broadway, New York City, and in the Dexter

76

The Province, December 8, 1949.
Canadian newspapers misspelled Dixon as “Dickson.” In 1919, (Albert D.) Brokaw, (A. Faison) Dixon, Donnelly, (A.H.)
Garner & (H. Harper) McKee were formed as a consulting group of geologists, petroleum and construction engineers in New
York City.
78
Sharp Fray Pends in Northwest Gas Hearing, Great Falls Tribune, January 29, 1953.
79
Possibility Alberta natural gas may be piped to Pacific Coast, Times Colonist, July 15, 1947.
80
Gas pipeline survey made, The Province, December 23, 1947.
77
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building in Seattle,” Washington State, 81 and that it’s president was A. Faison Dixon, of Brokaw, Dixon
and McKee.

Proposed Route of Gas Supply Line
The Northwest Natural Gas compa ny. planni ng a gas line to
pump na tural gas from the Alberta fields. Canada. to northwest
cities. yesterday announced the ap proximate route it proposes
to follow in laying the pipe. Known gas fields are ,shown by
shaded area. The line is expected to pass north of Spokane and
Wenatchee to follow the Great Northern rail route through Sky·
komish pass in the Cascades. with branch lines planned to sup·
ply Wenatchee. Yakima. Pasco a nd Walla Walla. It is expected
a branch also will be built to bring the fuel into Spokane. prob·
ably tappi ng the main line in the vici ni ty of New port. The total
length of the contemplated ini tial installation of main suppl y
line is 606 miles. According to A. Faison Dixon. president of the
Northwest Natural Gas company. the project will cost $78.499.·
000. will be designed to ca rry a peak load of 207.000.000 cubic
feet. and is planned to be fini shed by the end of 1950.
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The Spokes man Review, Ma rch 17, 1948

The newspapers didn’t report that the engineering firm had re-incorporated the Northwest company. The
“Northwest Natural Gas Company” seems to have been initially registered in the State of Kansas in about
1931. On November 28, 1940, a gas leak in the then Northwest’s distribution line caused a “thunderous
blast” at a warehouse building in Toppenish, Washington State, reducing “the two-story, 250-foot-long
81

Gas line to City nearer actuality, The Spokesman Review, March 17, 1948.
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warehouse to rubbish,” destroying “a merchandise store, a real estate office, a barbershop and beauty
shop, a produce company office and a cafe.” 82 Eight people died a horrible death, and the other six faced
severe burns. It happened at noon time, when “a crew of 20 warehouse workers just had left ... and
escaped the tragedy,” with “shattered windows for several blocks around and huge chunks of concrete
blown 150 feet.” 83 Northwest then faced a bitter lawsuit.

A subsequent January 29, 1953, news article in the Great Falls Tribune stated that Northwest Natural Gas
Co.’s “financial backing” was “promised by the top-flight underwriting investment banking concern of
Morgan Stanley & Co., the off-shoot of the banking concern of J.P. Morgan & Co. Inc.,” with other
financing by: “W.C. Langley & Co.; Dominick & Dominick; Moore, Leonard & Lynch; and many
Canadians.” Northwest’s big promotional news in 1947 got the western Canadian industrial ball rolling.
The Northwest Natural Gas Company became a provocateur, a catalyst for introducing heated political
debates across Canada on the controversy of introducing inter-provincial and national export legislations.
Rumblings of other export gas schemes soon emerged, such as the December 1947 gas line scheme from
Alberta to Winnipeg, Manitoba under a private organization headed by Colonel L.D.M Baxter.

82
83

Seven killed by explosion, Los Angeles Times, November 29, 1940.
At least 7 dead after blast, fire strike warehouse, Richmond Times, November 29, 1040.
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Northwest’s vice-president Richard B.
Hand 84 said, “the plans all hinge on
Canada’s granting permission to export the
natural gas.” 85 Both the province of
Alberta and the federal government then
began “a joint Provincial-Dominion
committee of geologists and engineers” to
investigate Alberta’s proven petroleum
reserves, requiring at least “a trillion cubic
feet to keep the line going for 20 years.” 86
After the province of Alberta “banned the
Some newspaper articles misspelled Hand’s name as “Richard B. Hahn,” or even “Hahan.” Hand died on February 13, 1955,
at age 64. His obituary states he was a “corporation lawyer. He specialized in the organization and capitalization of oil and
natural gas projects. He was vice president, director and general counsel of Venezuela Syndicate, Inc., a corporation he helped
found. … He was a member of the Bankers Club of America, … the Delaware State Chamber of Commerce and New York
County Lawyers Association. … was also a member of the Cat Key Club of Cat Cay in the Bahamas … half-owner of the
Bimini Bugle, a newspaper published in the Bahamas under the masthead “The World’s Smallest Newspaper.” He was also
part owner of the Newtondale Racing Stable.”
85
Natural gas line waits government O.K., says paper, The Province, January 12, 1948.
86
Alberta gas may heat Regina and Winnipeg, Calgary Herald, December 3, 1947.
84
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export of natural gas,” N.E. Tanner, Alberta’s Minister of Lands, Forests, Mines and Minerals, announced
the formation of a Gas Survey Committee in late 1948 referred to as the Dinning Royal Commission to
“investigate the natural gas reserves of the province,” 87 and on November 3 established Terms of
Reference through Order-in-Council. 88 The Commission produced a report in 1949, Inquiry into Reserves
and Consumption of Natural Gas in the Province of Alberta. On Thursday January 25, 1951, after almost
two years of official wrangling through government review boards, and with the release of a 100-page
report by the Gas Conservation Board, Alberta Premier Ernest Manning’s administration temporarily
“recommended against granting permits to export natural gas.” 89

The possibility of transporting gas soon included the subject of transporting oil, creating a North
American and United Kingdom financial empire exploration frenzy, attracting numerous sorts of investors
and the creation of new corporate entities and partnerships. 90 By the end of 1950, as summarized in a
lengthy advertisement edition of The Financial Post on November 25, 1950, petroleum exploration in
western Canada was booming. As the frenzy began to evolve, by June 1949 came proposals for 8 interprovincial and U.S. export oil and gas pipelines: the Westcoast Transmission Co. gas line to Vancouver;
the Alberta Natural Gas Co. gas line to Seattle, Washington; the Prairie Pipe Lines Ltd. gas line from
Calgary to Crows Nest Pass into British Columbia and paralleling the Alberta Natural Gas Co. gas line;
the Western Pipe Lines Co. gas line to Winnipeg; the Interprovincial Pipe Line Co. oil line to Regina; the
Interprovincial Pipe Line Co. oil line extension from Regina to northeast United States; the TransNorthern Pipe Line Co. oil line from Montreal to refineries in Toronto area; a second oil pipeline from
Montreal to Portland, New England. 91
87

Tanner names gas survey committee, Edmonton Bulletin, October 23, 1948.
Gov’t sets terms for gas survey commission, Edmonton Bulletin, November 3, 1948.
89
Gas export proposals are rejected, Edmonton Journal, January 25, 1951.
90
Big U.S. firms expand oil play in Alberta, The Province, July 30, 1949. “Another dozen American independent oil operators
and companies were added recently to the growing roster of U.S. concerns taking part in the huge Western Canadian oil play.
Their entry boosts to 55 the number of major and independent American interests playing an active role in Canadian oil
exploration and development.”
91
The Financial Post, June 4, 1949.
88
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At the same time the July 1947 gas pipeline proposal was made by the Northwest Gas Company interests
came announcements that “a Vancouver group, composed mostly of oil companies” had proposed another
gas pipeline route. It included the backing of the B.C. Electric Company, as confirmed by T.M. Moran its
senior vice-president, who stated the utility company had “also been following the possibility of bringing
natural gas here.” 92 About eight months later in March 1948, the press finally identified that this “group
92

Study pipeline Alberta gas to West Coast, National Post, July 19, 1947.
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of prominent businessmen,” Frank McMahon president of Pacific Petroleums (‘Pacific Pete’) Ltd.,
Canadian industrialist Frank M. Ross (B.C. Lieutenant Governor, October 3, 1955 to October 4, 1960,
and appointed director of Westcoast Transmission on August 4, 1960), Colonel Victor Spencer, George
A. Martin, and Senator J.W. de B. Farris “have under consideration the construction of a [est.
$40,000,000] 650-mile natural gas pipeline from the Peace River district to the coast,” based on cheaper
gas reserves the company found in northeast B.C. 93 A year after that, Frank McMahon made application
to the Parliament of Canada on March 16, 1949, for a charter of Westcoast Transmission Company
Limited, its new subsidiary, and sought the Alberta “government’s permission to export natural gas
beyond the province’s borders.” 94

93
94

Plan pipeline from Peace River to Pacific Coast, Edmonton Journal, March 9, 1948.
Export of gas sought in Bill, Edmonton Journal, March 16, 1949.
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In early December 1947, Pacific Petroleums
incorporated a new subsidiary, Peace River
Natural Gas Co. Ltd., the front company for
Frank McMahon’s new 26-inch (later, 30-inch),
high-pressure gas pipeline scheme from the
town of Athabasca to Grande Prairie, then west
to Dawson Creek and down to Vancouver City.
Pacific Petroleums also incorporated another
subsidiary in July 1947, Altantic Oil Ltd. in
order to register even more control over
petroleum leases and partnerships. By early
1949, Pacific Petroleums had other corporate
partners in gas development: Pacific Western
Oil Corp., Tidewater Associated Oil Company,
Sunray Oil Corporation, and Eastman Dillon
and Co., 95 all of which shared a combined
“leases on 6,000,000 acres in northern Alberta
and B.C.” 96
There were two alternate gas pipeline routes contemplated by Pacific Petroleums, in addition to the
company’s main pipeline stem west of Edmonton that it later applied for with Canada’s Board of
Transport Commissioners on October 22, 1949. Those northeastern routes were due west of Dawson
Creek over the Pine Pass and then south down the river valleys to Prince George, and the other over the
Monkman Pass southwest of Dawson Creek to the mountainous northern slopes of the upper Fraser River
and west to Prince George. After political skirmishes with the Alberta government on its export policy,
and with strategic petroleum supply leases in place in northeast B.C. and in northwest Alberta, in
November 1950 Frank McMahon withdrew the main stem gas pipeline route west of Edmonton opting for
the Pine Pass route to Prince George after gaining earlier special concessions with the government of
Alberta to construct an export gas pipeline from the Grand Prairie area to Dawson Creek.
The contention between two gas pipeline consortiums to gain export approval from Alberta were intensely
debated in the Alberta legislature, by the federal Board of Transport Commissioners and by Canadian
Parliament for two years. On March 18, 1949, the Canada Gazette published a notice of intention for
federal parliament to pass a special “Act to incorporate” the Westcoast Transmission Company, which it
did, much to the annoyance of its rival, the Alberta Natural Gas Company, which failed similar
application in September 1949, following. The hurdles faced by the Alberta Natural Gas Company, the
subsidiary of the Northwest Natural Gas Co., was because Canadian legislators favored an “all-Canadian”
export route to advantage B.C. Interior customers, i.e.: “Fiery Arthur L. Smith, KC, Progressive
Conservative MP for Calgary West, has promised to “filibuster again” against any bill to incorporate a
natural gas pipeline to Vancouver that did not guarantee an all-Canadian route.” 97

95

Gas export declared threat to coal mining, Calgary Herald, January 28, 1949.
Gas line to city blueprinted, The Province, January 29, 1949.
97
Fiery Calgary MP hits pipeline plans, Vancouver Sun, January 21, 1950.
96
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By late 1949, the American-based Northwest
Natural Gas partners were United Gas Pipeline Co.,
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co., Tennessee Gas
Transmission Co., and the El Paso Natural Gas
Co.98 During the continued federal debates
opposing the incorporation of Alberta Natural Gas,
it was revealed in March 1950 that Austin C.
Taylor and B.C. forestry tycoon H.R. MacMillan,
“perhaps two of the most-wealthiest men out
there,” were backers of the American consortium,99
including “selling out” endorsement by federal
Trade Minister C.D. Howe 100 who was accused by
MP Howard Green of misleading Vancouver City
Council. 101 It was reported in December 1949 that
Westcoast Transmission had also sneakily proposed an
American option similar to the Northwest Natural Gas route
“as a “joker” in the deck.” 102 That option was reportedly
amended in Westcoast’s federal charter “to remove from the
company the right to build part of the pipe-line outside of
Canada,” 103 officially dropped by Westcoast on April 21,
1950. 104
By late 1949, a third application by the Prairie Natural Gas
Company, “organized by Toronto interests,” was also vying
“planning a route from southwest Alberta to the U.S,” 105
98

3 pipeline companies await board decision, The Albertan, October 26, 1949.
Pipeline debate enlivens session, Vancouver Sun, March 8, 1950.
100
[MP] Green forecasts betrayal of BC in pipeline deal, Vancouver News Herald, April 13, 1950.
101
Gibson jumps fence, fights pipeline Bill, Vancouver Sun, May 3, 1950.
102
Westcoast still faces fight before piping gas to Coast, Vancouver Sun, December 12, 1949.
103
New Bill may solve filibuster, The Province, April 8, 1950.
104
Drops U.S. line, Westcoast committed to B.C. route, Vancouver Sun, May 2, 1950.
105
Alberta gas jumps while debate rages, The Province, December 14, 1949.
99
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and a fourth by an application “by S. Bruce Smith,
K.C., Edmonton, company solicitor” in April 1950
for Prairie Pipe Lines Ltd., “controlled by Canadian
citizens in Alberta and other provinces.” 106
The saga of federal Parliament’s months-long
filibustering of the American gas pipeline option
route was headlined in the front page of the
Vancouver Sun newspaper on May 1, 1950, “Titans
of Wall Street Fighting for West’s Gas Line
Privileges – ‘Battle of Billions’ Behind Filibusters.”
Titans of American finance and Canadian
business are battling over Western Canada’s
natural gas. They have caused bad feeling
between British Columbia and bordering
American states, are threatening to set the
west against the east, and have been
responsible for some of the most ludicrous
sessions in the history of the House of
Commons. The simple surface argument is,
which route will the proposed natural gas
pipeline from Alberta to the coast take?
But it has involved two of Wall Street’s
greatest financial institutions. And today their
golden bludgeons are beating out a battle of
“billions” that is resounding through the
political chambers of the land. … Westcoast
Transmission Co. … backed by the huge
Eastman, Dillon and Co. financial house of
New York … Northwest Natural Gas Co. …
with the assistance of the mighty Stanley and
Co. of Wall Street.
The eight-month-long filibustering ended on May
16, 1950, and the passage of the “bills to
incorporate the Alberta Natural Gas Company and
Prairie Transmission Lines Ltd.” 107
In November 1950, Westcoast Transmission Co.
Inc., Pacific Petroleum’s “American affiliate of
Westcoast Transmission Co. Ltd. of Calgary” which
was incorporated in Wilmington, Delaware, filed an

106
107

Fourth firm seeks to export Alberta Gas, Calgary Herald, April 11, 1950.
2 Alberta pipeline Bills passed after heated clashes in House, Vancouver Sun, May 16, 1950.
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application with the U.S. Federal Power Commission to “construct and operate a pipeline for the
transportation of natural gas in the state of Washington and Oregon.” 108 Shortly thereafter, the Canadian
parent, Westcoast Transmission Co. Ltd., filed a new application with the Canadian Board of Transport
Commissioners to pipeline gas from northeast B.C. over the Pine Pass, down through Prince George and
on to Vancouver, cancelling its “route through the Yellowhead Pass from Edmonton to Vancouver.” 109

WESTCOAST TRANSMISSION CO. LTD.
II PJuHd to A_OlaRH

CONTINI1ING PROGRESS ON THEIR NEW
NATI1RAL GAS PIPELINE PROJECT
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Westcoast asks permit to build U.S. pipe line, Calgary Herald, November 7, 1950.
Pipeline firm asks change in north gas export route, Edmonton Journal, November 24, 1950.
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In November 1950, U.S. Standard Oil and
Bechtel Corporation quickly adopted the
Rocky Mountain Jasper National Park
east-west mountain pass route for its new
oil pipeline transport proposal after
Westcoast Transmission Co. officially
abandoned its main-stem gas pipeline
route west of Edmonton through Jasper
National Park and westward through the
Fraser River headwaters (discussed
below). The two American companies
incorporated the Trans Mountain Oil
Pipeline Company on March 21, 1951, by
a Special Act of federal (dominion)
parliament. After heated debates in federal
parliament about export and Canada’s
energy security, and environmental
consequences of altering park
conservation values, construction for this
oil pipeline began in February 1952. 110
In June 1952, as the Trans Mountain Oil
Pipe Line was being constructed,
Westcoast Transmission applied to the
federal Board of Transport
Commissioners for its $100 million
British Columbia pipeline route project.
Waiting upon its imminent approval,
Frank McMahon’s brother, John
McMahon, former two-time Vancouver
Stock Exchange president and owner of
investment firm McMahon & Burns,
helped form the Inland Gas Company
Ltd., becoming its vice president, and
soon to be president. Norman Whittall, the chairman of Pacific Petroleums which owned Westcoast
Transmission, became temporary president of Inland. By 1988, Inland would wow the North American
continent with the largest privatization purse purchase of B.C. Hydro’s natural gas division, forming B.C.
Gas Inc., to become the big apple private utility corporation in western Canada. Upon its 1952
incorporation, branching off Westcoast Transmission’s main stem pipeline, Inland set up a distribution
pipeline network for B.C.’s Interior settlements and industries.

Refer to a summary history of this pipeline in the author’s online Oil Pipeline Timeline, Appendix A, of his July 10, 2006,
submission to the National Energy Board (now called the Canadian Energy Regulator), called “Pushing the Tar Sands
Envelope: Kinder Morgan’s Anchor Loop Application and the Oil Sands Agenda.”
110
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The Vancouver Sun newspaper was ablaze of the good news on the
front page of its December 14, 1954, Tuesday edition, “Gas Pipeline
Deal Heralds Big New B.C. Industrial Era:”
British Columbians today hailed the start of a great new
industrial era that will be fired by a natural gas pipeline from
the Peace River area to Vancouver and the United States.
Announcement of the multi-million-dollar project, involving
the signing of an agreement by the Canadian company,
55

Westcoast Transmission, and two major American gas firms was made in Tulsa Oklahoma, late
Monday afternoon.
Government and business leaders foresaw the announced plan for a [$110 million] 630-mile gas
line from the Fort St. John area to the international boundary as one of the greatest industrial boosts
yet for this province. Natural gas is expected to be available in Vancouver about September 1956.
After months of hush-hush negotiations, the big three of the multi-million-dollar gas deal, Frank
McMahon, president of Westcoast; Ray C. Fish, chairman of the Pacific Northwest Pipeline Corp.,
and Paul Keyser, president of the El Paso Natural Gas Company, announced the contracts have been
signed. Pacific Northwest, the Texas company that beat out Westcoast for U.S. Federal Power
Commission approval to pipe gas to the Pacific Northwest states last June, will take 300 million
cubic feet of gas a day from Westcoast. … Fish’s Pacific Northwest will construct a $160 million
line from the San Juan basin of New Mexico and Colorado to link up with Westcoast at the CanadaU.S. border.
The December 1954 Vancouver Sun
edition featured separate photos of
brothers Frank and George McMahon,
with a backgrounder on brother Frank,
the “Friendly Tycoon”:
Known as the flying gas man, who
has jumped tens of thousands of
miles around the continent in his
own Lockheed Lodestar, he is a
bundle of energy with an eye
peeled continually on any
development deal. “I always
believe in making a deal a day,” he
once told his friend Dick Whittall.
In November 1955, “A U.S. government
ruling, issued in Washington … will
permit the piping of Canadian gas into
the northwestern United States and allow the Pacific Northwest Pipeline Corporation to import
300,000,000 cubic feet per day from the Westcoast Transmission Co.” 111
Ringbearers W.C. Mainwaring, brothers John, George and Frank McMahon, amongst others, were linked
together in an evolving elitist petroleum empire brotherhood, unlocking, distributing and profiting by the
resource riches and empire building of western Canada.

111

U.S. may well store gas from north B.C., Times Colonist, July 12, 1956.
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The Mainwaring Modest Mansion
W. C. Mainwaring was a multiple charity participant and
contributor and industry elite celebrity. The public was all a
flutter about The Province Newspaper’s weekly B.C.
Magazine, February 6, 1954, special two full-page intimate
feature on the Mainwarings’ new luxurious, opulent and
technologically-savvy “Sun ‘n Sea” named mansion ranch
house on Ocean Park Road located between Crescent Beach
and White Rock. It was unabashed, free advertisement.
In a grove of fine cedars and firs the house sprawls on
open lawns in a shape like a letter U with upright arms
spread wide and lopped off midway. Throughout its
length of some 250 feet and floor area of 6,700 square
feet under roof, its width nowhere exceeds that of one
room and the corridor that runs from first to last room.
West wall of the section of house facing the [Semiahoo] Bay is virtually all glass from floor to
ceiling, giving unobstructed view from living, dining and master bedroom, and den. Panes are
double for heat retention, and ventilation is by means of adjustable venetian louvre glass window
sections, and by overhead exhaust fans.
Its chief mechanical marvels are the electrical and heating systems. More than 8,000 feet of halfinch copper tubing imbedded in an insulated concrete slab floor circulate warm water to all parts of
the house. Thermostats in each section, and numerous cut-off valves permit selection of temperature
for any room. Three electric pumps on automatic control circulate the heating medium. In this
“radiant” system the warm floor is the only source of heat except for fireplaces in livingroom and
den.
The Ocean Park house is a showplace of electrical illumination ingenuity. From a panel in the
master bedroom both indoor and outdoor lighting can be controlled by low voltage switching.
Circuits are opened and closed noiselessly by finger-tip touch. The location of any light burning in
the building or on the grounds is registered by a small tell-tale indicator on the master panel.
Low-voltage switching is found throughout the house. In the drop ceiling dining room, main
lighting is indirect and of varying intensity and a choice of four colors. In the under surface of the
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drop ceiling,
approximately
covering the dining
room table area, a
series of seven blue
pin-lights form the
pattern of the
dipper star system.
Although power
supply is from
utility company
mains, there is a
standby power
plant that takes
over automatically
in event of a power
failure.
Owing to the great length of the house,
communications aids are required. Most rooms
have wall receptacles for plugging in portable
telephones in addition to separate
intercommunication telephone system. An
electric organ in the livingroom is connected
with a tone cabinet in the corridor that conducts
the sound to most sections of the dwelling. A
feature of the main corridor is the fishpond and
lily pool about midway in length. The pool is
partly inside the house, and partly outside.
The Mainwaring Sun N’ Sea estate was the perfect
entertainment centre for high society friends and
parties, engulfed with architectural and technological
wow and pizzazz. For instance, when an earlier
estimated 1,000 delegates were to be gathered at the
Hotel Vancouver from September 7 – 10, 1954, for
“the first Canadian convention of the Pacific Coast
Gas Association,” an association “headed by W.C.
Mainwaring,” 112 the delegates’ wives were
invitationally “entertained at the home of the W.C.
Mainwarings on Ocean Road Park, White Rock.” 113

112
113

Vancouver plays host to 1,000 gas delegates, The Province, August 23, 1954.
The Province, September 4, 1954.
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As part of the narrative revealed in
part two of the Second Wave, on
the evening of Wednesday,
December 2, 1959, “Mr. and Mrs.
W.C. Mainwaring are entertaining
at dinner tonight in honor of
visiting directors of the Peace River
Power Development Company and
their wives. Among those from
London are Lord Tweedsmuir,
Lord Polworth, Sir Andrew
McTaggart, Bernard Gore, Ralph
Chantrill, Farran Ackhurst and Mr.
and Mrs. R.H.R. McGill. Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Dale are here from
Edmonton and K. Birger Strid from
Sweden.” 114

114

Here and There, Vancouver Sun, December 2, 1959.
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Industrialists roasting wieners over their 166,000-acre Peace River Petroleums’ lease “fire” at Monkman Pass.
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The Second Wave (Part Two)
Plans to develop the Lower Fraser Valley into an industrial empire were discussed by mayors and
reeves of eight municipalities Wednesday night. All agreed the Fraser will be one of the great
industrial valleys of the world if proper planning is undertaken. … “Now is the time to get out and
sell it,” [New Westminster City] Mayor Jackson said. 115
By now it is general knowledge that Richfield Oil Corporation has taken over most of the existing
exploration permits in this part [the Fraser Valley]. Since Richfield is one of the major petroleum
companies, we can anticipate a pretty active exploration program in the Fraser Valley in the
coming years. 116
It marks the first time a major oil company has entered the oil search in the Fraser Valley. 117
Natural gas and oil rights from Chilliwack to the coast on the south side of the Fraser River have
been taken up by four oil companies. … [Chilliwack MLA and Mines Minister Kenneth Kiernan]
said that it is unlikely there would be much oil activity on the north shore of the Fraser River
because it was too mountainous. 118
Mr. Mainwaring has been concentrating on the potentials of natural gas for more than a year. In
1951, he traveled over 100,000 miles on research and survey trips; averaged less than two days a
week at home during that period. 119
If you want anything sold in British Columbia, get Bill Mainwaring to do it. 120

Kris Petroleums Ltd.
In 1953, Raymond Shaw, a “former Alberta wildcatter” 121 from Calgary, incorporated Kris Petroleums
Ltd., who in turn incorporated a subsidiary, Kris Petroleums (Wash.) Ltd. Other Kris directors were
Gordon W. Ramsay (Vancouver City accountant), Elmore Meridith (Q.C., Vancouver City lawyer),
Robert E. Lee (retired, Lyndon Washington), and Cecil Stuurmans (Bellingham real estate man). Kris
obtained a 58,000-acre petroleum lease on the north side of the U.S. border near Aldergrove, and an
adjacent 13,000 acres south of the border in Washington State, east of Blaine. It was reported that from
1953 to 1955 Kris Petrolems had “three test drills made … sunk to the depths of 600 feet, 1,640 feet, and
2,832 feet respectively.” 122 Kris was continuing exploration activity that had been conducted a couple of
decades earlier in the Fraser Valley by the Spartan Oil, Empire Oil, and Boundary Bay Oil companies.
In April 1955, when Kris Petroleum began drilling “off the Guide Meridian Road, about a half a mile
south of the international border” and just north of the town of Lyndon, Washington, it was reported that
115

Industrial empire forecast on Fraser, The Province, February 14, 1957.
Kiernan Calling … W.K. Kiernan, B.C. Minister of Mines, Chilliwack Progress, May 20, 1959.
117
Richfield launches Valley oil search, The Province, August 22, 1959.
118
Mines Minister tells the Progress, All Oil Rights Grabbed, The Chilliwack Progress, March 22, 1960.
119
B.C.E. surveys natural gas line route to V.I., Victoria Daily Times, May 15, 1952.
120
Interest in the Van-Tor story, Vancouver News Herald, June 2, 1955.
121
Group seeks oil in Fraser Valley, Vancouver Sun, April 13, 1955.
122
Langley oil drilling to begin in May, The Province, April 13, 1955.
116
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“three unnamed Vancouver millionaires …as well as other Canadian and American backers” were
fronting “$280,000 in an oil-drilling venture in the Fraser Valley area.” Hercon Petroleums Ltd. from
Alberta partnered with Kris Petroleums in May 1955. The ventures with Kris Petroleum also included
another drilling site scheduled a month later in the Aldergrove area, north of its U.S. border site near
Lyndon. It was reported that drilling began in August 1955 on “the property of J. Henderson on LeFeuvre
Road South,” 123 On the Kris well site on Guide Meridian Road south of the border, the drill bit reached
5,700 feet by mid July 1955.

Hazelmere Farmer’s Pool
A drilling site for Hazelmere No. 1 well
was in operation in October 1955 “on
Councillor Ted Kuhn’s property on
Lawrence Road” in Hazelmere, 124 a
small community just east of White
Rock municipality and in the southwest
extremity of the Surrey municipality at
the American border. The Seavant
Development Company of Vancouver,
hired to conduct the drilling on
Hazelmere No. 1 well from a 122-foothigh derrick, was down to 948 feet after
two days of drilling. Bill Vernon and
Ted Kuhn were members of the
“Hazelmere Farmer’s Pool which is
providing the land leases for this drilling
venture,” who clearly noted in an
October 27 advertisement that their well
was “in no way associated with Hercon
& Kris Petroleums & Keay Petroleum
Ventures at Aldergrove, B.C.”
Surrey Councillor Kuhn of Ward 5 had
asked B.C. Electric Company’s lawyer,
Walter H. Johnson on Monday June 12,
1955, at a Council meeting about natural
gas being found in Surrey. “This is a
very important question,” said Kuhn, as
“there is a lot of freehold land, and I know two wells are going to be drilled in Surrey this summer,” 125
meaning his own property.
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Oil drilling rig moves to Abbotsford, The Province, August 11, 1955.
Surrey Leader, October 27, 1955.
125
B.C. Electric tries to by-pass municipalities on franchises, Surrey Leader, June 16, 1955.
124
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Key Oil & Gas in Abbotsford
Using a Wilson Rotary Rig, newly
formed Vancouver City-based Key
Oil & Gas (1955) Ltd. and
Edmonton City-based Hercon
Petroleum Ltd. began “speculative
venture” drilling for oil and gas in
March 1956 at the Hercon-KeyEvans No. 1 wildcat site “on a
chicken ranch” southwest of
Abbotsford near the Abbotsford
airport. The site at the “southwest
corner of Huntington Road and
370th Street,” was chosen after
completing an “intensive study of
all existing geological information
relating to the area south of the
Fraser River between Chilliwack
and New Westminster.” 126 Key Oil
had a partnership agreement with
Hercon Petroleum Ltd., part of a
“farm-out deal with J.R.J. Jamieson
and Associates.” 127
The Vancouver News Herald quoted
the spins made by Hercon president
Conrad Humbke at a special promotional opener event for “newspaper visitors” that the “black gold” site
in “Vancouver’s backyard,” deemed “the most important exploratory well now underway in B.C.” 128 The
newspapers, as always, were helping fuel investor interest.
Key Oil’s first of many future newspaper advertisements in southwestern B.C. published from March
through to December 1956 stated it had “oil and natural gas leases totalling 61,000 acres,” and were
“operators of permit No. 305 and permit No. 688
covering this acreage.” The advertisements were
meant to promote its stock, the “first public
offering” of “300,000 treasury shares” going for
“30 cents per share.” By October 1956 the company
was “authorized to sell 500,000 shares at 35 cents.”
Key Oil stated that on March 19 its consultants,
“Blanchet and Associates, geologists and petroleum
engineers of Calgary, Alberta,” had examined
126

Oil search underway at Abbotsford, Vancouver News Herald, February 4, 1956.
Fraser Valley well down 2,500 feet, Vancouver Sun, March 29, 1956.
128
Abbotsford oil well unveiled, Vancouver News Herald, April 19, 1956.
127
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samples found at the 1,700-foot level. Key Oil also hired
Oklahoma born and Calgary City-based Harold Brett as its
chief geologist for “drilling operations in the Fraser
Valley.” In its advertised “24 hours per day” drilling
operations – the roaring diesel engine noise and lights of
which had undoubtedly annoyed local farmers – Key Oil
announced to its “600 Lower Mainland investors” on
November 15 that it had hired geologist Gordon Bell with
the Calgary-based Schlumberger Well Surveying
Corporation who “electro-logged and micro-logged our
well to the total depth of 7,410 feet.” The company had to
temporarily suspend the drilling operation to await “new
equipment … which is necessary for greater depth.” By
mid-December 1956, Key Oil had drilled down to the
“7,565-foot level – now more that 1,600 feet deeper than
any well drilled in the Fraser Valley.” The final depth of
the wildcat well was at 7,846 feet.
After finding a hair’s width of oil, the company
exaggerated the potential of the Abbotsford airport chicken
ranch well, stating in a July 24, 1957, Vancouver Sun
advertisement, “Watch for Startling Announcement Soon:
Consulting geological opinions confirm that crude oil
recovered below 7,750 feet is coming from structures
similar to those from
which many of the better wells in California, Kansas, Texas and
Northern Mexico are receiving their best production!” In September
1957, Key Oil refused to identify the name of “a major company”
that “made a substantial contribution to work at the well,” 129 with
speculation that it was Imperial Oil. 130
Narrated below, that mystery company was most likely Richfield
Oil of California which had been eagerly eyeing B.C. petroleum
potential assets beyond its holdings in B.C.’s northeast petroleum
fields, and beyond its significant and vast lease holdings of
Alberta’s Athabasca tar sands. After renewing its Permit No. 305
lease with the B.C. government on August 12, 1957, Key Oil came
up dry, and suspended drilling in August 1958 after reaching a
depth of 7,862 feet and running a tab of “more than $900,000 so far
on development of two permits near Abbotsford.” 131
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Production Test Set for Oil Well, Vancouver Sun, September 27, 1957.
Imperial’s interest sparks oil rumor, The Province, November 10, 1956.
131
$19,000 paid for Key Oil property, Vancouver Sun, June 23, 1959.
130
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At Key Oil’s annual meeting in New Westminster City on June 22, 1959, shareholders learned that after
Richfield Oil’s takeover payment of “$19,000 for its property and wildcat well in the Fraser Valley,” the
Company was still in debt, with one shareholder yelling that Richfield was “selling us down the river!”
Bellingham, Washington State company director Robert E. Lee (who would soon become vice president
of Can-American Petroleums Ltd.) retorted, “you can’t sell a company down the river if it doesn’t have
anything to sell!” Company
directors revealed that
Richfield Oil was their best
bet, saying “overtures had
been made by Imperial Oil,
Pacific Petroleums and
“numerous others”.” 132

R.H. Stanfield in Chilliwack
In a separate Fraser Valley petroleum venture to Key Oil & Gas, Altamont Exploration Company
president Ross H. Stanfield stated to the Chilliwack Progress newspaper in March 1957 that he was
“attempting to get ten thousand acres of oil leases in the Chilliwack area,” refusing “to divulge why he
believes there is oil, gas or other hydrocarbons in the area, but said that, if found, his and another
unnamed company would put up enough funds to go ahead on the venture.” 133 The article stated that
“several people have signed leases giving them 12.5% royalties on any gas found.” Stanfield: “the only
way the project can go ahead is for farmers owning their oil rights to come in with us,” and added that
“any damage to their land would be paid for.” Under the said contract terms, “the lessee also agrees not to
drill a well within 200 feet of a house or barn, and to pay compensation for damage to crops or land
caused by the drilling operations.” Scheduled rental payments to farmers under the agreements ranged
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$19,000 paid for Key Oil property, Vancouver Sun, 1959.
Oil sought in Chilliwack District, Chilliwack Progress, March 27, 1957.
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from a paltry one dollar per year to five dollars per acre and added benefits from production royalty
percentages.
Eight months later Altamont Exploration president Stanfield was furious, saying, “Oil prospecting in the
Chilliwack area will never commence unless a minority of farmers change their attitude,” adding that “we
have gone ahead in Saskatchewan, Alberta and Manitoba, without any of the trouble we have had
here.”134

The resistance or “trouble” Stanfield was
referring to, was a “segment of local farmers”
that were “holding out,” preventing his company
from getting the 10,000 acres it required for
exploration. By mid-1959, Stanfield acquired
8,400 acres of provincial government leased
lands (Permit No. 801), and 1,600 acres from
private property agreements.
The odor of public resistance Stanfield got a
whiff of from Fraser Valley residents would
become remarkably poignant thirty-three years
later.
At the same time in 1958, some 600 miles to the
east near Pincher Creek in the southwest corner
of Alberta, whiffs of escaping and seeping toxic
sour (hydrogen sulphide, H2S) gas from
petroleum wells and newly built petroleum
facilities were killing cattle and overcoming
farmers, events that would eventually lead to a
class action lawsuit.

134

Minority won’t sign – oil quest at a standstill, Chilliwack Progress, November 13, 1957.
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News surfaced in July 1959 that Altamont
Explorations and Island Prince Copper were
nevertheless pushing ahead, planning to drill at “the
farm of Don Kickbush, on Chilliwack River,”
following “tests which have been carried on since
November” 1958 “to a depth of 1,130 feet.” 135 By
end September 1959 no drilling had begun, and the
consortium of three companies, Fraser Valley
Petroleum, Altamont and Island Prince opened a
promotional office at No. 21 Boyd Building on Gore
Street and Young Road South in the Town of
Chilliwack. Aside from Island Prince Copper Ltd.,
which John S. Hilton was identified as separately
affiliated with, Hilton and Stanfield were stated
directors of Altamont and recently incorporated
Fraser Valley Petroleum Ltd. (August 21, 1959), with
Stanfield as president and Hilton as secretary. It was
stated in March 1960 that Charles E. Booth from
Vancouver, and Robert Clark from Chilliwack were
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Chilliwack farm may produce oil, The Province, July 30, 1959.
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directors of Fraser Valley Petroleum, and the company’s sales
manager was Lee McGonigal, former manager of Chilliwack’s
Empress Hotel. In 1960, J. Norman Wright, North Vancouver real
estate investor (Dow-Page Real Estate Ltd.), and former small-time international oil investor who
reportedly developed New Zealand’s first commercial oil well, was hired as a consultant to Fraser Valley
Petroleum. Very little was stated, and virtually nothing known, about Island Prince Copper in the
newspapers. Altamont Exploration became a
publicly traded company in 1966.
The “Kickbush homestead at 181 Chilliwack River
Road” was a celebrated part of the recent settlement
history of Chilliwack, with immigrant roots going
back to the late 1800s. 136 Don Kickbush had been an
active softball and soccer player, before he turned
his full-time attention to farming and raising his herd
of Holsteins. Now a derrick was being raised
amongst his pea field and Holsteins. Drilling on a
“test hole” on Don Kickbush farm began on Monday
November 23, 1959, under driller Frank Zimmerman
from Moses Lake, Washington, who had drilled
wells in Texas and Arizona. Government regulations
136

Community portrait, Don Kickbush, farmer, Chilliwack Progress, April 22, 1953.
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limited test holes to 2,000 feet. On
February 4, 1960, R.H. Stanfield
applied to the government “to
convert the company’s operation
from a test hole to a well.”
Drilling suspended in December
1961. By mid May 1962, drilling
resumed at 2,140-foot level.
Drilling continued, on and off,
until late July 1963 when the hole
was eventually down to 5,200 feet,
and when Daniel T. Gunn from
Billings, Montana became
manager of drilling operations. On
November 13, 1964, William
Irwin, superintendent of the B.C.
Securities Commission, rejected
Fraser Valley Petroleum’s
prospectus for company shares to
be sold to the public, a decision
which the company later appealed.

Five decades later in 2009,
Vancouver Sun Business reporter David Baines wrote a long series of
investigations on investment shenanigans by mining promotor Ross H.
Stanfield. Turns out that Stanfield, the once Chilliwack oil promoter, was a
confidence man and fraudster.
A group of disgruntled shareholders has filed a minority oppression
petition against Gallowai and Bul River in B.C. Supreme Court. The
petition alleges that Stanfield – who owns all the voting shares – has been
running the companies in an autocratic and secretive manner, and “has
failed to live up to the reasonable expectations of non-voting
shareholders” to put the mine into production.” 137
Signs of ‘something amiss’ had been leaked decades earlier. In 1962, in Alcan’s
instant, one-company community town of Kitimat created by a special Act of
the B.C. Legislature in March 1953, a newspaper reported that “Ross Hale
Stanfield was charged with carrying on a business in Kitimat without a trade
licence.” 138 In October 1969, came an investigation by the U.S. regulatory
agency, the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC), concerning the American
Mobile Telephone & Tape Co. Ltd. which had failed to register shares bought
137

Edmonton promoter raised millions for mining project with questionable future, Vancouver Sun, October 22, 2009. First of
a series.
138
Northern Sentinel, May 10, 1962.
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by California residents. Directors of American Mobile were R.H. Stanfield and Benson Hilton. The matter
was also investigated by the B.C. Securities Commission. 139
David Baines’ first full-page October 2009 investigative article stated that the 81-year-old Stanfield “was
a co-founder of the massive Gibralter copper mine near Williams Lake, which went into production in
1972,” and “in 1976, he acquired the Gallowai Bul River gold property from the Hunt brothers of Texas
and began raising money privately.” Baines also discovered that there was a warrant for Stanfield’s
“arrest outstanding in the State of California, in respect of his activities as secretary of a Canadian and
American company for which the funds were raised in California.” To counter ore sample evidence
gathered by the B.C. Geological Survey Branch that contradicted Stanfield’s “spectacular news” of ore
bodies reported by his geologist at the mine property, Stanfield hired a remote Russian laboratory firm to
convince his shareholders otherwise.

Empire Oil: Cooking the Books
During the initial petroleum exploration phase in the
Fraser Valley from 1914 to 1924 – prior to the four
more waves of petroleum exploration in the Fraser
Valley (1944 – 1994) – were other confidence
schemes.
For instance, the Empire Oil & Natural Gas Company
Ltd. was incorporated on March 9, 1917, with R.H.
Wright as president, H. Heaton (vice president), John
M. Lacey (secretary), and directors A.S. Lock, James
McDonald, and George Mutch. On Empire’s 960 acres
of lease lands, Empire Well No. 1 was located near
“the intersection of the Yale and Otter Roads” in
Aldergrove, on the Matsqui Prairie. 140 Not far distant
was another exploratory wellsite on 2,000 acres of
leases owned by the Monarch Oil and Natural Gas
Company Ltd., incorporated on September 18, 1919,
which Empire Oil took over in January 1922
(Monarch and Empire had shared the same building
office in downtown Vancouver at the 612 Standard
Bank Building since 1920). Two examples of the
company’s paid advertisements:
Nothing will bring greater prosperity to
Vancouver; nothing will give you greater returns
on a few dollars invested. … Some of the best
businessmen of Vancouver are stockholders in
139
140

B.C. company faces check, The Province, October 10, 1969.
Oil is found in brown shale, Vancouver Sun, February 7, 1920.
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this company, and you can be sure of an honest, capable management and quick action on your
money. 141
Empire well down to 3,620 feet; still in hard capping. Showings of crude oil increasing very fast,
also a little gas starting to come; all indications point to a big well when the drill breaks through this
capping. It is an absolute certainty that “Empire” will get a commercial well – there is real crude oil
of a very high grade in the well now and increasing every day. R.W. Wright, president. 142

Empire Oil
Capitalization (lnly $260,000.

WELL NOW DRILLING

Holdi nga 960 Acres

The.holdin!(,s of this com pliny life siluBted nCll f AldcrgTove in ttle Langley
Municipllity, which is recog nized l1li the best location ill the }<',a8cr Vulley tor Oil.
T he drilling of t he well [.'I limier the lJupe r vision of Mr. Roy J . Widner, who has hsd
t wenty years ' Cl l)ericnCIl ill the Ca lifornia lind Alberta Oil t'icldll Bnd is considered
one of the best uri!lCNl in the countr,'" A heavy standard rig, capable of going
down 5000 feet if n ce(,~Sllry is now heing inAtldled, which, when completed , will
be the largest and most up·l o-date plant in British Columbia.

Action Not Words Our Motto
The Empire Oil Co., which sta rted in II small way, agai nst all ki ndR of Obs\lIcles l
and op posit ion, b1l8 quietly forged ahead u ntil today it ranks first in the f ield
wi t h the best 10catiOD, the belt drilltr, the belt equipment, and we believe will have
the fint commercial well
Tnw'H t yonr money in II company that is a.etllnlly drillillg and trying to s eeomplish something- YOII Are guaranteed IL square deal ILnd a r un for your money
untler 1111 i1onest, capable management.

ten"

peT shan.
Empire Oil is absol utely the oost buy on the market t()(\ay a t 10
P rieea subjc<:t to Bch'slice at any time ,.,itho ut l urt ber no tice. Jt wiu pay yo u to
investiga te th is company before placing your money elsewhere.

IF I NTERESTED CALL OR WRITE

Pacific Coast Development Company, Ltd~
Phon, ley. un.

a. PUDD 1'1'. WU!'.

Vancouver SUD, February 19, 1919
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Company advertisement, The Province, May 18, 1918.
Company advertisement, Vancouver Sun, July 25, 1922.
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At a special meeting in early 1927,
Empire Oil shareholders demanded
an investigation of the company. On
July 26, 1927, under the authority of
the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council
through the powers of the Companies
Act, the government ordered the
appointment of F.J. Carter, a
Vancouver City chartered
accountant, to investigate Empire
Oil, Fraser Valley Oil Wells Ltd.,
Beaver Oil and Natural Gas Co. Ltd.,
and Empire Investment Co. Ltd. It
took many months for Carter, an
experienced accountant, to
forensically unravel the complexities
after examining most, but not all, of the books.
On Tuesday, April 3, 1928, the “internal
affairs of the Empire Oil & Natural Gas
Co. Ltd. were given a considerable airing
at a meeting of the shareholders … at the
Board of Trade auditorium.” The Province
newspaper reporter summarized the
findings of Carter’s report:
The [three-hour] debate waxed warm after Mr. Jonathan Ross, solicitor for certain of the
shareholders, had read the voluminous report of Mr. Carter. Distrust of the administration of R.H.
Wright, president of the company for eleven years, was shown when a resolution was carried by an
overwhelming majority asking for the resignation of Mr. Wright and the present directorate.
Wright and the various companies operated very extensively in the Fraser Valley wells some years
ago and investments and trading in the various shares probably ran into millions of dollars. The
Empire Company was organized in March 1917, and the first 100,000 shares were offered to the
public at 2 ½ cents, with a commission to the Pacific Coast Development Company of 40 percent.
The Pacific Coast Development Company was another Wright incorporation with a paid-up capital
of $300. In October 1921, the capital of the Empire was quadrupled to the amount of $1,000,000 by
the issuance of 7,500,000 shares of ten cents each.
The newspaper narrative continued at length explaining more of the complications about shares,
takeovers, offers, and the transactions involving a separate company, “the British Financial Corporation,
which had been incorporated in June 1922,” with “numerous other transfers between the companies in
1924 and 1925.”
In July 1924, Empire sold out to the Fraser Valley Oil Wells Ltd. In 1921, the Empire Trading
Company was formed with Wright and his associates as directors, also of this company. This
company carried on a large trading business on the Vancouver Stock Exchange. Late in 1923, a
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very serious situation arose, large losses having been made and members of the exchange called for
settlement.
In November 1923, Mr. Wright with A.S. Lock and others incorporated the B.C. Montana Oil Wells
Ltd. and on one day there was a transaction involving 45,000,000 shares. Stock exchange losses of
$27,011 of the Empire Trading Company were adjusted by the sale of 20,000,000 of the B.C.
Montana shares. The enquiry by Mr. Carter explains the muddle of accounts. He has been unable to
find any trust or other agreement covering the disposition of the remaining 25,000,000 shares.
In concluding his investigative report, Mr. Carter said:
“I feel compelled to say that the work of obtaining this information contained in this report has been
arduous: that continuously I have been compelled to call for explanations where they should not be
necessary if proper entries had been made in the books of the company; that the books of the
company do not show truly the real standing of affairs; that the company’s affairs have been carried
on largely by Mr. Wright and the Pacific Coast Development C. Ltd., which is very irregular; that
probably moneys of the company have been used for the payment of losses on the exchange of Mr.
Geo. Stewart and the Empire Trading Co. Ltd., over whose books and records I have no right of
inspection.”

Richfield Oil’s Entry and Tar Sands
Extravaganza
After the Los Angeles, California-based
Richfield Oil Corporation announced in July
1958 that it was “starting an exploration oil
drilling program in the Queen Charlotte
Islands”, 143 news broke out in March of
1959 that the “major American oil company
is planning an intensive search for oil and
gas in B.C.’s lower Fraser Valley.” 144
Five months prior to the Fraser Valley
surprise news, Richfield Oil’s Board of
Directors announced the most bizarre,
audacious, insane and lunatic scheme of the
century, perhaps of all time itself.
Officials of Richfield Oil Corporation
announce they will hold meetings with
cabinet officials in Ottawa next week
to discuss the use of nuclear explosions in developing Richfield Oil properties in Alberta.
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Richfield confirms oil drilling plans, Vancouver Sun, July 9, 1958.
Richfield to enter Valley oil search, Vancouver Sun, March 31, 1959.
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The company said it will attempt to get agreement on setting up a joint feasibility committee to
study the project. The committee would include members of the Canadian government, the United
States Atomic Energy Commission and Richfield.
Richfield now leases some 2,000,000 acres of tar sands in the Athabasca area from the Alberta
government, and for the last two years has been carrying on discussions on possible use of heat
generated by atomic explosions to free oil from the sands. 145

Oddly, there was nothing new about Richfield Oil’s application at the time, but for the sheer scale of the
scheme is what attributes its candidacy for the Halls of Infamy. From the time the scheme was first
publicized in March 1958 by Professor Gerald W. Johnson before a congress of 4,000 members at the
national convention of petroleum geologists, by April 1959, Dr. John Convey, a federal director of
Canada’s Mines Branch, stated “it could take up to 10,000,000 atomic bombs to free all the oil in
Alberta’s immense Athabasca tar sands. … at a cost of $1,000,000 a bomb … would mean an outlay
of 10 trillion dollars.”
The tar sands are believed to contain more than 300,000,000,000 barrels of oil – almost double the
world’s total known reserves. Dr. Convey seemed unmoved by the astronomical figures he quoted
the committee.
The A-bomb method of freeing the oil is a scheme of the Richfield Oil Corporation of California. A
government-industry committee under Dr. Convey is studying its feasibility. He said its estimate on
145

Oil firm plans atom shot talks, The Province, January 23, 1959.
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the number of bombs which might be required for a full-scale operation was based on an
assumption that one bomb – he called it a nuclear explosive – would be used for each acre of the
17,000 square miles of oil sands, at 640 acres to the square mile.
As for the cost, he said, it is likely the present cost of $1,000,000 each for a 10-kiloton bomb would
“go right down” once there was a commercial market for them. … Dr. Convoy said that from
information available so far, the operation is expected to be safe. 146

Dr. Convoy’s ‘idea’ of “safe” would have been attributed to the then applied notion of “peacetime” or
“clean” A-bomb applications, ignoring the repercussions of radioactive fallout and half-life contamination
nightmares. To put things into proper perspective, from 1945 to March 1958 three Nation entities – the
United States of America (121), the
Soviet Union (60), and the United
Kingdom (16) – had detonated a
combined 197 nuclear bombs above
and below ground. 147 By end of
1998, these nuclear blasts totalled
2,053, with the involvement of
additional nation states.
In 1958, Dr. Gerald Johnson, who in September 1957 “helped the Atomic Energy Commission pioneer
recent underground detonations in Nevada,” 148 namely the ‘Rainier’ atomic blast, was “working with the
Atomic Energy Commission on “Operation Plowshare,” a study of the feasibility of using nuclear
explosives for industrial and natural resource programs.” 149 At the Pacific Southwest Mineral Industry
press conference on March 27, 1958, Johnson “pointed out the step from “evaluation” to actual
commercial blasts could come “fairly rapidly:”
He listed these developments: A large copper mining firm wants to shatter a mountain of low-grade
ore for easier mining. A power company hopes to tap the underground heat of an atomic blast for
power generation. Several oil companies want to get at billions of barrels of residual oil by building
up underground pressure through atomic blasting. 150
By August 1958, the newspapers were reporting more applications:
Once the problem of assuring against radioactive contamination of sea water is solved the scientists
at the University of California’s Livermore laboratory say a big harbor 300 feet deep with a wide

10 Million A-Bombs Needed to tap Alberta’s Oil Cache, Vancouver Sun, April 16, 1959. The Vancouver Sun also stated on
August 9, 1958, that the Monsanto Chemical Co. had published an article about a hydrogen explosion “under the tar sands
would produce such great heat it would make the Athabasca oil flow freely.”
147
A Time-Lapse Map of Every Nuclear Explosion Since 1945, by Isao Hashimoto, YouTube.
148
Nuclear blasts may give boost in oil supply, Concord Transcript, March 12, 1958.
149
Researcher claims we live in Ice Age, Oakland Tribune, November 8, 1958.
150
UC Scientist says industry is seeking atomic bombs, The Sacramento Bee, March 28, 1958.
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channel could be created in the [Alaska] northland with four explosions. And they are confident the
radiation problem will be licked in no distant future. 151
Following four additional October 1958
underground nuclear blast tests in Nevada,
Dr. Johnson stated in a paper before the
National Academy of Sciences on November
7, 1958, that “if excavation with thermonuclear energy becomes feasible … harbors,
canals, dams, lakes and other massive
features of the earth’s surface can be created
or changed with a few explosions.” 152
And, while advertising the benefits of
“opening up Alberta’s fabulous tar
sands,” and “the oil shale beds in New
Brunswick, too,” Dr. Johnson stated at
the fifth annual conference of The
Atomic Industrial Forum held in
Washington, D.C., that if nuclear
devices could be detonated in New
Mexico’s salt beds, “the explosion of a
one-million-ton atomic bomb exploded
underground in such a mass every ten
days would produce almost 500,000
kilowatts of electricity, enough to light
a city of half a million people.” 153 At
the same conference, John J. Grebe,
Dow Chemical director of nuclear and
basic research, said “there is enough
petroleum in underground shale in
Europe, the U.S., Canada and Brazil to
make the Middle Eastern oil supply
look like “a drop in the bucket,” and
that it is enough “to float almost every
country in 30 feet of its own oil.”
“Following Russian Premier
Khrushchev’s United States visit” in
late September 1959, Richfield Oil’s
plans to “set off the test blast at Athabasca next February or March” of 1960 were most thankfully and
fortunately abandoned. “The reason given it was learned today, is a warming of the cold war,” and
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U.S. scientists probe oil sands extraction, Vancouver Sun, August 9, 1958.
Atom landscaping can reshape Earth, Vancouver Sun, November 8, 1958.
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Key to Athabasca tar sands? Peaceful atomic blasts, The Province, November 21, 1958.
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statements to the effect that “resumption of nuclear tests, even for peaceful purposes, now is considered
unlikely at least for some time.” 154 Despite the Geneva “test ban” talks, the United States announced
plans to resume “peaceful application of atomic explosions” on limited test sites later in 1960. 155
The origins of this madness were tied to the New York City headquarters of The Atomic Industrial forum,
a privately financed “non-profit organization of industry, labour and educators.” By 1957, “16 nuclear
reactors were completed by U.S. firms, the Atomic Industrial Forum reveals:”
The Forum’s annual report reveals: “American industry signed contracts for the construction of
seven uranium ore processing mills, 13 companies announced plans to enter the field of nuclear fuel
element production and began construction of plants for the production of zirconium, and two
companies completed construction of plants for the production of beryllium.” 156
Richfield Oil’s exploration entry into the regional political and domestic affairs of the Lower Mainland
municipalities and into the halls of the B.C. provincial government brought with it the corporation’s
flamboyancy, and new flavours and scents of North America’s unparalleled industrial and capitalism
expansion boom that required vast amounts of fossil-fuel energy. In January 1963, at a Lower Mainland
site, and at an exploration cost of $800,000 dollars, Richfield Oil in partnership with Pure Oil Ltd. would
happily boast that they had drilled the deepest petroleum well in all wells drilled in western Canada to that
date, at 14,792 feet, which they, nevertheless, had to unhappily abandon.

The Rise of Van-Tor and Mainwaring’s Hunt for Underground Gas Storage
Narrated in Part One of the Second
Wave, Van-Tor Oils and Explorations
Ltd. (NPL) was incorporated in
September 1948 and was listed on the
Vancouver Stock Exchange in
September 1952. Little was reported to
the public about this company until the
November 1953 press announcement
that, in its hunt for an underground gas
storage facility in Washington State,
and “in anticipation of construction of a
natural gas pipeline to serve Lower
Mainland and U.S. Pacific Northwest
communities,” 157 Van-Tor had incorporated Pleasant Valley Oil & Gas as its new subsidiary after gaining
majority control over its stock, with petroleum permits covering 3,700 acres in Whatcom County in
northwest Washington State. It was stated in 1952 that Pleasant Valley was “connected with natural gas
interests in Canada who want to bring a pipe line into the Northwest,” with “the idea behind these wells is

‘Thaw’ stalls Athabasca atom blast, Vancouver Sun, September 30, 1959.
U.S. and Russia match explosions – Competitive co-existence goes underground, The Province, April 21, 1960.
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Industries make rapid progress in atom use, The Pittsburgh Press, January 6, 1958.
157
Van-Tor to store gas in Washington State, Times Colonist, November 30, 1953.
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to have a natural storage space for the Canadian
gas so Bellingham would have a continuous
supply in the event of a pipe line breakdown.” 158
And it wasn’t until June of 1955 that Van-Tor’s
directorships were first revealed, with W.C.
Mainwaring as its president, alongside other
corporate and financial elites. 159 In 1955 both
Mainwaring and director John McMahon were
offered “options to purchase 50,000 shares each
of Van Tor oil stock at 50 cents a share,”
which at the time were selling a “90 cents a
share.” 160 Six days later, the stock was
selling at $1.03. Van-Tor also had at least
two petroleum lease permits in northeast
B.C. acquired in the early 1950s (one
parcel of 29,440 acres and another of
15,000 acres), and partnership agreements
with Pacific Petroleums, Canadian Atlantic
Oil Company, Wilrich Petroleums (of
Toronto), and Trans Era Oils Ltd. for the
development of natural gas and oil.
In April 1956, Mainwaring, the vice
president of the B.C. Electric Company, a
subsidiary of the B.C. Power Corporation
Ltd. (a holding company of the Canada
Power Company), was promoted from vice
president to president of Western
Development and Power Ltd., a subsidiary
of B.C. Electric’s parent, B.C. Power
Corporation. Lining up B.C. Electric’s
expansion plans with imminent arrival of
Westcoast Transmission’s new gas pipeline
into the Fraser Valley by end of 1956,
Mainwaring was investigating an
underground gas storage location, about
200 of which had already been
experimentally developed by the petroleum
158

Birch Bay to receive gas from wells near Blaine, Bellingham Herald, September 25, 1952.
In a Vancouver Sun, June 25, 1955, newspaper announcement of his appointment as a new director of Deeks-McBride Ltd.,
the caption listed most of his affiliations: “past president of the Canadian Electrical Association, Northwest Electric Light &
Power Association, Pacific Coast Gas Association, Vancouver Rotary Club, and Vancouver Electric Club. He is also a director
of Royalite Oil Company Limited; Britalta Petroleums Limited; and member of the Advisory Board of the Royal Trust
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Directors of Van Tor get big options, Vancouver Sun, June 10, 1955.
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industry in North America. By 1989, companies and corporations would develop and operate about a
grand total 400 underground gas storage facilities in Canada and the United States.
In July 1956, Van-Tor Oils made an
offering for shares in the Pleasant
Valley Gas & Oil Co. The deal,
announced on July 27, 1956, said
that “Pleasant Valley has a shallow
gasfield with storage possibilities
near Blaine, Washington, 30 miles
south of Vancouver.” It was
announced on August 17, 1956, that
Van-Tor would:
Receive $1,837,500 for its
treasury from Western
Development & Power Ltd., a
subsidiary of B.C. Power
Corporation, when the plan is
fully approved. The funds will
be used by Pleasant Valley for
a development at Birch Bay,
where it is hoped an important
storage will be developed for
natural gas for the Pacific
Northwest gas utilities, in
which Van-Tor will have a
substantial holding. As part of
the plan, Van-Tor would turn
over to Western Development
a 51 percent interest in Pleasant Valley Gas & Oil Co. 161
It was later identified that with Western Development’s
financing, “Van-Tor bought a 10 per cent interest in Permit 22
in the Peace River country, where Pacific Petroleums was the
operator; bought a 69 per cent interest in Vancouver Island Gas
Co. Ltd. (Vigas); and participated in exploration for
underground gas storage in Washington State.” 162
Van-Tor vice president Philip Barchard stated:
It was the Birch Bay storage basin that primarily brought
Western Development & Power Ltd. into this financing
agreement. Its potential importance as a storage basin for
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BCE to finance Van-Tor: Natural gas storage planned by company, The Province, August 17, 1956.
Van-Tor investors facing dilemma, Vancouver Sun, February 12, 1964.
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natural gas from both the Peace River and U.S. areas makes it of strategic value in the Pacific
Northwest, particularly to B.C. Electric. 163
A July 1957 newspaper article stated that
“Pleasant Valley is owned 51 percent by
Western Power and Development Co.
Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of B.C.
Power Corporation, and approximately 48
percent by Van-Tor Oil & Explorations
Ltd.” 164
In January 1957, Pleasant Valley’s
proposed storage project at “2,000 feet
underground with the injection point
presently planned on Paul Bailey’s Rt. 3,
Ferndale, property,” was to “include some
9,000 to 10,000 acres” in Whatcom
County between Ferndale and Blaine,
about half, or 4,500 acres, were under
lease. At a “cost between $1,500,000 and
$2,000,000,” the “ultimate area, covering
an estimated 20 square miles,” was
“located in Townships 39 and 40, Range
1-East, and should provide a pocket for
storage of between 35 and 40 billion cubic
feet of natural gas.” 165 The Bellingham
Herald newspaper stated that “the project
hinges on a Bill to be introduced [next
day] Tuesday in the State Senate by Sen.
Homer Nunamaker (D–Bellingham),” as
“present public laws of the state have no
provision for underground storage.”
Pleasant Valley’s land man, J.C. West, said the project “will have no effect on surface use of the land,”
and that “about a half dozen wells, to cost nearly $300,000, will be located over the area.”
It was revealed in mid-February 1957 that in “an amendment “agreed upon two weeks ago,” and as a
condition of project approval, the company must carry liability insurance or be in position to “secure
payment of any liability resulting from any occurrence arising out of or caused by the operation or use of
storage facilities”.” 166 Four months later Pleasant Valley announced on June 6 that it was “suspending
lease acquisition activities,” because the company’s geologists were taking a second look at the project’s
geological capabilities. 167 With Van-Tor’s prospects waning, it abandoned the Whatcom County
163
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underground storage project and cast its storage eyes southward near the Washington State hamlet of
Mary’s Corner where it had already staked optional roots.
It was announced in March 1958 that Washington State Division of Mines and Geology issued a permit to
Pleasant Valley Gas to “drill an exploratory oil well near Mary’s Corner in central Lewis County,” south
of Chehalis, and the name of the well “Pleasant Valley – J.W. Tanner – Continental Oil Company
Guenther Well No. 1.” 168 Tanner acquired properties from Continental Oil, which had previous
partnership interests in drilling for oil north of Chehalis at Coal Creek in 1955 to 1956. The permit
application was made by Texas-born James W. Tanner, a resident of Olympia, “who has been associated
with the operations of the Sunshine Mining Company’s Medina Well No. 1 near Ocean City and other oil
exploration activity in the State.” 169 In 1958, Tanner was being “sued for about four million dollars by
[Percy J.] Boylan [secretary-treasurer of the Oil, Uranium, Gas Corp.] for alleged conspiracy to deprive
Boylan of oil drilling rights in Gray Harbor,” Washington, a suit that was dismissed by Judge George H.
Boldt. 170
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Gets oil well permit, The Spokesman Review, March 6, 1958.
Permit granted for oil well in State, Bellingham Herald, March 6, 1958.
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Mary’s Corner was near Jackson Prairie, the name eventually given to the
future underground gas storage facility controlled from 1963 onwards by
an American consortium of three companies, Washington Natural Gas
Company, Washington Water Power Company, and the El Paso Natural
Gas Company. Well No. 1 being drilled “by a Utah outfit … Miracle and
Wooster” was on private property owned by Sylvester Guenther. It was
noted that Van-Tor’s Pleasant Valley had already “pieced the oil and land
leases together” back in 1956. 171
Pleasant Valley’s contract
with Tanner was for the
company to fork over $15,000
annually for lease payments,
and Tanner would ultimately
receive $450,000 if the
company were to take over his
4,000-acre farm and
timberland properties. From
April to May of 1958,
Pleasant Valley conducted a
seismic survey and drilled a
test hole, “but no gas or oil
was found but the strata
apparently was suitable for
gas storage.” 172 From 1959 to
1961 “Pleasant Valley did no
more work and gave no
indication whether it would
exercise its option.” The reason stated for the lapse in
exploration activities at Jackson Prairie was that with VanTor’s $350,000 investment costs lost in its bid for an
underwater pipeline route to Vancouver Island, in petroleum
development costs in northeast B.C., and because of “tests at
Birch Bay and later Chehalis for storge [that] were
unsuccessful,” “Van-Tor ran out of money.” 173
In August of 1961, when the W.A.C. Bennett Social Credit
government expropriated or nationalized the B.C. Power
Corporation and all its subsidiaries, including B.C. Electric,
the Western Power Development Company and Van-Tor,
“B.C. Power was [now] only interested in liquidating” 174 and

Drillers moving in – Mary’s Corner new site for oil drilling, The Daily Chronicle, March 6, 1958.
Bill Fletcher, Vancouver Sun, February 22, 1962.
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“didn’t care about gas storage in the U.S.” 175 As a result, in 1962 Van-Tor surrendered its lease
agreements with J.W. Tanner’s lands at Jackson Prairie. Van-Tor Oils and Explorations Ltd.’s final blow
came on February 11, 1964, when all of its assets were forcibly transferred by government to Fort St.
John Petroleums Ltd. Van-Tor’s four million shares were now only worth four cents on the dollar.
This was a sad end for Van-Tor, one of the most heavily traded and talked about speculatives on the
Vancouver Stock Exchange in the mid 1950s. By 1957 the stock hit $2.79 a share, the company was
developing oil and gas fields and planning a pipeline to Vancouver Island. 176

Richfield Oil Enters the Fraser Valley
On March 31, 1959, the Richfield Oil Corporation announced a negotiated “exploratory venture”
“package deal” with “several local companies” on “permits covering 162,273 acres in the Fraser Valley
and Greater Vancouver areas,” and “a further 44,533 acres in the Cloverdale, Hazelmere and Langley
areas” with leases owned by at least three companies, “Van-Tor, Royal Canadian Ventures and Peace
River Pete.” 177
Phil Barchard, vice-president of Van-Tor,
said today these permits will be signed
over to Richfield “within the next week.”
The American company will search for
oil and gas. If any likely gas storage
facilities are located, Van-Tor will
probably take them over. Van-Tor has
been drilling for underground storage
wells for the B.C. Electric Company for
some time. It is currently carrying out drilling in the Pleasant Valley area in Washington State, but
Hazelmere has also been suggested as a likely area.
Richfield’s package deal included “50,000 acres near Abbotsford Airport, where Key Oil has been drilling
since 1956,” and “permits for a further 112,000 acres formerly held by oil man John G. White and
lumberman Elmer Palmer in the Boundary Bay area.”
Richfield Oil began operational seismic surveys “west of Abbotsford” in early April 1959, averaging
$25,000 a month:
The work is being carried out by a crew of 12 and office staff of five employed by Western
Geophysical Co., Calgary. The crew brought eight trucks of equipment from Alberta for drilling and
shooting. Head of the survey crew is Warner Loven, and the job should take from four to six
months, he estimates. 178
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Richfield Oil has assembled more than 200,000 acres in the Fraser Valley – almost half the entire
valley … Seismographic work already is underway on the acreage which takes in the land from
Abbotsford west to the Gulf of Georgia and from the U.S. border to the Fraser River. 179
By June of 1961, the RCMP
(Royal Canadian Mounted Police)
reported that Richfield Oil was
setting off “small dynamite
charges about a mile off-shore”
from White Rock as part of its
seismic surveys, 180 no doubt
disorienting and chasing off the
local whale populations.
On Friday, August 21, 1959,
Richfield Oil announced the
finalization of its March 1959
package deal now with seven
corporations “and private
individuals” for amalgamated
Fraser Valley lands covering a
whopping 206,000 acres. The
companies were: Big Horn
Petroleums Ltd.; Delta Oil and
Gas Co.; Gulf Developments Ltd.; Peace River Petroleums Ltd.; Richwell Petroleums Ltd.; Royal
Canadian Ventures Ltd.; and Van-Tor Oils and Explorations Ltd. A condition of that deal said, “Van-Tor,
Peace River Pete, Royal Canadian Ventures and Richwell retain the rights to any underground capacity
for storage of gas which may be found in the first two permits,” being government permits No. 670 and
No. 677, but not permit No. 804.
With addition of the new acreage, it is anticipated that valuable correlations will be possible with
the complete seismic program and the well drilling test carried out by Van Tor et al on 670 and 677.
What petroleum men call “a high” – a promising geological set up for drilling – is reported to exist
on some of the acreage acquired from Peace River Pete [Pete = Petroleum]. 181
Through its chain of Van-Tor subsidiary command, in 1959 the B.C. Electric Company was quietly test
drilling for an underground gas storage facility candidate in the Hazelmere homestead community in the
Fraser Valley. And, with little fanfare, Richfield Oil was also privately interested in developing an
underground gas storage site in Point Roberts, the American corporation in the American territory
peninsula just south of Tsawwassen.
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LOCAL COMPANIES SHARE

Richfield launches
Valley oil search
1Iy " 'lLLlAM E. RYAN
Pro ..1nu BUJll'leJl Editor

Rlchlield 011 Corp. has as·
oembled more than 200.000
acres In the Fraser Valley almost hall the entire valley
- and has launched a comprehensive search lor oil and gas.
Selsmograph!c work - a
preliminary to actual drilling
-already is underway on the
tlcreage which takes !n the
land lrom Abbotsford west to
the Gul! 01 Georgia and from
the U.S. border to the Fraser
R iver.
The big U.S. oil company
brought the valley acreage
under It. control to over the
200.000·ocre mark with signing
of an agreement. apnounced
Friday. with a group .ot Inde·
pendent oil compames and
private Individuals.
The deal was signed with
Van Tor OUS and Explorations
Ltd., Royal Canadian Ventures

Ltd., Peace River Petroleums
Ltd .. Rlchwell Petroleums Ltd.,
Delta 01\ and Gas Co., Big
Hom Petroleum. pd., Gul!
Developments Ltd. And private
individuals.
Richfield made a cash pay'
ment 10 these companies tor
permit. 670. 677 and 804. cov·
ering about 45,000 acres.
These companies retain a
three per cent gross over·rlding
royalty In all oU or gas production which RlclilieJd may
!Ind. As well. Van Tor, Peace
River Pete. Royal Canadian
Ventures and Richwell retain
the rights to any underground
capacity lor storage 01 gas
",hlch rna), be lound in the
lirst two permits.

It marks the !Irst time a
major 011 company has entered
the 011 search In the Fraser
Valley.
RlclilieJd crews have been
conducting seismic surveys
and other geological work In
the valley 10r several months.
They have not yet announced
drilling plans.
But with addition 01 the new
acreage. it is anticipated that
valuable corelations will be
possible with the complete
seismIc program and the well
drilling test carried out by Van
Tor et al on 670 and 677.
What petroleum men call "a
high"-a promising geological
setup tor drilling-Is reported
to exjst on some of the acreage
acquired from Peace River
Pete.
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Richfield in Abbotsford
After two years following its announced intention for Fraser Valley petroleum exploration, and following
partnership agreements and seismic surveys, in late 1961 Richfield Oil began its exploration drilling
programs in Abbotsford and Tsawwassen.
Richfield Oil is clearing a site to erect an oil drilling rig near Mill Lake, two miles southwest of
Abbotsford. It is understood the company has plans to drill two extra exploratory wells in the area
… The company has moved a rig from the Queen Charlotte Islands to Vancouver and will shortly
move it to Abbotsford. … Richfield had done considerable drilling in the Queen Charlottes but for
the present has stopped operations there. Key Oil spent nearly $500,000 on an unsuccessful well
about one and a half miles from the new drilling site. The Richfield well is expected to go down
8,000 feet and cost will likely be about $160,000. 182
The first fleet of trailer trucks carrying equipment for the Richfield-Pure Oil companies’ oil drilling
program near Abbotsford rolled out of Vancouver Wednesday night. Five hundred tons of
equipment, including drilling rigs, complete living quarters, steam plant, etc. are being moved by
Johnston Terminals here to the site at Centennial Park, 1 ½ miles south of the highway outside the
valley city. Five trucks were in the first convoy. The big load will require 28 trailer loads. The
equipment was brought to Vancouver by rail from Calgary and is being delivered to
Commonwealth Drilling Company at the site. Oil drilling is expected to start as soon as the
operation is set up on a Key-Hercon drilling permit. 183
An oil drilling crew has started operations in the Emerson Road area of Matsqui. The well is being
sunk by Commonwealth Drilling Co. Ltd of Calgary under contract to the Richfield Oil
Corporation. Site of the test well is off Emerson Road, opposite the MSA Centennial Park, on
property owned by William L. Woollacott. The well is the third in the Matsqui area in recent years.
First two, located on LeFeuvre and Huntingdon roads, have been abandoned. 184

Richfield in South Surrey
The Surrey Leader newspaper said that on “Tuesday night,” January 9, 1962, at “8:30 p.m.,” Richfield
Oil Corporation and Pure Oil Company began drilling “on the five and one-half acre property of James H.
Dool, 2219 Coast Meridian Road, South Surrey in a search for oil or natural gas.”
This is the second of three wells in the Fraser Valley. An estimated three million dollars will be
spent on the three holes. The first one, completed in Abbotsford recently, proved dry. Fifty-two
holes have been drilled through past years in the Valley and adjacent land in the U.S.A., but all have
been dry. The third of new holes will be drilled in the Point Roberts area. 185
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Richfield Oil plans drilling in the Valley, The Province, November 24, 1961.
Equipment rolls to oil drilling site, Vancouver Sun, November 30, 1961.
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Richfield abandoned its Abbotsford well
in January 1962 after drilling down to
3,144 feet. The South Surrey well was
abandoned in early April 1962 after
reaching a depth of 10,895 feet at a cost of
almost $500,000.

Richfield in Tsawwassen
By early December 1961, Richfield’s first wildcat well in
Tsawwassen, which its “drilling crew is logging an average
of 100 to 105 feet a day,” 186 was down to 13,126 feet, with
“nothing that could be classified as commercial.” 187
Alongside test wells drilled in Abbotsford and near
Cloverdale, this would mark the company’s third dry well.
This was after “the big American oil company” had been
186
187

Vancouver Sun, December 8, 1961.
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busy “buying oil and gas leases from property owners on both sides of the border,” at Tsawwassen and
Point Roberts “for some months,” extending “two to three miles each side of the border,” 188 comprising
some 200,000 acres. 189

The Surrey Leader newspaper reporting on Richfield Oil’s upcoming fourth, or second Tsawwassen
wildcat test well, said it would likely be set up on “the bluff directly overlooking the [Vancouver –
Victoria] ferry terminus and located roughly a half mile north of the U.S. border.”
The location is about five miles west of Richfield’s recently abandoned wildcat which went to a
depth of over 12,000 feet. Nearest previous attempt was the Great Basin No. 1 well which was
abandoned back in 1955 after reaching a depth of 6,000 feet. The new attempt – a deep well by any

188
189

Surrey Leader, June 14, 1962.
Deepest coastal well looks to be dry hole, The Province, January 22, 1963.
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Canadian standards – will be drilled on one of a number of blocks of land wholly-owned by
Richfield in the Point Roberts area. 190

After a re-zoning hearing held at Delta municipal hall on
June 4, 1962, Mayor and Council approved a special
rezoning designation – “subsurface investigation and
development district” – of four acres of residential lands “to
permit a three-month oil drilling operation by Richfield Oil.
Co.” 191 The drilling operation “between Fourth and Fifth
avenues west of Fifty -second Street,” would continue well
beyond the allotted permit schedule, from June 15, 1962, to
January 18, 1963, when “a drill bit got stuck in the bottom”
of the 14,792-foot hole. 192 A Vancouver Sun photo showed
Richfield’s gigantic 146-foot-high oil derrick towering
upwards “in a potato field at Pebble Hill,” 193 and the
Surrey Leader’s photo of Richfield’s “35-ton draw works”
for the 700-ton drilling rig “being loaded onto a flatcar at
Blairmore, Alberta.” The rig was “powered by four natural
gas-fuelled engines, each rated at 485 horsepower,” one of
“only two rigs of this size in all of Canada.” 194
A June 14, 1962, Surrey Leader news article seems to have
been the first that contained detailed information about
Richfield Oil’s delicate public relations strategy for its
drilling operations on the potato field in a residential area, a
foreshadowing of public controversies to come in the late
1970s to early 1990s.

190

Richfield sets new wildcat test, Times Colonist, March 9, 1962.
Delta rezones land to allow oil drilling, The Province, June 6, 1962.
192
Deepest coastal well looks to be dry hole, The Province, January 22, 1963.
193
Vancouver Sun, June 12, 1962.
194
Natural gas powers drill rig, The Province, December 18, 1962.
191
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Drilling an oil well in a summer resort brings its own special problems. … While drilling a major
well like this one is a 24-hour, seven days a week project, the company will concentrate as much of
the well site activity as possible in the hours from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The drilling contractor, Loffland
Bros. Co. of Canada, is bringing four special quietrunning motors from California to power the
drilling rig. Motor exhausts will be muffled and
chains, normally used in separating the lengths of
the drill pipe during the big-changing operation will
be replaced by ropes as another noise abatement
measure. The steels racks upon which the metal
pipe is stacked will be boarded over with 3-inch by
12-inch planks to cut down on metal noise.
One of the most unusual noise-deadening measures
will be that of “winterizing” or sheathing the
drilling rig. Normally the lower part of the rig and
its operating machinery is enclosed as protection
only against the bitterly cold winter on Northern
British Columbia and Alberta. The Point Roberts
venture, being close to residential areas, calls for
enclosing the ground-level components to a height
of 27 feet.
Gentling the “Roughnecks.” Drilling superintendent
B. Loudermilk of Calgary will thoroughly brief the
well drilling personnel, many of whom have
become used to working in wilderness areas of
Northern Alberta and British Columbia. “We are
impressing upon them,” said Mr. Loudermilk, “that
they are visitors in a settled community. We are
cautioning our workers to pay strict attention to
their driving habits and their off-duty behaviour,
and to have a constant awareness of their
responsibilities as newcomers and temporary
residents of the area.” 195
A subsequent Surrey Leader news article two months later
reported that “the drilling rig operates around the clock,”
not the 12-hour operation information stated earlier:
Drilling an oil well in a summer resort area has its
problems, and the oil company and the drilling
contractor have taken special pains to see that
operations do not create a nuisance. Heavy haulage

195

Surrey Leader, June 14, 1962.
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and trucking are done during the daytime, though the drilling rig
operates around the clock, with three shifts. Each shift consists of
five men. 196
On Friday, January 18, 1963, the Richfield Oil and Pure Oil partnership
well, called “Richfield Pure Point Roberts 6-3-5,” “reached 14,792 feet
… when the drill bit got stuck in the bottom of the hole,” with its
“drillers now “fishing” to recover it.” The drilling bit was valued at just
over $10,000. That “deepest oil well ever drilled on Canada’s west coast
… is likely to be abandoned as a “duster” (dry hole).” The 6-3-5 well “is
the latest failure in a series of attempts to discover oil or gas since
1937.”197 The partnership spent
about $700,000 on its last test
well site, and about $100,000 on
its leases.
Two months later, in March
1963, the B.C. government
passed legislation to compensate
Richfield Oil’s and the French
Petroleum Company’s 18 leases
alongside the Peace River west
of Fort St. John as the new
provincial or Crown-owned B.C.
Hydro and Power Authority
entity was preparing to build the
Peace River dam.

Can-American Petroleums
Vancouver City-based CanAmerican Petroleums Ltd.
launched a shares-offering
advertisement in the Vancouver Sun on December 18, 1961, stating it
had recently acquired:
12,750 acres of oil leases near Lyndon, Washington, across the border from Abbotsford in the
Fraser Valley … [with] the opportunity for … oil, gas, or a gas storage structure. … Richfield Oil
Corporation and Pure Oil are now drilling on B.C. Permit 305 near Abbotsford – the start of a
$3,000,000 program. Can-American’s acreage on the U.S. side of the border adjoins it. Their
proposed well will be a 4-mile step-out.

196
197

Oil drilling crews at the half way mark for Boundary Bay hole, Surrey Leader, August 23, 1962.
Deepest coastal well looks to be dry hole, The Province, January 22, 1963.
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Can-American’s leases, “a border tract formerly held by Kris Petroleum Ltd.,” 198 extended “along the
border for 10 and a half miles from a point seven miles east of Blaine.” 199 Another article reported that
Can-American had “mineral rights to 35,000 acres east of Lyndon.” 200

Can-American, in partnership with Edmonton City-based Hercon Petroleum Ltd. which owned the
drilling equipment, began drilling Stremler Well No. 1 in mid-March 1962 in Washington State, “near the
junctions of the Pangborn and Assinks Roads about three miles northeast of Lynden on the Maurice
Stremler property,” 201 “about 1 ½ miles south of the B.C. border in the Lyndon area of Whatcom
County,” or about “ten miles southeast of Richfield Oil’s” drilling pad in South Surrey. 202 It was also
reported that Can-American was taking “over an oil drilling rig at Huntington Road test well site [in

198

Business notes, Bellingham Herald, August 7, 1960.
New oil search launched in Washington State area, Times Colonist, December 21, 1961.
200
New oil search set for County, Bellingham Herald, October 23, 1961.
201
Largest oil drilling rig to start in County soon, Bellingham Herald, March 12, 1962.
202
Drilling planned near B.C. border, Vancouver Sun, March 15, 1962.
199
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Abbotsford], idle since drilling was suspended some time ago.” 203 In early April 1962, Can-American
became listed for trading on the Vancouver Stock Exchange.
On September 10, 1962, at its 135-foot-high tower rig, Can-American publicized that at a well depth of
6,040 feet it discovered “both dry and wet gas” and was attempting to put “the well into production.” 204
By March 19, 1963, the company reported a “broken drill stem” at 7,802 feet, the “drill cones were lost
grinding through the shale.” 205
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Valley roundup, Vancouver Province, January 10, 1962.
Can-American test well in County shows indication of gas discovery, Bellingham Herald, September 10, 1962.
205
Broken drill stem slows up operations at Lynden well, Bellingham Herald, March 19, 1963.
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W.C. Mainwaring’s Bold Empire-Building Move
Two and three-day air trips between Victoria [City] and Stockholm, during [the 1956] negotiations
on the Wenner-Gren agreement, were common things, officials said here. They said, “it was
nothing for officials of the firm to fly from Victoria to Stockholm to get a ruling on the firm’s
position and be back in three days.” No government officials went to Sweden. Representatives of the
Swedish interests also were so fearful of a “leak” that they once flew to Seattle to send some cables
to Stockholm. 206
The Sekanais Indians living in the area call their country Omoenekhah, meaning lake-like or
sluggish river. As Omenica to the white man it will mean jobs, new industry, new wealth. 207
“He [Mainwaring] is president of
the Peace scheme.” 208
The entire scheme, the whole
Wenner-Gren invasion, has been a
disgraceful charade. This has
become more apparent each
month.209
“At the exact moment Premier
Bennett was announcing the B.C.
Electric take-over in the House [at 2
p.m.], funeral services for the late
B.C. Electric chairman A.E. (Dal)
Grauer were underway in
Vancouver.” 210
“By a stroke of irony, the last rites
were being said for Dr. Grauer just
as Premier W.A.C. Bennett rose in a
suspense-filled, extraordinary
session of the provincial legislature
to announce that the government
would acquire the B.C. Electric Co.
Ltd. immediately and operate it as a
public utility.” 211

206

The Province, February 14, 1953.
The last frontier awakes, The Province, February 12, 1957.
208
Comment by federal External Affairs Minister Howard Green, in Power export ban hits Peace River power deal, Times
Colonist, December 4, 1959.
209
You’re not alone, Mr. Bonner, Vancouver Sun, January 22, 1962.
210
BCE takeover effective at once; Peace plan under same control, The Province, August 2, 1961.
211
1,800 gather at Cathedral in tribute to Dal Grauer, Vancouver Sun, August 2, 1961.
207
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On Wednesday October 1, 1958, at age 64, about eight years before his sudden passing at age 72,
William Crossley Mainwaring, estimated to have “travelled 20 times around the world by air on company
business,” retired “after more than a quarter century with the [private utility B.C. Electric] company.”
Mr. Mainwaring was responsible for investigating new hydro-electric sites, helping industry locate
in B.C., and preparing for the introduction of natural gas in the lower mainland. He has a score of
community, charitable and industrial associations and was awarded the OBE for his work with the
Air Raid Precautions in the Second World War. 212
It was reported that Mainwaring had retired “for personal reasons.” 213 Those unexplained reasons were
about to be revealed and seriously contemplated by interested parties some five weeks later. In throwing
the dice for empire, things would ultimately turn out to get quite dicey for the retiree.

212
213

One-time ditchdigger ends career as big BCE wheel, Vancouver Sun, October 2, 1958.
‘Bill’ Mainwaring retires after 26 years with BCE, Times Colonist, October 2, 1958.
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On Monday November 10, 1958, as the B.C. Supreme Court was hearing continued highly embarrassing
evidence on bribery and conspiracy charges issued against former Social Credit Party Lands and Forests
Minister Bob Sommers for granting certain Forest Management License agreements, the B.C. Electric
Company announced that, through its subsidiary Western Development and Power Ltd., it had “joined
hands with the mammoth Wenner-Gren interests and three other companies in a proposed half-billiondollar hydro power scheme on the Peace River,” stating that it had “a one-fifth interest in Peace River
[Power] Development Co.” for the proposed construction of the “world’s largest dam” 214 and
mountainous route right-of-way clearing for 600 miles of transmission lines. It was stated a year later that
it was considered “the biggest power project ever undertaken anywhere in the world.” 215

214
215

BCE takes fifth share in Wenner-Gren Hydro, Times Colonist, November 10, 1958.
Can Wen-Gren pull it off? Times Colonist, November 17, 1959.
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Social Credit Party premier W.A.C. Bennett, premier for 6 years running, who had authorized engineering
“surveys at the lower end of the [Rocky Mountain] trench … last October [1957],” “hailed the
announcement as “the most momentous” of his life.” That scheme which forecast “an ultimate
development of 4,500,000 to 8,000,000 horsepower” would be four to eight times greater than B.C.
Electric’s accumulated hydro electric developments load of “1,000,000 horsepower.” 216
The Times Colonist news revealed that none other than W.C. Mainwaring was to be president of the new
Peace River Power Development Company, a subsidiary of the Wenner-Gren B.C. Development
Company incorporated on November 21, 1956, an arm of the Wenner-Gren Foundation of Stockholm,
Sweden. It was also reported that the Peace River development “scheme has emerged from a two-year
preliminary engineering survey,” 217 meaning that Mainwaring had obviously been in the know and part
of this scheme for many months prior to his ‘retirement.’ At a November 12, 1958, press conference,
Mainwaring, the conceptual mastermind behind all three of B.C. Hydro’s future three dams on the Peace
River, stated:
A 400- to 500-foot dam would be built on the Peace and would be able to generate about 4,000,000
horsepower. A further 4,000,000 horsepower could be developed by a series of downstream dams.
Dal Grauer, Mainwaring’s former boss at B.C. Electric, stated on November 12, 1958, that the reason “his
firm was associating itself with the Peace River power project” was because of meeting “the needs of
important areas it serves after the mid 1960s:”
If the power is to be supplied by hydro, it must come from one of three
big rivers – the Fraser, the Columbia or the Peace. The Fraser cannot
be developed because of the salmon problem. Partly because of
international problems we can get no assurance of power from the
upper Columbia. This leaves only the Peace River. 218
B.C. Power Commission general manager, H. Lee Briggs, was given the
boot, dismissed at 2:30 pm., Friday November 14, 1958, by Commission
chairman T.H. Crosby “for daring to speak without permission” 219 two days
after the big press conference when the publicly owned Commission was
offered a partnership in the new Peace River development scheme. Briggs,
who would soon serve on the National Energy Board, was critical of the
Wenner-Gren scheme’s financing and had asked Crosby in October to
forward a letter of information to B.C. Finance Minister Dr. J. V. Fisher.
That, and a subsequent, letter was never sent. Briggs “had risked his job
because his sense of integrity would not permit him to be silent about
Premier Bennett’s proposals for refinancing power commission debt for
alleged political advantages.” 220 He also forewarned, “if I am discharged
from my present position, I have every intention of stumping the platforms of this province until the next
Power chief defies Bennett – huge Wenner-Gren project barred, Vancouver Sun, November 12, 1958.
Columbia power gets Ottawa backing over Peace project, Vancouver Sun, November 10, 1958.
218
Peace ‘only river we can depend on,’ The Province, November 13, 1958.
219
Public campaign urged – Briggs raps ‘sellout’ to Wengren, Times Colonist, November 15, 1958.
220
House probe demanded on charges by Briggs – Strachan to move investigation; Briggs fired, Times Colonist, November
15, 1958.
216
217
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election to let the people know the rancid things that go on here in electric power matters,” 221 and “I will
not stand idly by while those charged with the administration of the financial affairs of this province
prostitute the 80,000 customers of the B.C. Power Commission to fulfill its political promises.” 222
Briggs accused the government of granting Axel
Wenner-Gren “a treasure in natural resources “worth
more than King Solomon’s mines”.” 223 In a lengthy
prepared treatise published in the Times Colonist,
Briggs narrated the future of B.C.’s valuable natural
resources, summarizing that the province’s waterpower resources were “non-diminishing and
perpetually renewing sources of power,” that “will
become worth more than all the gold taken from the
Cariboo and Klondike, and all the lead and zinc taken
from Trail and Kimberley, with the fisheries of the
Pacific Coast thrown in for good measure.” “At this
very moment,” he continued, the B.C. government
was “permitting a single man without more than the
token surveillance of the Legislature” to harness the
Peace River and its resources, that “if the people of
this Province permit such an act, it will be to their
detriment.”
Concerning Wenner-Gren’s new company, Briggs
stated:
The chairman is to be Mr. William C.
Mainwaring, indeed a highly capable individual
when it comes to getting things done. Until his
resignation last month, he was a vice-president
of the B.C. Electric Company. It is not thought
that his friendships with that company have been severed. … Many years ago, it was written: “Who
keeps the truth from the people, stands in the way of God.” In recent years the people have not been
told the truth. Still more years ago, it was spoken: “He whom the Gods would destroy, they first
make drunk with power.” 224
Briggs’ written critique “which attacked alleged profiteering by the B.C. Electric, brought a strong rebuke
from B.C. Electric president Dal Grauer.” Grauer “charged Mr. Briggs with being in a state of “emotional
disintegration” and quarreled with Mr. Briggs’ analysis of the profit factor in the company operations.” 225

‘I asked God for guidance, Vancouver Sun, November 12, 1958.
Debt-juggling details bared, Vancouver Sun, November 12, 1958.
223
Bennet giving BC’s treasure away – Briggs, The Province, November 15, 1958.
224
Briggs – Wengren, Times Colonist, November 15, 1958.
225
House probe demanded on charges by Briggs – Strachan to move investigation; Briggs fired, Times Colonist, November
15, 1958.
221
222
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In his treatise, Briggs advised that “the special combination of a large natural resource coupled with a
large natural monopoly in the distribution of an essential and universally used product – is to go for public
ownership in which all the benefits in service and profits are returned to the people whose property the
resource is.” His recommendation for public ownership, which the CCF opposition party long argued for,
was oddly adopted three years later by the right wing, ‘free enterprise’ Social Credit administration.

It was on February 12, 1957, that information was first revealed and discussed in the B.C. Legislature
about “Swedish financier [Dr.] Axel Wenner-Gren” and his plans “for an industrial empire in an uptapped
frontier land” somewhere north and northeast of Prince George. 226
Swedish multi-millionaire Axel Wenner-Gren … who once trod the farm lanes of Sweden selling
cream separators, was blacklisted by the Allied governments during the Second World War for his
Nazi sympathies. Wenner-Gren, once a relative by marriage to Hermann Goering, acted in his
behalf as a mediator in the Russo-Finnish war. 227

226
227

‘Frontier’ agog at industrial empire’s scope, Ottawa Citizen, February 14, 1957.
Can Wen-Gren pull it off? Times Colonist, November 17, 1959.
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Wenner-Gren was blacklisted by
Canada under order-in-council in
1942 as “an enemy of Canada,”
with whom Canadians were
forbidden to trade. “This
blacklisting extended eventually to
Great Britain, the United States,
Nassau and Peru.” 228
The western Peace headwaters plan
included the following:
1. A complete aerial survey of the
industrial potentials in a 40,000square mile area [9.32 % of
B.C.’s land mass], lying north of
Prince George, between the
Peace River in the east and the
western divide.
2. A 400-mile revolutionary
monorail railway to connect with
the northern extension of the
Pacific Great Eastern Railway.
3. Development of the vast forest,
hydro and mineral resources in
the area.
4. An ultimate investment of
$1,000,000,000 [one billion] or
more. 229
The one-billion-dollar investment
estimate also included “an industrial
development of pulp mills, steel mill,
mines and lumber,” an extensive land
mass “held under a government [400mile-long land and mineral] reserve [and
a water reserve on the Peace, Parsnip
and Finlay Rivers] until the WennerGren organization finishes $5,000,000
worth of surveys, already underway.” 230
Additional industrial complex proposals
would follow.

Blacklisted as ‘enemy of Canada,’ Times Colonist, December 8, 1959.
‘Frontier’ agog at industrial empire’s scope, Ottawa Citizen, February 14, 1957.
230
Special rights? No, says Bennett, The Province, February 14, 1957.
228
229
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NORTHERN EMPIRE of 40,000 square miles (dark area) of Rocky Mountain Trench
being surveyed by Wenner-Gren interests is shown in relation to 58.000-squaremile area of England and Wales (black dotted line) luperimposed on B.C. map.

HUGE NEW DAJ\[ planned by Wenner-G(en interests
would be built 16 miles west of Hudson Hope creating
the widespread reservoir area indicated on map. A
transmission line 600 miles long would link Hudson
Hope with the lower mainland.
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Secret negotiations between Wenner-Gren representatives Birgir Strid and Bernard Gore and the B.C.
government began in early September 1956, with a memorandum of intention signed on November 11,
1956. 231 Consideration soon began for the government to hand over a forest management license, with an
official from the newly incorporated Wenner-Gren B.C. Development Company stating, we “will build at
lease one pulp mill of not less than 100,000 tons annual capacity, sawmills, hydro-electric power units,
townsites, roads, hospitals and schools, including technical institutions.” 232 The February 13, 1957,
Province newspaper edition also stated that “negotiations have been going on for 2 ½ years” prior,
meaning investment and speculation scheming began in late 1954:
It all started on Sunday afternoon at a fashionable cocktail party in London. There, Bernard G.
Gore, a [Wrenner-Gren] Foundation representative, met W.A. McAdam, B.C. agent-general in
London. The talk turned to B.C. and its
potentialities. It wasn’t long after that Mr.
Gore came to B.C. to see the government.
By some remarkable and suspicious coincidence,
the Social Credit administration’s B.C.’s special
trade representative Einar M. Gunderson – former
unelected and specially appointed B.C. Finance
Minister (1952-1953), and vice-president of
publicly owned Pacific Great Eastern Railway
(PGE, later B.C. Rail) which B.C. premier Bennett
was president of – was visiting the British
Columbia House in London on Wednesday and
Thursday, September 1-2, 1954, where Agent
General for B.C., W.A. McAdam, held a special
“reception” attended by a long list of distinguished
guests, business and trade representatives. 233 By
1956, PGE was constructing the first railway line
north of Prince George through the Pine Pass to
connect with the Peace River lands’ vast petroleum
and forest resource zones. It is interesting to note
that an influential banker-minded salesman
representing railway and vast land speculation
interests might want to connect with another
Swedish monorail industrialist to open-up northern
B.C. As it would soon turn out, Gunderson became
Axel Wenner-Gren’s third right hand man in his
new B.C. companies, resulting in flurries of
criticism by politicians and investigative reporters.
However, no reporters had raised questions to link
Gunderson’s September 1954 visit in London to the originating affairs with Wenner-Gren.
231

Bennett defends Gunderson role, The Province, February 14, 1957.
$5,000,000 survey signed, first stage of gigantic project, The Province, February 13, 1957.
233
Receptions in London honor B.C. official, The Province, September 1, 1954.
232
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BENNETT
DEFENDS
GUNDERSON
ROLE
'Has right'
Vancouver Province
February 14, 1957
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to position
P)·cmier Ben nett today stoutly defended the
right of PGE vice-president Einar Gunderson to
be a director of the Wenner-Gren B.C. Development Co., although the premier told The Province
he did not. know that Mr, Gunderson was a
db'ector,
Mr. Gunderson today confirmcd he WII~ one of three
directors in the compllny which has announced plan$ for
a billion..dollar dellelopment of the Rocky Mountain
EINAR GUN DERSON
... conflict of interests ?
Trench.
Said Premier Bennett:
"EI'cry 'Canadian ha~ the right to be the director of
any compan~' he lI'ishes, and Mr. Gunderson is no second.
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On September 30, 1957, seven months following the big news about the
government’s secretive dealings with Wenner-Gren, W.C. Mainwaring
accompanied B.C. “Attorney General Robert Bonner on his four-week trade
visit to Europe.” 234 On their trade mission, Bonner, and his party of three,
which included Dr. Gordon Shrum of the University of B.C. (the director of
the B.C. Research Council, to be appointed by Bonner’s administration as
chairman of the B.C. Power Commission and later, chairman of B.C. Hydro),
and Tom Sturgis, B.C. Deputy Minister of Industrial Development, first met
with B.C. Agent General W.A. McAdam “concerning expansion of trade
services between British Columbia House in London and European
countries,”235 and then with the “British Board of Trade, the Scottish Council
and various industrial groups.” The B.C. Legislature had recently passed new
legislation for “the wider role of the Agent General’s office” meaning that
“Mr. McAdam is agent general for Europe as well as the United Kingdom.”
Attorney General Bonner stated, “I personally believe British Columbia should
aim at a population of 5,000,000 by 1975.” Mainwaring, president of B.C.
Electric’s Western Development and Power Corporation, “said the group’s job
is to put information about power, markets and other necessities to location in
B.C. before west European investors.” 236
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W.C. Mainwaring, Gordon Shrum, on Europe trip, Times Colonist, September 25, 1957.
Added staff possibility at B.C. House, Times Colonist, September 26, 1957.
236
Free trade offers little to B.C. – Bonner, The Province, October 1, 1957.
235
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The B.C. trade missionaries also met with the German industrial firm Krupps of Essen and its president,
Alfried Krupp, an old controversial Second World War arms dealer friend of Dr. Axel Wenner-Gren who
in 1936 “bought a one-third interest in the Bofors munitions works from Krupp of Germany.” 237 In
Cologne, Germany the B.C. group “took time out … to ride on the new, full-scale monorail built by
Wenner-Gren,” the overground rail system “similar to the type planned for development of B.C.’s Rocky
Mountain trench.” 238 B.C.’s political opposition members soon began referring to the scheme as the B.C.
Rocky Mountain “stench.”
A May 28, 1957, Vancouver Sun article explained that B.C. Electric’s subsidiary, the Western
Development and Power Limited, had been incorporated in 1956 and “its chief job is selling industries on
the idea of building a plant in B.C.,” and that “the company started sending B.C. propaganda all over the
world,” with “its slogan, “Business is moving to B.C.”.” Company president Mainwaring’s executive
assistant, Doug Sutcliffe, said “we don’t actually sell real estate, but we do just about everything else to
get them here.” 239 A half year later, and two months following Bonner’s special European trade mission,
United Kingdom Properties Ltd. was setting up shop in downtown Vancouver announcing a “proposed
multi-million office skyscraper at Hastings and Granville,” and that W.C. Mainwaring was appointed as
one of its directors. 240 By 1958, Mainwaring was elevated to chairman of U.K. Properties.

Wenner-Gren – who is he? Times Colonist, February 13, 1957.
Photo caption, The Province, October 22, 1957.
239
BCE subsidiary lures new industry to B.C., Vancouver Sun, May 28, 1957.
240
New building here hinted by U.K. firm, Vancouver Sun, December 3, 1957.
237
238
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It was stated on November 20, 1958, that the Wenner-Gren B.C. Development Company “has sold its
plans and memorandum of agreement between Axel Wenner-Gren and the provincial government” to
President Mainwaring’s Peace River Power Development Company “for an assessed value of
$2,705,028.” And by late February 1959, Peace River Power had chosen the dam site, 16 miles west of
Hudson’s Hope, with construction scheduled to begin by May 1960.
The Province
October 2,1959

BIGGEST INDUSTRi Al, OUTLAY Cor Western
Canada is his S611,000,000 project on the Peace
River which is expected to be under construction
next spring. The dam, 600 Ceet high and 7,000 Ceet
long, will form a 2OO-mile long lake where the Par-

snip and Finlay rivers flow into the Peace. First
stage or development would generate 1,000.000
horsepower and the first power would reach Vancouver shorUy aCler 1966. The double black line
marks the probable rOUle of • 5OO,000·volt line.
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Also announced in February 1959, Mainwaring and director Ralph Chantrill’s bizarre proposal for a
“grandiose industrial” plan, a “uranium diffusion plant in the B.C. north utilizing Peace power:” “They
suggest that the pure uranium produced in the plant be supplied to the nuclear energy plants proposed by
the federal government as part of Ottawa’s plan to populate and develop the Canadian north.” 241
Chantrill, “of British Thomson Houston, is one of the world’s top hydro-electric engineers.” The two
directors “point out flatly that Peace power could refine uranium – providing a market for uranium
mines,” explaining that “the process is simply “converting energy into nuclear energy”.”
Mainwaring, recently appointed as a director of Global General Insurance Company, as director of
Imperial Investments Ltd. (the name later changed to Laurentide Financial Corp.), and director of Western
Copper Mills, was a guest speaker, alongside B.C. Attorney-General Robert Bonner, at the fall conference
of the Pacific Northwest Trade Association held at the Fairbanks’ University of Alaska in early
September 1959. The two ‘partners’ had previously been on a special trade mission to Europe in 1957 to
sell off B.C.’s northeast resources to investors. The conference theme was “Our Awakening Northland.”
Mainwaring advised the conference attendees that the Peace River Dam and power transmission line
projects were almost ready to go.

A day before his departure to Fairbanks, Alaska, Mainwaring, with no academic credentials but that of an
OBE (Order of the British Empire award), participated on a “power panel” debate at a September 1, 1959,
meeting of the Canadian Bar Association. Sitting to his right on the panel of six was Attorney-General
Robert Bonner. To his immediate left was Kenneth Billington, the executive secretary of the Washington
Public Utility Districts’ Association. “Billington said government’s role must be active and effective,
“even to the extent of actually financing, constructing and operating energy-producing projects”.”
Mainwaring countered, saying “the government should act in the role of regulator and not “socialist
operator”.” 242
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Peace River power can save uranium mines, The Province, February 24, 1959.
Legal brains in clash clash over energy control, The Province, September 2, 1959. When Mainwaring’s vice president and
general manager of Pleasant Valley Gas & Oil Co., Howard N. Walters, attended the International Chamber of Commerce
(ICC) congress in Naples, Italy on May 8, 1957, he said “the ICC is the only organization representing the full business
community which is in a position to deal effectively with a tendency by government to interfere with economics by active
participation or excessive regulation,” and “given a little power, governments tended “to wield a club instead of a spur”.
(Government ‘wields club – not spur,’ The Province, May 9, 1957.)
242
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Along with building empire, comes the duty of ‘entertaining empire.’ (Source: The Province, July 16, 1959)
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Mainwaring and his Wenner-Gren directors were planning to export an unknown quantity of their Peace
Dam electricity south of the international border into Washington State, a plan which his company
directors had been largely obfuscating. This infuriated Premier Bennett’s opponents.
In their original announcement, according to newspapers carrying the story, “none of the principals
mentioned export of power to the U.S.” But a map they released at the time, showing damsites and
transmission line routes, had one transmission line crossing the border south of Vancouver. 243
When federal Minister of External Affairs Howard Green, federal Minister of Resources Alvin Hamilton,
and General McNaughton arrived in B.C. on December 3, 1959, to meet with B.C. Lands and Forests
Minister Ray Williston and B.C. Attorney-General Robert Bonner, Green told reporters at the Empress
Hotel in Victoria that evening “the Canadian government does not propose to relax its policy of refusing
export of electric power to the United States.” 244 This news, and related investigations by reporters,
infuriated Mainwaring, his directors, and main investors. Mainwaring became unhinged and began
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Can Wen-Gren pull it off? Times Colonist, November 17, 1959.
Power export ban hits Peace River power deal, Times Colonist, December 4, 1959.
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clashing with and lashing out at the newspapers, which ended up moving public opinion even more
against his empire schemes.
It is the business of newspapers to probe, continued Mr. [Stuart] Keate [publisher of the Victoria
Daily Times], “to question, to seek out the facts and report them so
that readers, who will ultimately determine the future of power in B.C.
by force of public opinion, may make up their minds and act with
wisdom.” A newspaper can do this objectively, “and that is where we
differ from Mr. Mainwaring. We hold no shares in the Peace River
Power Development Company, or any other power agency in the
province.” 245
“Mr. Mainwaring says that there is no confusion among people who
know the score and understand technical things. He says the only
confusion exists in the minds of ignorant and malicious journalists.
But an astonishing number of editors and correspondents, at home and
abroad, have told me that this is one of the most frustrating stories
they’ve ever examined, for the very reason that the principals
themselves – the promotors, the experts, the technicians and the
politicians – seem to be talking at cross-purposes.”
He [Times editor Stuart Keate] quoted Mainwaring as saying last June
in Victoria, “I am a great admirer of Dr. Axel Wenner-Gren and the
things that he has already done for British Columbia.” “There are not
many Canadians, I am convinced,” said Keate, “who share this admiration. No amount of
propaganda – no massive injection of personal chlorophyll – nor all the purfumes of Arabia – can
sweeten his record or commend him as a man to be trusted with such a vast Canadian heritage.” 246
At the June 1961 British Electrical Power convention held in Eastbourne, England, Dal Grauer, chairman
of B.C. Electric, who “presented a 65-page paper outlining Canada’s power picture,” told the audience of
some 500 members that “British Columbia should export hydroelectric power,” explaining “export of
power should not be discouraged by export taxes, if the national energy board finds it is in the best
interests of Canada.” 247 In a long letter to Prime Minister John Diefenbaker, B.C. opposition leader
Robert Strachan referenced a quote from “Grauer’s article in a book, Canadian Issues, published earlier
this year,” which contradicted Grauer’s statement made in England about the export of power. In that
article, Grauer wrote: “It would be sound public policy to keep the cheapest power for British Columbia’s
use and to stimulate development here rather than to export the least expensive power.” 248 Dal Grauer’s
private utility had a substantial investment interest in the Wenner-Wren Peace River project, which
Mainwaring, his former vice president and assistant, was now president of. And B.C. Electric’s solicitor,
chief counsel, and senior vice president, A. Bruce Robertson, had been a director of Wenner-Gren’s Peace
River Power Development Co. Ltd. since 1958. Grauer’s and Mainwaring’s push for export of Peace
River power was all part of very cozy, elaborate, inter-corporate relationship schemes.
‘B.C. saddled forever with costly power,’ Times Colonist, December 8, 1959.
Publisher charges: Peace River power scheme mired in ‘cross-purposes,’ Vancouver Sun, December 9, 1959.
247
B.C. Electric head calls for export of electricity, Vancouver Sun, June 14, 1961.
248
Ban Columbia Sale to U.S., Strachan asks Diefenbaker, Vancouver Sun, June 14, 1961.
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As the Wenner-Gren representative interests and the B.C. Power Company were merging on the empire
building front, in 1961 Dal Grauer’s earthly fate was quickly approaching, even as his appointment as
chairman of the Western Development and Power Limited was announced in March 1961.
As chairman, Mr. Grauer will be chief executive officer and chief policy maker, while Mr. [R.
Bruce] Robertson as president, will be chief operating officer. Mr. Robertson is also senior vicepresident of the parent company, British Columbia Power Corporation. Mr. Grauer will exercise
general control over Western Development, as he does over all the B.C. Electric group of
companies. Western Development is responsible for investing in land and other industrial projects,
and of new development. 249
And, even as rumors began in March 1961 of the W.A.C. Bennett government taking over B.C. Electric:
“Grauer said that talk of a possible takeover arose when Prime Minister Diefenbaker said this tax-sharing
arrangement [of “federal corporation income tax on investor-owned utilities was to be returned to the
provinces”] would continue to March 31, 1962. 250
On July 15, 1961, at age 55, and three months after the passing of his mother Marie Grauer, Dal Grauer
was announced to be “critically ill” with leukemia having been “under treatment for several months and
was confined to Vancouver General Hospital on his return from a trip to England,” the trip to Eastbourne
where he presented his paper on the export of electricity at the British Electrical Power convention.
Dr. Grauer [a Rhodes scholar, and Ph.D. in economics, and Chancellor of the University of B.C.
since 1958] learned he had leukemia in the spring of this year. He was examined in New York on
the way to England at the end of May. Although he was then chronically ill, doctors believed he
was fit to travel. 251
Dal Grauer died two weeks later Friday, July 28, 1961.
Mr. Grauer was one of nine children of pioneer cattle farmer and butcher John Jacob Grauer who
settled here shortly before the Great [Vancouver City] Fire of 1886.
He was a director of a host of companies: Royal Bank of Canada, Montreal Trust Company, Sun
Life Assurance Co. of Canada, MacMillan Bloedel and Power River Co. Ltd., Canadian Chemical
Co. Ltd., Ventures Ltd., Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd., Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd., Canadian
Liquid Air Company Ltd., Webb and Knapp (Canada) Ltd., Investors Syndicate of Canada Ltd., and
Western Copper Mills.
He also had a wide range of other related interests: member, board of directors, International
Chamber of Commerce; member, National Industrial Conference Board, New York; member,
[former 1957-1958 chairman] Canadian Council of National Industrial Conference Board; member,
Advisory Committee on Atomic Power, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.; member, Dollar Sterling
Trade Council. 252
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New post for Dal Grauer, Langley Advance, March 2, 1961.
If BCE sold: B.C. takeover possibility discussed by Dal Grauer, Vancouver Sun, March 30, 1961.
251
Dal Grauer critically sick of Leukemia, Vancouver Sun, July 15, 1961.
252
Dal Grauer dies – victim of leukemia, Vancouver Sun, July 28, 1961.
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He master-minded the $650 million post-war expansion program which forged it [B.C. Power
Corporation] into one of the most successful private utility companies in North America. … He was
considered to have “made” the B.C. Electric. 253

The newspapers announced that Grauer’s funeral service was to be held Tuesday, August 1, at Christ
Church Cathedral at 2:30 p.m. in downtown Vancouver. About 1,300 “friends and strangers gathered”
inside the Cathedral, and “another 500 waited in silence outside in the bright afternoon sunlight,” where
“industrialists, financiers, the great and the mighty, the men of industry and commerce, the men from the
university, mingled with ordinary citizens.” 254 Vancouver Sun reporter Barry Broadfoot stated:
By a stroke of irony, the last rites were being said for Dr. Grauer just as Premier W.A.C. Bennett
rose in a suspense-filled, extraordinary session of the provincial legislature to announce that the
government would acquire the B.C. Electric Co. Ltd. immediately and operate it as a public utility.

253
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Grauer a man of many facets, Vancouver Sun, July 28, 1961.
1,800 gather at Cathedral in tribute to Dal Grauer, Vancouver Sun, August 2, 1961.
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Outside in the bright
sunlight, hundreds who
had stood in silence for
an hour watched as the
casket was placed in a
hearse for the last ride,
[driving ever so slowly]
past the huge BCE
building that is his
monument, to the family
plot in Forest Lawn
cemetery, where a brief
graveside ceremony was
held.
On the eleventh anniversary of
the Social Credit’s rise to
power on August 1, 1952, the
timing of the Premier’s
announcement through
legislative Bill No. 5 on the
takeover of the giant private
utility corporation, as its
capitalist captain was being
buried, was more than mere
irony. It was extraordinary
pathos that went literally
‘through the roof’, raising the
collective eyebrows of modernday Shakespeareans and
stirring the ghosts of ancient Greek elegists. CCF (Co-operative Commonwealth Federation) party KalsoSlocan riding MLA Randolph Harding responded to Bennett’s announcement as his fellow opposition
party members collectively thumped on their bench desks, “Today is the birthday of Social Credit and you
are giving them public ownership – socialism!”
Through legislative Bill No. 5:
All shares of BCE capital stock were automatically vested in the government. All the directorships
were automatically terminated, and new ones will be appointed by the cabinet. Shareholders in
Peace River Power Development Co. Ltd., a private company formed to build the giant dam on the
Peace, don’t fare so well. The [Bill 5, Power Development] Act provides for all its rights and
interests in hydro plans and the application it made to the provincial water comptroller last year, to
be taken over by the Crown-owned BCE. 255
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BCE takeover effective at once; Peace plan under same control, The Province, August 2, 1961.
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From the remaining rubble after the government’s takeover, and with the death of Dr. Axel Wenner-Gren
on November 24, 1961, and the slow disintegration of the Wenner-Gren B.C. Development Co.,
Mainwaring shocked the Social Credit government in January 1962 in a bold move on the formation of a
new company, Alexandra Forest Industries Ltd., which had been incorporated “a month before” Axel
Wenner-Gren’s death. 256 Mainwaring’s new forest industrial complex site was moved from its original
proposed site near Hudson’s Hope, a site that would have been closer to Mainwaring’s numerous personal
petroleum assets and interests in the northeast B.C. rural population centres of Ft. St. John and Dawson
Creek.
The new Alexandra Forest Industries has been one of the best-kept secrets in B.C. financial circles.
It was formed five months ago [August 1961], less than a month after Bennett took over the B.C.
Electric and Wenner-Gren’s Peace River Power Development Co. It was literally a salvage
operation made necessary by that move and given urgency by the death of Axel-Wenner-Gren. 257
Site of the proposed forest products complex has been changed from a location beside the Peace
River hydro project at Portage Mountain near Hudson Hope. The new site is on the east shore of the
Parsnip River about 100 miles north of Prince George. … The project is expected to lead to the
development of a new townsite of 5,000 or more. 258
Mainwaring stated how in the original 1956 agreement with the government, “$500,000 worth of forest
surveys were made by Wenner-Gren” and that government placed “a crown reserve … on the forest areas
involved,” clarifying that “the 1956 agreement did not include granting of a forest management licence in
the area or any other concessions:” “we will have to go through exactly the same routine as anyone else
would have to do if they wanted to apply for a tree farm licence there.” 259 Mainwaring’s “plans call for
construction of a pulp mill with a capacity of 500 tons a day, a paper mill with a daily capacity of 750
tons, a sawmill and a plywood factory,” 260 and stated in November 1958 that due to his Peace River dam
plans “a large pulp mill would almost certainly be developed to harvest timber in the area that must be
flooded behind the proposed power line.” 261
Mainwaring said that the huge area to be flooded behind B.C. Hydro’s Portage Mountain dam
contains one billion feet of merchantable timber and it is hoped to log this first. 262
His was a critical statement of intent, because in the early 1950s when Alcan flooded some 358 square
miles of lakes and forest lands alongside and within the northern boundaries of Tweedsmuir Park for its
massive $329,000,000 hydro development project that diverted the headwaters of the Nechako River,
Alcan promised the government it would spend $100,000,000 to remove the forests in the vast flooded
basin zones but failed to do so, causing great havoc and grief in decades to follow: “The Coalition
government of the day let Alcan off with $250,000 worth of clearing,” and “there were howls about the
unsightly condition but these gradually died down.” 263 In paving the way for Alcan’s massive and
256

High Finance and Low Modernism: The Failure of the Wenner-Gren British Columbia Project, 1956-1961, by Frank
Leonard, B.C. Studies, No. 210, Summer 2021, page 61.
257
Faith and surgery made Alexandra, National Post, January 27, 1962.
258
Forest products complex, The Province, April 19, 1963.
259
No favors given on Peace timber, Times Colonist, January 19, 1962.
260
Calder speaks – extend line to coast, PGE urged, Times Colonist, February 13, 1964.
261
Power Commission invited to join in Wenner Gren Survey, Vancouver Sun, November 12, 1958.
262
Bill Fletcher, Vancouver Sun, April 20, 1963.
263
Bill Fletcher, Vancouver Sun, May 17, 1963.
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controversial hydro-electric developments that diverted much of the Nechako westward, cutting off
salmon migrations and altering the characteristics of the river’s water regime, on June 20, 1955, the Social
Credit government, in the mere stroke of a pen, removed 1,156,5000 acres from Tweedsmuir Provincial
Park. When Lord Tweedsmuir junior came to visit the Park with his wife for a three-week vacation in
September 1955, where they climbed Tweedsmuir Peak “and placed a rock on the cairn erected in
memory of his father,” 264 the young Lord Tweedsmuir “didn’t want to get into the controversy” when
asked by reporters about Lands Minister E.T. Kenney’s and the provincial Cabinet’s decision to “cut onethird” of the park “for the Alcan project.” 265 The young John Buchan Jr. Lord Tweedsmuir was reluctant
to get into a squabble because of his directorships and big-business involvements, who would soon be
appointed to Mainwaring’s Peace River Power company.

The same resource negligence occurred in the late 1960s with the B.C. Hydro & Power Authority after it
nationalized B.C. Electric. When B.C. Hydro flooded some 450,000 acres of the Parsnip, Finlay and
upper Peace River valley bottoms to create the enormous Williston Reservoir (often erroneously referred
to as a “Lake”) for the W.A.C. Bennett dam, within an area described as “five times the size of Lake
Okanagan,” B.C. Hydro, which also torched First Nations’ hunting cabins, failed to remove and clear
away a majority of the valley forest lands, creating decades of disastrous navigable and recreational boat
grief from forest debris, and the submerged trees, whose roots giving way would launch randomly like
missiles, bursting high out of the deep reservoir waters. At the gateway into Mainwaring’s instant Town
of MacKenzie there stood for years a gigantic monument bulldozer with a multi-stub-mounted ‘tree
crusher’ roller commemorating this failure.

264
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Tweedsmuir finish wilderness holiday, The Province, October 7, 1955.
Lord Tweedsmuir in Vancouver on way to park named after father, The Province, August 29, 1955.
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Vancouver Sun columnist Bill Fletcher summed it all up. He said that it in the 1950s it cost B.C. Electric
$9,000,000 to clear off the forests on 1,800 acres for the Buttle Reservoir (Lake) on Vancouver Island
near Campbell River, a cost which averaged $5,000 an acre. That same computation amounted to “be
roughly $2,100,000,000” and “three times as much as the cost of the whole [Peace River] hydro project,”
referring to the world’s largest dam project as a “multi-billion-dollar headache.” Because there wasn’t “an
organized lobby of conservationists and outdoor sports enthusiasts to insist that the man-made inland lake
be curried and combed like the centre of attraction in a national park,” Lands and Forests Minister Ray
Williston’s “idea is [to] leave a big share of the job to nature,” as part of his “new school of thought on
reservoir clearing.” Williston said that with the to-be-flooded 450,000 acres behind the 600-foot-high
dam, the “government is readying the area for timber auctions and setting specifications covering the
logging and utilization of the wood,” and “areas not under water will be put on a sustained yield basis.”266
In 1963, Alexandra Forest Industries partnered with B.C. Forest Products Ltd., a Vancouver Island-based
major company (est. 1946) to scope out the development of forestlands
north of Prince George. (B.C. Forest Products was one of the companies
named in the conspiracy and bribery scandal of Forest Minister Bob
Sommers but escaped judgement by the Supreme Court in 1958 for lack of
evidence.) A “$60 million pulp and lumber project” partnership agreement
proposed to eventually employ some 3,000 workers was signed on January
28, 1964, for a holding company and the issuance of 1,350,000 shares, at
one dollar a share, divided among seven companies and individuals: B.C.
Forest Products (500,000), Argus Corporation (250,000), Mead Corporation
(200,000), International Caribbean (80,000, a Wenner-Gren company),
Glore, Forgan & Company (70,000), Wenner-Gren B.C. Development
(240,000), and W.C. Mainwaring (10,000). 267 Over the next two long
years, the partnership’s applications for a Tree Farm Licence and pulp mill
tenures were rejected by Lands, Forests and Water Resources Minister Ray
Williston, until July 1965 when it signed “a Timber Sale Harvesting
Licence agreement giving it cutting rights to 60 million cubic feet annually
in the Finlay Public Sustained Yield Unit for 42 years:” “Under an
agreement with the provincial government, Alexandra must build a pulp
mill, with a maximum capacity of 400 tons per day and have it in
production by December 31, 1970.” 268
In 1988, Premier Bill Bennett Junior’s Social Credit administration, through Forests Minister David
Parker, entertained a highly controversial proposal (one of fifteen or more TFL roll-over proposals) by the
Fletcher Challenge corporation for an unprecedented, gigantic Tree Farm License (TFL), overtop of
Alexandra’s license area, a massive proposal equal in size, and almost identical, to Wenner-Gren’s 1957
reserved development boundaries. The proposal was rejected by strong public opposition.
In January 1967, as B.C. Hydro & Power Authority began flooding the valley bottoms near the instant
town of MacKenzie, B.C. Forest Products Ltd. acquired “100 per cent control of Alexandra Forest
Holdings Ltd. and the latter’s subsidiary, Alexandra Forest Industries Ltd.” BCFP previously maintained
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Bill Fletcher, Vancouver Sun, May 17, 1963.
Hush-hush forest survey closes $60 million deal, Vancouver Sun, January 31, 1964.
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Timber available for big project, Vancouver Sun, July 9, 1965.
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500,000 shares of the 1,395,000 total shares, of which seven companies and individuals owned 789,500
shares and Mainwaring now 50,000. Mainwaring’s forest company “built the new town of MacKenzie on
Morfee Lakes, 100 miles north of Prince George,” and has “a modern sawmill with a capacity of 60
million board feet annually. 269
For the Wenner-Gren B.C. Development Co.’s mining interests, which Mainwaring, Bernard Gore, and
K. Birger Strid were directors of, they incorporated four new independent companies, “Totem Mining Co.
Ltd., Metot Mining Co. Ltd., Julian Mining Co. Ltd., and Mart Mining Co. Ltd.” 270 The companies were
registered at a “same Vancouver address,” 271 and “had 134 claims in 1962, 182 claims in 1963, and 352
claims in 1964.” 272 In 1962, “Mainwaring said Wenner-Gren’s prospecting between 1957-1961 resulted
in 600 claims being filed, after aerial electromagnetic surveys totalling 164,000 flying miles,” and that
“about half those claims have been dropped, but this year we expect to file another 200 claims.” 273 In its
late 1950s Rocky Mountain Trench mineral surveys the Wenner-Gren interests spent about $2 million.
It was revealed some fifteen years later that when provincial botanist
Adam Szezawinski and biologist Charlie Guiget submitted their report to
government in 1959 on the Spatsizi Plateau area of the Stikine Valley on
the area’s “unique ecosystem,” where “Wenner-Gren was exploring for
minerals,” summarizing that the area “should be preserved,” “word had
come down from [Premier] Bennett that I [Adam Szezawinski] should be
shut up or fired.” 274
In Mainwaring’s new mining companies, he and his partners would spend “a further $450,000 to extend
those surveys.” 275
Two of the four companies formed to take over mineral claims held by Wenner-Gren B.C.
Development Co. Ltd. had registered 129 claims in the Rocky Mountain Trench of northern B.C. up
to January 15 [1962], Mines Minister [Ken] Kiernan reported today. Totem Minerals Ltd. holds 99
claims in the general area of Takla Lake, about 150 miles northwest of Prince George, and another
eight farther north in the Rocky Mountain Trench region. Metot Minerals Ltd. had registered 22
claims in the Tatsamenie Lake area of far-northern Atlin mining division. 276
Mr. Kiernan said Totem has 107 claims in the Omineca, Cariboo, and Liard mining divisions, and
Metot has 22 in the Atlin area. 277
Among other companies conducting exploration programs in B.C. are: Julian Mining, which is
spending about $100,000 investigating properties in the Tulsequah, Stikine River, Whitesail Lake
and Endako areas. 278
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Alexandra taken over by BCFP, The Province, January 5, 1967.
New company to handle northern pulp project, The Province, January 18, 1962.
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Calder speaks – extend line to coast, PGE urged, Times Colonist, February 13, 1964.
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Wen-Gren associates hike mine holdings, Times Colonist, January 29, 1965.
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Risk capital likes the look of mineral potential in B.C., The Financial Post, March 7, 1964.
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The [upper] Stikine [River headwaters] is a very hot field. The companies operating helicopters on
charter read like a fair section of the mining who’s who … Anaconda in partnership with Julian
Mining Co. … Dick McCann, a veteran prospector who staked the nucleus of 156 claims now held
by Anaconda Copper Co. and Julian Mining Co. … Anaconda and Julian hold 156 claims in a 60-40
partnership, with Julian doing the work and technical direction from Anaconda. 279
ATLIN – A pilot and three Vancouver prospectors were killed Monday when an aircraft crashed at
Trapper Lake, 90 miles southwest of here. … They were employees of Julian Mining Co. of
Vancouver which operates a general prospecting camp on Trapper Lake … [which] is about 320
miles northwest of Prince Rupert. 280
Farther north, at Trapper Lake, which is situated near the headwaters of Taku River, the Julian
Mining Company is reported to have discovered a promising deposit of copper ore with silver and
other metals. It is understood an extensive program will be carried out on this deposit this year. The
Anaconda Company is understood to be participating with Julian Mining. 281
On Monday, July 13, 1964, Peace River Power Development Company Ltd.’s chairman, Sir Andrew
MacTaggart, “chairman of Power Securities Corp. of London, one of Peace River Power’s largest
shareholders,” announced that the company was “going into voluntary liquidation.”
Last March Pacific Northern Railway, another phase of the projected development [“of WennerGren and promoter Bernard Gore”], went into voluntary liquidation. Peace River Power received an
$8 million settlement from the government after the expropriation. It went to court in an effort to
get higher compensation but has now given up the fight. …. In an annual report filed with the
provincial government in June 1961, it was disclosed that Wenner-Gren B.C. Development
Company had sold 1,560,512 of its shares and [Bernard] Gore, 350,000. This left W-G with
5,573,912 shares and Gore with 880,660. It was never revealed what the two had received for the
stock sold at this time or the balance disposed of later. 282
The $8 million payout of outstanding remaining 12,942,086 shares, from an original stock value of one
dollar, now reduced to $0.57 cents, went to thirteen entities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power Securities (3,231,046 shares - $1,841,696)
Associated Electrical Industries (4,246,376 shares - $2,420,434)
Western Development and Power, the subsidiary of B.C. Power Corp (2,486,514 shares $1,417,313)
British Insulated Callender’s Cables Ltd. (318,000 shares - $181,260)
Close Brothers Ltd. (265,000 shares - $151,050)
John Laing & Sons (Holdings) Ltd. (325,000 shares - $185,250)
Canadian Utilities Ltd., of Edmonton (442,000 shares - $251,940)
Taylor Woodrow (Overseas) Ltd. (325,000 shares - $185,250)
Henry Amsbacher & Co. of London (801,150 shares - $456,656)
Nesbitt, Thomson & Co. (125,000 shares - $71,250)

Stikine – B.C.’s hot staking area, The Province, August 1, 1964.
Crash kills pilot, three prospectors, Vancouver Sun, September 22, 1964.
281
Important mining projects, The Province, May 25, 1965.
282
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• Wood, Gundy & Co.
(125,000 shares - $71,250)
• Norman R. Whittall
Ltd. ((250,000 shares $142,500).
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Peace River Firm

To Call It Quits
Shareholders to Receive 57
Cents for Their $1 Shares
By BII.I. FU:TCII r.R
Sun . ~1>f\lI I'.dhor
Pow(!r Del't'lopml'nt Company

Peace Rl\'(!r
is going lnlo l'olunlllT)l IIQUldo,.~t:"~":..
TIle dl!cWon 10 wind

U!llh~l

-eomPl'''Y. lormro by the lall!
Swcdhh InduslrIIIU.'!t Axel
Wen~ron, 10 develop f le\ltridty on tho! l'«o~, \\'U . n·
noun<'«lloo;!.y by bOiIrd ~h .lr·
man St. Andrew lIIa.;TaUar1.
loItcT<ligarl I~ aloo eh.. lI'
m~n 01 PaWl"!' So>curllles Col"l).
of London, one of Peace River
PoWer'. 1''l!.l':It ahareholc!e11l.
n RPA'! .:.,..-ns
TM wlnd,up wilt write the
tlnal chapter to the mulll,
billion doll.. dl"ftlm 01 Wen·
rK'r.C ..... and promoter Dt<·
Hl.rd Core to del'tlop nOr1i1em
OC.
LIISI Mareh p~dl!e "Or1hern
Railway, another phl.Se of the
projected del'('lopmcnt, went
Into voluntary Uquldadon.
Althoulh Pe~ Rlvrr
!"oWN De\'('lopment Co. Is
breathlnllls lut. the WenMI'
Gren Idea Is belll,l/ brou~hI to
tTuLllon by B.c.', PremIer
Bennetl who exproprlated the
I:J.C. Et..:lm and Peacoe RlI'('r
p.,wllr on Au2'. 1, 1961.
S!I ~1II.L(0)1·
Peac;oe River power ~1I'ed '
I.n $8 million SIlttlement fMm
the Jt:OVt'mmenl .rICr the eX·
proprlatlon. II ,,'('nl to COlI"
In an dfo" to gel hI,lier 00llI.
pelll8tlon but has flOW III'en
up the n;ht.
In announdng the com' l
pany" <iem1Je, SIr AndWY
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pro J c e t ~knowledgcd by
l'\·e,,'Onp. and par1leularly by
the go,"('mment of Brltbh.
Columbia. to be one 01 the
&ml.ttst. has been tl"l'ated In a
way whlch In my experient'l.'
01 IUch m.o.ttera covertng a
~r1od of 50 yura bun.
]lfIralll'led.~

~ l t: t." ING St:r
An extraordInary genel'l.l
mt'l.'llng of Pe.t'I.' RIver Po,,'('r
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:lin the board room of JaW)-,(,MI
Campn~y. O....en '" 1>lu 'l'h,y to
appro'"e tI>e wlnd.up. The
~tlng will be a.sJced to name
eDmpany pmldenl WlllLam C.
Ml.lnwarlng a .
llquldator
' 'wIL'Ioul remu .... ratlon."
Mainwaring said todsy that
he wUl probably be the only
~hareholdtr at the meeting.
Brltlah dlrectora will not be
here tor the obsequln. Thfy
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Mlllnwarlns:.
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p"at'l.' RhTr Power Itu a~
"",dy madl' In Interlm dlstri·
bution of 50 eenla • ,hare.
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ment 01 51 t'l.'nll on each. of
the $1 ~
The Wenner· Gl"I'n Inlereau
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18 monllul qo.
HOW STOCK HELD
IlI're la how the mmpany'a
stock Is reglltered.
Power ~rltln. 3.231,0.&6:
AfIIOtiated Electrkal IlI<IuIItrle., 4,248,376; Weetem De\"elopml'nt and Power, a eubIlIcIlary 01 B.C. Power Co~.
2,486,514: BrItllh II\llUJaled Cal·
lender's Cables Ltd.. 3UI,OOO:
Close Dtothtrt Ltd.. 265.000,
John LaIng'" Sol\ll (Holdlnp l
Ltd. ~; Canadlan UtlU·
t~ Ltd, of Edmonlon, 442.000.
Taylor Woodrow (O\'('_ul
Ltd:. 325,00): lIenry Armbath·
et '" Co.. of London. 801.150;
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000; Wood. Cundy '" Co., 125,·
000 I.nd Nonnan R, WhltllU
Lid, 250,00).
Total sharce; lZ,!H2,086.
tlEl,liet.....',. ~IO\'l':
SIr Andrew said the dec~
alon 01 PeAt'I.' RIver's executive
commIttee to recommend
IIquJdatlon wu reachro "wlth
the '""'tCOI re:lu<:tlnoo .nd
only In view of the l~~al oplll1011$ which hal'e been received... ."
In hit leiter to dlr"ectora I.nd
. hlre:holdi'nI, MeTqgart Mid,
"The Brltlth and Canadian
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~.

"Thlt mmpany " ... lormed
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of the P..ace Rlv .., ~fter Dr,
WCn lll'I'G\'I'n and hi. aS5Od·
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. . . Ihe p('QC'(! Rh·,. cons\l·
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''1"hry had ~Ireldy eKperK!'
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on the pro)eet and, after .... go.
Illations and on the Mvlce 01
our Ilnanclal coruultants, tht
I'QmPl'ny "",ued Ihre<:! shares
for on'ery doUar whlth tlley
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er rate than Is nonTl;)! In sum
proJN:ts. For all other shares
they paId $1 p<'J" share as did
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(Wenner.Crcn·s ('(IIlIpany
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MaeTaUut said the government wou.ld notadmlt thla waJ
blndlnl on them and we had
to go to the courts for I .ru. ...
ther declarallon. thlt lime by
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"I~
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Ie-gllJatlon which was declared
to be retroacU"e to AUI. 1.
1961, re-enacted the pn>l'laIo",
of the 1961 Act with t'l.'ru.ln
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Development Company had
!I01d 1,5&:1.512 of hs ohare! lind
Gore. MO.OOO. Thl. ""It W.c
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Core wllh 880.660.
Jt "-as n'lVer re,'eallld what
lhe two had receIved for tile
stock sold at this time or the
balant'l.' d~~ of laler,
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at Iny time.
The two Peac.!! Rh'('r Po\>'('r
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anll Ltd.

Llquldalor 01 Peaea River
Power Development Com.
peroy will be W. C.
Mainwaring, firm.'. preli·
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Peace Power
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Its Purpose
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lUI Impo"ancoe In Ibe B.C.
teOllOmy."
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Two months after B.C. Forest Products gained full control of Mainwaring’s Alexandra Forest Industries
Ltd., came news of his sudden passing on March 24, 1967, while vacationing in California. An ambitious,
self-taught salesman who helped steer the vehicle of B.C.’s booming industrial resource empire, and who
handily profited by it, died behind the wheel of a domestic vehicle.
William Crossley Mainwaring, one of British Columbia’s best-known businessmen, died Friday in
California while on his way home from a holiday. He was 72. He was pronounced dead at the
California town of Blythe after suffering an apparent heart seizure in his car.
Mr. Mainwaring was former president of the Peace River Power Development Co. Ltd. and was
vice-president of the B.C. Electric Co. before it was taken over by the B.C. government. He was
president of Interco Management Ltd. of Vancouver, chairman of United Kingdom Properties Ltd.,
president of Mart Mining Co. Ltd., vice-president and director of Canusa Mines Ltd., and was a
director of Alexandra Forest Industries Ltd., Atkins and Durbow Ltd., Global General Insurance
Co., Global Life Insurance Co., Glogal Reinsurance Co., Alberta Distillers Ltd., Laurentide
Financial Corp., Royalite Oil Co. Ltd., Union Steamships Ltd., Yorkshire Trust Co., North
American Recreation Industries Ltd., B.C. Automobile Association, and the Julian Mining Co. 283
The obituary omitted citing numerous other companies and corporations from his empire building roster
and portfolio, most likely because they were not on file and easily accessible or forgotten by newspaper
staff.
Mainwaring, who rose from a meter reader to become one of B.C.’s top power executives, died
Friday in California. … Mr. Mainwaring got all his formal education in Nanaimo. At the age of 17,
[in 1912] he joined Nanaimo Gas and Power Co. as a meter reader. Six years later he was manager
of the firm. He came to Vancouver in 1918 as a salesman with Northern Electric Co. and was
appointed sales manager in 1920. He joined the B.C. Electric as merchandise manager in 1932,
became vice-president in 1944 of Vancouver Island operations, then vice-president and assistant to
the vice-president in 1948.
He was a member of the board of governors of the Pacific National Exhibition and on the board of
trustees of the B.C. Medical Research Institute.
During the Second World War he was loaned to the Bank of Canada as a member of the National
War Finance Committee, and to the provincial government as an administrator of civil defence, for
which he was awarded the Order of the British Empire [OBE] in 1946. That same year he was
named an officer of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem. A governor of Rotary Club and a former
commissioner of the St. John Ambulance Brigade in B.C., he was a member of numerous
community and service associations. 284
The United Kingdom Properties and Intercom Management Company announced that, “out of respect to
the memory of W.C. Mainwaring,” it was closing down its office operations on “Thursday afternoon,
March 30, 1967.”
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Ex-power executive dies at 72, Times Colonist, March 25, 1967.
Mainwaring dies on family holiday, Vancouver Sun, March 25, 1967.
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1958 Directors of the Peace River Power Development Co. Ltd.
W.C. Mainwaring: President. His background is narrated throughout the two segments of “The Second
Wave.”
Bernard G. Gore: A British businessman, originally “a polish jew who fled to England during the
Second World War,” said to have been the originator of the Wenner-Gren scheme after getting “the idea
of the B.C. adventure “from a neighbor in London during a chat over the
garden fence”,” 285 and then writing a letter in the early 1950s to “WennerGren associate Lennart Bruce,” which was then “passed on [to] the
Wenner-Gren’s “chief of staff, Birger Strid.” It was Percy Gray, of the
London architectural and surveying firm, Hooper Belfrage and Gray, “who
claims to have first conceived the multi-million-dollar project.” 286 Gore
then “made a [secret] agreement with the provincial government in B.C. in
1956,” and “got twenty percent of the shares” and became managing
director of Wenner-Gren B.C. Development Co. Ltd., and deputy
chairman of Peace River Power Development Co. 287
K. Birger Strid: Born in Sweden in 1907. In 1941 he joined Sweden’s
Axel Wenner-Gren’s company Semper as a salesman. He became
chairman of the Wenner-Gren Foundation and chairman of the WennerGren B.C. Development Co. Ltd. (incorporated on November 21, 1956.)
After the death of Axel Wenner-Gren on November 24, 1961, he became
the administrator of the Wenner-Gren estate. In July 1975, the Swedish
courts found Strid guilty of gross fraud, breach of trust and tax evasion in
the mismanagement of the Wenner-Gren’s financial empire and was
sentenced to two years along with a fine of 5 million kroner.
A. Bruce Robertson: Became a member of the B.C. Bar in 1928. Past
president of the B.C. Bar Association in 1945, and former member of the
Vancouver legal firm, Robertson, Douglas and Symes, before joining the B.C. Electric’s legal department
in 1946. First B.C. lawyer to appear before the Privy Council in London in 1946. Appointed as Q.C.
(Queen’s Counsel) in August 1950. Vice president and general solicitor for the B.C. Power Company and
B.C. Electric. Director of Royalite Oil Company Ltd. (1950 following). Secretary of Britalta Petroleum
Ltd. (1951 following).

285

Frank Leonard, in his 2021 BC Studies article, High Finance and Low Modernism: The Failure of the Wennter-Gren British
Columbia Project, 1956-1961, identified that “British Landscape planner Percy Gray” was this “London neighbour.” Gore and
Birger Strid then hired Gray to travel to British Columbia to make the initial negotiations for Wenner-Gren with the provincial
government.
286
Har far has Wenner-Gren plan for B.C. advanced, Times Colonist, April 6, 1957.
287
Wenner-Gren ‘had $800’ in billion-dollar plan, Vancouver Sun, September 25, 1975.
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THESE ARE THE PRINCIPALS IN WENNER-GREN
POWER DEVELOPMENT OF PEACE RIVER
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Peace River Power Development Company directors, 1958
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Ralph Chantrill: Born in 1902, the 56-year-old Russian-born Englishman was chief technical engineer
and consultant with the Peace River Power Development Co. He was technical manager with the British
Thomson-Houston Company Ltd. (a subsidiary of Associated Electrical Industries of England) in charge
of the Wenner-Gren survey teams’ investigation the Rocky Mountain Trench, and the author of the survey
reports. He is said to have conducted long-range economical electrical transmission surveys for WennerGren in Africa and Russia. Another account said Chantrill designed “the Owen Falls generating station on
the Nile,” the “Belgian Congo project with a 1,000-mile transmission line,” the “Toronto subway,” the
“electrical setup for the Canadian British Aluminum Co. smelter at Baie Comeau, Quebec,” on “many
major dams in India developing up to 2,000,000 horsepower,” where “he spent 20 years advising
governments,” and “schemes for harnessing hot-spring power in Africa and New Zealand.” 288
Lord Tweedsmuir (born, John Norman Stuart Buchan): 47. Son of former Governor-General of Canada
(1935-1940), John Buchan, First Baron Tweedsmuir, the author of “The Thirty-Nine Steps,” through
whom the government named the 3.3 million-acre Tweedsmuir Park in mid-western British Columbia in
1938, an honor later besmirched by the B.C. government and Alcan’s hydro-electric project flooding. He
served as a government official in Uganda from 1934-1936. The 2nd Baron Tweedsmuir was a Lieutenant
Colonel with the Canadian Infantry Corps, and in 1946 appointed as an officer of the Order of the British
Empire (OBE). Chairman of the editorial board of Canada
Weekly Review, and former president of Commonwealth
and British Empire Chambers of Commerce (1955-1957).
Director of BOAC (British Overseas Airways Corp.).
Director of Dalgety and Company. Director of RSA
Insurance Group Ltd. President of the Institute of Rural Life.
Director of the Sun Alliance Company. Former chairman of
the Joint East and Central African Board (1950-1952).
Sir Andrew MacTaggart: 70, a civil engineer, an
industrialist, the builder of huge power projects in Scotland,
Italy, India and East Africa. Director of the British
Steamship Company (1950). President of Balfour Beatty and
Co. (Canada) Ltd., a Canadian subsidiary of London-based
civil engineering and construction firm Balfour, Beatty and
Co., one of the largest consulting engineering firms in the
world. He was appointed chairman and managing director of
the Power Securities Corporation in August 1952, a Londonbased finance corporation which took over the Balfour
Beatty assets in 1922 and ten other subsidiary companies
with projects all over the world. He was vice-president of the
International Federation of Builders and Civil Engineering
Contractors. A member of the British Employer’s
Confederation. Director of Sheerness Harbour Ltd. In March
1960, B.C. Engineering Co. Ltd., a 1954 subsidiary of B.C.
Power Corporation Ltd. (the parent company of B.C.
Electric), announced an “agreement in principle” partnership
288

Peace hydro job biggest for Chantrill, The Province, October 9, 1957.
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with London-based Balfour, Beatty and Co. to form International Power and Engineering Consultants
Ltd. to build up Canadian and international clientele. B.C. Power Corp. president A.E. Grauer became
vice chairman of the new company, and MacTaggart chairman. The new company’s “engineers have
carried out civil, mechanical and hydro-electric work for the Aluminum Company of Canada [at Kitimat],
the B.C. Electric, and others.” 289
Earl Alexander [Harold Alexander, fourth son of the
Earl of Caledon]: Tunis resident. After ‘Lord’
‘Viscount’ Alexander served as Canada’s GovernorGeneral (1946-1952), and after becoming a member of
the Canadian Privy Council (he was one of four nonCanadians on the privy council, along with Winston
Churchill, the Duke of Windsor, and former Australian
Prime Minister William M. Hughes), the King of
England elevated him as ‘Earl’ in 1952 because of his
military accomplishments with the British army at
Dunkirk, in Burma, North Africa, and Italy (General
Eisenhower’s Deputy Commander in Chief). In 1946,
the King named him Field Marshall Alexander. As the
King conferred upon his rank of ‘Earl,’ Prime Minister
Winston Churchill appointed him as Britain’s Defence
Minister (February 1952 – October 1954). He was a
director of Barclays Bank Ltd. and a director of the
Phoenix Insurance Co. Ltd. In 1955, Alexander
became a director of Aluminium Limited, the parent
company of the Aluminum Company of Canada Ltd.
(Alcan). In October 1955, Alexander visited Alcan’s
operations at Kitimat, as did former Senator S.S.
McKeen (see below). In 1956, the Queen of England
conferred upon Alexander as Chancellor of the Order
of St. Michael and St. George, an Order founded in
1818 by King George the Third. In 1956, Alexander
became chairman of Northern Aluminium Company
Ltd., the fabricating subsidiary of Aluminium Ltd. of
London. In 1957, the Queen appointed Alexander as
Lord Lieutenant for the County of London. On October 27, 1958, a week before his appointment as a
director of the Peace River Power Development Co., Earl Alexander suffered a heart attack while duck
hunting on Lake Erie near Port Rowan. On February 14, 1959, Alexander resigned as director of the
Peace River Power Development due to ill health.
Einar M. Gunderson: An accountant and income tax specialist, a former provincial income tax inspector
for the province of Alberta, and senior partner of Gunderson, Stokes, Peers, Walton and Company of
Vancouver, he served on the Vancouver Board of Trade’s taxation committee. A member of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants’ council. In anticipation of running for a by-election in the riding of Oak Bay,
289

Peace consultants reorganize group, The Province, March 25, 1960.
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B.C. Premier W.A.C. Bennett appointed Gunderson as Finance Minister on August 21, 1952, even though
he didn’t hold a seat in the Legislature. Fifteen months later, when finally running for his seat, the B.C.
Finance Minister lost to George Gregory in the November 24, 1953, by-election, losing his unelected
position as Finance Minister. He then served as executive vice president of Pacific Great Eastern railway,
a B.C. government corporation since 1918, which Premier Bennett was later president of.
Gunderson was a director of the B.C. Toll Highways and Bridges Authority. When appointed as director
of Canadian Bank of Commerce in February 1955, it “raised eyebrows in the Legislature,” because he
served as “economic advisor” with the Social Credit administration. Director of Blackball Ferries Ltd.,
director with Deeks-McBride Ltd., a construction firm which W.C. Mainwaring was a director of, and
director of Wenner-Gren B.C. Development Co. Ltd. In May 1960, he was appointed president of the
Pacific Northwest Trade Association, and as a director of Marshall Wells of Canada. On August 4, 1961,
Premier W.A.C. Bennett appointed Gunderson as a director of the ‘new’ B.C. Electric, which became the
B.C. Hydro and Power Authority on March 30, 1962, the
merger between B.C. Electric and the B.C. Power
Commission.
Stanley S. McKeen: Former secretary treasurer of the
Vancouver Merchants’ Exchange (1929). Principal of
McKeen & Wilson Ltd (marine transportation). Former
federal Liberal Party Senator. Chairman of Union
Steamships Ltd. (alongside new director W.C.
Mainwaring in 1957). Chairman of Straits Towing.
Director of Deeks-McBride, alongside Gunderson and
Mainwaring. Former Vancouver-Point Grey riding MLA.
the founders of the Pacific Northwest Trade Association
1943, which he served as president from 1943-1947. Vice
president of Canadian Council of the International
Chamber of Commerce.
A.F. McAlpine: recently retired Royal Bank of Canada
supervisor for British Columbia (since 1946). Canada’s
Bank,” and bankroller of Alcan’s hydroelectric project.
Director of Ocean Cement & Supplies Ltd. (in 1961).
Director of British Ropes Canadian Factory Ltd. (in

One of
in

“Oil

1960).

George Cunningham: President of Cunningham Drug
[Stores Ltd.] Co. Ltd., with 44 retail drug stores in British
Columbia. Director of the B.C. Power Corporation since March 1944 (when H.R MacMillan and Austin
C. Taylor resigned as directors). A member of the University of B.C. Board of Governors, 1935-1965.
Director of Torrence Holdings Ltd., a personal corporation. Former Vancouver City alderman (Jan. 1954
– Jan. 1958). Officer of the Greater Vancouver Metropolitan Industrial Development Commission
(beginning in February 1954), assigned as officer of “harbors and industries.” Director of the Imperial
Bank of Canada (1958), a governor of the B.C. Lions football club. He died of a heart attack at age 76 on
March 7, 1965, while vacationing in Palm Springs, California.
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(Brigadeer) William Cameron Murphy: Son of B.C. Supreme Court Justice Denis Murphy, W.C.
Murphy became a Vancouver lawyer in 1929. In 1942, he was promoted Lieutenant-Colonel of the B.C.
Dragoons regiment in the United Kingdom. In December 1944, Murphy, a war hero and tank warfare
strategist, received the Distinguished Service Order and a Distinguished Conduct Medal for daring in the
face of the enemy in World War Two as brigadier with the Fifth Canadian Armored Corps in Italy, and
then invasion commander of the First Canadian Armored Brigade. After the war, Murphy was appointed
Commander of the Order of the British Empire and Commander of the U.S. Legion of Merit. Murphy
joined the Vancouver law firm of Campney, Owen, Clyne, Murphy & Owen. In 1950, Murphy was
named Q.C., Queen’s Counsel, alongside A. Bruce Robertson. With the construction in the 50-acre Lulu
Island cement factory, in July 1956 Murphy became a director of the newly incorporated Lafarge Cement
of North America Ltd. (alongside director Austin C. Taylor and president Frank M. Ross, a former B.C.
Lieutenant Governor), a subsidiary of Lafarge France. Murphy served as a Vancouver City police
commissioner from 1955 to March 1958. He became a director of Wenner-Gren B.C. Development Co.
Ltd. in March 1957. He became secretary of Western Copper Mills Ltd. in August 1957, alongside
directors W.C. Mainwaring, A.E. “Dal” Grauer, and John A. McMahon, which was building a copper mill
on Annacis Island. He was president of the Canadian Western Pipe Mills Ltd., and director of Global
Reins Co., Global Life Insurance Co., Great Western Garment Co., Johnston Terminals Ltd., Alberta
Phoenix Tube and Pipe Co. Ltd., Vancouver Tug Boat Co. Ltd., Western Forest Industries Ltd., Burrard
Dry Dock Co. Ltd., Canadian Sumner Iron Works Ltd., and Nelson Laundries.
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Murphy had a one percent control in Nutri-Bio of Canada
Ltd., which W.C. Mainwaring had a 49 percent share
interest in, alongside American promoter Charles W.
Young’s 49 percent share, and Bob Cummings one
percent, the American film and television star who was a
“long-time friend of Mainwaring,” and Nutri-Bio’s
executive vice president. Nutri-Bio was being
investigated by the Better Business Bureau and the B.C.
federal food and drug branch for a pyramid investment
scheme, “nothing more nor less than a racket which
promises to make the promoters amazing amounts of
money.” 290
W.C. Murphy died on Friday, October 20, 1961.
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‘Generals’ share big profit in vitamin pill promotion, Vancouver Sun, October 24, 1960.
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Wilfred W. H. Hill-Wood (no photo found): He was the second son of Sir Samuel Hill-Wood, First
Baronet, who was a member of British Parliament. In the Second World War, “he stood high in the
intelligence service, chiefly in liaison with the Americans and acting under the brilliant Canadian, Sir
William Stephenson,” and served with the British Purchasing Commission and received the Commander
of the Order of the British Empire award in 1946 for his work as director of the Western Area for the
Postal and Telegraph Censorship Department. Senior partner and managing director of Morgan Grenfell
and Co. Ltd., London (1939 – 1967), the London City merchant banking investment house, an “enigmatic
body,” which was “controlled by the American firm of Pierpont Morgan, and founded by the American
philanthropist, George Peabody.” 291 Director of other financial firms in England, and director of the
British Sugar Corporation. Someone praised as a “good cricketer,” he was later chairman of the Arsenal
Football Club. He died in London on October 10, 1980. 292 He was a “personal friend of King George VI
and advised the royal family on financial affairs,” and “knighted in 1976 as a Knight Commander of the
Royal Victorian Order, an order in the personal gift of the Queen.” 293

Merchant Bankers’ Table Talk: The Secret Battle of Bishopsgate, The (London) Observer, January 11, 1959.
Sir Wilfred Hill-Wood, The Daily Telegraph, October 11, 1980.
293
Wilfred Hill-Wood, Wikipedia.
291
292
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The London Observer newspaper summarized the world of the merchant banks as follows:
The mystery surrounding the merchant banks is well founded; they are deliberately discreet and
very complex; even the name eludes definition. Originally, they were nearly all merchants from the
Continent who developed into bankers – selling their name instead of their goods – each with a
different speciality. Building up international contacts, they found it more profitable to deal with
credit than with materials, and made money both by guaranteeing other people’s credit (accepting
houses), and raising loans (issuing houses). In these delicate operations their name and judgement
became, and still is, their main asset – hence their careful prestige. 294

Added Directors of the Peace River Power Development Co. Ltd., 1959 1960
H. “Farran Akehurst: Began employment with London-based British Insulated Callender Cables Ltd. in
1930, and December 1956 was elected as director and as chairman of British Insulated Callender’s Export
Ltd. Director of Automatic Electric (Canada) Ltd. (est. March 1953). In 1958, British Insulated laid a
132,000-volt submarine cable from the B.C. Mainland to Vancouver Island. He became a director of
Peace River Power on February 20, 1959. Akehurst retired in June 1964.
Horatio Ray (H.R.) Milner: Son of W.C. Milner, lawyer, newspaper publisher, and historian. Appointed
Q.C. in 1921 while with the law firm Hyndman, Milner & Mathieson in Edmonton. Began a law firm
partnership in 1945, Milner, Steer, Dyde, Poirier, Martland and Bowker, with the arrival of partner
Colonel H.A. Dyde, former military secretary to National Defence Minister J.L. Rolston. The partnership
name took on revisions, with a later title Milner, Steer, Dyde, Martland & Layton. Law firm partner
Ronald Martland, a director of Northwest Utilities Ltd., the Northern Broadcasting Corporation Ltd., and
the Trust Company, was appointed to the Supreme Court of Canada on January 20, 1958, by Justice
Minister Fulton, replacing Justice Roy L. Kellock who retired from that bench because of the recent
passing of Justice Henry G. Nolan.
H.R. Milner was an unsuccessful Member of Parliament candidate for the Edmonton West Riding for the
Progressive Conservatives in the February 1950 election. Former controlling interest partner in the Essex
Co., which owned the Edmonton Bulletin newspaper, which ended circulation in February 1951 after
being taken over by the Southam Family, and Milner split the $650,000 purchase price two ways. He was
a director of Alberta Inter-Field Pipelines [and, Gas Lines] Ltd. Director of the Calgary and Edmonton
Corporation Ltd. Chairman of Canadian Utilities Ltd., Northwestern Utilities Ltd. (Edmonton) and
Canadian Western Natural Gas Company Ltd. (Calgary). Director of the Royal Bank of Canada.
Appointed director of Western Pipelines Ltd. in 1955 (former Alberta Minister of Mines and Minerals,
N.E. Tanner, was president). Director of International Utilities Corp. Director of Northwest Industries
Ltd. Director of Canada Cement Co. Ltd. Director of Premier Steel Mills Ltd. Director of Keystone Fund
of Canada Ltd. Chairman of Trans Canada Freezers Ltd. President of Anglo-Canadian Oil Co., a
Delaware corporation, with some 200 producing oil wells and gas reserves in Alberta (1955) and assets in
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Merchant Banker’s table talk: the secret battle of Bishopsgate, The Observer, January 11, 1959.
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Saskatchewan, Montana, Dakota and Wyoming. In September 1955, Canadian Oil Companies Ltd.
bought out Anglo-Canadian Oil. Director of Burns and Co. Ltd. A member of the Canadian Council of the

National Industrial Conference Board. President of the North West Fidelity Trust Company. Director of
the Canadian Salt Co. Ltd. Holder of the Calgary Chamber of Commerce’s ‘coveted’ 25-year shield. In
February 1957, the highest building in Edmonton, owned by Northwestern Utilities Ltd. and Canadian
Utilities Ltd. was named “The Milner Building,” after H.R. Milner who had been president of the two
companies from 1932 to 1949, and now chairman. Director of the Quebec Natural Gas Corp. Director of
Taylor, Pearson & Carson (Canada) Ltd. Director of Page-Hersey Tubes Ltd. Director of North American
Life Assurance Co. Director of Peace River Glass Company Ltd. Director of the Alberta and Southern
Gas Company Ltd. A member of the board of governors of the Canadian Council of the International
Chamber of Commerce. Director of British Columbia Airlines Ltd. Director of Camrose Tubes Ltd. (a
new steel mill built in Camrose). A member of the National Productivity Council. Appointed as director
of the Peace River Power Development Co. by W.C. Mainwaring on June 10, 1959, some three weeks
after Canadian Utilities Ltd. purchased 250,000 shares of Peace River Power.
E.D. Sutcliffe: Former B.C. Electric director of planning and development. Former executive assistant to
B.C. Electric’s general manager for transportation division. In June 1956, he became executive assistant
to the president of Western Development & Power Ltd. He became general manager of B.C. Electric’s
marketing division.
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R.H.R. McGill: London. Director of Balfour, Beatty & Co. Ltd. / Power Securities Corporation Ltd. He
became a director on February 20, 1959. Refer above to the narrative on Sir Andrew McTaggart for more
on Balfour Beatty.
Henry Alexander Hepburne-Scott, Lord Polwarth: A chartered accountant. Appointed as director of
the Bank of Scotland in September 1950. Director of Consolidated Units of Bank Insurance & Investment
Trust Securities, and director of Bank Insurance Trust Corporation Ltd. Partner in the chartered
accounting firm Chiene and Tait of Edinburgh. Appointed chairman of the Executive Committee of the
Scottish Council in October 1955. Chairman of Scottish Bank Insurance and Trust Shares Ltd. At age 43,
about three months after being a dinner guest with Lieutenant-Governor Frank M. Ross, the young banker
was appointed as director of Peace River Power on June 10, 1959.

Wallace B. Haughan: President of John Laing & Son (Canada) Ltd. (incorporated in 1953), subsidiary of
the British constructing engineering firm, John Laing & Son Ltd. which Haughan was director of. John
Laing & Son helped rebuild the City of London after the Second World War and for the construction of
Britain’s first nuclear power station. The Canadian subsidiary was set up to head the 1953 development of
the 1,200-acre Annacis Island industrial project, just south of New Westminster City, raising the Island by
9 feet. “The Annacis Island project originated in 1951 when George Ridley, chief agent for the late Duke
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of Westminster, and solicitor Thomas Barty-King toured Canada in search of a suitable site for an
industrial estate.” 295 In February 1956, John Laing & Son Canada Ltd. merged with the Grosvenor
Estates under the name Grosvenor-Laing (Holdings) Ltd. to form Grosvenor-Laing Development
Company Ltd., which Haughan became chairman of. B.C. Lieutenant-Governor Frank Ross was on the
Grosvenor-Laing’s advisory committee, and in November 1960 Ross became its chairman. In January
1957, John Laing & Son was hired to build “the largest parking garage in the British Commonwealth,” the
new $10,000,000, 32-acre, Woodward Stores’ Oakridge shopping centre development at Cambie Avenue
and 41st Street in Vancouver. The company was also awarded a contract to finish the building of the new
Second Narrows bridge in May 1958. In December 1958, came the announcement that B.C. Power
Company’s subsidiary, Western Development and Power Ltd., sold half of the 4,000-acre land
development site in Langley to Grosvenor-Laing Development, for developing the Langley Park Estate, to
purportedly “house more than $600,000,000 of industrial plants.” 296 The arrangement was made by
Western Development’s general manager E. Douglas Sutcliffe, who would later be appointed as a director
of Peace River Power Development Company. In August 1960, Haughan aided in the formation of the
B.C. Federation of Construction Associations, which he became chairman of, and stick-handled
construction union disputes. In December 1960, Haughan became director of Crown Zellerbach Canada
Ltd. In March 1961, Grosvenor-Laing and the British South Africa Company (Cecil Holdings) became
partners in a 120-acre site in the municipality of Surrey, the $25 million Guildford Garden City
development.
Mr. and Mrs. Haughan were invited, amongst a large host, to witness the opening of the new B.C. Electric
high-rise building at Burrard and Nelson Streets on Thursday March 28, 1957. Haughan was appointed as
director of the Peace River Power on March 20, 1959.
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Island industrial plan taking shape in B.C., The Expositor, August 27, 1954.
Grosvenor-Laing will build huge new industrial estate in Langley district, The Province, December 18, 1958.
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The Third Wave:
B.C. Hydro Gas Group’s South Surrey
Underground Gas Storage Project Proposal
It is noteworthy that no grassroots group such as the Friends of the Fraser Valley formed to oppose
the Hydro proposal in 1978. 297
From 1974 to 1977, the (then) British Columbia Petroleum Corporation, Natural Gas Division
(now B.C. Gas) investigated the potential of the Fraser Valley for underground storage of natural
gas. This led to the and purchase of pre-existing geophysical (seismic) data and the acquisition of
322 kilometers of new seismic (Vibroseis) data. 298

On June 3, 1975, the B.C. New Democratic Party
(NDP) administration’s Attorney General, Alex
Macdonald, announced that B.C. Hydro 299 was on the
prowl for an underground storage area for ‘natural gas’
eleven years after the Social Credit Party administration
passed legislation to enable underground geologic
storage of petroleum products. 300
Macdonald said there is no danger in using
underground sites to store natural gas while
awaiting delivery. “It came out of the ground, and
it would just be put back in.” 301
The hunt for underground storage began a year earlier in
1974 when Hydro:

Letter from D. Fenn (Anderson’s assistant) to David Anderson, October 17, 1990, Background and Local Reaction to the
BC Hydro Proposal to Explore for Natural Gas in the Fraser Valley in 1978.
298
Petroleum Geology in B.C., technical exhibit to the David Anderson Commission, by Ministry of Energy, Mines &
Petroleum Resources, August 1990.
299
“BC Hydro was created in 1961 when the government of British Columbia, under Social Credit Party Premier W.A.C.
Bennett, passed the BC Hydro Act. This Act led to the expropriation of the BC Electric Company and its merging with the BC
Power Commission, to create the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority.” (Source, Wikipedia, BC Hydro, July 23,
2021.) Not covered in the Wikipedia summary, B.C. Hydro had a Gas Division, transferred over from BC Electric Company’s
Gas Division. R. Keith Kidd, who became the Gas Division’s Fraser Valley gas distribution manager in 1962, later became
Division manager in January 1966. In June 1973, during the three and a half year long NDP administration, B.C. Hydro
reorganized its corporate structure, and the Gas Division was renamed the Gas Group over which Kidd was retained as
manager. (Hydro seeks stronger top level, Vancouver Sun, June 16, 1973.)
300
Underground Storage Act, R.S.B. C. 1964, Ch. 62.
301
Storage area sought for natural gas, Vancouver Sun, June 4, 1975. The Attorney General was responsible for reporting to
BC Cabinet and was the lead spokesman on associated matters related to the new powers of the B.C. Petroleum Corporation, a
new Crown agency, created in 1973 (The Petroleum Corporation Act first reading on October 12, 1973). Its creation resulted
from a provincial review of natural gas operations and pricing by the B.C. Energy Commission, which recommended its
establishment. “The Petroleum Corporation Act establishes an agency with three to five directors and enables it to “buy, sell
297
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… requested the B.C. Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources to investigate the potential for
storage of natural gas in the Lower Fraser Valley. In July of that year, the Department issued a
report identifying five “potential reservoir areas.” 302
This resulted in Hydro, the B.C. Petroleum Corporation, and the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum
Resources establishing a Gas Storage Committee, which in turn hired a geological consulting company to
make report evaluations for potentialities and provide recommendations:
As a result of these studies, B.C. Hydro retained geophysical consultants early in 1977 and a
seismic field program (Vibroseis) covering over 200 miles of the Lower Mainland was
conducted.303
Though Hydro’s initial area of interest lay underneath and within the South Surrey and White Rock
municipal boundaries – geographical areas relatively near the terminus of Hydro’s natural gas pipeline
infrastructure – by 1977 Hydro was also investigating all potential geological areas eastward along the
Fraser Valley, extending all the way to Chilliwack municipality. 304

Contrary to fabricated accounts or spins stating that there was insufficient supply of gas to Lower
Mainland customers, B.C. Hydro’s 1974 hunt for large underground storage primarily resulted from a
shortfall in natural gas export contractual obligations to northwestern United States. During the winter
months when Lower Mainland or Fraser Valley customer demand was up and peaking, Hydro was only
able to deliver about half of the promised gas south of the border.

and otherwise deal in petroleum and natural gas.” It may build, purchase, lease or otherwise acquire – but not expropriate –
operate and dispose of pipelines, gathering systems and storage facilities. The agency may also explore for, develop and
produce oil and gas itself.” (Two-price gas sought by B.C., Vancouver Province newspaper, October 13, 1973)
302
Environmental information on proposed exploratory drilling sites for underground storage of natural gas (S. Surrey Site
No. 2), Thurber Consultants report to B.C. Hydro’s Gas Engineering Division, April 1979.
303
Ibid.
304
Gas reservoir eyed for Chilliwack area, The Chilliwack Progress, April 6, 1977.
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Since methane was first delivered in 1957 via Westcoast Transmission’s new pipeline to the Lower
Mainland from northeast B.C. gas processing plants, by October 1970 Hydro had amassed 200,000
customers and laid 3,400 miles of pipe. 305 By mid-1978, Hydro’s residential and commercial customers
in the Lower Mainland had soared to 250,000. 306 In 1970, Hydro had built a new, but small, liquified
natural gas (LNG) storage facility located on Tilbury Island, with a holding capacity of 600 million cubic
feet.

BAC KGROUN D

Source: "Environmental Information on Proposed Exploratory
Drilling Sites ror Underground Storage or Natural Gas,"
by Thurber Engineering, May 1979, File: 15-2-110

In 1974, B.C. Hydro requested the B.C. Department
of Mines and Petroleum Resources to investigate the
potential for storage of natural gas in the Lower Fraser
Valley. In July of that year, the Department issued a
report identifying five "potential reservoir areas", and
it was subsequently concluded sufficient potential
existed to warrant further study.
A Gas Storage Committee representing B.C. Hydro,
B.C. Petroleum Corporation, and the Ministry of Mines
and Petroleum Resources retained a geological consulting
firm to evaluate and integrate information on existing
potential for aquifer gas storage, and to recommend an
expl o ration and/or development program. The consultant's study confirmed that porous sandstones of a
thickness suitable for storage of gas do exist in the
valley.
As a result of these studies, B.C. Hydro retained
geophysical consultants early in 1977 and a seismic
field program (Vibroseis) covering over 200 miles of the
Lower Mainland was conducted. Interpretation of this
additional seismic data identified several geological
structures with potential for storage of natural gas.
In early 1978 Thurber Consultants were retained as
environmental and land use consultants for the storage
development. An information report was prepared to
provide background information on gas storage -- its
purpose and planning*. This report gave consideration
to the South Surrey prospect as an example of land use
and environmental factors that could be associated with
a storage development.
It was recognized that special attention would need
to be given to environmental protection and planning
if a storage development wa s to be integrated into an
urban setting.
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Gas users reach total of 200,000, Langley Advance, October 8, 1970.
Gas price hike opposed, The Province, June 28, 1978.
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First learning of Hydro’s June 1975 proposal
from information provided during an
interview with a Vancouver Sun Victoria
Bureau reporter, Surrey municipality Mayor
Bill Vander Zalm (1969-1975), who “was
annoyed by the proposal,” said he knew
“nothing about the technical implications of
underground gas storage or whether it is
dangerous:”
“I think it is kind of a kooky idea, but
who’s to say? I don’t really know,” he
said.
“This seems to be the place where they put all their oddball proposals … what irks me is that they
make all these proposals and never consult us.” 307
Within six months, Vander Zalm would be elected as the Surrey Riding MLA (Member of the Legislative
Assembly) for the Social Credit Party in the December 11, 1975, provincial election and would eventually
ascend and be crowned as Party Premier (1986-1991) following the departure of business and
privatization-friendly Bill Bennett, the son of former Social Credit Party Premier, W.A.C. Bennett (19521972). As Premier in late 1988, Vander Zalm and his Cabinet would controversially authorize petroleum
exploration in the Fraser Valley after similar proposals for such were rejected by Surrey Council in 1979
and 1981. Vander Zalm would ultimately become the object of his own 1975 complaint, himself
responsible for failing to ‘consult’ Lower Mainland citizenry.

307

Storage area sought for natural gas, Vancouver Sun, June 4, 1975.
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Under the first phase of operations for locating underground storage, in April 1977 B.C. Hydro began a
systematic program of seismic testing in the Lower Mainland. W.G. Bierlmeier, B.C. Hydro’s manager of
gas supply, sent letters of notification to local municipalities:
B.C. Hydro along with environmental and geophysical consultants, will closely supervise the
program. The program will be carried out on roads; entry on to private property will only be made if
necessary and then with the owner’s consent. This program should cause no damage to property or
concern to residents.
Our environmental consultants (Thurber Consultants Limited), our geophysical consultants (JLJ
Exploration Consultants Limited), and the contractor (Vibro-X Explorations Limited) will be
discussing their plans with your staff in the near future. 308

308

Big hole sought for BCH gas pit, Langley Advance, April 20, 1977.
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Hydro also informed the Central Fraser Valley Regional District of its intentions to build a 42-inch gas
transmission pipeline “between Huntington and Livingston Stations this summer.” 309
The testing would be done
with monitoring equipment
attached to four “specially
equipped seismic” diesel
trucks for shaking the earth
along short linear intervals,
“plus a 25-man survey
crew.” 310
A seismic crew … is
occupying one traffic
lane at a time for a
distance of 500 feet.
A cable of sensitive
detectors or
geophones is laid out
on the shoulder of the
road, and traffic
around the area is
controlled by
flagmen who may at times be assisted by police.
Hydro said the crew moves along at the rate of three or four
miles a day so it should be in front of a residence for only a few
minutes. 311
In a May 7, 1979, five-page letter to the Ministry of Energy, Mines
and Petroleum by A.H. MacPherson, Hydro’s Manager of Gas
Engineering Division, MacPherson summarized the results from
Hydro’s Lower Mainland extensive seismic program for 1977. It:
discovered seven structural anomalies in the area designated in
Order in Council #2735 dated 20 October 1978,” [wherein]
“only three of those structures … have the potential for the
development of an underground natural gas storage reservoir.
These three prospects include one in South Surrey, one near
Cloverdale, and one in the South Aldergrove area.
MacPherson identified that “South Surrey is geologically the best
prospect by far,” whereby “the structure covering some 1,000 to
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Hydro plots gas storage, Abbotsford, Sumas & Matsqui News, April 20, 1977.
Gas reservoir eyed for Chilliwack area, The Chilliwack Progress, April 6, 1977.
311
Still search underground, Surrey Leader, July 21, 1977.
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1,500 acres,” and “at a depth of 3,500 feet has potential for 30 to 40 BCF of working storage and
potential.”
At the present time, the area is largely undeveloped – mostly bush land and small acreage
residential development. It is however, slated in the future for intensive urban development – the
most notable being Genstar where clearing the area for development is underway.
If developed for storage, gas would underlie the future urban area as well as underlie some of the
existing development in White Rock.
With the exception of a small area to the southwest within the closing contour, all of the mineral
rights are owned by the Crown.
Approximately seven exploratory wells would be required to outline the prospect. The first on the
Genstar property, the second on property immediately north of Genstar owned by Mr. M.
Cruickshank, and the third on municipal property about one mile north of Genstar. The remaining
locations to be located when drilling information becomes available.
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Explained in Donald Gutstein’s amazing 1975 book of real estate intrigue, Vancouver Ltd., in sub-chapter
25, Who is responsible for the housing crisis? Genstar, Genstar is described as a powerful “foreignowned corporation,” a “vertically-integrated development company,” with its roots in Belgium. It was a:
$500 million corporation whose subsidiaries – BACM Industries, Inland Cement Industries and
Ocean Cement, Con-Force Products, Engineered Homes and many others – are engaged in every
aspect of land development in western Canada. … It obtained its position of pre-eminence solely
through buying up existing Canadian companies, making their previous owners millionaires in the
process, with the use of Canadian money made available to it because of particularly close ties to
the Royal Bank of Canada and the Liberal party.
Although its branches have been nourished by the savings of the Canadian people, its roots lie
buried in the darkest colonial Africa, in the Belgium Congo. Genstar’s previous name was
Sogemines, named after the parent company, Societe Generale de Belgique. Societe Generale de
Belgique is one the two or three largest investment concerns in Europe. It is said to control one-fifth
of the Belgium economy. The company is intimately connected to the ‘august Societe Generale de
Banque, the most powerful bank in Belgium.’
… Sogemines was just one of a number of vehicles for investing in Canada. Other Societe
Generale-controlled companies include Canadian Petrofina, currently in the $400 million range, and
the Miron Co., a $50 million Montreal-based cement and construction firm which in 1974 was
integrated into the Genstar complex. The Sogemines group had good political connections all along.
Louis St. Laurent, the ex-Prime Minister of Canada, was appointed chairman of the Miron Co. in
1959 after his humiliating defeat in 1957.
Along with its Liberal party connections, Sogemines is intimately tied to the Royal Bank of Canada
complex. The head of the company is usually a director of the bank, and the president of the bank,
currently Earle McLaughlin, in turn is a director of the company. The two are further tied together
through F. Campbell Cope, a senior partner in the Royal’s law firm, Ogilvy, Cope, Porteous,
Hansard, Marler, Montgomery & Renault.
This connection has tangible results for Genstar. When in 1973 Genstar took over Ocean Cement –
the largest cement company in western Canada – it was with the aid of a $2.4 million loan from the
Royal Bank of Canada.
Thurber’s first report of 1977 identified that Genstar Development Corporation, through its Saratoga
Holdings, owned a quarter section of land in south Surrey. That former undeveloped, forested land parcel
was zoned suburban residential, land which Surrey Council had approved for “urban development as
South Surrey village centre” as “high density commercial, residential and park development,” with “initial
road development and servicing planned for 1978.”
“The problem with this location,” wrote David Fenn in a memo to Commissioner David Anderson on
October 17, 1990, is that B.C. Hydro’s application for underground storage “fell within a 155-acre
residential and shopping mall development proposed by the Genstar Development Corporation,” and that
“according to three individuals who worked for B.C. Hydro during the proposal stage, the strongest
opponent of the B.C. Hydro plan as always Genstar development.” Anderson was the May 1990
government-appointed Inquiry Commissioner to investigate petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley, as
narrated in Chapter 5-12 of The Fifth Wave. Fenn stated:
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Genstar provided the local newspapers with misleading information, and several newspapers
published distorted articles regarding the dangers of drilling and storage. As well, Genstar lobbied
the municipalities, who in turn withdrew their support of the Hydro proposal. This loss of support
came as a shock to B.C. Hydro, who always believe they had strong municipal backing.
As a result of the Genstar lobbying effort, the public became somewhat concerned over the
inconveniences and possible dangers of gas drilling and storage. This public feeling existed, even
though B.C. Hydro employees say they launched an education initiative of their own, and “bent
over backwards” to address safety, noise and environmental concerns in their proposal.
It is noteworthy that no grassroots group such as the Friends of the Fraser Valley formed to oppose
the Hydro proposal in 1978.
The Peace Arch News reported on January 24, 1979, B.C. Hydro replies to ‘unanswered questions,’ that
B.C. Hydro intended to include a right-of-way to its proposed drilling site through Genstar’s newly
planned 1,115 home subdivision, which would cause a loss of about 15 acres of Genstar’s development
property. In the Peace Arch News of December 20, 1978, A tiny piece of land – battlegrounds for two
giants, “two giants are about to battle it out over the tiniest piece of land – 10 acres – in what may become
the most interesting fight in the political arena across the waters in Victoria in the new year.” Reporter
Graham MacDonell stated that Genstar was “the fortieth largest company in Canada.”

In his May 7, 1979, five-page letter to the
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
A.H. MacPherson also described the
“Cloverdale prospect” in the southwest
area of Cloverdale where about “13
exploration wells would be needed to
outline the prospect.” And the “South
Aldergrove prospect,” extending over an
are of about 1,700 acres, “is overlain by
farms,” where about “11 exploratory
wells would be needed to outline the
prospect.” MacPherson advised that
although the South Surrey data showed
the most promise, the South Surrey site
however “would have the greatest social
impact.”
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That “social impact” had not only
been revealed in concerns raised by
Surrey and White Rock municipal
councils six months earlier in October
1978 but had been anticipated in a
December 1977 Thurber Consultants
Ltd.’s report to B.C. Hydro’s Gas
Group, Environmental Review of
Proposed Gas Reservoir Drilling
Project. 312 In the 11-page 1977
report, B.C. Hydro’s seismic survey
data of the South Surrey area required
further analysis by way of “six
exploration wells in Township 1,
Sections 15 and 22 of the District of
Surrey.” The report stated, “siting of
wells within other parts of these
sections may represent some
difficulty since they are largely
subdivided and improved for
residential use.” The report mentioned
“conflict with commercial
development.”
Clearing and leveling should be
kept to a minimum. A 350-foot
by 350-foot drilling site is
suggested. The access road and
drillsite should be selected to
avoid large trees with aesthetic
appeal. Wherever possible,
access routes and drillsites
should not conflict with the layout of planned residential developments in the vicinity.
Another contention in the 1977 Thurber report was described under a sub-heading called “groundwater
supplies:”
There are 8 municipal water wells within 1 km (or less) of the proposed drill sites, 5 in Surrey and 3
in White Rock. Their approximate locations are shown on Drawing 15-2-110-1. The Surrey wells
have been used only as a supplemental summer supply since the municipality connected its mains to
From the Introduction: “Thurber Consultants Ltd. were authorized by Mr. K.A. Markland by letter dated November 28,
1977 to initiate an environment and land use study of the proposed exploratory drilling program in south Surrey. This report
covers the work outlined in our letter dated October 28, 1977 and in the terms of reference provided by B.C. Hydro. Three
topics are addressed: 1. Land use factors that could influence the selection of suitable drilling sites. 2. Qualitative
environmental guidelines to minimize disturbance to lands and people near the drill sites. 3. Specific studies that are needed to
assess and control effects of exploratory drilling at specific sites.”
312
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the G.V.R.D. [Greater Vancouver Regional District] water system. The White Rock wells are the
main water supply for about 18,000 people in the town. These wells are 400 to 500 feet deep, and
the static water level is at 335 to 350 feet below the surface. Some private water wells may also be
operated in this area, but a more detailed survey would be required to locate them.
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Groundwater Supplies

There are 8 municipal water wells within
1 km (or less) of the proposed drill sites , 5 in
Surrey and 3 in White Rock. Their approximate
locations are shown on Drawing 15-2-110-1 . The
Surrey wells have been used only as a supplemental summer supply since the municipality connec ted its mains to the G.V.R.D . water system. The
White Rock wells are the main water supply for
about 18,000 people in the town. These we l ls
are 400 to 500' deep and the static water level
is at 335 to 350 ' below the surface. Some private water wells may also be operated in this
area but a more detailed survey would be reired to locate them.
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Underground Gas Storage area candidates: Langley, Mount Lehman, and AJdergrove
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Thurber stated that “as in the case of land use it may be difficult to separate the effects of exploration
drilling from reservoir development when discussing groundwater supplies with operators or property
owners.”
An investigation is recommended
to identify the aquifer
characteristics in the area
surrounding the proposed drilling
sites.
Several agencies and local
operators should be contacted,
including: B.C. Hydro’s Drilling
Consultant; Geological Survey of
Canada (Carl Halstead);
Municipality of Surrey;
Municipality of White Rock
(White Rock utilities Ltd); Water
Investigations Branch; B.C.
Ministry of Environment;
Environmental Health
Engineering Division, B.C.
Department of Health (Val
Strijack).
The study would involve field
collection of relevant information
through the above contacts,
geological field assessment of the study area, office correlation and analysis of collected data and
reporting of results.
Findings should include a graphic illustration of aquifer and well locations. A water quality
monitoring program should be outlined for the drilling period and any drilling problems which may
arise should be identified and assessed.
Water quality monitoring as determined in groundwater studies would be carried out at this time. It
would be necessary to arrange for samples to be taken and analysed quickly so that results are
available while drilling is still in progress. A comparative assessment would be required to
determine if results vary significantly from past values for a given well. If gas (methane) analyses
are done, special handling of the water samples may be required to prevent dissipation prior to
analysis.
Thurber Consultants’ professional engineers were cognisant of the controversial nature of groundwater
contamination resulting from petroleum exploration, a topic that would soon become prominent in North
America, and world-wide. 313 And with that prominence, the emergence of repeated denial and lies by big
313

For instance, coalbed methane exploration experiments and operations in Alabama, New Mexico and south Colorado in the
late 1970s through to the present day that polluted, poisoned and ruined groundwater sources.
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petroleum, the lies, spins and deflections that the Friends of the Fraser Valley would later research,
confront and help expose in 1990.
Following the analysis of Fraser Valley seismic data collected in 1977, B.C. Hydro announced on March
20, 1978, the Crown corporation’s intentions to drill in the South Surrey area.
Drilling will take place west of 152nd Street and south of 32nd Avenue.
Public hearings on the proposal will be held and after exploratory drilling a detailed environmental
impact assessment will be prepared.
“Safe underground storage of natural gas is common in Canada, the U.S. and Europe,” Hydro said
in a statement.
Ontario, Saskatchewan and Alberta already have a total of 22 underground storage reservoirs and in
the U.S. there are 385 in 26 states. Hydro said some of the reservoirs are below urban areas. 314

314

Hydro seeks underground gas storage, The Province, March 21, 1978.
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Hydro’s spokesmen Al MacPherson and Bill Bierlmeier gave a presentation to White Rock City Council
on April 24, 1978. Bierlmeier, cognisant of Thurber Consultants’ report of December 1977 regarding
advice about upcoming urban conflicts, consoled Council about residential proximity concerns to the
proposed exploration operation facilities: “Bierlmeier showed Council a number of pictures of such
storage wells in California which are within yards of Churches, schools, residential areas and commercial
buildings.” 315
Surrey and White Rock residents and politicians were soon asking hard questions about the impacts to
quality of life and groundwater contamination. Much of this was raised at a Surrey Municipal Council
meeting on June 5, 1978:
White Rock residents have expressed concern that stored gas could leak and pollute the wells from
which White Rock draws most of its water supply. They also were concerned about the possibility
of earthquake damage.
Surrey Council wants more information before it decides whether to officially protest a B.C. Hydro
exploratory drilling program in search of underground natural gas storage facilities in south Surrey,
just north of White Rock.

315

Safety Stressed in Gas Storage, Surrey Leader, April 26, 1978.
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UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE
'OPEN HOUSE' MEETING
THURSDAY, MAY 18
B.C. Hydro will host an "open house" information
meeting on Thursday afternoon and evening, May 18, to provide Surrey residents with information about the potential for
storing natural gas underground in the South Surrey area.
Studies and surveys conducted to date have identified a promising location for a deep underground storage
reservoir in South Surrey in an area generally west of 152nd
Street and south of 32nd Avenue. Exploratory drilling and
testing is now required to confirm that this location is
geologically suitable for gas storage.
Personnel from B.C. Hydro, the Ministry of Mines &
Petroleum Resources, the British Columbia Petroleum Corporation, and an environmental consulting firm will be in attendance to provide information and answer questions. Printed
information about the proposal will be available and displays
and charts illustrating various aspects of the project will be
exhibited.
The "open house" meeting will be held:

Thursday, May 18
at
Sunnyside Centennial Centre
1845 . 154th Street, Surrey
Please drop in at your convenience any time between
2 p.m. and 9:30 p.m .

Surrey Leader - May 7, 1978
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Alderman Garry Watkins told council Monday that Hydro’s plans were a rape of residential land.
But his motion calling on Hydro to halt its program found no seconder.
Council was considering a strong protest from Genstar Development which owns about 150 acres of
land near 16th Avenue and 152nd Street, where it plans a multi-million-dollar commercial-residential
complex. 316
“I do not think the storage of natural gas underground will rest well with the people,” [Alderman
Don] Ross concluded. 317
Because of the flack and public criticism resulting from Surrey Council meeting of June 5th, Hydro
announced it would be holding an “open house” meeting from 2 to 9 p.m. on June 22nd at the Sunnyside
Centennial Centre.
On hand at the meeting will be personnel from B.C. Hydro, the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum
Resources, the British Columbia Petroleum Corporation and an environmental consulting firm.
They will provide information and answer questions. 318
Amidst “strong turnout of citizens” at
the open house, a blunt question put to
meeting hosts was, “will underground
gas storage blow up my
neighbourhood?” 319
At the August 21, 1978, Surrey Council
meeting:
In an opinion to Council,
municipal solicitor Morris
Soronow stated that the
Municipality has no power to halt
B.C. Hydro from establishing gas
storage underground. And Hydro
does not come under zoning
regulations.
If Council objects to the storage
proposal, the time to make the
objections known is when Hydro
applies to the Provincial
Government for a declaration of
Sunnyside as a storage
reservoir.320
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Surrey calls for facts on drilling, The Province, June 6, 1978.
Lots of questions about Gas Storage, Surrey Leader, June 14, 1978.
318
Hydro tells drilling plan, Surrey Leader, June 14, 1978.
319
Plan early start storage drilling, Surrey Leader, June 28, 1978.
320
Council accepts storage of gas, Surrey Leader, August 23, 1978.
317
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On October 23, 1978, B.C. Hydro & Power Authority’s Gas Group, Hydro’s natural gas division, handed
in an application to the Ministry of Energy and Petroleum Resources for a drilling exploration license
within the Surrey and White Rock municipal boundaries to determine a location for proposed
underground gas storage. Shortly thereafter, White Rock City Council met to voice its concerns, inquiring
“whether the drilling will have any side effect on the city water supply:”
Alderman John Blewett pointed out that the company will be using drilling fluid for the exploratory
work and that some of those fluids are toxic.
“We want to make sure that Hydro is not going to use toxic fluids,” he said.
Alderman Vin Coyne said that much of White Rock water supply comes from underwater artesian
wells deep below the ground surface. The City is one of the few remaining areas not hooked up to
the Greater Vancouver Regional District water supply.
Blewett suggested that Council should write to Hydro to ask if damage to the water supply does
occur, would the company be willing to assume costs of switching over to GVRD water.
A motion was passed, nevertheless, that White Rock City write to Hydro saying they would agree to
exploratory drilling
if then can get some
assurances in writing
that the exploratory
work will not
damage the White
Rock water supply.
321

Concerns about Hydro’s
underground storage
proposal were voiced at a
public hearing on Monday
night, October 29, 1978, at
Surrey Municipal Hall, a
hearing “when 300
residents turned out to
condemn the
municipality’s
development plans.”322
After City Council heard
the residents, B.C.
Hydro’s general solicitor
Bill Mitchell informed
Council that it conducted
321
322

Council Wary over Gas Drilling, Surrey Leader, November 29, 1978.
Surrey residents object to unresponsive council, Vancouver Sun, October 31, 1978.
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seismic tests in the area, data from which indicated “the possibility of suitable strata under the
Semiahmoo peninsula.” 323 Mitchell, who “assured those at the hearing that this type of gas storage is
safe,” stated “we’re not going to blow everybody up,” 324 and informed “the hearing that such
underground gas storage facilities are used in many places in Ontario and the United States with complete
safety even in urban areas.” 325 Mitchell’s statement about “complete safety” was a lie, as water
contamination problems from underground gas storge had already occurred in the United States,
discussions which are introduced in the Fifth Wave chapter of this report.
Following the municipal elections of November 1978, Surrey’s new council membership changed its tune
about Hydro’s underground storage proposal. By year’s end, Surrey Council requested government to
exempt two areas in Surrey from Hydro’s proposed drilling locations.
Areas of population density “should
not be blighted by underground
storage of natural gas.”
The areas are four square miles of
Sunnyside, from 16 to 32 Avenue,
north from White Rock boundary at 16
Avenue to 32 Avenue. The other area
is the Clayton upland on both sides of
the Fraser.
“The municipality is well aware of the
positions taken by B.C. Hydro that
underground storage of gas is not a
dangerous procedure and does not in
any way blight the surface area, but
merely requires a relatively small area
for the well heads and pump stations.
The question of whether or not it is a
safe procedure or otherwise really
doesn’t matter if people refuse to
reside or carry on business in areas
under which natural gas is stored.” 326
In the early months of 1979, three
environmental impact reports were
completed by consultants on Hydro’s proposed drilling sites in the Lower Mainland.
In early July, Surrey municipal manager Dan Closkey attended a meeting with B.C. Hydro
representatives, where “he had taken a strong stand on behalf of the municipality in opposition to
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Clash at Hearing between Heavies, Surrey Leader, November 1, 1978.
Surrey residents object to unresponsive council, Vancouver Sun, October 31, 1978.
325
Clash at Hearing between Heavies, Surrey Leader, November 1, 1978.
326
Natural gas storage plan questioned by Surrey, Surrey Leader, January 1, 1979.
324
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underground storage of natural gas.” 327 Closkey handed in a report to Surrey Council on July 9, 1979,
about his meeting with Hydro officials.
Two weeks later, on July 24, 1979, James Hewitt, Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
wrote a two-page letter of notification to R.K. Kidd, B.C. Hydro’s vice president of Gas Operations and
Energy Conservation. In it, Hewitt rejected Hydro’s drilling application of October 23, 1978, for
underground gas storage:
The environmental impact reports prepared at my request of the first three exploratory test wells
proposed for the South Surrey prospect have been carefully considered by my staff. In view of the
state of development of surface installations in that area they have recommended to me that this
prospect cannot be considered for drilling.
The Vancouver Sun newspaper reported the following about Hewitt’s decision:
Hewitt said an environmental impact report recommended against the drilling due to the proximity
of farms and houses in the area west of 132nd Street and south of 32nd Avenue.
Hydro spokesman Sydney Orpwood said it was too early to tell where the company might look for
an alternative storage site. 328
Following Hewitt’s official rejection, Surrey Alderman “Garry Watkins called the decision of the
Ministry of Energy a victory for Surrey but said it could be short lived because B.C. Hydro had also
considered the Cloverdale area for gas storage.” 329

327

Council still opposed to natural gas storage, Surrey Leader, July 18, 1979.
Hydro gas storage vetoed, Vancouver Sun, August 10, 1979
329
Gas storage tests called off, Peach Arch News, August 15, 1979.
328
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The Fourth Wave:
Fraser Valley Exploration, LNG Proposals,
and Deregulation, 1981-1984
“I can’t understand it,” one agriculturalist said. “To even talk about drilling for oil and gas in the
Fraser Valley is tantamount to a death wish.” 330
I hear that yet another scheme is being bandied about for drilling for gas and oil in the deep
subterrain under the Fraser Valley. I’ve lost count of the number of share-selling promotions for
that type of a dream that have come and gone in the last few decades. … For the newcomers in this
area, you are probably interested in learning that some of the earlier
promoters of Fraser Valley gas and oil drilling schemes actually
spent some of their backers’ money on the costs of sinking rather
expensive water holes. 331

After the Social Credit government’s July 1979 decision rejecting B.C.
Hydro’s project probe for underground gas storage in an urban setting,
Hydro officials were left in a quandary, a state of limbo. What to do, what
to do? The Crown corporation’s Gas Group was eager to continue its
storage objective but faced scrutiny from two quarters: three
environmental assessment reports from its hired consultants that pointed
out problems for drilling sites; and public opposition. Eventually, Hydro
administrators came up with a new strategy under a new Energy Minister.
On Friday March 6, 1981, the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources made a “surprise announcement.” 332 Oil and gas exploration
was “being opened up” in the Fraser Valley within eight designated
parcels of real estate encompassing 88,687 hectares. On a map shown to a
Vancouver Sun reporter – a map not published in the newspaper, and not
found by this report author – the land parcels were described as extending
“from Crescent Beach [in White Rock] and Mud Bay east past
Chilliwack:”
A map showing areas of potential exploration includes land in or
surrounding such areas as Newton, Johnson Heights, Guildford, Port
Kells, Panorama Ridge, Barnston Island, most of the southern half of
Langley, the north side of the Fraser River in the Mission District,
Aldergrove, Matsqui, Abbotsford, Nicomen Island and Chilliwack
Mountain. 333
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Fraser Valley open to oil, gas drilling, Times Colonist, March 7, 1981.
Week moments, by Jiminie, Langley Advance, March 25, 1981.
332
Fraser Valley open to oil, gas drilling, Times Colonist, March 7, 1981.
333
South of Fraser to U.S. Border, Valley opened for gas, oil hunt, Vancouver Sun, March 6, 1981.
331
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The Chilliwack Progress newspaper, which also failed to publish a copy of the Ministry of Energy’s 8parcels map, provided a more detailed description of the boundaries for the eastern parcel areas of the
upper Fraser Valley:
Popkum and Rosedale, Rosebank and Windemere, most of Ryder Lake and the Chilliwack River
Valley, and the North-east and North-west slopes of Vedder Mountain are included in the area
eligible for exploration.
So are all the Fraser River Islands.
North of the river Hopyard Hill, Cemetery Hill, Harrison Knob and the southern slopes of
Woodside are available.
All of Deroche, Nicomen Island, Chilliwack Mountain and Atchelitz are included, and almost all of
Sumas Prairie are included. 334
Unlike Hydro’s own dedicated pursuit for underground storage, Langley MLA Bob McClelland, the new
Energy Minister, 335 was opening exploration for oil and gas in the Fraser Valley to the private petroleum

334

Oil, gas exploration possible for Valley, Chilliwack Progress, March 18, 1981.
On November 23, 1979, during the controversial and rousing Royal Commission on uranium mining hearings, James
Hewitt, the Boundary-Similkameen MLA, was shuffled from Social Credit Party Minister of Energy to Minister of Agriculture,
and McClelland was shuffled from Health Minister to Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum. McClelland was a former
radio announcer, a dedicated Premier Bill Bennett loyalist, and someone then unbesmirched by scandal and with no “particular
experience in his key portfolio” (The premier circles his wagons, by Marjorie Nichols, Vancouver Sun, November 24, 1979).
McLelland “becomes a B.C. Hydro director, heads the B.C. Energy Commission and also chairs cabinet’s economic
development committee. He’s also included now on cabinet’s two most powerful committees: Treasury board and planning and
priorities.” (Three new faces, 11 major changes, The Province, November 25, 1979.)
335
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sector, with the side benefit of underground
storage discoveries legally resting with Hydro as
a condition in successful exploration bid
agreements.

LANDIS
OPENED
U TO
OIL-GAS
SEARCH
A decision to open up sec tion s o f the Fra ser
Valley to oil and gas exploration, ha s c aug h t
township council by surprise. Most of the southern
half of Langley is affected .
At a meeting Monday , members o f coun cil said
they weren't even sure where o r what the exploration was all about. They decided to a s k Energy
minister Bob McClelland for more informati o n
about the program and its effects.
A spokesman for tbe energy department says a letter
is on the way to local politicans advising the m technicians will be available to explain the program.
"We have a good viable industry here called farming,"
said Mayor George Preston . Nor do people want oil rigs
in tbeir front yards."
He said be didn't want to se e a " takeover job" of the
Fraser Valley - "our home,"

RICHMOND EXCLUDED

MOVE CATCHES MA YORS BY SURPRISE

Fraser Valley opened
up for oil exploration
A decision to open up
secUons of the Lower
Fraser Valley for olland
gas expioration caught
tbe mayors of affected
• municipalities , by surprise Friday.
" This lovernme nt
seems to be .urprising a
iot of people these days,"
Chilliwack city Mayor
WllburW.ld said Friday,
Tbe mayors of Mission,
Matsqul, Langley city
and township, Abbotsford and Mission w.re
also unaware of the action, althougb Langley
township Mayor George
Preston said: "They're
searching all over North
America for oil so wby
nothert?"
The energy, mines and
petroieu m resources
ministry announced
Friday tbat companies
interested in exploration
should submit tenders by
Aug. 26. Commissioner
of Titles Wilf Quinn said
some petroleum firm.
have already expressed
interest in the area and
be expects they migbt
find natural
He did not say which
companies are interested in explorin, the area.
Energy Minister Bob
McCleiland said the exploration area - generally north of the U.S. border and south of the
Fraser River - is divided into .ight parcels.
Tende" may be submitted for tbe rigbts to explore the entire area,
individual parcels or
groups of parcels. Bidding will be on the basis
of " work commitment"
to ensure an early evaluaUon of the oil and gas
potential, he said.

,IS.

AUecltd communities
will be informed well in
advance sbould .xplorltion of the vall.y l.ad to
drilling , McClelland
added.
It won't be the first
time the oil industry bas
drilled w.lls in tbe
FraserVall.y.
Abbotsford Mayor
George Ferguson said
that, wben be moved to
Sumas Prairie in 1929,
certain areas were being
explored for oil. "Tb.re
was tbougbt to be an oll
potential there after tbey
drained the lake betw.en
1922 to 1929," b. said.
And tbere was an oil
rig at Cottonwood Coroers in Cbilliwack, Weld
said. " It was tb.r. for
five or six years. Tbey
Just took it away recently," he said. "We tbougbt
it was just a tax write-<>U
for some company becaus. nothing was ev.r
done."
It mak.s sense to look
for oil and gas in the
Fraser Valley because it
is a sedimentary basin, a
formation where oil and
gas is commonly found ,
said Jim Gray, exploratiOD vic.-president of
Canadian Hunter Ltd. of
Calgary.
With the extensive
road network in the
low.r Fraser Valley and
tbe buUt-up nature of the
ar.a , McClelland anticipates thlt most geopbysical work will be carried
out by vibroseis trucks
on existinl road lurfaces . Vibros.is equipment is designed for
work in populated areas.
Soundings in the form of
.... fI.ct.d vibrations
sbow the location and

shape of und.rground
formations .
Mission Mayor John
Agnew expressed concern for environmental
hazards arising out of
possible drilling, including threats to farmland
and Fraser Riv.r salmon
stocks.
But tbe energy minister said B.C. drilling
regulations will ensure
that the drilling proceeds
safely with the least
possibie impact on the
environment.
A map showing ar.as
of potential exploration
includes land in or su rrounding such areas as
Newton,
Jobnson
H.ights, Guildford, Port
Kells, Panorama Ridge,
Barnston Island, most of
the southern half of
Langley, the north side
of the Fraser River in the
Mission district , Aidergrove, Matsqui, Abbotsford, Nicomen Island .
A typical seismic exploration program r.quires about 30 crew
members and 15 v.hicles
and lasts about 20 days.
Va ncou ver SUD
Ma rc h 7, 198 1

Richmond Review - March 27, 1981

Victoria allows oil and gas
exploration in Fraser Valley
159

The ministry of Energy was also keen on discovering new methane gas reserves, as part of the petroleum
sector’s pressure to introduce new LNG (Liquified Natural Gas) and petrochemical facility projects in
1981.

B.C. Hydro would no longer be on the front lines to face the proverbial music: that was now a
responsibility government vested to the private petroleum industry sector.
Energy Minister Bob McClelland announced that 90,000 hectares (224,000) acres of land between
Surrey and Agassiz might eventually be available for drilling. The exploration area includes
thousands of hectares with the agricultural land reserve, about 70 islands in the Fraser River and
most of Langley municipality.
Exploration tenders must be submitted to the energy ministry by August 26. B.C. Hydro has been
granted first right of refusal for licensing underground gas storage exploration in the permit areas.336
----B.C. Hydro has not forgotten its plans for underground storage of natural gas. Nor will oil and gas
exploration cancel out those plans – in fact, the drilling may make it possible.
That possibility is mentioned in Hydro’s comments on the oil and natural gas exploration bids
which the ministry has called for much of the Lower Mainland.

336

Fraser drilling program ‘disaster’, The Province, March 8, 1981.
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“Hydro’s access to any underground storage rights is protected in the petroleum and natural gas
rights sale documents,” utility spokesmen point out. 337
Unlike the Vancouver Sun’s newspaper coverage of March 6th,
Victoria’s Time Colonist interviewed numerous inside and outside
sources:
Within minutes of McLelland’s announcement
environmentalists and farmers were gearing up for major
protests.
And in government circles high placed officials in agriculture,
tourism and the ministry of environment shuddered at the
thought of the tidal waves of protests to come.
“I can’t understand it,” one agriculturalist said. “To even talk
about drilling for oil and gas in the Fraser Valley is tantamount
to a death wish.”
B.C. Farming Association president Don Knoerr said in a
telephone interview the provincial government must ensure
that farmers are protected from exploration and drilling activity.
Knoerr said about 2,000 of the federation’s roughly 10,000 members live in the Fraser Valley, but
he did
not
know at
this time
how
many
farmers
would
be
affected.

337

Underground storage will Hydro objective, Surrey Leader, March 18, 1981.
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“Our members in the Peace River area have had problems, not so much with exploration, but with
drilling sites,” he said.
Knoerr said there had been problems with access roads into drilling sites; pipelines across farmland;
livestock fencing; holding ponds which contain impurities, and access roads to these ponds.
He said a Peace River farmer who had experienced some of these problems told him this week that
“oil companies don’t bend over backwards to help you” and that farmers don’t often win arbitration
disputes with companies.
Meanwhile, a well-placed observer in the agricultural industry said Friday that companies searching
for oil and gas in the Peace River area have infuriated some farmers.
“A couple of farmers in the Peace River woke up one morning and found drills in their backyards.
It’s a pretty cutthroat business when they find oil or gas.”
The “rush for spoils” in the Peace River area and in Alberta has resulted “in a number of cases
where exploration companies have made a real mess of the land.”
McLelland said that “should this exploration work lead to drilling in the Fraser Valley, the affected
communities will be informed well in advance.” He also hinted that “special environmental
provisions may be required.”
But even with that “may be,” residents of the area are expected to mount stiff opposition to the
government’s invitation to oil and gas exploration companies to bring their rigs into the scenic
valley. 338
The next day Vancouver Sun opinion columnist Allan Garr followed up on the Time Colonist’s ‘death
wish’ theme:
The government with the built-in death wish has struck again.
Most of the land is in the shrinking agricultural land reserve. The Agricultural Land Commission is
one agency that must give approval for any exploration but, as of Friday, it hadn’t heard of this
latest scheme by Bob McLelland to bless the valley skyline with oil derricks.
Even people in the ministry of agriculture were taken by surprise by McLelland. When I read the
details over the phone to one person in the ministry, there was a long pause and then: “340 square
miles! You better give me some more details. We’re bound to be getting some phone calls.”
When I finally tracked down Agriculture Minister Jim Hewitt [former Minister of Energy], he said
he heard there was a press release. And while he wasn’t involved in the Cabinet decision, he didn’t
think there was any problem to worry about as far as farmland was concerned: “Safeguards have to
be there, and they are there.” 339

338
339

Fraser Valley open to oil, gas drilling, Times Colonist, March 7, 1981.
The Province, March 8, 1981.
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Vancouver Province Victoria bureau news reporter Dave Todd wrote:
The announcement apparently caught municipal officials by surprise. Most mayors of the areas
affected – Langley city and township, Mission, Matsqui, Aldergrove and Abbotsford – were
unaware of the plan.
“That’s not good news,” Langley Township’s Alderman Elford Nundal said. “If you had a five-acre
residence and some guy wanted to put some oil well in front of your home, how would you feel?
Compensation just won’t be enough.”
“When I heard about it, I was shattered,” said Alderman N.H. Wright of Abbotsford District. “I
don’t like the idea. This has always been farmland and the idea of having oil rigs on it is
staggering.” 340

340

Fraser drilling program ‘disaster,’ The Province, March 8, 1981.
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In response, Minister McClelland and other Energy ministry staff made numerous promises to console the
public.
Should exploration of the valley lead to drilling, the affected communities will be informed well in
advance, McClelland said. “In that event our drilling regulations will ensure that the drilling
proceeds safely with the least possible impact on the environment or on community life.” 341
Permits will be awarded on the basis of what the minister feels “are the best work programs for the
entire area.” 342
Petroleum Titles Commissioner Wilfred Quinn told The Province: “The record of the oil and gas
industry is a lot better than a lot of people think (but) we want to forewarn anyone in industry that,
if necessary, we may have to bring in special guidelines to make sure the environment is taken care
of.” 343

341

Valley opened up for gas, oil hunt, Vancouver Sun, March 6, 1981
Fraser Valley open to oil, gas drilling, Times Colonist, March 7, 1981.
343
Fraser drilling program ‘disaster,’ The Province, March 8, 1981.
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Upon his sudden retirement as MLA, Minister McClelland would later be rewarded by Inland
Natural Gas Company president, and former Canadian Gas Association president, Robert Kadlec
in 1986, to be appointed as vice-president and general manager of Trans Mountain Petroleums
Ltd., the subsidiary of Inland Gas. Inland Gas would later be renamed as B.C. Gas Inc.
As a Smitty’s Pancake House guest speaker at an April 8, 1981, luncheon meeting of the Aldergrove
Chamber of Commerce, McClelland said, “it would be very exciting to all” if a petroleum company
discovered oil. He seriously downplayed the physical impacts commenting that “the area affected by each
drill would amount only to an area approximately the size of the meeting room (approximately 25 by 30
feet).”
McClelland further explained that the drilling area would only be affected for approximately one
year during drilling; after that, all that would remain would be one stationary pump.
McClelland cautioned that if an oil company decided if they wanted to drill, it could be in the
position to bully the farmer when it came to settling of finances for the right to cross private land.
The provincial government has set up a mediation and arbitration board for the protection of the
landowners and McClelland announced that there would be a member of the Fraser Valley
appointed to sit on the board. This board would look into any claims of disputes by the landowners
affected. 344
B.C.’s Mediation and Arbitration Board was established in 1974 after an amendment to the Petroleum
and Natural Gas Act by NDP Minister of Mines and Petroleum, Leo Nimsick. The amendment, which
replaced the former Arbitration Board, created “a mediation system for setting leases and payments for
damage to land or disruption of the owner’s life,” 345 and “to mediate in disputes on surface drilling rights
throughout the province.” 346
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Energy Minister sets drilling record straight, Langley Advance, April 15, 1981.
Oil rake-off to aid drivers, The Province, May 16, 1974.
346
Mediators named, Times Colonist, July 13, 1974. The 1974 new Board moved from its office in Victoria to Ft. St. John,
with three new board members: Douglas Pomeroy, Board vice-president, an operator of a radiator shop, and former NDP Peace
River North MLA candidate in the 1969 provincial election; Patrick Walsh, Board chairman, lawyer, former RCMP
345
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Energy Minister McClelland indicated in statements to the public that in addition to seismic surveys
which B.C. Hydro had already conducted in the Fraser Valley in 1977, further seismic surveys with
vibroseis trucks and equipment would likely be necessary, to be conducted by successful petroleum
company bidders as part of the initial exploration phase.
To take some of the edge off the public backlash and criticism, Hydro pitched two financial benefits to the
media and local politicians about its continued intentions for underground storage: annual savings for
customers’ natural gas bills, 347 and petty cash back from selling off its confidential seismic data to
interested petroleum company takers.
The crown corporation announced Monday [March 16] it is offering for sale all the seismic
information collected over the last few years.

undercover agent who left the force in 1952, 1973 president of the BC School Trustees Association, future Mayor of Ft. St.
John (1976 – 1981), future 1981 non-elected Mayor of the new “instant” coal township of Tumbler Ridge; and Cecil Ruddell,
the general manager of Ft. St. John Superior Oil Fuel Services Ltd.
347
Oil exploration may ease gas heat costs, The Chilliwack Progress, March 25, 1981; Hydro sees financial benefits in valley
oil, gas exploration, The Abbotsford News, April 8, 1981.
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Any oil company interested can bid for the information, a hydro spokesman said, and it can bid for
whatever part it wants.
Hydro arranged for seismic data to be collected over 326 kilometres of territory in the Fraser Valley
and the approximate value lies between $500 and $750 per kilometre.
On that basis, Hydro’s seismic information is worth between $163,000 and $245,000. But as Hydro
spokesman Bill Bierlmeier points out, the information can be sold more than once.
“We have a broker in Calgary working on it,” Bierlmeier said. Some companies have expressed an
interest in it. 348
In his March 1981 statements, Energy Minister McClelland would not share the names of companies that
were interested in the bids. Neither would Wilf Quinn, the Energy Ministry’s Commissioner of Titles,
“say what companies have shown interest.” 349
It is not known which oil companies, if any, are interested in exploring the Fraser Valley. Bids are
submitted in confidence, often through a purchasing agent. Although normally done to conceal
corporate planning from competitors, it also serves to protect companies interested in politically - or
environmentally sensitive land. 350
The only company mentioned in press coverage, indirectly, was Canadian Hunter Exploration. Jim Gray,
its vice-president of exploration, commented that “it makes sense to look for oil and gas in the Fraser
Valley because it is a sedimentary basin.” 351 Canadian Hunter, a wholly owned subsidiary of Noranda
Mines Ltd., in 1981 it ranked at the top of B.C.’s petroleum players with the largest oil and gas holding
rights in the province. 352 In a few years Canadian Hunter’s American subsidiary, American Hunter
Exploration Ltd., would be test drilling just across the Canadian border in Whatcom County, hunting for
oil and gas in a geological formation that was part of the Fraser Valley sedimentary basin.
Commissioner of Titles Wilf Quinn … indicated there is a large corridor in effect, following the
floodplain from east of Chilliwack into Whatcom County in Washington which geologists have
generally viewed as more likely to have oil or natural gas. 353
Canadian Hunter would soon become a partner in one of two petroleum consortiums – with Inland
Natural Gas and Trans Mountain Pipeline (both of which would later become part of B.C. Gas Inc.), Epic
Resources and Optima Energy Corp. – bidders in yet another government initiative to permit petroleum
exploration and drilling in the Fraser Valley, described in Chapter 5, The Fifth Wave.
On September 18, 1981, three weeks after the August 26th deadline for petroleum companies to bid on
drilling rights in the Fraser Valley, Energy, Mines and Petroleum Minister Bob McClelland “issued a
statement Friday saying no offers acceptable to the province had been received.”
Energy Ministry Commissioner of Titles Wilf Quinn stated “in a telephone interview:”
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Hydro willing to sell data, Vancouver Sun, March 17, 1981.
Oil interests seeking Fraser Valley data, Times Colonist, June 5, 1981.
350
Fraser drilling program ‘disaster,’ The Province, March 8, 1981.
351
Fraser Valley opened up for oil exploration, Vancouver Sun, March 7, 1991.
352
Noranda bidding to become No. 1, Vancouver Sun, March 25, 1981.
353
Officials explain oil, gas search in the Valley, Abbotsford News, May 27, 1981.
349
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It seems companies were discouraged by the government’s requirement of a five-year program and
the cost of operating were too high.
We’re looking at the possibility of making the
requirements more flexible.
He said one possibility was to invite offers for
exploration programs lasting one or two years. The
contract would then be cancelled unless the
commitment was renewed at the end of the term.
The government did receive some submissions that
did not meet this requirement, but Quinn said
details on the number and size of bids is
confidential. 354

4 – 1.

Hydro’s LNG Proposals: Rejected

“I think public pressure made a big difference. I don’t think they were aware of the strength of the
feeling of the people in this area against this plant.” 355

Three months before Energy Minister Bob McClelland announced that no companies from the petroleum
sector had successfully bid on Fraser Valley exploration tenures, B.C. Hydro announced a proposal to
construct an LNG (Liquified Natural Gas) storage and processing plant at four possible locations in the
Lower Mainland:
•
•
354
355

at Tilbury Island on the Fraser River near its existing 27,000 cubic metre LNG facility;
at the Westwood Plateau near Coquitlam;

Valley drill bids not acceptable, Vancouver Sun, September 19, 1981.
LNG plant for Ioco on hold, The Province, April 18, 1982.
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•
•

at Sumas Mountain, east of Abbotsford;
and near Hydro’s Burrard Thermal Ioco plant at the east end of the Burrard Inlet.

Later newspaper accounts from information revealed at a public forum held on April 1, 1982, stated there
were two additional site location lists that Hydro had proposed for its LNG project: one with a total of 5
sites, and another with a list of 30.
Hydro planners were frantic. They had forecast in reports that an underground storage facility for
pressurized methane should already have been in operation by 1982, a plan that had been rejected by
government in 1978. That possibility was quickly fading. In its stead came the only other storage
alternative, that is, a more
contentious and aboveground visible alternative.
Hydro’s proposed LNG
facility site for Sumas
Mountain, which it rejected,
located about 3 kilometres
east of Sumas Mountain
Road, would have had a
storage tank “able to contain 70,000 cubic metres of liquified gas,” a “mammoth” tank measuring “65
metres across and 25 to 30 metres tall, capped by a dome some five to 10 metres high.” 356
Residents of Sumas Mountain … have a new hazard on the horizon; liquified natural gas.
Although an LNG storage plant is considered safe, there is a “minor hazard,” says [B.C. Hydro
project engineer Dan] McGuire.
“After all, you are dealing with an awful lot of combustible material. We like to have about a onekilometre buffer zone.”
One disadvantage with the Sumas Mountain site, McGuire said, is the need for about eight miles of
pipeline to connect it to the main B.C. Hydro gas pipeline at Huntingdon.
The tank would have a two-foot-thick reinforced concrete wall, five feet of insulation, and a nickelsteel inner shell.
“A light aircraft would bounce off it,” said McGuire. “If a 747 hit it, the fuselage wouldn’t
penetrate. The engines might. They’re heavier.”
The office and maintenance buildings would be about the size of a house, the shed using the 5,000horsepower compressor a little larger: about 4,000 square feet and about eight metres square. …
Electric power would be used for the compressor to keep noise to a minimum, McGuire said. 357
Dan McGuire also stated to the Chilliwack Progress newspaper reporter that the Tilbury Island proposal
near Delta was “not a good candidate for expanded storage because development – especially industrial
growth – is moving large numbers of people into the vicinity.” A later article stated that:
356
357

$50 million LNG plant proposed, Abbotsford News, June 24, 1981.
LNG storage plant for Sumas Mountain? Chilliwack Progress, July 1, 1981.
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Project manager Dan McGuire told The Province the Tilbury Island site is no longer favored
because revisions have been made to “buffer zone” requirements. The Ioco site complies more
closely to these standards, he said. 358
Hydro’s preferred location for its LNG project was on four hectares of its own property adjacent to, and
directly west, of Ioco, and some 800 metres northwest of Hydro’s Burrard thermal plant. Hydro would
later refer to the Ioco site as the Sasamat Liquified Natural Gas storage facility because of its proximity to
Sasamat Lake.
The Ioco location was within Electoral
Area ‘B’ of the Greater Vancouver
Regional District’s planning
boundaries, and would “border the
Belcarra regional park, a huge
recreational area being developed
between Indian Arm and Burrard
Inlet” since 1968, which park planners
were proudly dubbing “as the Stanley
Park of the future:”
Members of the Greater
Vancouver regional district’s
Parks Committee are furious at
the way B.C. Hydro broke the
news it was planning to build a
liquified natural gas plant near
the north shore of Burrard Inlet.
The are angry because Hydro didn’t break the news to the committee.
They had to learn of the proposal through one of their own members, Dr. Hal Weinberg, the
committee’s deputy chairman.
“I got a call last (Tuesday) night,” [Hal] Weinberg said, “from the B.C. Hydro project manager
(McGuire) about the LNG plant site Hydro had picked north of the thermal station and he said
Hydro wanted to start public meetings about the plant’s construction.”
Weinberg said he told McGuire he knew nothing about the proposal and asked him if he had been in
contact with the GVRD. Weinberg said McGuire told him he had been in contact with members of
the GVRD for the last two months.
Weinberg, however, said he checked with other GVRD members, and none had heard of the
proposal. 359
Newspaper accounts reveal that Hydro had been in contact with GVRD planning staff some two or more
weeks earlier. A brief June 8th article in The Province newspaper, Liquid gas a threat for 5 kilometers,
358
359

Gas plant fuss confuses oldtimers, The Province, April 4, 1982.
Hydro project angers GVRD, Vancouver Sun, June 18, 1981.
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states that GVRD senior associate planner Peter George had “been asked by two different” Hydro
consultants “for population and employment statistics for several potential sites.” The reason for the
information requests was for the consultants to determine accident scenarios “in a five-kilometre (threemile) radius,” referred to as “the area of influence,” which could ultimately “pose a threat to residents:”
“But Dan McGuire, Hydro’s manager of gas plant
engineering, said the statistics are needed to assess
environmental impact and are not for safety reasons.”
By every means, B.C. Hydro, a public corporation, should
have been forthcoming by directly informing and publicizing
its LNG plans to GVRD politicians and the public. It may
perhaps have considered it unnecessary to properly inform the
public given the Social Credit government’s recent change in
policy revealed in the new B.C. Utilities Commission Act,
granting the government “the power to approve major
industrial projects in B.C. without the benefit of a public
hearing:”
The description two weeks ago by Energy Minister Bob
McClelland of the hoops a major project must go
through makes it clear the province has no intention of
letting public input influence any of the major decisions
it makes on energy projects.
In short, the government can select or reject an applicant
on the flimsiest of reasons without having the embarrassing recommendations of a quasi-judicial
board [the BCUC] or even the public testimony before such a board to get in its way. 360
----Also expected in the [BCUC] legislation are the details of the mechanism by which McClelland
hopes to streamline the review of new energy proposals.
The minister was quick to point out that by streamline he does not mean shortcut.
“I’m confident there will be more opportunity for public input than exists at present,” he said. “It’s
more a matter that as many of the various regulatory approval processes as possible will be
conducted simultaneously. The objective is for projects to be reviewed as expeditiously as possible,
but not to shortcut any of the process.” 361
Elected politicians on the GVRD’s Electoral Areas Committee met on September 9, 1981, at GVRD
headquarters to discuss the controversial project proposal near Ioco. There, “consultant Jim Gilmore”
informed the committee that LNG is “by no means a harmless substance,” and that “the proposed facility
brings with it considerable risks and hazards.” Gilmore stated that “you’re always playing a bit of Russian
roulette with these substances.” Gilmore said that Hydro’s site “is within 1.5 kilometres of the residential
area of the village of Belcarra,” and “is less than 0.5 kilometres from the Ioco oil refinery.” He said, “an
360
361

Quiet Energy Policy: Victoria avoids public hearings, Vancouver Sun, July 2, 1981.
Energy policy two weeks away, The Province, May 28, 1980.
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accidental fire at one establishment could spread to the other, compounding the scale of disaster.” 362 At
the meeting, committee chairman and Anmore Mayor Hal Weinberg recommended the GVRD “spend up
to $10,000 for a study of safety implications of a proposed B.C. Hydro liquid natural gas storage plant on
the North Shore.” 363
B.C. Hydro started
making its move
about three months
later. It notified
municipalities on
November 30th and
placed full-page
advertisements in
local newspapers –
Let’s talk about the
proposed Sasamat
Liquified Natural Gas storage facility near Ioco –
inviting the public to “an Open House review of the
proposed LNG facility” 364 scheduled for 2 to 9 p.m.
on December 2, 1981, at the Kyle Centre, located
behind Port Moody City Hall.
In a “Coffee and Liquid Gas” editorial published the
day before the open house, even the editor of the
Vancouver Sun newspaper had openly advised public
concern, concern which stemmed from his review of a
series of articles written a year previous in November
1980 by Vancouver Sun staff reporter Alan Daniels,
accounts of which no doubt prompted the editor to
encourage public scrutiny:
Let’s hope the good people of Port Moody and
environs saw the advertisement that B.C. Hydro
ran in yesterday’s newspapers … residents of the
area would be wise to get all the information
they can about it and then let Hydro – and their
elected representatives – know just how they
feel.

Gas plant ‘Russian roulette,’ The Province, September 10, 1981. Also, the following quote from Peter Nemetz’s journal
article, An Energy Policy for British Columbia, in BC Studies, Spring 1982: “Some concern has been expressed, for example,
about the latitude of cabinet discretion afforded by sections 19, 21 and 24 of the [Utilities Commission] Act. A controversial
exercise of this discretion was demonstrated recently by a preliminary, and subsequently reversed, provincial government
decision, without the benefit of public hearings, to permit B.C. Hydro to construct a natural gas pipeline to Vancouver Island.”
363
GVRD to study Hydro gas plant, Vancouver Sun, September 10, 1981.
364
I.e., Vancouver Sun, November 28, 1981.
362
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If the potential hazards of an LNG plant are even close to what a lot of people think they are, it
seems to us Hydro had better have some awfully good reasons for building one, let alone putting it
so close to a heavily populated area.
When transportation writer Alan Daniels researched his award-winning series of articles on LNG
storage and transportation a year ago, the one thing everybody seemed to be agreed on was that
LNG terminals should never be situated near major population centres.
Of the five feature articles written by Alan Daniels in November 1980, under the theme – Liquified
Natural Gas: Friend or Fireball? – 365 the piece published on November 18th was the most salient and
relevant:
If the people of B.C. want to do battle with Dome Petroleum 366 and prevent the production and
storage of huge amounts of liquified natural gas in their neighborhood, they could do worse than
talk to the occupants at 6218 Amboy Road [Staten Island, community of Pleasant Plains].
It is from this house that one of the most extraordinary battles ever waged by the little guy versus
the energy industry has been directed during the past decade.

Accident with ‘deadly frost’ simply a matter of time, and Cargo has a city holding its breath, November 15; Constant
hissing like a devil’s sigh aboard tanker carrying deadly fuel, November 17; Ignored – until 40 men died in an LNG blast,
November 18; LNG tankers to smash through ice, November 19.
366
The day before the article, Dome Petroleum announced plans to build an LNG plant on the BC Coast. Similarly, Carter
Energy Ltd. and Petro-Canada had also proposed the construction of LNG plants. Plans for $2 billion gas plant bared, in the
Vancouver Sun, November 17, 1980.
365
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Accident with 'deadly frost'
simply a maHer of time
Vancouver Snn - November 15, 1980

By ALAN DANIELS
SuD Marine Reporter

BOSTON, Mass . - The Algerian
supertanker, Larbi Ben M'hidi, loaded
with 33 million gallons of liquefied natural gas, moves into the heart of downtown Boston and takes a bearing on the
steeple of the old North Church, from
where, in J77S, William Dawes signalled
to Paul Revere.
Here in the shadow of the tall stone
obeUsk which marks the site of the Battle of Bunker Hill , history is clashing
head on with 20th century technology.
Dubbed "the deadly frost" because it
can freeze or asphyxiate all in its path
before igniting in a fireball , LNG is
arguably one of the most dangerous and
feared commodities on earth.
It arrives by the tankerload from
Algeria , is shipped through Boston's
inner harbor and is pumped into huge
tanks on the Mystic River, only 10 kilometres from the city centre.
The gas industry says a disastrous
fire cannot happen, that the chance of a
massive accidental spill Is so remote it
defies the laws of probability.
But if a storage tank were to ruplure
or a tanker suddenly spill its cargo the
potential exists here for a holocaust of
Hiroshima proportions.
Pay attention B.C. This is no longer a
drama unfolding in a foreign port. LNG
is going to be shipped from the Arctic in
ice-breaking tankers - bigger than any
yet built.
And Dome Petroleum of Calgary announced two weeks ago it will build a
$2.8 billion LNG liquefaction plant on
the B.C. coast, either at Powell River,
Prince Rupert, Kitimat or Britannia
Beach, which would put supertankers in
Howe Sound.

pressway, crashing to the ground and
spilling its contents.
Says commissioner Paul : " I don 't
even like to think about the possible
consequences of something like that
happening. You could then have liquid
getting into the sewer system or in the
subway and it's inevitable it would be
ignited."
He said if there were a fire in one of
the Distrigas storage tanks there would
be no possibility of extinguishing it.
Their only chance would be to keep the

This is the fireball of the doomsday
nightmares.
The industry claims that in the event
of a minor spill LNG can be contained in
dykes and blanketed with foam . At sea,
where tankers routinely vent small
amounts of gas en route to relieve the
pressure in its cargo tanks, the gas
cloud floats harmlessly away. In the the
case of a major spill (for example from
a tanker collision) the energy generated
by the crash itself would immediately
ignite .LNG vapor ~nd the result would

The Cosgriffs, co-founders of BLAST (Bring Legal Action to Stop the Tanks) are no long-haired,
anti-establishment weirdos trying to stand in the way of technology they barely understand. Over
the years they have become experts in the movement and storage of liquified natural gases and have
frequently been called on to brief politicians and political aspirants.
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The Cosgriffs are the parents of 14 children, grandparents of nine, who got involved because, they
say, they fear for their lives if huge quantities of LNG are stored a mile down the road from where
they live.
The tanks, located on the narrow Arthur Kill waterway that separates Staten Island from New
Jersey, are already in place and have been since 1974. Each has a capacity of 900,000 barrels, which
make them the largest liquid fuel tanks in the world. But because of public pressure, which began in
a church hall in Pleasant Plains in 1972 and slowly gained state-wide political momentum, the tanks
have never been used.
They remain empty – monuments the size of stadiums – towering tributes to ordinary folk who
stood up to industry and said: “Not in our neighborhood you don’t.”
“We are not against LNG,” says Gene. “We are against it being stored in populated areas. A facility
that size in a crowded metropolitan area like Staten Island is nothing short of insane.”
On February 10, 1973, a tragedy happened that took 40 lives.
A supposedly empty LNG tank at Bloomfield, Staten Island, blew up, lifting off the 70-ton roof and
reducing the tank to rubble. Forty workmen who had been repairing its liner were killed. According
to the Cosgriffs, residual fumes in the tank’s insulation had seeped back into the tank and ignited,
despite the fact that the tank had been empty for a year and a large vent had been cut in its roof.
Every year now, BLAST holds a memorial motorcade and service at the site of the tragedy.
“It’s usually snowing and it’s usually very cold,” says Edwina. “But it helps to remind people what
this fight is all about.”
Because of public concerns on Hydro’s LNG project, Port Moody Council “voted unanimously to budget
$2,000 for a professional study of the liquified natural gas storage plant.” 367
On Tuesday night, February 2, 1982, “just one day after Port Moody council authorized $2,000 to be
spent on a risk analysis study on a liquid natural gas plant,” “a pilot light in Imperial Oil’s Ioco refinery
went out and the waste hydrogen sulphide gas that normally is burned off at the top of the stack was
simply released.”
Downtown Port Moody was thick with the rotten-egg smell that characterizes the gas, as the pocket
moved around with the air currents.
The police department was swamped with calls from worried citizens.
The foul-smelling and poisonous cloud drifted across Burrard Inlet and when it got to the Barnet
Highway it hit the slow-moving rush hour traffic. Two drivers lost consciousness and their cars
wobbled off into the ditch.
Another drove madly to the Port Moody police station and collapsed inside the front door, saying,
“What the hell hit me?”
All three were treated in Royal Columbian Hospital in New Westminster and later released.

367

Gas plant study approved, Vancouver Sun, February 2, 1982.
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The incident has left authorities and environmentalists intensely concerned about the potential for
further trouble in the little city ringed by refineries, chemical plants and sulphur loading docks. 368

The highly toxic sour gas escape incident immediately ‘sparked’ public concern linking it to dangers of
Hydro’s LNG project. So much so, that Port Moody council passed a conditional motion on March 8th
against the LNG project, a motion “sent to the councils of all surrounding municipalities.” 369
At the beginning of February, the GVRD announced it was hosting a public hearing on March 8, 1982,
regarding the LNG proposal, a hearing date later changed to April 1st, April Fools Day. Over that time
period, citizens and public interest groups became better armed and ready to take on B.C. Hydro. Public
concern was accelerated with the advanced publication of a full-page article in the Vancouver Sun two
days prior on March 29th by former Sun columnist and Greenpeace founder Robert Hunter, titled, “A
time-bomb in Ioco?”
At the top of the article was a sketch drawing of downtown Vancouver, showing the recognizable or
landmark high rises such as the Vancouver Hotel, the big clock tower near Georgia and Granville, and the
Sheraton Landmark hotel with its rotating restaurant at the top. Looming behind the high-rise structures
was a gigantic mushroom cloud formation generated by an enormous LNG explosion, and in the middle
of the cloud was an image of a human skull. Inset in the middle of the long article was a summary
statement in large italic font:
It is all very well for the executive of B.C. Hydro to arbitrarily decide where they are going to set
down this titanic time-bomb, but the people who have to live with the plant, and take the risks,
haven’t been consulted.
Bob Hunter’s reference to the public not being “consulted,” which he referred to as “a couple of little
coffee parties,” was rebutted by Hydro’s Dan McGuire in his April 1st piece in the Vancouver Sun, the
day of GVRD’s public hearing. McGuire wrote that Hydro had mailed 6,000 brochures in

368
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Gas cloud KOs [Knocks Out] Port Moody drivers, The Province, February 3, 1982.
Port Moody opposing gas storage, Vancouver Sun, March 9, 1982.
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December 1981 to “residents of the area and advertisements appeared in local newspapers,” along with a
March 16, 1982 “display describing the project and including a scale model in the Port Moody public
library.” 370 McGuire’s idea of consultation was mismatched to Hunter’s, namely full disclosure and
consultation through a public hearing process.

370

LNG at Ioco: just how great is the risk? Vancouver Sun, April 1, 1982.
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GAS STORAGE PLANT CONDEMNED

Vancouver Sun
April 2, 1982

Hydro officials ieered, booed
By TED TOWNSEND
More than 400 angry residents jammed a Greater Vancouver regional district public information meeting in
Port Moody Thursday to condemn a
proposal by B.C. Hydro to build a liquefied natural gas storage plant in nearby
loco.
B.C. Hydro officials ignored jeers
and catcalls and waded calmly through
dozens of pointed questions from residents and local officials as they
presented their case for building the
70,OOO-cubic-metre plant.
The meeting was kicked off with a
presentation by three B.C. Hydro officials,. who spent an hour discussing
their reasons for building the plant at
the Sasamat site in loco and what risks
are involved.
Using a dual screen slide presentation, the Hydro officals told the crowd
that they want to build the storage tank
to store LNG for use during winter
months when usage peaks beyond the
the normal capacity of Hydro's system.
Hydro vice-president Keith Kidd told
the audience that the risks involved
were minimal and that the probabilities' of an accident were so low as to be
insignificant.
Throughout the meeting Kidd insist:
ed that, "if the factual evidence showed
that there was a risk to nearby citizens
involved in building the plant, we
wouldn't be building the plant."
For the most part, Hydro's comments were jeered or laughed at by the
capacity crowd. The audience roared
its approval each time one of the many
local municipal politicians and spokesmen Mr residents groups dished out
criticism of the plan.
MLA Stu Leggatt (NDP-CoquitiamMoody) asked why the plant had to go in
loco.
"People don't want to establish their
homes next to an LNG plant," Leggatt
said. "That alone should mean it's an
inappropriate site."
Hydro project manager Dan
McGuire said the Sasamat site was one
of five possible sites but is considered
the best because it provided a good
buffer zone between the plant and nearby homes and businesses and it was the
most economically suited.
"We believe the hazards to be nil, "

ANGRY RESIDENTS
. . . jeers and catcalls

he said, to jeers from the audience.
He said the plant site exceeds Canadian standards for being a safe distance from its neighbors. He said it is
also geographically blocked off from its
neighbors, meaning that, if there was
an accident causing a spill, the liquefied gas would vaporize and disperse to
safe levels in the atmosphere within the
plant houndaries.

In addition, McGuire said, if there
was a fire , the gas would be contained
on site.
But Port Moody Ald. Ru ss Smith
presented the GVRD with a report on
the hazards of an accident at the plant
prepared for Port Moody council by
Professor James Fay of the mechanical engineering department of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technnology.
Fay said that, should the LNG tank
collapse, a dense, flammable gas
plume could travel four kilometres,
reaching both the Burrard thermal station and the loco oil refinery. With a
westerly wind, he said, the flammable
vapor might be carried as far as Port
Moody.
Fay was critical of a Hydro-commis'
sioned risk analysis report that cited a
"worst case" accident as the possibility of a large aircraft crashing into the
plant. He said it was more likely the
three-level LNG tank could be ruptured
by an earthquake.
Smith said Fay was also concerned
that not enough had been done to assess
the effects of an ignition of a vapor
cloud near the oil refinery at loco.
But McGuire said the tank has has
been structured to withstand an earthquake registering 7.5 on the Richter
scale. He said that strong an earthquake could be expected once in 10,000
years.
Each of the municipal councils in the
area had represenatives on hand to
criticize the project.
Ald . Les Garrison of Coquitlam ,
Mayor Ted Baxter of Belcarra and Ald.
Doug Vater of Port Coquitiam all said
they were confused by the conflicting
reports surrounding the proposal and
thought more study and public hearings were necessary to, in Garrison's
words, clear up the fear of the unknown.
"I'm hot upset with what we have
heard said and have read, " added Baxter. "But I'm worried about what hasn't been said."
Spokesman for several residents '
groups also lambasted the project and
presented the GVRD with petitions
signed by more than 2,500 residents
from Belcarra, loco, Anmore and Port
Moody who opposed the plan.
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The public anger and annoyance with B.C. Hydro’s LNG project’s
proximity to population centres, concerns witnessed at the April 1st
meeting and transmitted on front page newsprint and coverage on radio
and television, was undoubtedly responsible for provoking Energy
Minister McClelland and Industry and Small Business Development
Minister Don Phillips to invoke a new energy project policy.

The Ministers’ April 6th joint announcement imposed new location restrictions on existing and future
petrochemical and LNG project proposals. No projects would be permitted in the Lower Mainland
and/or near its seaports, and all project proposals would be shifted and confined to location sites in
the northern half of British Columbia! Though the sudden announcement may have greatly pleased
Lower Mainland residents, where B.C.’s majority voters resided, it undoubtedly worried and mortified
northern residents who would become targets of future petroleum developments, a new northern firing
line.
[McClelland] urged those companies with projects aimed at southern locations (they included B.C.
Resources and Westcoast Transmission) to re-submit their projects with northern sites in mind.
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The announcement means that the province’s natural gas-based industries of the future will be
based in places such as Kitimat and Prince Rupert on the north coast; near northeastern towns such
as Dawson Creek and Ft. St. John, or possibly central Prince George. 371
The B.C. government says it wants development of natural gas processing industries restricted to
the interior and north of the province. … The Canterra Energy Ltd. petrochemical-fertilizer project
proposed for Annacis Island in the Fraser River will not be allowed to proceed. 372
By March 1985, following a new federal
/ provincial energy agreement that would
reduce and eventually abolish the federal
Petroleum and Gas Revenue Tax,
rumours were afoot that the government
seemed “likely to reverse its decision not
to allow new projects to be located in the
Lower Mainland.”373

4 – 2. The Privatization
/ Deregulation of B.C.’s
Natural Gas
While staff representatives were smiling
and comforting visitors at B.C. Hydro’s
Ioco LNG open house on December 2,
1981, with “coffee and sandwiches,”
“assuring Port Moody residents they will
not be in danger,” 374 Canterra, a Calgary
oil and gas company, was preparing a
press conference for December 3rd at the Four Seasons Hotel in downtown Vancouver. Canterra was
“formerly known as Aquitaine Canada Ltd.,” and was now “owned by Canada Development
Corporation.” Canterra, with “two partners Enterprise Miniere et Chimique of France and Sumitomo of
Japan,” proposed a massive “$1.6 billion petrochemical and fertilizer complex” on 659 acres of industrial
land to be situated either in the eastern part of Richmond municipality or on Annacis Island. 375
Canterra’s project package immediately aroused public concern and anxiety for Lower Mainland residents
and politicians. The project involved three major components: “an extraction plant in Taylor, B.C. for
producing ethane and other liquified gases; a [new 700-mile] pipeline to transport the liquid natural gas to
Lower Mainland site; the [$1.2 billion Richmond] plant itself, producing about 350,000 metric tonnes per
year (MTY) of ethylene-based petrochemicals and 400,000 MTY of potassium sulphate and sodium
B.C. gas plants must ‘go north,’ Vancouver Sun, April 6, 1982.
LNG ‘restricted’ to interior, north, The Province, April 7, 1982.
373
Energy pact puts projects back on track, Vancouver Sun, March 29, 1985.
374
Hydro discusses LNG plans, The Province, December 3, 1981.
375
Billion-buck gas plant mooted here, Richmond Review, December 4, 1981.
371
372
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sulphate.” Public opposition led to the formation of The Concerned Citizen Action League in
Richmond.376

The December 4, 1981, Richmond newspaper article reported that Canterra was but “one of 11 natural gas
projects being reviewed by Bob McClelland, B.C. minister of energy, mines and petroleum resources” in
1981, declared under the government’s Natural Gas Allocation Program (NGAP).
Last July [17th, 1981], in what was either a bankruptcy sale or a clever marketing ploy, the B.C.
energy ministry placed ads in newspapers around the world inviting the petrochemical industry to
make use of B.C. natural gas. This super, natural B.C. gas campaign paid off, attracting 15 offers to
376

Protest grows over LNG plant, Richmond Review, March 24, 1982.
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build everything here from small fertilizer factories to huge liquified natural gas export
terminals. 377
The other major project proposals included four
LNG terminals, five petrochemical plants, 378
and two export pipelines:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Dome Petroleum Ltd. and partners
TransCanada Pipelines Ltd. and Nova,
for a $3.3 billion LNG terminal near
Prince Rupert. Dome Petroleum, with
partners Canadian Occidental Petroleum
Ltd., Westcoast Transmission, and
Mitsubishi’s accompanying proposal for
a $1.4 billion ethylene and ethane-based
petrochemical plant near Prince Rupert.
Petro-Canada, Westcoast Transmission
Ltd., and Mitsui and Co. of Japan (the
Rim Gas Group), for a $2.3 billion LNG
terminal near Kitimat.
Carter Energy Ltd., for a $5.6 billion
combined LNG terminal and
petrochemical plant near Prince Rupert.
Carter has the backing for future
additional gas from Noranda’s
subsidiary, Canadian Hunter
Exploration.
Westcoast Transmission Ltd., British
Columbia Resources Investment Corp.
(BCRIC), Union oil of California, and
Chieftain Development Co. proposal for
a $630 million ammonia-fertilizer plant.
Ocelot Industries Ltd. proposal for a
$446 million methanol and ammonia
plant.
Mitsui Chemicals Ltd. proposal for an ammonia plant.
Canadian Methanol Ltd. proposal for a methanol plant.
Wainoco Oil and Gas Ltd., with support from Czar Resources Ltd. and Aquitaine Co. of Canada,
proposal for increased gas pipeline export to the United States.

A determined Dome … pushes toward an LNG site in B.C., untroubled by the hazards involved, Vancouver Sun, March 17,
1982.
378
“Some of them combine LNG and petrochemicals, while others combine fertilizers and petrochemicals.” 3 major energy
projects offered, Vancouver Sun, August 31, 1981.
377
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•

Westcoast Transmission Ltd. proposal for a 10-year extension to its end of 1989 contract of its
existing gas pipeline export to the United States.

One source stated that the total “surplus” gas supply project proposals from northeast B.C. gas source
facilities amounted to a whopping “750 billion cubic feet [bcf] a year (more than the annual Canadian
export total to the U.S.),” 379 a figure five times greater than what British Columbia customers consumed
annually in 1981! According to gas statistics presented by the Canadian Petroleum Association to the
provincial Govier Commission on January 20, 1982, “at present, about 230 bcf a year is allocated for
sales [from British Columbia] to the United States, while B.C. itself consumes just over 150 bcf a
year.”380

Another estimate reported in March 1982 was 100 million bcf higher:
The forthcoming 10 proposals for 12 projects proved to be a consultant’s cornucopia, with
combined gas requirements approaching 859 billion cubic feet (bcf) annually, and a combined
capital investment of more than $14 billion. 381
The March 1982 estimate was closer to what Energy Minister McClelland originally stated to the
Canadian Gas Association meeting in his July 17, 1981, address, a figure six times B.C.’s annual
consumption:
“If all of these proposals were approved, they would require more than 900 billion cubic feet of gas
a year. … we do not have near that surplus of gas. “We estimate – based on National Energy Board
criteria – that we have a surplus in the range of 50 to 75 billion cubic feet a year.” 382
379

Victoria withholds gas project details, Vancouver Sun, September 16, 1981.
CPA wants B.C. to stop new gas exports, The Calgary Herald, January 21, 1982.
381
Gas inquiry leaves many loose ends, by Dominic (D.A.) Watson, Financial Post, March 20, 1982.
382
Program designed for gas surplus, Abbotsford News, July 18, 1981.
380
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The ‘surplus natural gas’ argument was an ambitious ploy used
by some petroleum companies to create new foreign markets
with two aims in mind: to stimulate investor and political frenzy
for the project proposals, and secondly to ramp up petroleum
exploration drilling while unleashing access to recently capped
petroleum wells in western Canada. That objective was
summarized by Inland Natural Gas president Robert Kadlec in
his careful choice of language:
The National Energy Board, in its most recent report,
foresaw no gas surpluses for export at the time of their
research. We hope this will be rectified by added
incentives for exploration and development, and by a
reassessment of the formulas used for calculating
exportable surpluses.383
Aside from the aims of some petroleum companies, the
Canadian Petroleum Association stated in a brief to the
government’s upcoming Govier Commission that its collective
members were opposed to a foreign or an offshore gas export
scheme, recommending that any generated surplus gas should be
entirely reserved for the American export market.
In a surprise move, the Canadian Petroleum Association
(CPA) has advised the British Columbia government to
hold off on approving any new natural gas exports from
the province.
In a direct slap in the face for the would-be sponsors of
three LNG terminals who want to sell to Japan and Korea,
the CPA recommends that if there is a gas surplus in B.C.,
it should be used for increased pipeline exports to the
United States. … The association suggests that without
dramatic improvements to the economics of drilling in
B.C., gas supplies will gradually decline from 1986
onwards. 384
The surplus gas markets scheme began in October 1980 when
Dome Petroleum testified before the newly created B.C.
Utilities Commission. Dome’s president Bill Richards stated on
October 3rd that “there’s a vast potential in Europe, Japan,
Sweden, and others … the potential markets are legion … but

383

Where the action will be, by Robert Kadlec, President, Inland Natural Gas Co. Published in The Financial Post, November
7, 1981. Kadlec was chairman of the Canadian Gas Association from June 1980 to June 1981.
384
CPA wants B.C. to stop new gas exports, The Calgary Herald, January 21, 1982.
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you can’t develop new markets without the supply.” 385 Some three months later B.C. Premier Bill
Bennett and his train were off to Japan, in part, to sing to Dome’s new fiddle:
Coal will again be on the agenda when Mr. Bennett and party hit Tokyo on the last leg of this
proposed 16-day, six-country tour, but the suspicion grows that the Premier will be dealing in a
substance considerably cleaner that coal on this tour: liquified natural gas. 386

Dome was most likely the primary mover and instigator behind the B.C. ‘surplus gas’ shenanigans
because of what it unsuccessfully attempted to pull off one year previous in November 1979. Dome,
which bought the assets of Anaconda Co. of Canada on November 1, 1979, had negotiated with Copper
Beach Estates for the purchase of “about 500 acres at Britannia Beach,” the Howe Sound dock and lands
of the infamous copper mine just south of Squamish, for “future off-shore shipments.”
Informed sources in the oil industry say that Dome – Canada’s largest producer and marketer of
natural gas liquids – has expressed an interest in developing a liquified natural gas port on the West
Coast. And, given South Korea’s interest in purchasing more LNG, possibly from Canada, Dome
385
386

Europe and Japan gas sale potential vast, Dome says, Vancouver Sun, October 4, 1980.
At least the pretence of work, by Marjorie Nichols, Vancouver Sun, January 21, 1981.
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might well be planning to build an LNG port at Britannia Beach, the first of its kind on the B.C.
Coast. 387
“It was very stupid of us to have registered the land in Dome’s name,” [Dome president, Bill]
Richards said. “It should have been done through a trust company.” 388

Public opposition was instantaneous and gained momentum, led primarily by the Save Howe Sound
Committee which had successfully fought in 1972 against a coal loading facility in Squamish, and had
recently battled against an open copper pit mining proposal on Gambier Island, a large mountainous
island in Howe Sound just north of Bowen Island. By mid-November, B.C. Environment Minister Rafe
Mair announced that Cabinet agreed to conduct a land use study of the area through the government’s
Environmental Land Use Committee. Dome’s Britannia Beach proposal was overturned despite B.C.
Energy Minister Jim Hewitt’s open and feeble support of the project.
The LNG and petrochemical projects’ race began after Dome filed a pre-application to the Ministry of
Energy on April 21, 1981, for its multi-billion-dollar proposal.
Preliminary engineering is under way on a new pipeline to carry gas to the coast and on the
liquefaction, storage and shipping terminal facilities. Three sites on the B.C. Coast are being studied
and the terminal will be located at one of those sites. 389
----In between lobbying for their project and dangling the economic carrot of an LNG shipyard before
the government’s eyes, Dome has indulged in grassroots politics in attempting to gather support
from the Port Simpson people.
In early 1981, before their proposal was made known to the general public, Dome officials started
turning up in the small coastal town, bringing with them a raft of presentations, slide shows, and
speeches. “At one point there,” a Port Simpson resident recalled recently: “it

387

Sound eyed for tanker port: Dome buying land at Britannia Beach, Vancouver Sun, November 7, 1979.
Britannia plant may process gas for South Korea, The Province, November 9, 1979.
389
LNG project takes a step, Times Colonist, April 22, 1981. In a January 21, 1981, article in the Vancouver Sun, Dome had
four port locations in mind: Port Alberni, Britannia Beach, Kitimat and Prince Rupert.
388
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INVITATION fOR PROPOSALS
DISPOSITION OF BRmSH COLUMBIA
SURPWS NATURAL GAS
The overnment ofBriti h olumbia is eking mpetitive
prop als for the u e f natural as, urplu to d me, ti
requirement , for natural ga -ba ed ( r natural ga
liquid -based) industries such a pelrochcmi alar
fertilizers , or for export (via pipeline or a LNG). Thi all
for pr posal will lead to negotiations between the
government and all potentially intere ted parties with
respect to the conditions of ale of natural ga andlor natural
gas liquid . It should be noted that trong c nsideration will
be given to tho e ompanie whose pr p sal. may in lude
measures for proving up additional natural ga re erves.
All partie intere ted in ubrnittin a propo al are requested
to identify them elves through a letter of intent by
August 31, 1981. Detailed proposal must be submitted by
December I, 1981. Detail a to pe if! ation for the preparation of propo als and the I Iter of intent may be
obtained by contacting:

E.R. MA GREGOR
ASSISTANT D PUrY MINISTER
ENERGY RE UR ES BRAN H
MI IS1RY OF ENER Y, MIN SAND
PETR LEUM R S UR E
PARLIAMENT BUILDING
VlCTORIA, BRm H COLUMBIA
CANADA
VSV 1X4 TELEX: 049-7135

(ffi)
Province of British Columbia
Ministry of Energy, Mines
and Petroleum Resources.
Hon. Bob McClelland , Minister.
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seemed like there were zillions of [Dome]
consultants around here. Every plane that
landed was full of them.”
Dome then began distributing a “project
newsletter” to residents, with headlines
that reflect its content: “Careful Planning
and Detailed Study Make Safe LNG
Operations Possible.” It also passed out a
risk analysis study purporting to show that
safety was not a problem. “Because the
large distances involved,” the study states
(referring to the 2.5 km distance between
the town and the plant site), “there would
be no public consequences” from an LNG
vapor spill or fire. Prepared for Dome by
a U.S. consulting firm, the study is oddly
at variance with U.S. federal regulations.
In response to all this corporate attention,
the Port Simpson Indian Band formed an
LNG Committee, hired a lawyer, and
asked Dome for $265,000 to conduct its
own independent risk analysis studies.
Negotiations for funding are still
underway, but to cap their public relations
program, Dome recently flew a number of
Port Simpson people to Alaska, where
they toured an LNG facility on the Kenai
Peninsula.
Still, the gloves came off last spring at a
town public meeting when one band
councillor asked the Dome executives
directly: “What if the people of Port
Simpson don’t want this thing?”
A Dome spokesman said the company
wanted Port Simpson’s cooperation, but
that the project would go ahead
regardless. 390

A determined Dome … pushes toward an LNG site in B.C., untroubled by the hazards involved. Vancouver Sun, March 17,
1982.
390
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By DON WHITELEY
San BUliIIeu Wrller

The provincial government announced Tuesday it bas letters of intent
lor 15 major natural gas fed industrial
projects in B.C., but released DO details
of the projects.
The government said it had 13 letters

of intent covering 15 projects. or the 15,
th ree are LNG plants, three involve
pipeline gas sales, and nine are petrochemical projects.
Among the companies listed were
Aquitaine, Dome Petroleum, Canadian
Occidental, Westcoasl Transmission,
Mitsubishi Corp., Ca lter Oil and Gas,
Noranda Gas Industries, Sumltomo
Corp., Marubeoi, Ocelot Industries,
Petro-Canada, Mitsui, B.C. Resources,
Chiefta in Development, Union Oil
(California), Noreen Energy Resources, and C. Itoh.
A press statement put out by the
ministry of Energy, Mines, and Petroleum Resources, provides no information on the following points:
• Which companies are involved in
which projects.

• How much natural gas is needed. by
each project, and how much capital investment eacb project represents.
• Where the specific projects will be
located, and what specific products
each will produce.
Requests for additional information
were turned down with the argument
that because all these projects are just
at the letter of intent stage, there is DO
need to release details.
" You'll have to get any additional
information from the companies," a
{spok esman in the comm unications
branch sa id.
Pat Hrushowy, outgoing communications director for the energy ministry,
said some companies had asked that
their names not be revea led at this
time . There are, therefore, companies
with proje cts the provincial government is not mentioning.
The press release did say that the
total capita l investments lor all the
projects is about $12 billion, and the
total gas requirement is 750 hillion
cubic (ee t a year (more than Canada

exported to tbe U,S. last year).
Tuesday was the deadline for anyone
interested in bu ilding a gas-fired
project in the province to let the provincial government know of its intentions.
Detailed proposals mu st be filed lby
Dec. I. altertbat the cabinet will decide
which projects' should proceed. There
will be no public bearing into the
project selection.
Several compani es have already
released specific details of th ei r
projects l among them :
Carter Oil aod Gas: A combined
LNG -petrochemical project in the
Prince Rupert area . Noranda is participating in studies, and Canadian Hunter
has farmed out some exploration rights
Cor $500 million to find the gas to feed it.
Dome Petroleum: An LNG plant at
Grassy Point near Port Simpson, and a
propane-butane extraction plant in the
Interior. Ca nadian Occidental is a partner in the LNG plant and Westcoast
Transmission is a partner in the Uquids
plant.
Petro-Canada : An LNG plant , in
partnership with Westcoast, to be built

in the Kitimat area or near Prince R!:lpert. It is also involved in a proposal lor
a fertilizer plant on the coast.
West.coast Transmission: Leader ot.
a four-cnmpany consortium (including
B.C. Resources, Union Oil , and CheiC·
tain Developments) proposing a CertG
lizer plant either on Vancouver Islanc1.
or at Powell River.
Otelot Industries: Proposing a ferti:
lizer plant at Kitimat , adjacent to a
methanol plant already und er construction.
Norcen Energy Rt'sl)W'Ces : Proposing a combination LNG and petrochemical plant in the Prince Rupert are-a,
Japanese trading company C. Itoh is a
partner.
..
Aquitaine Canada Ltd.: Hopes to
build a com bination ferti lizer and'
petrochemical plant in the B.C. lnteri:

or.

Any fu rthe r details about otbe i
proposals will likely have to wait (ot
the individual companies to decide they
are ready to tell the public what they
want todo.

$12 billion ready
for gas projects
By SHANE McCUNE
Followln, a two-week extension
to allow iut-minute entries, tbe
race for rl,btl to dei elop B.C.'s
surplus bas been aatrOwed to a
baker's dozen.
As Tuesday's deadline for ,as
development proposals expired,
B.C. Ener,y Minister Bob McClelland said bls ministry baa received
13 letters of i9tent for liquefied
natural,as exPorts, petrocbemical
and methanol plants.
Tbe letters cover 16 proposed
projects of wblcb three deal with
LNG projects, three wltb pipeline
salel and nine wltb petrocbemlcal
.projects.
Tbe total,.. requirements of the
projects under conltructlon ,"ould
be 750 billion cubic feet (bel) annually.
Total capital investment involved for the projectl outlined would
exceed fl2 billion.
Aquitalne Co. of Canada Ltd .,
Dome Petroleum Ltd ., Canadian
Occidental Petroleum Ltd., WestcOllt Transmission Co. Ltd., MItsubilbi Chemical Industrie. Ltd .,
Carter 011 and Gas, Noranda Gas
Industries, Sumitomo Corp . ,
Marubeni Corp., Ocelot Industries

,lI

Province
September 16, 1981

Ltd., Petro Canada, Mitsui and'Co. lilt two yean bave dwindled
Ltd., B.C. Resources Ltd., and C. mightily. But · now it looks as
ltob ~nd Co. Ltd. are amon, tbe thou,b there won't be enou,b to
Interested companies and consor- around.
Tbe 75().bcf combined demand of
tia.
Tbe tbree contenders for LNG tbe projects - not lncludln,
projects - of wblcb only one Is present domestl~ and U.S. export
likely to be approved and bullt at a demand - .compares with a total
cost of more than f3 billion - are :
production of 1,028-bcf for
B.C.
• Carter Oil and Gas, in associa- domestic and export Ullin 11180.
tion wltb Noranda, tbe Japanese
Total provincial reserves are
companies Suinltomo and Marube- estimated by·tbe B.C. Petroleum
nl, and a Korean partner, Daewoo Corp. at sll,btly more than 10 trilIndultrlal.
lion cubic feet.
• Rim Gas Project, beaded by
Petro-Canada and Westcoast In
partnersblp wltb MitsuI.
• Dome Petroleum, In po,rtl!llr- •
ship wltli lIill.~IIIiIl'" NI~"' -J./III,
Abllnt from the list was Noreon
Eoerey Resources Ltd. of Toronto,
whlcb bad earlier Indicated It I
intention to compete for the LNG
project.
Noreen's ~Id bad lain fallow for
montbl, however, and the company never announced Japanese
tradin, partners or even a preliminary site selection.
Noreen oUietals were not available for comment Tuesday.
Due to failing U.S . markets,
sales of surplus B.C. ,as over the

,0

,88
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In order to validate the major projects to be tapped from provincial
‘surplus gas,’ and before final gas export details and licenses would
be certified by the National Energy Board, government was first
obligated to wait upon the B.C. Utilities Commission (BCUC) to
conduct an inquiry on how much surplus gas the province had and
how much more might be required. Stating that the BCUC “is too
busy,” 391 therefore preventing it “from holding the hearings as
planned,” 392 Cabinet instead bypassed the BCUC and appointed
Dr. George Govier through an executive decision on November 30,
1981, to head a special one-man commission under the provincial
Inquiry Act, the Inquiry on British Columbia’s Requirements,
Supply, and Surplus of Natural Gas and Natural Gas Liquids.
It was unusual for B.C. Cabinet to bypass BCUC’s responsibilities
by setting up the Govier Commission under the separate authority of a legal
provincial inquiry. Given the early international momentum stage of
privatization and deregulation mechanics taking shape at that time under the
functionary heads of State British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and U.S.
President Ronald Reagan, and the concurrent spirit of embrace of that
tentacled momentum by the Social Credit Party inner ring, 393 there are
grounds to speculate that there were likely hidden objectives behind Cabinet’s
decision for the Commission. This likelihood becomes apparent with the
government’s subsequent internal contract with Govier on August 2, 1982,
and follow-up public announcement in September 1982 for Govier to chair a
small in-house study group. In its February 1983 Report on the Marketing of
British Columbia Natural Gas, the four-man Govier group would recommend
deregulation of natural gas marketing policies and a new royalty scheme for
the collective benefit of private industry, all necessary steps for Social Credit
Cabinet’s eventual dismantling of the B.C. Petroleum Corporation and the
sale of B.C. Hydro’s gas division. The February 1983 Govier study group
report, which government controversially withheld from the public for seven
long months until its release in September 1983, was later referred to by one
of its study group members, Mark M. Moseley, as a “seminal document with
respect to natural gas deregulation in British Columbia.” 394

391

McClelland sets up gas export inquiry, The Province, December 2, 1981.
Energy consultant to study gas reserves, Vancouver Sun, December 2, 1981.
393
I.e., in 1980, the Fraser Institute, a Canadian think-tank created in 1974 and which obtained U.S. status in 1978, published
“Privatization: Theory and Practice,” by Ted Ohashi. In 1981, Canadian economist Verne Atrill “completed a study for the
federal government called Privatization is the Way Out and said he favors moves by the former Progressive Conservative
government in Ottawa and the existing British Columbia government, who both espoused a return of government-held assets
either to the private sector or to individual citizens.” (Source, Huge debts by Canada, U.S. enough to turn off bankers, in
Nanaimo Daily News, December 3, 1981.). In February 1982, when Atrill toured Canada promoting his new book, The
Freedom Manifesto, in a Vancouver speech he wanted “governments to engage in a massive sale of assets and “privatization”
of services on a scale undreamed of by the most conservative.” Source: Verne’s inflation cure would force Ottawa to stop
‘stealing assets,’ The Province, March 1, 1982.
394
Natural Gas Deregulation in British Columbia: A 1987 Perspective, Alberta Law Review, Vol. XXVI, No. 1.
392
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Govier’s Background
Dr. George Govier, a chemical engineer and former professor of chemical engineering at the University of
Alberta (1940-1963), had served with the Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB), * Alberta’s
energy regulator, for 30 years (1948 – 1978), 16 years of which he served as its chairman (1962 – October
1978). He took leave for two years during his position as ERCB chairman to serve as Alberta’s Chief
Deputy Minister of Energy and Natural Resources (1975-1977). In 1976,
Govier received the Order of Canada. In 1975, Govier became chairman
of the World Petroleum Congress’ Scientific Program Committee. As
Govier retired from the ERCB in late 1978, and as Oilweek Magazine
celebrated him as its 1978 “Oil Man of the Year,” Govier established his
own private energy resource consultancy business – Govier Consulting
Services Ltd. – with an office on the 24th floor of the Royal Bank
building in Calgary. In December 1978, the Royal Bank coincidentally
appointed Govier as its energy resource (oil and gas) consultant. He was
soon appointed as director of Texaco Canada Inc. (October 1979), as a
director of Bow Valley Resource Services Ltd. (February 1981), and a
director of Canadian Foremost Ltd. In January 1979, Govier became
vice-president of the Coal Mining Research Centre, involved in
upgrading western coal mining. In February 1979, Petro-Canada Ltd.,
the federal crown corporation, hired Govier for advisement on its
national research program, programs which included the development
of Alberta’s tar sands and an LNG export proposal in the Arctic. In 1981,
Petro-Canada’s petroleum wells in northeast B.C. accounted for 43% of
natural gas production. In March 1980, Govier became an associate in
the Foster Research Partnership, “a partnership of Canadian consultants”
serving “both industry and government in the fields of supply/demand
price analysis, project feasibility assessment, economic impact evaluation,
industrial analysis, business valuations, planning and regulatory
economics.” ** By 1985, some three years after his role as one-man
commissioner in B.C., and his appointment in August 1982 to chair a
Study Group on the Marketing of British Columbia Natural Gas, Govier
became chairman of The Canadian Major Projects Association, an
“exclusive new club, which is quietly bringing together corporate and
government elites,” setting up “jobs by the thousands and investments on
an astronomical scale as its targets.” The new Association “was born after
a private meeting last year with leaders of a similar British group in the Toronto boardroom of the Royal
Bank,” “a select group of about 40 planners,” “deputy ministers from both the federal and provincial
governments,” **** and “top executives of leading oil companies, chartered banks, utility and power
companies, and insurance and investment firms.” *****

* On June 1, 1971, the Alberta government extended the function of the Oil and Gas Conservation Board by
launching the new Energy Resources Conservation Board. This occurred when government introduced the Energy
Resources Conservation Act, a new Ministry of Environment, and amendments to other energy legislation and
regulations.
** Announcement in the Calgary Herald, March 3, 1980.
*** New business ‘club’ ready to flex muscles, Calgary Herald, May 14, 1985.
**** Large-scale energy projects seen possible, Calgary Herald, April 13, 1985.
***** New business ‘club’ ready to flex muscles, Calgary Herald, May 14, 1985.
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Socreds fear release
of far-reaching report
on natu ral gas policies

National Post, Odobfr 1, 1983

l
Gas industry needs

Comment/ by Dominic Wiltson

OOMINIC WATSON is a VanCO&H'f'r eeer

nomic consultant.

bigger shot in the
arm than this
VANCOU VER

Tim RECENTLY released study' by George
Govier on marketing British Columbin's
natural gas sends sornt welcome signals. It
shows the province is willing to take steps to
reduce the role of government in the economy in ways more meaningful than the
controversial changes to human rights and
other social legislat ion. But more policy
refinements are necessary to enable the
energy companies to realize their full p0tent iaL
As had been expected. the major initia·
lives put forward involve replacing the
existing system for marketing and taxing
natural gas production with something that
closely resembles the system in Alberta,

That is:

• Inst ituting an explicit royalty system to
replace the British Columbia Petroleum
Corp. as the main revenue collector
• Tying the wholesa le price of natural
gas to the price or crude oil
• Allowing producers to sell gas directly
to customers. bypassing the utilities
• Introducing an "Cllport flowback"
mechanism. whereby earnings from ell'
ports of B.C. gas are rebated to producers.

Three
Calgarians
h0 nored

Calgary Herald

December 24, 1982

(He.... ld Ilaff-(P)

Dr. George Govier

George Govier, former chairman of Alberta's
Energy Resources Conservation Board, haa been
named an officer of the Order of Canada.
Two other Calgarians, mist IUingworth Kerr
and petroleum specialist George Furnival. will
be appointed members of the Order of Canada,
Governor General Edward Schreyer announced
today in Ottawa.
The three are among 63 Canadians named to
the order. including author·playwright Morley
Callaghan, Canada's ambassador to the U.S.
Allan Gotlieb and singer Bruce Cockburn.
Govier, who was appointed a member of the
order in 1976, served as chairman of Alberta's
energy board from 1962 to 1978. He also served
as chief deputy minister of energy and natural
resources in the provincial government.
Born in Nanton. Govier graduated from the
University of Michigan with a doctorate in sci·
ence in 1949. Later, he was appointed dean of
the fa culty of engineering at the University of
Alberta.
He is currently a fellow of the Engineering
Institute of Canada, vice· president and director
of the Petroleum Recovery Research Institute
and the chairman of the board and chief execu·
tive officer of Alberta Helium Ltd.

By DON WHITELEY
SUD EDergy Reporter
The recommendation that the
provincial government get out of the
natural gas marketing business and
turn it over to private enterprise is
one of several points contained in
the still-secret Govier report on the
B.C. gas industry.
Chevron Canada president Gerry
Henderson did little more than reiterate that suggestion last week
when the Canadian Petroleum Association's B.C. division held its
annual meeting. Henderson is the
new chairman of the B.C. division.
But when Opposition leader Dave
Barrett later said such a move
would be accomplished " over my
dead body," he virtually guaranteed
that the report, prepared by Alberta
energy expert Dr. George Govier,
will remain secret until after an
election.
Govier'S recommendations are so
far·reaching, according to both
industry and government sources,
that the government is sca red to
death about the impact of public reo
lease.
Barrett's sabre-rattling will con·
vince the Socreds that making the
report public now will simply provide the NDP with a campaign
issue.
Govier, the former chairman of
Alberta's Energy Resollrces Con·
servation Board, concluded , the
sources say, that B.C.'s gas pricing
and marketing system needs a
major overhaul.
Under the current arrangement,
the B.C. Petroleum Corp. huys the
gas for a set price from the produc·
ers. It then sells it to both domestic
and export customers.

I

ANALYSIS

In good times, that means the
bulk of the "profit" from gas sales
flows directly to the government
through BCP C. In bad times, and
that's what we 're having now, it
means all the loss is borne by the
government.
As well, the current system puts
all the marketing pressure on the
petroleum corporation and West·
coast Transmission Ltd., the compa·
ny that operates the pipeline that
moves all B.C.'s gas.
Govier recommends B.C. adopt a
royalty system for gas pricing. That
way , the industry produces and
markets the gas , and the govern·
ment collects its revenues through a
royalty, or a set percentage of the
price.
Aroyalty system would mean the
government has to share a hit more
of the profit in the good times so it
can spread more of the losses in the
bad times.
Marketing, Govier has recom·
mended, should be left to producers.
Let them line up their own sales and,
if they choose, accept a discount
(costing the government nothing) to
move their gas.
If the recommendations are ac·
cepted , it could mean the end of
BCPC. All the corporation really
does now is collect money for the
government, and if that role is removed there isn't anything else to
do.
Neither Govier nor Energy Minister Brian Smith were available for
comment Monday.

Major study
National Pos t, October 1, 1983

Releasing a major study of the B.C. gas
industry, headed by Calpry consultant
George W. Go¥ier, British Columbia EnerBY Minister Stephen Rogen said he wu
ofl'erill8 the industry a new deal. The
gomnment has accepted almolt all tbe
report's recommendations and will I1lOYe
quickly to implement them.
Private producers will nowbe allowed to
sell gas directly to eliaible buyers without
loing through I.e. Petre" _ Corp. This
applies only to future-<ontracted gas and
will eliminate BCPC', monopoly on purchase and sale of natural gas.
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This all fits into a connect-the-dots chronology of events revealed, for
instance, in the January 26, 1982, Vancouver Sun provocative news
article, To the Pawnshop in Tough Times, on the provincial
government’s controversial plans to sell off B.C. Hydro’s natural gas
division. The article was coincidentally published by reporter Marjorie
Nichols on the very first day of the Govier Commission hearings
which were all convened at Vancouver City’s Century Plaza Hotel
from January 26 to March 12, 1982, each Tuesday to Friday.
The urbane Ed Phillips, chairman of Westcoast Transmission,
confirms that during a meeting a few days ago with Energy
Minister Bob McClelland the issue of the sale of Hydro’s gas
division was discussed.
A highly placed business source says that the most likely buyer
of Hydro’s gas division assets would be Inland Natural Gas,
which is now the province’s largest private utility. He says that
even though such a purchase would be “like a mouse swallowing
an elephant” he is confident that Inland could raise the money.
The businessman obviously believes that gas users would be best
served if Hydro gas business were returned to private hands, but
that decision won’t be unanimous by a long shot. 395
In Marjorie Nichols’ follow-up article on January 27th, A Showdown on Hydro’s Future:
In the speech from the throne that
opened the new session of the legislature
last fall, there was a curious line that was
never adequately explained by the
government. It talked about “privatizing”
certain government operations in the
near future.
A highly placed energy department
official told me last night that it is
Hydro’s own legal department that has
prepared the legislation to affect the
separation of the corporation’s electric
and gas operations. … One potential
buyer that has been mentioned is Inland
Natural Gas, which first approached the provincial government eight years ago with a proposal to
buy Hydro’s gas operations. 396

395
396

To the pawnshop in tough times, by Marjorie Nichols, Vancouver Sun, January 26, 1982.
A showdown on Hydro’s future, by Marjorie Nichols, Vancouver Sun, January 27, 1982.
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It would take some five long years of Social Credit Party Cabinet politicking, eventually endorsed
through future Energy Minister Jack Davis, before Inland Natural Gas president Robert Kadlec would
take home his new, and long-awaited, prize.
The outcome of the $850,000 government funded Govier Commission of Inquiry was a 400-page
technical report published by the Queens printer in May 1982. It was a straight-forward, lengthy review of
natural gas marketing mechanics in B.C.: maps, colored charts, facts and figures, statistics on exploration,
production, reserves, operational domestic (residential, commercial) and export transmission use,
projections on annual growth rates, market prices, taxes, and controlling forces. The information was
digested from testimonies and documents from five ministry consultants, B.C. Hydro, the B.C.
Association of Professional Engineers, the B.C. Council of Forest Industries, the Solar Energy Society of
Canada, lawyer Andrew Thompson, and the major players, the 22 petroleum corporations / companies. 397
Even though there was no other
comparable report on this topic published
previously by the provincial government,
the findings of the Commission were
predictable because they more-or-less
matched the Energy Ministry’s existing
data. Hence, it merely confirmed there was
not enough ‘surplus gas’ to feed the frenzy
of major project proposals submitted by
industry for government’s deadline at the
end of 1981, with barely enough surplus
for even one “LNG facility without
supplemental supplies.” 398 For instance,
Dome Petroleum’s LNG project would
require “450 million cubic feet of gas per
day – about equal to B.C.’s current
consumptions.” 399
Govier made economic projections that
favored the interests of the petroleum sector.
In the absence of an adequately favourable economic environment for industry, the Commissioner
forecasts that the level of drilling activity in British Columbia will be in the order of 100 wells per
year. Under favourable conditions, as anticipated, the Commissioner forecasts that drilling
activity will be in the 300 to 500 wells per year range. 400
In his May 1982 report, Govier recommended that if government endorsed a dramatic expansion of
exploration drilling, say in the order of 300 to 500 wells a year, alongside contributions of Alberta’s
surplus gas reserves, there would eventually be sufficient “surplus of marketable natural gas” to warrant
Summarized in the Govier report, Appendix 1-E, “participants and representatives.”
Natural Gas Allocation Process, Technical Analysis, Staff Paper, Province of BC, October 1982, page 17.
399
More B.C. gas considered for LNG plant, Vancouver Sun, March 4, 1983.
400
Commissioner Inquiry on British Columbia’s Requirements, Supply and Natural Gas and Natural Gas Liquids, Technical
Report, recommendation and finding #7, page 8.
397
398
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international export. And by way of a separate government working committee opinion, “without new
firm marketing opportunities such as offered by the LNG project, it was unlikely that the [300-500 wells]
target exploration activity would take place.” 401 More drilling, more pipelines, more facilities, more
investments, more jobs, more gas!
As a former and long-experienced chair of Alberta’s energy regulator (ERBC), surplus gas Commissioner
Govier well-understood that increased oil and gas drilling operations would, in turn, increase
environmental degradations and increase existing land use conflicts on agricultural and first nation lands
within the vast boundaries of Peace River and Fort Nelson Regional Districts. 402 The long-term social
and cumulative environmental costs were not accounting objectives the government should have
mandated for consideration in the Govier Commission’s Terms of Reference.

After the release of the late May 1982 Govier surplus gas Inquiry report, government had to decide which
of the three LNG project proponents would wear the LNG crown. On July 15, 1982, Energy Minister Bob
McClelland gave the nod to Dome Petroleum’s $4 billion Western LNG Project that would market 3
trillion cubic feet of gas – a decision given despite public knowledge the “nearly bankrupt oil and gas
behemoth” 403 was in debt to the tune of $8 billion.
The B.C. government is so excited that it may declare a new provincial holiday in honor of natural
gas. Under the package announced by Mr. McClelland, the B.C. treasury stands to take in an extra
$8 billion over the next 20 years. … Even filthy rich Alberta has to be pleased. Seventy-five per
cent of the total three trillion cubic feet will come out of the ground in Alberta. That means jobs and
money for the down-at-the-heels Alberta oil patch. 404

401

Natural Gas Allocation Process, Technical Analysis, Staff Paper, Province of BC, October 1982, page 39.
An account of these conflicts is featured in The Fifth Wave chapter of this report, summarized by Margaret Ormston’s farm
property evacuation from northeast BC in 1988.
403
McClelland’s choice of Dome: how sweet it is – for some, Vancouver Sun, July 16, 1982.
404
McClelland’s choice of Dome: how sweet it is – for some, Vancouver Sun, July 16, 1982.
402
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[Dome president Bill] Richards said that Dome’s financial problems have been “a little bit overblown and exaggerated” by the media. The LNG project will have little impact on Dome’s financial
position, he added. 405
“We tried to divorce ourselves in some way from Dome’s present financial situation and look at this
project as a stand-alone project,” McLelland said. 406
McLelland said the LNG project will earn B.C. more than $400 million a year.
Richards added that the total sales from the project over 20 years will be “something in the order of
$100 billion” and equal to twice the value of all of Canada’s coal exports to Japan. 407
The British Columbia government, which had been lobbied relentlessly for many months, officially
endorsed Dome’s multi-billion-dollar gas scheme in July 1982, at which moment Dome would have
had difficulty in financing, from its own pocket, the purchase of a Coleman lamp stove! 408
“What we need to do is find new markets.” 409

405

B.C. backs Dome bid to use gas, Vancouver Sun, July 15, 1982.
Japanese win nod for Dome, The Province, July 16, 1982.
407
Japanese ‘role’ in Dome project raises questions, Vancouver Sun, July 16, 1982.
408
Dome Petroleum: The Inside Story of its Rise and Fall, by Jim Lyon, 1983, page 210.
409
BC Energy Minister Bob McClelland quote in, B.C. raps natural gas excise tax, Calgary Herald, June 19, 1982.
406
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Behemoth Dome’s assets included a “three-quarters interest in Siebens Oil and Gas Ltd. for $300 million
plus; $100 million to $200 million in a 1979 venture for the Canadian assets of Mesa Petroleum
Corporation; control of TransCanada Pipelines for $244 million in 1979; all of Kaiser Resources Ltd.’s
on-shore Canadian oil and gas properties for $700 million in 1980; the Hudson’s Bay Oil and gas deal in
1981; investments in Dome Canada [Dome’s Canadian subsidiary]; Canadian Marine Drilling (for the
company’s Beaufort Sea operations); purchase of Davie Shipyards in Quebec and such other minor items
as the company’s interest in Alsands [the Alberta Tar Sands].” 410
After the federal government and four big banks – Bank of Montreal, Toronto-Dominion, Royal Bank,
and Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce – bent over backwards in September 1982 to accommodate
Dome with a temporary refinancing concession on its huge $7.4 billion debt load, on February 22, 1983
Dome filed an application with the National Energy Board “for permission to build a $2 billion natural
gas liquefaction plant and export terminal near Prince Rupert” 411 a month after the NEB granted the
seriously wounded company a conditional export permit. On May 2, 1983, the big banks granted Dome a
fourth and final repayment extension for June 1, 1983, which was then extended again to July 1, 1983. On
July 5 is when the National Energy Board began is public hearings into Dome Petroleum’s LNG project.
All these severe financial bailout tribulations to keep Dome afloat unfolded as the Social Credit
government prepared for a May 5, 1983, provincial election. The provincial election saw the return of
Social Credit Party Premier Bill Bennett, and not too long afterwards Dome Petroleum’s filing for
bankruptcy – a vagary of capitalism. The Markets God was unkind!

On October 31, 1985, the Brian Mulroney Conservative Party federal administration deregulated the
export of natural gas, thereby completing the Western Accord, an agreement between the western
provinces of British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan and the federal government.
The basic agreement … calls for Canada to move from government-administered prices to a
market-oriented regime on both the domestic and export fronts during the next year.

‘Smiling Jack’ Gallagher Quits – Dome Pete loses founder, Vancouver Sun, February 23, 1983. Other assets not stated
include Dome Mines Ltd. and Denison Mines Ltd.
411
Dome seeks go-ahead for Rupert gas project, The Province, February 23, 1983.
410
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The key for B.C., however, was to get Alberta’s agreement on connecting its Nova pipeline system
with B.C. pipelines – thus opening eastern markets for B.C. gas.
“This is of prime importance to B.C.’s gas industry [Energy Minister Stephen] Rogers said in
Vancouver. “The plumbing has always been in place in our northeast fields but the gate (to eastern
markets) has never been opened before,” he said.

Business
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Pact benefits B.C.
By BRIAN LEWIS
BUllne.. Reporter
B.C. came out a winner in yesterday's
announced agreement between the federal
government and producing provinces on
natural gas pricing and deregulation.
That's because with the simple stroke of
a pen the size of our export market
increased dramatically and so did our competi tive position.
For the first time ever B.C. will be able to
market its gas in the eastern Canadian and
U.S. markets and that. says energy minister
Stephen Rogers, should enhance development of the province's large northeast gas
fields over the long-term.
The basic agreement. reached after long
and difficult nego tiations only 48 hours
before today's deadline. also calls for Canada to move from govern ment-administered prices to a market-oriented regime on
both the domestic and export fronts during
the next year.
The key for B.C.• however, was to get
Alberta's agreement on connecting its Nova
pipeline system with B.C. pipelines - thus
opening eastern markets for B.C. gas,
"This is of prime importance to B.C.'s gas
industry:' Rogers said in Vancouver. "The
plumbing has always been in place in our
northeast fields but the gate (to eastern
markets) has never been opened before,"
he said. Rogers added this takes on even
more significance when you consider that
B.C. has more unexplored natural gas fields
than Alberta.
"Natural gas is this province's top revenue producer and brings in more than forestry or mining," he said. In the 1984 calendar year. energy ministry statistics show
that total petroleum revenue to government was $320.5 million of which more
than half was from natural gas.
"This is certain ly good news for producers because now they get a shot at
the Atlantic seaboard market," said Bob
Kadlec, president of inland Natural Gas Co.
Ltd, "It increases the potential in the northeast such as the Elmsworth field tremendously," he added.
The producing provinces also become
more competitive in the U.S. export market
immediately since Canadian natural gas
export prices will no longer be tied to the
price paid in Toronto for Alberta gas.
Under the old system B.C., Alberta and
Saskatchewan could not sell gas to the U.S.

Energy Minister Pat Carney defends gas pact in House of Commons debate.
at a price below what Toronto paid. This
was called the Toronto City Gate price but it included costs of transporting the gas
from the West to Ontario which amounted

to as much as 25 per cent of the total price.
But under the new agreement export
prices will now be linked to domest ic
wholesale prices where the exports take

place. In other words export prices of B.C.
gas to tht! U.s. will not be lower than the
price B.C. consumers pay - but may be
lower than the price paid in Toronto.
"This is rea lly significant," said Mike

Phelps, a Westcoast Transmission spokes·
man. " It will help us increase volumes in
our pipeline, " Until now Westcoast was
running well under capacity on its pipe·
lines.

While export deregulation is effective
immediately, the new agreement also calls
for deregulation of the entire pricing system by Nov. I , 1986. After that any domestic
or export contracts are strictly a matter
between buyer and seller with no government interference. B.C ., however, began
moving towards deregulation more than a
year ago.
"Gas prices are expected to stay at current levels for residential consumers in
B.C.." Rogers also said. "As deregulation
takes place lower prices become possible
for all classes of customers."
The gas agreement completes the Western Accord signed between Ottawa and the
three producing provinces last spring. The

Initial pact covered oil deregulation.
Alberta Energy Minister John Zaozirny.
haggard but smiling after t wo days of
intense negotiations, praised the new gas
deregulation agreement with the federal
government.
Zaozirny said the deal "closes an important c hap t er in Alberta and Canadian
energy history" and ensures the province's
oil and gas industry will be an engi ne for
growth.
The agreement is a positive step because
it ope ns more market opportun iti es (or
Alberta gas, espe<:ially in the huge United
States market. he told reporters in Calgary.
Producers , Zaoz irny said. can finally
compete in the export market "without
their hands tied behind their backs."
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“This is certainly good news for producers because now they get a shot at the Atlantic seaboard
market,” said Bob Kadlec, president of Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd. “It increases the potential in the
northeast such as the Elmsworth field tremendously,” he added. 412
Manitoba Energy Minister Wilson Parasiuk said the agreement should be thrown out. It will not
lead to deregulation, he said, but only replaces “a government-administered pricing system with one
which is industry controlled.” 413
A month following the finalization of the Western Accord agreement, Inland Natural Gas and Trans
Mountain Pipe Line Co. Ltd. “entered into a joint venture oil and gas exploration program with Canadian
Hunter Exploration Ltd.,” to drill “for oil and gas in B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan.” 414 This marks the
beginning of Inland Gas ceo Bob Kadlec’s business relationship with Canadian Hunter, a subsidiary of
Canadian giant corporation Noranda Mines, a partnership that would surface in three years time in the
controversial consortium bid for petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley when Island Natural Gas took
on a different name.

412

Pact benefits B.C., The Province, November 1, 1985. Inland Natural Gas had just purchased petroleum drilling stakes in the
Elmsworth gas field, a partnership agreement with Esso Resources.
413
Western grin greets gas pact, Vancouver Sun, November 1, 1985.
414
Three to seek Western energy, Vancouver Sun, December 11, 1985.
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Ministry of
Enetgy, Mines and
I'et/oleum Resources

5.1 Question:
Why does the B.C. Government not have alow price natural gas policy for domestic
consumers?
Answer:
The Qctober 31,1985 Agreement on Natural Gas Markets and Prices, to which the
Government of British Columbia was a signatory, recognized that "... a more flexible
and market·oriented pricing regime was required for the domestic pri.cing of natural
gas" (Clause I). Since that time the Province has pursued a policy of deregulation
toward that stated goal. The government adopted this policy to insure that the
resource would be produced and consumed in the most efficient manner.
When a resource is valued at a price below its value as determined in the market
place, a distorted signal is sent to both the producer and the consumer. The
consumer sees a lower price and is thus encouraged to use more of the resource.
The producer receives less for the resource and therefore produces less. This
combination of discouraging conservation on the part of the consumer, while at the
same time discouraging production, is wasteful and can result in supply shortages.
British Columbians consume approximately 60 % of the gas produced each year in
the Province, with most of the remainder exported to the United States. the signing
of the Free Trade Agreement (the Agreement) has helped to foster an atmosphere
of fair and equitable trade relations between Canada and the United States. In
particular, for natural gas, the Agreement has solidified our presence in United
States exPort markets so vital to the health of British Columbia's natural gas
industry. Institution of a two price system with a made-in-B.C. price would
contravene the intention of the Agreement and jeopardize these essential markets.
111e Province supports the use of natural gas, the cleanest of all fossil fuels, but
recognizes that only by allowing the market place to function can the resource be
utilized in the most beneficial manner.
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4 – 3.

Prelude to the Fifth Wave:
Petroleum Exploration on Vancouver Island

“To complete the record of geological or geophysical activity, I would like to mention that in 1986,
B.P. Canada drilled two onshore wells in the north central portion of the Georgia [Sedimentary]
Basin on Vancouver Island. These wells were drilled at locations just south of Nanaimo and
reached total depths of 1,400 metres and 1,574 metres respectively. These wells were both
abandoned after failing to encounter sufficient development of reservoir rock. Reservoir rock is one
of the precursors to an oil and gas reservoir development, or at least commercial development.” 415
MR. MacADAMS: Were the ones on Vancouver Island designated as special by reason not of the
probability or possibility of sour gas, but by reason of proximity of population?
MR. JOHNSON: That’s correct, yes.
MR. MacADAMS: What inspection program was set up on those wells on Vancouver Island? Was
it a more intense inspection program than for the run-of-the-mill drilling program in the northeast?
MR. JOHNSON: Yes, it was. As a matter of fact, for the two wells at Vancouver Island, there was
an inspector there from the day the operation started to the day it finished, and that was for both
wells.
MR. MacADAMS: Was the coverage a twenty-four-hour coverage or was it eight hours with
standby the rest of the time?
MR. JOHNSON: The inspector was housed close to the drilling sites. He was at the sites
essentially twice a day. He was there in the morning and the afternoon, and he also had a telephone
answering machine.
MR. MacADAMS: What level of inspection has the Ministry decided would be appropriate in the
Fraser Valley if indeed the Ministry has turned attention?
MR. JOHNSON: If the wells are drilled, we have proposed that they could be inspected on a
weekly basis. 416
MR. MacADAMS: Now, was that the procedure followed on Vancouver Island in the drilling of the
two wells, or was there a more extensive or different form of public consultation?
MR. JOHNSON: The type of public consultation was ongoing before the emergency response plan
came into place. And might I also add in the case of Vancouver Island there was not a planning
zone as such. We were actually in the infancy of emergency response plans at that time. 417

415

Proceedings of the Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration, Technical Hearings, Volume 1, August 27, 1990,
page 97. Statement by John MacRae, Director of Petroleum Geology in the Petroleum Geology Branch of the BC Ministry of
Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources.
416
Proceedings of the Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration, Technical Hearings, Volume 2, August 28, 1990,
page 301. Commission Counsel Doug MacAdams questioning Dave Johnson, Manager of Field Operations, Ft. St. John, BC
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources.
417
Proceedings of the Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration, Technical Hearings, Volume 2, August 28, 1990,
page 307. Commission Counsel Doug MacAdams questioning Dave Johnson, Manager of Field Operations, Ft. St. John, BC
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources.
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Shaken and Stirred
The Nanaimo Daily News reported on December 16, 1981, that the Great Western Petroleum Corporation
was planning “to conduct seismic tests in a 7,104-hectare area, nine miles south of Nanaimo,” 418 in the
community of Cassidy.
The Vancouver-based company is planning a half million-dollar seismic program which should last
a few weeks in the summer. “We will be running a number of regional seismic lines from the
northwest end of Ladysmith Harbor to an area extending north of Cassidy airport, in a diagonal
direction,” [Great Western vice-president Jim Murray] said. 419
“The process is like a big hammer thumping on the ground and then recording the sound waves,”
said Murray, adding that the tests won’t disturb property in any way. 420

The president of Great Western was Angus MacDonald. Other Great Western management team members
included former B.C. Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources geologist Nick Carter, former
Home Oil Company exploration vice-president Robert Humphreys, and former Dome Petroleum
exploration geologist Alan Bryant. 421

418

Cassidy gas exploration: aiming for a bonanza, Nanaimo Daily News, December 16, 1981.
Gas exploration for Cassidy, Ladysmith Chemainus Chronicle, December 30, 1981.
420
Gas exploration for Cassidy, Ladysmith Chemainus Chronicle, December 30, 1981.
421
Odlum Brown begins penny stock trade, Vancouver Sun, August 31, 1982.
419
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Western’s proposed $500,000 - 1982 seismic program
would be delayed for two years due to two reasons: the
economic recession and low company cash flow. The
program would begin in late May 1984 and was then
extended into 1985, after British Petroleum, 422 under a
partnership agreement with Great Western Petroleum,
first hired Calgary-based Veri-Test Geophysical and
then Calgary-based Petty Ray Geophysical to conduct
the $750,000 to $1,000,000 seismic tests.

422

BP Canada, under control of London-based British Petroleum Company. The Canadian subsidiary, Calgary-based BP
Exploration Canada Ltd., was involved in the Vancouver Island partnership. In the early 1980s Margaret Thatcher began
privatizing government ownership of BP.
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B.P.’s seismic testing was
also conducted in late 1984
to 1985 farther north in the
Comox Valley, just north
of Courtney, in the quiet
farmland area, including
tests along Headquarters
Road. “The house really
shook when those trucks
went by,” said one
bystander. 423 In total,
B.P.’s seismic surveys
would eventually extend
along “three hundred
kilometres of the Island’s
east coast.” 424

423
424

Valley looks down for future, Times-Colonist, October 24, 1984.
BP gas exploration on Island will continue, pay dirt or not, Nanaimo Daily News, July 12, 1986.
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Great Western Petroleum was interested in exploring the western
geological zone of the Nanaimo Basin, an area “beneath the waters of
Georgia Strait between Quadra Island in the north and the Gulf Islands in
the south,” 425 within the Georgia Sedimentary Basin, an area identified
in a 1982 Geological Survey of Canada report, Hydrocarbon Potential of
Offshore British Columbia. The young company aimed to “supply
natural gas to industrial and residential consumers from Victoria to
Campbell River,” as Vancouver Island at that time was not connected to
the B.C. mainland methane gas pipeline grid.
The company believes gas development in the Cassidy area could
help the local economy. [Vice-president Jim] Murray said the company expects to drill at least three
wells in 1983 at a cost of $350,000 per well, of which 75 per cent will be spent locally. … If
successful, this will be the first commercial gas exploration and development project on Vancouver
Island. … Murray, a former full-time petroleum geology professor at the University of British
Columbia … concluded in 1977 that 40.3 billion cubic feet of natural gas could be under a parcel of
land to which the company now has drilling rights.

425

Ladysmith area opened to oil and gas exploration, Vancouver Sun, February 5, 1982.
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The gas deposits may run into two other parcels of land. The company has applied for drilling rights
in a second 7,104-hectare parcel to the north and includes part of Nanaimo. The other parcel
currently, a Crown reserve, adjoins to the east and stretches to Yellow Point. Bidding for the third
parcel is expected to take place in early 1982 and Great Western Petroleum is one of several
companies interested in land, Murray said.
The company is also interested in drilling rights in the Comox area, where other large deposits of
gas are believed to exist.
Great Western Petroleum Corporation is about 95-per-cent Canadian owned, Murray said. The
company was incorporated in B.C. in 1978 and has since been involved in gas exploration in
Texas426 and mining in B.C. … The company expects to be listed on the Vancouver Stock
Exchange in early 1982 and will later apply for listing on the Toronto Stock Exchange, Murray
said.427

Give Us Gas
“MacDonald said a natural gas strike at Cassidy could save Vancouver Island gas users money on
their gas bill and make a proposed natural gas line to Vancouver Island redundant.
“If we find enough, it could save us a billion,” he said. “Savings on fuel bills would be phenomenal.
But right now we have no idea how much gas or oil is down there. The only thing I can say is BP is
one of the world’s largest companies and it doesn’t drill holes for the hell of it.” 428

In 1981, when Great Western began tooting its horn, B.C. Hydro was still investigating a gas pipeline
route to Vancouver Island, an expensive and difficult proposition as the final chosen route would have to
travel under the wide tidal waters of the Georgia Strait. Premier Bill Bennett promised a gas pipeline route
in April 1979. When government gave directives to B.C. Hydro in 1981 to build the pipeline, it “was
withdrawn after protests from gas and oil companies competing for the pipeline.” 429 B.C. Utilities
Commission hearings for the Vancouver Island pipeline began in September 1983. In July 1984, the
Commission awarded B.C. Hydro the contract to conduct the pipeline crossing, later built by Pacific
Coast Energy (51% owned by Westcoast Energy) and Chieftain Development Ltd. of Alberta, completed
in October 1991.
The [Vancouver Island] pipeline project was completed by Pacific Coast Energy last month
following more than three decades of debate, reviews and delays.
The entire project, including distribution systems, cost almost $500 million.
Company officials and local dignitaries marked the pipeline’s completion at a luncheon Thursday.
“It’s possibly the most difficult and unusual pipeline ever built in North America,” said Harvey
Permack, Pacific Coast president.

“Great Western has been involved in extensive exploration and drilling operations in Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado and the
Bay of Biscay in off-shore Spain.” Source: Gas tests in summer, Ladysmith-Chemainus Chronicle, March 31, 1982.
427
Cassidy gas exploration: aiming for a bonanza, Nanaimo Daily News, December 16, 1981.
428
Cassidy gas probe likely in late fall, Nanaimo Daily News, August 11, 1984.
429
Island natural gas line hearings open at last, Times-Colonist, September 28, 1983.
426
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The 533-kilometre pipeline, which serves more than 20 communities along the Sunshine Coast and
Vancouver Island, crosses mountainous regions, watersheds, Georgia Strait and populated areas of
many communities, he said. 430

The Times newspaper reported that “McKenzie Reid-Bicknell Land Company of Calgary, Alberta” was in
charge of Great Western’s “local approaches” for land lease and grant contracts. 431 ‘Landmen’ are
notorious for one-sided and shady cutthroat land deals that favor petroleum companies. I.e., “local farmer
Melvin Sabey says he would not let Great Western through his gate “even twice” for the small amount
they are offering to compensate him for the disruption of his farm.” 432
By early February 1982, the government “opened 5,212 hectares in the Oyster Land District for oil and
gas development,” 433 a bid won by Great Western Petroleum and its partner North Vancouver-based
Laurel Explorations Ltd.
By July 1982, Great Western became listed on the Vancouver Stock Exchange as a penny-stock junior,
beginning at $0.75 cents per share, a 73% drop in shares from August 1981 when brokerage market
speculator Odlum Brown Ltd. underwrote 800,000 shares of Great Western for $2.73 a share.
In August 1985, Laurel Explorations signed an agreement with British Petroleum Resources which
acquired “75 per cent of its exploration property in Parksville-Qualicum,” a 29,000-acre area farther south
of the Cassidy community petroleum properties. 434
In December 1984, majority partner Novacorp Engineering Services Ltd. (a subsidiary of Nova Corp.)
and its partners – Vancouver-based Scotia Resources, Asitka Resources (a western Canada gas company)
and Logan Mines – initiated a separate exploration venture, test drilling for coalbed methane gas from
east Vancouver Island’s coal deposits. East Vancouver Island coal mining ended in the 1950s.
Supervising geologist Peter Proudlock says Novacorp is the only company in Canada involved to
any major extent in the coal demethanation process.

430

Natural gas on Vancouver Island, Nanaimo Daily News, November 29, 1991. Refer to originating article on Westcoast
Energy’s interest in the Vancouver Sun, Westcoast looks at island gas pipeline, October 31, 1987.
431
Leases Bought: Gas search on in Cedar, The Times, December 24, 1981.
432
Leases Bought: Gas search on in Cedar, The Times, December 24, 1981.
433
Ladysmith area opened to oil and gas exploration, Vancouver Sun, February 5, 1982.
434
Oil deal reached, Nanaimo Daily News, August 12, 1985.
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Test holes drilled in [the community of] Cedar to a depth of 2,000 feet have given the company
information on rock density and permeability. Those results, as well as those from an on-site gas
detection unit, determine whether a site is a good one.
If the results are good, Proudlock says a 1986 start
to production is a possibility.
Proudlock says the demethanation process is
commercially viable under certain conditions,
including the presence of sufficient gas within the
coal, adequate prices, and lack of a local supply
for natural gas.
Gas produced by demethanation has the same
heating value as conventionally-produced natural
gas.
Novacorp began development of the
demethanation processes in 1977 with a surface
demethanation project in the Rocky Mountains
near Canmore, Alberta. It now has three methane
extraction projects – two in Nova Scotia and one
in Alberta. 435
By June 1986 “the [coalbed methane] partnership spent
half a million on exploration and analysis.” 436
If the wells prove profitable, more will be drilled
in the Port Alberni and Courtney areas.
Last fall, Novacorp, a subsidiary of Nova, and
Alberta corporation, drilled test holes in Nanaimo,
Port Alberni and Courtney in search of methane
gas.
Novacorp, meanwhile, has asked Husky Oil of
Calgary to take over the project slated for
Nanaimo. Husky Oil, another subsidiary of Nova,
is the “drilling arm” of Novacorp.
Samples taken from coal beds in all areas were
tested at the company’s lab in Calgary.437

Searching for coal and oil – and gas of our own, Nanaimo Daily News, March 28, 1985.
Drilling slated for methane gas, Chemainus Chronicle, June 26, 1985.
437
Novacorp to drill gas wells, Alberni Valley Times, August 14, 1985.
435
436
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British Petroleum’s Two Wells

In June 1986, B.P. announced that it was proceeding to drill two wells at an estimated cost of $2.5
million.
The first well, 300 metres southwest of the intersection of Barnes and Brighton roads, will be drilled
to 1,400 metres and is expected to take about 25 days.
The other well, 2.5 kilometres south of Flewett Point and 2.2. kilometres north of Yellowpoint road,
will go down 2,100 metres and take about 28 days to complete.
If BP is successful, it would mark the first time commercial quantities of natural gas had been
discovered on Vancouver Island. 438
For public relations and related
development concerns, in June 1986 B.P.
and Laurel Explorations set up an office in
the City of Nanaimo. In early July, B.P.
invited some 30 stockbrokers from the
Vancouver City area for a promotional
tour of its Cedar community area drilling
rig. On the same day, B.C. Minister of
Lands, Parks and Housing Tony
Brummett, “with some 30 local officials
and B.C. executives,” including Nanaimo “Mayor Graeme Roberts, Ted Schellenberg (Nanaimo-Alberni

438

Gas drilling beginning, Nanaimo Daily News, June 10, 1986.
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federal Member of Parliament) Dave
Stupich (Nanaimo provincial riding
MLA), John Ludgate (Canadian
Petroleum Association’s B.C. division
manager), and Mike Jiggins (Nanaimo
Regional District chairman)” were also
given a promotional tour. 439
On July 9, 1986, at a Nanaimo Chamber
of Commerce luncheon before a crowd
of 100 attendees, B.P.’s oil and gas
division president David Sellars pitched
a grandiose vision “of a gas strike” to
his investor-interested audience:

The market would be
found in Nanaimo for
residential users. Harmac
[the MacMillan Bloedel
company pulp mill] would
be seen as a big
commercial customer and
new industry settling here
as a result of low-cost
energy would also be a
major customer. As well,
there’s the Victoria
residential and industrial
market, and even Powell
River on the Mainland, he
said.
That would involve a gas
processing plant being
established here, resulting
in secondary revenue from propane, butane and pentane gases along with sulphur which now sells
for $145 a ton on world markets.

439

BC stock brokers inspect drilling rig, Nanaimo Daily News, July 4, 1986.
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HOW DOES TilE DR ILLING
RIG WORK! - The Initial step in

Components of a drilling rig

Mttlna up .
II CIIlied .•puddina
I~, A wide hole .. dtUJed.nd ,teel
Pipe II cemented Into place. This
prev,en.. the wan, 01 the well from
cav IIf In. It .Iso contrail the
~urn,.
-, Ill.drill
th 1!14I mud. The well II
"'" W! ~ bit aU.lched to drill
pipe, which ~ llIIpen¥d from I
bOokri and kelly drive in the derell. The pipe joel through •

rotarythe
table
the rig rotatfl
noor the
To
drill,
ria',onengirJN
table, whleb rotates the drill pipe
and bit. Ullna • tr.veUina blOck.
the driller lowerslhe hook to app:
Iy ~ of the weljht of the Ripe to
the bit to maJl:e P/"OIlftI As the
w,eU aetldeepet-, DI),(oot
of
pipe are added. Wben lfie bit
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of dri ll pipe Is pulled from the hole
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1I0W I S T ilE CUT ROCK
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wann at U dqrees C. the mud
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•WIIAT ABOUT SAf' ETY
~QUIPMENT'! - The most im·
portant piece'of ufety equipment
on t he well is the blowout
preventer. desianed to control
down·hole pressures. It is placed
over the well at the surface and
consists of a series or va lves at·
tactled to the 'well casing. They
can close off the well if an unex·
pected pressure build·up oeeun.
The blowout preventer can be ac·
tlvated mechani ca lly o r
hydra ulically by remote control.
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now IS TilE WELL 'S PROGRESS' MONITORED! - Constantly. A record is kept of the
formations drilled throuah and
there are several tests used to
evalua te the oit or aas potential of
~ch for!"ation. Elec:tric 1000illl
1S a W1re line mellurernenl
method. Instruments attactled to
an eiec:lrle cal5le are lowered
down the bole and transmit data
on depth . thlckness, nuid content
and other characteristics. Core
umples - lengths of solid rock can be examined for detailed in·
formation on the rock and any
petroleum It may coatain. Another
method of assessing the potential
of the form&tion it with a drillstem teflt. A bit is replaced with a
st!tem of va lvts and porta whk:h
any fluids to flow up the

!!tl.
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WHAT IIAPPENS WII,EN TIlE
DRII. LING PR OGRAM

MUD
TANKS

~' I NISII ES! - On a ~mereial1y •
viable weill tubular steel pipe Is
lowered Gown the hole and
ce mented Into place oVer Ita enUre
depth. The next step Is to lower
produeUon tubina down the eash~
and attach it to a wellhead
assembly on the surface. The
unobtru l lve we llh ud wo uld
reptace the three"lOf'ey·hiah ria.
The wellhead equipment consists

Cedar's Tammy L.assam Is beneliting 'rom the
venture . She's gola jZ)b as a lease hand in the

Oot,.f. . _ _

pump~:'~

of a series 01 chokes and valves to
control output. It, In tum, is ~.
nected to a pipeline to move the

drllNng

product to consumen. If the well
Is a dry bole, it's plugged with
eementandabandoned.
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That would also lead to a distribution pipeline system on Vancouver Island.
In order for the operation to be viable the find would have to be in the range of 800 billion cubic
feet. That would be about a 10-year supply for the needs between Nanaimo and Victoria, Mr.
Sellars said.
The Yellowpoint well currently being drilled could bring in as much as a quarter of that total need.
Additional wells would naturally follow if a successful strike is made. That would naturally lead to
offshore drilling, he said. 440
Sellars’ controversial remark about “offshore drilling” was deliberately thrown in to challenge the
provincial government’s offshore drilling moratorium for the Strait of Georgia that was re-established in
1970. 441

On July 21, 1986, B.P. announced that its “$1 million” Laurel Harmack c-36-F “test well failed to find
worthwhile quantities of gas,” calling it “a disappointment.” B.P.’s “drill found potential “reservoir
intervals” where they had been expected, but these contained only water and “minor gas shows.” BP’s
immediate plans were “to move equipment to the Yellow Point site,” its Yellow Point d-84-D test well
some 5 kilometres southeast that “will take an estimated 38 days to drill, at a cost of about $1.6 million.”
442

Before the drilling began at the Yellow Point site,
The company talked to each household with a three-kilometre radius of the well. “They came
around to the house and checked for cracks in the walls,” says Marilyn Maxwell whose new house
is a few hundred metres from the well. “They also tested the water.”
But Marilyn Maxwell says since BP started drilling in the early hours of Monday July 28, she keeps
the windows closed at night.

440

Offshore drilling not ruled out, Nanaimo Daily News, July 10, 1986.
“In 1970, British Columbia re-imposed its moratorium on oil and gas exploration in the Juan de Fuca and Georgia Straits.”
Source, Alberta Law Review, 101, 2003 CanLIIDocs 152, British Columbia Offshore Oil and Gas Law, page 105.
442
BP stops drilling at first test well, Nanaimo Daily News, July 22, 1986.
441
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Referring to BP’s noiseprevention efforts, [drilling
supervisor Al] Waddel
throws terms around like
“Cadillac system” and “a lot
of dollars on sound
abatement.” 443

443

Nanaimo gas quest continues bit by bit, Vancouver Sun, August 11, 1986.
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Nanaimo gas quest
CO!!~!!!~~t~I)it by bit
'~
"

BP explorers
f"llld the going
gets rocky

,

1

By ROD NUTT
SUlI BuslDe5S Reporte r
Before the. end of thi s month,
AI Waddel will have have gone

I
•

through $IOO,OOQ-worth of drill
bits.
Not your average handyman

drill bits but 444 mm jobs that
cost $9,000 a pop.
Waddel is drilling through
rock _ very bud rock - in the
quest for natural gas on the Ollt·
skins of Nanaimo on Vancouver

Island.
If gas is found in commercial
quantities, the on-again/offa~ain half billion dollar gas
pipeline to the Is land would
probably beaff again - perhaps
permanently.
But Waddel isn't looking that

rar ahead, Nor is it his concern.
As drilling supervisor for BP
Canada Resources, his immediate concern is a safe operation.
The Yellow Point well is the
second of al least two planned
by BP Canada on the Island.
The first well , in the same
area, was dry and BP abandoned it last month.
Waddel is more used to
harsher tonditions in oorthem
B.C. and ~ tlif!ll-lb1 gentle
tountrysiiie around Nanaimo. I
But this time there are people
living close by. " It's a wildcat,"
Slys Waddei. "There's been no
previous drilling in the area. We
have no information so we are
prepared for the worst at all
times."
The worst is • blowout if the
rig stri kes gas under high
pressure. So BP has carefully
alerted the neighbo rhood to
what it is doing.
First, the tompany talked to
eath household within a threekilometre radius of tbe well .
"They came around to the bouse
and thetked for cracks in the
waUs," says Marilyn Maxwell
whose new house is a few hundred metres from the well.
"They also tested the water."
Before starting to drill, BP
blasted a pad from the rock and
the company was concerned
that the houses around weren't
disturbed.
"They even found a cracked
cup in my cupboard, " says
Maxwell . Her mother-in-law,
who lives in a separate house on
the same five-acre property,
said the blasting " wasn't any
worse than the time Hydro put
in the poles for power lines. It's
all rock here."
Waddel has a sheaf of papers
on his desk listing all the people
residing in thearea. U's a neeesury precaution in case of a
blowout
"We would tOntact everyone
of them," says Waddel. "Either
by phone or by Itnocking on the
doors. "
Not that Waddel expects a
blowout. The Brinkerhoff Drilling Ltd. rig crew, under contract to BP Canada, is well ex·
perienced.

YELLOW POINT: AI W~ (InNt) "

"We've worked with them in
the past," says Waddel. "They
are professionals."
But just in case there 's a
huge, $200,000 blowout cap on
the well in case the rig hits gas
under high pressure.
And because there are bouses
close by, BP Canada has also
gone to great lengths to keep the
noise level as low as possible.
The rig luis a couple of diesel
engines which generate electricity to drive the rig. The diesel engines are sound·proofed.
Usually, noisy diesels driYe the
rigs direct.
Rderring to BP's noise-prevention eflorts, Waddel throws
terms around like "Cadillac
system" and "a lot of dollars on
sound abatement."
"Noise isn't a problem," says

prew-"- tI' tn. rig at..... V-. under high

Neil Roine. "SP put the work
huts between the rig and tbe
house so thhey act as a noise
ba rrier," says Roine whose
houle a couple of hund red
metres away is the closet to the
rig.
"There's also a ba rrier of
trees which acu as a sound
buffer and diffuses the light,"
adds Roine . " Besides, I work
tor Finning Tractor so I'm used
to logging camps."
Adds lO· yeu·old Robert
Roine : " It doesn 't keep me
awake at nights... it's sort of
exciting." The rig works 24boUTS aday.
But Marilyn Maxwell says
since BP started drilling in the
early hOUr:! of Monday July 28,
sbe keeps the windows closed at
night.

presau ...

William Maxwell, a fiightconlroler at Nanai mo airport, has
one toncern if BP does find gas.
"I just bope the nature of the
area doesn't change," says
Maxwell who was tranafered
[rom Castiegar about five years
ago.
" It's a beautiful spot we live
in ... what I would describe as
half africultural and half residentia . I hope it doesn't become
an industrialized zone.
BP says it won't. U the rig
does find commercial quantities
01 gas, it will be simply piped to
a processing or gathering point.
Waddel says the pipe would be
unde rground and the site of the
drilling returned to its previous
state.
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B.P. announced on August 29, 1986,
that it capped its second test well site
“with no gas or other hydrocarbons
being found.”
Meanwhile Jackie Pare, BP
representative, has closed her
office on Dunsmuir Street in
Nanaimo and returned to Calgary.
Neither she nor any other
company representatives could be
reached for comment this
morning. 444
About a week after B.P.’s abandonment
of further petroleum exploration on
Vancouver Island, Cedar community
resident Steve Heizer ‘blasted’ B.P.
about noise pollution originating from
its Yellow Point drilling rig. Very little
criticism of petroleum exploration,
particularly the later drilling stages in
1986, had appeared in the newspapers,
as almost all news coverage and
information were promotional. Heizer
wrote the following as a warning to the public:
Let BP know you want to be part of the decision making from now on. Tell the regional district and
mines and petroleum minister that you want firm assurances that the quality of your life is not going
to suffer if and when gas is found. Don’t wait until it’s too late – write some letters now.
And don’t be fooled – if they find gas there will be the most awful amount of digging and other
activity and it won’t be restricted to a low density rural area – it will be in your back yard. 445
Some two weeks later, the newspaper published B.P.’s oil and gas division president Jim Symington’s
letter of response to Heizer’s criticisms, to which Heizer in turn responded in his second letter to the
editor:
The [BP] author of this letter felt I had made unwarranted accusations against BP.
Acoustic pollution is like other kinds of pollution. At certain levels or over certain periods of time,
it becomes intolerable.

444
445

Firm stops gas drilling in Nanaimo, Nanaimo Daily News, August 30, 1986.
Noisy drilling rigs, Nanaimo Daily News, September 5, 1986.
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BP and its drilling rig, on the other hand, made continuous noise at all hours of the day or night. If
this noise is acceptable to the author of this letter, I wish him a happy life of drilling sounds in his
living room.
BP claims to have statements from residents who were not disturbed by the drilling. My guess is
that it wasn’t from the residents I know, who had rocks blown onto their house by blasting at the
site, and who told me they were kept awake at night by the noise. It also was not from the people
who live next to me who said, “Yes, it is annoying, but what can you do?” And it is simple untrue
that I was the only person to complain to B.C. about the noise. 446
At B.P.’s northern exploratory well at Harmac, a local newspaper reporter asked Brinkerhoff Drilling
Canada Corp.’s drilling supervisor Al Waddel questions about the drilling procedure:
He says a water well is drilled at each site to check and ensure [if / whether] the local water supply
is being contaminated.
He says some fluids produced by the drilling process may be slightly toxic.
“There might be a little acid in it. But in Alberta (the company’s base) we treat this fluid all the
time, and after that we can drink it,” he said.
Waddel does not anticipate problems from local residents if a natural gas refinery is required.
“Hopefully it’s straightforward, but we’re prepared for anything. So far, people in the area have
been very good to us.”
He says the Laurel-Harmac drilling apparatus is outfitted with sound abatement equipment.
This, he says, is unique as most drilling operations are located in isolated areas.
“But there are residents in the area, so we’ve added this equipment. We’ve had very, very few
complaints about the drilling. We go out of our way to make the locals happy.”
If the wells come up empty, Waddel says the equipment will be packed up and the land levelled.
“All this ugliness will be gone,” he said. 447
According to a February 18, 1983, newspaper article, Great Western Petroleum vice-president Jim Murray
said his company’s:
officials had pored over government data of gas contamination of water wells in the [south of
Nanaimo, Cassidy] area, and found high incidents of contamination along the geological structure
where the gas reserves are believed to be located. “It’s very similar to the Edmonton area,” Murray
says. 448

More about noise and BP …, Nanaimo Daily News, October 9, 1986.
BC Canada starts drilling Laurel-Harmac gas well, Ladysmith-Chemainus Chronicle, July 2, 1986.
448
Hold off gas pipeline, says energy firm, Nanaimo Daily News, February 18, 1983.
446
447
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Chapter 5. The Fifth Wave:
Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration, the Methane Storage Revival, and
the rise of The Friends of the Fraser Valley
There is no precedent in this province from halting the petroleum industry in its tracks. 449

Surrey MLA (Member of the
Legislative Assembly) Bill Vander
Zalm was acclaimed the new leader
on July 30, 1986, following the
Social Credit Party’s leadership
convention in Whistler, B.C.
Under a new captain, ardent Vander
Zalm supporter MLA Jack Davis
was subsequently awarded and reassigned to his powerful Cabinet
post as Minister of Energy, Mines
and Petroleum Resources.

449

Gas moves from an area of high pressure, Mike Youds, Abbotsford Times, June 27, 1990.
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The VancOtJver Sun. Thursday. Aug . 14. 1986

NEW TEAM

Two members, Pat McGeer and Garde Gardom, were former
B.C. Liberal Party MLA colleagues of party leader David Anderson,
who both jumped ship in 1975 to join up with the Socreds
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Eighteen years previous, Social Credit Party Premier Bill Bennett had abruptly fired and stripped Jack
Davis from his Cabinet and Energy Minister portfolios on April 3rd, 1978, 450 later to be “charged with
fraud for exchanging first-class air tickets for economy seats and pocketing the difference.” 451 It was said
that Davis was “never forgiven by Bennett.” 452 Davis, who had been consistently re-elected in his North
Vancouver Riding seat since December 1975, patiently resided in the Legislature sidelines as an outsider
following his excommunication, a notable backbencher and irritating critic of the Bill Bennett Social
Credit Party Cabinet.

Jack Davis is finally coming out of the cold. Frozen out of Bill Bennett’s regime for years, the
erudite backbench Socred MLA has a warmer reception awaiting him in Bill Vander Zalm’s
government.
450

Bennett takes over Energy portfolio: Firing of Jack Davis shocks legislature, Vancouver Sun, April 4, 1978. Davis stripped
of power, but Bennett keeps mum, Times Colonist, April 4, 1978. Davis locked out as dismissal mystery deepens, The Province,
April 5, 1978.
451
Minister finds crack in dam, pipeline plans, Vancouver Sun, August 15, 1986.
452
Jim Hume, Talk Politics, Times Colonist, August 14, 1986.
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Davis, a one-time federal Liberal fisheries minister [and the federal government’s first Environment
Minister], was at Vander Zalm’s side in his Richmond garden business when the nurseryman
announced he would run.
And if premier-designate Vander Zalm follows through with his theme of “renewal” and rewards
those loyal to him, Davis’s face will reappear when cabinet ministers play musical chairs. 453
The Canadian Petroleum Association – later renamed, the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers –
warmly greeted Davis’s return to the powerful provincial portfolio:
“We’ve got a minister who has knowledge of the industry,” said John Ludgate, the manager of the
B.C. division of the Canadian Petroleum Association.
“He has considerable background from his previous tenure in the job,” added Ludgate. “We would
also have been happy to stay with (former energy minister) Tony Brummet, who had a good feeling
for the industry because his riding was in the Ft. St. John area.” 454
Not long afterwards in four months time came the controversial ministerial move. Davis announced on
October 31, 1986, his ministry’s invitation to “the petroleum industry to come forward with exploration
and development proposals for the Fraser Valley:”
“We’re interested in attracting conventional oil and gas exploration to the valley as well as
developing an underground natural gas storage facility,” Energy Minister Jack Davis said.
Davis said this would offset the province’s current reliance on the Jackson Prairie underground
storage facility at Chehalis, Washington [State].
“An underground gas storage facility located so close to Vancouver would guarantee security of
natural gas supply for the city,” said Davis.
He added that any successful bidders for exploration rights in the Fraser Valley would have to
operate within the strictest environmental guidelines.
The petroleum industry has been asked to submit proposals by year-end with exploration rights
expected to be posted for bidding in the Spring of 1987. 455
It is important to note the Minister’s statement referred to both “oil and gas exploration,” as later
statements by government and industry in 1990 would emphasize “gas” exploration as the single or
primary objective. Secondly, the Minister’s misleading statement about the “current reliance on the
Jackson Prairie underground storage facility,” because there was no return gas pipeline from the Jackson
Prairie facility in southwest Washington State back to British Columbia.
As another indicator of gifts to the petroleum lobby forces, by June 1987 Jack Davis and federal energy
Minister Marcel Masse would favor lifting the offshore oil and gas exploration moratorium on the west
coast of Canada under the proposed Pacific Accord, the moratorium that Chevron Canada Resources Ltd.
and Shell Canada Resources Ltd. were pushing to remove for their interests “during the high-charged

453

Davis is ready for thaw, The Province, August 3, 1986.
3 Vander Zalm backers smiling over cabinet posts, Vancouver Sun, August 14, 1986.
455
Province pleads for petroleum development in Fraser Valley, the Province, November 2, 1986.
454
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1985 environmental public hearings,” 456 proposals discussed before the West Coast Offshore Exploration
Environmental Assessment Panel.
..
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B.C. energy
hunt .nearer
By BRIAN LEWIS

seismic surveys, exploratory drill-

Business Reporter

ing. oil blowout cont ingency plans,
A lormal Pacific Accord between compensation as well as environB,C. and Ottawa on West Coast off- mental protection.

shore oi l and gas explo ration
should be in place by year-end with

Davis and Masse said yesterday
that bo th governments suppor t

initial seismic surveying beginning and accept the intent of 80 of the
as early as next summer, Energy panel's recommendations. These
Minister Jack Davis said yester- include no drilling within 20 kiloday.

Davis outlined the time frame in
Vancouver yesterday where he and
fed eral Ener gy Minist er Marcel

metres ( 12 miles) of shore.
" Should exploration lead to the
discovery of oil or gas in commer-

Masse jo intly ann ou nced th ei r cial quantities off our coast, then
governments' approval of most there will be a further public review
recommendations in an environ - process befor e production can
take place." Davis added,
mental study.
The last seismic exploration proOnce the lormal Pacific Accord is
grams
in B.C.'s offshore were carreached. that will end a B.C. offout in 1972. bu t no commerried
shore oil and gas exploration mor-

atorium that was established in the
early 1970s.
"One of the world's greatest
unexplored sedimentary basins lies
off our West Coast," Davis said. " If

cial hydrocarbon quantities were

found. "Recent progress in geolo-

gical science, however, suggests
that the potential for oil or gas in
the area may be significant." added

it lives up to its potential for petro- Masse.
leum production. it will bring major

Now th at Ottawa ha s offshore

economic benefits." If the seismic agreements with Newfoundland and

surveying shows oil and gas poten- Nova Scotia "we will now begin
tial. drilling cou ld begin in 1989 or work on a Pacific Accord," he said.
Davis added that he's looking for
1990. he added.

The exploration area is essen- an agreement "as least as good

511"

tially between the northern end of as Newfoundland" which received
Vancouver Island and the Alaskan abou t $300 million from lhe federal
Panhandle . It includes waters government.
Most of the offshore area has
around the environmen tally-unique
Queen Charl ott e Island s and is been leased out for exploration
rough ly the same size as North Sea and the major leaseholders are
Chevron Canada Resources Limited
oil fields.
Th e Wes t Coast Offshore and Shell Canada Resou rces
Exploration Environmental Assess- Limited.
The federal government placed
ment Panel. whi ch held public
hearings in 1985 , re lease d it s the original moratorium on the
area
in response to environmental
report las t year. It con tained 92
spec ific recomm endation s th at conce rn s ra ised by propos ed
assessed po tential environmen- tanker trallic carrying Prudhoe Bay
tal/ socioeconomic effects. It also oil from Alaska to the continental

Energy ministers Marcel Masse and Jack Davis spell out delails 01 West Coast explorallon, ou tlined terms and conditions for U.S.

456

Moratorium to end, The Province, June 5, 1987.
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5 – 1.

Enter Dynamic Oil

The earliest newsprint media promotional attention on the first
petroleum company bidders for exploration rights in the Fraser Valley
appeared in the Surrey Leader news on February 25, 1987. It featured a
lengthy article, in anticipation of which Dynamic Oil had procured a
full-page advertisement for its accompaniment. The ad led with a quote
in large font by Wayne J. Babcock, 457 the president of Dynamic Oil
Ltd.: “Looking under the surface of the earth to find something that’s
been hidden there 40 to 50 million years …”
Dynamic Oil’s four-year geological and geophysical study of the
Fraser Valley indicates the type of environment which could be
suitable for major hydrocarbon deposits. The next step in its oil
and gas exploration program: a seismographic survey to be
conducted this spring. Exploratory drilling could begin by autumn.
Search for oil in farmland is nothing new for Dynamic Oil. The
company has working interests in 22 producing oil wells in the
prairie provinces. And, with sophisticated oil-drilling technology,
environmental impact is minimal. Farming continues around the
rigs.
The province thinks it is time for modern oil-finding techniques to
be used to explore the Fraser Valley. So do the Fraser Valley people we’ve talked to. It could mean
we’ll start harvesting what’s under the ground, as well.
When oil and gas companies want to befriend farmers by claiming “environmental impact is minimal” –
beware!

Dynamic Oil Ltd. was later renamed as Dynamic Oil & Gas, Inc., and was listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange as “DOL”,
and on the NASDAQ exchange as “DYOLF.” In Dynamic Oil & Gas Inc.’s 2005 2 nd Quarter Report, “we own working
interests in producing and early-stage exploration properties located in various areas of southwestern and northeastern British
Columbia, central Alberta and southwestern Saskatchewan.” In 2005, Dynamic sold its Alberta assets to Sequoia Oil & Gas
Trust. In 2005 it changed its name to Shellbridge Oil & Gas Ltd. for remaining assets in British Columbia and Saskatchewan.
The new TS exchange name became “Shellbridge.” In the 2005 filing, Babcock was president and ceo, and Donald K. Umbach
was vice president and coo. In 2003, Babcock earned $2.644 million, “good for 13 th spot” on the “highest paid executive of
public companies in B.C. in 2003,” “followed closely by Dynamic’s vice-president and chief operating officer, Donald
Umbach, 14th at $2.634 million.” (Source, “Casino boss among top-earning executives,” Vancouver Sun newspaper, May 29,
2004.) In Dynamic Oil’s early petroleum ventures, it had partner agreements with Gulf Oil, Westburne Petroleum, and
Aberford Resources, and mineral interests in the West Hemlo gold property of Ontario and in Carmi Molybdenum in BC’s
Okanagan.
457
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"LOOKING UNDER TIlE
SURFACEOFTIlEEARTIl
FIND SOMETIlING mAT'S
BEEN HIDDEN TIlERE
4010 50 MILLION YEARS ...
mAT'S EXCITING!"
Wayne]. Babcock, P Geo/)h. ,
President, Dynamic Oil Limited

'TheBritish Columbia Ministry of Energy, Mines
and Petroleum Resources has called on the petroleum industry to look under the surface of the Fraser
Va lley. Dynamic Oil is ready.
Dynamic Oil's four-year geological and geophysical study of the Fraser Valley indicates the type of
environment which could be suitable for major
hydrocarbon deposits. The next step in its oil and
gas exploration program: a seismographic survey to
be conducted this spring. Exploratory drilling could
begin by autumn.
Searching for oil in farmland is nothing new
for Dynamic Oil. The company has working
interests in 22 producing oil wells in the
prairie provinces. And, with sophisticated

oil-drill ing technology, environmental impact is
minimal. Farming continues around the rigs.
The province of British Colu mbia thinks it's
time for modern o il -finding techniques to be used
to explore the Fraser Valley. So do the Fraser Valley
people we've talked to . It could mean we' ll start
harvesting what's under the ground , as well.
If you'd like to know more about Dynam ic Oi l's
Fraser Valley explo ration program, write to us:
262 - 2025 West 42nd Avenue
Vancouver, B.C. V6M 2B5
Telephone: (604) 266-3318
Or contact:

Drr!amic Oil Limited

Henry Huber
Continental

Carlisle Douglas
(604)682-44 50

Doug Corrigan

West Coast
Securities Ltd.
(604) 681-1286

The Energy Finders
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In 2002, the Edmonton Journal newspaper examined Dynamic Oil and
Gas’ operations at the community of St. Albert and at Big Lake, Alberta.
In the article, Babcock revealed his company’s strategy in dealing with
communities:
[Wayne] Babcock said … Dynamic bought out various companies
to hold 75 per cent of a partnership holding the rights to what is
left.
Drilling and operating wells in or near residential areas presents
special challenges for oil companies.
“We [Dynamic Oil] certainly try to be part of the community.
About a week and half ago we held a barbeque and gold
tournament at Sandpiper that borders on some of our pumping
wells. It gives you a chance to meet the people in the community
and find out if there are any concerns.
Dynamic’s previous experience in residential areas was drilling
four wells in B.C.’s Fraser Valley.
Babcock feels it’s easier for a smaller company to come into a
community.
“The people perhaps are more put off by a multinational, for
instance. They don’t feel they can get as much attention or matter
as much. But with a smaller company we can meet with people
quicker and make decisions on the spot, which perhaps a larger
company can’t.” 458
Babcock’s public relations strategy – to pose as the ‘little’ company – he
learned first-hand when experimenting with the citizenry and municipal
governments of the Fraser Valley from 1987 to 1994. And this is
precisely what the bigger fish, the larger petroleum companies and a private corporation utility company,
took advantage of during the early phase of Fraser Valley petroleum skirmishes, hiding beneath the skirt
of Dynamic Oil, letting Dynamic handle the early dirty promotional work.
In 2003, the Edmonton Journal ran another, but different, story about Dynamic Oil, countering Babcock’s
rosy picture of junior-oil-company community relations.
St. Albert residents and their city council are at odds with an oil and gas company operating in their
area.
City council, earlier in the month, approved sending a letter to Alberta Environment outlining
concerns about the long-term health effects on residents and the environment after Dynamic Oil and
Gas applied to renew the licence of a nearby sour gas plant. The plant has operated since 1984.

458

Oil and gas urban sprawl, Edmonton Journal, September 30, 2002.
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The letter requested a review of regulations, standards and monitoring requirements after gas
released last December “generated concerns and questions from residents.”
While Dynamic could not identify the causes for such incidents, their number has steadily increased
between 1995 and 2002, stated the letter signed by Mayor Richard Plain.
Louise Horstman, president of the Big Lake Environmental Society, said the group has met with
Dynamic to discuss the gas plant licence renewal because “any development in that area potentially
affects the water quality of the lake.” 459
An aggressive junior company president
Wayne Babcock got the early spotlight in the
media in February to March 1987 promoting
prospects for oil and gas production in two
western Fraser Valley municipalities, Delta
and western Surrey. Most of the hype was
aimed at attracting investors.
Dynamic Oil has been examining the
lower Fraser Valley for the past four
years, and the company claims a
geophysical study so far has revealed
similarities between the Fraser River
delta and prolific oil and gas
producing deltas in other parts of the
world. … “there’s room in here for something
large,” Babcock said. More likely, he said, is
something of “average Alberta size, something
that could be quite commercial.”
He said the company will begin its
seismographic survey of Delta and western
Surrey in late April or May, using a technique
called vibroseis. 460
Before founding Dynamic Oil in 1981, Babcock
spent a dozen years with Amoco Canada, the
exploration and production subsidiary of
Standard Oil, working in areas from the Gulf
Coast to the Grand Banks.

459
460

St. Albert upset about nearby oil, gas activity, Edmonton Journal, February 20, 2003.
Oil exploration to begin on Surrey / Delta farms, Surrey Leader, February 25, 1987.
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Environmental impact of Dynamic Oil’s Fraser Valley
program should be minimal. Farming can continue as
usual. “Incongruous as it seems,” says Wayne Babcock,
“cows can graze next to drilling rigs.” 461
A Vancouver-based oil company is currently conducting
work in the Fraser Delta area west of 168th St. that “could
be the start of a new major industry in B.C.,” says Wayne
Babcock, president of Dynamic Oil Limited.
The economics of an oil industry in the Fraser delta are
“just fantastic,” Babcock said. 462
The Dynamic Oil
president said local
reaction to news of
the exploration plans
has been favorable.
The municipality of
Delta has been
“helpful,” he said,
adding that a
presentation he gave
to a meeting of the
Delta Chamber of
Commerce was wellreceived.
“The response was
very vigorous and
very positive,” he
said. “The business
community likes
it.”463

461

Valley exploration program announced by oil company, Abbotsford News, February 25, 1987.
Oil could be new industry in B.C., Abbotsford News, March 25, 1987.
463
Oil search has begun, Surrey Leader, June 28, 1987.
462
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The spectre of petroleum exploration, however, didn’t sit well
with the municipality of Surrey, which quashed Dynamic Oil’s
seismic survey location proposals within its municipal boundaries.
When B.F.R. Geophysical Consultants, “that coordinates
geophysical testing and sells the results to oil companies,” sought
approval from Surrey municipality to “conduct tests using
equipment that sends vibrations into the ground from trucks
travelling mostly on municipal roads in South Surrey and
Cloverdale,” Mike Jones, Surrey’s municipal manager, presented
a report to City Council in August 1987 which “recommended that
the firm not be given that approval.”
[Jones] said the future of Sunnyside Acres, 485 acres of
municipally owned land in South Surrey that is being
planned for development, could be “compromised” by any
explorations and that the environment could be adversely
affected.
“We would be loading the gun against our own interests,”
he stated in his report to council.
Council members
agreed.
Alderman Paul Easton
said that as a growing,
urban municipality
that will become a
“metropolitan” area in
the future, Surrey
should not be
interested in allowing
any explorations that
could result in an
underground natural
gas storage facility
being developed in the
area. 464

464

Geophysical tests are not permitted, Surrey Leader, August 28, 1987.
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In April 1987, Wayne Babcock began
spotlighting another development
proposal in the media. Babcock’s
Dynamic Oil was now a “consortium”
member of a new company, Island
Gas Transmission Ltd., promoting the
construction of a 140-kilometre
natural gas pipeline route from the
U.S. mainland in western Washington
State to Vancouver Island. No information was published in the B.C. news press (that the author could
find) which identified the other company consortium members, with only one reference citing “a group of
five engineers.” 465 The consortium’s proposed route would tap into Westcoast Transmission’s tributary
distribution
pipeline, south
of Huntington
at B.C.’s
border, in
Washington
State just
north of
Seattle City at
Lake
McMurray.
From there,
the proposed
pipeline would
travel
westward over
the top end of
Camano
Island, under
Skagit Bay to
the middle of
Whidbey
Island, under
Puget Sound
to the north
end of Port
Townsend on
465

Group plans gas line, The Province, October 6, 1987. A lone Washington State newspaper named Jim Britton (of J.R.
Britton and Associates) as president of Island Gas Transmission Ltd. (Canada pipeline brings reaction, but not much of one,
Morning News Tribune, October 10, 1987.) On February 28, 1990, the Langley Advance newspaper identified Jim Britton as
Dynamic Oil’s vice-president of operations. Babcock stated to the media in April 1987 that Britton was the consortium’s
“consultant.”
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the northeast tip of the Olympic Peninsula, then westward overland to Green Point, then northward under
the Salish Sea (Juan de Fuca Strait) toward Victoria City, B.C.
Babcock stated that:
An initial technical feasibility study has been completed by J.R. Britton and Associates, a consultant
to Dynamic Oil. But he said potential environmental opposition in the U.S. hadn’t been
addressed.466
Washington State’s Port Angeles’ citizens were dumbfounded by the proposed route:
“It’s sort of pie in the sky,” said Norma Turner of Port Angeles, former president of No Oilport, a
coalition that fought the proposed Northern Tier oil pipeline in the late 1970s.
“It doesn’t look real logical,” she said. “It doesn’t stand to reason why Canada should ship gas
across the U.S. and back again, over two waterways.”
Leslie Aickin, a member of the currently inactive Save the Resources environmental group, said she
expects word of the possible pipeline to open the floodgates of public comment.
“I’m really disappointed to hear that the idea has resurfaced,” she said. “I would expect the
resource-conscious population on the (Olympic) Peninsula will be responding rapidly to the
proposal.” 467
The B.C. government eventually rejected Babcock’s consortium proposal at the end of 1987, being one of
five bidders for the new undersea gas pipeline crossing to Vancouver Island.
The first scheme to feed Vancouver Island by an underwater pipeline was announced by the B.C. Electric
Company in May 1952, a route almost identical to the proposed Babcock consortium route. The second
proposal some five years later by Magna Pipeline Co. and Charter Oil Co. Ltd.’s partnership contract with
Westcoast Transmission estimated in January 1957 that the investment costs to build the pipeline was as
high as $12.5 million.

466
467

Consortium planning gas line to Island, Vancouver Sun, April 25, 1987.
Canada pipeline plan brings reaction, but not much of one, Morning News Tribune, October 10, 1987.
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5 – 2.

Enter the Big Players

While Dynamic Oil made headlines in British Columbia in 1987, behind the scenes a “consortium of
Canadian companies,” were “preparing to start drilling for natural gas” on February 22, 1988 “near Birch
Bay in Whatcom County, Washington,” “eight kilometres from the Canadian border.” In preparation for
the drilling, American Hunter Exploration conducted seismic surveys in the Birch Bay area from 1986 to
1987. The drilling site was legally identified as Birch Bay No. 1.

The five-company consortium – “American Hunter Exploration Ltd., 468 a subsidiary of Canadian Hunter
which is owned by Noranda (63 per cent), B.C.’s Inland Natural Gas (13.5 per cent), Trans-Mountain
Pipeline (13.5 per cent), 469 Epic Resources (7.5 per cent), and Optima Energy Corp. (2.5 per cent)” – had
“leased between 20,000 and 24,000 hectares in Whatcom County and an additional 6,000 hectares in
Delta,” B.C. 470
A Spokane Chronicle newspaper article stated:
The risk of the project is illustrated by the fact that Washington [State] has no producing oil or gas
wells. All that comes to Washington is shipped or piped in from elsewhere.

468

American Hunter Exploration was based in Denver, Colorado.
Trans Mountain Pipe Line Co. was, at the time, a subsidiary of Inland Natural Gas Co.
470
Birch Bay site of test gas well, Vancouver Sun, February 20, 1988.
469
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Canadian Hunter’s effort is “particularly significant in that it’s the first well in Western Washington
based on real scientific information,” [William] Lingley [state Department of Natural Resources]
said. 471
Birch Bay No. 1 is being drilled into just the kind of “structure” gas seekers look for: a kind of
underground hill with a cap rock on top, buried in a thick sedimentary basin, said Jim Chaput, vice
president of land for Canadian Hunter. 472
Other petroleum parties, Shell Western Exploration & Production Co. (which was about to conduct
separate petroleum exploration near the community of George in Grant County, located in the northern
interior of Washington State) and the Carbon River Energy Partnership (test drill exploring in Pierce
County) were hoping to change the disappointing fact that “Washington has no producing oil or gas
wells”.
The American Hunter consortium had international help from the London-based Financial Times in a
grandiose ‘pushing the limits to the hilt’ promotional article, “B.C. delta area eyed by oilmen,” which the
Calgary Herald and the Vancouver Sun were quick to copy-publish. Calgary is western Canada’s home
base city for big oil players, and Vancouver City the home base of the Vancouver Stock Exchange.
After years of neglect, geologists are taking seriously the idea that 6,475 square kilometres of the
Fraser Delta, two-thirds of it lying within British Columbia, may contain one the world’s last great
river-delta hydrocarbon deposits.
Observers believe last month’s spudding of the Hunter Birch Bay No. 1 wildcat well in Whatcom
County, Wash., eight kilometres from British Columbia, may be the opening salvo in an oil and gas
play that could rock the Canadian energy industry. The well is arousing keen interest over the B.C.
border.
Rooting from the sidelines is Wayne Babcock, a 44-year-old geophysicist and veteran of Amoco
Canada’s exploration and production system. As president of Vancouver-based Dynamic Oil Ltd.,
the major leaseholder in adjacent B.C. real estate, Babcock is betting that the Fraser holds trillions
of cubic feet of natural gas.
Epic director and geological consultant Robert Curr says that “deltaic units” similar to the Fraser
“exist in every great river system that has produced a major oil and gas field – the Mackenzie, the
Irrawaddy (in Burma), the Mississippi, you name it.” Epic, a Vancouver junior, estimates the
Hunter group’s land alone could contain seven trillion cubic feet of gas.
Hunter has already spent $12 million in seismic work and drilling rights at Birch Bay, which means,
according to traditional industry ratios, it may be ready to spend millions more on drilling.
Analyst Jim Bartlett of [brokerage firm] Odlum Brown Ltd. in Vancouver is impressed that
Canadian Hunter, which discovered Alberta’s vast Elmworth gas field, is in the Fraser hunt.
“They’re not going to quit if the first holes are dry. But they want this hole down before the [British

Read Glen Breaks complaint below of the Anderson Commission’s choice of Lingley, over two other candidates, for
technical witness testimony.
472
ARCO seeks gas near Ferndale, Spokane Chronicle, March 21, 1988.
471
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Columbia Crown] land sale [up for auction in the summer]. And if it’s successful, they’ll be looking
to buy everything from Hope to Vancouver Island. 473
Corporate information presented in the Financial Times article may have helped to identify some of the
mysterious consortium partners in Wayne Babcock’s Island Gas Transmission Ltd., the proposed venture
for a new gas pipeline route to Vancouver Island. That proposed pipeline route would, coincidentally,
branch off just south of American Hunter’s exploration lands at Birch Bay: “Babcock’s Dynamic is
eyeing Hunter’s progress eagerly.”
A paragraph in the Financial Times article revealed Canadian Hunter Exploration’s key strategy meant to
spearhead petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley.
The company [Canadian Hunter] is keen on both sides of the border, but for now, says Jim Chaput,
the firm’s vice-president of land acquisition, it is exploring on the south side because “you go where
it’s best to work, and Washington state is more conducive to drilling than the Canadian side.”
[Bold emphasis.]

Exploration drilling in the Fraser Valley was already understood by industry as a confirmed public
relations quagmire. Given the companies’ access to tap into the otherwise restricted southern perimeter of
the Fraser Valley geological sedimentary formation, the Canadian Hunter consortium found permit favor
in northwestern Washington state. 474 If the Washington State Birch Bay drilling results proved favorable,
they might become a marketable beacon and lever to better help persuade government and the public to
drill the Fraser Valley. A clever strategy.

473

Hopes ride high on Fraser Delta oil and gas, Calgary Herald, March 10, 1988.
Northwestern Washington State political support was later noted in Whatcom County executive Shirley Van Zanten’s letter
of October 26, 1990 to the David Anderson Commission, stating that the County “want to go on record as supporting it,” it
being “gas exploration” and “storage of natural gas” “north of our border.”
474
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However, the Province newspaper reported on May 22, 1988, that the consortium’s wildcat Birch Bay No.
1 well “has come up dry.” The results, consistent with drilling exploration since 1914, were both a
disappointment and an investor embarrassment for the Birch Bay consortium.

“We’ve found nothing in that hole and we’re really disappointed,” said Jim Chaput, senior vicepresident of land for the Calgary-based company.
But Canadian Hunter, which along with Inland Natural Gas and Trans Mountain Pipe Line Co.
make up the major partners, will continue to work on the site to determine whether it has potential
as a major underground gas storage facility.
“We’ve never worked in looking for gas storage before,” said Chaput, “so we’ll have to get experts
in that field to look at our data and tell us what to do. 475
Stated in the March 1988 Financial Times article, corporate consortium member Inland Natural Gas had a
“fallback” motive in the event of unfavorable drilling results at Birch Bay.
Patrick Lloyd, Inland’s vice-president of corporate development, says that his firm has a fallback
objective: “Development of a major gas storage capacity.”
In an April 12, 1988, press release, Inland Natural Gas announced that it and its subsidiary, Trans
Mountain Oil Pipe Line, were “severing their agreement with Canadian Hunter Explorations Ltd., their
exploration joint-venture partner in a drilling program in North Dakota, Washington State, California and
Montana.” Inland had cut its ties and would be going it alone: “Further expenditures in the Fraser Delta
area of Washington State by Inland are possible to develop potential underground storage facilities,” said
Inland president Robert Kadlec. 476
By April 1988, Inland’s Board of Directors were quite busy re-organizing all of Inland’s assets, preparing
to purchase a gigantic operating arm of B.C. Hydro.

475
476

Well drill a bust, Vancouver Province, May 22, 1988.
Inland, Trans Mountain swallow U.S. asset losses, Vancouver Province, April 13, 1988.
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5 – 3.

The Transformation of Inland Natural Gas Company
to “B.C. Gas Inc.”: The New Giant Player

After information was leaked in
January 1982 that the Social Credit
Party Cabinet was considering selling
off the Mainland Gas Division of the
publicly owned B.C. Hydro, in March
1988 Energy Minister Jack Davis
made it official.
The British Columbia
government has put out a
worldwide call for bids on B.C.
Hydro’s natural gas division.
It will be the largest single sale
in the Social Credit
government’s program to
privatize some of its operations.
The gas division serves more
than 380,000 residential,
commercial and industrial customers in the Vancouver and Fraser Valley areas using more than
8,400 kilometres of transmission and distribution lines. 477
Inland Natural Gas was one of five companies that government short-listed for the purchase of the
Mainland Gas Division. The others:
•
•
•
•

Pacific Gas Inc., 478 a subsidiary of Hong Kong and China Gas Ltd.;
British Columbia Energy Inc., a consortium of Sam Balzberg, chairman of First City Financial
Corp.;
West Kootenay Power & Light Co., a subsidiary of Missouri-based UtiliCorp United Inc.;
Pan Pacific Utilities Corp. a Hydro management-led employee group in partnership with Great
Lakes Group Inc., a company controlled by Peter and Edward Bronfman. 479

Inland won the bid for the Gas Division in July 1988 for a total price of $785 million, a sale finalized on
September 30, 1988. Prior to the sale, Inland was ranked 215th in the Financial Post’s 1987 listing of
Canada’s 500 largest companies.

B.C. issues call for bids on Hydro’s gas division, National Post, March 25, 1988.
“Another interesting aspect of the Mainland Gas Division short list is the Li Ka-shing connection. Pacific Rim Gas Inc. is a
subsidiary of Hong Kong and China Gas Company Limited. The controlling owner of NKCG is Lee Shau-kee. He was a
minority partner with Li Ka-shing in the Concord Pacific consortium which purchased the Expo land for $320 million.”
(Forces muster for Hydro fight, The Province, May 22, 1988)
479
Bidders facing Inland ‘muscle,’ Vancouver Sun, 1988.
477
478
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Inland chief executive [Robert] Kadlec engineered the biggest acquisition in B.C. corporate history.
… It is also the largest privatization in North America to date, outstripping Air Canada.
When the two companies are merged sometime in the new year, B.C. Gas (as it will then be called)
will have combined assets of $1.3 billion and a total of 1,500 employees, tripling the size of Inland.
(The figures also reflect a controlling interest in Trans Mountain Pipe Line Co. Ltd.)
In terms of the number of customers it serves, B.C. Gas will be the third largest natural-gas
distribution company in Canada. Inland has 140,000 customers and Hydro’s gas division
380,000.480

Inland’s new name, B.C. Gas Inc., became
official on May 9, 1989, when shareholders
voted in favor of the merger. Inland’s
subsidiaries – Squamish Gas Co. Ltd., Grande
Prairie Transmission Co. Ltd., Peace River
Transmission Company Ltd., Inland
Development Co. Ltd., Inland Gas & Oil Ltd.,
Inland Gas & Oil Corp., Inland Natural Gas
Marketing Ltd., Inland Energy Corp., Inland
Pacific Energy Corp., and BC Gas International
Inc. – were rolled or consolidated into the new
corporate name. 481 “In mid-1989 … the
Company amalgamated “Fort Nelson Gas,
Columbia Natural Gas and Inland Natural Gas
together with the Coastal Division under the
name of B.C. Gas.” 482 “Upon the [July 1, 1989]
amalgamation, Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd.,
became the Interior Division; B.C. Gas Inc. the
Coastal Division; Columbia Natural Gas
Limited, the Columbia Division; and Fort
Nelson Gas Ltd., the Fort Nelson Division.” 483

480

Bob Kadlec, Inland Natural Gas, B.C. Gas, Vancouver Sun, December 31, 1988.
BC Gas Inc., Annual Report, 1989, page 35.
482
Ibid., page 6.
483
Ibid., page 35.
481
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Ambitious Inland president and chief
executive officer Bob Kadlec had been
salivating the sale and purchase of B.C.
Hydro’s Gas Division for a least a
decade, and longer. And, now with the
emergence of a new western Canadian
junior empire, Kadlec
would also form a new
subsidiary, Pacific Energy
Corp., in May 1988 to
develop proposals to B.C.
Hydro for “private power
generating plants to export
electricity to the U.S.,”
one proposal which
included a “55-megawatt
plant in Williams Lake
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that would use wood waste and natural gas.” 484
With his new empire consolidated, Kadlec joined a group of 16
other businessmen, each of which paid a whopping $10,000, “for
the privilege of accompanying Premier Vander Zalm to the
[prestigious] world economic forum in Davos Switzerland” in late
January 1989. 485

Stated in The Province newspaper, “a key to the Inland bid was that it contained something for everyone
… developing underground gas storage in the Fraser Valley … and development of a petrochemical plant
in the Lower Mainland.” 486 Contingent upon Inland’s successful bid was a government proviso that
Inland would pursue development of underground gas storage, a proviso consistent with Energy Minister
Jack Davis’s August 31, 1986, controversial invitation to the petroleum industry for exploration rights
over the Fraser Valley.
On July 11, 1989, B.C. Gas Inc. forwarded an application “to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council for an
Order or Orders Relating to Preliminary Surveys and Investigation for the Potential Development of
484

All systems go for gas merger, The Province, May 10, 1988.
Businessmen pay $10,000 for Swiss trip with premier, Times-Colonist, January 13, 1989.
486
Gas assets to stay in B.C., The Province, July 21, 1988.
485
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Underground Natural Gas Storage in the Fraser Delta,” “pursuant to Sections 28 and 56 of the Utilities
Commission Act.” The Lieutenant Government in Council signed Order in Council No. 1223 on August
24, 1989, approving B.C. Gas’ application.

iI:c. Gas plan
BuInet8 Reporter
B.C. Gas Inc. has been given the go-ahead by
Victoria to spend S IS milli on o n furth e r
exploration for what could be a major underground natural gas storage area in the fraser
Valley.
" We've been looking for a gas storage area in
the Fraser Valley for some time now and yes,
we 've found some encouraging areas," said
Maurice Favell, B.C. Gas senior vice-president.
" It's always been in our interest to find a
good underground storage area near the lower
Mainland but whether we' ll find storage, or
natural gas as well, I just don't know right
now."
Energy Minister Jack Davis has given B.C. Gas·
the government' s OK to undertake a fourphase, SIS million exploration program. Favell
said this program could include some drilling as
well as acquiring mineral rights to unidentified
Crown and freehold properties in the Fraser
Valley,
" The program should be completed by the
end of next year and by that time we'll know for
sure whether we've got valid storage or not, "
he added.
B.C. Gas was recently formed through the

passed

merger of Inland Natural Gas and B.C. Hydro's prices. However. an underground s torage facilGas Division. Inland purchased the Gas Division ity must meet specific geological criteria such
for about 5700 mill ion under the provincial as s ufficient cap rock so that the gas doesn't
government's largest privatization to date.
Finding an underground gas storage area
close to the Lower Mainland could " substantially reduce or hold down " the costs of natural
gas for consumers in the Lower Mainland, says
George Lechner, B.C, Gas vice-president for gas
supply.
An underground storage area in the Fraser
Valley would mean that B.C. Gas could pur-

dissipate.
.
" We can't have any long- term confidence
with our storage at Jackson Prairie because
we're only renting space there," he point s
out. A Fraser VaJley storage area would also
give B.C. Gas increased security of supply in the
event that the service by the Westcoast pipeline from northern B.C. were ever interrupted.
In its application , B.C, Gas said it will contribute SO to 90 per cent of th e cos ts of the
chase larger amounts of gas from B.C.'s north- exploration program. with private industry coneastern fields during the summer when prices tributing the balance.
are lower and extra capacity exists on Westcoast Energy Inc.'s major pipeline.
The company will report to the B.C. Utilities
Currently B.C. Gas buys about two billion Commission at the conclusion of each stage.
cubic feet during the off-peak summer period
Then. if the BCUC decides underground stor and stores it at the Jac kson Prairie, Wash.. age is feasible, B.C. Gas will apply for an energy
underground facility which is about 320 kilo- project certificate. However, the company must
metres south of Vancouver.
halt the project at any stage if BCUC rules it
Lec hner point s out that the under ground shouldn' t proceed.
facilities B.C. Gas is explorin g could have a
Lechner also said B.C. Gas will take part in
potential of storing about 10 billion cubic feet the bidding when the provincial government
which would mean that larger volume pur- puts Crown land in the Fraser Valley up for
chases could be made with producers at better exploration in October.

JACK DAVIS
government green light
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MAURICEA. FAVELL
Be Gas Inc. ts pleased to announce
appointment of Maurice A. Favell as
. Senior VICe-President Executive
Services.
In his new role, he will assist
President R. E. Kadlec In the operation of the office of the President,
with specific responsibilities for
special projects and environmental
issues.
Mr. Favell has worked in the
energy industry in the United
Kingdom and Western Canada and
was Vice·President, Gas Operations at B.C. Hydro before its
acquisition by BC Gas. He is a
Director of BC Gas, past Chairman
of Canadian Gas Research Institute
and a Director of Canadian Gas
Association.
BC Gas is Western Canada's
largest gas utility, expanding its
range of services to communities in
British Columbia.
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By BRIJI,~ LEWIS
BU81ness Reporter
ANAL.8.8
The SiBS· million dea l for B.C.
Hydro's Gas Division looks like a
the Fraser Valley. linking its system
good one.
First - and foremost - owner· to Alberta to give it both a northship 01 the Gas Divi sion, with eas tern B.C. and prairie su pply
assets of just over $400 million and option, and deve lopm ent of a
approx im ately 760 employees, petrochemical plant in the Lower
Mainland.
stays in B.c.
Tha t's a far cry from Premier Bill
• Gas Divisio n empl oyees
Vander 2alm's first major privatiza- immediately receive 50 free shares
tion where the Ex po lands were in the new, mergc..>d company and
so ld offshore to Hon g Kon g's Li wi ll par ticipate in an empl oyee
Ka-shing for $320 million.
stock purchase plan. There will be
The Gas Division's new owner is no layoffs.
Vancouver-based Inland Na tural
• Public inves tors will be able
Gas Co. Ltd. which has been deliv- to par ticipat e in a Sl 50-milJi on
erin g natur al gas in th,e B.C. three-year convertible bond issue.
Interior for more than 30 years.
• Abo ut $432 mi ll ion goes
On the labor front, the Interna- toward Hydro' s 57.S-billion debt,
ti onal Brotherh ood of Electrica l while $309 million is slated lor proWorkers represen ts employees in vincial coffers.
bo th compan ies and Local 2 13
Energy Minister Jack Davis said
spo kes man Ri ck Dowlin g says: the Gas Divi sion sale represent s
"Labor relations with Inland have only about one-fift een th of total .
been livable. there have been no ~Iydro assets.
major conflicts."
Th e sa le will no t incr ease
And on the business front, chief Hydro's ele<: tricily rates, he said,
executive Bob Kadlec says Inland a nd in fac t he says he expects
has made I00 consecutive dividend power rates to decline.
payments over' the past 25 years.
However, Office and Technical .
It won over three short ·listed Employees Union president Anne
bidders and was the only all·B.C. Harvey - the OTEU also represubmission. The sale will be fina- sen ts workers in both companies
lized on Sept. 30.
- said the lolal pu rchase should
However. a key to the Inland bid have gone to Hydro's debt which
was that it contained something for would have guaranteed 110 electriceveryone:
ity increases .
• The government had guaran- ·The other bidder s we re: Pan
teed Hydro's 380.000 customers a Pacific Utilities Corp .. formed by a
freeze on Gas Division rates for Ga s Division managem en t
three years wh en the biddin g employee group and Great Lakes
opened but Inland ex tended that Group Inc. of Toronto; British
to its 140,000 Interior customers. Columbia Energy Inc., a partner• Inland also indentified $1 ship of Sam Belzberg ( first City
billion in proposed B.C. capital Financial Co rp.) and UtiliCorp
expenditures of which $400 million United Inc.. owners of West Koo·
is al ready under serious consIdera- lenay Power and light Company.
tion. This in cl uded expa nsion of Inter-City Gas 01 Wi nnipeg.
the Inland pipeline system. develSALE DETAIlS, Page 38
oping underground gas storage in
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5 – 4.

Seismic Exploration Begins

As soon as the B.C. government awarded the sale of B.C. Hydro’s Gas Division to Inland Natural Gas in
July 1988, Dynamic Oil Ltd. coincidentally:
… signed a joint venture letter of agreement with
[Calgary-based] Conoco Canada Ltd. to explore for
oil and gas in the Fraser Valley and delta area of
southwestern B.C. In return for two-thirds of
Dynamic’s interest in the plan, Conoco will pay
$950,000 in cash and pay up to an additional
$560,000 for proprietary and non-proprietary seismic
data to be acquired. 487
Conoco Canada Limited is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Conoco Inc., one of the largest oil and
gas exploration companies in the world. Conoco is
known for its pioneering work in developing new oil
and gas plays in remote or untested areas of the
world. Conoco Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of
the Du Pont Company. 488
Conoco will acquire a 66.66% interest in about 58,000 acres of Dynamic’s lands in the Fraser Delta
area. … Describing the joint venture as a “company maker” for Dynamic, President Wayne
Babcock said Conoco will bring a level of
worldwide technical expertise and financial
strength not often available to a junior
company. 489
A January 1991 map of Dynamic Oil’s petroleum
permit, included in the January 1991 David
Anderson Commission final report, shows a large
rectangular tenure area of 21,888 hectares,
extending from the University of B.C. in west
Vancouver City, down southward to the US border
to a point in the Georgia Strait, then eastward to the
east boundary of the Town of Tsawwassen at
Boundary Bay, and then northward to about
Boundary Road at the No 1. Highway (freeway) on
the Vancouver/Burnaby city border. The provincial
tenure is described as title No. 802, permit class D,

487

Exploration pact, National Post, July 28, 1988.
Dynamic, Conoco sign joint venture, Surrey Leader, August 3, 1988.
489
Conoco Enters Joint Venture for Fraser Valley/Delta Exploration, Daily Oil Bulletin, July 28, 1988.
488
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with an original issue date of October 23, 1957. Appendix I of the Anderson report states that Conoco had
a 66.67 % interest in this old, transferred permit which remains “inactive, but valid.” The permit “was
originally issued to two individuals: John White and Elmer Palmer and, through transfers, has been held
by various companies throughout the years, including Richfield Oil, British American Oil and Gulf Oil
Canada.” Revealed in Part One of the Second Wave chapter of this report, Richfield Oil proposed to
develop a gas storage facility underneath Point Roberts, an American municipality.
In early August 1988, Dynamic Oil’s Wayne Babcock advertised the new partnership’s intention “to
begin the first-ever extensive seismic exploration of the Fraser Valley.”
The Dynamic / Conoco exploration is taking place on some of the 23,500 hectares (58,000 acres) of
private lands which Dynamic has acquired through exploration leases from owners. B.C.’s Ministry

242

of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources is in the process of determining which Crown lands it
will release for exploration bidding. 490
Energy Minister Jack Davis informed affected municipal parties in an August 31, 1988, form letter that
his ministry had approved CGG Geophysics Canada Ltd.’s application for seismic exploration.
The approval is subject to CGG obtaining required road use consents. Municipalities through which
this seismic program will pass have been contacted previously by the company to obtain approval
for the use of Municipal roads.

490

Seismic Project a first, The Province, August 10, 1988.
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A two-page, September 1988 Ministry of Energy backgrounder, “Fraser Valley Seismic Survey,” stated
that the seismic program would:
… run for some 8 to 10 weeks. Approximately 200 kilometres (125 miles) of survey will be run
along roads and highways, most of them in a 20 kilometre (12 mile) wide strip north of the U.S.
border extending from Tsawwassen on the west, to Abbotsford on the east.
In the operation, the field crew uses four vibrator trucks and a recording truck. Cables with
microphones connected to them every 33 metres (100 feet) are strung out for a distance of about
five kilometres along the roadsides. The four vibrator trucks move along the route as a group,
stopping to vibrate for about 15 seconds every 33 metres (100 feet). The survey covers about four to
six kilometres per day.
The Langley Advance newspaper reported that seismic testing began on August 14. However, that testing
may not have been conducted by the Dynamic/Conoco partnership alone, making reference to a
mysterious “consortium of five oil companies.”
A $1.2 million seismic study currently underway in south Langley will continue another two
months.
About 30 men and women from CGG Calgary are undertaking the exploration survey for a
consortium of five oil companies which plant manager Ed Harmling won’t name. But, according to
another CGG employee, Neil Nelson, B.C. Hydro is among them.
In future weeks, the four $300,000 vibrator trucks will be moving to Highway 1 and to Fraser
Highway. 491
The newspaper reference to “B.C. Hydro” was an error and should have stated Inland Gas which had just
won the bid for control over B.C. Hydro’s Gas Division. Inland was not yet in partnership with Dynamic
Oil and Conoco Canada, a partnership announced twenty months later on April 12, 1990. However, an
August 1989 announcement stated that Inland (by then, B.C. Gas) was part of a petroleum exploration
consortium, with partners Canadian Hunter, Optima Energy, and Epic Resources. And as the August 1988
Langley Advance article states, the members of the new consortium were not being named, meaning that
the other members of the Fraser Valley exploration consortium were reluctant to be identified with the
media. Instructions were most likely given to employees to keep the information confidential and remain
silent when asked.
A year later, by October 1989 “more than 500 kilometres of [seismic] line was shot” in the Fraser Valley
by the two consortiums. 492 In total, some 825 kilometres of seismic data was compiled over a ten-year
period which included 322 kilometres of former B.C. Hydro Gas Division’s 1977 seismic data which was
subsequently purchased by one of the consortiums. Fraser Valley Gas Project manager Bob Spring stated
in a November 23, 1990, letter to the Anderson Commission office that B.C. Hydro’s 1977 seismic data
for locating underground gas storage structures “is considered as almost “unusable” by today’s standards
and cannot be compared to our 1988/89 data.”

491
492

Earth shaking survey seeking gas, Langley Advance, August 24, 1988.
Valley Gas Hunt On, Vancouver Province newspaper, October 27, 1989.
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To compliment private industry’s seismic survey data, both federal and provincial agencies conducted
physical surveys, more-or-less political support technical data and report mechanisms, meant to evaluate
‘potential’ hydrocarbon estimates. This included a geophysical project dubbed “Lithoprobe” which was
conducted in the Fraser Valley. The Geological Survey of Canada conducted geological studies of the
Fraser Valley, “in consultation with provincial geoscientists and area universities, under the auspices of
the Frontier Geoscience Program (Georgia Basin Project).” 493 These physical studies were part of a larger
integrated hydrocarbon evaluation of the Georgia Sedimentary Basin, which included an “extensive
marine geophysical survey from northern Georgia Strait to Puget Sound,” by federal geoscientists in
October 1989, who gathered “detailed gravity, magnetic and reflection data,” and the 1988 Ministry of
Energy publication, “Evaluation of the Hydrocarbon Potential of the Georgia Depression.” 494 The
“Ministry subsequently made the report available to industry [in August 1988] and asked for an indication
of industry interest in the Fraser Valley.” 495

493

EMPR technical submission to Anderson Commission, August 26, 1990, Tab, Petroleum Geology in British Columbia, page
12.
494
EMPR technical submission to Anderson Commission, August 26, 1990, Tab, Petroleum Geology in British Columbia, page
11.
495
EMPR technical submission to Anderson Commission, August 26, 1990, Tab, Technical Submission Summary, page 1.
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5 – 5.

Provincial Government’s ‘Consultation’
with Third-Order Governments

“Apparently the gas proposal was important enough for ministry officials to meet and discuss
details of the plan with local MLAs, local municipal governments and senior municipal staff, but
took no action to inform local residents apart from oblique advertisement in local newspapers,”
Vickers said. 496

As the Conoco / Dynamic Oil consortium began seismic exploration in zones of the Fraser Valley, the
Ministry of Energy began a sensitive “consultation program” from August 1988 to September 1989 for its
advocacy of Fraser Valley petroleum exploration. That program was “limited to government agencies and
elected officials” alone. Why the Ministry evaded ‘public consultation’ was pathetically rationalized
within the Energy Ministry’s lengthy August 27, 1990, technical, multi-binder submission to the David
Anderson Commission.
The most significant reason for
not carrying out a broad public
involvement program was that
there were no proposed activities
on which to focus the public
consultation. This is due in part
to the lack of a resource
inventory prior to exploration
taking place. If gas could be
inventoried in the same manner
as trees, a development or
harvesting plan could be
prepared by the Ministry and
presented to the public for
discussion. Proposed well
locations could be identified, the
size and duration of disturbances
would be known as would the
benefits of the project. However,
not even the presence of gas is
certain, much less the amount or
location. These questions can
only be answered through multimillion-dollar exploration
programs which must be planned and presented by industry.

496

Arrangements were made before public told – Vickers, The Chilliwack Progress, February 6, 1991.
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Therefore, a disposition of petroleum and natural gas rights prior to public consultation was
necessary to establish a project proponent. Someone had to have a stake in the issue before they
could develop plans to be put forward to the public. 497
As John Allan, the assistant deputy minister of the Energy Resources Division, wrote to the Village of
Anmore near the City of Port Moody on April 26, 1989, stating “the enclosed “Question & Answer” sheet
may be of help in responding to queries from the public.” The Energy, Mines and Petroleum Minister was
cognisant of the inherent dangers associated with a ‘public consultation’ process about petroleum
development in the Fraser Valley. Therefore, management and control of elected politicians, bureaucrats
and administrators was an easier task. As a result, in 1990-1991 citizenry would repeatedly ask questions
why government evaded ‘public consultation’ in the 1988-1989 preliminary stages, with the Ministry’s
explanation to the Commission Hearings in the above quote meant to justify those embarrassing
questions. I.e.:
In August 1988, the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources started an extensive
consultation program to inform local MLAs and municipal governments affected by gas exploration
and storage about the Fraser Valley Gas Project without informing local residents.
“Apparently the gas proposal was important enough for ministry officials to meet and discuss
details of the plan with local MLAs, local municipal governments and senior municipal staff, but
took no action to inform local residents apart from an oblique advertisement in local newspapers,”
[Al] Vickers said. 498
The Ministry would wash its hands of the ‘public consultation’ affairs:
The responsibility for designing a project that is compatible with the community rests with industry.
The role of the Ministry is to manage rights and to ensure operations are conducted in a safe and
environmentally sound manner. 499
A revised, five-page questions-and-answers document, initially prepared and circulated by the Ministry of
Energy in November 1988, 500 to municipal governments during the 1988 to 1989 limited consultation
process, included the following critical question and falsified answer on the final page:
What about my water supply?
Storage, or natural gas well drilling, will not disrupt or contaminate groundwater supplies because
gas formations are found many hundreds of metres below water wells and are separated from them
by thick, impermeable layers of rock. It is these impermeable layers of rock which provide the top
seal for gas which is stored underground.
The groundwater issue was included, because Ministry staff remembered the thorny issue raised in 1977
for B.C. Hydro’s drilling and gas storage facility proposal locations in the Surrey area, concerns both
addressed in the media and in the Thurber report, Hydro’s consultant (refer to The Third Wave chapter of
this report for the narrative).

497

Tab, Petroleum Title in British Columbia, pages 24-25.
Drilling planned before public told says Vickers, Abbotsford News, February 9, 1991.
499
Tab, Petroleum Title in British Columbia, page 25.
500
Attachment G, Petroleum Titles Branch Exhibits, EMPR technical document for Anderson Commission, August 26, 1990.
498
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In 1988, when the Ministry of Energy’s administrators published the questions-and-answers document,
there were already numerous instances of
groundwater contamination linked to petroleum
developments in the United States and Canada,
such as coalbed methane operational incidents in
Alabama, New Mexico and Colorado, 501
including gas migration incidents from
underground gas storage in Michigan and Illinois,
and a wide assortment of significant and deadly
sour gas well blowouts in Alberta and B.C. which
occurred from the late 1950s onward, and deadly
sour gas incidents in the United States from the
late 1920s onwards. The water contamination
incidents and controversies were rigorously
ignored by both the fossil fuel industry collective
and government (federal, provincial, state)
stemming primarily from legal liability concerns,
a collective cover-up which persists to this day!
Statements defending this water contamination
cover-up – ‘no groundwater contamination
incidents here’ – would be published in the
Fraser Valley newspapers in 1990 by industry
and in evidential materials presented by
government and private industry to the Anderson
Commission.
For instance, a related argument about poisonous
gases stated in a July 20, 1990, letter by Fraser
Valley Gas Project manager Bob Spring to
Commissioner David Anderson, referring to a
1985 community health study from sour gas
plants near Pincher Creek, Alberta: “it is
encouraging to know that the long-term effects
of sour gas production has not been a threat to
community health.” The originating deadly and
controversial effects of escaping sour gas from
petroleum facilities upon the Pincher Creek
farming community and livestock were headlined
in newspapers from 1958 onwards, leading to an
ugly class action lawsuit undertaken by local
farmers and residents in the late 1960s.

Some of these early groundwater contamination events in the United States are summarized in Will Koop’s on-line January
23, 2012, report, Frack EU: Unconventional Intrigue in Poland, in Chapter 9, Mr. Smith’s Mission: The Interstate Oil and Gas
Compact Commission Comes to Europe.
501
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Pincher residents bitter
I_... H""'. __....,

By Bruce Masterman

c""",d aboul ou, p.obl"",-·· Co.,. lo,c. 1",,1 No ..",b •• to condUCI
penl;". I<rid.
pubIk b.arin1P' "'to lbe comploin ...

She ocrld Bogl,,·. decloioo wo..
··Th. go ..... " ... nl ,.. ked (Ih.
PINC HER CREEK - Area pcr:rtic"ulo.l"ly
.•punl.i..ng'. b.c:"".. ,boo <3nOci(ll! ion ) 10 Loolr Inlo lb. lilua.
residen ls are an{llY and bitter pr<rrine. b",d hir.d 0. CPHA I". k lion ond now 'he gov.''''''''nl i.
today over the province 's re·
fusal 10 launch an eX1enlive
s tudy inl o heallh problems
tbey belie ve are caus ed by
t",o 8OW" gaB planl,.

Ignoring lhe lask kn~·. finding •. W odoHod.
'1t wo. " w".le 01 ..... rybody·.
lim,,:·

New probe scuttled

"I'm jus t disgusted," said
,..iden'e. ··, he co... will be cloud:·
Wendy Cgrpentier. head 0 1 By Yvonne ZKharin
·W.lIe<ry w .... don. our be.t""
the 2O-membe, Pincher Creek t_ ... f . _ .......,
EDMONTON _ Th. Alb •• ta Bogl. added.
Industrial Pollut ion Commi t-

'".Ccupenu..

oaId lob. was ber;rn·
aned 10 l...m lrun Ib" Canadian
Public H... ltb A"odalion (CPHA )
bad .eeommended Ih. go".""""nt
eponsor a y..... long. S2OO.OOl "udy.

SuI be, joy loded Tuesday wh.n

Sodcl s."";c.. Minisl., Bob Bogl.
(DlIlouneed lhat Instead 01 launcb·

Ing a new stud,. provincial ..,.-j.
rCI"",anlal heallh offiticWr would be
cqked 10 •• .-j.w Ii.... ..,.,U•••
a dd '" ...... inlono(ll!ion CD>d Ih.n
moh a •• co",m.n da Uon 10 lb.

,udi_

IIogIe eald the ... w inknmation
would eo... a bolO I••,. in lbe Ofeo
bul be ruled "'" a large ocu!e It!udy
along ,be lin.. p.oposed by Ih.

-~
·1 don·, 'hink IIogl.

Alberta

is Ihat cao·

g"" ..rnm. nl barr .ejeclood Ib, Cana·
d ian Public H...llh A ..ociation·,
co.U fo• an int.nsiv. S2OO.ooo .,udy
10 d. t. ,min . . . h.lb" .ou. g"s
plant. n.... PInch" C,..k a.. a
health hazard.
In.tead. Social Serric.. M"'''', ••
IIob Bogi • ..,;d stall In hie d.pan.
m..,' will pull tog",h .. , all ..Ii.,,,,U
infa.matlon 0" ,b. p,oblem in
soulheaa'.'" AU.or1a O1Id
11
10 lb. p,oviDdal baa,d 01 health
whl<:b will make ,eeom.m.ndot""'.
'0 the minisl.,.
Bogi. Dddood in an inlertiew IhOl
SOlo. I"' ing orill be don. in lb.
........ hut na' n,"",ly on tbe La.ge
ecaJe proprreed by th. auoci<itlon.
U no conclusive .vid .n ~ o:<m be
Iound linking Ibe planl. 10 health
p'oble .... in ..hal 1Iog1. d"",rihed
"" .."". Ia.t all""'plIO .ilb" p'"""
a. di.p,,,,,. lb. cone."..·· 01 local

.,..He'"

Th .. minisl.,·. deeision d, . .. an
ilnmadi(ll!. negotiv. , .. pon.. Iro'"
Aliolair C ....... chle! .."""'Ii .... offi·
ee' 01 th .. EnYiJorunenlCd Council 01
AlberIa. wba oaId a •• pon commior·
oionad by his gr....p in 19l1O came 10
lhe ... m. condu.ion a. lb. asooci·

-.

C'."D S<rid Ih" ""socia,;on bad
thr .. "alionall, ,ecognWtd .Ip*".
to conduct Ih. \g~k Ioree. ·"When
you don·, accep' ,b." ,ecomm.n·
dations . .... by bring Ih .... in in lb.
place?"·
In a repart coauniseloned hy ,h ..
govemm.nl. th. Canadian Publk
Heallh .... aocio.tlon said ,boore Ie a
po..lbl. link b., ... .n .mlulo"s
!rom Ib .. SheD and Gull sow gas
and ,h. healtb prabl.m. 0/
nea,by ••• id .."t..
ro, ,h. pa., 20 y.an . 1""01
have cOJlIpl<nt<ood 01 loinling

Ii,.,

plan,.

"""pl.

spells. nau...... ~omi'ing. . ""eatLIlg
spelle. bl..ding na_. b,.a lbing
problem. and ""eaming lit. a moog
babi..
lIut ,b. o ..""ialion . a id only
comp '.b.".i .... te.ting 01 blood.
bod. and u.I" • •ampln 01 1""01
peop1. o~.' a period 0/ at lea., """
yea. can p,ov. a CO""edlon.
Bogle 'ejec'. tb. atgum.nl ,bat
.""b an inte ... i... study is needood.
·"You can only go so la.:· b. told.
·Th..,. com" a poinl in lime wh."
lOme conclus ion has 10 be drawn
on tIr •• >'id.ne ...•
Th.,. bave be.n liu sludi ••
.mea 19I1O. bu' no """"lueiv• •ri·
d.nc. to v• • ily local s o . pielon.
Ihol Ih. plan.. "'.. '" blam •.
llelore taking action. Bogi. eaid
hi. depa"menl m.ld Ih. liv. , •.
pons with.oom .. new iolonaOlion.
H. has nal ... abl .. bood a lim.
Iram .. lor tb. work 10 be complaled.
thougb II will be do" •.."" quicl:1y
a . '" p.actical and 1..,...,1. ··

Red Deer Advocate - December 2, 1982

Blowout aids Pincher Creek cause
PINCHER CRUX (CP) - People
no beve tried for 20 yean to bl_
hNlth proble.... GIl llearby lOUr III
plllltl NY e· wild
well 400 lull
IIOrth II helpllll their C8111t.
"It'. the beet IhIIII IhIt ever ha.,.
peaed," NI4 l'IIICIIer DIIe lIeRae.
"All of • IUddeII we'N IIOt lUll a
bunch of bltchen. It mtllll votta and
people wlllilltell."
N.....bor AII.II lIarr added: ""pie be..
thoutht we weN lUll
..aplalaen down heN. Now they lOt
e load doN of It (lOur III) up 1I0rth
and the)' reaIIIe It can 1ft you lick."
The rottelHU Iteneb of hydro,,11
IUIphide - the poI _ _ compound
thet IIv.. lOur 111111 n..... -I. eo....
mon aroulld PIIIeber Creek.
But the putrid odor II a new olle for
dlqrunUed Edmollton Nllclellti. It
bu beell drlftllll ov.r the city Inte...
mlttellti¥ llllee Oct. 17 wilen an
Amoco Canada Petroleum Ltd. well et
Lodppol. wellt wild.
~IOII II compl..l1.... about the
_II and about nallNl end h.ad·
aeb.., two aII_ta Plneher · Creek
Nlldelltl have tried to blame on loeal

.U

"ny.

lOur III plant. OWIIed by Gulf Canade

Ltd. end Sh.1I Canada ReIOul'CtI Ltd.

lIarr and hll wlf. Janet lAId dI....
rh.e, IIOHbleed. and ey. InflamatlOlll
ottell aec:ompany the h.adac:h.. and
n a _ Their boy" ..ed three and
011', IN hard-hlt, u ere the three chll·
dNII of nel.hbon T.rry and W.ndy
Cerpelltl.r.
ThI'H-yeafoOld Sean C.rpentle.r
bepn havllll probl.ma at ... el.ht
monlhl. Wendy, a rell.t.red lIunllll
aulltUlt, IIld Seen would tum blu •
end choke In hi. crib. Only a Iood
111""111 would otert him brelthllll
....II.
Today, Seln ott.n liMP' connected
to lmachille which monlton hll h.lrt
rate elld lOundl an allrm wh.n.v.r
the boy II In troubl.. .
lin. Carpentier, prelld.nt of the
Plllcher Creek Indultrlll Pollution
CommIttM, 1.ldI I half40zell famlll..
who hey. tried repeltedly to blame
their probleml on the P' plillta.
Sh.II'. Wlterton pllnt, lbout 15 lull
IOUth of town II the lor..r of the two.
lt Ak.. the brunt of criticism.
Hydro,en lulphlde ean be deldly III

eoneentratlonl of lell thin oll..tenth
of on. per eellt, but eompany offici ...
Ind the Alberta IOvemment IIY eon·
troll, which elllllllllte 98.7 per eent of
the pollutant, .110 ellmlnlte the
h ••lth dln.er. How.ver, th.re were
1,1Ot vlolltlonl of provlnclll illicitlin.. In 1980 Ind no proeecutlonl.
Wlt.rton pllnt manl.er Art
Mlth.. IIld Shell hu been Ible to
.ver... 811.1 per cent. Even with thlt,
the pllnt emit. flv. to 011 tonn.. of
hydro,en lulphlde dally.
M.the. IIld the llIIOunt doel not
mltter Ind thlt monltorllllotetlOftJ III
the foothllli lroWld the pllnt - In·
cludln, on. betide the Clrpentl.r
hom. - IIY there I. no dln,.r.
"Wh.n you creek an .u open by
our Inllyaen It drivel the needle
rI.ht off the IClle," Mlth .. IIld. "So
every time you elt brelldut elld hive
an eu you're .Iposed to hl,her eon·
centrltloftJ of hydro,en .ulphlde thin
you even Ire lroWld here."
IIlthe••trened there II allO I bl,
difference betwMn Amoco'. wild well
Ind I pllnt Ilk. Shell'., one of about
140 lOur ,I' pllntaln Alberta.
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Pincher Creek study
For 20 years, residents of the
Creek area have been
complaining of fainting. nausea.
vomiting . sweating spells.
bleeding noses. breathing prob·
lems and unexplained scream·
ing fits in babies.
Nobody is sure what's caus·
ing it. There are theories. but no
confirmations.
That in itself should be
enough call for medical and
e nvironmental studies.
~cher

Apparently it isn't enough to
move the government to ap·
prove a $200.000 study. recom·
mended by the Canadian Public
Health Association. Instead.
Social Services Minister Bob
Bogle announced that provin·
cial environmental health offi·
cials would be asked to review
five earlier studies. add in new
information and then make
recommendations to the minis·
ter. The "new information" will
come- from tests in the area.
said Bogle.
The area residents are un·
derstandably bitter and angry.

Amoco well still blowing wild
Calgary Herald
November 12, 1982

Emissions standard
shattered by well
EDMONTON (CP) - The
levels of hydrogen sulphide reo
leased from a sour gas well that
blew o ut of control Oct. Ii exceeded provincial standards by
up to 1.000 times. says an Alberta E n v ironment Department
spokes man.
The rotten-egg smell of hydrogen s ulphide, poisonous in
high con centrat ions, s pread as
far as Calgary and Edmonton
after t he Amoco Canada Petroleum Co. Ltd. we ll blew out of

control near Lodgepole, 110 kilometres sou thwest of Edmonton.
At th e ti me Env iron men t
Department officials said the
ie"eLs were not II health haUU"d.
But department spokesma n Al
Schultz said Wednesday levels
were well above what is allowed
under provincial regulations.
Schult z said standards wt're
ex~ed b y about 50 times in
the Edmonton area and closer to
the well hy drogen sulphide lev Is
were 1,000 times higher

While there are suspicions
the symptoms might be con·
nected to emissions from the
nearby Shell and Gulf sour
natural gas plants. studies
conducted by the University of
Alberta, the University of Cal·
gary and the provincial En vi·
ronment Department hav e
failed to establish a direct
connection.
Bu t something is making an
entire cross·section of people in
one are a very ill. something
which. after 20 years. must be
considered chronic.
Yet the government is not
offering any hope for the area
residents. despite the an·
nounced "review" of previous
studies. In fact. Bogle has de·
s cribed the review as "one last
attempt to either prove or dis·
prove the concerns" that the
plants may be linked to health
problems.
Once done, "the case will be
closed. "
"We 'll say we 've d one our
bes t." said Bogle.
Bogle can say whatever he
likes. but if the review fails to
either prove or disprove the
sow gas plant link. what then?
Maybe the minister has for·
gotten the bottom line: the reo
s ponsibility to find out what is
making all of these people sick.
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Sign at entrance to Shell's WotMton pJant near Pincher Creek giv"s worning thot poisonous, flammoble gas is used in production

There's no 'mystery' to complaints: Lawyer
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Fast, easy solution unlikely in sour gas controversy
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Pincher Creek orea 's beautiful seHing belies division in community concerning complaints obovt $OUr gas plants
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TIm Adams. Calgary Herald

Fugitives' producer hopes special
prompts action on deadly problem
By Martin Morrow
( Herald staff writer)

"This is something I've lived with
every day for three years. Perhaps
this documentary is one way to
prompt someone to go in and solve
the problem."
This is how CFCN news producer
Lynne Rach describes her f11m Fugitives on the Wind, which airs this
Sunday at 7 p.m. (4-5) on News
Plus.
According to Rach, it all began in
Jan. 1980 when, accompanied by
CFCN news director Thompson
MacDonald and a photographer, she
travelled to the Pincher Creek area
to investigate complaints by residents that the health of their children was being affected by emissions
from nearby gas plants. After almost
three years of research and investigation, Rach has put together Fugitives, an hour-long documentary
that reveals how the health and lives
of Albertans have been affected by
sour gas leaks and other dangerous
emissions, and asks some serious
questions as to why so little has
been done to solve the problem.
Calgarians were greeted early one
morning at the beginning of this
month by the unpleasant odor of
hydrogen sulphide gas from a leaking Amoco gas well some 200 kilometres away. Alberta Environment
said the odor was harmless to Calgariana, but in Lethbridge four-yearold Erling Boddy was feeling the
effects of the sour gas. Erling is one
of the children whose health is believed to have been seriously impaired by fugitive emissions. His
THE CALGARY HERALD TV TIMES -

mother, Sharlaine Boddy, was living
in Pincher Creek and pregnant with
Erling at the time of a sour gas well
accident at the Shell Waterton
plant. According to Rach, the child
is highly sensitive to natural gas and
is on a monitor every night of his
life for fear that he might stop
breathing in his sleep. The Boddy's
story is one of several Rach has used
in her documentary to illustrate how
industrial pollution has endangered
the health and altered the lives of
their victims.
Equally poignant is the story of
the Petersons, an elderly couple now
living in their camper and uncertain
of how they'll be spending the coming winter . The home outside of
Redcliff, Alta. that they own and
lived in for six years now stands
abandoned. The Petersons could no
longer live at the residence because
of failing health. In addition, their
plants were drying up and their
trees dying . The problems were
linked to a nearby slough, which
proved to be contaminated with
pesticide, possibly due to midnight
(illegal) dumping.
But Fugitives on the Wind goes
beyond simply presenting these individual cases. During the three- year
period in which she was gathering
the information for her documentsry, Rach collaborated with meteorologist Julian Kinisky, who had originally investigated health hazards in
the Pincher Creek area some 20
years before. She also had snow,
humidifier and well water collected
from the Twin Butte area and tested
for cyanide - which chemical engi-

NOVEMBER 19, 1982

neer Ed Jones says can be formed in
sour gas plants. Kinisky's fmdings
and the result of the cyanide test
are included in the film.
However, while families from the
Pincher Creek area believe emissions
from the gas plants are seriously
harming their children, the film
reveals that plant officials have their
doubts. Rach talks to Art Mathes,
manager of the Shell Waterton
plant, who claims plant employees
no indication of health problems.
His view is corroborated by 'Ken
Dickie, environment co-ordinator
with the plant, who says he wouldn't
be living in the area with his family
if he thought there was a health
risk.
In researching Fugitives on the
Wind, Rach dug up a spate of reports on the Pincher Creek area.
"The problem has been denied for
over 20 years," Rach says. "When
you start delving into it you get
outraged. I have at least eight to ten
reports that have been done in the
last three years or so. Each one says
'Maybe (there's a problem), but
there's nothing concrete. There's no
way that we can link the gas plant
to the sicknesses of the people.'"
Rach says that the resson CFCN
News delayed producing this documentary for almost three years was
because "we were waiting until we
could do something positive." Perhaps the many questions posed by
Fugitives on the Wind will prompt
someone to try to solve this 2O-yearold problem. "I'm hoping for some
response," says Rach.
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B,
Bob Botl
uftflllcluou WI '(if I
1\ 111111'

breed ,ur

~ urrQt:lnllln

911111111 I~ ~ rlldlllln)'

Ihlt ornrl'~ of Ihil

t;1~h'C.~1

(/11

Staff environmentalists
a new breed of oilm~n

filUlllilul"I> hto',

'1'110)' Ilrit Ihn II\U U l'llI'l rnnnl~IIIIIII . l j.

rhllfj,ll'd wUh Iho flilher jfhl w~I"'fn !r
roltl uf IlIIlIto\'ln3 the ronlP ~ 1I 1 Ii elwlr.
onmf'ullil ~rlltllrft (rom wll hln IIIhllo 1&1

III\' ~1I U1 1111\(1 defending Iht:m from Ihe

crilieli oilltilllu.

So fu r. Ihcl1I III'fI onl)' • hDII\Hul of

/loom lill\'rn 1u1HIII111 en\'lrou·
tlH·t1IlIlI~lli nnd leliJ IhDn ~ o who dO\'ijIO
1111' IIUIJo rh)' or IIlclr IIlnt! 10 fll\'lnm·
IIlellllll IItIJ\'lI),. Tho), 'IIork for IIle
Ihlll1l-

blu..:c~ 1

or rhe morll Ih ~n :!GO COIll I'lI UI CIi

In 11m ClIlllldl nll Pi'lnllclltll "''' '<Ie Dllon.
Thi! Job de&crillllillUl \'!H)' lI·hM)'. but
1111 hilI'" 01111 Ihln ~ In cumrlliln - Iho)'
"lwnd a III'\'IU drill o( time nlh!lldlug
1II1~'IIrI):) , " "rems 1111')' or!! I:OII.ll1nll)'
11It.'tlinA wllh ~h' lI .en 'IUI U, whh l'flrtl'
plilly l!~ttlllh'C!S, ~'1I1t lI'orkij~ In lite
fit'ld lind (\\'(' 11 ~Uh ('liCit ollter,
Mosl llro clIglnconi by pro f"-'ii~lon, bUI
Mlrtli! cllttlpanlu nre 1\0'01' IIrll\'t ly IIcck·
In" blll10Wlliti lind olher jC l ~nll.itJ to bol,
~ I t'r Ihelr mul'th capull)', i>rt\'lousl)"
oulllldll ronliullll nl& provided most of Iho
M:lerlllnr expcrtlSC!, bUI Ihll nrm. nOli'
"'lInl their Oll'n CII'pcrts to OVClfIiCe ton·
~ullll rt t.~

lind Clvaluate Ihelr work,

Biologist at Amoco
Onll ollhll nrst blologlSIJl on Ihl.! tolllf(
01 II CIlIj.\!1ry 011 romp:,")' Willi Ilon l'- Ind,
III)j, on\'lronmenlll l ro,ordln utllr II I
,\ 1tIUl'O Cllnlull 1,Id, lull rll rrenl eh!llr,
mlltl IIf thl.! CI'.\ 's I.! n\'lronuIl'nlal cons!;'r·
\'atlon colt1ntllttt,
"MoSI or us lin.! (!n.lllnt'C~ tcornlng
aboUI t.'COIIISY," SI )'8 Mr, fo'ndl ay. " I'm
1111 C!ttJllIglsl lellmlng llbo~ t t nl;lnccr'
lng,"
•
Tho conscn.'IIHon w mmlttec's main
run~Uon hll!! bren 10 IId\'lse Ihe cr.\ on
th, Itnlblllty 01 go\'emment polklrs
lind guldellnell lI f(ccU n~ tht pelroleum
InduliIl')' nnd 10 suggest hllw 5uch pollc,
I~ clln h!;' Implemcnll'Cf oncc IIdopled,
1I0ll'c\'cr, the com mlllce Is also be·
('Olnlng Increnl'llngl)' In\'ol\'«1 In propo.~'
Ing lind orso nltlng Jolnl rt'SCo rch progronl ~ wllh 8111'Cmnl(!n1 I\nd unl\'crsl,
Ilc.:l, II nlM! Is o!.~lsUnH Ihe !'clrolcutn
Industry Trll lnlnH Sen 'lce to IncoqKl ralc
Clwlron menlal cdUC!lllon In Slof( dc\'cl·
opmenl ror oil ~' m p l llr{,(,5,
Itl'S('3 rdl IlroJecls (Uc unller WII)' o r
cunll'mplutcd Inlo blol()~klll means of
d Cllnlng ull till spills, disposal of ,~4 1t
~'!'lIe r !lnd lI rlllln~ nuld.~ al wcll sites,
minimizing thc errlocts of conslructlon
on ro~ds and Icuses, ~nd assessing Ihl'
cffl,'CIS 01 emlulons from sour g3S
plnn!:.,
,
Mr, Flndl:lY SIIYS Ihc:sc slodlcs lire
tlll lPltl!.' II) OlubOUll o tII o " mUUlrle II~O
4'(1111'1'11'" liO Ihol thl! CrrC('11i of 01 Indus.
Iry lIelh'lly on ollwr land U ~I'1i un llest
IKt mlnhllltf'd ,'
" It 'li n \'('f)' dlrtleull knlrC! edllll 10
'4'11111," ho IIII)'~ of his own rolil ,U II bioi.
!JUli l and tllw/ronmentallSI wo rkIn"
whltln liIe 011 Inllu~ lr)', "Nonc of us Iii
In bllll nrlill 10 dllvll5tale 11111 cn\'Irt)It,
menl, bUI our opcrlillon' aro golm: III
111I\'e lin ImpllI:t and our Job I ~ 10 keep,
Ih ll l Intp act 10 In IIceo pt ab le'
minimum ,"

THE CANADIAN PETROUUM ASSOCIATION'S

COMMlmE

. , more than 30 companl., have
, . envlro'nmentolilis
. parti(lpattnSl In committee actfvltiel

Education stressed
WUhhl Iho compnny, Mr. 'Flnd hl)'
&11)'11 Itl~ rolo hi prinlarll), Ortll or l'iluCII'
lOr Dud cmntl1l1nlclllor - makln" MINI
Ihat AtUOI.'tIl't1IptO),L't1l nro nwaro of Ihe
l'n\'\t'(ttUnentlil consequence, of Ihctr ur,
Ilon.\, "The I:lIul Is III ~CI II propt'r bid ,
ltnCt!

bclWl'(' U rcSUUrtU

manaUcJllcnt

Dnd lin economic opcrnIJon,"
110 b well Ilrtpared lor Ihls, hll\'ln"
&"enl n\'e )'l!DI'IJ liS eduentlon dln.'Clor
lor Ihe ClI llln r), ZOOlogical Society prIor
10 Joining Amoco 111'0 yCllfII !lIIO, lie 18
II grlldUl1lt or Ihl! Utah Sill Ie Unh'CfIIlIy
nlilurlil rt$Ou rt~ fOlIl!8e.
" 1111111'1 rt'llnll litO th" lI,i;illt 'II, It ',
beeu \'Ilr)' I!lJl:ltlu(I, and III) 111'0 daY8 Ire
Iltu ~lI rnfl, II I~ II lot or run Ind II { lilli,
Il'lIgo Ihal l enJo),," ho flY/J, noliM Ihlll
1\11101.'0 cllrrenlly II lelllug him IiPMd
rt Hl~ 1 of hili time working on CI)A proJ.
l'Cbi,
•
WhUo lIluch of Mr, P1ndl.)".ompha.

sis hh bcfn on rtS4!areh proJK", t.nme

W111k(1I', environmenllli cOill rol t nltlnetlr
III Mobil 011 Conl tlll L!d:" hn tOnNin.
fnvlronml'n lal
nWII l'clltl'U within hi. compl n), - fI \'cn
uslllg a /IO N or CfInfculonll cilled "trlt.
Icnl liel(·annl)'6IIi" III prose lyll',fI tllnOlltt
emplo),w,
A8l1cd 10 dennl! his role, Mr, Walker
_Did II hwoll'ctl "c~ llI bIl6h ln8 lind Inoul,
lurln~ In Inlrrnol 'y&IOln Ihroukh whlclt
utlr romptt n)' (':In hlll'rp rci Ina eonsl"
tentl)' npply l!nvironrnenlill ml n.gr,
menl Ilt'Oecue. os lin ImeHl'1I1 porI of
our blt~l nl':iS nl'lh'I,y,"
IrJUM 011 hel"ht cnl ~"

Calgary Herald - June 11, 1976
Big Oil steers itself into
"greening of the hoard room" public relations,
hiring "enviroDlpental consultants"
because of serious problems from
cumulative impacts on the environment

An l'n~llIet! r by profeu lon. 115 ware
:III lite ol hcr 011 elwiron meutllll," COli,
IIetC<!, Mr, Wolker 811)" Mobil m~nnll~
mcnl has "b:ackl'l! ma to thtl hilt" In
cffortl'l to In,~ tII envlronmenlal aWII~'
rtes~ III a\'ef)' level In Ihtl comPOoy, "lJy
l'onl roUUlIZ IInll prol'Cllllng ION I nti
dlunllj:{', 11'0 (In j /iVO hundred, Oflhfl\l'
~lI ttd,~ of tiolillf'ii do'4·" Ihll r'OIId," 110
nOIi'I.
fll litO "('tltlcal Jf Il, an")'~liI" prw~~, ItVfJl')' IJpoe l
II prnJOtI hi IiiludlM

or

for t:l1vlnlnnt('nIDI Imp.rt lind poulble
hlllU'Iwomeot, TtIli hIS betn IIPPUt'd 10
lIt:tf\o!t1t'lJ II. IIIlnor III leo", rolld, 1I11t1
U IIII1Jor OJ Ilu pllnli lind plpellJlt;l,
li nd II hili rCiullcd In , llInlr1e.nl
"IInllrl! In operll llnw proct'Ollr'ft, • • )'.
Mr, WI lker,
1115 ,liwllt: h frum rmn'olr enolntit!r 10

no

('ll\'lrontncnlaliJiI htlf.n In 1e71 wh~
Itetprd dun'lop Cf!vlmnmrnt. 1 procoduN'~ fill' l!rllilng on SIble l.ill od orr Ihe
!o:'~1 CU,UI,
lI, tr)' Pllimer, clI\'lroometlllll ro-ord,
/nlllo, II Uomll I'tlrolfl unu Lid" hn
_peelDliled In )'01 lI"olhor "peel of 011
Indu,,,), ffillog,y - Iho prepari lion of
em'lronmCG tnl IInp:lr t I llIlentt'nl3 for
liubmltijilon 10 1f01'lImment rt'lIullllOI')'
1I11entll'$, Prior 10 jolnlnll Dome Ilfl

yell r, Ita

JIIan ~ttcd

Iho tfwlronnltnl.1

I!.rogrllt1l for Iho yoll r Ou tOn~rtlu m ,
Mr, I'lI lmer lillY' tha t at H. bcJe; fm ,
plcl lloUHl1menl (In help lbe comp"ny
Itli \\'111/ U 1110 ';OYflmtntnl b)' u 'ouunB
t'f)~tI)' ci1lngl'.l In pilM "nco. project
I, I~/.:UII , 11111 he K8 /I dllngol'OlU trend
I(lWIlMij rlJlld, dOIDliod requlremenhl
thlll CIlIlld load 10 •• lllIlIlIon like Iho
" IIIW)'Qr'li tlltIIO" uu~ by Jilit /l I,Wli
In Iho United SlOlfII, ,
''The (00 r. 1lIovemmC'nll. tIIklnlC "n
Idelll, . udl'ltIlC ,,,pmlch which lJi II')'·
,lnli lO set Iho allS1\'U 10 ftVlIl')' pcwlblo
qutJillon, TheJ(! qlll'~ lIon, 'hould be
Ihiked .11 rlShl, bul we c.nnol I lwl),'
glvo IIn. wen, 'MIe limo WhM Ihel qUeI>
lion IJI D§ked I, 1IJ1l11lr. whtn we lire
leulible 10 IIt\1jWllr II. '
I

WhlJll l'T"htlng aUllnllt "unrt.tutle
lind un:1l11l1nlllllll" ~'OvCl mm ... nl nlltli,
Mr, 1)lIhlUlr lOY' helJ Iryln" 10 "monl'
lor, tduu to lind help" Ihl! III11! dcpllrl.
ml'nU I I Dflme 10 Incorporll\.Cl environ·
mcnllli ronet mJl lnlO lItelr l lllf1dllrd opo
erll llnl! r.~urH'
'
" Rnv romnenllli problemJl Ire cnttl,
ItC!llrlnr: prolll(;nI8," Ito 11ft)", " I don'l
.cpDralo them In my mind. bUI It hOIl
widened Iho, ~PIl 01 r118lnftrfng, Our
job used to 1M! 10 Reul'Cl lne project rrom
1M envlronmenl, wheru i now '1\'0 muse
Il lliO It(UI'Cl Iho tn~lron mc:n' (rom tho
proJl.'t1 III well,"
Slnlllal' vlowl lre IIxprtAtd b)' JettY
Glliner II I Gulf 011 Cenlld. Ltd" who
tOmpalU lodllY', tnvlronmental con·
« m ~' I tli tho worker H. rely mo\'C!mcnt
• lIenorlllon IIf:O, 110 tXpcttH Ihat In II
(ow )'tlnl, J{ood ('n\'lronmcnllll practlc:.
es will be fully Incorporilled Inlo Sll nd·
nrd enlllnl'tring I nd opera ting proeedum ,
"Wa:lre nOI goll1J: 10 e'Pllnd tho cnl'I,
rt)mnenlll l l rflllni group Into another big
b uroa~ rlle)'," !C1)'5 Mr. Gllincr. echoing
II w rnmon .sentiml'nl IIIIIOn" 011 CfItt1p.'
ntH , " \\'1' wlln! to hll\'e our oporlting
peopla doinG Ihcic thIngs on Itlelr own
\'ollllon, This III Ihe dlrftllon tile IndusIf)' Is mo\1ng,"

Practices incorporated
110 5111d chili 01 the m people In Gutf

Cllnmdll'lI exploration lind produelloll dL"
p:lrtmcnu , lboul 17 nlBII·ycars are dt...
\'oh,'Cf to l'lwlronmcntol IIcUvlll('s oboul 1 1 per ccnl of Ihe comp!lny's
tnonpo"'er: nut Ihl're nrc mllny "cnvlr,
onmentol" Ilrllcllccli, l'i uch Oli gradIng
:;c l.~m k II nc.~ 10 IIvold ero!lion, which
were long II~O Incorporllled Inlo ,~ Iand·
ud proced utc5 lind tllnnol be tounted.
" We hu'e now (gM'lnttd man!lgc,
menl Ihnl until oil the ecological cmu
hl\'o' bt.' tn (!\'lI lu:lled, )'OU don't hll\'c the
rull pIcture Ilf Ihe cconomlC5 of II proj·
ttl," Mr, GaIner concluded, "And, wllh
sc\'en agcnclc:s looking III e\'er)' propos·
al lind delllY! running into ycars, )'OU
ha\'c 1.0 gct It riShl Ihe fi rsl ti me

Ihrough,h

"
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Residents may have to flee again if wind drops

II,. ST)::n : HUllE and SIL\W S WADDIOLL
or The JOIIrnl1
CA~lRo~r Man)' nf lbe hundm:15 of fann·
enl and small 10111'1 teSldenll. forced 10 flee Ibel.r
berne. Tuesday night be(:au"" of tbe apP"*=h of a

deodly cloud or hydrogen ouJphide

gal,

we", ii"en

permiSliion 10 relurn th~ lTIOrninJY
.~n ca.t "'ind loday will dissipatiJlg Ihe tbiIt
cloud of llOiJonous gas
but ev'<'!Jeer ,,'en! wUn'
fl'l Ihal they might """ e
10 nee ante mo", jf the
wind died dOlI'n.
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d.:Jrt late ~ulUmn. 1\01
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.rto." """"kl"ll
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$700,000 out-of-cco'u"rt -ilwa rd
for 15 Pincher Creek families
9

A $7(1(),000 settlement has

been reached out of court in
a dispute in which Shell Can·
ada Ltd. and Gull Canada
Ltd. were accused of causi ng
nuisa nce and damage to
Pincher Creek area residents.

~~irtee n
fam ilies filed a
claim totalling about $1.:)
million in 1965. alleging that
the gas plants in U1C area hlltl
polluted the atmosphere ca using a nuisance and in some
cases, a threat to health.

Examinations for discovery
were held between the claim ants and the oil companies
ending a year ago. From
there. the I)arties en tcreri
negotiations for a voluntary
sclliemenL.
W. G. Geddes of Edmonton ,
counsel for some of the fa milies. said there were cl aim .~

They said the gases irritated
nasal passages and affected
appetites and complained of
corrosion of wire fences and
farm machinery.

of periodic illness made by
some fann families.
The plants involved

are
Shell 's Wa t.erton processing
facility and the Gu lf installation at Pincher Creek. The
plants are located eight miles
apart on an east-west line in
the path of prevailing win:1s.
The eight fam ilies who li ve
between one quarter and 16
miles from the plants. compla ined th at the sulphur dioxIde and trace grases given off
by the ptants. "affected the
rn joyment of their farm~tcads ," 1\Ir. Geddes said this
morning .
Mr . Geddes stressed that it
was not a constant prob lem
but the irritation from the
gases and odors "occured
periodically."
The fam ilies said the younger children. livestock. and pet.!;

INQUIRY HelD

In 1963-64 a provincial
government inquiry was held
and concluded there was no
problem.
At this point the families de·
cided to lake legal action.
There were more than 30
dAYS of examination for discovery stretching O\'er four or
five years. Mr. Geddes said .
The lawyer said the Pincher
Creek area is subject to " unu .~u aL weather conditions" and
that he is con vinced the oil
companies were not aware
that there would be any pollution problem when they
built their plants.

Pincher Creek health study"',ion'e
g;.~

B, catheri ne Butlin
1_............. 1tot1

A . tudy of pOslible eau .... of
o 20·yea,.bi.lory 01 !Ua. .. In
famm ... downwind 1T0m IO U'
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a,ea ba l been complete.:!. ill
aulho, says.
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Gas well smell drifts 200 km to Calgary
Ao unpl.Mlnt odor of rotten
ego drihed into Cllpry J..\e Thur·
odfIy M fum .. continued 10 OPll'ad
from an out·of-rontrol AOUI' p i ",.11
'boul 200 illomeu-a north,.·t8! of
the city.
Albert I'oulette. Albel'\.l Environmenl compisint& ;nveltip.or.
~id he reaived reporu .t about

was .till ~;ble this morning.

And u CII,oriln. wrinkled
tMir I>OSeI, work continued. on the
Clppin, of the Amoco Can.d.
Rosourctl I.td.1IOI1I' 1M _II .
Hollie JohNon, & spok.. m.n for
the C,lglry.bued weU OperllOr,
-'"'d Pl'Ofl_ WAll mllde in prepar·
in, thr aitt for diversion of the
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4U lphide into Ihe ItmOlph.ll'.
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29, 1982
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The Energy ministry explained to the 1990 David Anderson Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration
Commission that “although petroleum exploration companies already held substantial freehold leases and
had leased rights from the Federal government by 1988, they needed to obtain an interest in Provincial
rights to assemble a large enough block to propose a viable exploration project.” That is primarily why the
Ministry began its ‘consultation’ program in August 1988, in order to clear a path with third-order
government for “the disposition of Provincial rights that took place on October 25, 1989,” a date
announced in April 1989 when the bidding competition for exploration rights were to be approved for
lease in the Fraser Valley. 502
A series of ‘consultation’ correspondence, notices, meetings and presentations were convened by the
Ministry of Energy with government agencies, municipalities, MLAs, newspapers, and government
bureaucrats on August 8, August 31, September 13, September 15, September 21, 503 and October 17,
1988, and on January 16, January 19, January 30, April 26, May 15, August 1, August 2, August 11,
August 15, August 22, August 31, September 6, September 8, September 11, September 21, September
22, September 28, October 5, and October 6, 1989. 504
A critical aim by the Ministry for these various ‘consultations’ with municipal representatives was to
eventually determine which lands in the Fraser Valley would meet the optimum criteria, i.e., least political
opposition, when leased for petroleum interests.
As you are aware, we have been consulting with Municipal staff in the affected municipalities to
ensure that postings are in line with community plans. A final list of parcels was then approved for
inclusion in the Ministry’s regular sale on October 25, 1989. 505
Ministry staff visited officials in the potentially affected district municipalities of Delta, Surrey,
Langley and Matsqui and discussed the requests in relation to community plans. These meetings
took place in the period August 1 to August 15, 1989. Final selection of the rights to be made
available accounted for population density. That is, residential areas that extended over
sufficient areas to preclude any access to underlying resources were excluded. [Bold emphasis]
Also, community plans were examined to limit conflict with future developments. Equitable
treatment of those making the requests and their stated priorities were also considered important. A
decision on which parcels would be offered for competition was reached by the end of August
[1989]. 506

502

Tab, Petroleum Title in British Columbia, page 24, Anderson Commission Technical Hearing Exhibits.
“Slide show presentation to representatives of Pitt Meadows, Maple Ridge, Abbotsford, Dewdney, Matsqui,” at the Union
of BC Municipalities convention, Whistler, BC.
504
Tab, Petroleum Title in British Columbia, Anderson Commission Technical Hearing Exhibits.
505
EMPR letter, Fraser Valley Crown Land Disposition, September 6, 1989, sent to Delta, Langley, Surrey and Matsqui
municipalities, in EMPR T-3, Petroleum Titles Branch Exhibits, to the Anderson Commission.
506
Tab, Petroleum Title in British Columbia, Anderson Commission Technical Hearing Exhibits.
503
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5 – 6.

The October 26, 1989, Bidding Process Results

John Allan, the Energy Resource Division’s Assistant Deputy Minister with the Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum Resources, released a special notification to the public on April 24, 1989,
Information Letter E89-03, titled Fraser Valley Posting Requests.
The Ministry of Energy, Mines
and Petroleum Resources is
accepting requests for posting of
Crown Reserve petroleum and
natural gas in the lower Fraser
Valley. Requests received before
June 30, 1989 will form the basis
for selection of a limited number
of parcels to be included in the
October 25, 1989 disposal of
Crown petroleum and natural gas
rights. Additional parcels may be
included in subsequent
dispositions.
Rights to underground storage
reservoirs will not be included in
the disposition. Applications for
underground storage exploration licences and underground storage reservoir leases may be
submitted when the applicant can satisfy the following condition:
An application pursuant to section 140.1 or 140.5 of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Act shall
include the name and well authorization number of a well that a) has been drilled by or on
behalf of the applicant, b) is located within the area covered by the application, and c) has
encountered a storage reservoir.
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Five days before the notification, the
provincial Cabinet, or Executive
Council, approved Order-in-Council
No. 585 on April 19, 1989, the
Petroleum and Natural Gas Storage
Reservoir Regulation, granting special
privilege to any corporate applicant for
an underground natural gas storage
facility in the Fraser Valley. Four
months later, and two months prior to
the October 25th bidding process for
petroleum permits in the Fraser Valley,
government’s Executive Council
approved Order-in-Council 1223 on
August 24, 1989, for B.C. Gas’ July 11,
1989, application “relating to
preliminary surveys and investigation
for the potential development of
underground natural gas storage in the
Fraser Delta.”
With B.C. Gas’ interests for
underground storage intact, it, and its
two consortium partner
petroleum bidders, awaited the
approval announcement of
October 25. Of a total “15
parcels of Crown-owned
mineral leases in the Fraser
Valley, ten of these were
picked up.” 507

507

Fraser delta gas play gets shove ahead, National Post, November 6, 1989.
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October 25, 1989, Ten Parcels Bidding Process Results
Parcel
No.
12158
12159

Hectares

12161
12162

3,310
2,007

12188
12189
12190
12195
12196
12197

264
441
476
259
259
259

2,211
2,612

Purchased
By
Conoco Canada Ltd.
- B.C. Gas
- Canadian Hunter
- Optima Energy
- Epic Resources
Conoco Canada Ltd.
Canadian Coastal
Resources Ltd.
Conoco Canada Ltd.
Conoco Canada Ltd.
Conoco Canada Ltd.
Conoco Canada Ltd.
Conoco Canada Ltd.
Conoco Canada Ltd.

Percent
Ownership
100 %
80 %
10 %
2.5 %
7.5 %
100 %
100 %

Price Per
Hectare
$497.52
$136.13

Bonus Paid to
Gov’t.
$1.1 million
$355,572.27

$949.55
$87.48

$3,143,010.5
$175,555.55

100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %

$312.50
$750.58
$126.89
$79.07
593.05
593.05

$82,500
$331,005.78
$60,394.88
$20,479.13
$153,599.95
$153,599.95

After the awarding of
the ten parcels by the
Ministry of Energy
summarized in its fivepage document,
Competition for the
Right to Explore and
Develop Crown
Petroleum and Natural
Gas Resources, as
shown in the attached
table, newspaper media
published maps that
showed the parcel
locations in the Fraser
Valley.
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What the maps presented to the media omitted,
however, were the other locations of the Ministry
of Energy’s recently permitted petroleum parcels
granted to Epic Resources B.C. Ltd. on April 8,
1987 (parcels 3132, 3133, 3134) and July 29,
1987 (parcels 3135, 3136, 3138, 3139), to
McLean Oil and Gas Ltd. on March 3, 1989
(parcel 3157), and the old October 23, 1957,
petroleum tenure No. 802 transferred to Dynamic
Oil Ltd. As narrated in the sub-chapter below,
The Public Hearing Series: the Tuesday, June
12th Opener, the Anderson Commission failed to
present all the Fraser Valley petroleum tenures on
its satellite map wall display. This was an
embarrassing deficiency in the public hearing
process, which The Friends of the Fraser Valley
discovered and exposed to the media.
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With the finalization of Fraser Valley petroleum leases intact, almost everything was in place. It took
years of strategy, investment and promotion behind private industry’s arrival for this moment.
Announcements were made to news reporters that drilling would be taking place within a year. However,
one final conditional hurdle remained.
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5 – 7.

“Public Consultation”

As part of the B.C. government’s October 25,
1989, lease conditions for petroleum license
rights over the Fraser Valley – rights leased
and let, that is, without public consent –
petroleum companies and the recently formed
private utility company B.C. Gas Inc. were
now held responsible to conduct public
consultation forums and processes. These
revised conditions were spelled out in a
December 12, 1989, Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum Resources Information
Letter, subject heading “Public Consultation
Guidelines, Oil and Gas Development:”
The Ministry is now being more specific
in its requirements for public
consultation related to oil and gas exploration. Public consultation planning will be required of all
applicants for work approvals from the Ministry under the Drilling and Production Regulation.
Public consultation plans should be developed by the proponent and reviewed with Ministry staff at
the beginning of project planning and prior to formal application.
Public consultation techniques may include a wide array of initiatives, from personal contacts,
informal meetings and information letters, to brochures, open houses, storefront offices, workshops
or seminars.
The philosophy and practical public consultation advice contained in the Canadian Petroleum
Association’s Public Consultation Handbook is endorsed by the Ministry.
In preparation for adhering to the Ministry’s special revised public consultation guidelines, Dynamic Oil
Limited, in partnership with Conoco Canada Ltd., hired the services of Victoria City-based Connor
Development Services Ltd. in late December 1989. Connor Development’s assignment was to conduct
two sociological profiles, one of Langley Township, the other of Surrey and Delta municipalities,
population communities located in the vicinity of proposed methane (“natural”) gas drilling sites. Beyond
its initial contract, Connor Development “was also retained through the first quarter of 1990 to advise
Dynamic and Conoco Canada during the public consultation process.” 508
D.M. Connor Development Services was formed by Desmond M. Connor in 1968 with an office in the
Ottawa, Ontario area. As the consulting firm’s public relations services slowly expanded, it eventually
established an operation centre in Victoria City, British Columbia. Summarized in the October 4, 1991,
edition of the Chilliwack Progress newspaper, Desmond Connor “is a consulting sociologist,” and “has

508

Bob Spring one page letter to David Anderson, September 6, 1990.
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taught in the School of Public Administration at the University of Victoria and is currently an adjunct
professor in the graduate program in Natural Resource Management at Simon Fraser University.”
Some of Connor’s Ontario and western Canada clients included Ontario Hydro, the Aluminum Company
of Canada (ALCAN), the Northern Canada Power Commission, Bradbury Industries (wood preservative
manufacturing plant proposal, 100 Mile House), Canadian Forest Products’ Howe Sound pulp mill,
Continental Environmental Systems (Koster Siding waste dump proposal), Fraser River Harbour
Commission (a 1983 secret investigation report), Progressive Construction (Milan and Olga Ilich’s Terra
Nova residential development in Richmond, B.C.), Falconbridge Ltd. (the zinc-copper mining proposal on
southern Saltspring Island), the Mining Association of British Columbia (the 1988 report, Preventing and
Resolving Public Controversy), and the Atomic Energy of Canada’s subsidiary, Local Energy Systems
(nuclear reactor proposal for the University of Saskatchewan).
Connor Development’s sociological consultants Gary Reith and Sharon McCarthy generated two internal
reports for Dynamic Oil in January 1990. 509 Bob Spring, a Conoco Canada Ltd. employee since 1985 and
its newly 1991 appointed Western Canada Project Manager, a title used as Project Manager of the Fraser
Valley Gas Project consortium (Dynamic Oil, Conoco, and B.C. Gas), sent copies of the two Connor
reports 510 to Commissioner David Anderson on September 6, 1990. Spring forwarded the two reports to
Anderson after he was directly questioned about them during cross examination by Commission counsel
Doug MacAdams on August 28, 1990, during the second day of the Anderson Commission’s technical
hearings. 511 Gary Reith, a former B.C. Environment Ministry Waste Management employee, wrote in
Connor Development’s January 1990 District of Langley report that the sociological profile “is intended
to orient personnel from Dynamic Oil Limited to key social realities associated with its proposed natural
gas drilling program.”
In early January 1990, Gary Reith and Sharon McCarthy wandered into the Fraser Valley urban and
farmland wilderness to document for Dynamic Oil who that public opposition to its proposed petroleum
operations would most likely consist of. Reith canvassed all notable environmental, outdoor and wildlife
organizations, compiled data on all media outlets, read reports, and interviewed “more than 30
individuals.” Reith identified and summarized the role and concerns of the Society Promoting
Environmental Conservation (SPEC), the Western Canada Wilderness Committee, West Coast
Environmental Law Association, T. Buck Suzuki Foundation, Greenpeace, the B.C. Federation of
Naturalists, the Vancouver Natural History Society, the Fraser River Coalition, the B.C. Wildlife
Federation, Ducks Unlimited, and the Fraser Wetlands Habitat Committee. Reith concluded, in general,
that there would be relatively minor concerns and conflicts generated by these organizations for the
drilling proposals in the Langley District area.
Reith identified provincial and federal environmental agencies, American agencies, the Langley and
Aldergrove Chambers of Commerce, ratepayer associations, community clubs, farming and farm related

509

District of Langley: A Social Profile, by Gary Reith, and The Districts of Surrey and Delta; A Social Profile, by Sharon
McCarthy.
510
The reports were then retained as part of the Commission’s records which were put into storage in early 1991. In 1994 the
MEMPR transferred the Anderson Commission’s records to the BC Archives, where they remained, uncatalogued, until early
2021. No member of the public had requested or reviewed the Commission records until June 2021 by the author of this report.
511
Transcripts, volume 2, pages 375-376.
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organizations: “In general, none of the groups appear to have any major apprehensions about the drilling
program at this time but many have a number of questions and emerging concerns.”
Of the eight conclusion bullet points in Reith’s January 1990 report, he wrote the following in points 6 to
8:
An information vacuum surrounds the proposed drilling program. Most individuals are unfamiliar
with the regulatory or technical aspects of the drilling program. Local newspapers have been the
primary source of information about the drilling program to date; news has been limited.
Most local organizations and individuals appear to have few specific concerns about the drilling
program. Currently there is little evidence to indicate that the drilling program is destined to be a
major controversy. In general, the seismic testing programs conducted earlier seem to have
contributed to an overall positive image of the natural gas industry. In addition, most people
consider natural gas as an environmental-friendly fuel.
The regional environmental organizations are concerned about the potential environmental risk of
drilling near Boundary Bay. There is little indication that these groups will have the interests or
resources to pay much attention to the situation in Langley.
There are several general concerns about the drilling program. These include: the short-term
impacts of the program on residents and uses adjacent to the drill site (eg. drill noise and traffic);
possible impacts on well water supply and quality; the possibility that a natural gas discovery would
lead to an exploration boom and disrupt the rural lifestyle in south Langley; and risks to public
health and safety in the event of a blow-out or
discovery of sour gas.
Reith ended by making a series of recommendations,
including the distribution of a company brochure, “to
all homes within a one-mile radius of the proposed drill
sites,” and to organizations on a mailing list, to
government agencies, libraries, and Chamber of
Commerce offices. The timing of Dynamic’s brochure
would accompany and fit into the distribution plan of a
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
information booklet about the proposed gas exploration
drilling and underground gas storage in the Fraser
Valley. Reith noted that Dynamic Oil’s three planned
community open houses scheduled for February 20, 21,
and 22, 1990, should be advertised in the local
newspapers.
Reith noted the District of Langley’s role:
The District of Langley administers a noise bylaw within the community and to that extent has
some permitting authority over proposed drilling. Although its regulatory powers are limited, the
District is a key organization because it is an obvious target for protests, should any arise as a result
of the drilling program.
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Province of British Columbia
Ministry 01 Enel gy. Mines
and PClIolculrl Aosoul(;cs

ENERGY RESOURCES DIVISION

INFORMATION LETTER

E90-1

SUBJECT: FRASER VALLEY NATURAL GAS EXPLORATION
This is a lurther update on activity related to exploration for natural gas in the
Fraser Valley.
Sale of Crown Rights
The October 25th disposition of Crown petroleum rights in the Fraser Valley
resulted In the sale of ten parcels in three locations, covering
12,098 hectares in the Fraser Valley, at an average price of $461 per hectare.
Conoco Canada limited, and its partner, Dynamic Oii limited, obtained the
majority of the parcels through the competitive bidding process . They have
a time-limited Interest in the resources, but not an automatic right to carry
out exploration work. Permission must be obtained from property owners,
the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, and other
regulatory agencies for each individual operation .
Company Activity
Since the October 25th disposition, Dynamic 011 limited has been
consolidating Its land position and making preparations for drilling
applications and public consultation, as required under the provincial
Drilling and Production Regulation . The company has obtained permission
from landowners to survey three locations: one In Delta and two in Langley.
Once that has been completed, the company Is expected to make a formal
application for permission to drill.
Ministry Activity and Public Information
To ensure thaI elected officials, the public, and staff In government
agencies are fully Informed about drilling activities and regulations, the
Ministry has prepared a booklet about routine drilling operations and the
special requirements that will be placed on the operators In the Fraser
Valley. A copy Is enclosed for your Information.
Also enclosed Is a short brochure to be delivered to homes within a onemile radius of the proposed drilling locations. Both the brochure and
booklet will be available to local residents and the general public at
Municipal Offices In Langley and Delta.
John Allan
Assistant Deputy Minister
Energy Resources Division
Enclosures
90/ 01/29
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Given the dramatic events that would unfold two months later –
namely the public protests before Langley Council on the evening of
March 5, 1990 – Reith’s comments would turn out to be profoundly
prophetic.
Reith also noted the following:
Dynamic Oil Limited’s proposed drilling program in south
Langley faces a citizenry which has demonstrated its ability to
conduct organized, protracted and successful campaigns to
oppose developments which are perceived to be undesirable.
The large number of controversies in south Langley 512 has
tended to create a siege mentality among some residents, who
suggest that south Langley is the target of undesirable
developments because it is perceived as a thinly populated area
with no political clout. In the context of a community with
heightened anxieties, and in the midst of at least one major
controversy (i.e., the B.C. Hydro transmission line) the
company might anticipate its proposed drilling program to be
greeted with some suspicion and cynicism. 513
Reith’s commentary on the ‘problem’ was also identified by Emile
Morin, a board member of Alberta’s Energy Resources Conservation
Board, who testified at the David Anderson technical hearings on
August 31, 1990:
The risk is one of rejection, and the marshalling of the forces,
and opposing the scheme, and indeed I think that happened in
this particular instance where there was a significant opposition to the siting of the Shell plant, the
[Caroline] Shell gas plant [in Alberta], and that ultimately resulted in Shell moving their plant to a
different site. 514

512

The controversies also included local opposition to gravel extraction and golf course proposals on private lands and in the
ALR (Agricultural Land Reserve).
513
District of Langley, A Social Profile, page 9.
514
Testimony of Emile Morin, Board member of Alberta’s Energy Resource Conservation Board (ERCB), Anderson
Commission transcripts, Volume 5, pages 892-893. Morin had spent “two or three years in Special Projects,” where he “served
as a technical advisor to the Lodgepole Inquiry Panel, and subsequent to that, when [he] became Manager of the Drilling and
Production Department, [and] served as Chairman of the Blowout Prevention Review Committee, which is the group that put
together many of the drilling criteria for sour critical wells” (page 858).
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5 – 8.

‘Natural’ Gas: The Friendly Energy Source Propaganda

Preservation of our environment is becoming a major public issue. Clean burning natural gas is
gaining prominence as the right fuel at the right time, offering solutions to many environmental
problems. 515
“I’d like to know if the guy who invented the phrase ‘natural gas’ is still alive. The thing is natural
gas is ‘methane!’ And, if it comes out that methane was leaking some people will understand that
methane is deadly. I mean, you don’t have to blow up, you just have to inhale it a couple of times
and you are gone. You see, it’s NATURAL, NATURAL GAS! You can almost hear the orchestra in
the back, it’s so soothing. Don’t worry.” 516

Earlier on in Connor Development’s Langley District
social profile report, Gary Reith pitched the following
campaign strategy to Dynamic Oil:
… time is of the essence. The reality that natural
gas drilling might occur soon is slowly
circulating through the community. The vacuum
of information about the project provides ideal
conditions for fears and anxieties to develop from
rumours and misinformation.
Natural gas is perceived to be an environmentally
friendly energy source. … Now is an appropriate
time for the company to proceed with a
systematic public program to address the
information vacuum currently existing about its
drilling program and capitalize on the generally
positive public attitudes towards natural gas.
Bubbling since at least 1987, the petroleum industry in the United States and Canada began strategically
promoting and advertising “natural gas” as a cleaner and better fossil fuel alternative to coal and oil, the
new ‘bridge fuel.’ That Gary Reith candidly stated that the petroleum industry’s advertisement campaign
was a “perceived” condition, that is, as a recognized and approved public relations perception, could not
have been any clearer.
The October 18, 1989, Province newspaper headline on the front page of the Business section, B.C. gas
boom coming, stated “the boom in B.C.’s northeastern natural gas fields is just beginning but already
spokesmen expect it to play an increasingly important role in our economy over the next decade and
beyond.” The article stated: “B.C. Gas, the newly named company that grew from the merger and
privatization involving Inland Natural Gas and B.C. Hydro’s gas division, has begun an aggressive gasuse campaign.”
515
516

Front cover message on B.C. Gas’s 1989 Annual Report.
Al Vickers, telephone interview, December 21, 2020.
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Strong economic growth here and in the U.S. is driving up demand for electricity well beyond
forecasts.
And, particularly in the U.S., that’s coupled with an out-of-favor nuclear option, which puts
increasing pressure on alternative forms of power generation.
But heightened public awareness and concern over acid-rain, the greenhouse effect and a
disappearing ozone layer in the upper stratosphere are sending a strong message to utilities.
It’s saying you must burn fossil fuels for electricity generation, then don’t burn oil or coal – burn
natural gas.
The markets are in place – and so are our [B.C.’s] gas reserves.
Adds B.C. Energy Minister Jack Davis: “Until now the U.S. Northwest industries have been fuel
switchers but now, for economic and environmental reasons, they’re dropping heavy oil and looking
for gas.”
From November 29 to December 3, 1989, B.C. Gas ran large, full-page advertisements in all the major
newspapers in the Fraser Valley, with the headline: “At B.C. Gas, we’re doing what comes naturally.”
The first paragraph of the advertisement stated the following:
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As B.C.’s major gas utility, we’re proud of our role in expanding the use of natural gas … safe,
efficient and clean burning. It’s the energy source which best preserves nature’s balance.

Be Gas is looking for ways to store natural gas
the way nature taught us.
Underground and environmentally sound.

The natural ga~ which provides safe, clean
power for British Columbians is found in deep
underground reservoirs.That's the way nature
stores this remarkalJle form of energy. .. and it's
being considered as a storage method by BCGas.
During the pa~t~everal months BCGa~

When we locate a suitalJle geological
fo nnation, g~ will be pumped into
tllis natUl'all'eservoir fOI' storage. The
process involves several stages of
exploration and development. Each
phase requires approval by the RC.
Utilities Commission.
A safe, proven storage method .
Deep underground gas storage
is being successfully practised at
some 400 sites in Canada and the
U.S.A. It's safe,environmen'
tally sound, and contribu tes to

h~ investigated the feasibility of underground
gas storage in the Fraser Valley.
We've conducted seismic surveys ata numlJer
of Valley sites" .and are negotiating with property
owners for the right to test for suitable under·
ground storage locations.

maintaining low g~ costs.
Storage in the Fraser Valley
would mean mOl'e asslll'ed natural
gas supplies for the Lower Mainland.
(During the extended 1989wintel'
cold spell, RC. had to depend on
an underground storage site in
Washington State.) Deep undergrou nd storage is the natural way
to pl'event the possilJility oflocal
gas shortages during periods of
peak energy demand.
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Just after Dynamic Oil Limited, B.C. Gas, and Conoco Canada Ltd. joined forces on April 12, 1990, to
establish The Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium, it paid for a full-page ad published in the Langley
Times on April 21, 1990. The top of the ad led with a large font title, “Natural Gas is a friend of the
environment.”
All Canadians, including corporations, are far more aware of our fragile environment than ever
before. And that’s where natural gas can help. It’s the cleanest burning fossil fuel known.
Natural gas produces less carbon dioxide than coal or oil and produces fewer emissions into the
atmosphere helping to moderate the greenhouse effect.
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Many of us depend on natural gas for everyday living. We use it for home heat, hot water, cooking,
swimming pools, clothes dryers and automobile fuel. Natural gas is safe, economical and is a
natural friend of the environment.
The growing population in the Lower Mainland is creating a need to find local sources of natural
gas and storage areas.
By tapping the natural gas potential of the Fraser Valley we can have safe, reliable and economical
supplies into the future. And we can enjoy these benefits without harm to the local environment or
any adverse effect on our quality of life.
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In early May 1990 when the B.C. government announced the formation of a Commission of Inquiry into
Fraser Valley gas exploration, B.C. Gas president Robert Kadlec informed his shareholder audience
during B.C. Gas’ annual meeting that the natural gas switch is preferred to “dirtier fuels such as oil,
gasoline and diesel fuel.” 517
As community opposition began to escalate, the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium launched a series
of full-page newspaper ads. The item published in the Langley Times on June 13, 1990, “The Valley
needs natural gas - So does our environment,” alongside a photo of a mother duck with seven ducklings,
states:
Natural gas also serves the environment. It releases far fewer emissions into the atmosphere than
other fossil fuels. So, when people switch to gas from oil or coal, it reduces acid rain and helps
moderate the greenhouse effect.
In another full-page ad in the Langley Advance on August 22, 1990, Natural gas stored underground
here will be used here, states: “Natural gas … [is] the cleanest burning of all fossil fuels.”

517

Fraser Valley opposition to gas drilling ‘not sensible,’ Times Colonist, May 9, 1990.
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In B.C. Gas Inc.’s technical submissions for the David Anderson Commission’s preparatory sessions, 518
it stated under a section called, “The Greenhouse Effect and Global Warming:”
Most scientists and government officials agree that the average earth surface temperature will
gradually rise in response to the concentration of CO2 and other trace gases in the atmosphere.
Although small amounts of methane, a trace gas of concern, are released, natural gas has
significantly less carbon than any other fossil fuel and therefore contributes less to global
warming.519
In its submission, B.C. Gas appended a June 1990 report, “Natural Gas and the Environment,” copublished by the Canadian Gas Association and the Ontario Natural Gas Association, a report used “to
explain the advantages of natural gas over other fossil fuels.” As world-wide scientists began organizing
public concerns about global warming, the international natural gas industry collective was organizing
and advancing its strategic position and talking points. The Canadian Gas Association report included the
following:
While natural gas may not be the ultimate “environmentally friendly” fuel, it does have an
increasingly important role to play in combatting pollution. By all measures air emissions, solid
wastes, water pollution and water consumption -- natural gas is an environmentally desirable fossil
fuel.
While the activity level of methane is higher than that of carbon dioxide, it is effective for a
considerably shorter period in the atmosphere. The half life of methane is estimated at 7-10 years;
the half life of carbon dioxide is 500 years.
The activity of methane is estimated to be as much as thirty times higher than that of carbon dioxide
on a unit basis. However, the amount of methane released by the natural gas fuel cycle is small.
Therefore, the overall contribution of the natural gas fuel cycle to the greenhouse effect
(considering carbon dioxide and methane) is smaller than that of the other fosssil fuels.
Natura1 gas leakages account for less than two percent of the total worldwide releases of methane.
In July and August 1989, the Alphatania Group, London, England, surveyed 41 natural gas
operating companies around the world to determine the extent of methane leakage from their
operations. It was the Group’s conclusion that the world gas industry is efficient in the conservation
of natural gas within its system with an overall throughput leakage factor of 0.63%.
Contrary to B.C. Gas’s posturing and promotional assurances, the first IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change) report of 1990 states un-categorically:
We are certain of the following: emissions resulting from human activities are substantially
increasing the atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide, methane,
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Note. The David Anderson Commission January 1991 final report omitted inclusion of the preparatory meetings list as an
appendix. It’s odd, because the Commission had numerous list versions of these meetings, along with all other public meeting
and technical hearing list dates. Only two references to the word “preparatory” were included in the final report. See Appendix
E, for a list of the Preparatory meetings.
519
BC Gas Technical Submission, BCG-16, Natural Gas and the Environment.
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chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and nitrous oxide. These increases will enhance the greenhouse effect,
resulting on average in an additional warming of the Earth’s surface. 520
The 1990 IPPC report refers to “the ventilation of natural gas,” 521 and states that “methane is the major
component of natural gas, hence leakage from pipelines and venting from oil and gas wells could
represent a significant source of atmospheric CH4 [methane].” 522
New observational satellite technology, such as the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY), would later discover in data collected from 2003 to 2009 “a
methane cloud about the size of Delaware” in the San Juan Basin in the western United States, where coal
bed methane (natural gas) and hydraulic fracturing (fracked gas) production was booming. 523
As scientists would better determine through careful analyses (about 2005 following), when methane (i.e.,
“natural gas”), or CH4, escapes into the upper atmosphere as a greenhouse gas, for the initial duration its
potency is about 200 times greater, measure per measure, than carbon dioxide. Methane’s potency then
undergoes processes of molecular dissipation and reduction, eventually averaging to about 85 times
greater than carbon dioxide over a 20-year period. Following, methane’s potency is reduced to about 35
times that of carbon dioxide over a span of a century.
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IPPC report, 1990, Executive Summary.
Ibid., page xv.
522
Ibid., page 21.
523
Methane Matters: Scientists work to quantify the effects of a potent greenhouse gas, by Adam Voiland, March 8, 2016.
521
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5 – 9.

No Foes: Then Came the Friends of the Fraser Valley

“[Todd] Tipton [Conoco vice-president of exploration] says he hopes to have the first well drilled
within the year and says he doesn’t anticipate problems drilling in populated areas … Yesterday’s
sale culminated an initial two years of seismic exploration throughout the Fraser Valley, in which
more than 500 kilometres of line were shot.” 524
“Despite our intent to consult with the community under “knowledgeable” advisement, we failed to
gain acceptance. As pointed out by the ERCB [Energy Resources Conservation Board, the Alberta
Regulator], the risk of open consultation is the possibility of being met with forceful opposition. An
organized opposition intervened during our third open house on February 22, 1990, thereby
preventing any further effective community consultation.” 525
“To call the Friends environmentalists is invalid,” Jerry Walter said. We developed as a group
because we are personally threatened in our homes. Our animals are threatened, our water is
threatened, our lives are threatened.” 526
“You have to understand, once you are under siege by the oil and gas industry you are absolutely
helpless. I must say, even now I can feel my blood pressure rising, thinking about them. … There is
no doubt that what the industry was proposing was a risk to groundwater, and I think people could
see that. There was just such a disbelief that anybody with any braincells would think of doing this
kind of procedure in an occupied area. … But most of all it was just a scam, a straight investor
scam, I think.” 527
“It was a horrific job. I mean, it was a four-and-a-half-year battle. It lasted for four-and-a-half
years! It wasn’t an over-nighter!” Most the people [members of the Friends] were professional
people, doctors, lawyers, dentists, ceo’s. It was amazing, just amazing. I felt a little bit humbled at
times because here I was conducting the orchestra, and I didn’t even know how to play the guitar. I
remember the night we first got started. In fact, it was in my living-room, in our home, we had a big
living-room, and it was jam-packed with these professional people. And I came down the stairs and
I said, I have to apologize, I have just been speaking to so-and-so, and I just came up with a name
for our society. How about the Friends of the Fraser Valley? And they just loved it, so it went from
there.” 528
It is noteworthy that no grassroots group such as the Friends of the Fraser Valley formed to oppose
the Hydro proposal in 1978. 529

The three ‘open house,’ ‘community consultation’ events, sponsored by Dynamic Oil and Conoco
Canada, occurred: on February 20, 1990, at the East Delta Hall in Delta; on the 21st at the Langley
524

Valley Gas Hunt On, Vancouver Province newspaper, October 27, 1989.
In Bob Spring’s one page letter to David Anderson, September 6, 1990.
526
Gas Commissioner hears both sides, by Cori Ross, Langley Times, July 4, 1990.
527
Margaret Ormston, telephone interview, December 26, 2020.
528
Al Vickers, telephone, December 21, 2020.
529
D. Fenn note to David Anderson, Re Background and Local Reaction to the B.C. Hydro Proposal to Explore for Natural Gas
in the Fraser Valley in 1978, October 17, 1990.
525
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Murrayville Community Hall; and on the 22nd at the Aldergrove Kinsmen Community Hall. All events
were convened from the hours of 2 to 9 p.m.

Community concerns were featured in a February 21st newspaper article in the Langley Advance,
Residents Explode, Gas drilling planned:
Langley homeowners are uneasy about a plan to drill for natural gas in their own back yards.
They’re charging that the provincial government and the companies involved in the proposal have
not done enough to inform people or give them a chance to offer their input.
The article stated that some residents had mistakenly tossed the duo company’s promotional information
pamphlet in the garbage, thinking it was “junk mail.” The article, which described some of the
community’s immediate fears, quoted Bruce Hanwell from the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources who had heard and read the public’s concerns at the first open house, responded to the reporter
with the following:
There’s a lot of misinformation about drilling for gas. We maintain that wells are drilled without
incident in most cases.
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At the third and last open house meeting in Aldergrove, “permission was granted to Dr. Margaret
Ormston, an opponent of the project, to set up her own display and to be present and tell people why she
opposed the project.” 530
Within three days following the open house events, a large gathering of serious-minded citizens
congregated in the living room of the Al Vickers’ home:
About 30 residents of rural
Langley formed a group [an
organization] to protest gas
exploration in the Township
at a meeting Sunday
[February 25th].
Eileen Spencer, of 26262 5A
Ave. in Aldergrove, said
Friends of the Fraser Valley
was organized to fight the
drilling program proposed
by Dynamic Oil Ltd. and its
venture partner Conoco. 531
The companies propose to
drill two exploratory wells
in Langley, one at 40
Avenue and 232 Street,
another at Zero Avenue and
256 Street.
Spencer said the group’s
main concerns lie with the
potential for leakage of
“sour gas,” the risk of an explosion, and the fear that chemicals used in the drilling process could
contaminate water wells and fish spawning streams. 532
The open house ‘public engagement’ forums organized by Conoco and Dynamic Oil evoked a primordial
‘survival mode’ response, triggering and awakening what would quickly become an organized and
stinging revolt from the citizenry.

530

The Fraser Valley Gas Project written presentation to the Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration, June 12,
1990, page 7.
531
In early 1990, another group was formed by a citizen group in Chilliwack called The Upper Fraser Environmental Society,
which also supported The Friends to oppose petroleum development.
532
Protest Group forms, Langley Times, February 28, 1990.
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Margaret and Charles
Friends of the Fraser Valley (FOTFV) Eileen Spencer’s informed statement in the Langley Times
newspaper, listing “main concerns” from proposed petroleum development, originated from Margaret
Ormston and Charles Maclean. Both had first-hand knowledge of the petroleum industry’s operations.
Their experiential information was imparted to Eileen and the new organization membership.
[Ormston] said that noise, increased traffic and potential contamination to the groundwater and area
creeks still worry her. She is concerned chemicals used in lubrication during drilling, could
contaminate groundwater, or be spilled into creeks. 533

Margaret’s and Charles’s involvements became pivotal. They counseled and educated the FOTFV about
the nuisance, dangers, powers, and deception of the petroleum industry, knowledge which then helped
members to formulate strategies and implement public education initiatives in the FOTFV’s lengthy and
hard-fought campaign over the next three or so years to oppose petroleum development in the Fraser
Valley. Their participation was extremely beneficial and motivational, because challenging both the
petroleum industry and the Ministry of Energy Mines and Petroleum Resources are formidable and
daunting tasks not meant for the faint hearted. The ensuing, intense battles would end up taking personal
tolls.

533

Drilling proposals meet opposition, Langley Times, February 28, 1990.
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Charles and Margaret had moved from Ft. St. John to
Aldergrove in the summer / autumn of 1989 to escape the
petroleum industry. They had lived on a 300-acre property
about 14 kilometers north of Ft. St. John since 1974 (see
Appendix A). There, they experienced
the nuisance and anguish suffered by
many other landowners and farmers on
and around their properties in northeast
B.C. from oil and gas developments.
They now frustratingly found themselves
back ‘in the thick of it,’ as one of the
proposed drilling sites was located not
far away from their new property.
Charles was an experienced criminal
lawyer. Margaret was a family physician.
Both had oratory skills and were
accomplished speakers.
Maclean, a lawyer who has been
involved in disputes regarding
drilling in the northeastern part of
the province, says Langley is no
place for a natural gas operation.
“In our minds it’s insane to put a
gas field in the middle of a
residential area,” said Maclean. 534

534

Gas drillers facing opposition, Langley Advance, February 28, 1990.
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A March 7, 1990, Langley Times article, Drilling Protest Mounts, provided a summary of what Ormston
stated in a delegation before Langley Township Council on March 5th about her experiences near Ft. St.
John:
Margaret Ormston, who lives nearby Dynamic’s planned drilling site, said she left Fort St John after
15 years of drilling by companies on her property there.
She said that homeowners,
once government drilling
rights are obtained, can do
nothing to stop the
company.
The government requires
that disputes over access
must go to the Mediation
and Arbitration Board, and
the board “panders to
every wish of the oil
industry,” she added.
The board would negotiate
financial compensation
but will not stop the
company from drilling on
any special area the
property owner may want
preserved, Ormston said.
She added that during
drilling, “the ground
shakes and the house
rattles, the noise and
traffic is continuous 24
hours a day and the crews
are inconsiderate.”
Ormston said if gas is
found, there would be
miles of pipeline, “with flares going off (burning at the wells) 24 hours a day, not just one, but
hundreds throughout the Fraser Valley.”
Ormston said while gas companies claim ground water is protected by the use of steel pipe encasing
the drilling, the clay layers that maintain the water table cannot withstand the constant vibration,
and many wells have been destroyed in Fort St John.
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Another account was recorded in the March 28, 1990, edition of the Langley Times, “Drilling opponents
seek City support:”
Ormston, who had drilling rigs on her Fort St John property for 15 years, described the noise, traffic
and chemical spills that accompanies such work.
“I’ve seen, unfortunately, far too much of the havoc on very beautiful countryside and gagged too
many times on the stench of hydrogen sulfide [H2S] in my basement, to feel anything but very
scared at the prospect of petroleum resource development in the Fraser Valley,” she said.
Ormston presented an oral presentation of her experiences in far-off northeast B.C. at the July 9, 1990,
David Anderson Commission public hearing in Chilliwack, a transcript of which is provided in Appendix
A of this report. Ormston provided photos of her property that showed some of the oil drilling operations
and gave the Commission a copy of a two-page written statement, in which she said her “very pleasing
300-acre property was turned very quickly into an undesirable industrial wasteland,” where she witnessed
“groundwater contamination” and “constant flaring of unwanted gas.” Ormston exposed the oil patch’s
sordid, isolated affairs and daily operations to an otherwise ignorant and uneducated southwestern B.C.
public.
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5 – 10.

D-Day, March 5, 1990

On the Sunday afternoon of February 25, 1990, the newly born Friends of the Fraser Valley core
membership agreed to initiate two immediate actions: “compiling information for a leaflet to advise local
residents about how drilling exploration has been carried out elsewhere in B.C.,” and for “a presentation
to [Langley] Township Council on Monday, March 5th,” 535 about a week later. 536
The jam-packed, standing room only, March 5th evening meeting at Langley Township Hall became a
pivotal and electrifying event in the Friends’ newly forged public campaign. The mass turnout and long
list of speakers convinced
Township Council:
… to do what it could to
stop natural gas and oil
exploration in the Fraser
Valley.
It will ask the provincial
government to revoke all
natural gas exploration
licenses, and will form a
task force with local
municipalities to urge the
government to halt all oil
and natural gas drilling in
the Valley.
“Any prohibition by
Township against gas
extraction would be
unenforceable, he [Mayor
John Beales] said, adding
“If there’s anything we
can do, I’m sure we will
do it.” 537
The news of Langley Township’s rejection of petroleum exploration, and the possible formation of
organized inter-municipal opposition, quickly reached the ears of an alarmed Energy Minister, Jack
Davis. The very next morning, Tuesday March 6, Davis issued a public statement defending the
exploration program, calling upon ‘calm’ and ‘reason’:
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Gas drillers facing opposition, by Bruce Cox, Langley Advance, February 28, 1990.
According to page 9 of David Anderson’s November 1990 Special Report on Allegations of Witness Tampering, The
Friends of the Fraser Valley Ecological Society was “registered under the Society Act of BC on 24 July” 1990.
537
Council fights gas drillers, Langley Advance, March 7, 1990.
536
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“All that Council heard last night
was a one-sided presentation
suggesting a worst-case scenario
for oil, not gas drilling.”
The search is for natural gas,
noted Davis. Three wells are
planned but have not been given
permits. “The concerns I have
heard expressed simply don’t
apply to exploration as it's
proposed for the Valley.
“Therefore, I have asked the
company to step up the pace of
its public consultation program
in the Valley, and to respond to
any and all requests for
information so that informed
decisions can be made.
“I have also asked that local
municipalities not be hasty in
taking a position until they’ve
heard the facts. They can be assured that no
permits will be issued until consultation is
complete,” concluded Davis.
The company has already distributed over 6,500
information leaflets and held three days of Open
Houses in the Fraser Valley.
Exploration has gone on in the Valley and in
neighboring areas in Washington for many years,
with no safety or environmental problems.
Finding natural gas in the Fraser Valley would
be a benefit to gas consumers throughout the
Lower Mainland.
Residents and local officials will be kept well
informed. The regulations make sure that the
environment and public safety are fully
protected. Industry must proceed cautiously and
respect local opinion.
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The Langley Advance newspaper identified that Davis
“has voiced displeasure over Township Council’s
decision,” and was particularly irked by “Dr. Margaret
Ormston’s March 5th presentation in which she
lambasted the oil and gas companies.” 538
Langley Township’s sudden position of rejection was
forcing both government and private industry to step
up their public relations efforts one more notch. On
March 7, Conoco Canada ran a small ad in the
Langley Advance, asking the public to “call us and we
will be glad to talk with you about our plans and to
mail you a copy of the brochure.” Dynamic and
Conoco sought to deliver a counter presentation to
Langley Township Council on March 12th, where,
despite their best inter-corporate intentions, they
“found no sympathetic ears:”

538

Council gas stand irks energy minister, Langley Advance, March 14, 1990.
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Dynamic was trying to assure council and the over-flowing public gallery that drilling for natural
gas in the Fraser Valley is a safe, clean, and beneficial enterprise,
but the hostile crowd remained unconverted.
Conoco representative Orest Humeniuk said … the Fraser Valley
… is a low risk, conventional drilling environment.
Alderman Muriel Arnason … asked the representatives what
experience they had exploring for oil and gas in an area as densely
populated as the Fraser Valley, with 512 people per square mile.
Humeniuk didn’t have an immediate answer, and finally
acknowledged that “statistically” he didn’t know, which prompted
laughter and catcalls from the gallery.
After the team of crisp, business-suited executives finished its
presentation, council gave permission to Friends of the Fraser
Valley to address council, and spokesman Charles Maclean took
the stand.
“It isn’t what these people [executives] are telling you, but what
they aren’t telling you that was important,” MacLean said, quoting
Winston Churchill’s comment about “a woman’s two-piece bikini;
what it doesn’t cover is interesting, but what it does cover is
vital.”539
Responding yet again, on March 14, Energy Minister Davis released a
government Public Information Letter (E90-6) to update the public on the
status of Fraser Valley exploration, explaining that government had not
yet given approval for drilling permits, that the citizenry should remain
calm.
Dynamic/Conoco propose to drill three wells, one in Boundary Bay
and two in Langley. They have completed their land acquisition
program and have received permission from the landowners to
proceed.
No approvals have been given by the Ministry to drill a well. There
is a full process of application procedures which must first be
carried out.
Two days after the Dynamic / Conoco March 12 presentation at Langley
Township Council, the consortium placed an ad in the Langley Advance
called, “Does Drilling for Natural Gas Contaminate Your Water?” The
consortium’s ominous and troublesome question came with the following
self-serving answer and assurance:
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Hostile crowd opposes gas, Langley Advance, March 14, 1990.
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NO. The fact is: over 7,000 wells have been drilled by oil and gas companies in Northeast B.C. and
no water quality or quantity changes have been reported. … The drilling industry in Canada utilizes
the best ground water protection techniques available in the world.
On same day as the industry ad, The Friends of the Fraser Valley announced in a news article, and in a
separate large advertisement, that the group was holding its first major public meeting on March 21, 1990,
at Aldergrove’s Kinsmen Community Center, where Margaret Ormston “said residents should know more
that what has been presented through government open houses.” 540

540

Friends fear gas drilling politics, Langley Advance, March 14, 1990.
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The Friends’ meeting advertisement, with its headline “Were You Informed that the Subsurface Rights of
Your Property have been Sold for Petroleum Resource Development,” included a large map showing the
“sold” petroleum tenure locations in the Fraser Valley”, and sub-headings, such as a “disaster evacuation
plan,” “occupation of land,” and “water contamination.” It was an eye-opening event for local citizenry.
The Friends of the Fraser Valley, now only a month old, were busy doing voluntary homework, that is, in
addition to each of their members’ normal working lives. Through trial and error, responsibilities were
allocated and shared, each according to their abilities and talents. Those voluntary responsibilities, along
with new members joining in over time, would require various coordinated campaign research and
communication skills, evidence of which began to bear fruit at the first public meeting.
Al Vickers, a high school teacher, who had been
given the title of chairman, had already acquired selftaught community campaigning and public speaking
skills. Vickers had appeared on numerous occasions
before Langley Township Council to advocate
concerns over local issues, some of the more recent of
which included large-scale gravel extraction
controversies on agricultural lands, an outcome which
was physically disturbing groundwater sources and
altering groundwater quality. Vickers was previously
identified as a person of interest in Dynamic Oil’s
internal January 1990 sociology assessment report of
Langley Township.
COR [Council of Ratepayers] is an umbrella
organization linking the more than 25 local
ratepayer groups in the District of Langley.
COR appears to provide an effective
mechanism by which to disseminate
information about the proposed drilling
program to individual ratepayers groups, who
can subsequently determine if they have any
concerns or questions. The president of COR
is Mr. Al Vickers. Mr. Vickers, a resident of
southeast Langley, is well known for his active
participation in a number of controversies,
including the motorsport park and the Jackman Pit [garbage] transfer station. 541
In preparation for the March 21 public meeting, the Friends distributed a one-page information letter, with
the opening title, “Is this what you thought natural gas drilling would bring to your area?” It mentioned
the following themes:
•

541

Safety. The development of a “disaster evacuation plan” associated with “uncontrolled flow of
natural gas” and with “deadly hydrogen sulphide;”

District of Langley Social Profile, Connor Development Services Ltd., January 1990, page 18.
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•
•

•

Compulsory entry and occupation of land. “Drilling companies can occupy your land whether you
want them or not!”
Water Contamination. “Once groundwater is contaminated it can NEVER be restored! In addition,
if damage does occur, there is no legal obligation for the drilling companies, the Municipalities, or
the Provincial Government to provide you with water. You’re on your own!”
Other “benefits” to your community. “Property devaluation, increased traffic, road damage,
noise/air/ground pollution” etc.

Little was published in newspapers about this tide-turning meeting. Thankfully, Dynamic Oil hired
someone to attend and take careful notes, by either shorthand or audio recording, of the public event at the
Kinsmen Community Centre. The name Sharon McCarthy was appended to the end of three-page
Dynamic Oil Ltd. memo which was faxed to Dynamic Oil president Wayne Babcock. In turn, on March
23rd Dynamic Oil forwarded, by fax, a copy of the memo to its other partner, the Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum Resources, for its own evaluation. 542
The memo began with the attendance figure: “Approximately 250 attendees,” a significant number. It
included summary comments made by Dr. Margaret Ormston, Friends’ chairman Al Vickers, real estate
agent Sandra Hulbert, and lawyer Charles Maclean, which included a topical list of questions and
comments to be followed upon by the Friends. Here are some excerpts:
Margaret Ormston:
The company has secured the rights for whatever they find beneath the surface, not just natural gas.
Drilling is for deposits of any fuel: oil, natural or sour gas.
There is no public commitment from MEMPR that Dynamic is only interested in natural gas. They
are applying for a license for petroleum rights. If oil is found it will be extracted which will involve
battery stations and pipelines all over the valley.
The three wells proposed by Dynamic have been given “special” well status. This means that there
is an evacuation plan in place in case of a blowout, which could be natural or sour gas. If a disaster
plan is in place, that means that there is the possibility of an accident. A sour gas blowout would be
fatal.
Al Vickers:
Drilling is dangerous to groundwater. Langley is completely dependent on groundwater from
shallow wells (10 - 15 feet below surface). The majority are single wells used for domestic
purposes, gardens and farming. This water source is not protected by any municipal or provincial
government and requires special protection. Water may be contaminated by either natural or sour
gas, the liquids used in drilling activities or by the treatment and containment of fluids after drilling.
Once water is contaminated, it is permanent.
Research that has been done on gas blow-outs in the last five years indicate that casing (which
Dynamic will be using) did not help prevent these accidents.

542

File memo and attachments found in the Anderson Commission records.
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There is also the possibility that storage for natural gas will be found. This will result in further risks
to residents.
Municipal noise and nuisance regulations cannot be enforced if they interfere with drilling activity.
Any bylaw that could possibly provide some protection to residents is useless once a license has
been granted to drill because decisions by the provincial government take precedence.
Drilling occurs 24 hours a day with 190 persons working on each well. This results in a noticeable
increase in road traffic which in turn impacts on municipal roads.
Vancouver is susceptible to earthquakes. If an earthquake
occurred in areas where gas is stored, the result would be
disastrous.
Someone from, or hired by, the provincial government also
monitored the March 21 public meeting event and immediately
informed government. The B.C. Director of Communications,
Irwin Henderson, stated in a two-page March 22nd letter
dispatched to Minister Jack Davis:
Last night’s meeting attracted a “standing room only” [250
plus] crowd and heard presentations from local activists
focusing on: safety; declining property values; how
property owner have no rights; water contamination from
drilling; loss of “lifestyle”
values - noise, traffic, etc.
Present were: CBC radio
(George Wilson), local
cable, local newspaper;
Mayor and aldermen,
Langley; BCTV is preparing
a story.
The speakers covered each
topic in detail but were onesided, alarmist, and must
have the “other side”
presented.
All attendees were
encouraged to write the
Premier and pressure their
MLAs.
A full digest is being
prepared. It will cover issues
and facts raised by the five
speakers [Charles Maclean,
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oil and gas lawyer from Fort St. John; Dr. Margaret Ormiston who suffered an oil spill on her Fort
St. John property two years ago; a local realtor; Al Vickers, local preservation activist; Ray
Addington, meeting chairman and CEO of Kelly Douglas].
B.C. Gas’s proposal for storage was known to members of the audience and aldermen.
A collection of $1,200 was received from the crowd for further campaigning.
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3r\mlds of the ~ 'U~

STOP NATURAL GAS & OIL DRILLING IN THE FRASER VALLEY
The purpose of the meeting is to make people in the Fraser Valley aware of the gas well
drilling programme and to encourage all residents to advise the Provincial Government that
granting rights for natural gas and oil drilling in the Fraser Valley is

A DANGEROUS MISTAKE AND MUST NOT
BE ALLOWED TO PROCEED.
M.i yo r Be.a.les and LanJllev Council have gi ven their unanimous SUOllort fM an immediate halt
to a o·
natura gas drilling in the frase r-'tM1ey, but unfortunately, they ao n~t nave the
power to Pi o;;y.;m ~lIe proposea ortlung program. ~uch power lies only with the Provincial
Gov ernment.

We believe the Premier, the Hon . William N. Vander Zalm. has not been made aware of the
terrible dangers residents could be exposed to nor the irrevocable da.age that will be
done to the living environmen~ · of all people in Surrey. Delta. Langley, Matsqui. Abbotsford
and the rest of the Fraser Valley. We believe he has more sense than to allow this drilling to
take place.
We want you. as we have done . to write. phone. or send a facsimile message to the Premier
tell ing him that drillins in the Fraser Valley MUST NOT BE 'ALLOWED TO PROCEED.
We urge you to do this IMMEDIATELY. Remember. an accident will be too hiSh. price
lO pay!

In pla in words. if this initiative is allowed to proceed. the Fraser Valley will not be a
pleasant place in which to li ve being dominated by the wants and needs of the energy
industry.

PLEASE CONTACT PREMIER VANDER ZALM IMMEDIATELY!
The Hon. William N. Vander Zalm, MLA
Premier
Government or the Province or British Columbia
Room 156, West Annex
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, B. C.

vav

lX4

Telephone:
Facsimile:

(6U4) 387-1715
(604) 387-0087
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Irwin Henderson recommended “follow up action” procedures for the Premier’s office, which included a
draft response from the Premier, a draft for Jack Davis to be sent to “Premier and MLAs,” and a “meeting
with the [petroleum] company today,” with “staff urging that they get into the community and become
publicly visible in setting out the facts.” Irwin’s “recommended position” for Minister Jack Davis:
Gov’t. wants the best for the Fraser Valley; no application received; will ensure there is no undue
haste in dealing with application; due process will be followed; all citizens concerns will be met;
company must inform and consult.
As Henderson stated in his memo, The Friends urged the public to contact their provincial elected
representatives and the Premier to register opposition. The Friends circulated a one-pager to event
attendees with the headline, “granting rights for natural gas and oil drilling in the Fraser Valley is A
DANGEROUS MISTAKE AND MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO PROCEED.” The handout continued
with the following:
Mayor Beales and Langley Council have given their unanimous support for an immediate halt to all
oil and natural gas drilling in the Fraser Valley, but unfortunately, they do not have the power to
prevent the proposed drilling program. Such power lies only with the Provincial Government.
We believe the Premier, the Hon. William N. Vander Zalm, has not been made aware of the
terrible dangers residents could be exposed to nor the irrevocable damage that will be done to the
living environment of all people in Surrey, Delta, Langley, Matsqui, Abbotsford and the rest of the
Fraser Valley. We believe he has more sense than to allow this drilling to take place.
We want you, as we have done, to
write, phone, or send a facsimile
message to the Premier telling him that
drilling in the Fraser Valley MUST
NOT BE ALLOWED TO
PROCEED. We urge you to do this
IMMEDIATELY. Remember, an
accident will be too high a price to
pay!
In plain words. if this initiative is
allowed to proceed, the Fraser Valley
will not be a pleasant place in which to
live being dominated by the wants and
needs of the energy industry.
The Friends’ message and support was
rapidly gaining momentum. Its membership
was also increasing. And, on March 26th, The
Friends appeared before Langley City
Council to summarize points the group made
at the March 21st public meeting, and to
request “the same unanimous support to
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lobby the provincial government to halt natural gas and oil drilling in the valley that Langley Township
had pledged March 5.” 543
Fraser Valley residents are gearing up to battle natural-gas exploration.
Friends of the Fraser Valley, a group of concerned residents, yesterday said it planned a fight.
A delegation is appearing before Langley city council tonight and further meetings are planned in
other municipalities, including Surrey and Matsqui.
Group organizer Sandra Hulbert, a Langley realtor, says she will “probably lie down in front of the
bulldozers” if the rigs move into her neighborhood.
“We’re not going to give up,” says Hulbert, 43. “We’re going to fight this with the last breath we
have.” 544
“The main message that our group is trying to get across is that to stop this drilling in the valley
there’s only one way to do it – and that is for everyone to lobby the provincial government,”
Hulbert said.
“We feel that a mistake has been made and we want that mistake corrected before it’s too late. The
message we want to give to the oil companies, and to the Minister of Mines, is to get out of our
valley,” she added. “We don’t want them here now, we don’t want them here ever.” 545
Langley City did not pass a similar motion to Langley Township. It, however, followed councillor Merv
Hunter’s recommendation:
“I think the City Council should maybe go on
record or go on to request to the provincial
government, Jack Davis in particular, and ask for a
full set of information on this whole drilling
operation in the Fraser Valley,” he said.
“I think if we have that we can either call him a liar
or say he’s doing a good thing, or at least come up
with a half-intelligent response at that time.”
Hunter then made a motion, which passed, that
council make a request to the Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum for a formal report, containing
detailed information, as soon as possible. 546
The Langley Times newspaper reported that Langley City
Council’s motion was prompted by concern and confusion
as to why Dynamic Oil and Conoco would not admit to
the Friends if they “would be searching for underground
543

Drilling opponents seek City support, Langley Times, March 28, 1990.
Waging war on drilling, Vancouver Province, March 26, 1990.
545
Drilling opponents seek City support, Langley Times, March 28, 1990.
546
Ibid.
544
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storage space for natural gas.” The reluctance to admit or mention “underground storage space” would be
revealed in a few weeks time when B.C. Gas Inc. announced its partnership arrangement with the two
petroleum companies. The Friends invited City Council to attend its next public meeting scheduled for
April 4 at Lord Tweedsmuir senior secondary school in Cloverdale.
Leading up to the Cloverdale meeting, on April 1st the Province newspaper published a front-page
headline, “Valley Gas Fight:”
Fraser Valley residents are digging in to fight natural-gas exploration on their doorsteps.
“We will respond through the ballot box if drilling is allowed,” said Al Vickers, chairman of the
newly formed Friends of the Fraser Valley.
Now Langley district council is trying to form a council of war to help the Friends.
The district is summoning the mayors of Abbotsford, Matsqui, Surrey, Delta and Richmond this
week to discuss how to halt the hunt for natural gas.
“This area is totally opposed and we hope to stop it,” Langley district Mayor John Beales told the
Sunday Province yesterday.
“There are many worried about the danger to water supply and the disruption of rural lifestyle.”
Surrey Mayor Bob Bose said his council is refusing to allow the companies to do seismic studies on
municipal roads.
“And we are not happy with underground storage,” he said.
The April 1st edition included two full page feature adjoining articles, one titled “Gas Warfare: Residents
vow fight to stop drilling,” and the other page titled, “Out to set the public straight.” A large photograph
of Al Vickers and wife Sharon at their residence had a caption beneath: “Al Vickers, with wife Sharon,
says the Socreds [Social Credit Party] will ‘pay the price’ if drilling goes ahead.”
“So, with all this potential danger, why does Victoria [B.C. government] allow them to drill in such
a densely populated area?” Vickers said.
Langley MLA Dan Peterson said the Friends have genuine concerns but added: “There is a lot of
misinformation going around.”
“If there is the slightest hint that the concerns are not being addressed, the companies will not be
awarded any drilling rights, and I can guarantee that.”
In the other article, Ministry of Energy’s director of petroleum engineering and operations, Bruce
Hanwell, said that “the concerns of residents are legitimate” … “but they are being fuelled with
misinformation.” Conoco Project Manager Bob Spring “said an office will be set up in the valley to deal
with residents,” and Dynamic Oil president Wayne Babcock “said an information campaign, including
public meetings, will be held to tell Fraser Valley homeowners “what we will do, how we will do it and
the effects”.”
Water contamination: “The possibility of this happening is extremely remote,” said Babcock. The
initial phase of drilling will be similar to drilling a well for water.
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Drilling will occur inside two steel pipes and a concrete encasement. These three layers make it
virtually impossible for sour gas, if any, or drilling fluids, to escape.
In response to the media, Langley riding Social Credit MLA Dan Peterson distributed a two-page news
release on April 2nd in which he supported the exploration and gas storage initiatives as “opportunities”
that “government and residents cannot ignore.”
“Your interests and mine are the same - - secure energy, a clean environment and our valued Fraser
Valley lifestyle,” Peterson told his constituents.
Responding to Dan Peterson’s news release and associated article in the Langley Times, Charles
Bradford, the Fort Langley/Aldergrove NDP (New Democratic Party) provincial council delegate,
suggested in an April 11th letter to the editor to the Langley Times that the government conduct an
Environmental Impact Study while invoking a moratorium.
It is that the mineral rights have already been sold,
and no matter how much residents protest, the oil and
gas companies can exercise their right to drill and
move onto any property whenever they wish. The
property owners cannot stop them. Only the
provincial government has this power.
April 4th, the same day as The Friends’ public meeting in
Cloverdale, Dynamic Oil and Conoco placed another ad in
the Langley Advance, “Natural Gas: Safest and Cleanest
Fuel on Earth?”
There are more benefits: No oil spills going into the
ocean. No dust particles being released into the
atmosphere. And upon combustion, the release of
carbon dioxide is lower than any other fossil fuel. 547
At the April 4th Cloverdale meeting, where some 200
citizens showed up, criminal lawyer and Queens Counsel
Charles Maclean, “a life-time Social Credit member,”
stated:
“I am ashamed of the party for allowing this to
happen.”
“This is not the party of the people,” MacLean said to
a standing ovation from the crowd.
MacLean urged residents to deluge Premier Bill
Vander Zalm with letters so that he can correct “the
idiotic nonsense.”

547

Responding to a Dynamic/Conoco ad that ran on March 25 th, Langley resident Don Spiegel wrote at the end of his April 14,
1990, letter to the editor: “Dere konoko, us igerent reeders shure bleeves duh add, its grate!”
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And he slammed Langley MLAs Carol Gran and Dan Peterson 548 for not attending the public
meetings organized by the Friends of the Fraser Valley.
“Carol does not have the grace to attend this meeting and Peterson is hiding behind her skirts,” he
said. 549
Feeling the rising surge in
public pressure, the winds of
which were buffeting his
electoral riding sails, Langley
MLA Dan Peterson directed “a
question” and a
“supplementary” to Energy
Minister Jack Davis during the
April 10, 1990, afternoon
session of the B.C. Legislature:
MR. PETERSON: Mr.
Speaker, I have a question
for the Minister of
Energy, Mines and
Petroleum Resources.
My constituents are very
alarmed by the potential
environmental and safety
hazards which may arise
as a result of proposed
gas drilling in the Fraser
Valley. Part of this alarm
results from some extremely provocative comments which have been made on the subject by the
member for Kootenay (Ms. Edwards).
Mr. Speaker, will the minister assure this House and my constituents that no drilling permits have
been issued or, in fact, will be issued unless all legitimate environmental and safety concerns have
been satisfactorily addressed?
HON. MR. DAVIS: Mr. Speaker, I can assure the honourable member and the House that no
drilling permits have been issued. None are likely to be issued for some months. None will be
issued until the public in the area is fully satisfied that the operations will be safe, quiet and in the
public interest.
MR. PETERSON: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker. What assurances can the minister provide to this
House that the public’s concerns will be fully and impartially addressed in your ministry's review
548

Dan Peterson was a former campaign manager for both Langley alderman Carol Gran and Langley MLA Bob McClelland.
Prior to the 1986 provincial election, the Social Credit Party administration divided the Langley District Electoral Riding into a
dual riding. Prior to his election in October 1986, Dan Peterson was a production supervisor for B.C. Hydro.
549
Socred stalwart attacks drilling, The Province, April 5, 1990.
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process? What steps has the minister decided to take to ensure that Fraser Valley residents will be
fully informed concerning the safety and environmental implications of any drilling project which
could, in fact, possibly be authorized?
HON. MR. DAVIS: Mr. Speaker, any significant energy project — certainly one of any size or
concern to a large number of people — is subject to a review process. The smaller ones are
exclusively in-house between ministries. But if there is a mounting public concern in the Fraser
Valley, I would have no hesitation in recommending to my colleagues that we appoint a special
inquiry commissioner and have a public review of the matter. 550
Jack Davis’s reference for government
to convene a “special inquiry” was a
significant statement, an amazing
confession and testimony directly
linked to the public advocacy strategies
conducted by The Friends of the Fraser
Valley over a mere month previous,
since March 5th. Significant,
remarkable strides had been made by
an energized citizenry in a short period
of time. And, in a few weeks, by May
3, 1990, Jack Davis would make a
significant announcement.
In the provincial political context, the
Fraser Valley exploration issue was one
of many other prominent
environmental controversies facing the
Social Credit Party’s final days in
office: rampant clearcutting of old
growth forests and cumulative forestry
landscape degradation practices;
proposals to significantly expand, or
‘roll-over,’ tree farm licences; new
industrial pulp mill proposals;
industrial logging and livestock grazing
in formerly protected community drinking watersheds; unresolved First Nations land titles and rights
making its way through the Supreme Court; etc.
During another public meeting on April 11th in White Rock which The Friends sponsored, where another
crowd of 200 people attended, The Friends responded unfavorably to Jack Davis’ April 10th
pronouncement of the possibility for a public inquiry.

550

1990 Legislative Session: 4th Session, 34th Parliament, Tuesday, April 10, 1990, Afternoon Sitting, Official Report of the
Debates of the Legislative Assembly, BC Hansard, page 8929.
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Valley residents opposed to planned drilling say an inquiry would be nothing more than an effort to
gas their protest until after the next election.
Sandra Hulbert … said the issue must be settled before an election. “The inquiry will push public
protest under the rug while it goes on,” Hulbert said. “And if it continues after an election, we don’t
think they will listen to us.” 551
The Vancouver Province newspaper staff reporter, Fabian Dawson, stated in the same article that on
Tuesday, April 11, “36 environmental groups joined Langley district council in supporting moves to kill
exploratory-drilling plans.” Nothing more was found or mentioned again about the participation of the
“36 environmental groups.”
On the defensive, single-term Social Credit Langley MLA Carol Gran, who previously served for ten
years as executive assistant to former Langley District MLA and Energy Minister Bob McClelland,
sought to appeal her constituents in the April 14, 1990, Saturday edition of the Langley Times:
Langley residents can rest assured that no gas wells or storage sites will be drilled without the full
consent and understanding of the community, according to MLA Carol Gran.
“Let it be understood that as your MLA, I too am concerned, particularly about the poor job being
done by the two oil companies involved,” Gran said Thursday in a letter to the Times.
“They have made a total mess of communicating their intentions to the community and quite
frankly are solely responsible for the current confusion,” she said.

In the same Saturday edition of the Langley Times was an open letter to Premier Vander Zalm by
Aldergrove resident Darlene Sherwin:
Sir: I have just attended an informational meeting [by The Friends]. … I was dismayed to learn that
the well sites have already been chosen and are situated next to fully populated communities in the
Fraser Valley, including my own.
This is an untenable situation, especially in view of the certain hazards such as drilling presents to
our groundwater, our atmosphere, and to the health and lifestyle of the community at large.
To say there is no real danger is a bizarre notion at best. We need only recall the numerous reports
of poisonous ‘sour gas,’ the well explosions, and permanent contaminations of groundwater in
northeastern Alberta, in our own Peace River country and in various states in the U.S.A.
Over 250 of my neighbours gave you a clear message at last night’s meeting: give the Gas
Corporations their lease money back now and tell them “No Deal,” Mr. Vander Zalm.

551

Foes pan Davis’s drilling inquiry, The Province, April 12, 1990.
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Responding to the concerns raised during a panel presentation and discussion at The Friends’ Cloverdale
public meeting, Conoco representative Bob Spring stated for the press:
“This area hasn’t been subjected to exploration in a long time,” Spring said. “They don’t necessarily
understand what it’s all about. And naturally, it raises a lot of concerns. So, we need to go out there
and correct some of the misconceptions. We have to show people all the precautions we’re taking.”
But before they begin any drilling or exploration, they said they [Spring, Wayne Babcock] will
establish a Valley office to deal with residents’ concerns about the drilling. 552

552

‘Friends’ fight for gas plan, Abbotsford News, April 14, 1990.
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5 – 11.

Out of the Closet and into the Limelight

B.C. Gas has formed a partnership with Conoco to obtain first rights on any natural gas found
here, or if the drilling is unsuccessful – but the right conditions are found – to develop a storage
facility, [Cam] Avery [director of corporate communications for B.C. Gas] said. 553
Three companies have come together to form the Fraser Valley Gas Project. Once, we were
competitors. When the provincial government put up the Fraser Valley gas leases for auction in
October 1989, we were bidding against each other. In April of this year, April 1990, we formed a
partnership to reflect our common interest in serving the Fraser Valley and Lower Mainland.
Today, the three companies are B.C. Gas, Cononco and Dynamic Oil. B.C. Gas is a B.C.-based and
B.C.-regulated utility. Conoco is the ninth largest oil and gas company in the world and is part of
the DuPont corporate family. Dynamic Oil is a junior-based resource company whose participation
in this project largely reflects the vision of its president, Wayne Babcock, who believes the answer
to our energy needs in the Fraser Valley and the Lower Mainland lies beneath our feet. 554

On April 12, 1990, B.C. Gas
Inc., the new giant private
sector utility corporation,
announced it had become an
official partner with Dynamic
Oil and Conoco Canada. The
move granted B.C. Gas a
commanding lion’s share in
almost all remaining petroleum
tenures recently leased from
government on October 25,
1989. 555 B.C. Gas already
possessed an 80% interest in a
single 2,600-hectare petroleum
“drilling licence” tenure parcel
(No. 12159) that it shared with
other consortium members Canadian Hunter (10%), Optima Energy (2.5%) and Epic Resources (7.5%).
The private utility corporation transformed itself into the biggest stakeholder player of the Fraser Valley
consortiums bunch agreeing “to reimburse Dynamic and partner Conoco Canada Ltd. for half of the $6
million those two paid for the land position.” 556
B.C. Gas had briefly publicized its intentions to discover underground gas storage in the Fraser Valley,
narrated inside one of four generic paragraphs included in a full-page advertisement. “At B.C. Gas, we’re
doing what comes naturally,” was distributed to nine lower mainland newspapers from November 28 to
553

Gas storage needed, Langley Times, May 5, 1990.
Audio transcript, June 12, 1990, public presentation by Cam Avery, BC corporate director of communications.
555
Excluding Canadian Coastal Resources Ltd.’s 7,600-hectare petroleum drilling licence tenure, parcel No. 12162.
556
BC Gas takes lead, National Post, April 13, 1990.
554
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December 3, 1989. 557 Fraser Valley residents were unaware of B.C. Gas’s underground gas facility plans.
As Cam Avery, B.C. Gas corporate director of communications, stated a public meeting on June 12, 1990:
“information was not provided at these open houses [February 20 to 22, 1990] about the nature of natural
gas storage.” 558
In relation to media publicity and public attention generated since February 1990 on Fraser Valley
petroleum exploration, B.C. Gas was stepping out of the proverbial closet and into the limelight. It
immediately launched well-financed public relations strategies seeking to promote the ‘benefits’ of Fraser
Valley drilling, to better counter the convincing arguments and the successful public influence by The
Friends of the Fraser Valley. The big guns were out, and the bigger battle begun.
B.C. Gas’ partnership with the Dynamic Oil and Conoco consortium was now dubbed “The Fraser Valley
Gas Project.” It blitz-launched a series of six full-page advertisements in Fraser Valley newspapers from
April 14 to June 13, 1990, avoiding the six advertisements in B.C.’s prominent newspapers, the
Vancouver Sun, The Province, and the Times Colonist.

Its opening first full-page ad appeared from April 14 to 19, in: Langley Times, Surrey Leader, Langley
Advance, the Abbotsford / Sumas / Matsqui News, the Abbotsford / Clearbrook Times, Delta Optimist,
and Aldergrove Star. According to the Fraser Valley Gas Project’s media statistics, all these newspapers
had a combined circulation of 172,789. In bold lettering, the ad stated:

557

The Fraser Valley Gas Project Public Information Programs: Summary of Advertising and Public Informational Materials,
BC Gas technical submission T-13, to the David Anderson Commission, August 1990, pages 17-18. Refer to Section 5-8,
Propaganda, for the advertisement.
558
Audio transcript.
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B.C. Gas has over 30 years experience in serving British Columbians with safe,
efficient natural gas.
In partnership with Conoco Canada and Dynamic Oil we will not do anything to
jeopardize that record.
The ad explained and purported that B.C. Gas’s responsibility and role was as mother hen over all the rest
of the chickens in the Fraser Valley pen:
It is their [Conoco Canada Ltd. and Dynamic Oil Ltd.] job to conduct test drilling to see if quantities
of natural gas exist in the Fraser Valley. It is our job, as well as theirs, to ensure that it is done in the
utmost safety and without harm to the environment.
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And B.C. Gas continued to dish out a central misinformation message that it’s consortium members, and
the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum, were claiming to the public:
Pollution controls are so effective that, after drilling 7,000 oil and gas wells in northeastern British
Columbia, there has not been a single incident of water contamination. Despite this impeccable
record, we still always check water wells before, during and after drilling.
B.C. Gas then claimed another misinformation message: “Even though there has never been a populationthreatening accident at a well in B.C., we never begin drilling until a tested emergency plan is in place.”
There had been a few notable instances of toxic sour gas blowouts in northeast B.C.’s petroleum zones,
one of which had the entire Blueberry First Nation running for their very lives away from their Reserve
lands north of Ft. St. John.
B.C. Gas then claimed a third and final misinformation message central to the utility corporation’s
operational objectives: “Underground gas storage is being safely and successfully practiced at more that
400 sites in Canada and the U.S.A.” It was this missive gas migration message, combined with the water
contamination message, that prompted one member of The Friends of the Fraser Valley, Glen Breaks, to
diligently and religiously research and challenge.
Finally, in the ad, B.C. Gas announced that its corporate consortium, The Fraser Valley Gas Project, was
“opening a Consumer Information Centre in the Fraser Valley,” as “we believe that making intelligent
decisions and forming knowledgeable opinions comes from knowing the facts.” The Gas Project’s
Information Office in Aldergrove would open on
May 7, 1990.
The Fraser Valley Gas Project’s second ad, under
the title “Natural Gas is a friend of the
environment,” ran in newspapers from April 21
to April 25. Alongside a photo of a cute sparrow
sitting on a wee branch next to Spring blossoms:
All Canadians, including corporations, are
far more aware of our fragile environment
than ever before. And that’s where natural
gas can help. It’s the cleanest burning
fossil fuel known.
Natural gas produces less carbon dioxide
than coal or oil and produces fewer
emissions into the atmosphere helping to
moderate the greenhouse effect.
In Cam Avery’s, B.C. Gas Corporate Director of
Communications’ talking points at a June 12,
1990, public meeting, he stressed how natural
gas consumption was the best alternative to
combat the greenhouse effect:
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We live in a time of heightened awareness around us. There is concern about acid rain, global
warming, greenhouse gases and toxic air. And, because natural gas burns cleaner than wood, coal or
gasoline, cities are restricting wood burning fireplaces and people are converting to natural gas. …
Increased use of natural gas is today’s answer to decreasing damage to our atmosphere. Concern
about atmosphere will increase the demand of natural gas dramatically in the coming decade. 559

A national poll had recently been conducted with Canadians, the results of which were featured in
Canada’s newspapers. The twin topics of Environment and First Nations ranked prominently at the top of
the Canadian public’s concerns, topics which deeply concerned the corporate sector majors. The Fraser
Valley Gas Project nevertheless sought to take advantage of this polling fact.
By tapping the natural gas potential of the Fraser Valley we can have safe, reliable and economical
supplies into the future. And we can enjoy these benefits without harm to the local environment or
any adverse effect on our quality of life.
The Fraser Valley Gas Project’s third and fifth ad, “The most frequently asked questions about natural
gas exploration and the environment,” ran in newspapers from May 5 to May 10, and a new version
from June 6 to June 7.
Q. Is gas exploration likely to contaminate groundwater? A. No.
Q. Is there much risk of encountering sour gas? A. No.
Q. What about the danger of a blowout? A. Blowouts are extremely rare ….
Q. Will exploration cause a great deal of noise? A. No.
Q. Will gas exploration hurt property values? A. No.
Q. Would a gas well be very noticeable. A. No.
Q. Will rights of property owners be respected? A. Yes.
Q. Will there be much traffic around the drillsite? A. Only for two or three days ….
Q. Will an Emergency Response Plan be developed? A. Yes.

559

Audio transcript.
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Q. How would an earthquake affect natural gas facilities? A. The most likely centres for a local
earthquake lie offshore ….
Q. Do we really need this gas project? A. Yes.

The most frequently asked
questions about.
natural gas e~loratlon
and the environment.
Working with communi ties isao

Q, Will rights of property owners be respected?
A. Yes. All su rface access to exploration
areas has been successfully negotiated with
individual land owners. In the event ofa
discovery, the location of a development well
is nexible, allowing owners to also negoti;!te
the positioning ofv.--cllhead facilities on
their property.

import ant part of nalural gas explora ti on.

The Fmser Valley Gas Project believes thal
a better understanding oflocaJ and environmenIal concerns will assist everyone in
making the right decisions.The following
are the mOSI frequently as ked questions
abou t th e project.
Q. Is gas explontion likely to contaminate groundwater?

A. No. To prevent contamination. we usc a special double-hulled pipe system
with a 100 fl. long outer protective steel casing pipe and a 1.500 fl.long inner
pipe through which the drilllXlsses Both pipes are also scpanttcly encased
in cemcn! to a dep th of 1.500 n .IO ensure thai any drilling explor,llion is
completely isolated from exposure 10 groundwulcr.This is the same ))'stem
used in northeastern !lc., where over 7,000 gas wells have been dnlled with
out a single reported case of grou ndwater contamination_To verif~ the
absence of contamination, nil water wells close to Fraser Valley drill sites will
be tested before and after drilling.
Q, Is there much risk of encountering sour gas?

A. No. There is no scientifIc or technical data to 5uggest the possibility of
sour gas in the Fraser Valley basin, In fact, the valley contains iron rich
sediments wh ich ~scrub out" or neutralize sour gas. For absolute safety, we
will employ all the ~fet.Y procedures used in extreme sour sas situations.
In the unlikely event that sour gas is deu:cted,lhe well will 6e plugged.
Q. What about the dancer of a blowout?
A, 810wouts 8re extremely rare and we are confldcntthat the technology
used in the Fraser Valley will prevent the possibilit~ of such a problem,
In addition to carefully moni toring drilling data and main Wining proper
drilling fluid densities, we WIll Iflstall and test the best available Blowout
Preventer equipment.
Q, Will uploration cause a great deal of noise?
A. No.We will contra ct a rig equipped with special noise abatement
featu res, similar to the rig used for drilling near Nanaimo. Noise levels will
be monitored to ensure adhere nce to regional noise b}'laws. We plan to ke~p
drilling noise within 60 decibels, as measured 30 metres from the rig.
This is a very moderate noise level, equi valent to the sound ofa normnl
conversation at three feet.
Q, Will ps uplor<1lUon hurt property values?
A. No, Gas exploration has a very brief, local impact. The worling area and
drill rigs are cleared and disman tled within six weeks and the land is fully
restored to its natural slllte, Should gas be found, 'a small production facili ty
would be installed and the owner would earn rental income.
Q. Would. new gas well be vel") noticeable7
A. No. The onl) surface indication ..... ould be a gas wellhead, a two-metre·
high capped pipe with val~cs and gauges mtached,This lIould be endosed
withlO a ChulO·link fence or a ~ma ll shed. Alltronsmlssion lines would be
underground and out of sighI. Wellheads would be widely spaced, npproximately ftve over an area of five square miles.

Q. Will there be mudl t",ffic around the dri l1site?
A. Only for two or three days while the rig is being assembled and taken
down. Dunng thiS period, about <10 truck lo..1ds of equipment will be mOl'ed
onto the site. The trucks will conform to local bylaws, follow approved traffIC
routc) :md OI>CrJte 1\ ithin the lo:td ratin!1s for all local roads. After the rig
is set up, there WIll be no ~ignifl~ant trunlc.
Q, Will an Emergency Response Plan be developed?

A, Yes. While there is no evidence of any potential for sour gas or abnormal
prC~\!lrC),n fully coordinated Emergency RC~I)Qnse I'I1In will be in place
befure gll~ drilling commences. It includes a detailed evacuation plan and
procedures for wmmunicatlons betwee n locul, provincial and federal
onicials.The plan will be tested bcforch:tnd and will remain with the community
for usc in preparing for potenlial disasters such as earthquakes and noods.
Q, How would an earthquake affect natural CIS faciliti es?

A. The most likely ccntres for ~ local earthquake lie off$hore, with far less
potenti:tl for damaging impaci in the Fraser Valley. Based on experience
in the most active earthquake trends in California, there is 1iule reason to
fear any significant damage 10 nat ural gas f.1cilities. Gas production and
storage f.1cilit ies m these areas have sur. ived a number of Quakes without
suffering serious damage or creating a major hazard to personal safety. As
a prec,lUlIon, an} facilIties developed in the Fraser Valley would be eqUI pped
WIth ~utom<ltle shut·down valves in the event of surface equipment failure.
Q, Do we rea lly need this gas project?
A. Ye~. The growing population in the lower Mainland area has crellled a
need to find local sources ofnalural gas und underground storage areas, And
as morc customers convert to clean natural gas from other heating fuels, we
must ensure there is a secure supply of low cost nalural gas for everyone
evel)day, but especially during peak winter demand periods.
Our current storage facili ty in Delta, operating at capacity, dates from
1970 when we had 19-1.000 Lower Mainland customers. Today, we supply
gas 10 over 418,000 customers in B.C,'s fastcst.growi ng region,This huge
increase in cuslomers has been forcing us to store our gas for lower
Mlliniand customers 200 miles soulh of the border in Washington Stale,
thereby jeopardizing our abili ty to enectively fulfill peak gas demands,
Finding ne"' local supplies of natural gas and storing gas where the
customer base is lOCated makes short and long term economic sense,
Improves B.C:s energ} ~ecunt) and If) a prOI'Cn, safe and efficient method
of lIJS exploration lind storage,
For further information, visn our Consumer Information Centre
after Moy 7!t1 Aldcrgro\'e Centre Mall, 3100-272nd Street in Aldergrove.
Or phone 85608144 Monda)' to Frida¥.

The fraser Valley GaS Project
BCGasQ\) Naturally.

Abbotsford News
May 9, 1990

(conoco)
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The Fraser Valley Gas Project’s fourth ad, “The
Fraser Valley Gas Project Information Centre is
open!” ran in newspapers from May 12 to May 17.
We hope residents, businesspersons and
everyone concerned about energy and environment take the opportunity to learn more about the
proposed exploration and underground storage program in your area so informed decisions based on
the facts can be made.
Come and visit our expert staff who have years of experience in the natural gas field.
Have questions about the project’s environmental impact … its economic benefits … how the land
is returned to its original state after exploration is finished … or about our industry’s outstanding
safety record at over 400 exploration and underground storage sites in North America? We’ve got
the whole story on natural gas.
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The Fraser Valley Gas Project’s sixth ad, “The Valley needs
natural gas. So does our environment,” ran in the local
newspapers from June 13 to June 20. Alongside a photo of a
mother duck with her six cute ducklings:
“We need natural gas because it’s a safe, efficient form of
energy. … Natural gas also serves the environment. It releases
fewer emissions into the atmosphere than other fossil fuels. So
when people switch to gas from oil or coal, it reduces acid rain
and helps moderate the greenhouse effect.”
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TheVallel
needs-natural
So does ourenvironment.
-

'

•

The FraserValley's
At present; most of
future detnands{or ' ""'\",
our gas comes bypipelirle
natur~ gas are especially ,
from northeastern Re.,
with special peak peri0~
strong becauSe ofthe
. Valley's fast rising popusupplies from storage sites
lation, So we must prepare
in Waspingtop 'State. The
now for the natural gas
.Valley really needsjts own
we'll need tomorrow. , '
'regional supply of natural
'We need natural gas
gas:.. a supply that allows
'
us to end our dependence
,because it's a safe;' effi~ .
dent form of energy:We rely on it for home
- on US. storage in peak winter months.
he,.atirtg¢'or cooking1-and other household uses,
The FraserValley Gas Project'can create
, as an energy source ror b.~ness ,and industry~hose ,supplies ... by exp10ring for new gas deposits
and a ~leaner buining ftiel for Ilil<:mor vehicles.
,iuid suitab~afe underground storage sjtes here
'_
Natural gas also serVes,the e vironment.It ' in the Valley'~
, . ,,', .
releases far fewer emissions inijohe atmosphere ' It's a ,naturalniove to meet our future energy
than other fossil fuels. So whe eople switch
needs. And to help create l\ cleaner, fresher '
, to gas from oil or coal, it redu
acid rain and
environment.
_
- ,
Visit the Fraser Valley Gas Project illfonnation '
helps moderate the greenhouse effect. Conversion to natural gas for automobiles can reduce Centre at Ald6\Srove Centre Mall, 31()()- 272ndSt.
carbon,tnonoxide:emissions by up to 50%.
- in Aldergrove. Or p6'cin~ 856-8144 Mon. to Sat.

Ihe'FraSerValley·Gas Project
,

'

I•

Langley Advance
June 13, 1990

, BCGasQ\)Nafurally. ' (conoco)
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At B.C. Gas’ annual meeting in May 1900, president and chief
executive officer Robert Kadlec told his shareholders,
“Opposition from environmentalists to search for natural gas
in the Fraser Valley doesn’t make sense,” and said “the
environmental price of exploration is minimal in the valley:”
“We’re not talking about the oil industry, or mining or
timber harvesting. There is no clear-cut, no open pit, no
slag or tailings pond, no flooding of valleys or draining
of streams.”
“Exploration involves less construction activity than it
takes to build a house.”
If gas is discovered, all that would be required would be
a small installation every few kilometres to tap the gas
and pipe it underground to B.C. Gas’ distribution
system, he said. 560

560

Fraser Valley opposition to gas drilling ‘not sensible,’ Times Colonist, May 9, 1990.
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5 – 12.

The Public Inquiry Begins

By way of background, the Government of British Columbia has taken some 5 1/2 million dollars of
lease and permit money from the industry for the right to explore for hydrocarbons in the Fraser
Valley. However, following public criticism of drilling plans in the Valley by residents, in May it
appointed me as a sole commissioner to look into the whole question of whether drilling should take
place, and if so, what regulations should govern the drilling program. 561
When the criticism first surfaced, the government was in a quandary as to how to proceed. It had
sold the rights to drill, thus leaving the impression that it was in favour of the project. Nevertheless,
some local supporters of the government were opposed to the proposal, and the area in question is
important politically. Shortly after, in late April, I was asked to undertake a commission of inquiry
under the Inquiry Act to advise the government on what steps it should take. 562
The records of the commission will have considerable evidentiary, legal, and research value for
future historians and researchers. 563

Following Conoco Canada’s manager of the Fraser Valley Project Bob Spring’s presentation to the
Langley Chamber of Commerce on April 17, 1990, Social Credit Langley MLA Carol Gran, Minister of
Government Management Services and Minister of Responsible for Women’s Programs, stated in a media
interview that the gas companies “have not done a good job:” “If Fraser Valley opposition to natural gas
drilling maintains its momentum, there’s little chance of exploratory drilling ever taking place.” 564
Gran’s reference to a “momentum” was because of the cumulative intensive, voluntary, and devoted
efforts by The Friends of the Fraser Valley in educating the public and in making a stand to oppose
petroleum exploration, the growing tide of which was now forcing Premier Bill Vander Zalm
administration’s hand. Beginning with Energy Minister Jack Davis’ April 10 statement in the Legislature
about the possibility of striking a Commission of Inquiry, behind the scenes a search for a viable and
“independent” candidate to head such an Inquiry was already underway. Government had settled
uncomfortable scores before, and Premier Vander Zalm wanted to do it again, and quickly.
The big announcement arrived on Thursday May 3, 1990, summed up in a three-page news release,
“Davis Launches Fraser Valley Drilling Probe.”
Energy Minister Jack Davis today announced that former B.C. oil-spill advisor, David Anderson
[52 years of age], has been given wide-ranging terms of reference to review natural gas production

561

Fax letter from David Anderson to Alexandra Alexander, Canadian Consulate General, Los Angeles, California, July 11,
1990.
562
Letter to Dr. Edward Keyserlingk, McGill University Faculty of Law Centre for Medical and Legal Ethics, from David
Anderson, October 19, 1990.
563
Gary A. Mitchell, B.C. Archives and Records Service, to Robert Tweedie, Commission secretary of the Royal Commission
on Petroleum Exploration, August 8, 1990. As it turned out, the Commission records, which had been transferred to the B.C.
Archives in 1994, remained uncatalogued until the author of this report had the B.C. Archives track the location of the eleven
boxes of records in 2021 and make them available for the first time for scrutiny.
564
Growing opposition could kill gas program, Langley Times, April 21, 1990.
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and storage possibilities in the Lower Fraser Valley. 565 “I am sure that Mr. Anderson, after hearings
have been completed, will submit a report which is realistic from an economic as well as an
environmental point of view.”
“Anderson's independent review will ensure that the public’s
concerns over impacts on human health, private property and air
and water quality will receive a thorough examination before any
drilling permits are issued,” Davis said.
Anderson has been appointed a commissioner under the B.C.
Inquiry Act. He therefore has full powers to hold hearings, call
witnesses and hear testimony. His review, with full public input,
should be complete with a report to government which should be
made public by the end of September.
“Anderson has considerable experience in looking at pollution and
pollution abatement measures in the energy sector,” said Davis.
“Consulting with the public and the companies he can develop a
big picture scenario which will cover long-term development
possibilities as well as exploration and development beginning in late 1990 or early 1991.”
“I have canvassed the companies proposing to drill in this area and I have been assured that they
will give their full support, both in terms of factual information and technical knowhow, to the
Anderson Inquiry.”
David Anderson, who has a law degree from UBC, is a former MP and MLA who, in recent years,
specialized in environmental protection in the energy sector. He spent five years at the University of

565

Order in Council No. 695, approved and ordered on May 2, 1990, with authority under the Inquiry Act, Section 8.
“Remuneration of the Commissioner is set at $400 for each day of involvement in the Inquiry calculated on the basis of eight
working hours per day.”
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Province of
British Columbia

NEWS RELEASE

MINISTRY OF ENERGY, MINES
AND PETROLEUM RESOURCES

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 3, 1990

1990:17

DAVIS LAUNCHES FRASER VALLEY DRILLING PROBE
Victoria, B.C. - Energy Minister Jack Davis today announced

that former B.C. oil-spill advisor, David Anderson, has been
given wide-ranging terms of reference to review natural gas
production and storage possibilities in the Lower Fraser Valley.

"I am sure that Mr . Anderson, after hearings have been completed,
will submit a report which is realistic from an economic as well
as an environmental point of view.
"Anderson's independent review will ensure that the public's
concerns over impacts on human health, private property and air
and water quality will receive a thorough examination before any
drilling permits are issued," Davis said.

David Anderson, who has a law degree from UBC, is a former
MP and MLA who,

in recent years, specialized in environmental

protection in the energy sector.

He spent five years at the

University of Victoria as a Professor at the School of Public
Administration and has participated in its Environmental Studies
program.

Last year he completed a special assignment for Premier

Vander Zalm on oil spills and what must be done in order to
minimize the damage of oil tanker and other traffic inside and
outside B.C. waters.
"Anderson has considerable experience in looking at
pollution and pollution abatement measures in the energy sector,"
said Davis.

IIConsulting with the public and the companies he can

develop a big picture scenario which will cover long-term
development possibilities as well as exploration and development
beginning in late 1990 or early 1991.
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Victoria as a Professor at the School of Public Administration and has participated in its
Environmental Studies program. Last year he completed a special assignment for Premier Vander
Zalm on oil spills and what must be done in order to minimize the damage of oil tanker and other
traffic inside and outside B.C. waters.
An attached biography stated
that David Anderson, in his
early years: received a
Bachelor of Law in 1962 at the
University of B.C.; served as a
foreign service officer with the
federal Department of External
Affairs from 1962 to 1968;
was a federal Liberal Party
Member of Parliament (MP)
under Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau from 1968 – 1972 in
the Esquimalt / Saanich riding;
was “founder and first
chairman” of the federal House
of Commons Special
Committee on Environmental
Pollution, from 1970 – 1972;
and was B.C. Liberal Party
Victoria City riding Member
of the Legislative Assembly
(MLA) from 1972 – 1975.

“Who is this Man?” (1962 – 1975)
After graduating from the University of B.C. with a law degree, David Anderson became a civil servant
with the federal department of External Affairs. According to Southam News Services Ottawa bureau
chief Charles “globetrotter” Lynch, who wrote a series of hard-hitting articles in December 1963 while
touring southeast Asia, 566 he later reported that Anderson was a foreign service officer for about one year
in Vietnam operating under the mandate of the International Control Commission (ICC), otherwise
known as the International Control Supervision Commission. The ICC was established in 1954 after the
Indo-China war, “with still-functioning commissions in Cambodia and Vietnam, after a conference at
Geneva ended the six-year struggle between the French and Communist-led nationalist forces.” 567
I.e.: ‘Made-in-U.S. crisis’ to get things done?, Ottawa Citizen, December 2, 1963; Skipped Singapore – but Saigon is still
swinging, Ottawa Citizen, December 13, 1961; U.S. target – ‘subvert the subverters’, Ottawa Citizen, December 16, 1963; New
look in battle against Reds, Ottawa Citizen, December 17, 1963; New Zest to flying in Viet Nam, Ottawa Citizen, December 18,
1961; Growing feeling of uncertainty, Ottawa Citizen, December 23, 1963; South Vietnamese leader has fought for 20 years,
North Bay Nuggett, December 26, 1963; Canada’s part in exercise of futility in Viet Nam, North Bay Nuggett, December 30,
1963 (previously published in the Ottawa Citizen on December 19 under an alternate title, An exercise in futility).
567
Southeast Asia, The Ottawa Citizen, January 7, 1961.
566
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With tensions later escalating in Vietnam, recall of the ICC, “composed of Canada, Poland and India,” 568
was announced in January 1961 in order to manage “peaceful settlement” and supervision for a “ceasefire agreement.” 569 There, in the deeply troubled times and international intrigue of North and South
Vietnam, Anderson “learned water skiing on the Saigon River in 1964 when he was legal advisor to the
Canadian Commissioner in Vietnam.” 570 By November 1963, Anderson’s Saigon boss, Commissioner
Gordon E. Cox, stated there were “35 persons on his staff and 40 to 50 Canadians, mostly missionaries, in
the country.” 571
When Anderson ran for the federal Liberal party in the June 1968 election, his civil service knowledge
and experience in Vietnam was tested during a June 19, 1968, political panel debate concerning foreign
policy alongside other federal party riding candidates. The event, which took place in Victoria City, was
sponsored by the World Federalist society. NDP candidate Dr. Harvey Richardson said, “Canada is losing
respect in the world community because we appear to be a yes-man to Uncle Sam – hanging on to his
shirt tails economically and politically.” Richardson “slammed the Liberal government’s continuing
policy of arms sales to the United States,” stating “we should not be selling weapons for use to kill in
Vietnam.” Anderson:

U.S. switch’s view, backs U.K. on Laos, The Expositor, January 7, 1962.
Gromyko to offer truce, The Sault Star, March 27, 1961.
570
Anderson finds relaxation in water-skiing, Vancouver Sun, August 7, 1972.
571
Says Canadians safe in Viet Nam, Owen Sound Sun Times, November 5, 1963.
568
569
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replied that “he was not the slightest bit ashamed” of Canada’s efforts on the Commission. “We
haven’t succeeded in stopping the war – nor has anyone else,” but the ICC still existed as the single
line of communication between North and South Vietnam. Canada should not permit “nationalist
sentiment” against the U.S. to result in actions contrary to Canada’s “national interest. It is vital to
remember that we simply cannot ignore the United States.” Relations with that country affected
Canada’s ability to work toward “our goal of world peace.” 572

Amongst a later plethora of critiques of Canada’s involvement in Vietnam, Major Shane B. Schreiber’s
28-page paper, The Road to Hell: Canada in Vietnam, 1954-1973, paints a frank portrait of what
transpired.
Canada’s role in Vietnam became a road to Hell paved with good intentions and mapped out by a
deliberately ambiguous policy. Moreover, the conflict surrounding Canada’s policy was
exacerbated by a cultural difference between the policymakers (primarily in the Department of
External Affairs) and the policy executors (primarily in the Department of National Defence). In the
572

At federalist meeting – ‘Can’t ignore U.S.’ claims candidate, Times Colonist, June 20, 1968.
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final analysis, Canadian angst over its involvement in Vietnam is misplaced because, to some
degree, Canada could not have avoided the role it played as a simultaneous quiet accomplice and
victim of its own, and American “hell of good in-tentions.” The delicate balancing act that Canadian
policymakers sought to use was both underpinned and undermined by Canada’s close relationship
with the United States.
Anderson was subsequently assigned by Canada’s External Affairs as “an assistant government trade
officer in Hong Kong,” 573 the “desk officer responsible for Chinese affairs.” 574 He was later referred to
as an “expert on China.” 575 There, he attended the University of Hong Kong. Ottawa bureau reporter
Charles Lynch, who “first met” Anderson in Vietnam, said that Anderson “spent four years in Hong
Kong, in the course of which he learned to speak Mandarin, entering Red China several times and visiting
Peking. He was posted back to Ottawa last year [1967] as head of the China desk in the east block [of the
Parliament buildings].”
Lynch reported that Anderson’s “leave of absence” from External Affairs in early 1968, to seek a
nomination for the federal riding in the Esquimalt – Saanich riding, had previously been disallowed for
civil servants.
Civil servants can now enter parliament through the front door instead of the back … The back
door, or civil servants’ entrance, is the one the Liberals used so frequently in the past – anointing
senior public officials to cabinet posts and then getting them elected. This resulted in a
preponderance of former mandarins in the cabinets of Lester Pearson, who was one of the breed
himself. The new way, sanctioned by law for the first time in last week’s federal election, is much
healthier. Civil servants who want a crack at politics can apply for a leave of absence to contest
nominations. Sixteen federal civil servants were granted leave this time. Eight failed to get
nominated and returned to their duties in the public service. Of the eight who were nominated, three
were elected – David Anderson of the department of external affairs. … All three ran as Liberals
and had hard fights.
Next to the prime minister, Anderson should rank as Ottawa’s most eligible bachelor – handsome,
athletic, and owner of a yacht that he had built in Hong Kong, sailed to Japan, and then shipped to
the waters of the Ottawa River. … His great grandfather was an MP for Victoria, who made way for
Sir John A. Macdonald to run there in a byelection.
He’s bound by the Official Secret’s Act to keep the secrets he learned in diplomacy – but that’s the
only barrier facing this promising new politician. Unlike most new MPs, he even has an apartment
in Ottawa, and a girl friend in Montreal. He skis and rowed for UBC’s great crew of 1960-62.
Shades of Trudeau, indeed! 576

573

Pen pictures of new MLAs, Vancouver Sun, September 2, 1972.
Esquimalt-Saanich Grits name Anderson, Times Colonist, May 17, 1968.
575
3 Liberals to contest federal seat, Vancouver Sun, May 9, 1968.
576
Civil servants get break, The Province, July 5, 1968.
574
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Times Colonist

GORST NOT ON BALLOT

But he olso:

* silver
Represented Canada in 1960 OlympiCi
medal).

Esquimalt-Saanich
Grits Name Anderson
E , 'quimalt-Saanich Libel:ah
Thursday named Da \'id Anderson, a lean former Olympic
rower. as their candidate for
the June fedeul elections.
l\'ir. Anderson. 31. a specialist
in the external affa irs department and lawyer, was a member of the UBC rowing team
lhat represented Canada at the
Olympics in 1960.

Esquirnalt j\layor Ra y Br;'t'ant,
who nom inated Mr. Anderson,
said he wished to dismiss the
suggestion that the candidate
w,s an outsider.
"He was born in Victoria and
no t only did 1 know him for
many years but my wife
attended Victoria High School
with him." he said. " His only
absence from Victoria has been
\0 sen'e his country for s ix
years in the department of
external affairs."

and to a.lIow the people oC
Esquimalt·Saanich to have a
voice in the government."
Mr. Anderson sa.Wi he believes
he: can win the election against
the Progressive Conservative
candidate.
'WON'T HE EASY'

ANDERSO~

• • • on first ballot

He noled that Mr. Anderson
"The reason I'm nominating
had served as an ,. assistant him this evening is because I
Canadian governme nt' t r a d e sincerely Ieel Ihal he is the best
commissioner jn Hong){ong. as possible candidate to beat Cona legal adviser to the Canadian .ser.vative G e 0 r g e ChB;lierlon
Commissioner in Vietnam, and
was the desk officer 'respons ible
fo r Chinese aHail's.

"But it won't be easy," he
said. "Thi's riding hasn't elect.ed
a Liberal since 1940."
But, he added. the Libera]!!
could win if they rcmain('d
united under the leaders.hip of
j\lr. Trudeau .
.\lr. Anderson said he was
intercsted in obtaining rederally
owned bnd- in particular unused m ilit'ary resen'e land- for
parks, as well as in the
irnproye ment oC harbors and
marine facilities to attract a
greater number of ·tourist!! to
the area .
Both Mr, Haley and l\k
CampbeIJ spoke strongly of
economic policies which would
make Canada independent of
foreign control.
The meeting was attended by
more than 200 people, many
representing the Victoria riding.

*
*
**

*

*
*

Serw~d in Vietnam as legal

canadlan Commissioner.

(won

adviser to the

Is II native Victolian.

Graduated from UBC.
widely experienced.
years 8.5 an All' Force Reserve

Is young, yet
Served three
pilot

Was assJ.o;tant Government Trade CommJs.
sloner in Hong Kong.

Is tri!lnguat (English, French and Mandari n
Chinese).

*

Has tl1e local knowledge, Ottawa contacts,
and Far East knowhow needed for the coming
years of Pacific expanslon.
1

ONLY ONE MAN has all these quo/inco,;ons to become a front-rank Government member to represent YOU . .•

DAVID

ANDERSON
LIBERAL

Ih TllId,al mal
(a •• YOlr mal)
for

E~uimlll·Saanich
Phone 882-9131

"WHO is this man?"
political advertisments
in the late May 1968
edition of the Times Colonist
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Vancouver Sun columnist Allan Fotherham described Anderson’s sudden switch from civil service.
[David] Edgar (now a Ron Basford aide), [Bob] Hutchinson, and Victoria broker Malcolm Anderson
[David Anderson’s brother] had a bright idea. They phoned Malcolm’s brother [David, on the evening of
April 22, 1968] and told him that if he could quit Ottawa immediately, he had one-third chance of getting
the nomination and one-third chance of getting elected. David Anderson junked external affairs
immediately, got the nomination on May 16, and was swept into office on June 25 on Trudeaumania and
his own energetic, considerable gifts. 577
During his four-year term as Member of
Parliament in Ottawa (1968 – 1972),
Anderson was later described in the media
as a “top maverick on the Liberal
backbench,” a “lone wolf,” and a
“pollution-fighting MP”. These phrases
were pronounced repeatedly as Anderson
announced his intention in early May 1972
to step down as MP to run as leader of the
B.C. provincial Liberal party, a party with
five opposition members since the previous
provincial election of July 1969. “Mr.
Anderson has earned the reputation as a
pesky maverick because of his habit of
firing unexpected and often embarrassing
questions at government ministers during
the Commons question periods.” 578
“Anderson … earned the title of maverick
and the animosity of some of his [federal] government supporters for his outspoken views on the role of
the backbench MP.” 579 Anderson was eventually pegged with having a “one-issue image,” “known
primarily for his battle to prevent the shipment of oil via supertanker from Alaska down the B.C. coast to
refineries in Washington.” 580
In February 1972, “B.C. Mines Minister Frank Richter,” who attacked the federal government to seek
political ground on behalf of big oil, “accused the federal government Friday of operating under a double
standard in the matter of offshore oil exploration and drilling.”
The minister told the legislature federal Environment Minister Jack Davis and David Anderson, the
conservation-conscious member of Parliament for Esquimalt-Saanich, see something sinister in
permitting oil and gas exploration in west coast waters but treat east coast waters differently. Mr.
Richter produced maps showing the area of offshore permits used by Ottawa for the east coast. “As
of November 1971, there were 4,281 permits in existence covering 317,849,405 acres of water
blanketing the east coast, surrounding Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland, and running up the
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Vancouver Sun, May 6, 1975.
Liberals choose Anderson to lead provincial party, Nanaimo Daily News, May 23, 1972.
579
Liberals to woo ‘neglected majority,’ Vancouver Sun, May 23, 1972.
580
Ibid.
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Anacosti Island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.” He said to date 30 oil wells have been drilled to
completion on the east coast and three wells are actively drilling. 581
Anderson had a public following both in Canada and the United States for his tough stance to prevent oil
tanker traffic along B.C. coastal waters, whilst Anderson personally favored the proposed MacKenzie
Valley Pipeline route in the Northwest Territories down to the United States, 582 a proposal that was later
met with fierce opposition by First Nations during the Thomas Berger federal Commission of Inquiry.

With Anderson’s announcement to run as B.C. Liberal leader, two “conservationists” were reportedly
“pleased” about the matter, with one making a more careful judgement in the matter.
Rick Careless, chairman of the Victoria branch of the Sierra Club, said if Anderson wins the
leadership of the B.C. Liberal Party he would be in a better position to fight for pollution control.
“He would be more effective as leader of the Liberal party here than he was as a backbencher in
Ottawa,” he said.
Harry Collie, president of the Victoria branch of the Scientific Pollution Environmental Control
[SPEC], said Anderson appears to have environmental sensitivity, and in local pollution problems
he could be “very effective.” Collie added, however, that he had reservations since he had read
Anderson’s statement that there was “some truth” to what Premier Bennett has said over the
years about the “danger of socialism” in B.C. [Bold emphasis] 583
In preparation for his Liberal Party candidacy at the May 20-22, 1972, Penticton City convention, “one
well-placed official said [34-year-old] Anderson was admonished well in advance of the convention to
steer clear of his anti-pollution accomplishments when stumping for delegate support.” 584 Anderson was
also advised to change from casual dress into a proper suit. During Anderson’s political campaigning after
sealing his acclimation at the convention, he continued to battle against oil tanker traffic.

Offshore oil policy in conflict – Richter, Nanaimo Daily News, February 12, 1972.
M.P. carries tanker war to Washington, Langley Advance, March 30, 1972.
583
Anderson welcomed by groups, Times Colonist, May 5, 1972.
584
Liberals to woo ‘neglected majority,’ Vancouver Sun, May 23, 1972.
581
582
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B.C. Liberal leader David Anderson flew here [Washington, D.C.] Sunday night for today’s
opening arguments in the Alaska pipeline court challenge and promptly fired a long-range shot at
Premier W.A.C. Bennett. He branded as absurd Bennett’s statement that the oil spill threat to B.C.’s
coast from supertankers supplied by the pipeline is a federal problem. “Mr. Bennett may think this
is a federal problem,” Anderson said, in an interview this morning. “I don’t.” “And a lot of British
Columbians agree with me. How do you think we’re financing this lawsuit to block the pipeline?
More than 3,000 British Columbians have had to cough up nickels and dimes to help pay the legal
fees and they’ve done so willingly. Mr. Bennett may have washed his hands of the tanker problem. I
hope he can wash our beaches as easily when one of those tankers goes up on the rocks.” 585
Anderson, with his ambition on becoming B.C.’s premier, promised to protect the Skagit River Valley
from further flooding, a huge environmental battle waged at the time with Washington State. “Mr.
Anderson said protection of the environment is one of the greatest issues and B.C. is in a position to learn
from the mistakes made in eastern Canada, California and Europe.” 586
Leading up to the August 30, 1972, provincial election, Anderson’s Liberal Party policy campaign,
advertised in the newspapers, covered 18 topics with 100 promises but failed to include an energy policy.
Nanaimo riding candidate Lloyd Schopp stated in an August 19, 1972, advertisement that “David
Anderson’s team” supported “nuclear power over damming of rivers.”
In the August 30 provincial election, which saw the New Democrats winning a majority under Premier
Dave Barrett, the B.C. Liberals ran 52 candidates in the 48 provincial ridings, five of which were elected:
David Brousson, North Vancouver-Capilano; 587 Allan Williams, West Vancouver-Howe Sound; Pat
McGeer and Garde Gardom, the two riding seats in Vancouver-Point Grey; and David Anderson,
Victoria. Anderson’s brother, Malcom Anderson, a broker, lost his Liberal Party bid in the Saanich and
the Islands riding.
For three years, Anderson and his four colleagues sat as opposition, amongst the defeated Social Credit
with 10 members, and the Progressive Conservatives with 2 seats. About seven months before the
December 1975 provincial election, which saw the Social Credit re-emerge with a majority under Premier
Bill Bennett, the Vancouver Sun newspaper reported on May 17, 1975, that Imperial Oil Ltd. had “made
contributions to both federal and provincial political parties:”
Liberals, Conservatives and Socreds in B.C. have not admitted receiving any money from the firm,
a subsidiary of Exxon – the world’s largest corporation. Exxon chairman J.K. Jamieson disclosed
earlier that the corporation has made contributions to political parties in Canada and Italy. Imperial
Oil spokesman Bob Fenner said … contributions have been made to political groups in all
provinces, but not to those with a different “ideology” from that of the firm, such as those who
advocated its nationalization. Fenner said it is not company policy to name the parties receiving the
contributions or to disclose how much they received. … Gerry Kristianson, executive assistant to
B.C. Liberal leader David Anderson, said: “I will neither confirm or deny we have received any
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Pipeline-fighting Anderson fires broadside at Bennett, Vancouver Sun, August 14, 1972.
Buy-back plan on Skagit, Tory Plank, Nanaimo Daily News, August 3, 1972.
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Brousson resigned his seat in October 1973. Gordon Gibson, a Liberal (like his father), won the by-election in 1974,
resuming the B.C. Liberal party seat status to five members.
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money from Exxon or Imperial.” He said it was the policy of the provincial party not to disclose the
source of contributions. 588
That same month, on May 2nd, two of the
four members of Anderson’s Liberals, Pat
McGeer and Allan Williams, the “private
enterprise” new unity party movers
against the “socialist” NDP, parted ways
and resigned on May 9th to sit as
independents, leaving an abandoned
Anderson feeling evermore lonely. “The
open dissension apparent Friday is the
culmination of more than 18 months of
disagreement and some personal
animosity pitting Anderson against
McGeer and Williams.” 589 On May 20,
Garde Gardom, a lawyer, elected since
1966, being second MLA for VancouverPoint Grey, announced his resignation
from the Liberal Party. Remaining Liberal
MLA Gordon Gibson said the following day, “I am a Liberal and I shall remain a Liberal.” 590 The three
defectors, which Allan Fotheringham dubbed as “the three musketeers,” opposed Anderson’s middle
ground politics that he kept stick handling somewhere between the NDP and the Socreds. Garde Gardom,
“the quickest convert since Saint Paul,” said at a large public rally, “we must put “province first, party
second”.” 591
Vancouver Sun columnist Allan Fotheringham, who Anderson was taking a keen disliking to, reported
that when Anderson aimed his sights to become party leader in B.C. in 1972, he “caught a fatal dose of
the vanities” by leaving a promising future at federal politics: “at the time he even consulted a few
respected journalist friends, who warned him not to come,” and “his impatient ambition sunk him.” 592
The second opportunistic gamble has never worked. There may have been cases where lofty federal
politicians parachuting into provincial scenes have succeeded. If so, memory fails. Anderson’s
condescending manner from the start alienated almost everyone on all sides of the legislature, where
the clubby atmosphere is unforgiving to such superior beings.
Anderson himself, aside from his time at UBC, had spent most of the last decade abroad – far from
B.C.’s problems. Instead of acquiring a local hand to put him in touch, he brought in external affairs
buddy from a Guyana posting, Gerry Kristianson, as his assistant. Anderson and his buddy even set
themselves up in an office down the hall from the Liberal MLAs he was supposed to co-ordinate
and lead. The physical separation was indicative. The MLAs enjoyed it.
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Imperial Oil admits donations to parties, Vancouver Sun, May 17, 1975.
Anderson blasts MLAs on unity stand - Liberal party split widens, Vancouver Province, May 3, 1975.
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Gardom Quits, Times Colonist, May 21, 1975.
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Seekers of an easy shortcut, Times Colonist, May 24, 1975.
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Vancouver Sun, May 6, 1975.
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But Anderson has never been able to command their [Pat McGeer, Allan Williams, and Garde
Gardom] respect. There are such things as bright individuals who do not have it within them to be
leaders. Such is Anderson. One of the strange sights of Victoria is to watch McGeer, Gardom and
Williams stroll out from the Empress Hotel at night for the Union Club, often as not with a tennisplaying companion such as NDP Attorney-General Alex McDonald, while Anderson is left moodily
sipping a beer in the Bengal Bar with Kristianson. 593

In the December 1975 provincial election, Anderson threw in the proverbial towel and did not run again,
with MLA Gordon Gibson left holding the fort, becoming the sole leader and single remaining elected
riding representative of the B.C. Liberal Party.

593

Vancouver Sun, May 6, 1975.
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The Anderson Commission
Unlike the 1989 Douglas MacKay Coquitlam
pipeline Commission of Inquiry, one of the wrinkles
in government’s 1990 Anderson Commission was an
unexpected and troublesome delay of the final
recommendation report scheduled for completion by
late September 1990. It would be delayed by four
additional grueling and sour tasting months.
Social Credit Langley MLA Carol Gran stated to her Fraser Valley constituents, “she was happy with the
probe,” and “said Anderson’s reputation “is that of an environmentalist and of someone who is extremely
fair. He certainly could not be accused of having any bias” in favor of the Socreds [her Social Credit
Party]”.” 594
In response, Conoco Canada’s Bob Spring, the manager of the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium,
politely stated how his consortium “was hoping to proceed with their own plan of trying to convince the
community that gas drilling is safe but that if the government feels “this is the way to go, we are prepared
to co-operate”.” 595 The Gas Project consortium opened its information and field office in Aldergrove four
days after Jack Davis’s announcement. “The opening of the Aldergrove office was “partly” because of the
bad publicity his firm had gotten,” said Bob Spring, and stated his “firm had been “wrong” not to begin its
public information program sooner than the February open houses.” 596
In setting up the Commission, government had to establish funding criteria limits, its structure, the
location of two offices in Victoria City (headquarters) and Langley, and appointments to assist
Commissioner David Anderson.

For funding, a comparative analysis was done of the recent June to July 1989 Douglas MacKay
Commission Inquiry, the costs of which amounted to some $400,000. The MacKay Commission hearings
convened for a total of six days in the City of Burnaby. The controversial Commission was established
because of intense opposition by Metro Vancouver (formerly called “Greater Vancouver”) citizens and
Metro Vancouver mayors as the proposed natural gas pipeline, with its pressurized, deadly and explosive
594

Inquiry to study gas drilling, Surrey Leader, May 6, 1990.
Ibid.
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Gas companies open office, Langley Times, May 5, 1990.
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contents, was Pacific Coast Energy Corporation’s 597 preferred route to Squamish (part of the new
pipeline strategic route to Vancouver Island) buried under and through the Coquitlam watershed, the
public’s drinking water supply. Of Pacific Coast’s three other pipeline route options to Squamish, two
would travel through Metro Vancouver’s two other drinking watersheds, the Seymour and Capilano!
There was much media (television, radio, newsprint, magazine) attention generated on the Coquitlam
pipeline controversy.
The Inquiry was also mandated
to seek out and receive the
views of the public, whose
concerns and apprehensions
over the security of the water
supply had been largely
responsible for establishment
of the Inquiry. 598
Outraged mayors are mapping
out a battle plan to protect “the
best water in the world.”
They’re furious at a B.C.
Utilities Commission decision
to approve a pipeline through
the Coquitlam watershed. “It’s
frightening that (the
commission) wouldn’t listen to
18 mayors,” Coquitlam Mayor
Lou Sekora said yesterday. 599
MacKay, who retired in 1987, had
served as Greater Vancouver Water
District’s Chief Engineer since 1966,
the Water District Commissioner in 1981 following, and Regional Manager in 1982 following for the
Metro Vancouver Regional District. Just after his retirement, MacKay was appointed to head a previous
provincial Inquiry in 1987 concerning construction cost overruns of the Coquihalla highway scandal,
located north of the Town of Hope, exposing government cover-up involving advanced creative billing
by, for instance the (J.C.) Kerkhoff Construction Group Ltd, 600 which received prominent attention by the
media.
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Pacific Coast Energy Corporation, a partnership of Alberta Energy Corporation and Westcoast Energy. The BC government
awarded Pacific Coast the bid for the Vancouver Island gas line construction project in October 1987. After submitting an
Energy Project Certificate to Energy Minister Jack Davis in November 1988, the BC Utilities Commission recommended the
Coquitlam pipeline route in reports released on April 14, 1989.
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Report of the Coquitlam Watershed Pipeline Inquiry, July 1989, page ix.
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Battle lines set, The Province, April 16, 1989.
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Report of the Commissioner Inquiry in the Coquihalla and Related Highway Projects, July 1989. References to J.C.
Kerkhoff are found in BC Hansard, 34th Parliament, 1st Session, March 1987 to March 1988. Appointed as Commissioner on
May 18, 1989, through Order in Council 759, “to inquire into and report on a number of issues relating to the proposed routing,
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In his second Inquiry Commission role, MacKay was
assigned to convene a rather delicate troubleshooting
assignment. MacKay was a golden asset, chosen by
government because he was a top insider. He had been one
of them: he might sway them. He would create
uncomfortable disfavour with his former regional
government employer, an irritant to his colleagues:
MacKay would recommend the proposed gas pipeline
route in his final report.
“I don’t feel bound (to the Greater Vancouver
Regional District), he [MacKay] said Monday. “This
is an inquiry under the Inquiry Act … I will find the
facts, both from the pipeline company and the
(Greater Vancouver) water district, and any other
source, and my judgement will be based on those
facts. Those facts will be made public.”

construction and operation of the Vancouver Island National Gas Pipeline through the Coquitlam Watershed and alternatives
thereto.”
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As a former GVRD manager and chief engineer, MacKay was responsible for the protection of the
watershed. He has been on the record before as being opposed to any public use of the
watersheds.601
MacKay advocated logging in
Metro Vancouver’s three
watersheds since it legally
began in March 1967, when
Metro Vancouver revised its
land lease agreement with the
provincial government,
negating an originating 1927
agreement (“Indenture”) that
forbade logging. When the
first logging roads were
punched into the formerly
protected and old growthladen Coquitlam watershed in
1972, they would quickly
extend far into the north-west
upper end of the watershed, at
a high elevation pass joining
another logging road located
in an upper clearcut-logged
drainage of the southeast
quadrant of the Indian River
watershed at the head of the
Indian Arm inlet. This road
access, and similar logging
road construction in the other
two watersheds, would open the door, as it were, for the gas pipeline route next-to-logging-road
proposals. MacKay was part of two problems: a former administrative logging advocate and now a
pipeline route judge.
On June 8, 1990, B.C.’s Attorney General appointed lawyer A.D.P. MacAdams, of the MacAdams Law
Firm, as Commission counsel for David Anderson. Douglas MacAdams had previously served as counsel
for the Coquitlam pipeline MacKay Commission and was full of fresh ‘hands on’ experience relating to
“the Inquiry’s non-adversarial procedures.” 602 Government automatically chose MacAdams to mediate a
second and higher staked public controversy.
Before the Attorney General’s June 8, 1990, letter of appointment, MacAdams had already been busy on
the assignment. Stated in a June 6, 1990, internal letter to Commissioner David Anderson, MacAdams
began drafting the Interim Procedural Rules prior to June 4th:
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Pipeline inquiry chief vows to stay neutral, Vancouver Sun, May 16, 1989.
Report of the Coquitlam Watershed Pipeline Inquiry, July 1989, page vii.
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The rules which I think require some consideration, are rules 8.02, 8.03 and 8.04. The model put
forward here is that used in the Coquitlam Watershed Inquiry, in which all examination and cross
examination was directed through Commission counsel. The system worked well in achieving the
objective of a fact based non-adversarial approach.
The key to the system was, however, that Commissioner Mackay was committed to this approach,
as was well known to all participants. In our commission, this approach will only work if you think
a fact based non-adversarial approach to be so important that you are willing to make it clear to the
participants that you will not find cross examination by them or on behalf of them, however
brilliant, to be of much assistance. If there is any real or perceived wavering on your part, I expect
the approach will soon be in tatters.
As you and I discussed on Monday June 4, this approach in our commission will have an
added advantage that by your telling the companies that their lawyers will be mutes, you are
able to tell those who are skeptical of petroleum activity that they have no need for funding,
for legal counsel, and for other expensive and time-consuming assistance because they will be
on a level playing field with the proponents. [Bold emphasis]
Paragraph 10 gives you flexibility should the need arise. We may find (although I think it unlikely)
that rules are needed to define who is a “participant”, to govern production of documents or prehearing discovery of witnesses, or to cover off issuing subpoenas. I think we are best to leave these
matters untouched until the need appears immanent. As you can see from the tag at the end, what I
envisage is that on June
12 [the pre-scheduled,
initial public hearing
date] we have copies of
these Interim Procedural
Rules available for
distribution, that you call
on me to make a brief
presentation, that I refer
to the rules and give a
summary of them, that I
tender the rules as an
exhibit, that the rules be
marked, and that you
announce that subject to
further notice you are
adopting these as the
Interim Procedural Rules
for the Commission. If
all goes well, that is the
last we will hear of
matters connected with
rules.
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MacAdams’ draft rules sections referred to above, were laid out as following:
8. Phase III. Technical Hearings
8.01. Phase III: Technical Hearings will consist of presentations under oath of factual technical
evidence relevant to the matters set out in the terms of reference.
8.02. Witnesses called in the Phase III: Technical Hearings will be called by Commission Counsel,
and will be examined and, if required, will be cross examined by Commission Counsel.
8.03. In keeping with the Commissioner’s intention to base his report on factual evidence which has
been presented in a non-adversarial way in public hearings, there will, as a general rule, be no cross
examination of witnesses by any person, including by legal counsel, other than commission counsel.
8.04. Commission counsel is instructed to receive and consider and to the extent appropriate, to put
forward all lines of questioning proposed by residents of Fraser Valley and others with an interest in
the matters referred to in the terms of reference.
MacAdams’ June 6 letter to Anderson is both insightful and
key to the internal political operation of the Commission.
Though not stated in any documents of discovery thus far,
the B.C. Attorney General’s department most likely feared
the real possibility of Charles MacLean – a criminal lawyer,
Queens Counsel, a fearless spokesman and founding member
of The Friends of the Fraser Valley – taking an active and
perhaps voluntary role during the Commission’s cross
examination and re-direct of technical witnesses. MacLean
would have been perceived as a threat to the Commission’s
possible success in serving the petroleum interests, as his
involvement could ultimately spell political embarrassment
and disaster for the proponents.
Also helping in the Friends’ fight is “illustrious”
lawyer Charles Maclean, Q.C., who lives on 256 St.
and is now associated with the Langley law firm of
MacCallum, Douglas and McIntyre, as well.
[Ray] Addington [“president of the food-store giant Kelly Douglas and Company Ltd., which
operates among others The Real Canadian Super Store and Super Valu”] described him as “a
devastating scourge to those who do wrong or are considering doing wrong. We are indeed very
fortunate to have him as our champion.” 603
And, Commissioner David Anderson would remember MacLean, as they had been in law school together
in the late 1950s at the University of B.C.
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Anti-gas movement grows, Langley Times, December 1, 1990.
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So, to dissipate this threat, Douglas MacAdams would be asked to re-introduce the “non-adversarial”
condition. During the introductions at the June 12 public hearing, MacAdams made the following
statement concerning this condition from Phase 3, Technical Hearings, in the Interim Procedural Rules:
These technical hearings will consist of presentations under oath of factual technical evidence
relevant to the matters set out in the terms of reference, a copy of which we all have.
Witnesses called in Phase 3 of the Technical Hearings will be called by me, as Commission
Counsel, and will be examined and, if required, will be cross examined by me in my capacity as
Commission Counsel.
In keeping with the Commissioner’s wish and intention to base his report on factual evidence which
has been presented in public hearings in a non-adversarial way, the general rule will be that there
will be no cross examination of witnesses at the technical hearings by any counsel or other
representatives other than Commission counsel.
But, Commission counsel, in this case, myself, I have been instructed by the Commissioner to
receive and to consider, and to the extent appropriate, to put forward all lines of questioning
proposed by residents of the Fraser Valley and all others with an interest in the proposals and in
those matters brought forward by the technical witnesses.
So that, in this way, we will not have, as is the case in some Commissions, a seriatim kind of cross
examination by a battery of lawyers. But rather there will be full examination and cross examination
channeled and funneled through the one lawyer, the Commissioner’s lawyer. This is a model which
has worked successfully in other Commissions and is anticipated in a Hearing along the lines
respecting the technical phase to work successfully in this case.
I am confident that the advice I’ve given, in which the Commissioner has accepted, that these rules
will work, will indeed prove to be the case. 604
Commissioner Anderson then added the following comments:
I can only add, or stress, the point made by Commission counsel that these [non-adversarial] rules
have been used in other Commissions and used very successfully. I am referring particularly to the
Coquihalla Highway Commission Inquiry and the Coquitlam Watershed Inquiry to the gas pipeline
routing. The advantage to having a Commission counsel to do the questioning means that those who
do not have the resources to hire their own lawyer are not disadvantaged by such a lack to the
degree that they otherwise would be. 605
In an October 17, 1990, form letter sent to various Mayors in the Fraser Valley, Anderson stated:
I should add that I had announced at the first public meeting on June 12 that the only person, other
than myself, entitled to ask questions at the actual formal technical hearings would be the
Commission's lawyer; this was done to prevent the companies from enjoying an advantage over
opponents of the project by reason of greater resources and more technical and legal help. The
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Transcript of audio, June 12, 1990, hearing.
Ibid.
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process chosen was to level the playing field and to give opponents of the proposal the opportunity
to have their questions put forth by a competent lawyer.
Contrary to the concerns that the Attorney General or Commission counsel may have had over criminal
lawyer MacLean’s direct participation, MacLean later confessed in a long November 28, 1990, personal
letter to Premier Bill Vander Zalm that he could never have taken such a role:
Our participation in the affairs of the [Friends of the Fraser Valley] Society is purely as residents of
the Fraser Valley. I am not legal counsel to the Society any more than my wife is its advisor on
medical matters. Even if Anderson had allowed us legal representation before his commission,
which he did not, I would not have acted for the Society because of my personal interest and strong
feelings on the issues.
I have known Anderson since we were classmates at U.B.C. Law School 31 years ago. Because of
this personal connection I felt it was improper for me to take an active part before him as sole
Commissioner. In consequence, I did not do so. For the same reason I even avoided being present at
the [May 1990] meeting in my own home, which was held at his request.

The Friends of the Fraser Valley, who could not cross-examine or legally intervene during the
Commission hearings, would later seriously question this “non-adversarial approach.”
In our initial discussion with you, we raised concerns about our lack of legal counsel and adequate
funds to meet the limitless resources of the gas and oil companies. We were assured by you that
proponents and opponents would be treated equally in that Commission counsel would, throughout
the technical hearings, ask all questions and should interveners wish to ask questions, they were to
be submitted in written form for consideration by Commission counsel and put to the witness by
him if relevant. There was no mention of the preparatory sessions and we were not aware that such
were to be held until July 9th and were not aware of their significance until they were well
underway.
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It became obvious that the Commission counsel’s line of questioning was being established during
the preparatory sessions and that his inquiries were influenced by the presence of proponents and
opponents, who, except in one case, were allowed equal access to witnesses, with however the
startling inequity of the proponents being invariably represented by legal counsel, sometimes three
in number, while the opponents had no legal counsel whatsoever, despite having been earlier
assured by you that such would be unnecessary.
There is no doubt that we would have been well served by way of more effective questioning during
that phase had we been encouraged to acquire legal counsel. On one occasion during the
preparatory sessions, we were put in the invidious position of having to write out our questions
while the proponents were able to use oral communication with your counsel, and on occasion with
the proposed witnesses. Counsel for the proponents was deliberately inflammatory and insulting to
a member of The Friends of the Fraser Valley on one occasion and on another made grossly
inaccurate statements about the origin and content of a document, which counsel thought was in the
hands of the Commission, but which had in fact been passed to B.C. Gas by the British Columbia
Utilities Commission. 606
MacAdams, the legal arbitrator alongside sitting judge Anderson, would not always be ‘independently’
capable, or perhaps politically reluctant, to fulfill his self-defined role of “level playing field,” of
providing ‘all the facts’ for cross examination during both the Commission’s Preparatory Sessions
(August 13 - 26) 607 and Technical Hearings (August 27 – September 6). Specifically, in addressing,
arguing and carefully stating the rainbow of technical points and facts researched, forwarded and
communicated to the Commission by The Friends of the Fraser Valley. I.e.:
We sent you a letter dated the 8th of August 1990, directing your attention to a number of issues
raised in the public meetings but not scheduled to be dealt with in the technical hearings. The issues
covered such topics as real estate values, insurability, air quality and health concerns. These issues
have been ignored and do not form a part of these proceedings. 608
The Friends’ concerns about this format also included the Commission’s appointment of technical
witnesses, an example of which was addressed by Friends chairman Al Vickers in his August 8, 1990,
ten-page letter to David Anderson:
I would like to point out that in a telephone conversation of July 30, 1990, Mr. Fogarassy advised
me that the Friend’s request for representatives from Jackson and Mist, Oregon had been turned
down and that a “neutral” Mr. Lingley [from the state Department of Natural Resources] would be
replacing them. It goes without saying that the representation from the two U.S. storage sites is
fundamental to our position and must not be discarded. In addition, Mr. Lingley’s biased comments
in a July 20, 1990, article of the Bellingham Herald hardly qualifies him as being an impartial and,
therefore, credible witness.

606

Friends of the Fraser Valley news release, September 4, 1990. Included as Appendix 1 in the November 1990 Appendices to
the Special Report on Allegations of Witness Tampering at the Commission Hearings.
607
Exceptions noted: preparatory material and interviews were also conducted during the Technical Hearings phase on August
28, on August 29, and on September 5.
608
Ibid.
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Transcripts were made of
the Commission’s August
27 to September 6
Technical Hearings.
However, and oddly, there
was little to no narrative
information or proper
summaries found in the
Commission records of the
Preparatory Sessions.
Only lists and rough notes
were found. If someone
had taken proper notes of
these preparatory
telephone and face-to-face
meetings, they were not included in the Commission records. There was no information to identify which
members of the Commission had conducted the preparatory interviews, and how and when that
information was provided to Commission counsel and to the Commissioner.

As David Anderson’s second Commission operations anchor, government hired Josef [Tony] A.S.
Fogarassy on May 11, 1990, as sole technical advisor. His contract was later extended to end on
December 31, 1990. The young petroleum geologist’s contract required: “assisting in defining technical
issues; conducting literature surveys of technical questions; advising on specialized technical consultants;
preparing questions of technical consultants or technical witnesses; generally advising the Commissioner
and the Commission Council on technical matters.”
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Fogarassy sourced out and interpreted
petroleum technical science journals, telephonecontacted and corresponded with local, national
and international experts, and organized their
appearance as technical witnesses. He visited
numerous petroleum sites and met with
company representatives in Europe and North
America.
Fogarassy was educated at the University of
B.C. His 1990 resume states that he obtained a
Bachelor of Science in Geological Sciences in
1983, and a Master of Science in Geological
Sciences in 1989. His M.Sc. thesis “involved
assessment of petroleum potential of the Queen
Charlotte Islands, B.C., and adjacent offshore
areas.” In 1990, when serving with the
Commission, he was also studying his first year
of Law at the University of Victoria. As a young
aspiring petroleum geologist, his resume states he had been employed with:
•

•

•

•
•

Calgary-based Canadian Superior Oil Ltd from 1983 to 1984. (“Petroleum exploration in Alberta
and Saskatchewan involving resource appraisal of Crown, competitor and company land
holdings.”)
Calgary-based Shell Canada Ltd. from 1984 to 1985. (“Petroleum exploration, offshore Nova
Scotia. Responsibilities included administrative and technical onsite geologic assessments and
evaluation of potential oil and gas reservoirs.”)
Tripoli Libya-based Mobil Oil Libya Ltd. from 1985 to 1987. (“Petroleum exploration and
development geology involving budget forecasting, mineral rights acquisition, and partner/service
contract negotiations and agreements. Management and technical administration of Libyan staff.
Extensive report writing and oral presentations.”)
the Geological Survey of Canada from 1988 to 1989. (“Summer student. Geological mapping in
southeast British Columbia and the Queen Charlotte Islands.”)
and Calgary-based Chevron Canada Resources Ltd. in 1989. (Summer student. Beaufort SeaMackenzie Delta hydrodynamics study; Amauligak, Tarsiut, Kopanoar and Nipterk fields.”)

Government hired Victoria City-based Robert J. Tweedie on May 10 as Commission secretary.
Reporting to Mr. David Anderson, Commissioner, the services to be performed are: responsible for
the administration of the Commission including: coordination of the Victoria and Langley area
offices; responsible for communications to interested parties, municipalities, and other government
agencies; responsible for coordinating the administration of public and technical hearings. 609

609

Commission Service Contract.
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Government hired Victoria City-based Gillian Bass on May 22 as office manager.
As Secretary/Office Manager to the Commission in the Victoria Office, reporting to the
Commission Secretary and/or the Commissioner, responsible for: providing secretarial services
including drafting and typing of correspondence and reports, dictatyping, word processing, filing
and general reception of visitors by telephone and in person; providing accurate and timely financial
records and reports, processing of accounts, expenditure monitoring and control, maintaining petty
cash fund, ordering equipment and supplies; coordinating meeting arrangements, travel itineraries
and booking for flights and accommodations; other general administrative duties relating to the
business of the Commission.
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5 – 13.

The Friends Dig In

Shortly after Energy Minister Jack Davis’ May 3rd announcement for a Public Inquiry, The Friends
strategized how to tackle the looming technical-based process. They intuitively understood and vocalized
that David Anderson would ultimately recommend exploration and drilling in his final report, despite
what people were hoping about his purported ‘green’ or ‘environmental’ side. As far as The Friends were
concerned, it was all pretense, a farce. Everything they had fought for over the last two and half months
was now at stake. They had to study and understand relevant facets of the petroleum trade. They began to
role up their sleeves to prepare for the next phase of the big battle.
One of The Friends, Glen Breaks, a skilled full-time carpenter and woodworker by trade, began diligently
exploring and researching the strange world of underground gas storage and the technical business of
‘upstream’ gas. Because of his personal interest in the matter, mixed with his sense of duty and dedication
in solving and understanding mechanical and carpentry problems, it was an assignment that would lead
and take him more and more away from his business trade, a process that would severely test both him
and his family.

The internet was at its infancy in 1990 with a handful of websites. It was of no assistance. There were no
cell phones, only land-line telephones, an answering and a fax machine. As Breaks began to dig in, he
found himself making seemingly innumerable long-distance phone calls to the United States where almost
all North America’s underground gas storage areas are located, resulting in paying hefty telephone bills.
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There were libraries and newspaper sources. There were people who passed on information, word of
mouth. There was a tape recorder. He slowly accumulated, read and sifted through books, technical and
petroleum reports, and published and peer-reviewed petroleum and geology papers. He interviewed
petroleum engineers, state administrators, and affected citizenry. He was digging up the threads,
analyzing and connecting the dots, asking hard questions and following the scent. He became an informed
citizen on the mechanics of the petroleum industry. He shared his insights with his Friends of the Fraser
Valley colleagues.
Paul Dickinson, one of The Friends and a practicing dentist, imparted some of the group’s research
findings in a June 6, 1990, letter published in the Langley Advance, a copy of which was included in
Binder No. 1 of the four-binder Anderson Commission newspaper clippings collection. Dickinson’s
provocative letter appeared six days before the Commission’s first public hearing of June 12 in
Aldergrove, where industry presented its side of the story and where citizens asked industry hard
questions.
The recent well blow-out on May 29th in Heidelberg Mississippi, that killed one person and sent a
number of others to hospital, shows the other side of the story and should serve to remind us that
drilling operations can be far from controllable.
The Friends of the Fraser Valley, to which I am proud to belong, have worked up a research file on
well disasters over the last few decades. The following is a partial list of documented incidents
which took or seriously threatened human life.
I doubt that the petroleum industry’s current information campaign would have much to say to the
public about any of these disasters: Williamsburg, Michigan, 1973; New Norway, Alberta, 1973;
Denver City, Texas, 1975; San Fernando Valley, California, 1975; Drayton Valley, Alberta, 1977;
Lac La Biche, Alberta, 1977; West Pembina, Alberta, 1977; Cessford, Alberta, 1977; Blueberry
River Indian Reserve, B.C., 1979; Edson, Alberta, 1986; Kenai, Alaska, 1987; and Heidelberg,
Mississippi, 1990.
It is our sincere hope that this list will not have to be extended in the next few years to include such
names as Delta, Langley, and Abbotsford.
The more we research the literature on underground storage of natural gas, maybe the more
fundamental goal of the petroleum companies in the Fraser Valley, the more we find tis relatively
new technology to be at least disturbing, if not more so, than exploration drilling.
How can creating vast unnatural pressure areas under peoples’ home not be risky? … Everyone
realizes that the population of the Fraser Valley is going to increase. If the petroleum industry’s
plans are risky for us now, with the passage of time they can only become more so.
Local dentist Paul Dickenson was a keen listener. While sitting in on the first day of the Commission’s
technical hearings on August 27, 1990, in the City of Delta, carefully following Commission counsel’s
cross examination of B.C. Ministry of Energy oil and gas policy staff, he learned that the Fraser Valley
petroleum consortium, the Fraser Valley Gas Project, had been misinforming the public. The Ministry of
Energy staff witness revealed that B.C. Hydro’s November 1982 originating agreement with the Jackson
Prairie underground gas storage facility in western Washington State as a winter back-up supply for the
Lower Mainland argument, did not function as B.C. government representatives and B.C. Gas Inc. had
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stated to the public: i.e., “[Energy Minister Jack] Davis said this [underground natural gas storage] would
offset the province’s current reliance on the Jackson Prairie underground storage facility at Chehalis,
Washington [State].” 610 This story is narrated in Section 19 of this chapter, The Big about Storage at
Jackson Prairie.
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Province pleads for petroleum development in Fraser Valley, the Province, November 2, 1986.
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Paul Dickenson also wrote the following, published in the Langley Times on September 5, 1990, the day
after The Friends’ announcement that the group was boycotting the Commission:
In your Sept. 1, 1990, edition, Marty Warman reports that the Friends of the Fraser Valley are to
make a presentation on Thursday, Sept. 6 before the provincial commission of Inquiry into Fraser
Valley oil and gas drilling. This, at one time, was proposed, but it is no longer the case. Using a
variety of excuses and rule changes, the commission has rejected or excluded all the evidence that
the Friends were prepared to present to the technical hearings. A great deal of time, effort and
expense went into preparing for this presentation. The rejection has been most bitter, and under the
circumstances seems extremely strange. We cannot understand why the people who live in the
Valley and will have to live the rest of their lives with the burdens that these so-called experts, are
conspiring to impose on us, should be excluded from any part of the hearings. Please let your
readers know that we will not be presenting on Thursday. We sincerely attempted to present a case
for the residents of the Valley in this part of the proceedings, but we were blocked.
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5 – 14.

The NIMBY (Not in My Back Yard) Sticky Label

“I wouldn’t want an abattoir in my back yard.” 611
The wolf thought it was pretty funny, but Uncle Wiggily didn’t when he happened to look over the
fence and saw the Wolf coming. “Oh dear!” murmured Mr. Longears. “What shall I do to fool the
Wolf? This is going to be an adventure all right, but I never thought I’d find one in my own back
yard. What can I do?” 612
“There’s an elephant in my back yard,” an excited voice told the police desk sergeant today. 613
I don’t know what legend has come down in feline folklore about my back yard, but that Elysian
piece of property seems to attract the most depraved tomcats in the Greater Vancouver area. 614
“What I want to know is how the sewage is turned into powder,” said Councillor Clifford Thomas.
“If it uses heat is there a smokestack involved? If there is, I certainly wouldn’t want it in my back
yard.” 615
If David Anderson lived in the Fraser Valley and an oil company found natural gas in his back
yard, he would have questions that he would want answered. 616

A week before the first public hearing on June 12, and when Commission Counsel MacAdams was in
deep discussion with David Anderson about Interim Procedural Rules, the Abbotsford Times published
an interview with Commissioner Anderson. In reporter Mike Youds’ article, Anderson referred to the
“NIMBY syndrome,” indirectly equating it with, and sticking that label upon, The Friends of the Fraser
Valley.
He says the strong backlash against drilling is partly a reaction to growth and development in
general in the central valley.
“Land use in the valley is changing. There is heavy urbanization. This (gas exploration) is symbolic
of the whole exercise and to some it’s the last straw. It’s tied up with a fundamental growth question
which is perhaps a little larger than this commission.”
“We’ll sift through the legitimate concerns but there is a nimby (not in my backyard) syndrome. I
think it is legitimate to fight for one’s property, but I don’t think it’s fair to do so at the expense of
everyone else.”
Anderson’s NIMBY remark was inappropriate for a standing ‘independent’ Commission. It not only
showed his cards, his leanings, but it may have also been strategic. The attribute was fuel for the fires on
both sides of the table.

611

People sign two petitions, for and against: Council perplexed by Abattoir issue, the Windsor Star, December 10, 1934.
Victoria Times Colonist, July 30, 1931.
613
It’s an Elephant and no Pink One, the Ottawa Journal, March 17, 1949.
614
Dissolute Tomcat, the Vancouver Sun, February 21, 1953.
615
Turns down sewage unit, the Windsor Star, January 21, 1956.
616
Anderson has concerns, Langley Times, June 6, 1990.
612
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Anderson’s attribute most likely
originated from Judy Lindsay, the
Vancouver Sun newspaper
business columnist, in her May
17, 1990, provocative titled
article, “Drilling faces NIMBY
syndrome.” In Lindsay’s carefully
crafted column which supported
the petroleum industry, she
focusses her attention on Friends’
chairman Al Vickers:
Vickers says the activity
could contaminate ground
water and blow-outs
endanger people and
animals. He paints a picture
of the oil and gas industry
as powerful and arrogant,
the companies riding
roughshod over individuals
and their property.
Also at work here is the
NIMBY syndrome: Not in
my backyard. Two of the
three drill sites are in the
southeast quarter of Langley district, and area of hobby farms and estates. Vickers, for instance,
owns three horses and three cows, but is employed off the farm.
These people have a wonderful lifestyle to protect. But how damaging would a gas drilling
operation be?
In answering her own question, Lindsay interviewed an unidentified manager of an unidentified wildlife
refuge in southern Texas, inside of which American oil giant Conoco operates a “50-year-old oil and gas
field.”
When I talked to him on Wednesday [May 16], a refuge manager said he was not nervous in the
least about Conoco’s operations.
I doubt the folk and fauna of the Fraser Valley are more fragile than the whooping crane. The point
is that companies routinely drill for gas and operate wells without contaminating groundwater or
causing explosions. Those things can happen, but only when the operators don’t follow the rules.
Lindsay’s rosy-picture-painting of the petroleum industry seemed to fit hand-in-glove with the steady
burst of full-page newspaper propaganda messaging advertisements waged by the Fraser Valley Gas
Project consortium, which included Conoco Canada.
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In response to Mike Youds’ June 6th article referring to NIMBY, Aldergrove resident Darlene Sherwin
responded in her letter to the editor:
It has been obvious since your attack on Mr. Vickers of Friends of Fraser Valley weeks ago that you
see those who oppose gas drilling in this area as extremists and that you have no empathy and likely
a great deal of misinformation regarding this issue which you adeptly use to manipulate your
readership.
… it is unfair of you to imply, that concerned citizens are only caught up in a so-called nimby
syndrome. It is not only the property, livestock and families of F. of F.V. this issue is about -- there
is a risk to the entire populace whose ground water, for one thing, is definitely at stake. 617
Sherwin’s criticism of Youds’ use of NIMBY-ism was spot on. Petroleum exploration and its life-cycle
facilities impact large physical areas and boundaries, well beyond a few ‘back yards.’
The “back yard” concept slowly took root in the early 1900s in North America to symbolize, for the most
part, a place of ‘sanctuary:’ “I intend to make my back yard into a small bird sanctuary.” 618 And later:
“The delight came from the conviction, after some years of searching the world for paradise, that I’d
finally come across it in, so to speak, my own back yard.” 619
A ‘back yard’ was away from, distant from, and behind the front yard, separated by an urban, sub-urban,
or country home or dwelling, the front of which was frequented by any sort of passer by. It was a private
place, out of the view of others, in the open air, a place of refuge, away from the proximity of other
people and other structures. Alongside a place of sharing that privacy with others, it could also mean a
place meant to keep others out:
“I didn’t have no business to let them in my back yard. It’s my private property,” Miller asserted in
explaining his stand against the licence men. 620
In the evolution of public consciousness, the ‘back yard’ concept could mean something else. By
extension, “back yard” could refer to a neighbourhood, a city, even an entire nation:
“This is all in a day’s work and makes Canada like my own back-yard, she stated.” 621
“What,” asks the astonished Fuehrer, “are those Military Idiots doing in my back yard?” 622
Imaginative narratives even applied the second war European front battles against the Nazis to a
landowner fighting weeds, as used in the title of a May 30, 1942, Vancouver Sun news article, “War
comes to the backyard front.”
Aside from its literal sense, the “back yard” (or “backyard”) became a power symbol, used for instance in
a 1962 book published by Doubleday Books by author Arthur Cavanaugh, My Own Back Yard, “the story
of a Brooklyn Catholic kid who loses his faith.” 623
617
618

A Bird Sanctuary in a Backyard, the Windsor Star, June 2, 1939.
Jack Scott column, the Vancouver Sun, April 8, 1960.
620
Dog Licence Troubles, Calgary Herald, January 6, 1942.
621
Airline stewardess speaks to high school press club, The Province, October 28, 1941.
622
Hitler’s Visitors, the Windsor Star, April 2, 1945.
623
Portrait of a Lonely Soul, Ottawa Journal, April 24, 1962.
619
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Contrary to definitions found on the internet of its origins beginning in the early 1980s, the Not-in-MyBack-Yard-string-of-words term seems to have originated in April 1967 as a title for a television
documentary, “Not in My Back Yard.” Sponsored by the citizen group ROAR (Regional Organization for
Airways Study), the documentary was broadcast by WTIC-TV in Hartford, Connecticut, “on the battle
now being waged by the town of Suffield, to prevent the state from taking a large chunk of its rural and
residential land for the expansion of Bradley International Airport.” 624 Six months later, cartoonist Ernie
Bushmiller, with his “Nancy” cartoon series syndication, released a cartoon with the title, “Not in MY
back yard,” published in at least 30 American newspapers.
It was soon used as standard expression by citizens or organized government when confronting industrial
and land use proposals: “As Commissioner Richard T. Dwyer put it: “I wouldn’t want that thing [a TV
tower] in my back yard.” 625 ”
By 1979, sociologists had tagged NIMBY in coining a new concept, the “NIMBY Syndrome.” The
meaning or definition of syndrome was used by psychologists to portray a ‘behavioral’ activity or a
‘symptomatic’ condition. As a medical term, it may refer to a disorder or a disease. From 1980 onwards,
North American newspapers began referring to and using the new terminology, mostly in reference to
toxic waste controversies: “The “Not In My Back Yard” syndrome is the curse of the hazardous waste
business.” 626
In defence of corporate interests, newspaper editors and columnists would use the new term as a
pejorative tool to isolate groups, spokespeople and oppositionists. For instance, town of Smithers-based
Interior News editor Bruce Busby, who castigated Telkwa Foundation representative Richard Overstall’s
“position” of the influential Alcan (Aluminum Company of Canada) corporation “over its power and
smelter programmes” in and south of its instant town of Kitimat: “the position smacks altogether too
much of “I’m here, don’t let anybody else in” and the well-known NIMBY (not in my back yard)
syndrome.” 627 Or: “I wonder how long it is going to take the NIMBY group to start to try to wreck the
grain port at Prince Rupert, the LNG project slated for Port Simpson and the possibility of a coal mine at
Telkwa.” 628
Probably the most pernicious of Canadian editorial examples was by Financial Post associate editor
Terence Corcoran’s rant in 1989, under the title, “What NIMBYs want is impossible to achieve.”
The NIMBY is the main reason for the current national preoccupation with waste disposal sites and
the general regulatory paralysis surrounding all forms of waste processing. Nobody wants to have
any part of it.
As a socioeconomic force, the NIMBY could do for the 1990s what the Yuppies did to the 1980s;
ruin the decade for everybody else. In some ways, a NIMBY is merely the self-gratifying Yuppie
pulled inside out and turned toward the outside world. In short, a NIMBY is often – although not
exclusively – a Yuppie with an egocentric social conscience. 629

Special eyes Suffield’s battle on airport plans, Hartford Courant, April 16, 1967.
TV Tower is planned on Skyline, San Mateo Times, February 9, 1966.
626
Toxic waste still makes nasty neighbor, Vancouver Sun, June 11, 1982.
627
From the editor: the nimby syndrome, Interior News, June 2, 1982.
628
Interior News, August 11, 1982.
629
What NIMBYs want is impossible to achieve, Financial Post, February 17, 1989.
624
625
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Like Darlene Sherwin’s response to the Abbotsford News columnist’s attribution of NIMBYism to the
Friends of the Fraser Valley, a letter signed by “31 individuals” in the Stevens Point Journal newspaper
summarized the following about concerns near the town of Stockton in Portage County, USA:
Some might choose to call them NIMBYS, meaning “not in my back yard” with any major county
developments, but we would rather salute them for their concern about preservation of our natural
resources for future generations. We would also remind them and all our citizens of Portage County
that the concern over contamination of ground water does not stop at city wells and 44 percent of
our population. We all have the responsibility to use foresight and good judgement in the placement
of potentially dangerous county developments. 630

630

Open Letter: County responsible for water protection, Stevens Point Journal, July 30, 1981.
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The case against the application and attribution of NIMBY was well summarized in an OpEd article in the
Detroit Free Press by Raymond E. Hayes, “a retired General Motors executive,” the “president of the
Village Lake Angelus,” and “a member of Oakland County Citizens Against Toxic Waste:”
I am one of many Oakland County residents who oppose the proposed construction by the ERES
Corp. of a hazardous waste disposal plant at I-75 (Chrysler Expressway) and Joslyn Road. In a
recent Oakland-Detroit Free Press story, ERES President, Thomas Ross, referred to us who oppose
him as NIMBYs (Not In My Back Yard).
Mr. Ross is wrong. We who oppose his plant are NIABY’s (Not In Any Back Yard). We believe the
ERES toxic waste facility should not be located in any back yard which has the characteristics of
the I-75 and Joslyn Road site.
The proposed site is in a populated area surrounded within a two-mile radius by hundreds of homes,
businesses, churches, schools and nursing homes. Nearly all residents depend on wells for their
drinking water. 631

631

Don’t dump in anyone’s back yard, Detroit Free Press, September 30, 1982.
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5 – 15.

The Public Hearing Series: the Tuesday, June 12th Opener

The first meeting on 12 June is designed to allow the three companies involved in the Project Group
(Conoco, Dynamic, and B.C. Gas) to explain their proposed drilling program, and what it might
lead to. In the month following that meeting, there will be public hearings in approximately eight
Fraser Valley communities to inform me of concerns of groups or individuals. These concerns will
then be researched, and where necessary experts will be asked for their opinions on the issues
raised. 632

Almost six weeks had passed since
government’s announcement of a Commission Inquiry when the first scheduled public hearing forum was
held on June 12 at the Kinsmen Community Centre in Aldergrove, an event advertised in local
newspapers. Unlike the following nine ‘open’ and informal public hearing meetings, the format of the
meeting’s first half was different and formal.
The June 12 hearing date and format was pre-planned by Commission counsel Doug MacAdams, part of
his June 4 draft of Interim Procedural Rules. He referred to it as “Phase One: Initial Hearing.” 633 Here, he
632

Letter from David Anderson to Mrs. Pat Gray, June 6, 1990.
Commission counsel MacAdams referred to the June 12, and subsequent public meetings of June 18 – July 11, as
“hearings:” “Phase Two … will consist of community hearings to be held at various locations…” The author of this report is
using the word “hearing,” or “hearings,” as this was the technical language adopted by Commission counsel at the outset.
However, David Anderson in his final report referred to them as “public meetings” (in Chapter 14, Public Participation, and in
Appendix D). In the Acknowledgements section of Anderson’s report, he also refers to them as “public meetings” in the same
sentence as he refers to the other “technical hearings.” On at lease five occasions in his report, Anderson waivers from this
usage: “Groundwater contamination from natural gas escaping from an underground storage facility was a major matter of
633
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Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration Commission.
Expected Commission Timetable
The Commission was established by Order in Council 695/90 in early May of 1990
under part two of the British Columbia Inquiry Act. The sole commissioner, Mr.
David Anderson, was sworn in on 8 May 1990. Mr. Anderson has a reporting date
of 30 September 1990.
The expected timetable of the Corrunission was discussed in May wittl
representatives of the Fraser Valley Gas Project, Friends of the Fraser Valley, and
local elected officials. It consists of five separate stages, described below.
Stage One: Initial Hearing
The initial hearing is designed to allow representatives of the Fraser Valley Gas
Project to explain their proposed drilling program and the implications of gas or gas
storage discoveries. It will take place in Aldergrove on 12 June 1990.
Stage Two: Identification of Issues
This stage of the Corrunission's work is to supplement the terms of reference given
to the Commissioner by the government with the views of the public on issues of
concern. It will last until the second week of July, and will consist of eight public
meetings in various Fraser Valley communities, the first of which will take place on
18 June 1990, in Clearbrook. Submissions from the public will also be received at
the Corrunission's offices during this period.
Stage Three: Research and Analysis of Issues
The purpose of this stage is to carry out the appropriate literature searches and hold
discussions with experts on the issues. ThIs stage will identify which issues will
require further analysis at the technical hearings. Some of the research work of this
stage is already underway by Corrunission staff. It is expected that this will last until
the end of August.
Stage Four: Technical Hearings
The technical hearings are desi~ned to obtain the views of experts on the various
issues identified and researched In the preceding stages. The technical hearings will
be public, and are expected to begin in late August or early September.
Stage Five: Summations
At this time those with opinions and views on the contents of the Commissioner's
report, and the recommendations which he should make to the Government, are
invited to make summary presentations to the Corrunissioner. This is expected to
take place in mid September.

concern at the public hearings, and was carefully studied by the commission, which has concluded that while the risk exists, it
is very slight.” (Page 23) And: “During public hearings in the Fraser Valley, a frequently asked question was why storage
was preferable to expanding the pipeline facilities …” (Page 45) The other three examples are found on pages 46, 85, and 188.
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wrote, would be a “presentation of proposals” by the Fraser Valley Gas Project, and “if time permits … it
is anticipated questions of a factual nature will be received from the public.” However, MacAdams had
private reservations about allowing the public the opportunity to ask questions to industry speakers at the
opening event:
I am not sure of the purpose on June 12 of having floor microphones. Is it intended to have
questions from the floor on June 12? Are we prepared to have speeches and statements of position
and the like on June 12, which is what floor mikes are, in our culture, designed to encourage? I do
not for a moment say questions and comments are out of place on June 12. But I think careful
thought is needed as to what is the intention. 634

634

Douglas MacAdams to Robert Tweedie, Re: Layout for meeting of June 12, 1990, June 6, 1990.
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David Anderson's script for 12 June.

Draft

Welcome to meeting. Recognition of any local political
figures.
Quick Background on Commission.
Description of procedure to be followed today.
A.
B.

Introductory Commission Business.
Presentation By Fraser Valley Gas Project people.

A. commission Business.
Introduction and Identification of Documents. Introduce Rob
Tweedie, commission Secretary. RT identifies document and
assigns a number.
DA agrees.
Documents

1. Terms of Reference.
2. Schedule of Meetings.
3. Draft rules for meetings. Introduce Doug
MacAdams, Commission Counsel, to identify
document.
DA invites MacAdams to explain rules.

DA announces that comments will be received on draft rules
in futu~, but not now. MacAdams/Tweedie announce they have
a three dozen copies only, but more will be available at
Commission offices.
DA gives addresses of Commission Offices, and introduces
Elizabeth Svendson (Langley) Gillian Bass (Victoria), and
Tony Fogarassy (Research, no fixed address).
Then B, Fraser Valley Gas Project presentation.
DA introduces Cam Avery, Representative of BC Gas, and asks
him to introduce Fraser Valley Gas project presenters.
At end of presentation, DA thanks presenters and Cam Avery,
and mentions that community (Cable) TV will repeat coverage
(date? Name of Cable TV system?). Also video cassettes for
those who were not here will be in office.
Again mentions that this is not time for debating
presentation, but for questions of a factual nature only.
Requests questions from floor.
Ends Questions, Thanks all for coming, announces next
meetings, reminds public of schedule in their hands.
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Revealed during the second half of the hearing, the microphoned
question-and-answer session was the first and only opportunity for
citizenry to put questions to the petroleum consortium
representatives, questions and answers now part of the
Commission’s legal proceedings.
During Commissioner Anderson’s introductions, he
acknowledged the attendance of former Social Credit Party
Langley District Riding MLA, Bob McClelland. 635 Described in
chapter four of this report, The Fourth Wave, McClelland was a
former Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, who
had given a “surprise announcement” on March 6, 1981, opening
the Fraser Valley to oil and gas exploration. In 1981 McClelland
also advocated offshore oil and gas exploration along B.C.’s
coastline. Premier Bill Bennett would switch McClelland’s
Cabinet portfolios three more times. Following Premier Bennett’s
sudden announcement in May 1986 that he was quitting, by early
August four more Ministers were also quitting, including
McClelland who resigned his Cabinet post on August 11, four
days after new Premier Bill Vander Zalm announced that he
would be legislating new conflict-of-interest guidelines.
In a September 5, 1986, statement to the press, McClelland, who
would receive a government pension of $44,000, said “it’s time to
move on and make some decisions on a new career for myself.”
On the same day of his announcement, Inland Gas’s (soon to be
B.C. Gas Inc.’s) president and ceo Robert Kadlec and his fellow
board directors hired McClelland as vice president and general
manager of Trans Mountain Petroleums Ltd., the subsidiary of
Trans Mountain Pipe Line Co. Ltd.
“It’s a job I’ve dreamed of for about five years ever since I
was in [as Minister of] energy,” he said. “It’s a very major
career opportunity that has developed and because of talk of
conflict of interest I don’t want to have even the appearance
of it. That’s why I’m stepping down completely.” 636

“In 1982, the New Democrats nick-named McClelland “Broadway Bob” after he spent $1,278 of the public’s money during
an overnight trip to New York in 1980, including $373 to the Broadway musical, Sugar Babies. McClelland, who was the
Energy Minister at the time of the trip, refused to disclose that he was in New York on business. McClelland was labor minister
when then-premier Bill Bennett brought down his controversial restraint program in 1983. He came under heavy fire for
abolishing the human rights branch and commission and replacing it with a council appointed by Cabinet.” (Source, Vancouver
Sun, Aug. 11, 1986, “McClelland third minister to quit.”) In an “indiscretion” dubbed the Top Hat affair in late 1985, when
Labour Minister, McClelland “used his government credit card to pay a Victoria escort service,” a scandal narrated in the
newspapers for years following. Top Hat Productions was the name of an escort service operated by Arlie Blakely. McClelland
was divorced at that time.
636
McClelland resigns seat in legislature, Vancouver Sun, September 6, 1990.
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THANK
YOU
i=-----....

Bob cClelland
For the honesty, integrity
and consistent energy with
which you have serveq
Langley as our MLA.
We wish Denise and you
every success as you embark
on yet another exciting ,
and challenging career.

Langley Sallites You
Atribute to
Bob 'McClelland Evening
Sponsored by the Langley Constituency
Social Credit Party
will be held on
I

Friday, October 3rd
at

Newlands Golf and Country Club

Cocktails at 6:30 p.m. and Dinner at 7:00 p.m .
We would b~ very pleased to have you attend .
Please call Edith or Marjorie
at-534-3613' or 534-5975

.to reserve your tickets.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
INTO PETROLEUM
EXPLORATION IN THE
FRASER VALLEY
The Provincial Government has
appointed Mr. David Anderson to
carry out a wide ranging inquiry
into the implications and risks of
drilling for gas, oil or gas storage in
the Fraser VaHey.
The tenns of reference for the
Commission include the proposed
exploration program of the Fraser
Valley Gas Project group and any
future developments that might
result from a discovery.
They extend to:
• possible risks to public health.
• the adequacy of existing
regulations governing drilling.
• areas which should be excluded
from drilling activity.
• methods of avoiding or
minimizing the risks and Impacts of
drilling, production and gas
storage.

An initial meeting to hear the Fraser
Valley Gas Project group explain the
proposed drilling program will be
held on June 12, 1990 at 7:30 p.m. In
the Kinsmen Community Centre,
26770-29th Avenue, Aldergrove.
Further hearings In other Fraser
Valley communities to hear public
concerns will follow. Time and
locations of these meetings may be
obtained from the Commission
office.
Those wishing to make statements,
submit evidence or be placed on the
mailing list of the Commission are
asked to contact the Commission
office. Everyone with views on
these issues Is encouraged to take
part.

David Anderson, Commissioner,
Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration
'105-20611 Fraser Hwy.
Langley, D.C. V3A 4G4
Telephone: 533-0059
Fax: 533-5451
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In B.C. Gas’s 1989 annual report, it states that B.C. Gas owned 47.1% of Trans Mountain Pipeline, and
stated that its subsidiary, Trans Mountain Petroleums, “is involved in oil and gas exploration and
development in Canada.” Perhaps in his retired capacity from government, McClelland’s private duty was
to report back to the Energy Minister Jack Davis for a personal account of the June 12th evening’s
proceedings. In his official capacity under the employ of B.C. Gas he would definitely advise his bosses
of the same.

The Commission gave the
Fraser Valley Gas Project
consortium the floor to
make its petroleum pitch
to a Hearing audience of
“more than 150 people.”637
The first segment took
about an hour’s time. Cam
Avery, B.C. Gas Inc.’s
director of corporate
communications, gave an
overview presentation.
Avery’s delivery was
followed by Gas Project spokesman Bob Spring who stated, “we intend to go beyond compliance with the
current [Provincial] regulations.” The final presentation was made by John Thrasher, B.C. Gas Inc.’s
underground gas storage planning director.
637

Secure gas supply aim of drilling, Langley Times, June 16, 1990.
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After industry’s business suit and tie presentations, the floor was opened for public questions. Oddly,
Commissioner Anderson failed to ask members of the audience, who came to the microphone, to identify
themselves.
Langley Times newspaper reporter Al Irwin wrote two versions of the event, versions circulated in at least
three other newspapers.
During about an hour’s question period following the gas group’s presentation, the audience
expressed a variety of concerns. They included the possibility of encountering deadly sour gas,
danger of a blowout, destruction of ground water, harm to habitat of herons and deer, evacuation of
farm animals in event of leakage, dangers of pipes bursting in an earthquake, and noise and
excessive traffic during drilling. 638

638

Gas exploration plan gets its first airing, Abbotsford, Sumas & Matsqui News, June 20, 1990.
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Irwin summarized other questions and concerns raised by the hearing audience.
Regarding one man’s question about earthquakes rupturing pipes to the wells or underground
storage facilities, [Bob] Spring said Conoco has extensive experience in California in an area
experiencing one earthquake per year on average, and yet there has never been a rupture or leakage
caused by that. 639
Asked if the initial three wells proposed were just the start of a proliferation, [Bob] Spring said
there was only about seven or eight potential locations here and some of those would be dry.
B.C. Gas engineer John Thrasher told the crowd the firm is not seeking three of four small gas
storage facilities, because cost of developing them is prohibitive. 640
One member of the audience expressed skepticism about the government selling the mineral rights
for some $5 million, then casting itself in the role of protector of the public interest. He asked
commissioner David Anderson if he was authorized to examine this “conflict of interest.” 641
Not narrated in newspapers, the second segment of the June 12 hearing began with an explosive, angry
question imparted by passion from an unidentified male resident with a strong Irish or Scottish accent. His
name was John Howarth, identified in a later meeting video. The question, directed toward the petroleum
consortium panel, was filled with tension, and you could literally hear a pin drop in the assembly hall.
Questioner: Can you give me a guarantee that you will not poison or pollute the groundwater
which I drink? Yes or No? Yes or No!
Commissioner: Mr. Avery. Who would like to answer that? Mr. Spring.
Bob Spring: We will take every precaution …
Murmur from the audience, and the questioner again: Yes or No?
Bob Spring: Yes.
Questioner: You can guarantee?
Bob Spring: Yes.
Questioner: Put that down in writing right now.
Bob Spring: Okay.
Questioner: Because, if you do poison my water, I poison your water. Now, if there is any RCMP,
come and arrest me. Because that’s what I am going to do. Your Mr. backup (?) has already sent the
RCMP to my house because I answered: what do I think? He got scared. He thinks I’m a gun man.
But I’m an honorable little soldier. You poison my water and I’ll come and I’ll poison yours. And
there’s no doubt about it.

639

Securing supply, Chilliwack Progress, July 4, 1990.
Gas exploration seeks supply at good price, Surrey Leader, June 27, 1990.
641
Secure gas supply aim of drilling, Langley Times, June 16, 1990.
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Later in the question-and-answer session, Friends’ chairman Al Vickers directed the following to Bob
Spring:
Vickers: The very first person who spoke on the other side of the room managed to get this from
you. You said that you would be prepared to guarantee water supplies. Is there any way you can put
that in writing for all of us?
[Clapping is heard from the audience.]
Commissioner: Bob. If you would like to answer that, please go ahead.
Bob Spring: We are guaranteed to go out and we will protect your water supply. We’ve had this
discussion with … [murmurs from the audience] … yes, it is guaranteed.
Vickers: Well Bob, we will pursue the question probably, what would you call it, in the court of
public opinion. But anyway sir, you have alluded to the fact that you would put a guarantee under
our nose with respect to water rights and water supplies. And I am pleased to hear that. And I would
hope the chairman of the Commission would duly note that his company, rather, Mr. Spring’s
company, has offered through the voice of Mr. Spring that would happen.
The third person at the standing microphone, a woman, asked a question about drilling mud contents, and
imparted a troublesome account she had with a drilling contractor.
Questioner: I worked along with a drilling company. I took log, sampled all the cores as they went
down. This gentleman from the drilling rig told me, he said, oh, we won’t contaminate your water,
we don’t want to spoil the environment, or anything like that. He said, we have a special formula
that we put down when the drills get stuck, sometimes at 30 feet, sometimes at 40, sometimes at 70.
So, this is fine. He reached over, got his container, started to pour his solution down the drill. I
smelled diesel. I grabbed the container from him. I says, no way! Is this your special container, your
special fluid, special liquid, whatever? He said, yes. I said, that’s diesel. Well, he said, you know
how it is, he said. So, he poured diesel down. He got one gallon down. I stopped him, and I said,
you either use water or quit drilling.
Commissioner: Thank you for your question. Bob. Do you want to reply to that?
Bob Spring: That’s a good point. There are a wide variety of different kinds of drilling muds that
have been used in the past. Some of them are petroleum-based. [Spring later referred to petroleumbased muds as “invert muds as they are known here.”] All of the muds we intend to use here in the
Fraser Valley are fresh water / clay muds. We will not use petroleum substances in that mud.
Questioner: That’s what he guaranteed to us. He said he had a special solution. He said it wouldn’t
contaminate anything, and yet he used diesel. He had a very nice talk. He used a lot of psychology
on us. And he said, yet he had to use diesel.
In reporter Al Irwin’s article was a question put to Commissioner Anderson by Langley Township
Alderman Aubrey Searle, “one of four aldermen at the hearing,” concerning the Commission’s Terms of
Reference, Schedule C-2: “what level of risk are you being asked to determine is acceptable for this
community?”
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Searle: My concern, sir, is item H. You read that item H, “methods of avoiding, reducing or
mitigating risks or impacts to acceptable levels, and of increasing benefits to residents, to the
Region and the Province, including suggested changes to regulatory practice necessary to insure
safe, prudent and environmentally acceptable activity.”
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One could construe from that direction that the Inquiry is asked, if indeed there is a risk, then is it
your responsibility to determine methods of reducing that risk? And that’s a concern, because what
level of risk are you asked to accept as being acceptable to this community? And it seems to me sir,
that there is a paradox in that item. Item H seems to be directing you if you find something wrong,
correct it, but proceed anyway. And I have a concern about that.
Commissioner: As far as the import of the word “acceptable” in the first line of sub-paragraph H, I
think you are quite right. That is a value judgement upon which people will differ. And in particular
when you talk of benefits as they do to the region, the residents, and the Province you are dealing
with different groups who may have differing views. And it will not be an easy task … I certainly
think it is not easy to define that word “acceptable,” and I could not agree more. I think that is going
to be the crux of this Commission’s activity.
Anderson comforted Alderman Searle’s concerns with the following:
I think that you should also note that I have the power to recommend that any area of the Fraser
Valley be exempted from drilling. Now this in fact could be all the entire area north of the Fraser
River and the entire area south of the Fraser River. It could be all the Valley, in other words. So,
there is that in the Terms of Reference as well, which I think should be noted. It is not predicated
upon accepting drilling, regardless. It is not just a question of mitigating risk and having drilling
going on regardless. I could recommend areas of exclusion to drilling.
Anderson made a similar statement in the Langley Times a week previous about this Terms of Reference
powers to exclude drilling in the Fraser Valley, adding, “I’ve made recommendations that weren’t popular
with the government, but it may be impossible to convince the hardened critic.” 642
Al Vickers approached the floor microphone.
Vickers: My last question to Mr. Spring. It is my understanding that if natural gas supplies are
found under our feet here that provincial regulations state that you will be allowed to put one gas
well per square mile in the municipality. Is that true?
Spring: That is all we require. One gas well per square mile.
Vickers: Fine. I would like the people in this community to know that the number of square miles
in the Langley municipality is 117. I think it would be fair to say that we can expect at least a
hundred if extrapolated to a logical conclusion.
I would also like to ask you Mr. Spring, is it also correct that if you should find oil in your
exploration program, that is, commercial supplies of oil, that the number of wells per square mile
goes up from one to sixteen. Is that true?
Spring: First of all, on the gas wells. 117 won’t ever happen. What I said in the presentation, each
of the accumulations is likely to be three to five square miles in area. So, that would be three to five
gas wells. Secondly, with oil wells. The normal placing for oil wells is one per quarter mile or four.
The sixteen that you are talking about is for a much shallower, and much more high-tech yield, or a
tertiary recovery methodology. None of that would ever be envisaged here in the Valley. And, if oil
were found here in the Valley, we would have to go through very expensive facilities in order to
642

Anderson has concerns, Langley Times, June 6, 1990.
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drill all of those wells from a central location, and not impact on the more-dense well spacing. We
would keep it down to the one or two wells per square mile.
Vickers: That is wonderful news. However, you failed to mention that at the Aldergrove Chamber
of Commerce meeting the other day. You mentioned there were nine specific things that would be
changing from the northeast [B.C.] fields when you come down here because it is populated. That
was not one of them.
Spring: Which? The oil?
Vickers: Yes. I can only conclude that if that is the case, then I would like the people of this
community to know that if there were, if the rules from up north were applied, with respect to oil
drilling here in our wonderful Langley municipality, you can anticipate … in excess of 1,800 oil
wells. Anyway, that’s the way the numbers game works.
Spring: If the oil were that widespread, we would have found it a long time ago before this.
Vickers: We are here expressing our concerns. … I have a question to the first speaker.
Commissioner: Mr. Avery.
Vickers: Mr. Avery. Sir. Since you are part of the consortium with respect to the drilling in the
Valley, and therefore you are part of the disaster evacuation plans, I anticipate that all of you, and
you not being an exception to this, have anticipated potential durations for an evacuation. Let me
give you an example for a case in mind. There was a case in Michigan State in the 1970s when a
whole community was evacuated for an excess of one month. There are other examples, that I have
at home, where villages and communities like this are evacuated for several days, in fact even a
week at a time. It is quite obvious that during any extended duration, period of evacuation, there
will be a subsequent disruption in business activity. Consequently, there will be a tremendous loss
to the business community. I was just wondering if you have done any research in your consortium
with respect to that, since you say you have anticipated the need of all your customers, particularly
those in business activities. Have you set any guidelines for these?
Avery: First of all, the question as whether we had done any research on this. Since you have raised
this at a number of meetings, we have very thoroughly researched that old Michigan case. I think
Bob is most familiar with it, if you would like to hear about it.
Vickers: I have never raised that question before, sir. But anyway.
Spring: Certainly. We have looked at the Michigan blow-out that you have referred to. And it’s a
very specific geological situation that cannot take place here in the Fraser Valley. And secondly, it
was due to operator error, and the report clearly stated that that will not take place here.
Audience: [Restless murmurs]
Avery: Mr. Commissioner, if I may. Just to back up on to deal with his second question. We will be
responsible for whatever levels of compensation that are required for whatever period of evacuation
might be required under such circumstances.
Al Vickers’ “I have never raised that question before, sir” statement was a response to Cam Avery’s joust,
as Avery, most likely embittered that The Friends were responsible for the government’s interfering
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Inquiry, was very likely casting an aspersion towards Vickers with the audience. This was the first time
The Friends had mentioned the Michigan event publicly.
The significant “Michigan blow-out” event is one that occurred in 1973 due to underground gas
migration. Two formal reports were generated in 1973 and 1974 about Amoco corporation’s blow-out. A
photocopy of the October 1973 report, “A Report on the Williamsburg Gas Eruptions,” had originally
been provided to the Commission by Friend’s member Ray Addington at the July 11, 1990, hearing in
Aldergrove (see Section 18 below, July 11, 1990: The Final Public Hearing, for Addington’s
presentation). That report was mistakenly entered as Exhibit C-28 during the September 5, 1990, technical
hearings. The subsequent October 1974 lengthy report, referred to as Exhibit C-28, “An Analysis of the
Amoco State Whitewater ‘E’ 1-22 Well as the Cause of the Natural Gas Eruptions at Williamsburg and
Acme, Michigan in April 1973,” was in fact listed as a report received by the Commission and presented
on August 24, 1990, during the Preparatory Technical session phase of the Commission, part of Mark C.
Nida’s 643 afternoon testimony. Nida later appeared before the Commission on September 5, 1990, during
the technical hearings.
An unnamed male delegate from the
Fraser-Cheam Regional District
Board came to the microphone
stating to Commissioner Anderson
that he was confused about the
Commission’s intentions relating to
the upcoming hearing in the City of
Chilliwack. He wanted to know why
constituents in the far eastern part of
the Fraser Valley should be
concerned about the proposal for
three wells to be drilled in the areas
of Aldergrove, Langley and Delta,
areas physically distant from
Chilliwack: “Specifically, I want to
ask you whether there are any
proposals to drill north of the
[Fraser] River or east of the Vedder
Canal?” After the question
Anderson’s voice became distraught and irritable on the audio recording. He then summarized from the
government’s Terms of Reference the physical boundaries of the Commission’s responsibilities, ranging
from the Sunshine Coast, down to the U.S. border, and across to the upper Fraser Valley to the town of
Hope, and pointed to a satellite map hanging on the wall of the auditorium showing those boundaries. He
said: “it is obvious that I don’t expect someone’s going to come up with a drilling proposal in the next six
weeks or eight weeks about that area.”
What Anderson failed to inform the audience was the existence of a petroleum permit / tenure located in
the eastern part of the Fraser Valley near and south of the City of Chilliwack, and what the potential of
Mark Nida teleconference. Mark Nida’s biography states: “I have been with the Michigan Public Service Commission staff
since May 1983 and worked on production, gas proration, pipelines, and gas storage projects.”
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that petroleum interest may ultimately have as a relevant point of concern for the Regional District and
the City of Chilliwack. Anderson failed to inform the Regional District representative about that concern
because it appears as though the Ministry of Energy had not provided his Commission with the proper
map information showing all the permit tenures.

After the June 12 public meeting, Friends of the Fraser Valley
members Al Vickers and Paul Dickinson scrutinized the
Fraser-Cheam Regional District delegate’s concerns about
petroleum exploration boundaries and Commissioner
Anderson’s incapability to inform the delegate. They raised
the issue at the June 18 hearing in Clearbrook, summarized in
Abbotsford News reporter Mary Warman’s June 20, 1990,
article, “Friends of the Fraser Valley want full disclosure of
Valley holdings.”
Al Vickers … said the commission should be making a
greater effort to advertise the boundaries of the study
area – virtually from Sechelt to Hope and south to the
U.S. border.
Aldergrove resident Paul Dickinson said residents of
the Upper Fraser Valley, Chilliwack and Mission may
not realize the extent of the holdings by a second
consortium: Canadian Hunter Exploration Ltd., Epic
Resources, and Optima Energy Group. These
companies may be waiting patiently on the sidelines
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before proceeding with their plans, he added, calling on the chairman to press for full disclosure
before the Inquiry is concluded.
“Find out what this other consortium has in mind,” he encouraged. “People in Abbotsford and the
rest of the Valley may be misled to feel it’s someone else’s problem when it may not be.”
Anderson said he thought it would be difficult for the commission to penetrate the thoughts of a
“Howe St. promoter” 644 but said the second consortium has extensive holdings north of the Fraser
River and east of Abbotsford. “There are other leases that could be described as quite extensive,”
Anderson said, with “at least the equivalent amount of acreage” as the more-widely known
consortium of B.C. Gas, Conoco Oil Co. Ltd. and Dynamic Oil Ltd. with access to more than 6,000
hectares of residential property and farmland in the Central Fraser Valley region.
A point of fact omitted by Commissioner Anderson in the news article was that B.C. Gas Inc. was also
partner of the second consortium, or to be more precise, involved in both consortiums. As already
explained, B.C. Gas was the sole corporation with majority holdings of petroleum permits and leases in
the Fraser Valley.
At the July 9th public hearing in Chilliwack, Al
Vickers summarized the same points:
Vickers: I would like to say the following.
That in the Chilliwack Progress [newspaper],
from July the 4th, here is a quote from one of
the gentlemen tonight who belongs to Conoco
[Bob Spring]: “Natural gas exploration in the
Fraser Valley is not expected to extend to the
vicinity of Chilliwack District, according to
an official for one of the exploration
companies.” You are going to be
disappointed, Sir [Commissioner Anderson].
They are not coming here. However, six days
earlier in the Sardis Times it says: “McClean
Oil & Gas holds the drilling permit to a thirty
square mile area just south of Yarrow Road,
in the south-west corner of the District of
Chilliwack. The permit is good until 1994.”
Now, they are totally opposite positions. And
that is no mistake by the oil industry.
And I would like to close by saying that Mr.
Spring’s quote goes as follows, and this really
bothers me, and I would like the Commission
to know that it bothers the people and The
Friends of the Fraser Valley too: “The people
in the Yarrow area need not fear that their
644

Similar to the “Wall Street” phrase, “Howe Street” refers to the former Vancouver Stock Exchange.
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way of life will be affected in any material way by these exploratory efforts,” he stated. Now he’s
assuming they are not going to be here. But they are in our area. And clearly if you are in our area
the corollary of this is that our life and lifestyle will be seriously affected. And the industry has
admitted it.
Because of the pressure put on the Commission by The Friends to provide the public with full information
about all petroleum leases in the Fraser Valley, Commission researcher Tony Fogarassy had government
forward the Commission the proper information. Commission records reveal that the Ministry of Energy
faxed the Commission seven pages on July 4, 1990, four pages of which summarized all the petroleum
lease and permit data. The information, later included in the Commission’s final January 1991 report
(Map 9 and Appendix I), showed a total of 16 leases and permits. One of the recent Class “A” permits
granted to McLean Oil & Gas Ltd. by the Ministry of Energy was issued on March 1, 1989, covering an
area of 7,607 hectares in the vicinity of Chilliwack City. Government had quietly issued the permit to
McLean Oil seven months before it issued petroleum permits in the Fraser Valley to the two consortiums
on October 25, 1989, as narrated earlier in Section 6, The October 26, 1989, Bidding Process Results. The
Regional District and its delegate, however, knew nothing about the McLean permit!
Unaware of McLean Oil’s nearby petroleum permit, the chairman of Regional District of Fraser-Cheam
sent Commissioner Anderson a letter on June 21st stating the following:
My Board has noted the public meeting on Monday, July 9, in the Rainbow Country Inn in
Chilliwack. Unfortunately, this is the evening of a Municipal Council meeting in Chilliwack and
several of our Board members who are most interested in the work of the Commission are otherwise
engaged.
Following the discussion of the substance of your Commission’s work, the Regional Board resolved
to place on record a formal request that we be notified specifically of any sales of leases on subsurface rights by the Crown for the purpose of oil and gas exploration or development within
Fraser-Cheam Regional District and that a further public meeting be called prior to any such
development within the boundaries of this Region.
There are members of our Board and citizens within Fraser-Cheam who have a general interest in
the scope of the Commission’s work relating to the exploration program and natural gas storage
within the Fraser Valley. However, our principal concern is that we have the opportunity to discuss
specific projects if and when the oil companies show an interest in areas such as Chilliwack or
Kent. Please include this request for a further public meeting in the event of a proposed project in
our Region as part of the formal record of your Commission.
In addition to the McLean Oil permit, there were four large Class “A” permit blocks granted to Epic
Resources, issued from April to July 1987, covering a total of 25,067 hectares in areas north of the Fraser
River, extending from Coquitlam City in the west to Mission City in the east!
The Anderson Commission did not have the complete lease and permit boundary information as a public
wall-map exhibit at the first and eight additional public hearings. Hats off to The Friends for taking a
stand to help expose the Commission’s sloppy work and deficiency.
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According to Commission records, the proper map with petroleum permit information was eventually
shown at the final public hearing on July 11th. Anderson included the following revised comments in his
introduction to the audience about the inclusion of a new map display:
“Adjacent to it is a map which we did not have a month ago, a map which gives the permit, lease,
and license areas of the Valley, and the explanation of licenses, leases and permits is in the top lefthand corner. You will note there that there are chunks of the Valley, both to the west and the east,
which are also under permit. So that is the reason that this Commission, from the start, attempted to
get to other communities away from this specific area of the three drilling sites which the Fraser
Valley Project would like to drill on.”
An unidentified male speaker had three questions near the end of the June 12th hearing session:
Questioner: I have three questions, two of them, the first two are in response to what appears to be
fairly easy assurances that have been offered by the representatives from the oil industry here
tonight. Assurances that there will be no groundwater contamination. And assurances that there is
no sour gas.
With respect to the first question, I have a relative who recently retired from the civil service in B.C.
who was with the Water Rights Branch. And I was quizzing him about the aspect of groundwater
contamination. Specifically, whether there have been any cases proven in favour of the
complainant, of groundwater contamination. And he stated, categorically, that there were no cases
in B.C. where groundwater contamination, or even lower levels of groundwater, have been proven.
And that is because the Courts seem to take the stance that what happens underground cannot be
proven without a shadow of a doubt. It could be a coincidence from some other source, some other
cause. Since the oil industry is so willing to make these assurances, could they give us some more
direct evidence as to how secure they feel in giving these assurances. In other words, what are these
assurances worth to us tonight? Or do we have to wait for court cases to determine whether or not
this liability can be pinned on the oil companies, and that they then will be liable for damages?
That’s the first question.
And the second question relates to it. What evidence can you present to this group, or to future
meetings, that there is in fact not a single chance of sour gas? Does that exist?
Commissioner: Three questions. Bob.
Bob Spring: First of all on your questions about groundwater. In order to establish that the
groundwater has not been disturbed, and in order to provide a record of before and after, we have
committed to a program that we will test all of the water wells within a certain radius of each well
site, before the drilling and after. And that will establish a record of groundwater quality and
groundwater quantity. And if there is any disturbance in that you don’t have to go to the courts to
get that fixed. As I said, even if you don’t believe that we are responsible for that the Ministry can
seek damages from us by taking over the well and have access to our assets.
Questioner: Excuse me. You really didn’t answer the question.
Bob Spring: Yes.
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Questioner: Has there been any cases that you know of in B.C. where evidence has been found in
favour of the complainant, that is, that groundwater has been disturbed and that recompense was
paid?
Bob Spring: I have no knowledge, for myself, of where groundwater was disturbed.
Questioner: You’re saying that groundwater has never been disturbed as a result of drilling
activities?
Bob Spring: I have no knowledge myself of groundwater being disturbed due to drilling activities
in the Province of British Columbia.
Questioner: And that is the sum-total assurance to us, that …
Bob Spring: That has nothing to do with assurances. I say we are going to take a wide range of
technical concerns into this and preventative measures to protect your groundwater. We will test it
before, during and after and assure that your groundwater is fully preserved. We are going through
much greater methods that are currently in use in the regulations.
Questioner: So, if I am to understand you correctly, you are going to test the wells before drilling
happens …
Bob Spring: Um hum [yes].
Questioner: And if there is any change whatsoever in the quality of the water, or the volume of the
water, you’re accepting a full liability for that change?
Bob Spring: Yes.
Questioner: You will not go to court and try to …
Bob Spring: If we are responsible for it, of course. [At this point, there is a noticeable editing
alteration of the audio tape, however brief or lengthy of a moment]
Audience: [Laughter]
Questioner: There you go!
This to-and-fro between the questioner and Bob Spring about liability and the courts concerning linked
groundwater contamination from petroleum operations is a remarkable and significant moment in the
Commission’s proceedings. It doesn’t appear as though this thematic bridge would be crossed again in the
remainder of the Commission’s public and technical hearings, namely an opportunity by citizenry to
directly question industry on sensitive subjects while in attendance of both Commission counsel
MacAdams and Commissioner Anderson, the latter of which was granted quasi-legal powers under the
Inquiry Act as judge and jury.
In the decades to come, and during that very time, citizenry in the United States and Canada would
experience great difficulty and nasty hardship with petroleum corporations and government about this
thorny groundwater contamination issue, with the result that the courts would almost always impose and
resort to settlement restraint upon complainants through gag orders, namely confidentiality agreements.
The horrible and financial difficulty of legally wrangling with industry through the courts and ultimately
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forced into being gagged would allow a petroleum
corporation the consequent freedom to mount its
blood-soaked horse and go somewhere else where
“we get to do it again down the street.”645

The opener June 12th Anderson Commission
hearing was videotaped, two copies of which were
found in the Commission records. Anderson stated
in his introductions that his Langley Commission office would have a copy of the videotape for the public
to watch and listen to there.
A June 6, 1990, memo by Karla Mebs, 646
the Gas Project consortium’s hired public
relations point person, states that “two video
cameras to record for archival purposes /
future presentation” were prepared for the
meeting. The event was also recorded by a
clerk stenographer from Chilliwack Citybased Ogston Wells Reporting.
I think the court reporter at the June 12
session should be between the
Commissioner and the witnesses. The
talk will come from those two places
for the most part, with, I expect some
talk from me as Commission counsel.
Court reporters who depend on their
ears at the time rather than on tape
recordings after the hearing to get it
right need to be where they can hear.
The place you have the court reporter is excellent for those engaged in the electronic recording of
the proceedings. 647
Oddly, no transcripts of the June 12 hearing were found in the Commission’s records, 648 nor of the
following nine public hearings. The records, however, did include audio cassette tapes of the ten public
hearings which this report’s author digitized for analysis and transcriptions.
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Quote from Alberta lawyer Glenn Solomon, the lawyer who represented the Alberta Energy Regulator (former known as the
ERCB, the Energy Resource Conservation Board), in a December 1, 2014, YouTube audio tape published by the author of this
report, Legal Advice Dec1 2014, referring to the court action by Jessica Ernst about fracking and contamination of her
groundwater in Rosebud, Alberta.
646
Karla Mebs was the Vancouver Expo 1986 public affairs project coordinator for the provincial government from 1979 to
November 1985. She then started her own public relations business.
647
Douglas MacAdams to Robert Tweedie, Re: Layout for meeting of June 12, 1990, June 6, 1990.
648
The Commission hired a Chilliwack-based Ogston Wells Reporting court reporter with information that the Commission
was billed $105 for the court reporter attending June 12.
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Oddly, the question-and-answer
segment of the June 12 public
hearing was not included in the
Commission’s videotape copies.
The reason as to why the session
was not included was found in the
Fraser Valley Gas Project’s
correspondence with the
Commission, wherein Commission
secretary Robert Tweedie had
asked the industry group to provide
the Commission with the ‘full
version’ of the videotaped hearing,
not just one half of it.
Enclosed, as your office requested, are two videotape copies of the Fraser Valley Gas project’s June
12, 1990, presentation. In regards to obtaining a copy of the entire presentation and associated
question and answer period, I will have Ms. Karla Mebs follow-up with you on this matter. 649
In reply, Robert Tweedie wrote the
following to B.C. Gas Inc.’s Gas
Supply Planning Engineer Rob
(R.M.) Stepan:
Thank you for your letter of
July 25, Re: Videotapes of
the Fraser Valley Gas
Project’s June 12, 1990,
Presentation. I appreciate the
trouble you took in dropping
off the two Videotape copies
of the Aldergrove, June 12
presentation at our office
and I look forward to hearing from Karla on the Videotape of the question-and-answer session.
It seems that industry never sent the Commission a copy of the question-and-answer session videotape. If
so, the most likely reason why it was not sent was the consortium’s discomfort with the contents. And,
judging from the June 12 transcript selections above, industry would have been most displeased.
Commission secretarial notes kept of the June 6 planning meeting for the June 12 public hearing state that
Fraser Valley Gas Project’s public relations Karla Mebs guaranteed she would “give me copies” of the
“audio tape and video.”
So, who filmed the event? A February 7, 1991, inventory of the Commission’s Library Listings states that
the two 55-minute videotapes were “edited Cable TV” versions. Community Cable television networks
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R.M. Stepan, P. Eng., Gas Supply Planning Engineer, Fraser Valley Gas Project, to Robert Tweedie, July 25, 1990, Re:
Videotapes of the Fraser Valley Gas Project’s June 12, 1990 Presentation.
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filmed the hearing event. However, the Fraser Valley Gas Project, which promised the Commission to
later retrieve and copy copies from Community Cable, failed to provide the complete version.
The only remnants from Commission records of the public’s questions at the June 12 hearing were found
in a secretarial file as rough, scribbled and hard to read hand-written notes. According to those notes, a
total of twenty questions were asked, such as:
Question: On February 21st the oil companies said only drilling, not storage. There we were lied to
by the companies and the government. Answer by Cam Avery [B.C. Gas corporate director of
communications]: B.C. Gas only joined after February 21st.
Question: Can you guarantee [our] water supply? (Huge popular support for the Question.)
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5 – 16.

After the First Hearing

Within a few days after the June 12 hearing, Friends of the Fraser Valley member Glen Breaks went to
visit the Commission’s new office in Langley. Explained in an interview with the author, at first he
couldn’t find the office. He then went around to the side of the building and there it was. He walked in
and spent about two hours talking with staff
about, and sharing, his research. He also handed
staff photocopies of his research material.
The Anderson Commission Langley office was
gradually acquiring documents for the Inquiry
which the public was given access to. Some of its
contents came as donations from The Friends. By
August 1990 the collection was growing into a
little library. At the end of the Commission
Inquiry in early 1991 most of the library reference
materials were transferred to the Ministry of
Energy’s headquarters library in Victoria.
Some of Glen Breaks’ material may have
included two undated, type-written pages of notes
found in the Commission’s records. The first
sentence refers to the book, “Natural Gas
Engineering Production and Storage,” by Dr.
Donald Katz and Robert Lee. It was “the last
book by Dr. Katz who died in 1989.” Breaks
wrote, “Dr. Katz was coauthor of 250 papers and
several books & received 17 national honors and
awards including the national medal of Science
from President Reagan in 1983.” He included
references to the following pages of that book:
16, 569, 571, 574, 585, 586, 587 589, photocopy
pages of which he most likely handed over to
office staff.
Breaks devoted the remainder of the two pages
summarizing his telephone interviews, including
“Walter Repcinsky” (proper spelling is
“Rzepczynski”), the “author of Aquifer Storage
Development,” “who has coauthored work with
Dr. Katz:”
Walter is recognized all over the U.S. as a leading expert in the field of Aquifer Storage. Tom
Bahumian, a geologist with the F.E.R.C. in Wash. D.C. specializing in storage, told me that Walter
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knows more thon anyone else in the U.S. about aquifer storage. In actual fact there are only a
handful of experts in this industry.
Walter said he is currently in charge of operation of 11 aquifer storage projects in Ill. [Illinois]. He
told me that his company has had to abandon two such facilities due to high leakage. He said he
knew of many others who had built aquifer storage and later wished they never had, for just the
same reason – high leakage. It is definitely not a sure thing, he told me, regardless of how much
testing is done. You don’t know if the field will be successful until after 3 to 4 years of actual
operation, or until full pressure and full volume and thereby full investment is reached.
Imagine the cost to the consumers in this instance. Instead of the purported savings of 15%, we see
considerable rate hikes to cover such losses. Remember in the total history of aquifer storage, as
many as 6 to 8 facilities have been abandoned out of the total of 55 built in the U.S. One could
wonder why anyone would consider such a financially and environmentally risky venture? The
answer is that for states like Ill. [Illinois] there is no other way. They have extremely cold winters
and almost no gas supply of their own. The old wells they draw on in La. are depleting and cannot
meet the peak usage.
Walter recommends that a project of this nature should not only be unpopulated in itself, but, if
possible, should be away from any population.
This is in agreement with Dr. Katz’s recommendations. In his conclusions he explains that aquifer
storage was developed in the Mid-West because no other choices existed. He states that it is
questionable as to whether or not aquifer storage can be developed at today’s prices for bas gas.
On the subject of base gas, John Thrasher of B.C. Gas is prepared to deal with base rate ratios as
high as 8 to 1. In reality, 3 to 1 is an accepted cut off point for feasibility of the facility. Walter R.
also told me of problems related to depth. B.C. Gas proposed depth is between 1,500 to 4,000 feet
for storage. Walter said at this depth they have had problems with formation of carbonic acid, which
eats pipelines. They now remove CO2 from their fields prior to injection, which is a costly process,
one of which I am sure B.C. Gas is unaware of. Other costs which crop up more often than not are
for desulphurization operations and dehumidification operations.
I talked with Harvey Stockton, an engineer at the Herscher Ill. [Illinois] facility. He told how their
vent gas was handled. I asked if this ever created a problem with domestic water. He said over the
years they had turned quite a few wells sour in the area but that they had recently reduced the
pressure in their field and improved some of the wells. He said they still have 38 farm wells that
they routinely sniff for gas and several ‘hot’ wells in the village of Herscher as well.
The contents from Glen Breaks’ early research notes about report and book petroleum geologist authors
Donald Katz and Walter Rzepczynski on underground gas storage, and from his telephone interviews with
Tom Bahumian, Walter Rzepczynski, and Harvey Stockton, which he graciously submitted to the
Commission for information and reference, were insightful, relevant, and helpful. In fact, his information
challenged and countered certain claims made to the public by the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium,
particularly those made by B.C. Gas Inc. about gas storage. The contrary evidence would have been
privately noted by Commission researcher Tony Fogarassy whose task it was to examine technical
documents and to prepare Commission counsel Doug MacAdams for the technical proceedings, and to
similarly inform Commissioner Anderson on important matters. Key elements from Breaks’ interviews
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with Rzepczynski concerning warning advice on population proximity to underground gas storage would
soon become a point of public controversy with the Anderson Inquiry, fomenting attention, intrigue and
denial, ultimately responsible for The Friends’ boycotting the Commission in early September 1990 and
in catapulting the technical phase of the Commission into a smoking tailspin.
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5 – 17.

Eight of the Nine Public Hearings

It is very much a public meeting for the public to express their views. … We’ll record them. We are
going to keep a tape of what is going on, so that if we have to go back and listen to what you’ve
said. Again, we will do so. … [Rob Tweedie is heard whispering to David Anderson on the audio
tape] … Rob Tweedie, the Commission secretary, has asked me to suggest to you that you mention
your name before you speak so that we’ll be able to get back to you with any information we have
on the subject that you raise. 650

Though Commission secretary Rob Tweedie reminded Commissioner Anderson on June 18th to instruct
the public to first provide their names when speaking at the microphone, the Commissioner neglected do
so at the other public hearings, such as the Chilliwack hearing on July 9th.
Glen Breaks’ mother, Irene, however, volunteered to identify herself at the Chilliwack meeting.
My name is Irene Breaks, and I live in Langley. Three generations of my family lived and farmed in
the Chilliwack area since approximately 1880. I was born in Sumas Prairie. And I want to speak to
you about the Jackson Prairie gas storage complex which my husband and I visited last week.
This storage area is nine miles from Chehalis, Washington. As we entered Chehalis, we smelled raw
gas and it became stronger as we approached the gas compressor station. As I have severe asthma, I
found it very difficult to breathe [sound of Irene coughing] and it is still affecting me. And my
throat burned. I carry with me a portable ventilator, or nebulizer, which I had to use several times
that day and night and had trouble the following day. I would not be able to live in a gas drilling or
storage area. We would have to sell our home immediately as these attacks are very severe and
sometimes fatal. There are many other people, both old and young, with respiratory problems. They
650

Opening remarks by Commissioner David Anderson at the June 18, 1990, public hearing. Audio transcript.
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too would be severely affected and may be forced to relocate. We have a 36-acre beef farm with 63
beef cattle which we have put a great amount of care, hard work and money into. If we had to
relocate at this time in our lives, it would be most difficult as my husband and I love our home and
farm. I would therefore ask you, Mr. Anderson, to please recommend to my government that they
not allow drilling and storage in the Fraser Valley.
Al Vickers’ commented:
I would just like to say I just made two visits to the Jackson Prairie facility in southern Washington
State. And over the weekend, I was witness to observing 72 wells in a five square mile area. If the
latter two [public] comments were taken to task, they would say there was only two, or rather five,
because there was five square miles, one per each of the square miles. There were 72. And the
people in charge of the project indicated to me and my friends that there is an unlimited number that
they were expecting in the future.
At the end of the Chilliwack hearing, Vickers gave a color film slide presentation about his recent weeklong visit investigation of the Jackson Prairie underground gas facility. In fact, Vickers had taken a leave
of absence from his teaching position to make the special journey. He had an enthusiastic travelling
companion, Friends’ member Dr. Bill Esdale, then retired from his practice as chief of medicine at the
Vancouver General Hospital. They travelled many hours by vehicle to Lewis County in southern
Washington State near to the Oregon border and booked a hotel room. On his return, Vickers had his
color slide films quickly processed at the former Kodak building in North Vancouver at the bottom of
Mountain Highway Road not too far from where he taught at a local high school. Vickers didn’t have
proper time to rehearse his slide presentation for the July 9th hearing in Chilliwack. The transcript of his
presentation is included as Appendix B of this report, a segment of which is provided below.
The following description of the Jackson Prairie storage area is from a paper presented to the Anderson
Commission during the Preparatory Sessions.
The Jackson Prairie underground gas storage project was initiated in the early 1960’s by
Washington Natural Gas Company, the Washington Water Power Company, and Northwest
Pipeline Corp. The 3,000-acre storage field is located 9 miles southeast from the city of Chehalis in
western Lewis County.
The Jackson Prairie underground gas storage project is the only underground gas storage project in
the Northwest. Its capacity is currently in excess of 26 billion cubic feet, which if contained at
normal temperature and pressure, would require a container approximately 1 mile in diameter and
1,187 feet in height, or about equal to the volume of 388 [City of Seattle] King Dome Stadiums.
Most of the 366 underground storage projects in the United States utilize depleted oil or gas
reservoirs; however, the Jackson Prairie project used brackish-marine aquifers contained in the
upper Eocene Skookumchuck Formation. Fifty other underground gas storage projects in the United
States store gas in brackish and saline aquifers. It was found that the sandstone at Jackson Prairie
was saturated with brackish water, so that some of it had to be pumped from the “dome” structure in
order to create storage for gas. Water removal wells are located around the perimeter of the project
to withdraw water from the lower portion of the structure, thus creating a cap of void space at the
crest of the “dome.” Operators of the storage project have a permit from the State Department of
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Ecology to release 50,000 gallons of brackish water a day into the Cowlitz River at favorable flow
conditions. 651

- - - - - -- -1

651

Submission T-50, Jackson Prairie Gas Storage Project, Chehalis Washington, by Fred H. Wurden and Donald M. Ford,
Washington Geologic Newsletter, Volume 5, Number 3, July 1977.
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Friends’ member Paul Dickenson came to the microphone and calmly inquired about the Anderson
Commission’s itinerary to visit underground gas storage facility locations in areas far afield. Dentist
Dickenson was becoming more astute in his craft of observation and interpreting the complex information
about the petroleum industry that the Friends were busily mining. He was a technician. He found a
strategy, and carefully and skillfully focused his comments and questions. He patiently waited to spring
the question after Anderson’s lengthy response.
Dickenson: Good evening, Mr. Commissioner. Paul Dickenson from Aldergrove. What I would
like to do is ask you a question if I could about how you are going to proceed. I understand that
between the public meetings and the technical meetings you are going to do a certain amount of
travelling. Have you got that well enough planned to get some idea of where you will be going?
Anderson: I could quickly outline some of the things, Paul. I guess I should really turn to the page
of the handout which describes the various stages of the Commission’s hearing. Once we finished,
as I mentioned earlier, the identification of issues after the ten meetings in total that will have been
held, it will be issues of research. Now, Tony [Fogarassy] is in charge of research and he will be
finding people to advise, people to give comment, people to present papers. And indeed, this will be
a to-and-fro situation. We are obviously very interested in anything that you or Bob Spring or
anybody else might provide. And, I guess I should say that even at this stage, which we have about
a hundred documents in the [Langley and Victoria City] offices which anyone can come and look
at. I take no responsibility for how good or bad they are, or what point of view they represent, but
we have been trying to get information for the research that goes on at this stage three.
Now, as far as travelling goes, I managed to get down to Jackson Prairie a few minutes or days
ahead of Mrs. [Irene] Breaks and I did have a look there. And we did have an opportunity of
discussing things with Washington State officials. Tony and I will be doing the same thing in
Oregon where that have another and more modern facility about 70 or 80 kilometres west of
Portland. The hope is that would be next week. But it is not 100 percent final. Following that there
is storage in Ontario, and there has been indeed quite a bit of gas drilling in Ontario. And the area in
question is not totally dissimilar to this. The shores of Lake Eerie and the Niagara Peninsula, where
there is a fair amount of population, a population which also commutes to urban areas as well as
totally rural agricultural occupations. So, we want to have a look at that in Canada.
Let me see. We have hopes of getting to Pennsylvania which is a major storage area.
Dickenson: Yes.
Anderson: And, Los Angeles, where drilling takes place in an earthquake zone, and substantial
amounts of drilling has been done. California has been one of the major producers of American oil.
And indeed, California supplied all of the oil for all of British Columbia’s needs for fifty years,
more than fifty years. So, we want to take a look at the drilling that has been taken place in
earthquake areas and what we find out there. Two very differing views have been expressed this
evening about the effects of earthquakes and perhaps Los Angeles will give us some clues as to
what risks might be. So, that’s the travel plan.
Dickenson: I had heard that you might get as far afield as Britain and France.
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Anderson: Well, both Britain and France have substantial amount of drilling in areas not dissimilar
to this [the Fraser Valley]. Nothing is identical. We don’t really know about it yet because there
isn’t the technical information from underground. As Tony mentioned in response to a question a
few moments ago. But there is a fair amount of drilling in southern England. There has been a
search for storage there as well. In France there is very substantial storage. There is indeed at any
time some four months supply of gas underground in France, in storage. And on any winter’s day as
much gas comes out from storage to supply the communities as comes through the pipe from
delivery systems. So, it would be nice to see from what is perhaps, the world leader, namely France,
when it comes to storage. But the trip is not nailed down by any matter of means at this point. We
are waiting to hear from Gaz de France. And if we do when they invite us, and the Provincial
Secretary is generous enough to send us, we would go and see it.
Dickenson: I must admit, I have some concern that you might spend this time and these funds
going around to places where storage has been relatively successful. And, I would like to make the
point, very strongly, that you should make a definite opportunity to look at places where it has been
not so successful as well. I understand there are such places. I would like to give you one name: the
town called Herscher [Dickenson carefully spells the name to Anderson], H-e-r-s-c-h-e-r, in Illinois.
I understand that they set up a storage facility there and ran into a great deal of trouble with it.
Anderson: That’s great. We are not trying to choose successful areas. We are trying to choose areas
which have had major experience. And, indeed, we will be going to areas of the United States
specifically. Pennsylvania was one area we are expected to hear other than good news.
Dickenson: I think the negative side of the question should be pursued because it would be all too
easy just to get a lot of glowing reports about people’s successes which they are no doubt proud of.
Anderson: Well Paul, that is very much on our mind. And the travel plans are not just to go to the
successful areas. On the other hand, for example, with drilling in earthquake zones. It is the closest
and perhaps, I don’t know what has been successful or unsuccessful, every well. We are looking for
wells which have failed in California or had problems. So, we are not just going down there and to
say, ah, there are 50,000 wells that have been successful and 50 which have not been. And say those
are the figures and therefore we are only going to look at only the majority. We are going to try and
focus on the problems because that is our concern here. If we were going to focus on what was
successful, we wouldn’t bother going.
Dickenson: Whatever information you are going to get will be available to everybody at the
technical hearings?
Anderson: Yes, that is correct, or indeed before that, hopefully.
Anderson dodged investigating Dickenson’s concerns about Herscher, Illinois. He made no response
statement about it. He made no promise. In two days, at the final scheduled public hearing on July 11, the
Anderson Commission would state and promise nothing yet again. Dickenson’s question was like John
the Baptist, preparing ‘the way.’
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Province of

British Columbia

Commission on
Fraser Valley

Petroleum Exploration

Suite 413, 645 Fort Street
Victoria, British Columbia
vew 102
Telephone: (6()11) 356·9742
Facsimile : (604) 356-9747

July 6,1990
The Honourable Jack Davis, P.C, M.L.A.,
Minister of Enerw Mines and Petroleum Resources,
Parliament BuildIngs,
Victoria, B.c.,
V8V IX4.
Dear Minister,
RE: COMMISSION ON FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
Despite the short time allowed for the meetings, they have gone fairly well. Numbers
range from 240 (at the initial meeting in AJdergrove) to about 25. Most have auracted
about forty people, a few of whom auend regularly. The major issues of concern are
possible well water contamination and the risks of drilling in an earthquake prone area.
Leakage from gas storage is also frequently mentioned, as is the general inadequacy of
evacuation plans.
The next phase is to evaluate the concerns that have been raised, and travel to observe
gas storage facilities in the US, Ontario and (the world leader in this field) France.
FQllowing that I will hold technical hearings in Delta and Langley with invited experts
to provide information on the issues. If all goes as planned, this phase will be in late
August and the first two weeks of September. Thereafter I will write a report. If this
admittedly tight schedule is not delayed, this would be in late September and early
October. I would thus be able to present it to you in late October.
11,ere have also b.een c~iticisms of a lack of publicity on the drilling proposals. Despite
OLlr best efforts With .pald advertisements and by having me more available to the press
than I.would otherwise have wished, such critiCism appears to be unavoidable. We are
spendmg over.50 thousand dollars on advertising the public and the technical meetings,
but I am sure It Will only reach a portion of the Valley's popUlation. Incidentally, the
compames are also spending a considerable amount on advertising.
In brief, despite a short time frame, I believe the inquiry process is proceeding well, and
the expected schedule can be in lar~e part adhered to. Through an extensive schedule
of public meetings the fear, animOSity, and concern of some residents so noticeable
during the first part of the year, have been significantly reduced. The technical hearings
can be expected to further focus attention on substantive, rather than emotional or
fanciful concerns.
Yours sincerely, David Anderson
Commissioner
Commission on Fraser Valley
Petroleum Exploration
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5 – 18.

July 11, 1990: The Final Public Hearing

“Obviously as you’ve noted [referring to the presentation by Eric Peterson, City Manager, Blaine,
Washington] this evening the groundwater issue is perhaps, if there is an overriding issue, the
overriding issue.” 652
“My name is Joe Murphy. I live on South Bradner Road. I was born in B.C. sixty-one years ago.
And I’ve travelled all over the world and I’ve bragged to half the world about the democracy I live
in. What I see and hear tonight – this is my second meeting – is an insult to every Canadian that
lives in this Fraser Valley or in British Columbia. How much power do these damn oil companies
have to force us to come here and defend our way of life? There is no damned reason in the world
why you should be here or why we should be here if we had a government that was looking after
our interests!” 653
“Mr. Commissioner. My name is David McRae. I have to take issue with what the last gentleman
said. I was a geologist for a number of years. And I have absolutely no faith in the veracity of any of
the extractive industry companies. Every dealing I have had with them was one where I could not
trust anything they had to say that involved their profits. Their whole issue is the bottom line of
dollars. They set themselves up with a beautiful PR [public relations] company or department that
snows the public to the Nth degree. And I would warn you to be very careful in evaluating anything
they tell you, because they are slick, they are careful, they hide the truth.” 654
“My name is Ken Jones. I live in White Rock. I was an Alderman a few years ago at a time when we
faced the first attack on our residencies by the gas companies with the idea of putting in gas storage
under our feet. We fought that and made it very clear to industry that they were not welcome
anywhere in the Fraser Valley. But they don’t seem to get the message. They just change the names.
They just bring in new outfits. The government thinks they can sell another lease off and make a fast
buck. And we have to get out and do the battles all over again. Thank you to The Friends of the
Fraser Valley that have put all of the effort and work into this researching, and into the
presentations, and into this awareness program that they have made into going around this
community and throughout our Valley and getting the support.” 655
“I would like to thank the people in my community for coming out in such vast numbers tonight. I
think Mr. Chairman I would like you to take that back to [B.C. Premier] Mr. Bill Vander Zalm and
let him know precisely how the people in Langley and Aldergrove feel about the proposals that this
consortium is putting in this area. We don’t want it now! We don’t want it ever!” 656

At the outset of the Provincial Inquiry, the Anderson Commission had not scheduled a tenth public
meeting. It was promised by Anderson at the second, June 18th public hearing in response to a request by
Friends’ member Margaret Ormston to hold a final hearing in Aldergrove. 657 As the next seven meetings
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Commissioner David Anderson, audio transcript, public hearing, July 11, 1990.
Audio transcript, public hearing, July 11, 1990.
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Audio transcript, public hearing, July 11, 1990.
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Audio transcript, public hearing, July 11, 1990. Jones is referring to BC Hdyro’s 1977-1978 proposals for underground gas
storage in the south Surrey and White Rock areas, narrated in The Third Wave chapter.
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Al Vickers, audio transcript, public hearing, July 11, 1990.
657
In a June 15, 1990 letter to Aldergrove resident Sheila Puls, Anderson also promised to “make sure that another meeting
takes place” in Aldergrove.
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ran their course, the Friends, who attended and presented at each meeting, were busily preparing for that
final hearing event. The Friends, who were chasing down the facts, were as much prepared as they could
be!
David Anderson reported in an
October 4, 1990, letter to Elwood
Veitch, the Social Credit party
MLA and Minister of International
Business and Immigration, that
“approximately 220 people” filled
the Aldergrove Kinsmen
Community Hall:
Most of those in attendance
were associated with the
group Friends of the Fraser
Valley and were hostile to
the prospect of exploratory
drilling. Many of the
presentations were highly
emotional, as the press
accounts make clear. There
was considerable criticism
of the sale of leases, permits,
and licences in the Fraser
Valley, and there was
criticism that they had not
already been cancelled by
reason of public opposition.
Along the same lines, there
was criticism of the
existence of the
Commission. The argument
was straightforward--as drilling should not take place, looking into the issues involved was a waste
of time and money. There was little substantive criticism of the procedures adopted by the
Commission in this inquiry, which had been discussed in May with the Friends of the Fraser Valley
and the consortium, and adopted at the first public hearing on June 12.
On July 10th, the day before the final public hearing, Glen Breaks and lawyer Charles Maclean travelled
by vehicle from Langley to downtown Vancouver for a meeting with Paul Gronert at the B.C. Utilities
Commission (BCUC) office. Gronert was formerly employed with B.C. Hydro’s Gas Division as a
construction planning engineer, a Gas Division now privately owned by B.C. Gas Inc. Breaks made his
case and spilled the beans in Gronert’s office, summarizing key points from his research and telephone
interviews with Walter Rzepczynski about underground gas storage. “I presented him with a great deal of
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information – including a paper written by the above-mentioned petroleum engineer.” 658 The two Friends
went to the BCUC because they learned that if B.C. Gas Inc. wished to build underground storage, the
application could only be approved by the BCUC through a quasi-legal public hearing process. The
Friends were covering all the bases.
On July 11th, hours before the public hearing, Breaks was on the telephone yet again with Rzepczynski
asking more questions and clarifying concerns. Breaks approached the hearing microphone that evening
and recited the following from a prepared statement:
Glen Breaks: I’ve been researching natural gas engineering and in particular, the underground
storage of natural gas, for several months now. My primary source of information has been a book,
published in 1990, entitled “Natural Gas Engineering, Production and Storage” by Dr. Donald Katz
and Robert L. Lee. Dr. Katz, who passed away in 1989, was a professor of chemical engineering at
the University of Michigan and a retired consulting engineer. He was co-author of 250 papers and
several books, and over the years received 17 national honours and awards. He was awarded the
National Medal of Science from President Ronald Reagan in 1983. He pioneered many of the
techniques and concepts now commonly used in the natural gas storage industry. To discredit Dr.
Katz would be to discredit the entire petroleum industry.
In the chapter on monitoring and safety, Dr. Katz tells us that given the expected 30 to 50-year
lifetime of a storage facility it is foolhardy to say, as B.C. Gas has repeatedly said, that leakage into
the local user’s water supply and homes will not occur. He also recommends that a policy of
acquisition of surface lands above gas storage zones be followed, in order to reduce and control
hazards due to leakage. The consortium at the Jackson Prairie facility are now following this 1990
recommendation.
Dr. Katz gives this advice to anyone currently operating a storage field with residences on it. He
states, any land in the storage area that enters the market through the normal course of events might
then be procured, especially if there are any residences near.
He goes on to describe the type of home that should be built above a storage facility, if such an
activity is unavoidable. He states, “it would be preferable to have the homes on concrete pads
without basements, and this new type of construction might well be advised in gas storage areas.”
He describes how corn dies when gas leaks into the soils and includes a photograph of this
occurrence. He also states, “instances are known where a water well point driven into the ground 2
to 3 three feet gives enough gas to ignite a small torch.”
He suggests purchasing the land and residences and then leasing the land for agricultural purposes is
an ideal usage of storage area because you can easily compensate a man for just his dead corn crop.
You cannot repay him for the loss of his family.
I have also talked with other storage experts, by phone, and learned a great deal. In actual fact, there
are only a handful of experts in this industry.

Three pages of information written by Glen Breaks, titled “July 11, 1990,” and received by the Commission on September
4, 1990.
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I talked with Walter Rzepczynski at some length. I have also received and read Walter’s paper on
aquifer storage development. Walter is known all over the U.S. for his work in this industry and was
recommended to me by several geologists. Tom Bahumian, a geologist who specializes in natural
gas storage and works for the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission [F.E.R.C.] in Washington,
D.C., told me that Walter knows more than anyone else in the U.S. about aquifer storage.
Walter’s advice on locating a storage facility is consistent with that of Dr. Katz’s. He recommends
that the facility not only be unpopulated in itself but also that it be away from any populated area.
He goes on to say that it is doubtful that the construction of an aquifer storage facility would be
economically feasible at today’s prices. He also tells us that as many as six to eight out of a total of
55 facilities built in the U.S. to date were abandoned due to high leakage. His own company has had
to abandon two of the aquifer storage facilities out of the thirteen they originally built.
He told me you cannot tell if a field will be successful by testing, despite B.C. Gas’s assurances in
this regard. He said you must undergo the “acid test” at full pressure and full volume, and
incidentally, full investment, to know if the field will succeed or not. He knew of many others who
had developed aquifer storage and later wished they never had, due to all the problems encountered.
He also told me that in three to four years down the road, the gas has sometimes found a unique way
out of a storage area.
On today, July 11, 1990, he told me about an aquifer storage development he was involved in where
he had an intuitive feeling that something was wrong, even though the data didn’t indicate so. He
expressed concern to Donald Katz, also involved with the project, but Katz said everything looked
okay. Two months later, gas appeared where it should not have been. He did not elaborate further.
His message was that the data does not tell all in such a risk-prone development.
Obviously, these experienced and expert people are telling us that these facilities should be located
away from population and that there is great potential of danger associated with these
developments.
It does not take a Commission to understand these recommendations. My concern is that it may take
a Commission to overlook these recommendations. Thank you. 659
Breaks’ revelatory presentation received a one-half minute long applause from the audience. The
Commissioner, however, remained silent, and gave no follow-up comments. Commission counsel
MacAdams and research assistant Tony Fogarassy, both of whom sat next to the Commissioner, also
witnessed the presentation.
After three more speakers by The Friends had finished their presentations, Glen Breaks returned to the
microphone:
With regard to water well contamination. I was speaking recently with an engineer at an aquifer
storage plant in Herscher, Illinois. He told me that they did have a fairly severe caprock leakage at
that facility.

The audio transcript of Glen Break’s presentation varies slightly from Breaks’ written text. I.e.: “He also tells us that as
many as 10 of a total of 60 facilities built in the U.S. were abandoned due to high leakage.” Breaks may have edited his July
11th presentation at a later date.
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The way they handle it [the leakage] is they have a vent system which vents the gas out of the next,
a secondary caprock layer when the pressure reaches ninety pounds pressure above the discovery
pressure of that aquifer. Then it is vented on up. Then it eventually ends up at the 150-foot depth
where they have a vent that works at a nine-pound pressure differential. And then its recycled and
pumped back down into the original storage zone.
And I asked him if there were any problems related to that, you know, due to the fact that the upper
zone was only 150-foot in depth. And he told me that they had turned quite a few [drinking water]
wells sour over the years, but they were operating the field at a lower pressure, and that was helping
considerably. Although they still have 38 farm wells which they regularly sniff for gas, and several
wells in the village of Herscher itself, which are considered hot wells, they sniff those as well.
So, the danger of contamination to our groundwater is not just a figment of imagination. It is going
on. This is the first aquifer storage facility that I have really delved into in any depth, and that is
what I found.
Representatives from two of the three members of industry’s tripartite consortium, 660 including
consortium legal counsel C.B. Johnson, 661 were most likely distraught by the intriguing details uttered
from both Mr. Breaks and by the many points raised by his fellow Friends’ presenters. In his first
delivery, which included quotations and advice from petroleum experts, Breaks twice challenged B.C.
Gas Inc., calling into question the private utility corporation’s repeated promises and assurances to the
public against underground gas storage leakage and groundwater contamination. From warnings and
advice stated by two U.S. petroleum experts, Breaks now called into question the wisdom of B.C. Gas’
expansive gas storage area proposals to be situated directly below large, inter-municipal, residential
populations.
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Bob Spring from Conoco was absent from the hearing.
Stated in Johnson’s October 20, 1990 Affidavit, ‘allegations hearing’ Commission exhibit SP-26.
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A memo found in the Commission’s records reveals that Commission secretary Tweedie inappropriately
handed over the original July 11 audio cassette tape recordings to Fraser Valley Gas Project public
relations representative Karla Mebs just after the evening hearing ended. No doubt she was asked to do so
by her consortium bosses attending the hearing. Mr. Tweedie should have automatically denied Mebs’
request and should instead have had the Commission make the copies in days following, for proper fear
that the original tapes be lost, damaged or even altered.
Re: Audio Tapes Commission Meeting July 11, 1990. Just a quick note to thank you for allowing
me to dash off with the original audio tapes of the above noted meeting. I have made the necessary
duplications for our offices and I am pleased to return the originals to the Commission. I look
forward to seeing you next week. And once again thank you for the tapes. 662
Undoubtedly, the petroleum consortium would have consequently made transcripts of the July 11th
hearing audio tape copies which it obtained. Consortium member B.C. Gas, with the largest petroleum
lease interests in the Fraser Valley, would have a special interest in carefully listening to the tape copies
and in going over the transcripts, as the corporation was preparing its strategy and arguments for the
scheduled late August technical hearings to advocate its proposals for a minimum of two underground gas
storage facilities.
Another clue about the consortium’s interest in the audio tape, was stated in an October 20, 1990,
affidavit by the consortium’s lawyer, Cal Burton Johnson with law firm Russell & DuMoulin, who
“attended the public hearing conducted by the Commission at the Kinsmen Centre in Aldergrove on July
11, 1990.”
While in attendance at the Kinsmen Centre on July 11, I heard Glen Breaks address Commissioner
Anderson and the audience that was present. During his presentation Mr. Breaks made reference to
a person named Walter Rzepczynski and attributed to Walter Rzepczynski a number of statements
respecting underground natural gas storage.
I have listened to an audio tape recording of the public meeting of the Commission which took
place in the Kinsmen Centre in Aldergrove on July 11, 1990. The presentation made by Glen
Breaks to the Commission at the public hearing on July 11, 1990, is almost word for word the same
as the contents of the document entitled “Aldergrove Public Meeting July 11, 1990”, excluding the
addendum on page 3.
Breaks’ embarrassing information, including insights from petroleum expert Walter Rzepczynski, which
had been hidden from public knowledge, was a direct threat to B.C. Gas’ interests. While digging up the
truth, Breaks however was only scratching the surface, and would soon be collecting more information.
B.C. Gas likely resorted to a strategy of dirty tricks by first attempting to silence Breaks through its legal
department. A threatening legal letter concerning Rzepczynski was delivered to the door of Glen Breaks’
home sometime after the last public hearing. Glen Breaks chose to ignore the gag order. According to
accounts by Breaks and The Friends, B.C. Gas hatched a plan through its American consultant to lean on
gas storage expert Walter Rzepczynski in order to call into question Breaks’ interviews with him. That
strategy, narrated in Section 21 of this chapter, would cast public, media and the Commission’s doubt on
Breaks’ reputation, with the same doubt cast towards The Friends of the Fraser Valley.
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Karla Mebs, Fraser Valley Gas Project, to Robert Tweedie, July 13, 1990.
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Comparison of David Anderson's correspondence,
with change of language in similar paragraphs
October 4, 1990
Hon. Elwood Veitch, M.L.A.
Minister ofrnternational Business and Immigration
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, BC
V8V lX4
Dear Minister:
Re: commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration

The nine public hearings began on June 12 and ended with a meeting in Aldergrove on
July 11. Unlike the meetings at the other eight valley locations, tltis one was well
attended, with approximately 220 people present. Most of those in attendance we re
associated with the group Friends of the Fraser Valley, and were h ile 0 the prospect
of exploratory drilling. Many of the presentations were hi hi emotional, as the press
accounts make clear. There was considerable criticism 0 t e sa e 0 eases, permits,
and licences in the Fraser Valley, and there was criticism that they had not already been
cancelled by reason of public opposition. Along the same lines, there was criticism of
the existence of the Commission. The argument was slrai htforward-· drillin should
not take place, looking into the issues involved as a waste of time and mone . There
was little substantive criticism of the procedures a opte y t e ommlsSlon 10 this
inquiry, which had been discussed in May with the Friends of the Fraser Valley and the
consortium, and adopted at the first public hearing on June 12.
October 17, 1990
Mayo r John Lcs
District of Chilliwack
8550 Young Road
Chilliwack, BC
V2P4T1
Dear Mayor Lcs:
Re: commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration

Presentation of the consortium's proposals and the nine public hearings began on June
12 and ended with a meeting in Aldergrove on July II. Unlike the meetings at the
other eight valley locations, this one was well attended, with approximately 220 people
present. Most of those in attendance we re associated with the group Frie nds of the
Fraser Valley, and were hostile to the prospect of exploratory drilling. Many of the
presen tations were emotIonal as the press accounts make clear. There was
considerable criticism 0 t le sale of leases, permits, and licences in the Fraser Valley,
and there was criticism that they had not already been cancelled by reason of public
opposition. Along the same lines, there was criticism of the existence of the
Commission. The argu ment was strai htforward··as drilling should not take place,
looking into the issues involved shoul not take lace. There was little substantive
criticism of the procedures adop te y t e ommlSSlon in this inqu iry, which had been
discussed in May with the Friends of the Fraser Valley and the consortium, and adopted
at the first public hearing on June 12.
Yours sincerely, David Anderson
Commissioner

DA/sym

Attachments
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As Friends’ chairman Ray Addington would later write to Commissioner Anderson in reference to “the
oil and gas industry, which is not known for its charity:”
“… as you are well aware, the consortium has already seen fit to interfere with other sources of
information and evidence disclosed to you by persons opposed to its proposal…” 663
After Glen Breaks’ second presentation, Gina Breaks, his wife, a nurse by profession, and mother to two
daughters, came to the microphone. As witnessed by thunderous applause, it was the most powerful oral
presentation delivered in all ten public hearing events. The written words from the transcript of her
presentation below fail to impart the intense fire heard by her spoken words. Gina’s passionate and
pleading words lit the audience on fire!
Gina Breaks: My name is Gina Breaks, and I’m Glen’s wife. And I’m really mad. And I think each
and every one of you people here, and your neighbours and your friends in this area should be
darned mad that we are put in this predicament.
When my husband came to see you, Mr. Anderson, roughly a month ago, with the amount of
information that a carpenter – a carpenter! – and a nurse found out in their spare time. Because we
both have jobs. We have family. We have a farm. We have a life other than this type of thing. You
were amazed at the amount of material that Glen could put right on your desktop. Now, why are
you amazed? You are not toying with some remote market strategy here. You are not toying with
some boardroom business policy. You are toying with my life, and my children’s lives, and my
husband’s life.
I heard [Dynamic Oil president] Wayne Babcock say: ‘I had a dream about exploring the Fraser
Valley for oil and natural gas.’ Well, my husband had a dream about owning a farm when he was
fifteen. What about us, and my friends here, and my neighbours here? And it is so wrong. I think it
is just absurd that we all are going through this process. And month, after month, after month. And
we have a lull. And we get into the technical hearings. And I understand about due process and that.
And then we wait for your recommendation. And then if we are really lucky, you will make the
correct recommendation. Remember, I am just a nurse. But I have read this information that Glen
continues to get every day. And its pretty obvious to me what the recommendation should be in an
area like the Fraser Valley.
[Loud and continuous applause is heard. People stand up and clap for 45 seconds.]
As you can see a few other people share my opinion as well. And anyway. It is obvious what this
recommendation should be. Then, we get to wait and continue our pathetic little lives while our
government, our elected government, that is supposed to be looking out for our best interests, they
make their decision. I think it is just absurd and I want to let you know that that is the way I feel.
And you take that to my government. Because they are my government. I think they have forgotten
about me, and my farm, and my husband, any my family. And I just want you to remember that Mr.
Anderson. You remember that you are dealing with peoples’ lives, and their lifetime investments,
and their lifetime hopes and dreams.

663

R.J. Addington to David Anderson, October 22, 1990. The letter was sent under Kelly, Douglas & Company Ltd. letterhead,
as Addington was its CEO. Addington was also the chairman of the Board of the Insurance Corporation of BC (ICBC).
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And it is not just my farm. Because I live right across the street from one of the first [petroleum]
wells. I live on 248th Street. It’s everybody else’s farm around me. And I think it is just disgusting
that we are all here on a wonderful summer night. I mean these people, Dr. Ormston has a business,
Charles Maclean has a business, Glen has a business, my in-laws have a right to a retired life after
working hard all their lives. Mr. Vickers works as a teacher. Nobody is paying us. These oil people,
they are paid to be here! Nobody is paying us. Nobody is recompensing us. But we care about it.
You just remember that when you make your recommendation.
[More applause is heard.]
And, I also have a question. My youngest child is an asthmatic. And, from our research into
compressor stations there is an allowable ratio of flow-through gas that escapes into the air. Now,
my in-laws when they went down to Jackson Prairie [underground storage facility in Washington
State] they could smell gas around this compressor station. What is my little girl going to do? And I
want that really looked into. And Glen can get up and tell you, but that is a significant amount of
raw natural gas that is allowed to go into our air. And that is an ‘acceptable’ level. What happens
when it rises into an ‘unacceptable’ level? Thank you.
The first speaker of the evening was Sheila Puls.
Puls: I have a couple of concerns. My first one is, I was here at the presentation a month ago and I
listened to the gas companies. And I can understand their theory of pumping gas out of an area they
find gas, and then putting gas back in. That seems quite logical and maybe not what we want. But
quite logical: where there was gas before there is a secure place to store gas.
My concern is they were also talking about finding an area that was suitable for gas storage where
there was no gas now, testing it, and putting gas in to store it. I’m really concerned if they find the
sort of strata where gas would normally be found and it’s empty, where the gas that was there is
gone. And I’m also concerned about how they can test that storage area to make sure that gas
doesn’t escape while they’re testing it, because the only way I can see to test an area like that is to
pump gas in. I’m really concerned about the leakage of gas in a built-up area like this.
Along with that follows the fact that I’ve heard a lot of people who know people – and I don’t have
the facilities to trace but maybe you do – that in the Ft. St. John area there is in fact a court case in
progress where a gentleman had a well polluted with natural gas, installed a separator, and is now
being sued by the gas company for using that gas to heat his home, because its their gas and he has
no right to use it. This is in his own water well, having had a polluted well. [Bold emphasis] I’m
sorry, I don’t know his name. But I do know there is a family up there, who have also bought a
separator, who are waiting for the results of the court case in order to install it. So, maybe that can
be traced through the courts. I have no means of tracing that.
At the June 12th hearing, Conoco’s Bob Spring, stated that there were no instances of groundwater
contamination by the petroleum industry in northeast B.C., that industry was blemish-free, statements also
publicized by his consortium in full-page newspaper advertisements. Here was someone exposing that lie.
Puls wrote a follow-up letter to Anderson on July 23rd and stated that the gas company in question was
“suing a rancher.” Anderson sent an August 8th letter of reply: “I have asked the Commission Secretary,
Mr. Rob Tweedie, to … track down the story of the lawsuit in question. It is an interesting twist to the
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usual gas separation issues.” It is “interesting” to note that Anderson failed to properly identify the real
“twist” in Puls’ presentation statement, namely groundwater contamination by a petroleum company.

Ray Addington, the chairman of the British Columbia Insurance Corporation (ICBC), the president of
Kelly Douglas and Company Ltd. and owner of The Real Canadian Super Store, Super Valu, Shop Easy,
and the Red and White Stores, and a chairman of the Friends of the Fraser Valley, approached the hearing
microphone:
Addington: Mr. Commissioner. I am here to bring to your notice my deep concern, and that of my
neighbours, the potential exposures to the dangers of our health, to our property, to our lifestyle, as
a result of drilling for natural gas in the vicinity of where people live.
Now, we are told by the oil and gas companies that technology and regulations, when properly
combined, can eliminate risks and that we should have no fear of potential dangers. Well, I am here
to point out that with the best foot in the world, accidents endangering health and life and property
391

From the Anderson Commission Technical Exhibits
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regularly occur because of human error, whether it be from ignorance, it be from a lack of training,
or corner-cutting, in deliberate lying, in a combination of circumstances, or just bad luck.
Now, I am here to bring to your notice, and to the notice of this meeting, a disastrous account in
what was thought to be a well-conducted drilling operation by a major oil company [Amoco] in an
area where government regulations were in fact in force. On April the 18th, 1973, the residents of a
town called Williamsburg, in the State of Michigan, noticed to their horror a large number of craters
were appearing on their property exuding natural gas into the atmosphere. Now, as soon as the
presence of natural gas was definitely established, and the danger of fire was realized, families were
evacuated from all the dangerous areas. The American Red Cross gave aid to persons made
temporarily homeless, and many local citizens organizations also provided help. Hundreds of
people were ordered to leave their homes immediately, for their lives were in danger. And even
three months later there were people still unable to return to their homes because the health
authorities could not declare it safe to do so. In all, there were 96 homes involved and property
damage was mainly related to building foundations and water and sewage systems. All the road and
rail traffic in the area had to be stopped for fear of explosion and fire. Three days later additional
eruptions and craters appeared in the Acme Creek area some three and a half miles west of
Williamsburg. Not more than fifty craters, not more than fifty feet across, were filled with bubbling
muddy water, appeared in the ground at the Acme and Williamsburg locations. Hundreds of much
smaller vents were also detected in the areas of eruption. Now, considering the magnitude and the
circumstances of the gas eruptions it was in fact miraculous that there were no human casualties or
injuries. Physical damage to buildings was in the area foundations, and damage by contamination to
water and sewage systems by hydrocarbons was very considerable.
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Williamsburg Gas Migration Newspaper Headlines
April - May, 1973
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70 Families Now Displaced
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Needed In
Gas Leak

Probll1g a Tragedy
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Gas Leak Spread Feared

Traverse City
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-------
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Lawmakers Want Independent
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The Governor of the State of Michigan was so alarmed that he immediately directed the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources to make a report on the disastrous accounts of natural gas
eruptions in and around the vicinity of Williamsburg. And I quote from the first page of this report:
The gas eruptions, now greatly diminished and nearly quiescent as of this writing, resulted in
considerable property damage and environmental disturbances, and greatly endangered the
lives of local citizens. The gas eruptions were quickly and tentatively identified as related to the
drilling of an oil or gas well test several miles south of Williamsburg. 664

In their summary of findings they found, and I again quote:
1. The gas eruptions in the Williamsburg-Acme regions were caused by the subsurface escape
of gas and liquid hydrocarbons from the Amoco Production Company’s State-Whitewater “E”
1-22 well located in [Section 22, T.27N., R.9W.] Grand Traverse County.
And number 2, and I quote:
2. The escape of gas and liquid hydrocarbons to subsurface formations relates to what may be
called a subsurface blowout. The subsurface blowout in the Amoco “E” 1-22 well was
generated by adverse judgments and decisions or actions by Amoco Production Company
and/or the drilling personnel in drilling.

664

A Report on the Williamsburg Gas Eruptions, October 1973.
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And I want to repeat this: “by adverse judgments and decisions or actions by Amoco Production
Company and/or the drilling personnel in drilling and coring operations associated with drilling into
the potential pay section of the well.”
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A REPORT

O~

TIE WILLIII'1SIlI.IRG

(j\S ElU'TI~

STATE OF MICHIGAN
Departmen t of Natural Re sou rces

Ra y Addington's submission
July 11 , 1990

Oc tober , 19 73

Evaluation of Damages to Ground-Water Aquifers. Gas moving through subsurface ground-water aquifers can create damages to aquifer systems if there
is sufficient gas pressure to affect permanent changes to natural hydrologic
conditions which would decrease the ability of ground-water aquifers to
produce water, or if it remains in the aquifer to cause continuing hazardous
conditions to well s over a pe r iod of time. A complete assessment of damages
to ground-water aquifers has not been made as of the time of this report
because there are s till new problems with water wells which are occurring
four months after the initial gas blow-out .
Some water well s in Williamsburg ceased flowing during the gas eruptions. This wa s due to the de crea se in artesian head caused by water
flowing from several craters whi ch punctured the confining layer over the
upper aquifer. As of the date of this report, all wells IIhich are known
to have stopped flowing are reported to have resumed flowing . Gas present
in ground-water aquifers , migrating into water well systems, has contrib uted considerably to hazardous conditions and will continue fOI' an indeff"inite period until all gas has migrated to the surface . Some isolated
pockets may be trapped in the subsurface, and could cause gas problems for
future wells . Th~re i s no information on the number, location, size, and
depth of any trapped gas pockets which may exist. It is assumed that m05t
of the gas has migrated to the surface and much of that which remains
i s migrating at a s lower rate through less permeable sediments. However,
e xi s ting we lls

m~y

have periodi c s urge s of gas and future wells may

encounter pockets of trapped gas for an indefinite period.
There are recent reports that water from some of the wells has a
taste similar to ke rosene . Full details on the nature and extent of this
condition are not available at the present time. There is a good possibility,
however, that the poor ta sting water may be due to the presence of gas condensate in the g;'ound wate r . Ga s condensate consists of a series of gases
heavier in specific gravity than methane, which could impart a taste and
odor to ground water as opposed to methane which is tasteless and odorless .
The presence of gas condensate in the Amoco 1-22 well was noted by G. D.
Ells, geologist, Oil and Gas Section . It is impossible to predict just
how long these conditions will exi s t, nor is it possible to locate areas
where ga s will be encountered, other than those areas which are known at
the pres ent time. All water well drillers have been notified of possible
future gas problems and have been supplied lVith information on proper
authorities to contact if such a problem should arise",
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Now, item 3 states:
3. Certain Rules promulgated [under Act No. 61, Public Acts of 1939, as amended,] were
infracted during the drilling and coring of the Amoco “E” 1-22 well.
In the report it identifies that Amoco knew there was a problem on the 14th of April and did not, as
regulations prescribe, advise authorities immediately. This caused the population to be exposed to
the life endangering gas eruptions from craters which were only noticed on the 18th of April.
Item number 4 states:
Endangerment to life and property did occur, along with actual environmental, natural resource
and property damage. Fortunately, there was no loss of human life. And whilst it was thought
there was environmental and
ecological damage, it appeared
to be of short duration.
Hydrocarbons in gaseous and
liquid form and in a yet to be
determined amount were lost
into subsurface rock formations.
In fact, Mr. Commissioner, 17 years
later there were still new problems
with gas in water wells in the area as
the released and lost gases shift
around. Item 5 states:
5. The State of Michigan and
local government agencies were
burdened with unusual and yet to
be fully determined expenses
generated by the WilliamsburgAcme gas eruption events and
subsequent related activities.
I noticed [Langley] Mayor Beales here. And I hope he remembers that. You know, the town of
Williamsburg, just for overtime for the police, firemen, and that sort of thing, paid $250,000
American.
Now, Amoco is recognized by the oil and gas industries as a responsible company. And the
regulations set by the State of Michigan are said to be appropriate and in line with the practices on
this continent. So why did this happen? And why were the residents’ lives endangered? Why were
their properties put at risk? And why were their water sources polluted for who knows how far into
the future? Well, this report made by the director of Natural Resources of Michigan sums it up
rather well, and I’ll quote him. He says:
Risk is part of the life blood of the oil and gas industry. It cannot be eliminated because of a
multitude of unknowns. It should, however, be reduced whenever possible. The operations of
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Amoco were not directed toward this goal. Casing should have been run immediately upon
encountering indicated circulation loss.

Now, the voluminous report I am quoting from extends to about fifty pages with much detail and all
aspects of this disastrous and this disgraceful affair. I’ll give you [the Commission] a copy but I
should like to relate to this meeting some of the irrevocable damage that residents of Williamsburg
now have to contend with in respect to their water supply. As a result of the groundwater issues, the
report says:
Gas present in ground-water aquifers, migrating into water well systems, has contributed
considerably to hazardous conditions and will continue for an indefinite period until all gas has
migrated to the surface. Some isolated pockets may be trapped in the subsurface, and could
cause gas problems for future wells. Existing wells may have periodic surges of gas and future
wells may encounter pockets of trapped gas for an indefinite period.
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There are recent reports that water from some of the wells has a taste similar to kerosene. It is
impossible to predict just how long these conditions will exist, nor is it possible to locate areas
where gas will be encountered, other than those areas which are known at the present time. All
water well drillers have been notified of possible future gas problems and have been supplied
with information on proper authorities to contact if such a problem should arise.

And I think they’ve all been recommended to be non-smokers in the future. In summary, they say:
At least sixty-five water wells were affected by gas in the Williamsburg-Acme area. Fifty-four
new wells were reported to be drilled, to replace the original wells. All wells affected by gas
were vented, and equipment was installed to remove and vent any residual gas that may occur.
But they also go on to say: “Problems with gas in water wells will continue for an indefinite time
and continued surveillance is necessary.”
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And, as I said before, seventeen years later there are still problems with gas exuding from water
wells. Now, I’ll not impose upon you further details from the report because you can read it
yourself.
But what I must do is to advise you that the potential risk to residents within several miles of gas
wells is not a figment of the imagination and is not something we residents are prepared to accept.
Particularly since the need for additional supplies of natural gas for British Columbia does not exist,
nor is it likely to exist.

In whatever field of accidents
that you investigate, you find
that regulations and good corporate intentions are always eliminated and made impotent by the
human factor.
For example, it is an established
fact that 80% of all flying
accidents result from pilot error.
And yet the training, the
regulations and the corporate
care are of the highest standard.
Analysis of all road accidents in
B.C. identify the contributing
factors as 81% human action
401
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and human condition. Whereas only 3% are only caused by the vehicle condition and 16% by the
environment.
Therefore, it is totally unacceptable for the oil companies to assure us that corporate intentions and
regulations will protect us from the risks associated with drilling for gas. There is risk and we are
not prepared to be exposed to this risk which is totally unnecessary.
I’ve approached Lloyds of London to cover us against such risks, and they will not do so. And we
have not heard from the oil and gas company directors that they, and their heirs and successors, will
cover us, and our heirs and our successors against such risks. Nor is it appropriate to expose any
part of the Fraser Valley to such risks.
On May 8, 1990, the GVRD [Greater Vancouver Regional District] issued its report on the
prospects for the future entitled “Choosing the Future.” They forecast that within 20 years time the
population of the Lower Mainland will increase by nearly one million to almost two and a half
million people. Specifically, the Langley area will increase from 70,000 in 1986 to 160,000 in
twenty years time. Now the area south of the Fraser River from 275,000 to 530,000 people.
In conclusion Mr. Commissioner, I contend it is reckless and totally irresponsible to drill for gas in
such an environment. And my neighbours and I will do everything possible to prevent it happening
in our area.
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The audience applauded for a lengthy
time after Ray Addington finished his
poignant presentation. The Michigan
report had been tracked down by Glen
Breaks and other Friends who, on a
number of occasions, journeyed from
Langley to the multi-story Vancouver
Public Library, located at that time in
downtown Vancouver on the northeast
corner of Burrard and Robson Streets.
It was the largest public library in the
Lower Mainland, with the largest
collection of books, reports,
periodicals, newspaper clippings and
newspaper clippings indexes, and had
helpful and resourceful reference librarians. It took a lot of effort to track down the Williamsburg
incident, to discover the existence of the report, to retrieve a copy of it, and to prepare for the July 11th
presentation.

Addington’s summary revelations from the 1973
government report documenting gas migration
and groundwater contamination in the State of
Michigan was compelling and contradicted the
petroleum industry’s claims, or lies, about
groundwater contamination.
Located south of the town of Williamsburg by about four miles, Amoco’s exploratory oil well blew out
after tapping into a deep, highly pressurized methane deposit. After the blowout was capped, spider arms
of methane gas migrated through underground formation cracks extending more than seven miles distant
from the well bore, causing a widespread, unmitigated public and ecological disaster.
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27 years before Ray Addington, Glen Breaks and Al Vickers (in his visit to and presentations on the
Jackson Prairie underground storage facilities) raised legitimate concerns on the proximity of
underground gas storage to large population centres, similar sensible concerns had been raised by
Washington State legislators in response to gas companies seeking locations for underground gas storage
in Washington State. Following an intense debate on the evening of March 12, 1963, the Washington
State House defeated several motions challenging proposed amendments to Bill 464 on “underground
storage of natural gas,” a Bill which “gives the gas companies the right of eminent domain under certain
conditions in acquiring storage site.” Representative Edward Harris, chairman of the House Utilities
Committee, stated the amendments “intended to “harpoon” the Bill,” because in his mind the “storage
projects would represent an investment in the state of up to $20 million,” and “provide new jobs.” 665
“One amendment would have prohibited underground gas storage within five miles of any city and
10 miles of cities of more than 50,000 population. Others [amendments] would have made gas
companies liable for damage from explosions, permitted a local referendum on permitting the
storage and prohibited storage within a mile of a school, institution or dwelling.” 666
After Third Reading, the House passed Senate Bill 464 – “Authorizes natural gas companies to condemn
private property for underground gas storage” – on March 13th by a wide margin of 90 to 6. A month
later, the Washington Natural Gas Co., the Washington Water Power Co., and the El Paso Natural Gas
Co. began a joint venture and “geological testing of a 4,000-acre tract in southwestern Washington.”
George M. Brunzell, president of Washington Water Power, said Friday [April 19th] the area to be
tested has a potential for storage of between 15 and 20 billion cubic feet of gas. It is at Jackson
Prairie, about nine miles southeast of Chehalis. 667
As debated in 1963, the proximity to population and danger themes related to underground gas storage
became central arguments by the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium in the two months following the
July 11th hearing. To validate their arguments, it was alleged that the consortium had to get Glen Breaks’
American underground gas expert witness to fall into line. Explained in Section 21, The Rzepczynski
(Population Proximity) Affair, this would turn out to be a nasty battle.
The groundwater issue was so often raised during the July 11th hearing that Commissioner Anderson
remarked to Blaine City Manager Eric Peterson, after Peterson raised the issue of keeping Blaine’s
groundwater safe from petroleum exploration, “Obviously as you’ve noted this evening the groundwater
issue is perhaps, if there is an overriding issue, the overriding issue.”
Anderson promised Addington that the Commission would visit the Williamsburg accident site in the
State of Michigan and promised to have a regulatory member from Michigan to appear before the
Commission. “We will be attempting to probe that accident for any lessons it can give to British
Columbia,” Commissioner Anderson stated to Addington.
However, the Commissioner made no similar promises to Glen Breaks after hearing of disturbing
groundwater contamination problems from underground gas storage facilities in the State of Illinois. The
Commission’s innocent or deliberate failure to visit the State of Illinois in its July to August 1990
itinerary visits of American, Canadian, and European underground gas facilities would later prove to be a
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poisonous mistake. In fact, as narrated in Section 22 of this chapter, David Anderson would eventually
have to make a special, personal trip to Illinois in mid October 1990 to placate the explosive, political
issues raised by The Friends with the media on groundwater contamination.
Addington’s reference to his seeking liability insurance coverage advice from Lloyds of London, an
international insurance agency, would later be a subject of discussion on August 30, 1990, during the
fourth day of the Commission’s technical hearings. In fact, the Commission had not properly prepared
background research on this subject for the August 30 session and was later chastised by Addington for
not doing so. Because of Addington’s criticism, on October 17th the Commission hired Copper Roof
Management “to carry out a study of insurance coverage available to property owners residing over
underground natural gas storage facilities.” 668
Towards the end of the July 11th public hearing, Al Vickers stated the following:
Vickers: I would like to discuss very briefly what is known as interstitial water. The way that the
[Washington State] Jackson [Prairie] storage [facility] works is they have to remove water out of the
ground from lower formations. And that water is inevitably, always, contaminated either with salt or
other residues. And they have to remove that water. And in its place, they put back gas. Now, the
water which they remove must be stored somewhere or must be disposed of. Now, it is called, I
believe, interstitial water. Tony [Fogarassy], I guess you would know. And it is made up of water
that is there, and also water that will be impregnated with natural gas from the formation that they
fill.
I would like to know if this consortium has thought very much about it. Is it going to be trucked
out? And if so, where? And what will they do when they dispose of it at that far site? Now, in
Jackson Prairie, Mr. Anderson, as you know, as you have been down there yourself. We know that
they go into ponds, they are disposed into a diffuser pit, and they are then by gravity feed dropped
into fifteen or twenty shallow wells in thirty feet of depth. I would suggest that that is precisely
what the elevation is between here and [the town of] Lynden [Washington State] is, between here
and Blaine. Is it their intention to do precisely what they’ve done at the Jackson Prairie site? Are
they for instance going to pull it up and drop it into the Lyndon aquifer, and into the Blaine aquifer?
Because if it is, our good friends, and they are our friends, to the south should know what they are
getting into.
Now, if they don’t do that, then a technician has told me what they will do. They will dispose it into
what is known as a ‘wet well,’ or a ‘disposal well,’ or a ‘waste-water well,’ better known as a sewer
well. It is contaminated. Now the main plan of this consortium will most likely not be to dispose of
this contaminated water into formations that are below the storage area, since below it could leak up
into the storage area itself, and that would defeat the purpose. It is most likely that they will put into
what is known as ‘uphold storage,’ and I would like to know if that is what is going to happen.
‘Uphold storage’ is storage areas above the gas storage reservoir. And if they pump that water into
those formations above the storage it can get into the water that we drink. The water will migrate
upwards, I’ve been told, and in time will penetrate the groundwater systems of Langley, White
Rock, Blaine, Abbotsford and Lynden. That is what I would like this Commission to investigate. In
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other words, I want to find out where that water is going to go. I think it is a critical state, a critical
situation that must be answered.
And one last technical question with respect to water contamination. There is such a thing as
‘formation bonding,’ which is the bonding between the outside of the well and the actual formation
it is going through. It is my understanding that this is precisely what went wrong at Williamsburg
[Michigan State]. The formation bonding was not there, and the gas came up on the outside edge of
the piping and produced sinkholes. Now, the engineer from whom I got this information late this
afternoon has told me that such things have happened in Alberta. He said indeed they don’t happen
much, but you tend to notice them when they happen. And I said, how do you know this? He said a
half-ton pickup truck will go out of site. A rig will go out of site. And so, Mr. Chairman, I want you
to investigate that. The gas can go anywhere, and it will go anywhere. And I have a great concern.
The waters in this area can be contaminated in many, many, different ways. And it is not as simple
as the consortium has told us.
Al Vickers concerns about the transfer removal and dumping of contaminated geologic formation waters
were spot on, legitimate. Before Washington State legislators passed Senate Bill 464 in March 1963, they
were not informed of what the three-gas corporation consortium would require in developing the Jackson
Prairie storage site. The ‘problem’ was first publicized in a full-page feature article in the Daily Chronicle
newspaper on October 24, 1964, concerning the consortium’s “salt-water lake:”
Another unique feature of the project has been the creation of a one and half acre 100,000 gallon
salt-lake, 15 feet deep. The salt water is removed from the storage area, stored in the lake
temporarily and then re-pumped into the ground below the gas storage zone. 669
Five months later, the Lewis County courthouse held a public hearing on March 15, 1964, for approval of
the consortium’s proposal to pump the contaminated underground salt water, some already stored in the
15-foot-deep pond, into the Cowlitz River east of Toledo. By this time the consortium had drilled 16 wells
over the 3,000-acre project lands.
Bernard T. Poor, executive vice president of Washington Natural Gas, said the project has the
authorization of the State Department of Natural Resources. Poor said it has been determined that
the dilution of the salt water with the fresh water in the Cowlitz River will be so great it will have
no detrimental effect on fish. 670
The three firms have indicated that a minimum of 600,000 gallons a day to a maximum of 800,000
gallons daily might be pumped into the stream. The utility firms have proposed constructing a 5 and
a half-mile 6-inch diameter pipeline from Jackson Prairie to the Cowlitz. … Whereas it is proposed
to pump up to 800,000 gallons of salt water daily into the river, the minimum Cowlitz flow on
record is about 36 million gallons daily. 671
[Chamber of Commerce meeting at the St. Helens hotel] Guest speaker Paul Hoglund,
superintendent of the engineering and gas supply department for the Washington Natural Gas Co.
… explained the salt water is half the strength of sea water and is diffused in the Cowlitz within 40
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feet of entering the stream. He also
added that the salmon, steelhead
and smelt in the river are all salt
water fish.
The Lewis County commission
Monday approved an application
for a 49-year franchise to permit the
construction of 5 and half-mile
pipeline from Mary’s Corner to the
Cowlitz River. Hogland said the salt
water will not pollute the Cowlitz
River of damage fish in the stream.
Both the State Pollution Control
Commission and the Department of
Conservation have approved the
salt-water dumping. Both sent
representatives to the public hearing
on the matter Monday morning. 672
When a short pipeline to the
Cowlitz River is completed in about
two weeks to carry off the saltwater saturating most of the stone,
more gas will go into the project.
The water’s been there a long time
– since the Eocene epoch of
geological time about 50 million
years ago.
The geological structure, a dome of
ancient marine sediments, was
discovered during an exploration
for oil and gas by the Continental
Oil Company several years ago. No
oil was found and only small, noncommercial amounts of gas. But
James Tanner, a transplanted Texas
oil man and promoter, heard about
the dome. He believed it could be
used to store gas being piped into
the Northwest for use at peak period when natural gas demand was greatest. Gas is stored in similar
formation in the Illinois basin and in depleted oil sands in the Southwest and in California. 673
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[The State Pollution Control] Commission Director Roy M. Harris said the state has set a limit on
the amount of salt water than can be put into the river, to keep it safe for fish and for water
supplies. … “It’s like putting a teaspoon of salt into a bathtub full of water,” he said. “You can’t
even tell it when it disperses.” 674
By October 1965, 250 gallons per minute of formation salt water was being
pumped into the Cowlitz River. Was the State Pollution Control
Commission sampling the formation water for other harmful parameters,
such as radioactivity? By June 1967 the consortium was drilling its 37th
well. On January 16, 1968, the consortium posted a “Notice of Industrial
Waste Discharge Permit” for an additional 300,000 gallon per day
discharge into the Cowlitz, for a daily total of 1,300,000 gallons of
formation water.
By 1989, after hundreds of new coalbed methane wells were drilled, the
Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) held a
public hearing on March 14, 1989, in Columbiana, attended by “some 200
people.” Edgar Hughes, with the ADEM Water Division’s Industrial
Branch, said permits to discharge salty formation water would “ensure
water quality protection” for the Cahaba River. However, Alabama
Attorney General Don Siegelman, who stated the dumping of formation
water would “could change the characteristics of the Cahaba River
forever,” was concerned “about the number of wells, the quantity of the
salt, and making the permit valid for the life of the drilling project.” The
ADEM also convened two earlier hearings “on a Tuscaloosa company’s
plans to dump salt water into branches of the Black Warrior River.”675
The Alabama Attorney General made these remarks because the Floridabased Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation [LEAF] was suing
Alabama’s Department of Environmental Management over the pollution
of Alabama’s Warrior River by the dumping of formation waters. LEAF
executive director Suzi Ruhl stated on March 20, 1989, that “federal laws passed in the late 1970s prohibit
oil and gas companies from discharging extraction, production and exploration wastes into lakes and
streams.” 676 LEAF’s legal challenges about the dumping and contamination of groundwater sources
would work their way through the courts for the next 12 years, with the George W. Bush administration
ultimately passing the ‘Haliburton Loop-Hole’ in 2005, exempting the petroleum industry from federal
legislations on the protection of surface and groundwater sources.
Similar public concerns were being raised at the same time about dumping formation waters into other
streams and rivers from coalbed methane exploration in the States of New Mexico and Colorado. As
petroleum companies were experimenting with hydraulic fracturing techniques in coalbed methane
formations, they were adding secret toxic chemical and petroleum-based additives, toxics which would
migrate into and pollute groundwater drinking sources.
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In Al Vickers’ first occasion at the microphone that evening, he provided information published by the
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources on gas supplies in northeast B.C., challenging
government and industry’s rationale necessity to drill for gas in the Fraser Valley.
Vickers: I would like everyone to understand that the Friends of the Fraser Valley have done an
awful lot of research, some of which you have already heard tonight. You will hear more of it with
my presentation and more with others tonight as well.
I would like everyone in this room to know, as well I would like Mr. Vander Zalm to know too, Sir,
that there are no shortages of natural gas in this beautiful province. The industry however, who is
again with you tonight, will tell you that the sick, the handicapped, the infirmed and the elderly are
going to suffer in future months in the event of a gas shortage. Now, I want you all to hear me very
clearly. Now, I predict, Mr. Al Vickers, the voodoo man of Aldergrove, that these boys can actually
make their point clear this winter by just turning down a few valves. And if they do so say, heh
folks, I told you we were
right, there are shortages.
But we got you beat folks.
We are going to be looking
out for that.
I want this audience to
understand that the Ministry
of Energy, Mines and
Petroleum Resources in
their Annual Report of
December 1988 … reported
that there was 2.3 trillion
cubic feet of natural gas in
the northeast fields for
people like you and I, and
they estimated at that time
that that would run for 25
years, it would last us for a
25-year supply.
Since that time, the industry
and the Ministry have
bragged that they have found in excess of seven trillion cubic feet of natural gas in the northeast
sector of British Columbia. They have so much gas they don’t know what to do with it. They sure as
hell don’t have to come down here and find more in my back yard. They have capped 1,400 wells
and better in the northeast sector because they can’t get rid of it.
And ladies and gentlemen, their own professionals have stated, and this is Mr. Jim Gray, the vice
president of 677… [there is a break in the audio recording, and a small audio segment is missing
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until the next side of the cassette tape begins] … pipeline access into some of the more remote
regions. A second reason is the lack of markets in B.C. he [Jim Gray] said. Lack of markets! That
means we don’t “lack” natural gas. A lot of it is going east out of British Columbia and that is good.
A lot of it is also going southwest down the Coast into California. And I suggest Sir that is why we
are here tonight. So, we have no shortages. The markets in this area are inadequate. And we have a
delivery system too that Westcoast Energy Corporation in their annual report of March of this year
stated that they were allotting $100 million to complete the second pipeline from the northeast
sector of northeast British Columbia where all the gas is down to here in the Lower Mainland. And
they are within sixty miles of completing that delivery system.
The Friends had already summarized Vickers’ concerns about natural gas supply fours months previous,
when Friends’ member Margaret Ormston was quoted in the Langley Advance newspaper criticizing
Canadian Hunter Explorations, one of the two consortium members:
Langley residents will be victims of political play-making afoot in the petroleum industry, says
Margaret Ormston, spokesman for drilling protest group Friends of the Fraser Valley.
Conflicting information about the availability or non-availability of natural gas in northern B.C. has
Ormston and her colleagues questioning plans to drill in the Fraser Valley.
Although a billion-dollar gas find in northeastern B.C. was reported on March 10th, Canadian
Hunter vice-president Jim Gray had been quoted two weeks earlier, saying shortages in the next few
years will cause the doubling of natural gas prices by 1995.
Ormston said it seems unlikely that Gray, whose company is coordinating the development, was not
aware at the end of February of engineering studies that now enable him to predict a reserve of one
trillion cubic feet.
“It seems more likely that political games are being played in the petroleum resource industry, with
price and the ability to export huge quantities of gas being the keys,” said Ormston. 678
Vickers was correct. There were new, enormous gas discoveries afoot in northeast B.C., and things were
looking rosy for the petroleum industry. Canadian Hunter’s involvement in recent discoveries amounted
to four out of the seven trillion cubic feet of natural gas alone referred to by Vickers.
[Canadian Hunter Jim] Gray also noted that the natural gas sector is in for a period of exceptional
growth – largely spurred by increasing export prospects.
“I’ve truly never felt as positive going into a 10-year period as I am over the prospects for the
natural gas industry.” “The gas bubble for all intents and purposes is gone.” “People want more of it
and we have it and we can find more.” 679
Another billion-dollar-plus natural gas field has been discovered in British Columbia’s northeast.
“The Border-Ring field has estimated recoverable reserves of one tcf (trillion cubic feet) of gas,”
said Jim Gray, a vice-president with Canadian Hunter Exploration Ltd., the company coordinating
the development of the field. “It’s the most active field in Western Canada.”
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The Border-Ring field straddles the B.C.-Alberta border about 160 kilometres north of Ft. St. John
but is 80 percent on the B.C. side.
Canadian Hunter heads a consortium, including Inland Gas and Oil, Trans Mountain Pipe Line
(both subsidiaries of B.C. Gas), and Esso Canada, a unit of Exxon Corp., that will develop the field.
Just over a year ago, Canadian Hunter, the drilling arm of resource giant Noranda Inc., and BP
America, the wholly owned subsidiary of British Petroleum Plc, unveiled a $1 billion oil and natural
gas development in the Brassy oil field about 30 kilometres southwest of Dawson Creek.
The Brassey field, an
extension into B.C. of the
giant Elmworth field in
Alberta, contains 20
million barrels of oil worth
about $500 million and
three trillion cubic feet of
gas worth $4 billion. 680
The March 10, 1990, Vancouver
Sun article mentioned that B.C.
Gas Inc., a member of both
Fraser Valley petroleum
consortiums, was also a
consortium partner in Canadian
Hunter’s Border-Ring field
discovery. Canadian Hunter, in
its Brassy Oil Field, was
temporarily capping its natural
gas wells. And Westcoast
Energy, who owned the gas
distribution pipeline to southern
B.C., which Vickers referred to,
was also conducting natural gas
exploration through its
subsidiary, Westcoast Petroleum
Ltd., including an exploration
block adjacent to Hunter’s
Border-Ring. 681
An unidentified male citizen came to the microphone and questioned the statements made by industry
during the June 12 public hearing.
I was here a month ago when the gas and oil companies made their quote “presentation.” And I
should say that I was quite impressed with their presentation. I thought it was very slick, very well
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done. And if they had been selling a product that I wanted to buy I would have bought it. But ever
since I heard about this project, and since then up until this evening the whole thing gets more and
more absurd. I just can’t reconcile why it is that the people of the Fraser Valley have been put in
this situation. As speakers before me have said, it is absolutely absurd that we should have to come
out here and defend our right to live and be happy and run businesses and raise families in the
Fraser Valley. I don’t think there is any question that this project poses a direct threat to those things
I have just listed.
I think the onus should be on the oil and gas companies, B.C. Gas particularly, to demonstrate
beyond any reasonable doubt the pressing need that they tried to sell us for this exploration in the
Fraser Valley. A couple of things that I remember from that first meeting, that information meeting,
was that B.C. Gas said there was a pressing need to even out the demands for gas supply in the
Fraser Valley. That is, in the wintertime we are running short, and in the summer-time we have an
over abundance. And they went on to say that an alternative to storing gas in the Fraser Valley
would be to build another pipeline from the northern part of B.C. where we’ve heard is an
abundance of gas that is just sitting there, build another pipeline to supply the Fraser Valley. The
reason that was given for that not being a viable option was cost. Okay, perhaps that is a reason, but
I don’t think it is a valid one in this case. I heard tonight, and I couldn’t believe it when I heard it,
that that pipeline is nearing completion. Is that true? Then this is bullshit what we are getting from
the gas companies. [Applause] How can B.C. Gas equate the kind of risk that they are asking us to
take with the cost of building, or just completing, this gas pipeline. It just doesn’t make sense. Its
absurd to me.
Another thing that I remembered, and I think I remember B.C. Gas, or one of the members of the
gas companies, making a statement to the effect that they must develop the gas and gas wells and
gas storage in the Fraser Valley now because with the development that is bound to take place, and
the pressing need for the population to expand up the Valley, that it would become impossible in the
future to make this development if they don’t do it now. That is absurd. That’s a reason to go ahead
and inflict this kind of risk on the Fraser Valley when in the future the risk is evening greater? It
doesn’t make any sense.
Glen Breaks approached the microphone for a third time.
Breaks: I might be able to shed some light on the way that, on the motivation of B.C. Gas in regard
to this project. B.C. Gas is regulated by the [B.C.] Utilities Commission. I’ve talked with John
Thrasher with B.C. Gas and Mr. Pellett of the [B.C. Utilities] Commission. My understanding is as
follows.
B.C. Gas makes no direct profit from gas sales. Gas is basically sold at cost. They make their profit
on equipment and operating costs. And this is a guaranteed percentage. I didn’t get [obtain] that
percentage. And I asked Mr. Pellett about the proposed storage site, specifically if the costs were at
$150 million instead of the proposed $100 million. Would the company still be allowed these costs?
He said, yes, they would have to apply for that, but usually yes, they would be covered. And when I
asked if there would be any costs related to an environmental mishap those costs would be deemed
operating costs. He at first said no. I then pointed out that the environmental problem might be
through no fault of B.C. Gas, but just a part of the risks of the operation and may require equipment.
For example, pumps, relief valves, personnel costs, etc. to alleviate the problem. Now, would that
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not be an operating cost? Now, he pointed out that it would most likely never happen. Now, I said,
okay, hypothetically if it does, what happens then? Well, he said, the public or gas consumers
would indeed pay, and the company would make their standard profit margin on that environmental
problem. So, you can see that there is absolutely no risk on their part, neither financial, health or
environmental. He did tell me though the rate increases would be kept small and spread over several
years.
So, we’ve now gone full circle from a 15% savings to small rate increases spread over several years.
Now I asked him if all expenses were allowed, or if in his experiences some were disallowed. He
said, oh yes, some companies do run the risk of incurring disallowable expenses. For example, the
West Kootenay Power & Light Company was recently disallowed a portion of their Hearing
expenses. I had to think a minute about that. That actually means when you ask for more money you
are paid the cost of asking [the BCUC] plus a profit on that cost. But in this case, they got a little
carried away and they were disallowed a portion of the costs. So, of course, for real hard costs, you
know pumps, wells, personnel, clearly those costs will be met by the gas consumer. So, no matter
what happens, whether this gas storage project works out to be cost effective, or it’s abandoned like
8 out of 55 in the U.S. have been after full investment, the company will still walk away with a full
profit.
Al Vickers came back to the microphone.
Vickers: I would like to say that all the Fraser Valley communities have been suffering recently
from illusions put out by the consortium of the three that we all know so well. And they are putting
out illusions of need for more gas. And these people are putting out the illusions and yet they are
themselves outsiders. They do not live in this Fraser Valley. And I think that is a sham and I want
you to take that to my Premier and tell him that the jinks are up with those people. We know exactly
what they are up to.
Secondly, I would also like to allude to what Mr. Glen Breaks has just said, in terms of the pricing.
It would appear to me from what Mr. Breaks has said that the more these people spend the more
money they make. And the money they spend is my money, because the rates will go up. And
indeed, the rates will not go down, they will go up, not down. They have been caught clearly tonight
with their fingers in the cookie jar. And its my cookie jar and I want the Premier to know that we
don’t want that to happen.
A local dairy farmer came to the microphone.
Mr. Commissioner. My name is Bruce Jackomasi. I live down on Zero Avenue, approximately a
mile from one of the proposed sites of the exploration. I’ve lived on this place for some fifty some
odd years and my father was there before I was. We operate a large dairy farm and this year we
hope to grow along with dairy farming some forty acres of cauliflower. We irrigate. We raise a lot
of pure-bread livestock. I am very, very concerned about the possibility of having natural gas stored
underneath our farm.
Further to that, I am very concerned with the whole procedure that is taking place in the whole
question of natural gas exploration. There have been many speakers tonight and in other public
hearings explaining the dissatisfaction, the upheaval from homes, and all and all that is going on
about why we have to go through with all of this. It is very, very clear to me, and it should be very,
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very clear to you, that this whole question is going to disrupt a lot of families. I noticed on the back
of this [paper] that was handed out tonight that you have the power of coming through with some
Interim Procedural Rule. It seems to me that it is very clear that you don’t need [the Preparatory and
Technical] Phase 3 and Phase 4. [Applause] I think that Mr. Commissioner you should do the
honourable thing and put this thing to rest. And you should advise the government so.
I’d like to remind you that also our governments some time ago came out with the book to study the
ways to produce and market the stuff that we produce on the farms. It was a book called the Blue
Book. It was put out by the Ministry of Agriculture. And they sent one of their Deputy Ministers,
Ross Houston, throughout the Province to explain to the producers what they wanted to do. This
also was a terrible, terrible mistake! And they did the honourable thing by disbanding the Blue
Book. And the same thing should be done with this whole procedure.
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5 – 19.

The Big Lie about Storage at Jackson Prairie

Avery said Anderson shares the concern of the project that present gas storage facilities in the U.S.
at Jackson Prairie may no longer be available to Fraser Valley users after 1996, because of the
great growth of natural gas use in Washington State. “This option has an uncertainty over which
the provincial government and B.C. Gas have very little control.”
The LNG (liquid natural gas) storage facility near Deas Island is above-ground but is only “very
useful” for sudden peak demands on a daily basis. It is not sufficient for peak winter demands when
use jumps by 12 percent or more, and these are the times when B.C. Gas brings supply back across
the border from Jackson Prairie. 682
Avery said the need for storage exists now and is being met by storing gas underground in
Washington State’s Jackson Prairie facility. 683
We ship gas to southern Washington state and store it underground at Jackson Prairie and have
been doing so since 1983. Presently, we have begun to negotiate with other storage owners in the
United States because the Jackson Prairie storage field will not meet the increased demands for
natural gas of our customers and residents in our immediate future. 684
[Energy Minister] Davis said this [petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley] would offset the
province’s current reliance on the Jackson Prairie underground storage facility at Chehalis,
Washington. 685
Once the actual search for natural gas or oil begins, exploration companies will also be looking for
a potential underground gas storage area. This is vital since utilities such as B.C. Hydro now have
to rent gas storage at Jackson Prairie in Washington. 686
The [Energy] ministry hopes companies will find an underground reservoir for the storage of
natural gas. Gas would be stored in the reservoir during the summer for use in the winter, to reduce
the Lower Mainland’s reliance on the Jackson Prairie natural gas underground storage facility in
Chehalis, Washington. 687
National Energy Board hearings into B.C. Gas’ application to store gas in the U.S. and re-import it
to Canada during the winter will begin July 10 in Vancouver. BCG seeks a three-year licence to
export 6.5-billion cubic feet of gas, to be stored in the Jackson Prairie facility near Chehalis,
Washington. BCG spokesman Maurice Favell said B.C. Hydro used Jackson Prairie before the
utility was taken over by Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd. 688
The National Energy Board has issued a license to B.C. Gas that will allow it to export natural gas
to Washington State for storage. B.C. Gas had requested on export/import licence to ship 183.9
million cubic metres of gas for storage in the Jackson Prairie storage facility near Chehalis,
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Gas supply needed, say producers, The Aldergrove Star, February 7, 1991.
Gas officials optimistic, Langley Times, February 5, 1991.
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Cam Avery, BC Gas Director of Corporate Communications, June 12, 1990 public presentation.
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Province pleads for petroleum development in Fraser Valley, The Province, November 2, 1986.
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Drilling in the Delta, The Province, March 1, 1987.
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Oil exploration to begin on Surrey/Delta farms, The Leader, February 25, 1987.
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B.C. Gas seeks OK for U.S. Storage, Vancouver Sun, June 9, 1989.
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Washington. The gas will be re-imported to Canada during the peak winter season. The license
expires April 30, 1992. 689

In the company of a few Friends of the Fraser Valley, volunteer member and Langley municipality
practicing dentist Paul Dickenson travelled west by vehicle to the municipality of Delta and arrived at the
Delta Town and Country Inn ahead of the early afternoon scheduled meeting of the David Anderson
Commission’s first technical hearing on Monday, August 27, 1990. Dickenson had pen and paper ready.
What soon followed as the clock started ticking at the 2:05 commencement of the Hearings would take
Dickenson by complete surprise.
Dickenson listened very carefully to the
evolving dry, technical language and
discussion by government witnesses
under oath being questioned by
Commission counsel Douglas
MacAdams: about the new signing and
price constraints of the Free Trade
Agreement; about recent market
deregulations and accompanying new
petroleum exploration initiatives; about
the government’s new 1989 policies of
pricing and export of natural gas; about
gas security supply and demand, about
contractual agreements; about the
Ministry of Energy’s new
“implementation of the Natural Gas
Core Market Policy;” about the
Minister of Energy’s contractual and
discretionary power to override gas
exports in lieu of domestic demands;
about government royalties; about gas
transportation costs, and the like.
As MacAdams sought to unravel the
complexities associated with industry’s
need for a gas storage facility or
facilities in the Fraser Valley, he asked
Rebecca Vermeer, the Ministry of
Energy’s economist for ten years, “So, have British Columbia consumers ever done without or gone short
[of natural gas]?” Vermeer answered, “the customers, for firm customers, no.”
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B.C. Gas to be stored in U.S., Vancouver Sun, August 2, 1989.
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MacAdams then moved on to the Ministry of Energy’s exhibit, British Columbia Underground Storage
Policy. He asked Joan Hesketh, the Ministry of Energy’s Director of Oil and Gas Policy Branch, if her
Ministry was “in favour of underground storage?” “That is correct,” she replied.
MacAdams then directed discussions of the Ministry’s exhibit reference to “inefficiencies,” which
Vermeer related were caused by “seasonally-fluctuating demand” of natural gas. “We have very high
demand in the winter and very low demand in the summer,” Vermeer stated, and to “average out” the
“unit cost of those type of services,” the industry could “draw gas in the summertime and put that into
storage.”
At this point, Bou van Oort, Manager of the Energy Ministry’s Reservoir Engineering, who was formerly
employed “in the oil and gas industry for 26 years,” entered the fray to discuss the “inefficiencies” of
Westcoast Energy’s “700 mile” gas pipeline that travels from northeast B.C. to the province’s major
domestic and industry markets in southwest B.C. Van Oort said, “having a storage facility close to where
the market demand is, would help tremendously in achieving that [inefficiency] objective.” Vermeer then
added that “if you have storage, for example, closer to the market … you achieve a much higher degree of
security of supply to that market.”
MacAdams then moved the discussion to the Jackson Prairie underground gas storage facility in
southwest Washington State which gets much of its injected pool supply from British Columbia, a subject
that heavily occupied the Commission’s proceedings in days to come.
VERMEER: The underground storage arrangement that B.C. Gas has with Jackson Prairie storage
is such that they send the gas in the summertime to Jackson Prairie, and in the wintertime gas that
would have otherwise go and flow through the Westcoast system to the export market would be
diverted in exchange for that gas into the B.C. Gas delivery area.
So, you have B.C. Gas sends its gas to the U.S. That gas will be drawn upon in the wintertime to
service the export market in the Pacific Northwest or wherever other market you will go, and B.C.
Gas gets instead the gas that would normally flow to the export market to be delivered to its service
area.
Most other people attending the Monday hearing at this point would have been fast asleep listening to the
drone of technical questions and language. But, at this point, Dickenson started to take a keen interest.
‘What’s that they are saying,’ he would have thought, as the discussion continued.
MACADAMS: “But by “they,” you’re referring to British Columbia gas, right? When you say they
have a contract, you’re referring to British Columbia?”
VERMEER: “B.C. Gas, I should say, B.C. Gas has a contract with Jackson for storage at Jackson
Prairie.”
After Rebecca Vermeer stated that when B.C. Gas sends “the gas in the summertime to Jackson Prairie,
and in the wintertime gas that would have otherwise go and flow through the Westcoast system to the
export market would be diverted in exchange for that gas into the B.C. delivery area,” Commissioner
Anderson interrupted the discussion between MacAdams and Vermeer. “I have just one question here,
counsel,” he interjects.
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ANDERSON: It seems to me that the discussion turns around B.C. Gas, B.C. Gas using the storage
facility in Jackson Prairie, essentially by saying to the Americans, well fine, you use it, you use that
storage facility, we’ll take more out of the pipeline. But you prefaced your remarks by saying that if
there were a break in the pipeline. And so, if there were a break in the pipeline, it appears to me that
the storage facility of B.C. - - of Jackson Prairie would be of no use to B.C. Gas whatsoever.
MS. VERMEER: That is correct Mr. Commissioner.
ANDERSON: Thank you.
MR. MacADAMS: Thank you for that, as the physical impossibility of taking gas from Jackson
Prairie to the tap in Vancouver or in Langley [bold emphasis] I think is something that we will
have to return to throughout the course of the Commission.
ANDERSON: Yes.
MR. MacADAMS: And that’s the Ministry’s understanding. The molecule of gas in Jackson
Prairie cannot be delivered to Langley; am I right in that? [Bold emphasis]
MS. VERMEER: That is correct.
Dickenson couldn’t believe his earthly ears and had to shake his head. He realized that B.C. Gas Inc. and
the Ministry of Energy had been peddling a big lie. He also realized that the Commission was not
properly calling out the government and the industry on this lie. He gazed around at the audience and
noticed that nobody else had raised their eyebrows.
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After the 5:02 p.m. “dinner adjournment” of the afternoon’s proceedings, Dickenson informed his fellow
Friends of his take on the matter. The members said that they didn’t catch what he noticed. Dickenson’s
debriefing now caught the attention of The Friends.

Four days later, Friday August 31, Commission counsel MacAdams questioned Gary G. Ely, the vicepresident of Marketing, Sales and Gas Supply for the Washington State Power company, one of three
companies that own and operate the Jackson Prairie field operation, about B.C. Gas Inc.’s lease agreement
with the storage facility. The matter about not being able to export gas back to British Columbia gets a
little confusing after MacAdams asked the following:
Returning to the least cost regulatory obligation, are you in the position in which you have
regulators who have the power to say to you, look, it’s all very nice for you to be leasing to British
Columbia Gas, and thereby providing storage capacity for British Columbia consumers, but, if you
take back that storage capacity from B.C. Gas, you will thereby be in a position to benefit your own,
that is Washington State consumers, and we hereby order you to do so?
Especially when paired up with the following part of the transcript four pages later:
Mr. MACADAMS: Is there any physical impossibility you know to prevent delivery of gas from
British Columbia to Jackson Prairie, storage of it there, and of redelivery of that gas to British
Columbia, to satisfy British Columbia peak load demands?
MR. ELY: Well, when you say any physical impossibility, if enough money was thrown at it,
assuming you would build a pipeline down and a pipeline back, whatever that costs, yes, you could
get gas into the project and gas back out of the project in B.C. Currently the way the system is
configured, as I had mentioned earlier, it is dependent upon the amount of gas that’s flowing south
through Sumas, being dropped off in Seattle, and the amount of gas that’s needed on down in the
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Excerpts from Commission file, "Jackson Prairie"
Jackson Prairie Underground Storage Facility
February 13, 1989
Storage area covers 3,000 acre area, most of it under
lease, which allows surface use for pasture lands, crops,
tree farming and residential. The facility itself takes up
about a 2 acre site and is two miles from the main
transmission line.
There are 77 wells in all, 29 of which are gas wells.
Observation and water wells are 2,000 ft., domestic water at
100 ft.
70\ of supply comes from Canada through Sumas and
Kingsgate. Remaining 30\ comes from Rocky mountain U.S.
Jackson Prai'rie has permits which allow them to dispose
of waste water (not over 75 degrees; not over 20,000 salt
ppm) into Cowlitz River - 1,800,000 gallons per day for 240
days a year - through diffuser system wells which are 1/4
mile from the river. The wells are shallow,40 feet,
Greatest concern is disposal of groundwater and
isolation from groundwater. Also escaping gas. Chehalis
has had to be evacuated at least twice due to escaping gas,
once in 1965 for 13 hours.
State does not monitor ins and outs - left to FERC, nor
does it monitor leaks, reservoir safety etc. which is also
left to the feds, through U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Ferc. States Department of Ecology does some tests.
Tenure and regulations are regulated separately.
State land Commissioner is elected separately and does not
answer to government. He is on Oil and Gas Committee. Land
is owned by federal and state governments and by private
individuals, often ownership is unclear. Also Indian lands
which are separate states.
ElIinent Do.ain:
Basically allows an area to be developed for
underground storage if the operator has gained access to 65\
of the rights.
i.e. it prevents small rights owners from
blocking access to storage
All interest owners are advised, notice is
published three weeks in a row.
If written requests there is a public hearing
Storage has to be - in public interest
- practicable
- free of developable minerals
or oil or gas
- covered by adequate liability
insurance
- cannot pollute fresh water
- cannot interfere with mineral
extraction
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Portland area. Pipelines can be expanded, and I would assume, with enough money, however
amount that is, that you actually in fact you compress gas and move it northward versus moving it
south through the pipeline as it currently does.
MR. MacADAMS: Do you know of any analyses, however tentative, that have been done of the
costs involved in configuring the system such that British Columbia gas could physically be moved
south, stored, and moved north again?
MR. ELY: I personally do not know of any studies that have been done.
Statements made by both government and B.C. Gas Inc. (previously, B.C. Hydro) representatives to the
public since the mid-1980s about the Jackson Prairie storage site were that the function of that facility was
as a backup supply for Lower
Mainland customers during the
wintertime, when natural gas was in
greater demand. As The Friends now
clearly understood, those statements
were a fabrication, an epic myth, yet
another lie. The lie was being told to
hide the fact that British Columbia
had excess gas, and that excess gas
was being exported. The lie was
generated for the recently formed B.C.
Gas Inc. to make a cosmetic addition
to British Columbia’s gas supply
chain.
In its July 30, 1990, submission to the
Anderson Commission, BCG-1,
Benefits of Fraser Valley Storage,
B.C. Gas’ document states:
In the winter months (November through March) BCG supplements the Westcoast capacity with
other sources of gas supply. These other sources are our liquified Natural Gas (LNG) Plant, leased
storage in Washington State (Jackson Prairie), leased storage in Northeast British Columbia (Aitken
Creek), and several short-term winter-only sales contracts from producers. The LNG Plant is the
only winter peaking supply sources that is firmly under our control. The other peaking sources are
under short-term contracts which expire within the next six years.
If an underground storage field were developed in the Fraser Valley, it would eliminate our reliance
on Jackson Prairie and most of the short-term peaking contracts. (Page 2)
Today, customers of BCG are completely dependent on the Westcoast Pipeline System for their gas
supply. The LNG plant can supply 25% of the Lower Mainland winter daily demand but only for
four days. The gas stored at Jackson Prairie is redelivered to BCG through a Westcoast / Northwest
Pipeline exchange. (Page 7)
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Excerpt from B.C. Gas September 1989 edition of it’s GasLife brochure:
The closest to us is Jackson Prairie in Chehalis, Washington, some 380 km from Vancouver. Each
summer we buy about two billion cubic feet (BCF) of gas and store it at Jackson Prairie. But having
our own underground storage facility would allow us to purchase larger amounts of gas during offpeak summer months when prices are lower and extra transportation capacity is available on the
Westcoast pipeline.
In B.C. Gas Inc.’s 1989 Annual Report, page 12:
The careful management of peak day requirements can result in significant savings for the
Company. Underground storage is one alternative. This is a safe, environmentally beneficial
counterpart to the way gas is found in nature. Storage capacity can keep costs down since it enables
the Company to purchase gas at reduced prices during the summer months. As well, underground
storage allows us to make more efficient and therefore more cost-effective use of the entire delivery
system. It also provides an important source of supply in event of pipeline service interruption,
significantly adding to security of supply for our customers.
Your Company currently contracts for underground storage in two locations. At Aitken Creek in
northeastern British Columbia we purchase gas from an underground storage field for the delivery
of 45 MMCFD. At Jackson Prairie in Washington State we rent underground storage capacity to
provide delivery of 61 MMCFD. Both contracts have recently been renewed for five years. In
addition to our underground storage, we purchased 17 MMCFD from other producers on short term
peaking contracts for winter supply. In the
Lower Mainland your Company is
currently investigating a major new
opportunity for underground storage.
On page 63 of Commissioner Anderson’s final
January 1991 report on Fraser Valley petroleum
exploration, he states that the “B.C. Gas [Inc.]
storage capability, and the B.C. Gas [Inc.] owned
gas that is pumped into the facility in summer” at
Jackson Prairie, “does not result in this stored
gas ever returning to B.C. for use by consumers
in the province.” In this important
acknowledgment it is also important to note that
while Commissioner Anderson often found no
hesitation in criticizing The Friends of the Fraser
Valley about other matters in his Allegations and
final reports, he yet fails to reveal, frame and
chastise in his final report that both government
and industry had previously lied to the public
about this matter, something that he, and his
advisors, were aware of.
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5 – 20.

The Travelling Anderson Commission

Two and half months had passed since government implemented the Anderson Commission when the
Phase One public hearing sessions ended on July 11th. A five-month timeline limit had been imposed on
Anderson for a final recommendations report to be completed by end September 1990. The budget and
timeline were like a template of the recent 1989 Douglas MacKay Coquitlam gas pipeline route
Commission which Douglas MacAdams also served as counsel. Though designed to be a quick in-and-out
Inquiry, there was still a lot of technical leg work to do as the clock was ticking away at the half-way
point.
While the public hearings convened, Commission researcher geologist Tony Fogarassy was busy
preparing witnesses and documents for both the Preparatory Sessions scheduled for early August and for
the technical hearings scheduled for late August. He was also busy arranging quick and dirty tours for the
Commission members to visit underground storage sites in the United States, France, Italy, Great Britain,
and Canada.
The Commission’s visitation scope, however, was unbalanced, weighted toward examining underground
gas storage facilities only. That prejudice stemmed from the Commission’s Terms of Reference, Section
2, “The Commissioner is directed to enquire into, investigate, review and report on: … (c) exploration,
development and natural gas storage experience in other jurisdictions and areas of a similar nature.”
Government avoided a similar directive for the Commission to visit and investigate upstream oil and gas
operations “in other jurisdictions,” many of which were relatively close at hand in northeastern B.C., and
throughout Alberta and Saskatchewan. This ‘oversight’ was most peculiar because the petroleum industry
was now on the hunt for oil and gas in the southwestern corner of B.C., the main driving force since 1982
and the focus of public opposition in the Fraser Valley. Prior, the main driver was for underground
storage in the Fraser Valley as proposed by B.C. Hydro in the 1970s. Though the table had turned by the
early 1980s, underground storage was still in the cards. The Terms of Reference omission was among the
oldest tricks in the books. For instance, when federal and provincial agencies wrote the Terms of
Reference in 1969 for the four-year-long inter-agency comprehensive study of Okanagan Basin water
resources, they purposely avoided investigating physical interactions of water runoff and clearcut logging
practices. By the time a public involvement study group noticed the controversial discrepancy in 1972, it
was too late, with the forest industry conveniently dodging a major political bullet. 690
The Commission visited two isolated well sites in the Peace River area, 691 one of which was to examine a
directional deviated drilling operation, a method sometimes adopted to bypass geological private property
disputes, a theme which Commissioner Anderson was aware of. 692 The Commission also visited the
Pembina Oil Field in the Drayton Valley, Alberta, the site of the infamous December 1982 Amoco
blowout. With no Terms of Reference guidance authority to visit oil and gas operations and to interview
local authorities and affected residents, the Commission relied upon biased materials and witness accounts

Refer to Will Koop’s 2013 on-line report, The Big Eddy, Chapter 4, The Mystery of the Missing Reserves, for a narrative on
the Okanagan Basin study.
691
The Poco N. Pine 5-12-85-18 Well (deviated well), and the Trilogy Inga c-58-B/94-A-13 Well.
692
This concern was raised during the Technical Hearings: Transcripts, Volume 2, August 28, 1990, pages 366-368.
690
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from Alberta’s regulatory authority, the Energy Resource Conservation Board (ERCB), to comment upon
environmental and health impacts related to oil and gas exploration.

John Ahern
To fill some of this informational
gap, the Commission hired John
Norman Ahern on July 11, 1990 “as a
research assistant and advisor to the
Commissioner, more especially in
respect of regulatory and liability
issues,” to “advise the Commissioner
on comparable oil and gas regulations
in other jurisdictions, and to “prepare
such draft regulations and legislations
as the Commissioner may require.”693
Objective: Research aspects of
liability pertaining to drilling
and natural gas storage.
Groundwater contamination is
the major issue; ancillary issues
include anything related to
blow-out (i.e., Lodgepole, Williamsburg). 694
Ahern had been “an RCMP Officer in Alberta for eight years” where he “performed numerous
investigations of crimes against oil sites, crimes on oil sites, of oil and gas sites, and also some
involvement with the Lodgepole blowout.” 695 The catastrophic Amoco oil well blowout of December
1982 in the Drayton Valley lasted for 68 grueling days, with the wind sending clouds of poisonous H2S
(hydrogen sulphide) gas towards the City of Edmonton, extending as far away as the province of
Manitoba. The blowout investigations that followed would not only lead to the formation of the Pembina
Institute, an advocacy group, but also responsible for major government review processes and reports,
biased conclusions of which mostly favored industry. Because of increased local opposition and unrest in
many sectors of Alberta as gas and oil well fields were being discovered and developed, petroleum
corporations, after expanding their public relations departments, began new wholesale strategies in the
early 1990s to control and manipulate the public through the creation of synergy group participation
programs.
John Ahern travelled to Olympia in Washington State from July 24 - 26 to research “administrative codes
of the U.S. states,” and also to Calgary, Alberta, July 31 to August 2, where he met with Robert (Bob)
Pelzer, Conoco’s lawyer associated with its Houston legal department, and “representatives of Conoco,
B.C. Gas, and B.C. Gas’s legal counsel, MacLeod Dixon.” 696

693

July 11, 1990, contract Agreement with the Province of British Columbia.
Source: File: AG Legal, Groundwater, John Ahern, Commission records.
695
Commission Technical Hearing, August 30, 1990, Volume 4, page 627.
696
Commission Technical Hearing, August 30, 1990, Volume 4, page 628.
694
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Province of
British Columbia

Commission on
Fraser Valley
Petroleum Exploration

~~
'- ~-

NO. 105,20611 Fraser Highway
langley
British Columbia
V3A 4G4
Telephone: (604) 533-0667
Facsimile: (604) 533-5451

JOHN AHERN
Re:

TermS of Reference 2(f). 2(h)

(i) and (iii)

Regulations / Statutes:

1)

Drilling

key

on

groundwater

protection,

setback

distances, noise abatement (Unoisyll rigs!)
2)

Underground Storage -

key on groundwater/ inspection/safety
Re: williamsburg catastrophe - the
classic underground blow-out, event
is documented in commission library.

Jurisdictions:

British Columbia,
Alberta,
washington, France and Italy.

Ontario,

Michigan,

Pennsylvania,

==================================================

Objective:
As per terms of reference to prime commission counsel, Doug
MacAdams, on legal and regulatory issues related to drilling and
underground gas storage .
Research may be incorporated into the
Commission report.

Required :
Memo - hard hitting. Touch on as many tangible issues as possible.
Memo will be circulated to the Conoco - BC Gas - Dynamic consortium
and other interested parties.

Tim.e Fram.e:
All the time you can devote until August 20th, 1990. Please attend
the public hearing July 11th at 7:30 p.m., Kinsmen Community Centre
26770 29th Ave., Aldergrove .
Resources :

1)
2)
3)

Thompson and Lewis - Oil and Gas Law in Canada.
Hunt and Lucas - Energy Boards, etc (Canadian Institute of
Resources Law - Calgary).
Conoco - Mr. Robert (Bob) Pelzer (403) 260-2400 V.P. and
General Counsel.

N.B. Liability issues will be covered by
Ministry of Attorney General.

Blair Lockhart,

the

Contract: Rob Tweedie, Commission Secretary, will set you up when
you're in Langley next week.
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A major component of Ahern’s research was in writing a 286-page “discussion paper” report, Regulation
of Petroleum Exploration in the Fraser Valley: Options for Reform, which was presented as Exhibit T-30
during the Commission’s
Technical Hearings.
I am currently preparing a
research paper on various
statutes, regulations and bylaws which would potentially
regulate proposed drilling
activity in the Fraser Valley
area. This paper will be used
by Commissioner David
Anderson in the preparation
of his recommendations to
the government of British
Columbia on gas
exploration, drilling and
storage in the Fraser Valley. 697
The discussion paper addresses
four major topics: existing
regulations applicable to
exploration and development of petroleum and natural gas in the Fraser Valley, regulations
applicable to natural gas storage, reform of minimum distance and spacing regulations, and reform
of operator’s liability. 698
Ahern’s petroleum regulation
“reform” paper would remain as an
in-house discussion document. It is
not known if the Ministry of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum Resources
later took some of Ahern’s research
reforms seriously for regulatory
adoption in northeast B.C.’s oil and
gas patch, or what industry thought
of it and perhaps helped to
obfuscate.

697
698

Letter to City of Langley from John Ahern, legal researcher for the Commissioner, July 20, 1990.
Ahern report, excerpt from Chapter 1, Purpose and Scope of Paper.
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Entrgy Resources
Conservation Board

640 Filth A,...,. SW
Calgary. ~rta

Tele!>ho". ('03) 297~11
Fax (<03) 297·7Q40

Can>da T2P 3(;4

22 August 1990
Mr . Tony Fogarassy
Commission on Fraser Valley
Petroleum Exploration

No. 105, 20611 Fraser Highway
Langley , British Columbia

V3A 4G4
Dear Mr. Fogarassy:
Enclosed for your information are the following:

1.

Copies of the six brief stat~nts John Niehol and! would like to r.ad
as part of the evidence we will give to the Commission.
I have

2.

A copy of the publie consultation section from the Shell application to
the recent Caroline hearing (Proceeding No. 890971, Exhibit 53, 5eetion
5). John and I thought this would be particularly interesting to the

indicated on each of these, who will read the statement.

Commission as this major sour gas development is located in a relatively

populated area.
Please feel free to

distribute this material, or any of the material attached

to John Nichol's 17 August 1990 letter, as tou feel may be appropriate.

cc:

'tours truly,

J. R. Niehol, Manaaer
Drilling & Production Department

Morin
Board Member
Functi on and Role of the ERCB i n Alberta
The funct i on and role of the ERCB are set out in the purposes secti ons of
the statutes t ha t it administers.
Paraphrasing the se s omewhat. the Board
is respons ib l e f o r ensuring the orderly, efficient, economic, safe , and
environmentally s ound development of the energy resources of Alberta .
Th~ r~sources consist of approximately
90,000 producing and suspended oil

and gas wells, 600 gas plants,

and 200,000 kilometres of pipelines.

Coal

mines, and electrical generating plants and transmission facilities are
also under the Boardts jurisdiction.
The Board is organized into 17 departments , each headed by a department
manager who report to six Board members, including a Chairman and Vice
Chairman . Most of the staff of 750 geologists, engineers, technicians and
clerks are located in the Board's Calgary office. In addition, ~e have

approximately 100 field

inspection staff

scattered throughout the province.

storage facility.

located at

We also have a

eight field

offices

laboratory and a

core

Commission Correspondence Files
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HYDROGEN SULFIDE
IN THE ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT:
SCIENTIFIC CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING ITS EFFECTS
ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Anderson
Commission
Exhibit C-31

1981

NRCC NO. 18467

Province of
British Columbia

m
~~
~

Ministry of
Energy. Mines and
Pelroleum Resources

Mr. David Anderson
commissioner on Fraser Valley
Petroleum Exploration
Ste. 413, 645 Fort street

Parliament Buildings
Victoria
Brilish Columbia
V8V IX4

901099
November 22, 1990

Victoria, British Columbia
V8W 1G2
Dear Mr. Anderson
FLARING OF GAS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Thank you for your letter of October 30, 1990,
regarding flaring of gas in British columbia.
The last calendar year for which comprehensive

statistics on gas f lar ing are available from the Ministry's
Supply and Disposition reports is 1988.

During that year,

the following breakdown of flaring is provided:
Hillions of
cubic metres

Billions of
cubic feet

Field
Gathering system
At gas plants

114
3
10

4.0
0.1
0.4

TOTAL

127

4.5

10853

384.2

Flaring in

Total Gas Produced

The volume flared in absolute terms appears
noteworthy but as a percentage of total gas production,
very small.

it is

Yours sincerely,
B.E. Hanwell
Director

Engineerinq and operations
Branch
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13 Sites
As listed in Appendix G of David Anderson’s final report, all in all the Commission visited thirteen
underground gas storage facilities in the June to August 1990 period, eight in North America and five in
Europe:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Italy – the Ripalta and Sergnano facilities, Milan;
France – the Gournay Sur Aronde, Chemery, and Beynes facilities;
Missouri – the Laclede facility near St. Louis;
Michigan – the Kalkaska facility near Traverse City;
California – the Montebello and Playa del Rey facilities near Los Angeles;
Oregon – the Mist facility near Portland;
Washington – the Jackson Prairie facility near Chehalis;
Ontario – the Tecumseh facility near Sarnia;
British Columbia – the Aitken Creek facility near Ft. St. John.

In the Appendix G list, Anderson’s final report provides no dates of the Commission’s visitations to the
thirteen facilities, and no names of accompanying Commission members. In fact, there is little
information on these costly visits in the Commission’s records. No field notes, diaries, or written
summaries were found. The only information found were billing receipts for flights and accommodation,
a few newspaper articles summarizing the visits, scribbled notes, and preparatory and thankyou
correspondence primarily by Tony Fogarassy who scheduled the events. In contrast to this fog, there were
numerous pages of summary descriptions in Anderson’s final report, most of which cast glowing,
unabashed narratives on the underground storage facilities’ operations.
A chronological itinerary of Commission members and the Commissioner’s visitations, and who the
Commission met with, was reconstructed from the Fogarassy correspondence materials, featured below.

5 – 20 – 1.

North America

Calgary
Fogarassy flew to Calgary and met with Jim Brown and Gil Graff of Shell Canada in Calgary, Alberta on
Wednesday, May 30, 1990. There are no details stating the purpose of this meeting, or of the meeting the
day before. Fogarassy had been employed by Shell Canada in 1984-1985, and it is possible that he was
there to pick their brains about certain matters. On Tuesday, May 29th, Fogarassy met with Paul Vautour
of Chevron Canada Resources Ltd.:
Thank you very much for organizing and being a part of my meeting with Chevron last Tuesday. I
found our discussion most useful and informative. David Anderson and I shall be in Calgary
Thursday, June 21. I have contacted Charlie Stewart and I hope he’ll be in touch with you. I have
enclosed a copy of our first notice of meeting. You are forever on our mailing list! Please pass my
regards to Mr. Mike Hardin of Cominco (Vancouver) who will be attending your environmental law
course. He’s a U. of C. grad who principaled my wife, Blair, two summers back.
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The Jackson Prairie Visit (June 28-29)
Departing at 6:20 am from the Victoria airport, David Anderson, Tony Fogarassy and Don Dempster
arrived at the Seattle airport at 7:45 a.m. on June 28. Dempster was head of the Development Engineering
Section of the Engineering and Operations Branch of the B.C. Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources (EMPR). Correspondence files indicate that Dempster was Fogarassy’s main contact at EMPR,
and that Dempster arranged other EMPR representatives to appear at the Technical Hearings in late
August. 699 Was it appropriate, or under what circumstances would Dempster be allowed to accompany an
‘independent’ Commission? Was he there as a government chaperone? Was he there to monitor the
discussions, or perhaps nudge them? Dempster would also accompany the Commission’s western U.S.
tours of the Oregon State Mist and the California State storage facilities.

The trio drove a “large” Budget rental car to meet with a Jim Jenson who gave them a tour of the Jackson
Prairie facility south of Chehalis. The following day, June 29, the trio met with Bill Lingley and Ray
Lasmanis. Lasmanis was state geologist and Manager of the Division of Geology and Earth Resources
with the Washington State Department of Natural Resources, and Lingley was the regulatory programs
manager with the same Department Division. Lingley would later appear as a witness during the second
to last day of Commission’s Technical Hearings on September 5.
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Tony Fogarassy to Peter Ostergaard, Assistant Deputy Minister, August 1, 1990.
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The Oregon Mist Tour (July 18-19)
David Anderson, Tony Fogarassy and Don Dempster arrived at the Portland, Oregon airport at 9:30 a.m.
on July 18. At 10:30 am, the trio met with Dwayne Foley, the Northwest Natural Gas Company’s vice
president of Gas Supply, before being escorted to the Mist Storage Field by the Company’s staff, Sandy
Hart (environmental engineer),
Clayton Roth (storage engineer),
and Randy Friedman (contracts
administrator). On the way they
stopped for lunch at the Spar
Tree restaurant in the town of
Pittsburg. When they arrived at
the Miller Station site at the Mist
Storage facility at 1:15 p.m., they
met Northwest Natural Gas
Company’s Nick Potts (storage
superintendent) and Tim
Williamson (plant manager) for a
tour of the premises. Bill Prehm,
the Production and storage
engineer for the Oregon Natural
Gas Development Corporation,
was also on the tour. The parties
returned to the Company’s office by 4:30 p.m., and the Commission trio went to the Chumaree Hotel in
Salem, south of Portland City, where Commissioner Anderson enjoyed a swim in the Hotel’s pool.
Explained in a letter from Fogarassy to M. Michel Dussaud of Sofregaz corporation in France making
accommodation arrangements for the upcoming European tour, Anderson requested lodgings “with a
swimming pool,” as he was “a keen swimmer (and a Canadian Olympic silver medalist in rowing in
1960).”
At 9 a.m. on July 19, the trio met with Tom Meehan, with the Siting and Regulation Division of the
Oregon Department of Energy, and with Dennis Olmstead, petroleum engineer / geologist with the
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries. According to rough notes, Olmstead’s
Department approved all petroleum wells in Oregon, and Meehan’s Division was in charge of standards
for permitting underground reservoirs.
In a July 23 letter to David Anderson from Bill Prehm, he writes:
It was a pleasure meeting with you, Don and Tony last week. I was very pleased to discover that
Canadian regulatory officials educate themselves before making critical decisions. I feel that this is
a very responsible approach.
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Fort St. John Tour (July 20)
David Anderson, Tony Fogarassy
and Robert Tweedie caught the 6
a.m. flight from Victoria airport
and arrived in Ft. St. John at 9:10
a.m. on July 20. They were
escorted by EMPR staff and were
either helicoptered or driven by
vehicle to mile post 115 on the
Alaska highway, and then
northeastward up a dirt road to
Unical Canada’s Aitken
underground gas storage
facility, situated at the
headwaters of the Blueberry
River in an isolated pocket
of the northern taiga
forestlands. Unical Canada
Resource’s manager of
production, Dale Brand,
gave the visitors a tour of the
facility. Unical’s Aitken
Creek storage plant is
connected to Westcoast
Energy’s gas pipeline grid.
Westcoast’s Fort Nelson
pipeline had been recently
routed to the Aitken facility
where gas was pumped into
it for storage during the
summertime. The storage
facility was the only one in
British Columbia. It began
operating in 1988 and was a
former oil pool / reservoir
that had been drained or
depleted of its ancient
supply. 700
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See Technical Hearing transcripts, Volume 7, September 5, 1990, pages 1427-1436, for discussion of this topic.
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They also visited a drilling
operation, the Trilogy Inga
well c-58-B/94-A-13,
northeast of Wonowon mile
post 100, just across and
north of the bridge over the
Blueberry River.
They were also escorted to
observe a directional or
deviated drilling well site
some 15 miles north of Ft. St.
John, the Poco N. Pine 5-1285-18 well, near to Margaret
Ormston’s former rural, and
oil polluted, property. The
trio caught a late 9 p.m. flight
back to Victoria.

The Los Angeles, California Tour (July 23-24)
On the trip to California, David Anderson and Tony Fogarassy, who were once again accompanied by
Don Dempster, arrived at the Los Angeles airport before 3 p.m. on July 23. They then had a meeting with
Ed Santiago and Ken Carlson with the California Department of Conservation’s Division of Oil and Gas.
Scribbled notes indicate that the representatives informed the Commission of “downhole safety devices,”
“regulations pertaining to storage,” “earthquakes / storage” in an “active faulting area,” and an
“emergency response plan.” Afterwards the trio met over dinner with Alexandra Alexander, the political /
economic officer at the Canadian Consulate General office in Los Angeles, and with Alexandra’s boss,
the Consul.
Bret Lane, the drilling superintendent with the Southern California Gas Company’s Storage Operations,
sent Fogarassy a copy of an itinerary for July 24th “tour with the members from the British Petroleum
Commission” of the two storage facilities. On that morning, the Commission members were given a tour
of the “Montebello station including compressor building and facilities,” and a “tour of 2-3 townsite
wells.” Later that morning, the Commission was escorted to the Playa del Ray facility, where a tour was
given of the “station including compressor building and dehydration facilities.” In the early afternoon
before Anderson’s 3 p.m. flight to Chicago, they were given a “tour of selected townsite and urban area
wells.” On the tour were Don Murray, Jim Haskins, Dave Zenega, Jim Tierney, and Rick Phillips the
manager of Storage Operations for the Southern California Gas Company.
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The Michigan – Williamsburg – Kalkaska Tour (July 25)
On their flight from Los Angeles, Anderson and Fogarassy arrived at Chicago, Michigan airport at 9 p.m.
on July 24. Don Dempster had flown back to Victoria, not accompanying the duo’s trip to the east. The
next morning on July 25, they caught a 9 a.m. flight to Traverse City some 350 km to the northeast, and
arrived at 11:15 a.m. From Traverse City, an oil town in Grand Traverse County located on the south end
of the Grand Traverse Bay on the northeast part of Lake Michigan, they travelled by vehicle to the town
of Williamsburg located sixteen kilometres to the east on highway route 72.
It’s not clear if they first met with two Williamsburg residents, or if they met the residents later during
their return journey from the town of Kalkaska to Traverse City. In Williamsburg, the site of the 1973
Amoco blowout disaster and gas migration contamination of groundwaters – the topic of which was
covered in Section 5-18 of this report, July 11, 1990: The Final Public Hearing – they briefly met Earl
Gay and Margaret Beckwith, the latter of which gave Anderson “original newspaper clippings” of the
disaster, clippings which Anderson later returned to Beckwith by mail.
In the town of Kalkaska, about 20 kilometres east of Williamsburg, ANR Storage Company’s G. Michael
Weston, manager of Field Operations, Gary C. Michalski, manager of Facility Planning, and G. Robert
Lange, manager of Reservoir Engineering and Geology, gave Anderson and Fogarassy a tour of the three
Kalkaska area storage facilities located near the town: Rapid River, Cold Springs 12, and Cold Springs 31
storage sites.
According to Mark Nida’s August
1990 submission materials (T-51) to
the Commission’s technical hearings,
there were a total of 52 storage fields
in the State of Michigan, covering a
total area of 305,664 storage acres, and
with a total of 2,460 operating wells
(see map on following page).
The Commission duo had a very short
visit, lasting just over six hours for
travelling and visits. They had to make
time in order to catch the 6:25 p.m.
flight from Traverse City to Detroit. In
a July 30 letter to Robert Lange,
Fogarassy wrote:
Thank you for allowing David Anderson and me to tour your Kalkaska area storage facilities. We
found the trip most informative. Our only regret was that we needed much more time. The
Commission’s major concerns are focusing on groundwater contamination issues, H2S and induced
micro-seismic events due to injection/withdrawal cycles. Michigan’s groundwater regulations are,
of course, quite stringent and consequently Mark Nida of the Michigan Public Service Commission
will be testifying in early September in Vancouver.
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APPROXIMATE GAS STORAGE FIELD BOUNDARIES
Exhibit HCN-l
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The Ontario Tour (July 26-27)
Departing from the Detroit City airport, Anderson and Fogarassy arrived at the Toronto airport at 11 p.m.
on July 25. In Toronto the following day, July 26, they met with Paul Ross, president of Congas
Engineering Canada Ltd., and with Art E. Wootton, the assistant to senior vice-president of Business
Development with Consumer Gas Company Ltd., and project manager with Congas Engineering.
On July 26, they were given a tour of the Tecumseh gas storage facility in Sarnia located at the southern
tip of Lake Huron, which is 250 kilometres west of Toronto, and not far from Detroit City. It is not known
how they travelled to Sarnia, either by air or vehicle. Tecumseh Gas Storage Ltd., which operates the
Tecumseh storage facility, was a joint venture of Imperial Oil and of Ontario’s Consumers Gas Company
Ltd, “Canada’s largest gas distributor:”
The world’s first recorded underground storage project was undertaken near Welland, Ontario in
1915. Natural gas was injected into a partially depleted sandstone gas reservoir during low demand
periods and withdrawn during periods of peak consumption. Gas was first stored in a pinnacle reef
near Sarnia in 1942. … In Ontario, 19 underground gas-storage fields are now operated by four
separate companies.
Tecumseh’s storage facilities are located about 9 miles south of Sarnia, Ontario, in an area of
valuable agricultural land. Storage operations began in 1964 and have expanded from an initial
annual contract volume of 7 billion cubic feet to 71.5 billion cubic feet in 1989 and from initial peak
day deliverability of 135 million cubic feet to 1 billion cubic feet in 1989. … Over 20% of
Consumers Gas annual sendout is now stored in Tecumseh’s reservoirs. … Tecumseh now operates
108 wells, located on 8,468 acres of farmland in five designated storage areas. The wells are
connected by 29.8
miles of pipeline
gathering-system to
a compressor
station of 36,400
horsepower.701
After their tour,
Anderson and Fogarassy
had to scurry back to
Toronto to catch the 6:35
p.m. flight back to
Vancouver that July 27.

Underground Storage, an Essential Component of Ontario’s Natural Gas Supply, by Congas Engineering Canada Ltd.,
August 1990, pages 1, 3.
701
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5 – 20 – 2.

The Vacation Trip to Europe

You had to be shamed, by us, into visiting the major gas storage site on this Continent in Illinois [in
late October 1990], rather than wasting time and the public’s money on trips by you and your staff
to Paris, France; Milan, Italy; and England, as you have done. How was the view from the top of
the Eiffel Tower? Could you see Langley from up there? 702
I will not comment on your lecture on the costs of your exercise which I find a piece of effrontery on
your part having regard to the trips you and your staff have made at public expense to study the
problems of the Fraser Valley in such exotic locations as Paris, Milan and the United Kingdom. 703
We asked you Mr. Commissioner, to visit Illinois where there are several well-known problem
underground gas storage fields. Chicago and environs seemed to have no appeal, but a visit to
Paris, France was made, which has fewer storage areas than a single company in Illinois. France
has a known reputation for technical secrecy, but doubtless more attractions. 704
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An Open Letter to David Anderson: Delivered at the Re-Opened Hearings on the Oil and Gas Inquiry, Friends of the Fraser
Valley, October 22, 1990.
703
Letter to David Anderson from Ray Addington, October 22, 1990.
704
Friends of the Fraser Valley News Release, September 4, 1990.
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The Tour de France (August 12 to 17)
Industry has proven that modern drilling technology is safe even in highly populated areas. There
need be no concern for groundwater contamination, atmosphere or lifestyle disturbance. One of the
most recent examples is the city of Paris where exploration and drilling for oil is currently taking
place safely and with strong encouragement from the French Government. 705
One of the most interesting trips was to France, where Gaz de France and their consulting firm,
Sofregaz, prepared an extensive four-day schedule which included a visit to what they claim is the
world’s largest aquifer gas storage facility, at Chemery, in the Loire Valley. Two other gas storage
fields were also visited - - one at Gournay-surAronde, and the other at Beynes, in the Isle de France
region. Very helpful briefings also took place at the experimental station of Gaz de France in
Paris.706

As Commission Counsel Doug MacAdams finished drafting his first
version of the Procedural Rules on June 6, 1990, Tony Fogarassy sent out a
letter of inquiry the same day to M. Michel Dussaud, Sofregaz’ director of
underground storage in France, commenting that the Anderson
Commission was already planning to “visit France for the week of August
13th” to inquire about Gaz de France’s storage facilities. Fogarassy stated:
The Province of British Columbia has recently created an inquiry
commission to evaluate the affects of natural gas drilling and
underground natural gas aquifer storage, near Vancouver. Mr. Pierre
Thouin, of Soligaz in Montreal, recommended I contact you with
respect to aquifer storage, particularly storage in populated areas.
Forgarassy said to Dussaud:
We are seeking any technical and promotional material which Gaz de
France/ Sofregaz would be willing to send to aid in our inquiry. As
France is the undisputed world leader in aquifer storage of natural gas, we would appreciate any
information on socio-economic, land-use policies/ problems, risk analysis, French government laws
and regulations etc. I have attached a copy of the Commission’s terms of reference. … As well the
Commission will interview technical experts on drilling and underground storage. To this end we
may invite to Vancouver a Gaz de France/ Sofregaz underground storage expert to articulate the
experience of France.
Mr. Thouin stated that possibly Sofregaz would be able to meet with the Commissioner and myself
in technical and regulatory discussions. We are quite keen on visiting your head office and storage
facilities.
How and why Fogarassy contacted Pierre Thouin in Montreal is not known. Nevertheless, there is an
interesting story here. Soligaz was created four years prior in April 1986, the name of a new consortium

705
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Letter from Wayne Babcock, president of Dynamic Oil Limited, to Darlene Sherwin, Aldergrove, April 6, 1990.
Form letter from David Anderson to the Mayors of the Fraser Valley, October 17, 1990.
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comprised of “the provincial Crown corporation Soquip (Societe quebecoise d’initiatives petrolieres), Gaz
Metropolitain Inc., SNC Group Inc., and Alberta Natural Gas Co.”
The consortium’s objectives are to build a natural-gas liquids (NGL) fractionation plant in Montreal
East and to convert an existing oil pipeline between Sarnia, Ontario, and Montreal to accommodate
the NGL. … the pipeline … is owned an operated by Interprovincial Pipe Line Ltd. 707
In September 1986, Montreal-based Noverco Inc., a “financial company and a management company,”
“became the new parent company of Gaz Metropolitain Inc.,” with Noverco already “a participant” in the
Soligaz consortium. Noverco was “interested in buying into natural gas supply companies in Alberta, to
assure its supplies upstream,” and was also interested in “natural gas exploration.” 708 In early 1988, when
the Montreal petrochemical company Petromont Inc. joined the Soligaz consortium, Soligaz proposed
building “underground storage caverns … in east end Montreal to accept the liquid imports.” 709 Soligaz’
scheme was eventually rejected in June 1991 by Quebec’s Bureau d’Audiences Publiques sur
l’Environment (BAPE):
The BAPE report made public in May [1991] concluded that the $230-million Soligaz project to
store and process liquid natural gas in Varennes posed unacceptable risks to local residents and the
environment. 710
BAPE stated the $210-million project to store and process liquid natural gas could produce a
catastrophic explosion and should not be near homes. As proposed in Varennes, it would lie within
one kilometre of homes.
The day after the board announced its decision, provincial energy Minister Lise Bacon lashed out at
the report, saying it would cost Quebecers jobs. “Should we take into account fish over there in
Varennes or the children who have fathers without jobs and don’t have any meals before they go to
school?” she said.
But Christian Simard, head of the Union Quebecoise pour la Conservation de la Nature, said pitting
jobs against the environment is false. Soligaz ignored environmental assessment rules in choosing
the site and produced an impact study that was full of holes, he said. 711
The irony and intrigue are not lost here. While Fogarassy relied on Thouin’s contact Doussaud in France
concerning “storage in populated areas,” Quebec’s environmental regulator would reject Soligaz’ storage
proposal as being far too dangerous and too close to a large population centre. Nagging questions remain:
did Soligaz contact Sofregaz / Gaz du France to conduct assessment of its underground storage proposal
in Montreal, and is this why Thouin made the contact recommendation to Commission researcher Tony
Fogarassy?
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Pipeline project taking shape, The Gazette, April 29, 1986.
Noverco wants Boston linked to gas network, The Gazette, September 19, 1986.
709
Soligaz could act soon on pipeline plan - $50 million investment in storage facility would be first step, The Gazette, May 9,
1988.
710
Group defends Soligaz project, The Gazette, June 4, 1991.
711
Soligaz blamed for project’s delay, The Gazette, June 11, 1991.
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The Anderson Commission’s records included a glossy Sofregaz company brochure, Underground
Natural Storage Facilities Operated by Gaz De France. It explained that France’s “small gas production
plants … have completely disappeared,” whereby Gaz de France was relying on gas imports from Algeria
(31%, at three French seaport terminals) and from gas pipeline contracts linked to the Netherlands (10%),
Norway (20%), and the U.S.S.R. (27%) 712 to feed its thirteen underground storage facilities, facilities
operated by a total of 262 vertical wells. Eleven of the thirteen storage sites were in aquifers, and two in
salt cavities. At the September 5, 1990, Technical Hearing, Yannick Guerrini (from Gaz de France)
boasted that the Chemery (Loir et Cher) aquifer facility, about 170 km southwest of Paris in the Loire
Valley, which stores 7 billion cubic metres or about 212 bcf (billion cubic feet) of gas, was “in the
Guiness Book” as the largest storage facility in the world. 713
Sofregaz’ organizational brochure listed extensive international contracts for Economic Studies,
Production and Treatment, Liquified Natural Gas / Liquified Petroleum Gas, Pipelines (gas transmission,
oil, off-shore installations, chemical products, and underground storage. For underground storage,
712

Gaz de France signed a 25-year agreement with the Soviet Union in January 1982 for purchase of 282 billion cubic feet of
Siberian gas per year. The new gas pipeline to western Europe was scheduled for completion in 1984.
713
Hearing transcript, pages 1266-1267.
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Sofregaz had a total of 33 international contracts: two contracts in Italy; one in the United Kingdom; one
in Spain; one in Algeria; two in Iraq; one in Sweden; two in Denmark; five in the United States; three in
Canada; three in Yugoslavia; one in West Germany; one in Belgium; and a confidential contract in the
Netherlands. Gaz de France was a gigantic and influential multinational corporation with 30,000
employees.

M. Michel Dussaud sent a letter addressed to David Anderson in late February 1991 just after the
Commission shut down its operations.
We would like to announce that Sofregaz, the consulting-engineering company of the Gaz de
France group has incorporated a subsidiary in the U.S. This subsidiary will develop U.S. business in
the field of natural gas, from the wellhead to the end-user.
Sofregaz U.S. intends to market Gaz de France’s know-how in the U.S. where the emphasis will be
on underground storage, SCADA systems, natural gas network design software, and polyethylene
gas distribution technique. Our range of services includes consulting, engineering, project
management, and turnkey construction. Moreover, we also envisage providing our clients with
financial engineering including project financing, leasing, etc.
As former manager of Sofregaz’ Underground Storage Department and newly appointed President
of Sofregaz US, Michel Dussaud will be located in the main office in Houston.
In addition, Sofregaz has entered into a joint marketing agreement with ANR Storage of Detroit.
Sofregaz U.S. will open an office in Detroit, and an engineer, Francois Labaune will be assigned as
of mid April 1991.
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ANR Storage Company is a subsidiary of the Coastal Corporation, a Houston based energy holding
company. 714 ANR Storage was formed in 1978 as a separate entity for the exclusive purpose of
developing on an equity basis and providing storage service to third-party customers.
Sofregaz and ANR Storage have agreed to offer their combined services and expertise to clients in
the U.S. (limited to aquifers) as well as abroad (limited to oil and gas fields).
We look forward to serving you, even better than in the past. 715
What Dussaud may have meant in the last sentence of his letter to Anderson is not clear. Given the
glowing and praiseworthy comments Anderson gave of Gaz de France’s storage operations in his final
January 1991 report, Gaz de France may have used the Anderson Commission as an opportunity to help
stimulate its own investment and asset goals.
Dussaud gave a presentation, “New Techniques in Underground Storage of Natural Gas in France,” at the
May 2-13, 1988, NATO ASI (Advanced Study Institute) international conference at the Middle East
Technical University in Ankara, Turkey. 716 His conference presentation was published in the
conference’s proceedings, collected and authored by the American underground storage expert and
professor emeritus, M. R. Tek, “Underground Storage of Natural Gas: Theory and Practice.” The
Anderson Commission had a copy of Tek’s book it in its small Langley office library. In fact, Mr. Tek
would later appear as a witness at the Commission’s Technical Hearings on September 4, 1990, the same
day when the Friends of the Fraser Valley announced a boycott of the Anderson Commission.
Anderson and Fogarassy arrived at the Charles de Gaulle international airport at 2 p.m. on Saturday
August 11. Anderson’s wife, Sandra McCallum, arrived at the same airport the following day, August 12,
at 11:10 a.m. Explained in an August 7, 1990, letter to M. Michel Dussaud, Sofregaz’s manager of
Underground Storage, Forgarassy would “return to Canada on Saturday, August 18th,” but “Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson will be spending an additional week touring southern France.” The Andersons arranged a
holiday event out of the Commission’s tour. According to McCallum’s air flight vouchers, Sandra
Anderson returned to Vancouver on August 26, at 10:05 p.m., the night before the very first day of the
Commission’s Technical Hearings held at the Town & Country Inn in Delta, just south of the Vancouver
International Airport. The vouchers did not mention Anderson’s name, but this author has assumed that he
accompanied his wife on the same flights back to Vancouver.
Fogarassy also wrote:
Thank you for the Best Western hotel voucher and tentative itinerary for our upcoming visit to
France. Your tentative program appears very comprehensive. The Commission has visited a number
of storage facilities in Canada and the U.S.A. and is looking forward to a review of French
technology.
We have isolated a number of issues through our public hearings held in June and July. I have
included a list of these concerns for your information.
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Anderson and Fogarassy had met with ANR staff during their one-day July 25 visit to Michigan.
Letter from Michael Dussaud, Sofregaz US Inc., Houston, Texas to David Anderson, February 21, 1991.
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Published in Review of World Wide Storage Projects, NSSE (NATO Science Series E), Volume 171.
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We have found the issues relating to groundwater resources to be the major concern. In addition,
issues such as brine disposal; subsidence and induced seismic events due to injection/withdrawal
cycles; emergency response planning in event of underground blowouts reaching potable aquifers or
the surface; noise and air pollution related to drilling, workover and storage activity; and land use
conflicts between drilling/storage activity and encroaching residential and commercial
developments.
The potential of aquifer storage (in Tertiary age arkosic sandstones) in the Fraser Valley is very
high. Thus, we have a large desire to be fully appraised of the attendant difficulties of petroleum
and reservoir engineering techniques of aquifer storage. The Gournay-sur-Aronde field visit will be
of great interest. We shall arrive at the GdF Research Centre, 361 avenue de President Wilson, 9:00
a.m. Monday, August 13, 1990.
Fogarassy and Anderson had a day off on Sunday and is when Anderson would mostly likely have met
his wife at the Airport. From information faxed by Dussaud to Fogarassy on July 12, 1990, the
Wednesday of August 15 was a national holiday. Fogarassy then made arrangements to fly Anderson and
himself to Italy on Tuesday night August 14, and to return the following evening.
Their reservation at the Best Western Hotel on Avenue Fremiet in Paris, however, did not come with a
swimming pool, as originally requested by Fogarassy in a July 13 letter to M. Michel Dussaud: “Our only
request is that we stay in moderately priced lodgings with a swimming pool. Mr. Anderson is a keen
swimmer (and a Canadian Olympic silver medalist in rowing in 1960.)” Dussaud replied on July 31 that
the Best Western “is a convenient hotel with a moderate price but no swimming pool. Hotels with
swimming-pool are quite seldom in Paris and very expensive.”
On Monday August 13, Anderson and Fogarassy had a day long meeting, interrupted by a 2-hour lunch,
at Gaz de France’s Research Center at 361 Avenue du President Wilson. At 7:30 a.m. on Tuesday August
14, they were escorted from the Best Western Hotel to visit the Chemery storage field, where they arrived
at 10:30 a.m. After lunch, they visited “a drilling site at Soings-En-Sologne.” They returned to their hotel
at 5 p.m.

The Trip to Italy (August 15)
That same evening, Anderson and Fogarassy caught a flight to Milano, Italy. There is little information in
the Commission records about this excursion, except what is found in correspondence materials and in
Anderson’s final report.
On June 6, 1990, the same day Fogarassy wrote to Dussaud, he also sent a letter to his colleague “Chip,”
Cipriano Carcano, who lived in Bergamo City in northern Italy, some 45 kilometres northeast of the City
of Milan. Fogarassy may have met Chip, and his other colleague described below, during his 1985-1987
contract in Tripoli, Libya, with Mobil Oil Libya Ltd. AGIP, the Italian national petroleum company, had
contracts and operations in Libya.
I am working this summer in Victoria/Vancouver on a government inquiry evaluating the affects of
drilling and natural gas storage in and around Vancouver.
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Presently, I am gathering information on aquifer storage (Le., land-use and socio-economic affects,
possible groundwater contamination problems, etc.). I know Italy has storage at the
CORTEMAGGIORE field 75 km south of Milano (in Miocene-Pliocene sandstones) and in the
BRUGHERIO field, 6 km south of Milano, which is a coarse clastic reservoir.
I am wondering if AGIP has conducted any studies (engineering or socioeconomic) that is available
to the public and that the Commission can use here in British Columbia. I’d appreciate any and all
help! Any information, whether AGIP’s or from the Italian government, dealing with drilling and
storage in populated areas would be most useful. In fact, we may ask an Italian expert to fly to
Vancouver to act as a technical expert. Gaz de France has been drilling and storing gas in and
around Paris for almost 40 years and we will almost certainly invite one of their representatives to
Vancouver.
AGIP (Azienda Generale Italiana Petroli) was the Italian state petroleum company that was formed in
April 1926. In 2003, it became a “subsidiary of the multinational petroleum company Eni, when Eni
acquired Agip Petroli S.p.A.” 717
Fogarassy also sent a separate letter on June 6, 1990, to another colleague, Roberto Quagliaroli, who lived
in the village of Cerro Al Lambro, about 20 kilometres southeast of the City of Milan. Quagliaroli, a
geologist, was working in the country of Gabon, Africa, a former French colony, in the seaport town of
Port-Gentil, a centre for the petroleum industry. The letter was almost identical to the letter sent to Chip.
According to two faxes sent to Fogarassy from Quagliaroli on July 10 and July 12, he made arrangements
with AGIP for the Commission to tour two gas storage facilities, the Ripalta facility and the Sergnano
facility. Fogarassy wrote again to Quagliaroli on July 17:
The major concerns identified through the recently completed public hearings process are ground
water contamination (potential underground blowouts) emergency evacuation plans and seismicity
issues. If AGIP has any material (already in the public domain) that it may wish to send to the
Commission, to be placed in our research library, it would be of course most gratefully received.
Again, on August 8:
We have been informed August 15th is a French holiday. Therefore, we would like to arrange a visit
to Milano to discuss storage with AGIP. We are most interested in groundwater and microseismicity
issues. A short tour of a representative storage facility would be appreciated. We would fly into
Milano on August 14th (Tuesday evening) and return August 15th (Wednesday evening) to Paris.
Anderson wrote the following in his final Commission report about his short trip to Italy:
The Italian underground natural gas storage facilities were visited in mid-August. One of the areas
visited (with two underground natural gas storage facilities) is flat and very fertile river bottom
land, essentially rural, with small villages and farms above the storage facilities. Corn is the major
crop. As in California, France and Britain, the colours of the facility were chosen to merge with the
local landscape. Treed areas assisted in concealment. The day that the facility was visited was the
Feast of the Assumption. The most noticeable noise when standing inside the fenced gravel pad of
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the storage facility was the tolling of bells from the village church about seven hundred metres
away, calling the faithful to the feast day service.
No doubt there are times when the noise impact is reversed, and the church hears the compressors
of the storage facility, rather than the storage facility hearing the bells of the church; however, the
degree of integration of the facility into the rural landscape was quite remarkable. This was a far, far
cry from the out-in-the-open and spread-out facilities of Alberta or the Peace River, or for that
matter, the storage facility of Jackson Prairie in Washington State. The integration of the facility
into the landscape is not simply marginally better; it is orders of magnitude better.

Back to France (August 16 to 17)
Back in Paris, on August 16 at 8:30 a.m. Anderson and Fogarassy were escorted from the Best Western
Hotel to Beynes for a “meeting at the Well Maintenance Group Center,” where “drilling techniques,” and
“environment protection during drilling” were the main topics for discussion. After a two-hour lunch
beginning at 1 p.m., they were escorted back to the Best Western in Paris.
On Friday, August 17 at 8:30 a.m., Anderson and Fogarassy were escorted to the Gournay-Sur-Aronde for
a tour of Gaz de France’s Gournay-Sur-Aronde gas storage field. After a two-hour lunch starting at 12:30
p.m., they were escorted back for their final night in Paris.
Fogarassy departed by his lonesome from Paris on August 18 at 12:50 p.m. for a connecting flight at
Frankfurt, and arrived in Vancouver at 1:35 p.m., and on to Victoria City by 4:45 p.m. the same day.
Meanwhile, the Andersons were off for a little holiday in southern France. It is not known where they
visited or stayed. Assumably, the trip was not on the government’s tab. Their holiday would be short but
sweet, as Anderson had one final formal visit on his European itinerary.

The Trip to the United Kingdom (August 24)
In Anderson’s short visit to the United Kingdom, there was only one piece of correspondence found in
the Commission’s records revealing the date. It was found in an August 8 letter from Fogarassy
responding to a July 27 letter from Paul W. King, the Commercial Counsellor of the B.C. Ministry of
International Business and Immigration at the British Columbia House in London.
Thank you for the publication entitled “Development of the Oil and Gas Resources of the United
Kingdom.” Commissioner David Anderson would like to visit the Witch [sic, Wytch] Farm field
(British Petroleum) in southern England. We have heard this drilling and production facility has
been designed to conform to very rigorous environmental codes and regulations.
Commissioner Anderson has only one possible date for a one-day visit. This is August 24th
(Friday). Commissioner Anderson would fly in from Paris where he has meetings arranged with
Gaz de France. We would appreciate your thoughts on flights; a connection to Southhampton may
be the answer. We are attempting to contact Mr. Fred Mackay at British Petroleum to convey a
similar message and request.
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On July 31, Garde B. Gardom, B.C. House Agent General, wrote to Fogarassy explaining that B.C. House
in London “have now received a wealth of BP [British Petroleum] material from Mr. Neil A.C. Hirst at
the U.K. Department of Energy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notes on UK Gas Storage Facilities;
Poole Bay Appraisal Drilling: Vol. One, Environmental Assessment; Vol. Two, Environmental
Review;
A short guide to the Wytch Farm Oilfield Development;
Wytch Farm Oilfield Development - Furzey Island Environmental Review, Jan. 1986;
Wytch Farm Oilfield Development - Land Management Proposals;
Wytch Farm Oilfield Development - Environmental Impact Assessment, Vol.3, Production
Facilities;
Wytch Farm Oilfield Development - Visual Impact Analysis;
Wytch Farm Oilfield Development - Main installations - map;
Wytch Farm Oilfield Development - Purbeck - Southampton Pipeline Environmental Impact
Assessment.

With the package of documents sent to the B.C. House in London, Neil Hurst wrote the following to
Garde Gardom on July 31:
The majority of exploration and development activity in Southern England concerns the large
Wytch Farm oil field (300 MMBbl recoverable reserves). This is environmentally sensitive as it is
situated in a region of outstanding natural beauty and scientific interest which is also heavily
populated. Production has recently been increased in steps from an initial rate of 6,000 Bid to
60,000 Bid as a result of the “Phase 2” expansion project. The enclosed document from BP shows
the large number of environmental issues that had to be addressed before the development could
proceed.
Our experience with onshore gas storage in is limited to salt caverns, however we have in the UK
the only offshore gas storage project in the world. An overview of these projects is attached, in
addition we would be happy to answer more detailed questions on both of these subjects.
When Garde Gardom, Q.C., became Agent General at B.C. House in London 718 on June 6, 1987,
succeeding Agent General Alex Hart, he became an avowed emissary for industry, with emphasis on
“using B.C. as a base to springboard into the free trade arrangement with the U.S.” 719 Business ties had
long been established between the United Kingdom and British Columbia, at that time arranged through
the Pacific Division of the Canada-U.K. Chamber of Commerce.
Gardom was first elected as Vancouver Point Grey riding MLA in 1966 for the B.C. Liberal Party and
held that riding for 20 years until he announced his retirement in September 1986, a month before the
provincial election. In May 1975, following the defection two other MLA colleagues, Gardom jumped
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ship from the provincial Liberal Party – which Victoria MLA David Anderson had been leader of since
April 1972 – to join the Social Credit Party.
While Liberal MLAs Pat McGeer and Allan Williams have been talking about reorganizing the socalled “free enterprise” parties into some kind of firm coalition for more than a year now,
nevertheless their resignations from the party – and the likelihood of Garde Gardom’s defection as
well – still caused considerable shock waves.
Since all three say they want a unity party (“a free competitive enterprise government” – Gardom;
“a moderate free enterprise government” – McGeer; “realignment of the free enterprise parties” –
Williams), it seems certain that all three will soon take out Social Credit memberships. 720
After the December 11, 1975, provincial election, marking the defeat of the New Democratic Party
administration, Social Credit Party Premier Bill Bennett rewarded Gardom (who had a former law
practice with partner Jack Volrich) with a prestigious Cabinet post as B.C. Attorney General. During the
1980s, Gardom “has been at the forefront of dispute between B.C.’s native peoples and the government
over the issue of land
claims.”721 Gardom was later
appointed as B.C. Minister of
Intergovernmental Relations,
and for six years served as
Government House Leader. In
1986, Minister Gardom and
Energy Minister Tony Brummet
had pressured federal Energy
Minister Marcel Masse to lift
the 16-year moratorium on the
West Coast offshore oil and gas
exploration. In May 1989,
Gardom led representatives
from five B.C. forest companies
on a trade mission to the Soviet
Union, Czechoslovakia, and
West Germany on forestry
products and technologies.
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Elwood N. Veitch, Minister of International Business and Immigration, wrote a letter to Anderson on
September 27, 1990:
It has been brought to my attention by Mr. Geoff Artz, Director, Trade and Investment, that you
recently visited the offices of B. C. House, London. I am delighted that you are utilizing the services
abroad of the Ministry of International Business and Immigration.
Trade and investment are key factors in the British Columbia economy. That is why the Ministry of
International Business and Immigration and the British Columbia Trade Development Corporation
are keen to attract investment into the Province and to increase British Columbia exports. It is also
why the Ministry has a presence in a number of key centres around the globe.
Anderson replied to Elwood Veitch on October 2, 1990.
My time in England was short, and Paul [King] did a fine job arranging a tour of the British
Petroleum Wytch Farm oil field, Europe’s largest. He also took the trouble to accompany me on the
visit, which was most helpful. While not directly on the subject of my trip, I must add that I found
his discussion of events in the United Kingdom and the European Community to be most
perceptive.
In early February 1991 as the Commission was shutting down its operations, Anderson sent Paul King a
copy of his final report and wrote the following in his letter about his aim to have an “effect on the
attitudes of the opponents of drilling:”
Last Friday the provincial cabinet released my report on Exploratory drilling for Gas in the Fraser
Valley. A copy is enclosed. …You will note that I have written enthusiastically about the Wytch
Farm visit. It was certainly one of the most impressive of the visits to petroleum facilities that I
made. I might add that my description has had absolutely no effect on the attitudes of the opponents
of drilling, but I hope that those who are keeping an open mind may find it of interest. May I thank
you for all your help in arranging the Poole trip. 722
The Anderson report included glowing comments about his short tour of the Wytch Farm oil field:
From the point of view of integration into the landscape and low aesthetic impact, the Wytch Farm
oil field (Figure 15) near Poole in southern England was the most striking of the facilities visited.
The area is a tourist destination and retirement center and is listed by the British Government as an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, adjacent to both Sites of Special Scientific Interest and
National Nature Reserves. The fleet of yachts at moorings in the harbour (Britain’s largest protected
water area) rivals those of both Victoria and Vancouver. From a land utilization and sensitivity
point of view it is perhaps the most different area one could find from the North Slope of Alaska, or
the deserts of Libya or Saudi Arabia, or, for that matter, the Peace River country of northern B.C.
Despite the area’s sensitivity, in the past few years British Petroleum has established Western
Europe’s largest on-land oil production facility in the area. Very little is visible. The design of
transportation corridors, deviated drilling, the use of screening trees and shrubs such as
rhododendron, excavating pads for facilities with raised berms on their perimeter have virtually
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hidden the facilities. Even military camouflage netting has been used to shield views of the facility
while vegetation was growing.
Much of the facility is located on 300 metre by 600 metre Fursey Island in Poole Harbour. The
facilities occupy approximately one sixth of the surface area and are virtually undetectable from the
waters around the island. Despite being the centre of a major industrial undertaking, the island is
also home to one of the last remaining colonies of the British red squirrel. Golden pheasants and
other birds were noticed at the edges of the fields and woods. With the exception of the industrial
pads themselves, the island is a country park. The efforts made went far beyond the masking of the
visual impact of the facilities as in California, and instead entered the realm of sophisticated English
landscape architecture in the tradition of Capability Brown. A visiting British Columbian cannot but
think of Mrs. Jenny Butchart, who turned an eyesore industrial quarry into one of the province’s
loveliest gardens. The results are different; Fursey Island is not the Butchart Gardens. However, the
same spirit and vision is present in the work of the landscapers commissioned by British
Petroleum.723
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The Shaping of Commissioner Anderson’s Bias
Following the narrative in the Commission’s final report of January 1991 about the Wytch Farm oil field
visit in southern England, the report concluded that Commissioner Anderson’s visitations to storage
facilities in North America and Europe convinced him that “drilling” and “production activities”
could “be located … in any setting:”
In short, the experience elsewhere has altered the Commissioner’s early summer perception of
drilling natural gas and production from activities that belong away from populated areas to an
industry that can be located, with proper care and attention, in any setting; wild, rural, rural /
residential or urban. To judge the effect of the industry in a populated area on the basis of
experience in the Peace River would be a mistake. More appropriate examples of industry
integration into rural, rural/residential and urban settings exist. 724
Though Anderson failed to sway “the attitudes of the opponents of drilling,” as he stated in his February 8
letter to Paul King, the “opponents” collective and continuous “attitudes” did, nevertheless, sway the
Social Credit Cabinet to reject underground gas storage in the Fraser Valley immediately after the
Anderson report was published in late January 1991. As stated in his introduction:
It should be noted that the terms of reference do not require the commission to recommend whether
exploratory drilling should or should not be allowed. … A decision as to whether drilling should or
should not proceed is a wider matter, which requires consideration of issues which can best be
described as political ….
The conclusion in the final report about Anderson’s “altered … perception,” and his hope in his letter to
Paul King for those keeping an “open mind,” is instructive. Because if we take what was said in the
Commission final report at face value, it means that by the time Anderson returned to British
Columbia on the evening of August 26 from his European tour he had already made up his mind to
favour underground gas storage. Anderson had made up his mind without having attended or
participated in the Preparatory Sessions (August 13 – August 24), and before the Technical Hearings
began the following day on August 27.
My job is not to favour drilling, nor is it to oppose it. My task is to examine the evidence presented
to me objectively and to make fair and unbiased recommendations to government. 725
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5 – 21.

The Rzepczynski (Population Proximity) Affair

To provide focus to the testimony of the technical hearings, preparatory sessions with the witnesses
took place in the weeks prior to the technical hearings. This involved extensive use of telephone
conference calls, with the witnesses, with representatives of the consortium and with the Friends, as
well as the Commission’s lawyer and technical advisor. … The first serious sign of difficulty with
the Friends occurred at these preparatory sessions. I was not in attendance, but Commission
counsel and my technical advisor informed me that they found a level of suspicion and distrust. 726
This lawyer for B.C. Gas [C.B. Johnson] then caused a Mr. Howard Griffith, an employee of Texas
Gas in the U.S., to contact our informant (who is dependent on the gas industry for his livelihood).
We do not know what was said between these two, but we do know that immediately thereafter
during a telephone conversation with us, our informant, in an embarrassed fashion, withdrew
permission for his name to be used. 727
In our conversation of this morning, I believe I mentioned that Doug MacAdams questioned
witnesses on the issue of whether underground storage should be under populated areas.
Rzepczynski’s paper covers the matter in much the same way. But whether he discussed it on the
telephone with Breaks is a matter of fact on which we must rely on the recollections of Breaks and
Rzepczynski. No one else was on the phone but the two of them. 728
To return to Mr. Rzepczynski and his conversations with Mr. Breaks, what exactly was said is a
matter that only the two of them could know, as nobody else was a party to their conversation. All I
know is that a two month investigation found that wherever it was possible to check Mr.
Rzepczynski’s statements with independent witnesses, his statements checked out. Further, what Mr.
Breaks claims he said is inconsistent with everything that Mr. Rzepczynski had previously written,
or what people who know him recollected as being his views. Mr. Breaks’ statements simply did not
check out. A careful investigation determined that his allegations were fabrications. 729
I personally have never stated that witnesses were tampered with, but that a source of information
was pressured into withdrawing his support. After being contacted by one of the consultants
[Griffith] who testified for B. C. Gas before the Commission, this person [Rzepczynski] requested
that his name no longer be used in connection with this project. This occurrence was first brought
to the attention of the Commission on August 18 and then again on August 25, 1990. At that time
three representatives of the Friends of the Fraser Valley met with the Counsel for the Commission
and discussed this situation. We were told that nothing could be done about this problem. We were
also advised to be very careful as to whom we talked to about it as we could lose credibility by
discussion of this event. 730
We are not afraid of Mr. Anderson, nor of his threats and bullying letters, even when they are
delivered to our doors by his minions. We will not be intimidated but will continue to fight this
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lunatic scheme to pump gas beneath our homes and communities in any proper way we can for as
long as necessary. 731

When Aldergrove resident and Friends of the Fraser Valley volunteer researcher Glen Breaks
interviewed Walter Rzepczynski on several occasions via long distance telephone calls from May to July
1990, he would never have guessed the trouble and controversy that would follow.
In preparation for the Anderson Inquiry public meetings and technical processes, Breaks went to great
lengths to investigate problems associated with underground gas storage. There were thirteen pages of
Break’s notes found in a Commission file,
called “Glen & Gina Breaks,”
summarizing his interviews and findings,
information that Breaks’ mother, Irene,
hand delivered to the Commission’s Langley office on September 4, 1990, just prior to the Friend’s
announcement that evening of their boycott of the Commission. Three of the thirteen pages with Breaks’
title, “A list of some storage fields bearing a more thorough investigation,” are included in Appendix C.
One of Breaks’ key relevant issues he tracked with petroleum storage experts was proximity of
underground gas storage facilities to population centres. Narrated above in Section 16, After the First
Hearing, Breaks found the smoking gun, whereby:
Walter recommends that a project of this nature [namely, the Fraser Valley underground gas storage
proposals] should not only be unpopulated in itself but, if possible, should be away from any
population. This is in agreement with Dr. Katz’s recommendations.
Breaks’ insider information, which he shared with members of his fellow Friends, and separately with the
Commission on July 11, 1990, contradicted assurances and statements made by B.C. Gas Inc. to the
public. This is where that story begins.
Before telling that tale, something else of significance should first be mentioned. On January 11, 1993, a
peer-reviewed research paper was published in the Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering, called
Gas Migration from Oil and Gas Fields and Associated Hazards. 732 The four California-based petroleum
academic authors wrote the following in their abstract:
The migration of gas from oil and gas formations to the surface is a problem that greatly affects
those surface areas where human activity exists. Underground gas storage facilities and oil fields
have demonstrated a long history of gas migration problems. Experience has shown that the
migration of gas to the surface creates a serious potential risk of explosion, fires, noxious odors and
potential emissions of carcinogenic chemicals. These risks must be seriously examined for all oil
and gas operations located in urban areas.
This paper presents the mechanics of gas migration, paths of migration and a review of a few of the
risks that should be considered when operating a gas facility in an urban area. The gas can migrate
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My name is Glen Breaks .
I've been researching natural gas engineering and in particular, the
underground storage of natural gas, for several months now . My primary source
of information has been a book, published in 1990, entitled · "Natural Gas
Engineering, Production and Storage" by Dr. Donald Katz and Robert L. Lee. Dr.
.

.

Katz, who passed away In 1989, was a professor of chemical engineering at the
University of Michigan and a retired consulting engineer. He was co-author of
250 papers and several books, and over the years received 17 national honours
and awards.

He was awarded the National Medal of Science from President

Ronald Reagan in 1983 . He pioneered many of the techniques and concepts now
commonly used in the natural gas storage industry. To discredit Dr. Katz would
be to discredit the entire petroleum industr;' .
. In the chapter on monitoring and safety, Dr. Katz tells us that given the

expected 30 to 50 year lifetime of a storage facility it is foolhardy to say as B.C.
Gas has repeatedly said, that leakage into the local user's water supply and homes
. will not occur. He also recommends .that a policy of acquisition of surface lands
above gas storage zones be followed, in order to reduce and control hazards due to
leakage. The consortium at .the Jackson Prairie facility are now following ·this ·
-1990 recommendation .. .
Dr. Katz gives this advice to anyone currently operating a storage field witl'!
residences on it. Any land in the storage area Ll}at enters t.h:; market througt. th:;
normal coUrse .of events might then beprocurred, especiaily if t1",.;r,,· af'e 'ailV
residences near .
. He goes-on to describe the type ·of ·home that should be built above ·a storag.o
facility, If such an activity is unavoidable. He states "it would be preferrable tj)
have the homes on concrete pads without basement.s, an,j this fie',,' type of
construction might well be advised in the gas storage

are~.s :
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in a continuous or discontinuous stream through porous, water-filled media to the surface. The
primary force in this migration of gas is the difference between specific weights of gas and water.
In the Conclusions section of the 1993 paper, the authors state their recommendation more clearly than
what was written in their summary abstract:
4. Underground gas storage facilities have demonstrated a long history of gas migration problems.
Gas migration hazards, however, are aggravated in those facilities where pressures are increased to
levels beyond the original oilfield pressures. Experience has shown that gas storage facilities can
create a serious risk of explosion and fire and should not be placed under urban settings.
[Bold emphasis] It is virtually impossible to assure that the gas will not migrate to the surface.
Especially in the case of earthquakes, the fault plane zones may become more permeable and there
could be an upsurge of gas to the surface. The potential fires, especially in the presence of winds,
could be disastrous and uncontrollable by local fire departments. In addition, the soil saturated with
gas may lose its cohesive properties and convert to “quicksands”.
“… should not be placed under urban settings!” Here was Breaks’ real smoking gun. Had this paper been
published a few years previous, The Friends of the Fraser Valley would have found vindication in their
concerns about underground storage proximity to population centres, which, perhaps, may also have
helped David Anderson become reluctant to conclude his final report recommendation support for
underground gas storage in the Fraser Valley.
Introduced below, Howard Griffith, the Director of Storage Engineering and Geology for the Texas Gas
Transmission Corporation, stated the opposite to the Anderson Commission in the final paragraph of
his September 4, 1990, Exhibit T-46 prepared presentation:
Storage is safe and compatible with the environment and can be in harmony with local residential
concerns. Working together, local communities and utilities can and do contribute to providing for
the continued secure supply of
energy resources.
After Glen Breaks broke the news
about Walter Rzepczynski on July 10
and 11, B.C. Gas Inc. apparently
started doing some legwork to
counteract Break’s revelation
through their hired professional gun.
The private corporation had to act
fast because the Commission’s
Preparatory sessions would begin in
a month’s time, and the Technical
Sessions two weeks after that.
Sometime in late May to early June
1990, B.C. Gas Inc. hired
Owensboro, Kentucky-based TXG
Engineering Inc. as the corporation’s “technical consultants on underground gas storage for the
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project.”733 Bob Stepan, in the Gas Supply division at B.C. Gas, requested TXG Engineering’s geologist
Paul Dubois to forward him TXG’s president Howard Griffith’s “credentials and experience in Gas
Storage, along with a listing of some of his testimony.” 734 Stepan received Griffith’s resume, which
included a summary of “areas of testimony as an expert witness on underground gas storage:”
•

•
•

•

•

•

United states District Court, New Orleans: Testified on behalf of Texas Gas Transmission
Corporation in a take-or-pay case. Mr. Griffith was qualified to present testimony as an expert
witness on underground gas storage matters. Transcript of testimony available.
Kentucky Department of Mines and Minerals: Testified as an expert witness before the
commissioners concerning the hydraulic fracturing of a gas storage reservoir.
Alaska State Senate - Committee on Right-of-Way Leasing: Testified before this committee of
senators and attorneys on the state of right-of-way leasing program on state and federal lands
through the state of Alaska.
Kentucky Department of Mines and Minerals: Testified as an expert witness before the
commission concerning the safety of underground coal mining and the effect of subsidence in and
around gas storage injection and withdrawal wells.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission: Mr. Griffith has testified on many occasions as an
expert witness on natural gas storage. Testimony has been presented both written and orally.
Subjects covered have included gas well deliverability, cushion gas requirements, inventory
verification, buffer zone requirements, reserve estimates, etc.
Various District Courts in Kentucky and Indiana: Testified as an expert witness on
condemnation matters. All testimony was given before a judge and jury. Testimony covered all
phases of underground storage, remaining reserves both oil and gas and the value of the taking.

Griffith, who died at the age of 70 on March 9,
2004, was a registered professional engineer in
four States: Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio and Alaska.
He was also a member of the International
Underground Gas Storage Institute, the Society
of Petroleum Engineers, the American Society of
Professional Engineers, the American Gas
Association (on the Pipeline Research
Committee), the Southern Gas Association, the
Kentucky Oil and Gas Association, and the
American Management Association. He had
been employed with the Texas Gas Transmission
Corporation from 1955 to 1983, where he
eventually served as the corporation’s
Superintendent / Director of Gas Storage from
1974 to 1983. Stated in his written presentation to the Commission, he still held “the title of Director of
Storage Engineering and Geology for Texas Gas Transmission:”
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In this capacity I am
responsible for the integrity
of 11 gas storage reservoirs.
Nine of these fields are
converted dry gas reservoirs
and two are aquifers. Five of
the fields are in Indiana and
six are in Kentucky.
Griffith served as vice president of
operations with TXG Engineering
Inc. from 1983 to 1986, and in
January 1989 became its president
and chief operating officer. In his
presentation to the Anderson
Commission, he stated that TXG
Engineering is “an affiliate of
Texas Gas Corporation and
Transco Energy:”
TXG Engineering is an
international engineering
consulting firm which
provides engineering and management services to the natural gas industry. We are currently
working on underground gas storage projects in the U.S., Canada and Denmark. Other natural gas
related projects are being conducted in the U.S., Japan and Pakistan.
Griffith was also the president and chief operating officer of the Yukon Pacific Corporation, a division of
CSX Corporation, where he “led the company to obtain key permits for the 800-mile Trans-Alaska Gas
System,” stretching from Alaska’s North Slope to the port of Valdez. CSX was CSX Oil & Gas Corp,
CSX Corporation, and CSX Energy Corporation, which announced in December 1989 that it sold Texas
Gas Transmission Corporation, TXG Engineering and another affiliate, TXG Gas Marketing Co., to
Transco Energy Corp. in Houston. Griffith’s resume states that he had work experience in “Europe, Japan,
South Korea, Republic of China, U.S.A., and Canada.”
On July 9, J.K. Thrasher, with B.C. Gas’ Gas Supply Planning, sent Tony Fogarassy a copy of Howard
Griffith’s resume:
This is the resume of the President of TXG Engineering. He has agreed to appear as a technical
witness at the Technical Hearings in late August. We feel that his over 30 years of experience in the
gas industry and his position with a major consulting firm specializing in Underground Storage,
qualifies him as a leading expert in the field.
Thrasher also provided Fogarassy with a copy of the B.C. Minister of Energy’s “Refusal of B.C. Hydro
Application in 1979” document for underground gas storage in the southern region of the Municipality of
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Surrey. Thrasher appended the following misleading interpretation note for Fogarassy’s attention: “The
drilling was not stopped for environmental or safety reasons.” 735
In early June, when Fogarassy learned of Griffith’s contract as technical consultant to B.C. Gas,
Fogarassy asked Griffith to provide him with information. Griffith replied in a letter: “we feel it is
inappropriate to submit information directly to the Commission except through prior instruction from
B.C. Gas, Inc.” 736 From the get-go, B.C. Gas Inc. and consultant Griffith were keeping a tight lid on the
sensitive subject and on the narrative of underground gas storage.
Other than the three occasions that Glen Breaks first brought information about Rzepczynski to the B.C.
Utilities Commission on July 10, his oral presentation to the Commission public Hearing event on July 11
in Aldergrove, and in a visit to the Commission office in Langley with his research notes, the earliest date
that the name “Rzepczynski” appears in Commission records is on August 15, two days after the
Preparatory sessions began. It was a letter addressed to Rzepczynski by Russell & DuMoulin, “the
lawyers for The Fraser Valley Gas Project.”
An organization called The Friends of the Fraser Valley opposes the proposed drilling program and
opposes development of underground natural gas storage in the Fraser Valley. Mr. Glen Breaks, a
member of The Friends of the Fraser Valley, has advised the Commission that he has contacted you.
Mr. Breaks has provided to the Commission of Inquiry a document in which he attributes quotations
to you. The document has also been provided to the British Columbia utilities commission by Mr.
Breaks. The British Columbia Utilities Commission is the administrative body which regulates
utilities in the province including B.C. Gas Inc.
Attached are the first two pages of the document distributed by Mr. Breaks. These two pages
contain the quotations attributed to you.
On the first paragraph of the second page of the letter from the petroleum consortium lawyers the name
Howard Griffith is introduced, stating that Griffith had been in contact with Rzepczynski.
I understand from Howard Griffith, a consultant to B.C. Gas Inc., that you dispute the accuracy of
quotations attributed to you. The attached document has been made public by Mr. Breaks. If the
quotations are not refuted by you then the incorrect statements will remain as part of the
public record. [Bold emphasis] We request that you write to us advising if you made the statements
to Mr. Breaks that he attributes to you. If you did not, but made a statement relating to the same
subject matter, would you please advise what was said.
In Griffith’s October 11, 1990, Statutory Declaration for Anderson’s separate Inquiry on Witness
Tampering, he testified that he was in B.C. Gas Inc.’s office in downtown Vancouver on August 13, 1990,
for a “fifteen-minute” telephone call to Rzepczynski who declined to participate in a “speaker phone”
meeting. Griffith said, “representatives of The Fraser Valley Gas Project and Mr. [Calvin B.] Johnson,” a
barrister with the Russell & DuMoulin firm, “were in the room with me.” Griffith stated:
“My purpose in placing the call was to ensure Mr. Rzepczynski knew of the statements and views
being attributed to him,” and “at no time on August 13, 1990, and at no time since have I made any
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Refer to The Third Wave chapter for the story.
Griffith to Fogarassy, June 11, 1990.
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suggestion to Mr. Rzepczynski or to anyone else that I could influence his professional life in any
way.”
It is interesting that Griffith
would state “at no time
since” August 13, because, in
fact, someone from B.C. Gas
had contacted and spoken
with Griffith about
Rzepczynski at least eleven
days previous. Griffith wrote
in his affidavit that Russell &
DuMoulin barrister, Calvin
B. Johnson, sent him “on or
about August 2, 1990 … two
pages of typewritten text,”
namely Glen Breaks’ notes
which he submitted to the B.C. Utilities Commission on July 10. Consortium counsel Johnson sent
Griffith the material under instruction after John Thrasher, B.C. Gas Inc.’s underground gas storage
planning director, had first discussed the matter with Griffith (see below). It is likely that Griffith, or
someone else Griffith contacted in his stead, had a discussion with Rzepczynski before August 2.
Lawyer Calvin B. Johnson stated in his October 20, 1990, affidavit submitted to the Anderson
Commission’s Allegations sub-Inquiry that he “attended” the Commission’s “public hearing” at the
Kinsmen Centre in Aldergrove on July 11, and “heard Glen Breaks address Commission Anderson” who
“made reference to a person named Walter Rzepczynski and attributed to Walter Rzepczynski a number
of statements respecting underground natural gas storage.”
It is important is to recognize that the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium, more precisely, B.C. Gas
Inc., considered Glen Breaks’ information to be serious enough to engage in a course of action to consult
with Griffith about it, to which B.C. Gas directors decided on a linked strategy to involve its legal counsel
on at least two occasions. Those executive decisions emanated from Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium
staff and representatives listening to and transcribing copies of the audio tapes from the July 11
Commission public hearing in Aldergrove, whereby they isolated and flagged Breaks’ interview notes
about Rzepczynski and notes from author and underground gas expert Dr. Donald Katz (who died on May
29, 1989) as significant items.
About a week after Glen Breaks’ and Charles MacLean’s one and half hour meeting on July 10 with Paul
Gronert at the B.C. Utilities Commission office, Gronert arranged a meeting with John Thrasher, B.C.
Gas Inc.’s underground gas storage planning director and handed over photocopies of Glen Breaks
documents. Gronert wrote in his September 27, 1990, letter to Doug MacAdams that he “reviewed”
Breaks’ “material” with “B.C. Gas Inc. staff,” mentioning “John Thrasher” as his contact. As Commission
witness at the October 22 Allegations hearing, Gronert stated that “Mr. Breaks phoned me for the first
time on July 3rd, and at that time, suggested that he might have some important evidence.” Gronert went
on to say that Glen Breaks and Charles Maclean “had some hopes of bringing him [Walter Rzepczynski]
as a witness.”
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MR. GRONERT: As I indicated earlier, I explained that in all likelihood I would be reviewing it
with B.C. Gas. I mentioned that my contact there had been Mr. John Thrasher, who is one of their
gas supply engineers, and that he and I had already been in contact over this project previously.
MR. MacADAMS: Did Mr. Breaks or Mr. MacLean, on learning this from you, exhibit any
reluctance or anxiety about leaving [Rzepczynski’s document] with you “Aquifer Storage
Development?”
MR. GRONERT: There was some hesitation about whether they should give me the documents,
yes.
MR. GRONERT: I reviewed the information and I have to say, I didn’t see anything extremely
alarming in it, but I felt nevertheless, there were a number of points raised that I would like B.C.
Gas to respond to. … Although, one of the things I also want to point out is that I tried to stress to
Mr. Breaks at our meeting that with the Anderson Commission having its undertakings, it was not
appropriate for the utilities Commission to be undertaking parallel inquiries, so what I was doing
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was more an informal type of inquiry behind the scenes, you might say. So, anyway, I phoned John
Thrasher of B.C. Gas and arranged to meet with him the following week to discuss this.
MR. MacADAMS: And did you in fact meet with Mr. Thrasher?
MR. GRONERT: Yes.
MR. MacADAMS: And did you, in fact, provide him with the documentation which has now been
marked as an exhibit on these proceedings?
MR. GRONERT: Yes, he advised me at the meeting that he had hired Howard Griffith, who you
referred to earlier this evening, as an expert consultant and that he felt the best way to get to the
bottom of any apparent inconsistencies was to have Mr. Griffith review this material. 737
There was only one instance of Glen Breaks’ investigative revelations about Dr. Donald Katz mentioned
in the newspapers before the Commission’s Technical sessions in late August. It was published in the
Langley Times by reporter Natasha Jones on July 4, 1990, “Gas leak only a question of when,” with very
damning information:
Research by South Aldergrove resident Glen
Breaks has cast some chilling shadows over a
consortium’s bid to drill for natural gas in the
Fraser Valley and to store it in underground
reservoirs. His examination of the
controversial plan led him to a book by Dr.
Donald L. Katz, a foremost authority on
natural gas. He was co-author with Robert L.
Lee of Natural Gas Engineering –
Production and Storage.
The data tells us that “it’s not a question of
whether there can be a natural gas leak, but
when,” Breaks said. Here’s what the late Dr.
Katz wrote: “Caution must be exercised in
claiming that no gas will ever be found outside the intended well-gathering line-reservoir system.”
Gas storage reservoirs developed either from original oil and gas reservoirs or aquifers can have a
storage operation lifetime of up to 50 years. … “From this time perspective, there is a reasonable
possibility that over this period, gas from some of the wells will leak through the casing or cement
to enter zones above the intended storage zone. A concern is that this gas eventually might reach
water supplies and appear in the local user’s water. Gas might even permeate the soil at the surface
and enter homes or buildings to provide explosive mixtures.”
Had Dr. Katz been alive, he would have undoubtedly been called as a witness for the Anderson
Commission. So would Walter Rzepczynski, Katz’s student, but that possibility was tactfully prevented.
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Proceedings, October 22, 1990, pages 1580 – 1589.
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Katz was a professional pioneer in the petroleum world. In March 1945, Katz had “made an intensive
study of the [Turner] Valley [oil and gas] field” in southern Alberta, when he “testified before the Natural
Gas Utilities board” of Alberta: 738
Benefits to the oil producers of putting waste natural gas back into the gas cap area of Turner Valley
are of a doubtful nature, Dr. Donald L. Katz of the University of Michigan testified Tuesday at the
natural gas utilities board hearing. … How beneficial the re-pressuring would be to future oil
production would depend on how much migration of gas from the gas cap area took place [bold
emphasis] and this in turn would depend on the permeability of the limestone and the differential
pressure between the
gas cap and the
crude area, he
said.739
In 1953, Dr. Katz testified
as a consultant for British
Columbia’s Westcoast
Transmission Company at
a U.S. federal power
commission hearing in
Washington D.C.
concerning a proposed 24inch gas pipeline linking
northeast B.C. to
Washington and Oregon
States for export market
purposes. Katz estimated
that:
Canada’s vast Peace
River fields can
produce nearly
6,000,000,000 cubic
feet of natural gas
daily if fully
developed. … The
Katz report indicates full development of the fields would require drilling of 154 wells in the Fort
St. John area and 228 fields including Sunrise, Kiskatinaw, Charlie Lake, Airport, Tangent,
Dunvegan, Rycroft, Gordondale, Belloy and Pouce Coupe. 740
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Valley Production Good 26 Years, Edmonton Journal, March 13, 1945.
Putting Gas Back of ‘Doubtful’ Value, Edmonton Journal, March 14, 1945.
740
Potential Output 6 Trillion Feet, The Albertan, March 10, 1953. “Earlier witnesses had estimated Peace River reserves to be
2,800,000,000,000 cubic feet:” Vancouver Sun, March 10, 1953, 154 Wells Needed at Ft. St. John.
739
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Leading up to B.C. Gas contacting Griffith about Rzepczynski shortly after July 17, 1990, J.K. Thrasher,
Manager of Gas Supply with B.C. Gas, sent Tony Fogarassy a list of exhibits on July 30 for the
Preparatory session day-long meeting with the Commission scheduled for August 14:
•
•
•
•
•

BCG-l: Benefits of Fraser Valley Storage.
BCG-2: Underground Gas Storage Safety Considerations.
BCG-3: Jackson Prairie Storage Incidents.
BCG-4: Leroy Storage Field Gas Migration/Control.
(Also attached are two copies of the AGA Engineering Technical Note entitled, Underground
Storage of Gas in the U.S. and Canada - 1989 Data.)

On August 2, Thrasher sent Fogarassy a second list of exhibits:
•
•
•
•
•

BCG-5: Herscher Field - Gas Storage Facility.
BCG-6: Gas Migration.
BCG-7: Safety Comparison of Workers’ Compensation Rates.
BCG-8: Fuel Safety A Comparison Between Natural Gas, Propane and Gasoline.
(Also attached are two copies of Gas Metropolitan’s June 1990 Newsletter, the Gaz News. This
newsletter outlines Gaz Metropolitan’s plans to store gas in Quebec's first underground storage
reservoir.)

On August 13, Thrasher sent Fogarassy a final list of exhibits for the same meeting date:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BCG-9: Testing and Development of a Storage Reservoir.
BCG-10: Regulation.
BCG-11: Underground Storage Legislation.
BCG-12: Subsidence and Seismic Events Related to Gas Storage.
BCG-13: The Fraser Valley Gas Project Public Information Programs - Summary of Advertising
and Public Information Materials.
BCG-14: Noise Assessment Study.

Fogarassy and Anderson would not attend the long meeting of August 14 with B.C. Gas staff, because on
Friday, August 10 they were bound for Paris, France on the Commission’s special European investigation
tour of underground gas storage facilities. Only Fogarassy would return to the Fraser Valley office on
Monday, August 20, and with Anderson returning on August 27. Assumably, in the absence of Anderson
and Fogarassy, Commission Secretary Tweedie and Counsel Douglas MacAdams would have sat in on
the 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. August 14 meeting. Oddly, there were no formal descriptive accountings or
transcripts found in the Commission’s records of the Preparatory session meetings, just bare-bone lists of
meeting dates and random, scribbled notes.
Anderson stated in a September 20, 1990, correspondence with Langley NDP candidate Darrill
Thompson: “At the preparatory sessions, at which I was not present, which form no part of the record, and
which will not be part of my report to the government, more relaxed procedures were followed by
Commission counsel.”
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Questions prepared by B.C. Gas
fol' Anderson Commission regarding
interview with Howard Griffith
GAS MIGRATION
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1.
*2.

what is migration and ~hat can cause it?
Does it occur frequently?

3.
*4.

Where has i t occurred in the past and 1n what respect?
Bas it resulted in harm to local residents or their

5.
*6.

Has it permanently affected ground water supplies?
Can corrective steps be taken to arrest migration?

*1.

What is the likelihood of ciqration incidents occurring

..

pcope. rty ?

today with respect to today's technology?
B~RSCBER FIELD, NORTHERN ILLINOIS

1.
*3.

Are you familiar with the Herscher Field?
Briefly describe the inc idence of gas migration

*5.

Did the si tuation get resolved?

tr7.

has the pre.sent level of technology and knowl~dge 1n
underground gas storage de ve lopment affected the
likelihood of such incidents occurring today?
L6ROY FIELD, ONITA CO ., WYOftING
Are you familiar with the Leroy storage field and its
development as described by H.R. Tek in his book entitled
"Underground Storege of Natural Gas"?
Briefly describe the incidence of 9l1t:: migration
experienced at Le roy and what caused it?
Are these characteristics likely to be present in the
Fraser Valley?

expe rien ced and what caused it.

1.

*3.
tr4.

How

WILLI~SBURG6"ICBlGAN

1,
2.

4.
5.

6.

(Whitewater 22)
When did this incident occur?
Was it related to underground storage of natural g•• ?
What type of formation did the incident occur in?
Do the.e forltlationIJ occur i.n the ~ra .. r · Valley?
Was anyone injured or killtd a8 a relult ot this
incident?

TRAcns

3.
4.

6.

*7.
*8.
*9 .

Are all tracers radioactive?
Are there any naturally occur ring radioactive materials
within the earth's rock la vers?
What happens when they are injected into a subsurface
rock layer?
Do they dissemin a te and declIY or do they remain
radioactive for extended periods of time?
Do they pose any harm· to the general population or those
living in immediate proximity?
In areas where they are used, are there any regulatory
controls governing their use ?
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Given Glen Break’s July 11, 1990, presentation and written accounts about Rzepczynski and Katz, the
complication B.C. Gas executives faced with the Anderson Commission’s Preparatory Sessions and
Technical Hearing phases was in constructing a favorable interpretation of Katz’s 1990 book in B.C.
Gas’s relevant exhibits to the Commission, and how to manage the delicate subject about proximity to
population centres from Glen Breaks’ interviews with Rzepczynski. B.C. Gas had to convince the
Commission on public safety of underground gas storage. In addition, the Fraser Valley Gas Project
consortium had to counter or make irrelevant Friends’ member Ray Addington’s July 11 presentation
about the 1973 Amoco blowout in Michigan State.
For instance, in B.C. Gas’ BCG-6 submission, Gas Migration, prepared for the August 14 meeting:
The natural gas industry including underground storage has an excellent record of safety. In 1989
there were 423 reservoirs in the U.S. and Canada which delivered about 2.65 trillion cubic feet of
gas.
There are no statistics known available that show the frequency of gas migration incidents. It is felt
that the frequency is not great since few fields have been abandoned. To our knowledge, no
fatalities have occurred in storage fields due to migration of gas below or above ground.
Good methods of inter-communication among operators in gas storage has facilitated the growth in
knowledge on controlling gas migration. This informal record not only shows the relative
infrequency of incidents of gas release, but also the ability of the operator to control any migration.
Storage field developments are of strategic and economic importance. To continue to meet these
aspects a storage facility must be designed to be in service for an extended period of time.
Occasionally, through the operational history of a storage reservoir, possibility may arise for
potential migration of some quantity of stored gas. As stated by Dr. Katz and Lee in their recently
published book on the underground storage of natural gas “There really is no reason to put a time
limit on the life of a storage reservoir.”
Certain fundamental points concerning natural gas storage demonstrate that injection of gas for
storage presents no danger to drinking water sources. First, underground natural gas storage
operations have long been regarded as an injection activity with a distinguished performance record.
… To assure the general public that the injection of natural gas for storage does not pose an
endangerment to underground sources of drinking water, the gas industry has commissioned an
independent consultant study on the subject. The study was “Impacts of Natural Gas on Drinking
water Quality and Human Health, by Midwest Research Institute,” 1979 (attached). In preparation,
the consultant has conducted exhaustive literature and computer searches for any factual
documentation of natural gas escaping from an underground storage well or aquifer, entering a
ground water source and rendering that water unfit for human consumption or causing any adverse
human health effects.
On September 22, 1990, the Langley Advance newspaper published a letter from Margaret Ormston, one
of The Friends, with some insightful information:
As I suspected, the information that B.C. Gas and the oil companies did not reveal at the various
public meetings in Aldergrove and Langley is much more interesting and threatening than what was
revealed. The early stages of the technical hearings of the Commission on Petroleum Development
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in the Fraser Valley have heard from B.C. Gas and its hired experts from Texas [Howard Griffith]
and Hawaii [Rasin Tek] that suitable geological structures for underground gas storage exist in
Langley.
The storage field would be under 2,000 acres of prime agricultural and residential land and would
require at least 38 wells for observation, monitoring, injection, and withdrawal, a very far cry from
the solitary well pictured in the simplistic presentations to residents. The network of pipelines and
access roads may well be imagined.
An authority on gas storage, Donald Katz in a recently published book has written that: storage
areas should be in unpopulated areas; leakage of stored gas into groundwater is not a mater of if but
when; any homes that do exist above a storage area should be on concrete slabs to avoid leakage of
gas into basements.
What does the provincial government think it is doing to allow even the consideration of such a
foolhardy scheme: there are vast tracts of unpopulated land in British Columbia where a storage
area could be sited, if such is an absolute necessity, not in a highly populated and growing area such
as Langley.
On November 16, 1990, the Fraser Valley Gas Project’s solicitor, C.B. Johnson, with the Russell &
Dumoulin law firm, forwarded to the Anderson Commission “three copies of the final Summation of the
Fraser Valley Gas Project.” In the 56-page submission, the consortium relied upon a new “there-is-noplan-at-this-time-to-develop-aquifer-storage” argument. It was a technical / legal strategy designed to take
the pressure off Commissioner Anderson’s final assessment report, arguing that considerations for a
storage facility was not under the domain of the Commission.
Many of the expressions of opposition raised by the Friends of the Fraser Valley relate to the
underground storage of gas. It is important to note that The Fraser Valley Gas Project does not seek
to obtain from this commission a licence to construct or operate an underground natural gas storage
facility. … An underground natural gas storage facility of the type that might be undertaken by B.C.
Gas would require an Energy Project certificate and an Energy Operation certificate. It was the
evidence of the representatives of the MEMPR [Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources] that a proposal for underground storage would be subject to a thorough assessment
under the Province’s Energy Project Review process. For an underground storage proposal in the
Fraser Valley this process would involve a public hearing by the B.C. utilities commission in which
independent specialists would be appointed to the utilities commission.
The Project seeks to be permitted to drill exploratory wells in the Fraser Valley. B.C. Gas is
involved with the exploratory drilling since it wishes to ensure that during the drilling the operator
undertakes all procedures and tests that will assist in determining if a geological formation suitable
for underground storage is present in the Fraser Valley. Exploratory drilling is necessary to make
that determination.
This Commission of Inquiry cannot examine the details of a proposal for underground natural gas
storage in the Fraser Valley since the project has not advanced to the stage where details of a
proposal are available. … While many of the comments of the Friends of the Fraser Valley in
opposition to the Project make reference to aquifer storage, there is no plan at this time to develop
aquifer storage. … It is only if a gas reservoir of sufficient size is not encountered [by the drilling
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program], and if an aquifer with suitable geological characteristics is located, that BC Gas would
proceed with planning for underground storage of natural gas in an aquifer.
During the time of the ten
Preparatory sessions (August 13 –
25), which some of The Friends of
the Fraser Valley members attended,
Glen Breaks was made aware of,
surprised, and shocked by Walter
Rzepczynski’s ‘change of heart.’ In
an October 18, 1990, letter to David Anderson, Breaks stated:
I personally have never stated that witnesses were tampered with, but that a source of information
was pressured into withdrawing his support. After being contacted by one of the consultants
[Griffith] who testified for B. C. Gas before the Commission, this person [Rzepczynski] requested
that his name no longer be used in connection with this project. This occurrence was first brought to
the attention of the Commission on August 18 and then again on August 25, 1990.
At that time three representatives of the Friends of the Fraser Valley met with the Counsel for the
Commission and discussed this situation. We were told that nothing could be done about this
problem. We were also advised to be very careful as to whom we talked to about it as we could lose
credibility by discussion of this event.
August 18 was a Sunday, and August 25 a Saturday, the latter of which, according to Fogarassy’s rough
hand-written pen notes, is when Breaks attended a Preparatory session meeting. At that Saturday morning
meeting were Breaks, Margaret Ormston, Paul Dickenson, Doug MacAdams and Fogarassy. The notes,
from points 1 through 6, reference Breaks’ accounts of problems encountered at U.S. underground storage
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facilities. In other words, Glen Breaks was still busy investigating and sharing his findings with the
Commission. The notes under point number 7 mention “Walter Rzepczynski.” They also state, “Glen
[Breaks] on record to objecting of [Doug] Ball as witness.”
In a September 12 article in the Langley Advance, Friends dispute gas expert’s testimony, Friends
chairman Al Vickers explained that The Friends arranged to have U.S. gas storage consultant Doug Ball
come to the Fraser Valley who “told the Friends that the Fraser Valley would not be a suitable place for
underground storage.” Ball appeared as a witness before the Commission on September 6, where he
stated, “the Fraser Valley’s soil composition is ideal for underground gas storage:”
Vickers said that, after the Friends had paid for Ball’s trip up from Colorado, the consultant
returned to the U.S. saying he would testify on their behalf at the technical bearings. Vickers said
the next time they spoke to Ball however, he’d changed his tune.
“He basically said his rates were going to go up to $15,000 U.S. and it put him out of the ballpark
all of a sudden,” said Vickers. Vickers said the Friends then approached the Commission and
requested that Ball not be called as a witness at the hearings; Vickers explained that the Friends had
shared confidential information with Ball and, therefore, did not want him talking with the
Commission or the gas companies involved in the proposal. Vickers said “disappointment” would
best describe his feeling about Ball’s testimony.
“ ‘Disappointment’ would be adequate
considering we really don’t feel that the Commission has any credibility anyways,” said Vickers.
On the opposite side of the first page of the August 25 notes are scribbled “Doug [MacAdams] spoke to
Glen one half hour ago!” “Won’t give Rzepczynski’s #.” On the third page are numerous references to gas
“leakage” and “migration” problems in Illinois and Iowa, and reference to “monitoring wells.” “Manlove,
Illinois – what really goes on there?” “Vincent, Iowa – Abandoned because of citizens group effort.” “No
matter how much you test you can never be sure if structure will leak.”
Following point number eleven, which states “holes in the evidence … experience of those living on
storage aquifer; ethical issues – unsolvable?”, is the introduction of an audio tape of Glen Breaks’
telephone interviews with Lodene Clark of Long Point, Illinois. (The narrative about Lodene Clark is
discussed in Section 24, The November 27 Langley High School Meeting.) Breaks refused to reveal
Lodene’s name, which Fogarassy refers to as “Mrs. X” in his notes. She is a “little old lady,” “a real
opponent,” “leakage occurring today – discussion. Details of field – this is a leaking field – water well fire
– corn damage,” “mother of tape’s speaker [Lodene’s son] – has some documentation.”
In the afternoon, Fogarassy begins two more pages of notes under “Mrs. X, tape, possible witness.” He
has 23 points scribbled on the two pages made while listening to the Breaks’ audio tape and from
discussions at the session with Glen Breaks and the others. In the Ancona-Garfield storage area in Illinois,
“3. Bubbling gas in water well;” “5. Gas monitoring in home! Gas detectors;” “7. Son dug well – hit gas –
lit it – four-foot flame;” “10. Illinois E.P.A. – no interest;” “12. Illinois commence commission, flagged
farm;” “13. Holes in ditches … lawyer contacted to aid in pushing to seal up hole;” “14. Crop damage;”
“15. Fear of explosion, damage – can’t build another house – puncture clay layer;” “16. De-gasser set up;
lightning hitting the well causing explosions;” “20. Value of land reduced;” “21. Company wanted to buy
farm;” “22. No action by company – her legal counsel said the problem would never be settled in court –
it would take years. Nuisance. Negligence. Contract broken, lives endangered.” “23. Is she litigating?
She’d be foolish to testify.” The Commission notes from Break’s audio recording exactly follow the
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contents of Lodene Clark’s comments from the copy of the old audiotape handed to this report’s author
from Glen Breaks.
, ~

Preparatory Session Notes
August 25, 1990, A.M.
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By summer of 1990, Glen Breaks was perhaps the only person in the world to have tracked down, to
locate, and take a keen interest in Lodene Clark’s experiences and tribulations directly with a leaking gas
storage facility. Breaks had persistently gone to great lengths to examine numerous sources on this
subject, all of which ultimately helped lead him to her. And, gaining trust in Breaks, Lodene faithfully
told him everything she could. Breaks wisely audio recorded some of those interviews. Many other
affected farmers and residents in the United States were not as keen as Lodene to communicate their
tribulations to a stranger, let alone anyone else.

Breaks later lent the thirty-two-year-old cassette tapes to this report’s author in early 2021. Small excerpts
of the audio tapes were erased to conceal sensitive information, the same audio recordings Breaks played
on a cassette machine for MacAdams’ and Fogarassy’ listening pleasures on August 25, 1990.
In a January 28, 2022, interview with Glen Breaks about the August 25 Preparatory session meeting, he
remembered Counsel Doug MacAdams’ response when Breaks mentioned to him that The Friends
intended to invite “Mrs. X” (Lodene Clark) to come to the Fraser Valley. MacAdams responded by saying
it wouldn’t be a good idea, because it would harm and distract from the work of The Friends. Breaks was
immediately puzzled by MacAdams’ advice. When Breaks later informed and debriefed fellow members
of The Friends about MacAdams’ odd comments is when they became clued into and suspicious of
MacAdams’ motivations.
Fogarassy had a third meeting the same session day, Saturday, at 5 p.m. with Doug MacAdams. They
made a long-distance call to Illinois and on speaker phone spoke with Ray Hibner, the “gas storage
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regulator” with the Illinois Department Mines and Minerals. 741 From the notes: “Herscher; house blew
up;” “various degrees of problems;” “unexplained gas migration;” “Anacona Field – the Fault! Fault leaks
to surface;” “Anacona maybe should not have been permitted – the Fault was known;” “Complaints –
Migration of stored gas; 2,000 feet to surface, pressuring up aquifer, boil up water;” “One year of
regulating – no files except for Mrs. X;” “New people in State Department – don’t push issues – try to
push remedial measures;” “Why not shut them down? Doesn’t know if he has the power – all rules and
regs are not law – simply subordinate legislation – it is now all being re-written;” “Lower pressure of
facility to remove migration;” “Northern Illinois gas; shove it through;” “Pushing reservoirs to the limit;”
“Classic U.S. – balance money against aquifer pollution and safety;” “On 80 acres, put in 10 wells!”

A September 7 memo from Fogarassy to David Anderson states that Hibner is “a very frank and reasonable individual,”
whose “specialty is well water,” and “Ancona-Garfield is his responsibility.”
741
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In Fogarassy’s rough notes for the morning of Monday, August 27, the day of the first Technical Hearing,
is a statement from Glen Breaks: “Technical – Walter Rzepczynski will not testify.” On the third page,
noting the time at 10:10 a.m., are notes from Fogarassy’s telephone call to Gerald Hamar, Illinois, close to
the Troy Grove underground storage facility: “paid well for farm;” “bought out 20 years ago,” “lots of
rumors of groundwater pollution.”
On Wednesday August 29, 1990, the third day of the Technical Hearings, Howard Griffith, at his
Owensboro, Kentucky office, faxed a copy of a two-page letter sent to him on the same date by Walter
Rzepczynski to C.B. Johnson at the Russell & Dumoulin law office on 885 West Georgia Street in
downtown Vancouver.
Attached is a copy of a letter written to me in response to your letter of August 15, 1990, written
Mr. Walter Rzepczynski. Mr. Rzepczynski’s attorney advised him to write the letter to me. I have
talked with Walter today and he had given me permission to use the letter any way necessary to
clarify his statements. Please feel free to give a copy of the letter to the commission if you would
like.
The following are excerpts from Rzepczynski’s letter to Griffith:
He [Breaks] asked for information on gas storage and more specifically aquifer gas storage. I was
very generous and sent him the paper I wrote on Aquifer Storage Development in 1983 and later
revised in 1988. This paper is to be included in the AGA [American Gas Association] (GEOP)
publication on Underground Gas Storage. This paper has not yet been made public and was
considered a private report.
I also never made any quotes Mr. Breaks has attributed to me as saying or discussing with me.
I have never recommended or indicated to Mr. Breaks that aquifer storage or any other type storage
facility should be away from any population.
I at no time conveyed a negative approach to aquifer gas storage development to Mr. Breaks in my
telephone conversations with him. … I would like to state that I have been very much for aquifer
gas storage and feel proud in helping making it a successful industry.
Within a few days of the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium’s lawyer handing over Rzepczynski’s
letter to the Commission, Glen Breaks would have heard about the Rzepczynski rumors and then shared
the matter with The Friends of the Fraser Valley membership. Breaks stated in an interview with this
report’s author that Russell & Dumoulin lawyer C.B. Johnson couriered a gag order to his home, ordering
Breaks not to mention or comment upon Walter Rzepczynski. When Breaks showed the gag order to
lawyer and Friends’ member Charles Maclean, a criminal lawyer, he said that he had a special process at
his law office in Aldergrove to deal with that sort of legal matter. He had a special, large-upper-caseletter-format engraved ink stamp with the word, “BULLSHIT.” The letter was stamped and then sent back
to the legal firm.
At this point The Friends understood that the consortium was playing ‘hard ball’ with Glen Breaks and his
professional source. So, The Friends made a very quick strategic decision, and chose a specific moment
and time to do so.
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Sometime during the early afternoon of Thursday, September 4, during the Commission’s proceedings,
Glen Breaks’ mother, Irene, delivered a small package to the Anderson Commission office in Langley,
which Anderson’s secretary, Elizabeth Svendsen, received. Inside was a cover letter by Glen Breaks:
“Please note the enclosed technical submission consists of personal notes and as such may be difficult to
follow in some sections.” There was nothing to indicate to secretary Svendsen what The Friends were
about to do that evening. The surrendered package would later speak for itself. In the package were: Glen
Breaks’ ten pages of presentation notes he had prepared for his Thursday September 6 presentation, the
final day of the Technical Hearings; three photocopy pages that Breaks read to the Commission during the
July 11 public hearing; and three pages with the title, “A List of Some Storage Fields Bearing a More
Thorough Investigation.”
On the last page of his July 11 presentation material, under the heading “Addendum – August 10, 1990,”
Breaks provided a four-paragraph add-on summarizing the recent heavy-handed tactics:
The petroleum engineer [Rzepczynski], whose name is blotted out in this copy, has been one of my
best sources of honest information.
Approximately 6 weeks ago [July 10], I met with Paul Gronert of the Public Utilities Commission
to discuss the high-risk nature of aquifer storage. I presented him with a great deal of information including a paper written by the above-mentioned petroleum engineer. All this information was
passed on, by Mr. Gronert, to B.C. Gas and then on to T.X.G. (Texas Gas) - a consultant on this
project for B.C. Gas. The President of T.X.G., Howard Griffith, contacted my source and made him
feel uncomfortable about helping us in any way. The result is that my source no longer wants his
name used or associated with us in any way.
Since this petroleum engineer is highly regarded in his industry and thought of by many of his peers
to be the most knowledgeable person in the U.S.A on the subject of aquifer storage – his exclusion
substantially weakens our stand.
These heavy-handed suppression tactics by the President of T.X.G. should not be permitted in a
fact-finding procedure such as the Fraser Valley Gas Commission.
Following what occurred that evening, Glen Break’s confessionary statement appended to his July 11
Commission hearing presentation would have been examined and scrutinized by David Anderson and
Doug MacAdams. However, this information was withheld from the Glen Breaks / Friends of the Fraser
Valley exhibit evidence (1 through 8) 742 collected by David Anderson and Doug MacAdams for the
October 22 Witness Tampering Hearing, exhibits published in the November 1990 Appendices to the
Special Report on Allegations of Witness Tampering at the Commission Hearings. In Appendix 7 of that
report, Letter from Mr. Glen Breaks to Commissioner Anderson, 18 October 1990, Breaks confirms that
his confessionary statement “was hand delivered to the Commission’s Langley Office on September 4,
1990.”
Instead of appearing in Exhibits 1-8, Break’s confessionary statement was included as an appendix in
Walter Rzepczynski’s affidavit (page 48 of Commission Exhibit SP-10, marked as Exhibit 5), signed on
October 8, 1990. Seeking Rzepczynski’s affidavit, the Commission had sent him a bundle of ‘evidence’
sometime in September, including Breaks’ complete package of information delivered by Irene Breaks to
742

Entered as exhibits SP-1 through to SP-8 in the transcript of the hearing proceedings.
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the Commission office on September 4. The Commission sent the identical package of information to
Howard Griffith in preparation for his affidavit, Exhibit SP-09, signed on October 11, 1990, in which he
appended the same material, marked as Exhibit 5. David Anderson stated in his November 1990 Special
Report on Allegations that Doug MacAdams accompanied him on his special visitation trip in midOctober 1990 to Illinois, Missouri, Indiana and Kentucky, in which MacAdams “spoke to Mr. Walter
Rzepczynski and Mr. Howard Griffith, both of whom provided him with sworn statutory declarations for
the purposes of this investigation.” 743
In a comparative analysis of the Rzepczynski and Griffith affidavits, there are grounds to suggest that one
party may have copied, almost verbatim, the words from the other. Since Rzepczynski signed his affidavit
three days prior to Griffith’s, it is likely that Griffith received a copy of Rzepczynski’s affidavit before
signing his own. Here are the two versions, side by side:
Rzepczysnki, October 8
27. I have reviewed the three-page document
headed up “July 11, 1990” and in particular
the part marked “Addendum August 10,
1990”, the four-page press release dated
September 4, 1990, the 10 page “Technical
Submission” and the two-page press release
dated September 24, 1990 all of which are
collectively marked Exhibit 5. Any
suggestions in those documents that witnesses
or sources of information were pressured into
silence …

Griffith, October 11
13. I have reviewed the three-page document
entitled “July 11, 1990” and in particular the
part marked “Addendum August 10, 1990,”
the four-page press release dated September
4, 1990, the 10 pages “Technical Submission”
and the two-page press release dated
September 4, 1990, copies of which are
collectively marked Exhibit “5”. In particular,
I have reviewed the statements in Exhibit "5"
alleging that persons in the natural gas storage
industry have been approached by
representatives …

The Friends’ Boycott of the Anderson Commission
After the first week of technical hearings, Monday August 27 to Friday August 31, Al Vickers was busy
contacting his media sources and helping to prepare a media release. He informed his media contacts of a
major upcoming action by The Friends at the evening session of the Commission Technical Hearing for
Tuesday, September 4 at the Langley Conference Centre. On that day, which was divided into three
technical sessions, the Anderson Commission brought witnesses to testify on the theme of Underground
Storage of Natural Gas. The evening’s schedule, which resumed at 7:05 p.m., included three final
witnesses: Rasin Tek, B.C. Gas’ hired consultant Howard Griffith, and Paul Dubois (a geologist
employed with Griffith’s consulting firm). Before any of these witnesses were sworn in to take the
Inquiry Oath, Glen’s wife, Gina Breaks, approached the microphone. Behind her were television cameras,
newspaper reporters and a full house of spectators. Commission counsel MacAdams later stated at the
October 22 hearing that it was “a gathering of several hundred people.” 744 She had handed out copies of
The Friends’ four-page news release to the media and some members of the audience, which she was
about to recite from. Anderson, who was initially delighted about the media attention, was about to be
ambushed.

743
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The following are selected quotes from the Commission Transcripts of Gina Breaks’ presentation: 745
MS. BREAKS: Mr. Commissioner, Mr. Commissioner. My name is Gina Breaks, and on behalf of
the Friends of the Fraser Valley, I rise on a point of order and information.
COMMISSIONER ANDERSON: Please, go ahead.
MS. BREAKS: We object to the process of this commission on the following grounds …
The fact that the counsel [MacAdams] for the Commission has attended only two of the nine public
meetings has resulted in his being ill-informed about the concerns raised by the public, and the
particular topics that were requested to be dealt with in the technical hearings. We were informed by
Commission counsel after the preparatory sessions that in his opinion the evidence accumulated up
to that point, and which was to be presented at the technical hearings, indicated that the petroleum
industry’s project could be safely carried out in the Fraser Valley, raising a very strong
apprehension of obvious bias. This has been evident at the technical hearings that we have been able
to attend, which more resemble a public relations exercise than any honest inquiry.
The procedure which the Commission adopted compelling us to full disclosure of our information
prior to the hearing, has placed
us in a very disadvantageous
position. Despite our limited
funds and despite the limited
time at our disposal, as most
of us are involved in full-time
occupations, we were able to
make significant enquiries in
Illinois, Washington,
Michigan and Wyoming
[States]. But persons within
the industry in those areas
who talked to us or suggested
further lines of investigation
have been contacted by the
proponents and pressured and
embarrassed into withdrawing
their support.
During the early discussions
on the procedures the
Commission was to follow, we were assured that all aspects of the problems raised in the public
meetings would be investigated by the Commission, and that persons from outside the influence of
the industry would be sought and subpoenaed, if necessary. One has only to look at the schedule for
the technical hearings to see a large contingent of industry experts, and an equally large number of
government bureaucrats that will between them bring a bias to the hearings. No government
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See Appendix D of this report for Gina Breaks’ complete transcript from Proceedings, Volume 6, pages 1140 to 1146.
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Photo snaps from an old VHS tape of a
television broadcast of the September 4, 1990,
technical hearing showing the audience
watching Gina Breaks give her presentation to
Commissioner David Anderson.

To the left of Gina Breaks, and
behind her and out of sight in the
bottom photo, is Howard Griffith,
sitting at the table waiting to be
heard during Commission
counsel’s later cross examination.
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employee would risk his future by suggesting that any course of action other than that ordained by
the party line be followed. What is unforgivable is that the Commission appears to have made no
attempt to go beyond that party line.
We asked you, Mr. Commissioner, to visit Illinois, where there are several well-known problem
underground gas storage fields. Chicago and environs seem to have no appeal, but a visit to Paris,
France was made, which has fewer storage facilities than a single company in the State of Illinois.
France has a known reputation for technical secrecy, but doubtless more attractions.
We sent you a letter dated the 8th of August 1990, directing your attention to a number of issues
raised in the public meetings but not scheduled to be dealt with in the technical hearings. The issues
covered such topics as real estate values, insurability, air quality and health concerns. These issues
have been ignored, and do not form a part of these proceedings.
During our initial conversations with you we were assured that you would accept information from
all sources, even anonymous telephone calls. Although our industry contacts in the United states
have been silenced, we were able to find a lay person from outside the industry with very relevant
information and experience. However, we were informed by Commission counsel [MacAdams] that
evidence could be given by this person on one particular topic only, made subject to obligatory
cross examination by industry counsel, and that all other information that this person would be able
to give would be repetitive and would be better dealt with by other witnesses.
This is an extraordinary statement when one has observed the well-rehearsed, note-perfect and
virtually identical renditions of the singular Mr. Ball, and Messrs. Tek, Griffith and Thrasher.
Mr. Anderson, we will no longer acquiesce in, nor condone this bizarre process you call a
Commission of Inquiry, which has taken on the appearance of a well-planned whitewash (…
INAUDIBLE DUE TO APPLAUSE…) deceiving the general public into believing that a full and
proper inquiry has been made into a dangerous and unprecedented proposal, which can only be
implemented at the expense of public safety, ground water, agricultural land and lifestyle in the
Fraser Valley. We have so far taken part in this Commission in good faith, relying on your
assurances of fair play. But the reality is so far removed from those assurances that we will no
longer play any role in your farce.
We invite members of the public present at this hearing to join us in boycotting this and all future
meetings of this Commission as a sign of our determination not to be a party to this whitewash. I
invite you to join us in room 103 up the stairs if you have questions, and we can bring you up to
date on what brought us to this decision. Shame on you, Mr. Chairman.
With that said, Gina Breaks, the media, and most of the audience vacated the conference room and headed
upstairs to room 103. Commissioner Anderson tried to keep his composure and resumed proceedings with
the evening’s Technical Hearing. …
COMMISSIONER ANDERSON: After those unsupported allegations I expect you would wish to
leave. … I would like to apologize to Messrs. Tek and Griffith, who have had no part in these
proceedings to date, have provided no evidence whatsoever, for the comments made about them.
And I may assure them that we intend to hear them this evening.
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MR. MacADAMS: Mr. Commissioner, our panel this evening has, as its topic, underground
storage of natural gas. And we will have the benefit of the evidence of Howard Griffith and of Rasin
Tek, with Mr. Griffith being supported by Paul Dubois.

As the Friends’ boycott event unfolded, it would have been interesting to observe the expressions on the
faces of Howard Griffith and the audience-seated petroleum consortium representatives. Playing hard ball
has its own consequences. The consortium hadn’t planned on a public boycott as an outcome, nor an
unwanted, untimely delay of the Commission’s duties, and unwanted public attention. The tactics would
end up costing B.C. Gas’ intentions dearly.
In my interviews with Glen Breaks, he recounted a story from Friends’ member Paul Dickenson’s
impression of Howard Griffith after meeting and speaking with him at the Technical Hearings: “He’s the
type of person that if he was bitten by a snake, the snake would die.”
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Meanwhile, as the evening
session of the Commission’s
Technical Hearings continued,
upstairs from the conference hall
at room number 103, the Friends
held a press conference. It was
big news!

After the previous evening’s boycott announcement, and as the
Commission’s seventh day of technical proceedings was about to
begin on the afternoon of September 5, Commissioner David
Anderson wanted “to clear up a couple of points.” Some of these
points were included in a one-page press release by the
Commission later the same day, quoted in the transcripts of that
day’s proceedings.
First, I would like to express regret, disappointment that
some members of the Friends of the Fraser Valley have
decided to withdraw from further participation in the
hearings of this commission. The Friends have been helpful
in deciding on the issues of interest to the public, and I regret that some members have withdrawn.
Second, I wish to confirm my decision of the 27th of August of 1990 that I will be travelling to
Illinois and visiting underground gas storage facilities there. [Bold emphasis]
Finally, I wish to indicate that based on the present schedule of hearings, research and inquiries, I
anticipate completing my report during November. This, as you will recognize, will involve a
request to the government for an extension of time, and that will be made in the next few days. 746
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Proceedings, Volume 7, pages 1253-1254.
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Anderson’s plan to conduct a separate visit to the State of Illinois – a direct result of further evidence
given to the Commission on August 25 during Anderson’s absence – is narrated below in Section 22 of
this chapter. Though Anderson stated that the Commission would need two additional months to complete
his final report, circumstances about to unfold would extend that time to a total of four months.
As the Commission was holding its final day of proceedings at the Langley Conference Centre on
Thursday September 6, Commission counsel MacAdams was at his law firm office on Gladwin Road in
Abbotsford busy drafting two items to be “hand delivered” to the home of Gina Breaks: a three-page letter
and a two-page Statutory Declaration. On that day, MacAdams faxed two separate drafts of these items to
the Commission’s Langley office to the attention of David Anderson. The two items, with MacAdams’
signature, were finalized by the late afternoon and delivered to the Breaks’ home. This was serious stuff.
At the outset of the Commission’s evening hearing on September 4, 1990 you asked for and were
accorded opportunity of making an unsworn statement. … A number of allegations were contained
in the statement you made. One of particular concern to us is found in the second paragraph of page
4 where these words occur: ... our industry contacts in the United States have been silenced .... For
the Commission to protect its integrity and credibility and the integrity and credibility of other
Commissions which are now underway or may in the future be established, we must inquire into
your assertions that a person or persons with relevant information have been silenced. In order to
carry out such inquiries, it is necessary to know the name of the person or persons you say have
been silenced.
The Commission at this time requests from you an answer under oath to these two questions: 1. In
the News Release and in your presentation of September 4, 1990 did you refer to one industry
contact in the United States as having been silenced, or did you refer to more than one industry
contact as having been silenced? 2. Was Walter Rzepczynski the industry contact or one of the
industry contacts referred to in the News Release and in your presentation of September 4, 1990?
Enclosed are two statutory declarations for your consideration. The one has been drawn on the
assumption that Mr. Rzepczynski is the only industry contact you referred to; the second has been
drawn on the assumption that Mr. Rzepczynski is one of more than one industry contact referred to
by you. Please review these statutory declarations.
In a telephone conversation [from] MacAdams [to] Rzepczynski of September 5, 1990, Mr.
Rzepczynski advised his August 29, 1990 letter could be released to Mr. Glen Breaks. We have
taken the liberty of assuming Mr. Rzepczynski will have no objection to release of this letter to you
and would appreciate your making a copy of it available to your husband.
Gina Breaks did not provide a written return or reply to Commission counsel’s two items. It was a smart
decision. MacAdams wrote another letter, dated September 13, which was also “hand delivered” to her
home. He wrote:
No response to the request for information bas come to our attention. Please advise whether or not
you will be responding by way of statutory declaration as suggested in our letter of September 6 and
7, and if so, please advise as to when we should anticipate receiving your statutory declaration.
By September 14, as indicated in MacAdams’s three-page letter sent by “process server” to the home of
Al Vickers, the chair of the Friends of the Fraser Valley, Commissioner Anderson decided to take the
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matter to another level. The letter began by stating that the Commission had not “received a response to
date” from Gina Breaks about the items sent to her by counsel MacAdams.
We have also reviewed in the Chilliwack Progress of September 12, 1990 the report of a September
11, 1990 meeting in Yarrow which report was printed under the headline “Anti-gas lobby charges
bias on study panel” and in particular these words in that report: “Friends’ member Al Vickers
charged last week that an individual from a gas consortium seeking the go-ahead for drilling in the
Valley “leaned on” witnesses not to testify at the hearings.”
As you will understand, charges that witnesses with information useful to the Commission have
been made unavailable by the actions of the proponents or persons associated with the proponents
are of great concern to the Commission.
Our instructions from David Anderson, the Commissioner, are to investigate the charges made by
Mrs. Breaks and by Friends of the Fraser Valley, and the charges attributed to you in the Chilliwack
Progress.
Our present request to you, in your personal capacity and in your capacity as chair for Friends of the
Fraser Valley, is that you provide sworn information as to the following: (a) the names of the
industry contacts in the United States you understand to have been silenced; (b) the person or
persons in Illinois you understand have been pressured and embarrassed into withdrawing support;
(c) the person or persons in Washington you understand have been pressured and embarrassed into
withdrawing support; (d) the person or persons in Michigan you understand have been pressured
and embarrassed into withdrawing support; (e) the person or persons in Wyoming you understand
have been pressured and embarrassed into withdrawing support; (f) the name of the individual you
understand “leaned on” witnesses not to testify at bearings of the Commission; (g) the names of the
witnesses you understand were “leaned on” not to testify at hearings of the Commission.
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IDYLLIC FARM LIFE of Glen Brea ks and his lamily would change, he says, if gas·storage proposal goes ahead
By IIAROLD MUNRO
Sun Regional j\ ffairs Heporter
RITI CS ofa proposal to
store n atl.j rIlJ.R~l'll !lder: .
the Frase'r Valley say the I
technique that will be
used has caused problems in the
U.S•. where underground gas has
contaminated water tables. killed
crops and made cer tai/l areas
uninhabitable.
They are not reassured by
claims by gas-company officials
that research technology and
monitoring eq uipment used today
make aquifer storage - the 5)'s,
tern proposed for the valley extremely sare.
Many valley residents and polio
ticians say it is a potential ecolo·
gical disaster that could pollute
.....ell water, the drinking water
source for Langley Township.
"We know the municipality is
going to develop into an urban
area 50 years from now," said
Langley Township mayor John

C

Under the

seosr ace
Vancouver Sun

, .

Fraser Valley gas-storag e proposal
has residents, politicians in uproar
Beales. "Let's not build a disaster
that is going to be underground
in an urban area. It makes me a
little bit nervous."
In the type of storage system
proposed for the valJey, natural
gas is injected into an under·
ground layer ofwater·bearing
sandstone.

A solid layer or shale above the
sandstone - Ute caprock - is
supposed to prevent the gas leak·
ing to the surface, while water in
the sandstone expelled by the gas
is supposed to seal the sides and
bottom.
But valley critics say that at
many such racilities in the U.S..

gas has leaked to the surrace or
into the waler table through dug
wells, cracks in the cap-rock or
because gas pressure exceeded
the surrounding water prcssure
and nligrated from under the cap·
rock.
Glen Breaks. a Langley house
builder who in r~nt months has
spent more time researching gas
storage than hammering nails, is
worried.
He lives with his wife Gina and
three young children on an eight.
hectare farm about l ~ kilometres
from the proposed Campbell
River driU site, but says they will
move if underground storage is
approved.
"We are talking about a threat
to my family's drinking water and
the safety of my wire and chil·
dren," he said,
Langley Social Credit lILA
Carol Gran says she will oppose
Please see GAS , AS
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Under
the
surface

Vancouver Sun
September 15, 1990

GAS ContinUM

from ~e one

natural·gas
drilling in lite valley lOT I.lIlong as she
sits In Ihe legislatuT\1.
The olher Langley MLA, Socred Dan
Pelerson, has refused to take a position
on the gas~mpany proposal unti l a
B.C. commission into exploratory drill·
ing makes its recommendations.

Ttlree companies - B.C. Gas. Conoro
and Dynamic Oil Lid. - applied jointly
to 1M provincial government fQr per-

mission to conduct IlJIploralory drilling
at three illCali()ns next year. Two oflhe
exploration sites -1t!urray\'il!e (232nd
Street and Old Yale Road) and Camp·
bell Ri\'cr (0 AI'cnue and 256 Sltwt) - ,
are in Langley white Ihe third is in

Delta ncar the fOOl of 1001h Street 011
. BilUn(lary Bay.
:
The Commission on Fraser Valley

Petroleum Exploralion. appointed by
B.C. Energy Minister Jack Davis. loomni,al hearings in~o Ihe1rillLII!I' pro~ ,,,,:,,~
-! :

lasl lI'eek. Commissioner DaVid ~nderson expects to makt' 1115 recommenda-

Mns 10 Victoria by I~ end ofOetober.
ptctedlhreemonlhsofpublieandlechA group ofaboul600 valley residents
called Friends of the FrtUer Valley
(Ft'V) has boycotted the rommission
since Sept. 4. The group, which is
opposed to gas exploration and storage
in the valley, charges the hearings were
stacked with gas·indus!!,}, representa·
tives.
The chance of discovering natural gas
al any orllle three sites is about onc in

10, says O>noo:o geologist Bob Spring,

manager of the F raser vaUcy Gas
Project.

Whether gas is found or not, the
troika ofrompanies intends to seck per·
mission from the provincial governmcnt
to store compressed natural gas under·
ground.
The industry measures natural gas in
cubic feet. f·oT cxample.lt takes about
100,000 cubic feet (100 meO to heal an
average Lower Mainland home for one
year.
Natoral gas Is now delivered to the
LolVt'f Mainland and export markets
from producing areas in northem B.C.
via the Westooast pipeline system. The
line earried.a rerord 412,5 billion cubic
feet (be£) in 1989 to the terminus facil·
ity at Huntington on the U.S. border.
Sixty per cent of the gas is distributed
to B.C. homes while Ihc rest is piped to
U.S. markets in Washington state.
B.C. Gas representatives to ld the commission a storage site in the Fraser Vai·
ley would Improve the security of the
Lower Mainland's gas supply in the
event ofa pipeline breakdown.
Less reliance on the pipeline would
translate into an annual savings of
about $W on a $700 gas bill for B.C.
consumers, according to the gas com-

",,,.

Spring said a plan being considered
by the companies is to store abou t 10
hef of gas at all three proposed drilling
s.ites, If conditions-are ideal He said
underground areas about 1,000·1.500
metres below the surface. covering
lhree square kilomet res, would be
needed to store that amount of gas.
Alternatively, the gas companies
would consider using one orthe sites,
probably in Langley, to hold up to 80
ocrin a &ix- to t 2-squart-kUometre "gas
!*bble."
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A solid layer 01 shale o n top 01 the sandstone
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Cases testify to aquifer storage risk
Ther", &.r", a!lout 50 active aqu iter star_
age laci litie! in the U.S .. S<lme 01 which
have leaked or are suspected of leaking
with varying results:
• Corn farmer GelB11:! Hamer of Troy
Grove, II I., encounterel:! a problem with
his well a lew years after a gas company
began aq uiler storage unl:ler his lanl:! In
Ihe 19605. Hamer's well woo ll:! explol:!e
on occasion when 11$ submersible pump
cut in, senl:! ing woode n planks on top 01
the well Hy ing across the yard. ·
Gas inspectors determ ined the .e~plosion~·were a r9sult 01 a buill:!up of storel:!
natural gas that hal:! seepel:! into the water
supply, he sail:!. He was warnel:! by the
gas company tha t a simillar exp losion
was possible in his 1loU$8.
The gn company purchased the laM
anI:! Hamer moved &.way, but hecentioues
to operate the tarm undar a lease agree ·
mentwith the company. The slolage faeility is stili active.
• The Mtlle town ot Herscher, III .. lost
115 walersupptyl:!uring initial inject iOns of
gas In Ihe mll:!-1950s. Some of the water
supply remains cllarged with gas and Is
unusabl e. Thirty·eight conl:! emned larm
water wells and otMr villaga water wells·
are stili monitored lor gas. The lacility is
operating at a rel:!ucetI pr8SS;.lre.
• A fiell:! in Reti",ld, towa, reported a
"S8vereb!owout"lWodecadesego when
an observation well was I:!rll!el:! Into an
area allow the ga., bubble th at had lilled
This proposal IS dwa rfed by North
America's largest aqu irer facility near
Chicago, which contains 315 hef in i n
are&. stretching ahout 48 $quare kilometres.
In fact, undergrou nd storage of
natural ga.s is common in North
America. T rUUof15 of cubic feet of gas
are bu rled at about 400 locations, feeding mOlt orthe major cities in Canada
and lhe U.S.

wilh migrating gas.
• To avail:! potenual co ntam inat ion.
reSil:!ent farmers lil'ln g on a gas-storage
lield in Leroy, WyOlling, were relocated
to homes in another area in the earfy
t9705. Many 01 the fumers now eommule
to grow crops on their tanl:!.
• Bob Means WiS supervisor ot a gas
fiell:! ln Manlove, III. that he sail:! was
abandoned in 1970. cosling the company
mi llions 0( I:!ollars, beca use of a leak in
the eaprock (the natoral shell of nonporous rock atop the gas bubble that pre' venls gas 110m migrating 10 the sur/ace).
Anolher faci tity was bu ill nearby bot
deeper underground .
• A facility in Waverley, III. . was also
abandoned b~ause of caprock leakage
anI:! rebuilt at another location.
• An aquiler lietd was oporatel:!ln Vin.
cent. Iowa , lor about 10 years In the lale
t!il6Os anI:! early '70$ before being closel:!
I:!own because of a leaky cap rock.
• A lacility in Brooksville. III., was
abanl:loned In late 1960s because 01
caprock leakage.
• A faci lity In La'<e of the Woods, Ind .,
was aba nl:!oned in late 19605 I:!ue to
eaprock problems.
• Ray Hibner oIt~e illinois department
01 mines anI:! minerals sail:! an unl:!er grounl:! slorage Site in Crescent City, ttl..
was plugged In 1982 because . h e
sospectel:!, It was leaking and costing the
company too much money.
However, aquIfer storage IS a tech·
nique used at only about 50 of these
facllllles and was tried j ust once in Canada - without suctess- near Ottawa in
the late 1960s.
Natural gas Is Il\jeeted mainly in
deple\el:! oil or oil·and·gas OoIds. which
geologists say are generally more stable
storage sites. The Alberta government
does not permit aquife r storage.
Residents living Dear the pro posed

drill sites are irked by provincial regu·
latio ns that permit gas compani es to
install observation wells and run acCl-SS
roads on 10 pril'ato property withollt tho!
lando\l'ner's consent. Gas-company omdais sa)' the wells ..... oull:! be Ilnobtru5;1'0 .

A consort ium of companies th at
operales a storage site near Chehalis.
Wash .. re«'ntly purchased surface land
10 sa tisfy property ownen fearfu l of
stored natu ral gas percolaling through
Ihe soil.
~'arme~ in Illinois have reccil'ed
com~ns alion from gas companies for

1J

co~~~~~ ~;~~t ~:;A~~!d~arlier r:

this year lilled Natural Gas Ens-ineering, Production anI:! Storage \I'a m
there is a pl»Sibility houses built on or
near aquirtn storage facW;ies could
cxplode without proper monitoring.
··It would be preferable to hal'e
(thCS(') homes on concrete pads without
basements, and this Iype orne\\" con·
struction might wen be atll'ised in gas.
storage areas," wrote Or. Donald Katt
nnd Robert Lee. '"Monitors in basements that woull:! delcet low con~tra·
tions of natural gas could possibly be
installed to provide adequate warning
before gas reached the explosive limit.
$hould gas e~er enter a basemcnt."
Katz, who died shortly before the
book was published , pioneered mllny of
the techniques stUl used in natural·gas
storage. He was a proJ"essororengi- '
_':neerwg &.t the Uni\·e rsit~· of Michigan
.and co-autho r orabaut 250 papers and
se~eral book!;. T he author 's notes In his
final book ~ys Kalz received 11
.
national honors. including the National
Medal or Science from President Ronald
Reagan in 1983.
Natural gas a t one storage racilll)' in
TelUU migrated about 160 kilometres
underground before resurfacing, said
house builder Breaks. who belongs to
Friends of the Fraser Valley_
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The Commissioner and Counsel Declare War on The Friends
Al Vickers never responded. Commissioner Anderson and counsel MacAdams could have left the matter
to rest and wisely handled the situation in another fashion. However, most likely fuming and embarrassed
about the boycott, with added frustration about members of The Friends’ silence to the letters baited by
counsel MacAdams, they made the decision to hold a separate “special hearing” under the standing
Commission’s quasi-legal powers and would make the mistake, willing or otherwise, of emphasizing a
wrongful assumption that multiple parties were ‘leaned on.’ This is when things started to get ugly and
personal. 747
Glen Breaks would later, yet again, remind the Commission in a letter four days before Anderson’s
“Allegations” Inquiry on October 22, 1990, that there was only one party, one source that he was referring
to, namely Walter Rzepczynski.

Consider the following quote in Anderson’s October 19 letter to Commission counsel Doug MacAdams: “Two days later I
send a two-page interim report to the Minister pointing out that while many FFV [Friends of the Fraser Valley] executive
members are no doubt honest people with legitimate concerns, the FFV has issued irresponsible and malicious falsehoods, is
clearly led by persons with no regard for the truth, people whom I can no longer deal with effectively by reason of their vicious
campaign of personal vilification and mendaciousness.”
747
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Seventeen days after the Friends announced their Commission boycott, David Anderson issued a press
release on September 21 calling “on the public to assist in the Commission’s investigation of allegations
that potential witnesses were pressured into remaining silent:”
Anderson said: At the outset of the Commission’s 4 September 1990 technical hearing at the
Langley Conference Centre, a spokesperson for the Friends of the Fraser Valley charged that
persons with information relevant to this inquiry were pressured by the Fraser Valley Gas Project
consortium, the group proposing exploratory drilling for natural gas in the Valley, into remaining
silent. These charges have been repeated in news reports since that date. They have been vigorously
denied by the companies involved. These allegations are extremely serious. If substantiated, it may
be necessary to reopen the technical hearings, or to reject part of the testimony already received.
In the light of the failure of those who have made the charges to provide support for their claims,
and the failure of our inquiries elsewhere to shed light on the matter, I must ask any member of the
public, and in particular any member of the Friends of the Fraser Valley, who has information
which could assist in determining whether there is substance to these allegations, to contact the
commission without delay.
Hours before the press release was issued, Douglas MacAdams faxed the following to David Anderson at
8:17 a.m.:
Now sent to you are two draft press releases. I do not pretend to be a skilled press agent. I do
however think we need to have the thoughts set out in these drafts into the hands of the press.
The first, the one dealing with silencing of witnesses, [bold emphasis] I think is needed to enable
you to deal with this issue in your [final Allegations] report. I expect you will be able to write that
because there was no response to the four letters and to the public request for assistance, you have
concluded there is no substance to these charges. But to be able to do this, you must make the public
appeal. I think as well that this issue should be dealt with separately from the other issues. In this
way you will have an uncluttered “this issue only” document which you can, if appropriate, append
to your [final Allegations] report along with the letters and enclosures we sent to Mrs. Breaks arid
to Al Vickers.
The second and chatty one I expect will not be used by the press, but frankly is not intended to be
used by the press. The purpose of this one is to have a document at hand which we can send to those
such as elected officials and candidates for office who have been pressed to have a view on whether
or not the Commission has been complete and fair in its work or who may be so pressed to take a
stand. This document as well I say would be useful to have available to circulate to those who have
expressed in a public way or to public officials concern about the Commission. Having it at hand
will mean we are not required to respond individually to every voice, with the attendant difficulty of
being charged with saying one thing on one occasion and a different thing on another. I recognize
that this second longer press release needs working over before it is appropriate to be released.
On September 24, 1990, the Commission’s Victoria office was faxed a two-page press release by The
Friends of the Fraser Valley, “Re: David Anderson press release September 21, 1990, Commission on
Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration – Subject: SILENCING OF POTENTIAL WITNESSES.” It clearly
singled out to the Commission that there was only one person that “the oil and gas companies tampered
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with,” namely “our informant.” The name of the informant, Walter Rzepczynski, was not cited in the
news release:
The Friends of the Fraser Valley co-operated in good faith with the Anderson Commission on
Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration. After attending more than twenty sessions of hearings, the
Friends came to the unanimous opinion that the public was being deceived by the operations of the
Commission into believing that a proper inquiry was being made and hundreds of our members
walked out of the Commission hearings never to return. Mr. Anderson and his Commission had lost
all credibility and the Friends of the Fraser Valley were bitterly disappointed in him.
Since then, Mr. Anderson has seen fit to send process servers to the homes of the Friends of the
Fraser Valley, frightening their children and embarrassing and harassing their families. We are not
criminals but ordinary law-abiding people with legitimate concerns, trying to protect our homes and
livelihoods from the greed of the international petroleum companies. We are not afraid of Mr.
Anderson, nor of his threats and bullying letters, even when they are delivered to our doors by his
minions. We will not be intimidated but will continue to fight this lunatic scheme to pump gas
beneath our homes and communities in any proper way we can for as long as necessary.
The public can judge for themselves whether the oil and gas companies tampered with our
information sources by considering the following facts:
The Friends of the Fraser Valley had great difficulty finding any experts who were not either
directly employed by the oil and gas industry or dependent on them for consultation work, as was
very apparent at the ‘impartial hearings’ with the so-called ‘independent witnesses’ called by Mr.
Anderson his lawyer.
The Friends found one expert, Dr. Donald Katz, the acknowledged leading authority on
underground gas storage, whose book contains alarming content on the dangers of underground gas
storage. Sadly, Dr. Katz died shortly after his book was completed in 1989 so he could not be
tampered with nor compelled to appear, even by Mr. Anderson.
The Friends did find a one-time student of Dr. Katz’ working in Illinois who was prepared to
discuss the problems of underground gas storage with us and did so in over two hours of longdistance telephone conferences. The Friends were much encouraged by is information and advice
and were considering raising the money to bring him from Illinois to the Fraser Valley to appear at
the Commission hearings.
His name and the nature of his information was given to the British Columbia Utilities Commission
and was then somehow leaked to the lawyers for the Fraser Valley Gas Project.
This lawyer for B.C. Gas then caused a Mr. Howard Griffith, an employee of Texas Gas in the U.S.,
to contact our informant (who is dependent on the gas industry for his livelihood). We do not know
what was said between these two, but we do know that immediately thereafter during a telephone
conversation with us, our informant, in an embarrassed fashion, withdrew permission for his name
to be used. He also wrote a grovelling letter to Mr. Griffith beginning “Thank you Howard ….”
which the lawyer for B.C. Gas triumphantly filed with the Anderson Commission.
Mr. Griffith of Texas Gas subsequently appeared before the Anderson Commission as an
‘independent’ witness, but volunteered no information on this matter, nor was he examined on it by
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Mr. Anderson or his lawyer. Friends of the Fraser Valley had been advised by the Commission not
to publicly discuss these exchanges.
Whether all this constitutes tampering is a matter of opinion. We country folk out in the Valley have
a saying which goes something like this: “If it looks live horse manure and stinks like horse manure,
the chances are IT IS horse manure.”
A8 THE CHIlLIWACK PROGRESS, Wednesday, August 29,1990
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The Friends had given the Anderson Commission their answer on the issue of ‘witness tampering,’
identifying a single individual. However, this wasn’t good enough for Douglas MacAdams who
stubbornly prepared and sent, via process servers, two more letters to the Friends. On September 24, a
letter to Al Vickers wanting “authenticity” and “confirmation” that the press release was “in fact issued by
your organization, Friends of the Fraser Valley.” On September 26 a letter to the home of Glen Breaks to
“answer under oath this question: is Walter Rzepczynski the gas company employee in Illinois referred to
in the Vancouver Sun of September 22, 1990?” Glen Breaks had been interviewed in the short Vancouver
Sun article and didn’t name the “gas company employee in Illinois.” 748 Once again, The Friends did not
answer MacAdams’ letters.
In an October 15 article in the Vancouver Sun, Man told of gas danger won’t talk at hearing, Anderson,
who failed to state to the Vancouver Sun reporter that the Friends had identified Walter Rzepczynski to
the Commission, said:
This is frustrating because these individuals could simply give us the names of the people they are
talking about.
He said he had letters hand-delivered to five members of the Friends of the Fraser Valley asking for
verification of the allegations and got “no response whatsoever.”
He also issued a news release asking for information and wrote everyone who has had contact with
the commission, asking them to come forward.
“These (efforts) did not result in any clear indication of who or what was involved.”
On September 25, Irwin Henderson, Director of Communications and Public Affairs with the Ministry of
Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, issued a news release, Fraser Valley Drilling Probe Extended.
The B.C. government has granted Commissioner David Anderson’s request for a 90-extension to
the inquiry into petroleum exploration in the Fraser Valley, Energy Minister Jack Davis announced
today. “Anderson asked that his mandate be extended to the end of December so that he can
complete his comprehensive terms of reference in an orderly way,” said Davis. 749
There had been rumours of a possible provincial election slated for the late fall of 1990, and another for
the Spring of 1991, rumours that were helping stir the pot in support of The Friends of the Fraser Valley.
Matsqui Riding NDP candidate Dave Jatana “said last week that the provincial government should not
risk groundwater and safety by allowing natural gas drilling and storage in the valley,” and “condemned
“a built-in bias” which he blames for making it difficult, if not impossible for Valley residents to voice
their legitimate concerns.” 750 Jutana’s “built-in bias” words were first uttered by Langley Riding NDP
candidate Derrill Thompson at a September 12 press conference. 751 In response, David Anderson sent
Thompson a letter on September 20 “assuring” him “that at no time were the preparatory sessions not
conducted in a fair and impartial manner,” and that “the objective of our procedures has been and remains
to create a level playing field … fair to all British Columbians.”
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Gas Commission seeks proof of hushed witnesses, Vancouver Sun, September 22, 1990.
The words “and deal with unanticipated issues” at the end of Davis’ quote had been removed in the original news release
draft.
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NDP candidate opposed to gas storage, Abbotsford Times, September 26, 1990.
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Drilling opposition has NDP support, Langley Times, September 19, 1990.
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With the possibility of an upcoming election, the New Democratic Party saw an opportunity to gain some
valuable points. On Friday evening, October 11, 1990, the Fraser Valley West New Democrats held a
fund-raising dinner event at the Aldergrove Community Kinsmen Centre. There, NDP leader, and former
Vancouver City mayor, Mike Harcourt said:
The government created a recipe for a bunch of angry people by secretly selling drilling rights and
then, after the fact, deciding that the situation should be discussed and setting up an inquiry.
“The process stank from the beginning,” he said. “It’s and example of how not to do things. It set
everyone up for an angry confrontation.” 752

Thompson, who had listened to the concerns of his constituents and the Friends, wrote a long letter to
David Anderson on September 25 with a series of questions, one of which asked the “legitimacy to the
claim … that potential witnesses from the U.S. … were pressured into changing their comments?”
Anderson responded in a four-page September 28 letter:
Your fourth question concerns the claim that potential witnesses were pressured into changing their
mind. I cannot over emphasize the importance of this issue. Members of Friends of the Fraser
Valley have made this claim in a very specific manner speaking of the proponents and speaking of
persons in four United States states, Wyoming, Michigan, Washington, and Illinois. However as yet
I have not received a reply to five letters to their chairman and spokespersons in which I have asked
for details which would allow the Commission to investigate the claims. The first letter was dated
on September 6, three weeks ago. I am enclosing a press release and various other documents on
this. May I repeat, these extremely grave and damaging charges have been made, and as yet I have
no information from those who have uttered the allegations. Until they reply, or until I obtain other
information on the matters raised, it is not possible for me to determine whether there is legitimacy
to these charges.
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No challenge to integrity of gas report, Langley Times, November 14, 1990.
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I should add however, that it has stopped this inquiry dead in its tracks. Nothing can be done by me
in the way of preparing my report until this matter is cleared up one way or another. At the present
time I cannot rely on the testimony of any of the [Technical Hearing] witnesses, nor can I place
reliance on the material provided by the proponents, who are specifically alleged to have coerced
potential witnesses into not providing evidence to this Commission.
It is highly improper to try to influence the outcome of the fact-finding process by repeating the
unsupported allegations of the past three weeks. As you may know, I have served as a Member of
the House of Commons and as a Member of the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia, and I
have some familiarity with the political process in this province, and the propriety of the attacks
being made. All candidates want to get elected. All candidates know the temptation of accepting the
support of special interest groups. But winning at all costs is not worth it. It is a Faustian bargain.
In his letter, Anderson, who was now in the public limelight and firing line, referred to The Friends of the
Fraser Valley as “a special interest group.” This is the first and only instance of such a reference found in
the Commission’s records. It was specifically because of The Friends, whose ‘special interest’ was to
oppose and denounce petroleum exploration drilling and gas storage, that government created the
Anderson Commission.
In another letter of October 19, 1990, to Dr. Edward Keyserlingk with the University of McGill’s Faculty
of Law Centre for Medical and Legal Ethics, Anderson not only referenced “private interest groups” but
cast aspersions toward The Friends of the Fraser Valley:
To date there has been no evidence to support the allegations, but as you can understand, a formal
hearing to receive the affidavits denying the allegations from those affected is important for the
record. Those who have made the allegations have not replied to our letters and have announced in
the press that they will not attend. The matter of false allegations is not a matter we have discussed,
but it may nevertheless interest to you. It is an example of the difficulty of incorporating private
interest groups into the commission process, and the fact that the more vehement and less rational
individuals, as well as the less honest, often take leadership roles in such organizations.
In this instance of the Commission’s correspondence records we have a glimpse of what Anderson frankly
and honestly thought, reflecting his attitude and inclinations at this stage of his participation as a
government Inquiry Commissioner. His statements “less rational individuals” and “less honest” draw
attention to his crossing the professional, independent line of ethical boundaries.

With geologist researcher Tony Fogarassy’s departure from the Commission in early September to attend
his second year of law at the University of B.C., David Anderson was looking for a new assistant. Irwin
Henderson, the Director of Communications and Public Affairs with the Ministry of Energy faxed David
Anderson the resumes of two candidates on September 26: David E. Fenn and Patrick L. McDonough.
Both were “co-owner” partners of Victoria-based Policynet Communications Ltd., formed in 1988.
Here are the resumes of people who might help you – 2 young, energetic & versatile University of
Victoria grads whom I’ve known since they formed their partnership 2 years ago. I have references
from recent jobs if you’d like to pursue their taking some of the pressure off. Cheers.
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Anderson hired David Fenn on October 1. Fenn’s resume states that he served as a policy analyst with the
Federal Treasury Board Secretariat in Ottawa from 1986 to 1987, a policy analyst with Consumer and
Corporate Affairs Canada in Ottawa in 1986, a program analyst at the University of Alberta in Edmonton
in 1984, and a research assistant at the University of B.C. from 1980 to 1983. Fenn, who would assist in
preparing witnesses and materials for Anderson’s Special Inquiry on Witness Tampering, appeared as
Anderson’s first witness at the October 22, 1990, Hearing.
On September 26, David Anderson was busy preparing a two-page form letter to be widely distributed “to
some 550 people on the Commission’s mailing list.” 753 Three draft versions were made in consultation
with Doug MacAdams until the final version was ready for delivery on October 5. Explained in an
October 5, 1990, cover letter from David Anderson’s secretary Elizabeth Svendsen to Steve Peelking at
the Daily Oil Bulletin publishing office in Calgary, 754 “this is a copy of a letter being sent to everyone on
our mailing list, which may be of interest to you:”
Dear ______.
I have appreciated the interest that you have expressed in the work of the Commission over the last
few months. This letter is to request your help in dealing with a serious problem that the
Commission currently faces.
At a session of the technical hearings of the Commission at the Langley Conference Centre on the
evening of September 4, the charge was made that possible witnesses had been silenced, and that
evidence had been suppressed. The words used were:
... we were able to make significant inquiries in Illinois, Washington, Michigan, and Wyoming,
but persons within the industry in those areas who talked to us or who suggested further lines of
investigation, have been contacted by the proponents and pressured and embarrassed into
withdrawing their support.
and later:
... our industry contacts in the United States have been silenced ...
These allegations were immediately and categorically denied by the proponents of exploratory
drilling, the Fraser Valley Gas Project group. Since that date the Commission has been attempting
to obtain evidence to substantiate these allegations. Four hand delivered letters, the first dated
September 6, have been sent to the spokesperson of the Friends of the Fraser Valley who made the
statements above, and to the chairperson of the group, who had repeated the allegations. As yet,
neither has replied.
These charges are extremely serious. If true, they may require the Commission to reopen the
technical hearings to hear further evidence or to strike from the record testimony that has already
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Special Report on Allegations of Witness Tampering, November 1990, page 10.
On Thursday October 18, 1990, the Daily Oil Bulletin published a notice, Fraser Valley Commission Resumes Hearings:
“On Monday Oct. 22, the commission will begin proceedings on whether or not persons from Wyoming, Illinois, Washington
and Michigan were pressured into remaining silent. As well, the commission will examine if government officials from
Alberta, British Columbia, Canada, Washington and Michigan who testified did not provide honest opinions on the matters
before the commission.”
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been received. It is therefore critically important that the Commission obtain whatever evidence
may be available on this matter.
Faced with the failure of those who have made the charges to support the allegations that they have
made, I issued a news release to the press asking members of the public to give what evidence that
they may have; however, as you may not have seen the press stories to that effect, I am writing to
you directly to ask for your assistance.
My request is not only with regard to the possible witnesses in Wyoming, Michigan, Illinois, and
Washington. Even though the allegations quoted above are about persons in those states, and such
persons are, naturally, the immediate focus of this investigation, I would be interested in any
information of this type that you may have.
If you have any information concerning the silencing of possible witnesses and the suppressing of
evidence pertinent to the Commission's work, please get in touch with the Commission by the end
of the month at the above address and telephone numbers. On October 31st, after the Langley office
closes, please contact the Commission's Victoria office, the address and telephone numbers of
which are below.
It is difficult to exaggerate the seriousness of this to the work of the Commission. Since the
allegations were made, it has not been possible to proceed with the analysis of the material received
over the past five months on the risks and benefits of exploratory drilling. It is my hope that with
your help the Commission will be able to determine what evidence of possible witness tampering
there may be.
May I thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
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5 – 22.

Anderson’s and MacAdams’ Special Trip to Illinois

Other Matters: 2. Letter to E. R. A. Edwards, Q.C.: we are writing to Bob Edwards to recommend
an increase in budget to a level we think will permit preparation for a trip to Illinois, two days of
travel, and two days in the field there. 3. Invitation from [Howard] Griffith: through Cal Johnson
we have learned that Mr. Griffith’s company would be pleased to have you see Leesville, Indiana,
Greenville, Kentucky and Midland, Kentucky should you wish to visit those facilities. 755
Travel to underground gas storage facilities in Illinois and Missouri, plus dealing with an
allegation that some witnesses at the technical hearings of this Commission were pressured into
testifying dishonestly, has delayed my schedule. 756
Commissioner David Anderson visited [Lodene] Clark in her home recently as part of his
commission of inquiry into gas exploration and storage in the Fraser Valley. But the meeting didn’t
go well. “I felt I was able to tell him some of the things that have happened to me. He didn’t call me
a liar but almost.” 757
Well, sometime, if you really want to do me a favour, photocopy a few things that you think would
be pertinent. And some of these things that would have happened, and I don’t know if I would use
them, but I would certainly be interested in reading them. I haven’t delved as you have. You’ve
obviously done your homework very well. I respect you for that. We were unsophisticated. 758

When Commissioner David Anderson returned to the Lower Mainland from his European gas storage
business trip add-on week of vacation in southern France, the very next morning, Monday August 27,
both Commission counsel Doug MacAdams and research advisor Tony Fogarassy overwhelmed
Anderson with news of “Mrs. X” in Illinois, briefing him about Glen Breaks’ disturbing audio tape
recording interviews they witnessed at the final day of the Preparatory sessions on Saturday August 25.
When Gina Breaks gave her boycott presentation to the Commission on the evening of September 4,
wherein she confronted Anderson on not having visited “Illinois, where there are several well-known
problem underground gas storage fields,” and mocked Anderson for visiting France “which has fewer
storage facilities than a single company in Illinois,” Anderson announced the following during the
September 5 technical hearing, making it sound all so routine:
Second, I wish to confirm my decision of the 27th of August of 1990 that I will be travelling to
Illinois and visiting underground gas storage facilities there. This is a continuation of the
familiarization visits to petroleum facilities and storage areas which over the summer have taken me
to fourteen storage facilities in three Canadian provinces, four United States’ states, and three
European countries. 759
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Correspondence from Douglas MacAdams, Commission counsel, to David Anderson, September 25, 1990.
Letter from Anderson to Dr. Edward Keyserlingk, McGill University Faculty of Law, October 19, 1990.
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The air explodes around her home, The Chilliwack Progress, February 6, 1991.
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Quote from Lodene Clark, transcript from an undated audio interview with Glen Breaks, summer of 1990.
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Proceedings, September 5, 1990, page 1254.
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Anderson’s “decision,” that he purportedly made on August 27 for an additional visitation to Illinois, is
no where to be found in Commission records. Reference to or discussion of such a “decision” does not
appear in the transcripts of the August 27 technical proceedings, which include Anderson’s opening
remarks for that day where he states the need for an extension of the government’s final report deadline
for September 30, nor in any other Anderson utterances is there an allusion to a separate visitation.
Nothing found in Commission media releases. No statements in the newspapers. What “decision” was
Anderson possibly referring to? Assuming then Anderson’s claim being correct, the only logical
conclusion is that it must have been a private or in-house statement he made to fellow Commission staff.
Whatever the case, Anderson’s stated necessity for such a visit was ultimately and undeniably linked to
Glen Breaks’ audio recordings of his interviews with Lodene Clark presented at the final day of
Preparatory sessions on August 25, ignited nine days later by Gina Breaks’ chastising statements made on
September 4 before the Commission and its large audience.
Before August 25, the following are the only traces of information found about The Friends’ stated
concerns to the Commission about Illinois:
•
•

•

In their 10-page August 8 list of concerns, under item “36, Herscher Storage Facility, Illinois,
Migration of gas reservoirs, storage leakage.”
In Glen Breaks’ July 11 statement at the audio recorded Commission hearing in Aldergrove:
“With regard to water well contamination. I was speaking recently with an engineer at an aquifer
storage plant in Herscher, Illinois. He told me that they did have a fairly severe caprock leakage at
that facility.”
In Paul Dickenson’s July 9 statement at the audio recorded Commission hearing in Chilliwack:
“Dickenson: I must admit, I have some concern that you might spend this time and these funds
going around to places where storage has been relatively successful. And, I would like to make the
point, very strongly, that you should make a definite opportunity to look at places where it has
been not so successful as well. I understand there are such places. I would like to give you one
name: the town called Herscher [Dickenson carefully spells the name to Anderson] in Illinois. I
understand that they set up a storage facility there and ran into a great deal of trouble with it.”

Should Anderson have travelled to Europe from August 10 to August 26, leaving lawyer MacAdams in
charge of the Commission fort during the Preparatory Sessions? It is an important question. Anderson’s
skipping out of the Preparatory sessions can be understood as a bad decision. Had he cancelled the
extravagant European excursion, as he should have, he may have prevented the later controversial
outcomes, with the bonus of being able to spend more time during his American tour to visit the
problematic areas in Illinois. His duty, as it had been for the ten public hearings, should have been to
participate in the Preparatory sessions. Anderson conveniently explained to Langley NDP candidate
Darrill Thompson in a September 20 letter that the preparatory sessions “form no part of the record, and
which will not be part of my report to the government,” because “more relaxed procedures were followed
by Commission counsel.”
Given the timeline constraints of the Commission, did Anderson need to go to Europe, as The Friends
correctly asked, and why did he go there? As narrated in Section 20 of this chapter, The Travelling
Anderson Commission, on about June 6, 1990, Tony Fogarassy’s contact, Pierre Thouin of Soligaz in
Montreal, made the recommendation for the Commission to contact Michel Dussaud at Gaz de France.
The trip to France would turn out to be an excellent public relations schmooze-fest for the giant company
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and promotional opportunities for its new corporate subsidiary headquarters in Houston, Texas. As
Dussaud wrote to Anderson on February 21, 1991, “We look forward to serving you, even better than in
the past.”
Unlike the European visitations, there was no information folder found in the Commission records about
Anderson’s and MacAdams’ special add-on trip to Illinois, no notes or narratives, no expense statements
found. All that remains are references to the purposed trip in previous and later letters of correspondence,
and in Anderson’s November 27 Special Report on Allegations and in Anderson’s final report of January
1991. No dates were provided in either of the two Commission reports on when Anderson and MacAdams
departed, nor on what day they returned. Details of the trip seemed to have been cloaked in relative
secrecy.
Because of the vacancy of information, the only information prior to the trip exists in scant letters of
correspondence in late September and in a few newspaper articles:
Now that the information is public, I have made arrangements to visit the site in Illinois referred to,
hopefully to speak to Ms. Lodene Clark and other residents in the area, to speak to company
officials of the Northern Illinois Gas Company and speak to officials of the Gas and Oil Division of
the Department of Mines and Minerals of the State of Illinois.760
It may be, however, that we will be asking you to meet with Commissioner David Anderson when
he visits Illinois in October, and it may be we will ask you to assist in preparation of a sworn
declaration confirming the information set out in your August 29, 1990 letter. 761
Anderson will be visiting the Illinois gas storage fields early in October and talking with regulators
as well as the woman and family who have lived for the past 20 years above the field. A homemade
videotape of this woman’s complaints about gas bubbling up into her water well was shown by the
Friends at their Aldergrove Fall Fair booth. “I’ll go visit her, now that The [Vancouver] Sun
released her name in last Saturday’s edition,” said Anderson. He said he was previously unable to
make this commitment because the Friends refused to divulge her identity to the Commission. 762
3. Trip to Illinois: in our view any visit to Illinois should include at least interviews with Mr.
Rzepczynski, Mrs. Clark, Mr. Hibbner, Mr. Hamer of Troy Grove and municipal officials of
Herscher. I put forward this list in the expectation you have included all these names on your list. 763
The suggestion that Mr. Anderson should visit existing gas storage operations has been followed.
He has visited these operations in Washington, Oregon, California, Ontario, Italy and France. He
will also visit Illinois. 764
Other Matters: 2. Letter to E. R. A. Edwards, Q.C.: we are writing to Bob Edwards to recommend
an increase in budget to a level we think will permit preparation for a trip to Illinois, two days of
travel, and two days in the field there. 3. Invitation from [Howard] Griffith: through Cal Johnson we
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have learned that Mr. Griffith’s company would be pleased to have you see Leesville, Indiana,
Greenville, Kentucky and Midland, Kentucky should you wish to visit those facilities. 765

September 25, 1990
Mr. Ted Hughes, Esq., Q.c.
Deputy Attorney General
Province of British Columbia
910 Government Street
Victoria, B.C.
V8V lX4
Dear Mr. Hughes:

Commission Correspondence Files

You will recall that last week I mentioned the difficulty that the Commission is having
with a group called the Friends of the Fraser Valley. Another press release arrived
yesterday from the group. I have attached a copy of it so that you can appreciate its
tone.
There is no reason to !l0 over the press release point by point, except to mention that
the individual from Illinois referred to but not named, Mr. Walter R~~bezynski, has
written a letter categorically denying the allellation that he has been· uenced by Mr.
Griffith. Mr. Griffith has also vigorously derued the allegation that he improperly
influenced witnesses. I will be in l11inois in approximately two weeks time, and I will be
following up the charge of witness tampering.
PerhaJ;ls consideration should be given to the general question of the position that
commIssions should take if faced with persons determined to undermme a fair hearing
process through unsubstantiated allegations. Stephen Owen and Peter Seaton may
have oJ;linions on this matter. This issue is related to the more general question of
Comrrussion procedures and safeguards, raised by Mr. Justice John Sopinka in a recent
speech, a report of which is also attached.
If co~missions are to continue to be used as a means of dealing with issues not
effectively handled by the normal political process and by everyday public debate, it
may be useful to consider what steps should be taken to hold those who wish to obstruct
the process accountable for their statements.
Yours sincerely,
David Anderson
Attachments
cc:
The Hon. Mr. Justice Peter D. Seaton, Chairman
Royal Commission on Health and Care Costs
Mr. Paul Williamson
Counsel to the Royal Commission on Health and Care Costs
Mr. Stephen D . Owen, Esq., Q.C.
Ombudsman for the Province of British Columbia
Mr. Douglas MacAdams
.
Counsel to the Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration
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Correspondence from Douglas MacAdams, Commission counsel, to David Anderson, September 25, 1990.
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The only information found after their return is the following, beginning on October 19:
I am remiss in not following up our telephone conversation of two weeks ago. Travel to
underground gas storage facilities in Illinois and Missouri, plus dealing with an allegation that some
witnesses at the technical hearings of this Commission were pressured into testifying dishonestly,
has delayed my schedule. 766
I enjoyed meeting with you and Mr. MacAdams at our Ancona office, and I hope you found your
visit to our facilities informative and helpful despite the rainy weather. We at NI-Gas are proud of
our storage operations and glad to discuss them with anyone. 767
The only information documented by Anderson about the Illinois trip appears in his November 27, 1990,
Special Report on Allegations, and in his final Commission report of January 1991. In the November 27
report is the following:
Also, as a continuation of this effort to gather whatever evidence there might be, in early October
Commission Counsel accompanied me on a visit to Illinois and Missouri, and in addition, Indiana
and Kentucky. He spoke to Mr. Walter Rzepczynski and Mr. Howard Griffith, both of whom
provided him with sworn statutory declarations for the purposes of this investigation.
This is the only instance in the Commission records stating that MacAdams had accompanied Anderson
to Illinois. This is also the first instance from the records stating that the Commission did not just visit
Illinois, but three other States: Kentucky, Indiana and Missouri. Anderson’s final report of January 1991
makes no reference to his visiting Indiana, nor does it mention that MacAdams came with Anderson.
MacAdams had not joined Anderson in the previous Commission trips to northern British Columbia, to
Alberta, to the States of Washington, Oregon, California, Michigan, and Ontario. MacAdams’ special
purpose in accompanying Anderson was most likely related to collecting affidavits from Walter
Rzepczynski and Howard Griffith, and to speaking with both. This means that MacAdams was also
present when Anderson visited Lodene Clark at her home in Long Point, Illinois.
In Douglas MacAdams’ December 4, 1990, eight-page response letter to the Law Society of British
Columbia concerning Glen Breaks’ formal complaint about MacAdams, he reveals on page four that he
“had met with him [Walter Rzepczynski] for most of the day on October 8, 1990 at his company’s offices
in Lombard, Illinois.” This is one of the only clues of MacAdams’ and Anderson’s itinerary. October 8th
is also the very day Rzepczynski filed his affidavit for Commissioner Anderson’s Special Report on
Allegations of Witness Tampering.
Why did the Commission visit these three other States, and who did they meet, and where exactly did
they go? Once again, there were no documents found in the Commission records about the itineraries. The
only record found, other than Anderson’s final report, is Doug MacAdams’ September 25 letter to
Anderson (above) that the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium’s lawyer, C.B. Johnson, had
opportunistically extended an invitation from B.C. Gas Inc.’s consultant, Howard Griffith, stating that his
“company would be pleased to have you see Leesville, Indiana, Greenville, Kentucky and Midland,
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Letter from David Anderson to Dr. Edward Keyserlingk, October 19, 1990.
Letter from David A. Cerotzke, vice president of supply, Northern Illinois Gas, to David Anderson, October 29, 1990.
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Kentucky should you wish to visit those facilities.” The Fraser Valley consortium invited the Anderson
Commission for a schmooze fest with Howard Griffith.
The Anderson report states that the Commission made a flight to Owensboro, Kentucky to meet with
Howard Griffith, the president of TXG Engineering. There was no reference to visiting TXG
Engineering’s three facilities as invitationally mentioned in MacAdams’ September 25 correspondence
with David Anderson.
Here is what is stated about Illinois in the Commission’s January 1991 final report:
Thus a leak of natural gas into an aquifer is likely to have limited impact on the aquifer as a whole.
Instead, the rising gas is likely to seek a path to the surface and exit in a limited area. Visits to the
Ancona field and the offices of the Mines and Minerals Division in Springfield, Illinois, were made
in October of 1990 by the Commissioner. Government officials and officials of the Northern Illinois
Gas Company were questioned about the extent of the impact of the leak in that field. He was
informed that two farms are affected out of the scores in that area above that particular gas storage
facility.
At the present time, for instance, Northern Illinois Natural Gas is drilling near a property
experiencing problems at Ancona, in the hope of intercepting the gas that is now routing itself to the
surface through a well. Based on past experience of other companies, Northern Illinois officials are
confident that this recapture plan will be successful.
The Herscher underground natural gas storage field, also in Illinois, has carried out a similar but
much larger scale program of drilling to recapture leaked gas from above the faulted caprock of its
main natural gas storage field. This interception, recapture and reinjection of gas was described by
witnesses at the technical hearings as successful. The Laclede Gas Company dealt with a similar
problem some years ago in Missouri in much the same way. 768
Anderson’s vague reference to “two farms” and a “leak of natural gas into an aquifer” at the “Ancona
field” was meant to be the summary of Anderson’s and MacAdams’ visit with Lodene Clark. This is
explained in David Anderson’s return correspondence of January 22, 1991, to David Cerotzke, vice
president of the Northern Illinois Gas Company. Anderson states in the letter that he mentioned Lodene’s
“situation” in his final report, while avoiding mention of her name.
Dear Mr. Cerotzke: I do apologize for this belated reply to your letter of 29 October 1990
concerning our visit to the Ancona field. Despite the weather (West Coast people think we have a
monopoly on that kind of rain!) we had a very interesting time.
With respect to Mrs. Lodene Clark’s farm, I have mentioned her situation only once in my report,
and that reference is brief. The reference is to the effect that she, and the one other farmer who has
gas in his well, are but two out of the many scores of farmers over your Ancona field. The fact that
so few have problems from a gas leak demonstrates that the path followed by escaping natural gas
from a caprock leak can be expected to be a narrow one, and that the aquifer as a whole is not likely
to suffer harm. I state that your company is confident that drilling to intercept the escaping gas in a
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higher collection zone
will succeed, as it has
been a generally
successful method of
dealing with the
difficulty elsewhere.
he report is in the hands
of the government but
is not yet released;
when it is, I will send
you a copy.
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You may be interested to learn that Mrs. Clark came to British Columbia in late November and had
some things to say about natural gas storage in general and your company in particular. I enclose a
copy of a news story. 769
In the October 29 originating letter to Anderson, David Cerotske asked for “a favor:”
Specifically, I would like to request that if you intend to refer to NI-Gas in general, or our Ancona /
Garfield storage field in particular in any public reports, that you give us the opportunity to provide
you with factual input to the extent that is appropriate. I make this request so that we in Illinois are
not surprised by something that happens in British Columbia. We recognize, of course, that you
may have no intentions of discussing our storage operations in your report in which case our request
would be moot.

Almost four months after the fact, Lodene Clark had
something to say about Anderson’s and MacAdams’ visit to
her home in Illinois. This is the only record found about this
matter which occurred a week after the release of
Anderson’s final Commission of Inquiry report. The
contents of the interview appeared in the February 9, 1991,
edition of the Abbotsford News, Illinois grandmother
shares her story, with Lodene stating that she had been
snubbed by the Commissioner:
The air is known to explode on occasion around
Lodene Clark’s property in Livingston County,
Illinois. Safety hazards, bad water and other concerns
prompted the 62-year-old grandmother to fly out to
the Fraser Valley late last year to tell their concern.
“I’m not an activist. I’m a farm wife with two years of
college. I’m willing to tell my story because I know
what these gas companies are saying. I know there’s another side of the story.”

The “news story” was the November 28, 1990, Vancouver Sun article, Gas-storage foes to target premier. Beside the article
is a photo of Lodene Clark with a stern face with a sign behind her, “Say No! To Gas Drilling & Storage Here.”
769
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Clark owns a house on top of one of North America’s largest underground gas storage areas. The
problem is that the gas reservoir leaks. Clark first noticed the situation soon after storage began
more than 20 years ago. “In 1968, when this field was first going into operation, the well boiled.
You could see the water boiling down there like a tea kettle would boil,” Clark said in a telephone
interview. “The well got to be very bad quality water – almost undrinkable. It became so vile you
couldn’t even wash clothes in it.”
Gas began seeping through the ground and conditions got so bad that Clark began battling with the
Northern Illinois Gas company. She got little satisfaction. “They told me it was native gas (coming
out of the well) and none of their concern. “We used to put a vented pipe on it and actually burn it
to embarrass the gas company.” But the gas company was difficult to spur into action. Company
officials would sympathize with Clark, but always insisted it was native to the area that was seeping
out, not gas they were storing, Clark says.
It was proven in 1969 that it was definitely stored gas leaking, but the troubles didn’t end there.
“They plugged the holes. Then fissures in the land opened up. The fissures would boil,” she says.
Unfortunately for Clark, one of those fissures is under the house where her son now lives. “Gas
coming up and releasing into the surface is not ideal but it’s not overly harmful. But if collected in a
basement it would explode. If you dropped a match down the concrete well it would explode and
blow the concrete cap off,” Clark says. The very thing happened to one of her neighbors, she says.
His pump house got covered with wet snow one time when he was on vacation. The snow sealed
seeping gas in the building. When he got back from vacation he turned on the taps, which caused
the pump to kick in. The resulting explosion blew the boards off the building and through the
windshield of his car, Clark says.
Commissioner David Anderson visited Clark in her home recently as part of his commission
of inquiry into gas exploration and storage in the Fraser Valley. But the meeting didn’t go
well. “I felt I was able to tell him some of the things that have happened to me. He didn’t call
me a liar but almost.” [Bold emphasis]
Clark wants to settle with the gas company. Among other things, she wants a new farm to replace
her 80-acre operation. Until she gets what she wants, she says the battle will continue. “The
potential for someone being killed is very high,” she says.
The snubbing of Lodene Clark fits into the preconception picture painted by The Friends since at least late
August 1990, that in the language communicated by both Anderson and MacAdams were indications they
supported underground gas storage in the Fraser Valley before the Technical Hearings stage. Had Lodene
publicly uttered her confession about Anderson during her first ever public presentation at the November
27 jam-packed public meeting, all hell would have broken loose.
On September 17, 1990, some three weeks prior to the Commission’s excursion to Illinois, the Vancouver
Sun published an article, Gas field bubbles ‘like wild kettle.” It was the first expose on the mysterious
“Mrs. X,” Lodene Clark. The Friends had got permission from Lodene for Sun reporter Harold Munro to
contact her and to tell her story to the world.
“We have a dug well that has bubbled since 1970,” she said. “The gas company knew darn well
something was going on but they didn’t have the decency to tell us we may be in danger.”
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A home video obtained by the Vancouver Sun shows Clark touring her farm with stops at a number
of wells and drill sites that hissed and bubbled. She said a 15-metre well dug by her son burned
continuously when lit and could only be extinguished with a heavy asbestos blanket.

The article lit an enormous public fuse, forcing David Anderson to write the following in his September
25 response letter to NDP candidate Darrill Thompson:
In question eight you ask why residents that live over a leaking storage field in the United States
were not invited to attend as witnesses. I am assuming that you are referring to Ms. Lodene Clark.
The short answer to that question is that the Friends of the Fraser Valley refused to have her. The
long answer requires me to mention that after listening to the tapes from this lady, provided by the
Friends of the Fraser Valley, Commission counsel offered to have the person come to Langley as a
witness, but pointed out that there were some important regulatory issues involved, and that one
witness on this problem would not be enough to get the full story. As an example, he wished to
know why, assuming there was in fact a dangerous situation at the residence of the person’s son,
daughter-in-law and grandchildren, that they had continued to live there for the twenty years since
1970, and, if there was danger, what the regulatory authority and company had done or were doing
about it, or, if they had done nothing, why they had done nothing.
He therefore told the Friends of the Fraser Valley, (who would not give him the name of the person,
and asked that he not try to find out, a request he respected), that it was a public inquiry, that the
witness would have to be sworn, and that other witnesses knowledgeable about the incident would
have to be called as well. The Friends of the Fraser Valley did not find this acceptable, and did not
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provide us with the lady’s name. Thus she was not called. The decision was that of the Friends of
the Fraser Valley. Later, after the technical hearings had ended, they provided the lady’s name to
the Vancouver Sun who printed it in the weekend edition of two weeks ago, thus making it known
to approximately half a million people, including, of course, the proponents. Now that the
information is public, I have made arrangements to visit the site in Illinois referred to, hopefully to
speak to Ms. Lodene Clark and other residents in the area to speak to company officials of the
Northern Illinois Gas Company, and speak to officials of the Gas and Oil Division of the
Department of Mines and Minerals of the State of Illinois.
Glen Breaks has a different version to Anderson’s statement, “Commission counsel offered to have the
person come to Langley as a witness.” MacAdams may have stated what Anderson said he said after the
publication of the article in the Vancouver Sun, but before then, at the August 25 Preparatory session, he
advised the Friends against inviting Lodene to British Columbia. And in the Commission notes for
August 25, as already narrated, was the following: “She’d be foolish to testify.”

Missouri
Here is what is stated in the Anderson final report about Missouri, with a footnote reference about a
previous “Personal communication between Commissioner and Laclede Gas Company, St Louis,
Missouri, 10 October 1990:”
The Commissioner visited the site of an underground propane storage facility in Missouri. The
caverns used were mined specifically for the propane storage. It contains some 33 million gallons of
propane, the energy equivalent of 2.9 billion cubic feet of natural gas. It appeared to have greater
environmental risks, as propane has different and less attractive properties than natural gas both as a
fuel and for underground storage. For technical reasons there appear to be few advantages in
substituting underground storage of propane for underground storage of natural gas, particularly
when such substitution can only handle a small percentage of peak requirements. 770
What relevance, one might ask, was there in Commissioner Anderson visiting a propane storage facility in
Missouri, wasting his valuable time and taxpayers’ money?

Indiana
With respect to Anderson’s visit to Indiana, there is no reference to such a visit in Appendix G,
Commission Field Trips, of his final report:
8. Illinois: (a) State Regulators and Illinois Commerce Commission Representative, Springfield; (b)
Ancona Gas Storage Facility, near Chicago.
9. Kentucky: (a) TXG Engineering, Commission Counsel visit, Owensboro.
10. Missouri: (a) Laclede Gas Storage Facility, St. Louis.
What would prompt the Commission to visit Indiana, which was only referred to or mentioned once in the
two Anderson reports? In Glen Breaks’ “List of some storage fields bearing a more thorough
investigation” which the Commission had a copy of in a Commission file labelled “Glen Breaks,
770
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Friends,” there is a reference to “Lake of the Woods, Indiana – Facility abandoned due to cap rock
leakage.” Breaks’ notes were sourced from page 569 of Dr. Donald Katz’ book, Natural Gas Engineering,
under a bold heading, “Gas Penetrating the Caprock in Aquifers:”
Fractures or other anomalies are believed to be responsible for the few incidents of caprock leakage
that have occurred. Herscher (Illinois, Galesville) has a continuous recycle to gather shallow
migrated gas, and other reservoirs recycle gas to lower the upper zone pressure or remove gas from
shallow zones. Shale-to-shale faults hold gas, and sand opposite sand at faults provides complete
transmissibility as shown at the Troy Grove aquifer.
Water-filled observation wells in the upper zone would display a pressure rise when gas enters the
water zone. A few aquifers have been abandoned because of caprock leakage: two examples, Lake
of the Woods in Indiana and Brooksville in Illinois, have been documented in an AGA monograph
[1-38].
When gas percolates to the surface, it causes vegetation to be stunted or die. It appears to interrupt
the capillary moisture-gas system. Figure 14-5 is a photograph of corn fields with gas migration
through the soil. Instances are known where a water well point driven into the ground 2-3 ft gives
enough gas to ignite a small torch.
This was the only clue found in the archive records about the Commission’s possible interest in Indiana.

Gas Migration
The photocopied page from Donald Katz’ book in the Glen Breaks Commission file contains serious
information on the dangers of gas migration. As Breaks discovered, an integral part of Walter
Rzepczynski’s “35 years of experience” was formed through his tutelage and mentorship with Dr. Donald
Katz, who had recently died on May 29, 1989. Breaks, who became a part/full-time, self-made, volunteer
student of the engineering technical field of underground gas storage, had a copy of the 700-page book,
Handbook of Natural Gas Engineering, co-authored by Katz. On the top left column of the photocopied
page 569 are the following scribbled notes made by Commission staff: “Asked Bob S. [Bob Spring,
manager of the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium] to check into fields and obtain reports if any.”
The following page in Katz’ book, page 570, has a photo, under figure 14-5, with the caption, “Gas in soil
preventing corn growth in localized area [Katz & Coats, 1-2],” 771 showing a small patch from a large
corn field with the foreground part of the corn field dead and damaged.
Sixteen pages later, from pages 586 to 587, Katz discusses the consequences of gas migration from
underground gas storage facilities at some length, information that originally stirred and stimulated Glen
Breaks about the dangers of underground gas storage, information which he presented to the Commission,
to the B.C. Utilities Commission, and to the media:
A 30-to-50-Year Lifetime for and Underground Gas Storage Reservoir. From this time
perspective, there is a reasonable possibility that over this period, gas from some of the wells will
leak through the casing or cement to enter zones above the intended storage zone. A concern is that
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Katz & Coats reference, Katz, D. L. and K. H. Coats, Underground Storage of Fluids, Ulrich’s Book Store, Ann
Arbor, Michigan (1968), was stated in Katz’ book as “recommended reading.”
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this gas eventually might reach water supplies and appear in the local user’s water. Gas might even
permeate the soil at the surface and enter homes or buildings to provide explosive mixtures.
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Plc'"urcs of 200 or 300 psia (1 .38-2 .07 MPd). gas may find a route downward
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FIGURE 14·5 Gas in soil preventing corn growth in local ized are.a [Katz & Coats . 1-2) .

Above: photo from page 570 in Katz's 1990 book, Natural Gas
Engineering. Below, similar image of corn crop damage from gas
migration caused from a leaking underground storage facility in
Illinois, the image copied from an October 13, 2020 WCIA television
feature on gas migration, part of a special series "Clear and
Present Danger" (see Section 5-25 of this report on the story).
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Many precautions are taken to minimize and hopefully eliminate such gas leakage, but it is
foolhardy to say that such leakage will not occur in a reservoir being developed with a projected 30to-50-year lifetime. The question then may be raised as to what policies and activities should be
carried on by the gas storage organizations to minimize the hazards to people and property
involved, both the public and workers associated with the storage project. The gas storage industry
has a good safety record with few serious accidents.
Land Use Plan. A variety of arrangements are made between the land owner and the gas storage operator relative to the land use. Some portion of the land is normally purchased by the gas storage
operator to be used for plant sites or, in some cases, the entire surface may be purchased. Storage
rights for the underground strata may be purchased along with rights of ingress and egress for
pipelines and wells. For agricultura1 use, the latter procedure seems appropriate, provided attention
is paid to water supplies and particularly the basements of the homes in the area of the gas storage
reservoir. Would gas entering the water supply of a given residence cause combustible gas mixtures
to accumulate in the home and provide a hazard? Double-tank pump systems with intermediate
venting may be used. It would be preferable to have the homes on concrete pads without basements,
and this type of new construction might be well advised in gas storage areas. Monitors in basements
that would detect low concentrations of natural gas could possibly be installed to provide adequate
warning before gas reached the explosive limit, should gas ever enter a basement.
On occasions, gas has bubbled through low ditches or ponds and permeated the soil, causing
damage to vegetation. However, adequate recompense can be made for such damage and it is not
the type of hazard of concern here, since the presence of the gas would be obvious, permitting
corrections and the recompense.
Managers of gas storage fields adjacent to villages or cities should be concerned if subdivisions are
planned in the storage area, or close enough to wells so that any leak is as likely to cause an incident
in a home as to be detected by the monitoring procedures. Would it be possible to include an
agreement in the purchase of the storage zone that the land would not be converted from
agricultural to residential use? Probably not, but many operators learn to cope with urbanization of
storage field areas by monitoring.
Recommended Policies. It is recommended that a policy of storage acquisition and operation be
followed to permit the maximum control over hazards should some leak occur in the storage field.
A monitoring procedure with annual review of the situation in each field should be followed, with
all parties to the storage operation in attendance. Follow-up checks should be made to see that
decisions from the review meetings are carried out. Likewise, attention should be given to casing
strings, annulus pressures, and corrosion in wells. Review of pressure observations in the
monitoring of water zones above the storage level also is important and should continue with a high
level of precaution.
Ownership of the land by the storage operator, with subleases for agricultural use or other
appropriate land uses, appears to be a good policy when it does not bear an undue economic burden.
Acquisition of land in the storage area might be carried out for fields currently in operation. Any
land in the storage area that enters the market through the normal course of events might then be
procured, especially if there are residences near any facilities. Education programs for the residents
of the area, along with monitoring of water streams, is important. Early reporting of any unusual
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happenings that might be construed as evidence of gas in the soil or water should be encouraged,
and appropriate means for this reporting should be provided.
This information, when paired together with Walter Rzepczynski’s sentence – that underground gas
storage “should, if possible, be away from any populated area and not overlain by any coal mine, other
strip mine or water body” – is a powerful and significant conclusion, the same corroborating conclusion
published in the January 11, 1993 edition of the Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering:
“experience has shown that gas storage facilities can create a serious risk of explosion and fire and should
not be placed under urban settings.” 772

The American Gas Association Paper
B.C. Gas Inc. sent the Anderson Commission a copy of the American Gas Association’s May 1990, 29page, Engineering Technical Note document on Underground Storage of Gas in the U.S. and Canada –
1989 Data. It was the Association’s Underground Storage Committee’s “39th Annual Report on storage
statistics, prepared by the Task Group on Underground Gas Storage Statistics under the chairmanship of
William C. Fay, Union Gas Limited.” The succeeding 1989-1990 chairman of the Committee was Charles
H. Becker. The data was “furnished by 80 companies in the United States and Canada.” In this historical
assessment document, by December 1989 Canada had 28 operating facilities with a “total capacity” of
0.504 Tcf of gas, and the
United States with 395
operating facilities with a
“total capacity” of 7.737
Tcf of gas!
The Anderson
Commission discussed
the May 1990 annual
report at the Tuesday,
September 4 technical
hearing when Doug
MacAdams examined
witness Kentucky-based
TXG Engineering
president Howard
Griffith. 773 According to
his resume, Griffith was
an active member of the
American Gas
Association and stated to the Commission that he had been “on the American Gas Storage Committee,
and gas research.”774 In Walter Rzepczynski’s affidavit of October 8 for Commissioner Anderson’s
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Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering, 9 (1993), pages 223-238.
Pages 1158 following, Proceedings, Volume 6.
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Ibid., page 1246.
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separate Allegations Inquiry, he states that he was also a “member of the American Gas Association and
have served as [its] Chairman of the Underground Natural Gas Storage Committee.”
The 1989 annual report states that the first storage facility experiment began in 1915 in Welland County,
Ontario. That experiment “prompted Iroquois Gas Company to apply the same principle in 1916 in the
depleted Zoar Field south of Buffalo, New York.” In 1919, the Central Kentucky Natural Gas Company
“repressured the depleted field Manifee Gas Field in Kentucky.” And the United Natural Gas Company
started the Queen reservoir in Forest County, Pennsylvania in 1920. “By the end of 1930, there were a
total of 9 pools in 6 states with a total capacity of 18 billion cubic feet.” And “during the war period, 24
new reservoirs were added for a total of 75 pools in 14 states, with a storage capacity of 416 billion cubic
feet.”
Storage in combination oil and gas reservoirs was first developed by Hope Natural Gas Company in
1941 at its Fink Field in Lewis and Doddrige Counties, West Virginia. The first successful gas
storage in an oil reservoir was accomplished in 1954 by Lone Star Gas Company in its New York
City field in Clay County, Texas. Storage in salt caverns was first developed in 1961 in St. Clair
County, Michigan; and in 1959, a coal mine near Denver, Colorado, was used for gas storage.
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In the document’s “chronological list of each storage state with its first storage reservoir,” it states that
Illinois’ first underground storage facility began in 1959, the “Waterloo” facility. Of the 27 American
States on its list, California’s first “Buena Vista” facility began in 1928, and the Oregon State Mist and
the Washington State Jackson Prairie facilities were among the last. Shown in a graph, Table 1, from
1947 until 1980 there was a steep rise in the creation of underground gas storage facilities, with the
addition of 300 facilities.
By 1989, a total of 85 companies were in control of 395 “pools” or storage facilities in the United States.
For these 395 pools, were a total of 18,026 wells, of which 14,532 were injection and withdrawal wells
(“input and/or output”), and 3,494 of which were “pressure control and / or observation” wells. Of the 395
storage pools operating in 1989, with individual States with over 15 storage facilities: Pennsylvania had
63; Michigan, 48; West Virginia, 37; Illinois, 34; Indiana, 28; Ohio, 22; Texas, 22; New York, 21; and
Kansas, 16. In these nine States, out of the total 27 States with underground facilities, were a grand total
of 271 facilities. Of this higher category of State facilities, David Anderson would visit three: Michigan,
Illinois and Indiana, the last of which he failed to reference in his final report.
One of the Anderson Commission’s
exhibits, C-42, was a copy of the
American Gas Association’s June 4,
1980, Position Paper, with the
questionable title, The Drinking
Quality of Water is Not Adversely
Affected by Natural Gas Stored
Underground. In a two-page
statement by American Gas
Association president George H.
Lawrence, he states that the position
paper was written in response to new
regulations by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) enacted on May 19, 1980,
“under the Safe Drinking Water Act
which will drastically affect the
natural gas industry:”
These regulations, which were
published on May 19, 1980,
were proposed to prevent
underground injection of fluids
that endanger drinking water.
But, in interpreting the statute, EPA’s regulations swept in pipeline quality natural gas which is
injected underground merely for storage.
Compliance with the regulations will be burdensome and costly. These unnecessary and unjustified
costs, which will be paid by gas consumers, will not provide any additional protection for
underground sources of drinking water. Underground storage of natural gas does not endanger
drinking water.
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The Safe Drinking Water Act clearly says that underground injection endangers drinking water
only: (1) if it may introduce a contaminant into a public water system which could cause that system
to violate any national primary drinking water regulation; or (2) if it may introduce a contaminant
into a public water system which could adversely affect human health.
In the first case, there is no national primary drinking water regulation applicable to natural gas.
A.G.A. also believes that natural gas in drinking water would not adversely affect health in any
way. Natural gas exists naturally in some underground drinking water sources used as municipal,
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household, and livestock water supplies without harmful effects. In fact, one state’s Geological
Survey classifies an underground water source in which natural gas is found as a most important
aquifer.
In order to assure the public that natural gas does not endanger drinking water, A.G.A.
commissioned Midwest Research Institute (MRI) to study independently the impacts of natural gas
on drinking water. The study was published June 30, 1978. It found that methane or natural gas
dissolved in drinking water does riot endanger human health.
As an extra safety measure, A.G.A. later commissioned MRI to update its 1978 study. The results of
this latter study were published on June 4, 1980. A copy of the MRI study is attached. After a
thorough search and evaluation of all the available literature, the independent researchers concluded
that natural gas does not react with any constituent of water in any way that endangers drinking
water.
A.G.A. feels that these
studies show
conclusively that
underground injection
of natural gas for
storage does not, and
cannot, endanger
drinking water. We feel
that there is absolutely
no reason to subject
natural gas consumers
to the costs of
complying with the
EPA’s Safe Drinking
Water Act regulations
when drinking water
will not be made one
iota cleaner or safer.
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The correct title of the June 4, 1980, report, MRI Project No. 4953-G, for the American Gas Association
was The Effects of Natural Gas on Drinking Water Sources, and not the misleading title of the
Association’s introductory page, The Drinking Quality of Water is Not Adversely Affected by Natural Gas
Stored Underground. The report was signed by L.J. Shannon, executive director of Environmental and
Material Sciences Division with the Midwest Research Institute, on May 28, 1980.
The Midwest Research Institute, headquartered in Kansas City, was eventually renamed as MRI Global,
which presently conducts contracts on “applied scientific and engineering research.” According to
Wikipedia, it “is an independent, not-for-profit, contract research organization,” and now has “regional
offices in Virginia and Maryland” and “Palm Bay, Florida” and “operates research facilities for the
Department of Energy and the Department of Defense.” Wiki also states that MRI was “founded in 1944”
and set up shop in Kansas City by 1955, and that “in the 1970s, the organization began working for the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency developing tests to detect and measure pollutants.” For instance, a
February 8, 1978, article in the St. Joseph News-Press from St. Joseph Missouri, Water here to be tested
for cancer-causing agents, states that MRI had “sophisticated equipment” to accurately test for water
contamination. In May 1979, MRI’s board of trustees awarded it’s 1979 Citation to CBS Evening News
television anchor Walter Cronkite “for his devotion to the people’s right to know,” as Cronkite “once sold
newspapers on a Kansas City street corner.” 775
The Introduction and Background section of the report states that:
The American Gas Association (A.G.A.) in 1977 requested Midwest Research Institute (MRI), a
research consultant, to conduct a study addressing “Impacts of Natural Gas on Drinking Water
Quality and Human Health” (A.G.A. Contract No. PR-138-99, June 1978). Conclusions regarding
the human health effects of natural gas in drinking water sources as found in MRI's June 1978
report were:
1. The observed levels of methane in various waters under varying environmental conditions range
from zero to several hundred parts per million. The solubility of methane in water at normal
pressure and human temperature (37°C), however, is only about 16 ppm (w/w). At this
concentration, a human would have to drink approximately 5.5 times the normal amount of water
saturated with methane in order to consume an amount of methane equal to that normally exhaled in
the breath of many humans.
2. Information in the literature indicates that methane or natural gas dissolved in drinking water
poses no toxic hazard to the human population.
The A.G.A. in January 1980 requested MRI to update the initial human health effects study with
regard to interactions of natural gas with constituents in water, and to determine whether these
interactions might be construed to cause “endangerment” of drinking water sources. MRI and
A.G.A. agree that it is not the purpose of this report to address the applicability of the Safe Drinking
Water Act (Act) or Section 142l(d) of the Act to natural gas storage operations. The report limits its
inquiry to the narrower factual question, does or could natural gas react with any constituent in
underground sources of drinking water that could “ ... adversely affect the health of persons.” 776
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Intelligencer Journal (Lancaster, Pennsylvania), May 12, 1979, page 2.
Asterisks in the quote above referenced Section 1421(d), and (PL-93-523 [42 USC, 300 h (d), Supp 1979]), of the Safe
Drinking Water Act.
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The evaluation of the literature has led the MRI reviewers to the general conclusion [bold
emphasis] that underground storage of natural gas will not adversely affect the health of persons.
The reviewers did find, however, two papers, the first by S. F. Gudkov, All-Union Scientific
Research Institute of Gas, Ministry of the Gas Industry USSR (A-9) and the second by K. I.
Lukashev and A. V. Kudelsky, Main Administration of the Gas Industry, Minsk, Byelorussian SSR
(A-12), which suggest a potential problem might exist if the natural gas came in contact with sulfate
containing waters. The papers are nearly identical in their statements. In this regard, Gudkov
speculates that “... in areas of artificially created gas storages ... the relative shallowness ... and the
high pressures inside them” that the sulfate can be microbially reduced to hydrogen sulfide
rendering the water “... unsuitable for water supply.” The authors present no documentation that
such a reduction has actually been observed. Although the problem may exist in theory, the MRI
reviewers believe that artificially created gas storage sites or other special conditions are essential to
cause the sulfate to sulfide reduction to occur in natural storage reservoirs. These circumstances and
conditions do not exist with respect to natural gas storage in the United States.
In the MRI eight-page report’s conclusion: “After examining all available data, MRI concludes that
natural gas will not react with any constituent in drinking water in a way that could adversely affect the
health of persons.”
Ten years before the B.C. government invoked the Anderson Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum
Exploration, the largest natural gas industry lobby group, the American Gas Association (and with its
partner, the Canadian Gas Association 777) promoted that there were no dangers of underground storage
areas to “drinking water.” In fact, in the 1980 AGA position paper, there is almost no discussion of “gas
migration.” The only such references somehow pertain to “Russian authors,” who “have postulated
theories concerning the diffuse migration of natural gas stored in shallow, high-pressure, artificially
created underground storage cavities.” MRI researchers included no references to the plethora of
American gas migration incidents over time, be they reported, verbally stated, or ignored. Perhaps there
were instructions to MRI, either verbally or written, to ignore a thorough investigation of gas migration
incidences in the recent operational history of American, Canadian and international underground gas
storage facilities.
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Patrick Lloyd, the senior vice president of B.C. Gas, an Anderson Commission technical witness on September 4, 1990, was
a “director of the Canadian Gas Association, a member of the Legal Advisory Committee of the Pacific Coast Gas Association,
and a member of the Law Society of British Columbia.” (Source, Proceedings, Volume 6, page 1020.) For the Preparatory
sessions, BC Gas included submission BCG-16, a December 1989 position paper and backgrounder by the Canadian Gas
Association and the Ontario Gas Association, Natural Gas and the Environment.
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5 – 23.

The October 22 Hearing

The Commission undertook an extensive seven-week investigation in both Canada and the United
States to determine whether the allegations had any basis in fact. The investigation of these
allegations took longer than expected or necessary by reason of The Friends of the Fraser Valley’s
refusal to co-operate with the Commission. The Commission found no reliable evidence that
information of interest to it had been withheld, or that any civil servants who appeared at the
technical hearings did not testify in a truthful and honest manner. The Commission concludes that
the allegations of the Friends of the Fraser Valley are fabrications and without truth. No further
action on these allegations is recommended. 778
I should add however, that it has stopped this inquiry dead in its tracks. Nothing can be done by me
in the way of preparing my report until this matter is cleared up one way or another. 779
“What is important is that this is the level these people will stoop to get their own way.” 780

October 19, 1990, Friday, the last working day of the week and three days before the Witness Tampering
Hearing, David Anderson, who had a law degree, wrote a lengthy note to Commission counsel Douglas
MacAdams with instructions and recommendations on how the October 22nd Hearing should proceed. The
following are the contents of his entire “Note to Doug MacAdams:”
I have thought over the idea of introducing news clippings suggesting the Commission’s reputation
has suffered as a result of malicious misinformation, but I have concluded it may not be a good
approach.
The basic objection is that it raises new issues to those we advertised would be considered at the
hearing. This could lead to procedural objections, or to those who report the meeting stressing a
concern over reputation rather than the more important issues of making false accusations, and of
criminal activity by those who will be providing affidavits. Further, if there is any stress on an
inquiry into attacks on the credibility of the Commission, the issue of who should look into that
issue might arise. This again could lead to procedural objections. It is important for you to control
the agenda, not those making procedural points.
I think instead we should try to limit the hearings as far as possible to the two advertised issues of
potential witnesses being suborned (and we must add that potential witnesses of course includes
those who might provide the FFV [Friends of the Fraser Valley] and thus ourselves with information
relevant to the work of the Commission), and of the allegation that civil servants testified
untruthfully.
Both these issues are clearly within our competence, and even the most hostile of weekly newspaper
editors should be able to understand that. First, there is no question of someone else carrying out
such a hearing, because the two issues are directly pertinent to what I have been commissioned to
look into. Further, as there has been no affidavit or testimony on oath taken which supports such
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Special Report on Allegations of Witness Tampering at the Commission Hearings, November 1990, page 7.
Quote from David Anderson, from a letter of reply to Darrill Thompson’s letter of September 25, 1990.
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allegations, no judge would accept a request from the Commission to look into the issue; he or she
would have nothing to go on. The Commission alone has the interest in this matter by virtue of the
instructions given to me pursuant
to the Inquiry Act.
Assuming there is a procedural
challenge, you may not want to
mention the second reason outlined
above, as it may encourage
someone to get up and state that
they do have evidence. While we of
course would want such evidence if it exists (after all, that is the purpose of the hearing), someone
getting up early on in the hearing with such a claim may throw out your timetable. On the other
hand, if a person does get up but does not provide evidence, that person can be nailed. They have
been warned to come and to be prepared to give testimony, and if they claim that they have left a
document at home, or whatever, you can go after them. However it wastes time, it may result in you
not controlling the proceedings, and I think it is best avoided.
In my view we must introduce some basic evidence fairly early. To the best of my knowledge we can
accept Mrs. Breaks’ 4 September statement as a matter of record - - David Fenn will check, but I
believe it is on the transcript, and no material part of the transcript departs from the press release.
Then you will have to introduce clippings, from the Chilliwack paper, where Al Vickers repeated the
charges. Then there will be letters you have written to Mrs. Breaks and to Al Vickers. Perhaps you
could read the one that you sent to Al into the record, and state that the others were to the same
effect. Next would come the second FFV news release, which also requires a newspaper story
indicating that it was genuine and from the Friends. Following that there should be the Glen Breaks
letter of yesterday.
I then suggest you pause, and I will ask you how you intend to proceed. You could reply that you
wish to deal with the matter on which we have the most information, which is the Rzepczynski affair.
You could then read into the record the two U.S. affidavits, and any other pertinent information.
Next, having dealt with Glen Breaks, you return to the first press release. You might say that we
have dealt with Mr. Breaks allegations, but note that he was careful in his letter of yesterday to
distance himself from the accusations made by his wife. You then go through the other affidavits of
B.C. Gas, Conoco, and Dynamic. Remember we want a witness on the stand from each company,
and we want Bob to speak for the consortium as a whole as well. Each will be questioned separately
about Wyoming, Michigan, and Washington, as well as Indiana, Kentucky and California (we want
to indicate that our inquiries have been thorough). When questioning you will be referring back and
reminding people of the language of the two press releases. When you are through, the Friends
should realize the extent of their allegations.
Next, perhaps after coffee, we switch to the civil servants. This will be brief; just one civil servant
presenting and reading the affidavits of the others.
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Following that I suggest we go over the letters received that have indicated that no evidence has
been found. Not all need to be read, and not all of each letter needs to be in the record, but there
should be a thorough sampling.
I then ask for any other person with information on the two matters or any other matter of
importance to the Commission to step forward and take the oath. If there are none, I turn to you.
Then I suggest you make a very quick summary, outlining the gravity of the allegations made. Make
clear that criminal charges are not my responsibility, that we are only interested in the issue from
the point of view of the Commission’s mandate. Suggest that a report or definitive statement by me
is required, particularly in the light of the constant irresponsible repetition by the press of
allegations for which there is not the slightest evidence. Outline to me that slander and libel is not
my concern either, but is the responsibility of the civil courts. However from the point of view of the
Commission, a definitive statement is required on the matter, even though a civil action might go
over the same ground.
I agree with you that this matter is extremely grave, and that it was therefore thoroughly looked
into. I indicate that I am appalled by the irresponsible and malicious allegations, and wish to
apologize on the part of the Commission and all fair minded and honest British Columbians for the
quite outrageous allegations to people in other countries. I end by stating that I will consider your
suggestions as to how to end this matter.
We then adjourn.
Two days later I send a two-page interim report to the Minister pointing out that while many FFV
executive members are no doubt honest people with legitimate concerns, the FFV has issued
irresponsible and malicious falsehoods, is clearly led by persons with no regard for the truth,
people whom I can no longer deal with effectively by reason of their vicious campaign of personal
vilification and mendaciousness. I add a philosophical note about the role of private interest groups
in the decision-making process, and point out that if private interest groups cannot act responsibly,
it will become impossible to effectively incorporate the concerns of the public into the government
process. I make it clear this issue is more important than this individual commission.
Your thoughts on the above please.
The inference to be made in his lengthy note to counsel MacAdams is that in Commissioner Anderson’s
mind – barring impromptu information popping up – the outcome of the upcoming October 22nd Hearing
was already a foregone conclusion. Anderson required a satisfactory result in order to finish his final
recommendation report to the government.
The case made by Glen Breaks, that his professional source had been compromised, was not the focus of
the Hearing. The focus was on a witch hunt of multiple ghosts that had been ‘leaned on’ in B.C., Alberta,
and in multiple American States. If the Commission had taken Breaks’ and the Friends’ statements
seriously that only one party was ‘leaned on,’ it would have ordered Walter Rzepczynski and Howard
Griffith to appear at the hearing for careful cross-examination. Instead, the Commission relied upon sworn
affidavits couriered to the Commission by both of those parties, and upon Anderson’s and MacAdam’s
private conversations with Rzepczynski during the Commission’s special trip to Illinois (discussed in
Section 5-22).
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Some six weeks later, on December 4, 1990, after an interview with a Vancouver Province news reporter
investigating the matter, Anderson admitted the following in a follow-up fax message to the same
reporter:
In our conversation of this morning, I believe I mentioned that Doug MacAdams questioned
witnesses on the issue of whether underground storage should be under populated areas.
Rzepczynski’s paper
covers the matter in much
the same way. But
whether he discussed it on
the telephone with Breaks
is a matter of fact on
which we must rely on the
recollections of Breaks
and Rzepczynski. No one
else was on the phone but
the two of them. 781
Anderson’s admission stated in
the faxed response letter calls
into question the strong
statements he wrote in pages 13
to 19 about Breaks and
Rzepczynski in his November
1990 Special Report on
Allegations of Witness
Tampering at the Commission Hearings.
Leading up the October 22 Hearing were numerous newspaper stories featuring interviews with Glen
Breaks and David Anderson. In the Monday, October 15, 1990, edition of the Vancouver Sun, Man told
of gas danger won’t talk at hearing, an interview with Breaks:
“In my opinion (the public hearing) is a charade. I have already given them the evidence I have and
it’s just a few people that know about this and that’s me, B.C. Gas and a few key people.” Besides,
he says, “a guy who has been silenced is not going to come forward and say ‘I’ve been silenced’.”
Breaks said the Illinois-based gas company employee who provided him with considerable
information about the hazards of natural gas aquifer storage stopped communicating with him after
getting a call from a consultant with for B.C. Gas Inc. and a letter from a B.C. Gas lawyer. The
employee subsequently wrote to the consultant, denying he ever discussed the dangers of aquifer
storage with Breaks.
“What (the employee) said isn’t that important anymore because others have substantiated it,”
Breaks said. “But what is important is that this is the level these people will stoop to get their own
way.”
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Fax letter from David Anderson to Fabian Dawson, esquire, The Province newspaper, December 4, 1990.
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In the Wednesday October 17 edition of the Langley Advance, Special hearing – Commission halted:
Commissioner David Anderson said the Commission has spent “tens of thousands of dollars” on
inquiries since the allegations were made by a pressure group, the Friends of the Fraser Valley …
Anderson insists he cannot review the information collected, knowing that some of it might be
incorrect. “We just want to leave things wide open, bend over backwards, in case they [the
allegations] are true,” said Anderson. “If the allegations are true, there are going to be some very
serious consequences.” He said that if evidence can be found to support the Friends’ claims,
criminal charges will be laid. Anderson said the Friends have made the Commission’s job more
difficult by not providing evidence to support their charges.
In the Sunday October 21 edition of the Surrey Leader, Natural gas inquiry resumes:
“I don’t see why he [Anderson] now needs a sworn statement. I’ve stood up and told Anderson face
to face about this (the tampering with potential witnesses),” Breaks said Thursday.
Breaks said a statement read on behalf of The Friends by his wife Gina, at the hearings September
4, citing reasons for their boycott of the commission, was not the first time the tampering charges
were made. “This … was brought to the attention of the commission on August 18, and then again
on August 25.”
On those occasions, Breaks and other members of the Friends met with the commission’s legal
counsel, to explain that an expert source Breaks had talked to had been contacted by the proponents,
and pressured or embarrassed into withdrawing his support. The proponents, Fraser Valley Gas
Project, have denied the allegations.
“I can’t really do anything more,” says Breaks, who claims the commission had the name of his
source, and the particulars of the charge, yet refused to act until the allegations were made public.
And he said back in August, the commission counsel told The Friends there was nothing the
commission could do about the allegations, and that they should be careful about who they told their
story to, or they would lose credibility.
Breaks said it is clear that Anderson had the information for some time, and that his letters seeking
confirmation from The Friends are “not sincere.” Breaks said he will not appear before the
commission because he has lost all faith in its impartiality, and he thinks “B.C. Gas is hoping to
stick a knife in me.”
Following up on Glen Breaks’ October 18 letter to David Anderson (copies of which Breaks sent to
newspapers) wherein Breaks states that his source “was pressured into withdrawing his support,” and that
“this information was in front of you for sometime,” Anderson “instructed” Doug Macdams to send a
formal letter, via process server – “hand delivery” – to the home of Glen Breaks on Saturday, October
20.782
We continue to await a simple direct response to our letter of September 26, 1990 in which we
asked if Walter Rzepczynski was the gas company employee in Illinois referred to by you as having
been silenced.
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Both letters were entered as Exhibit SP-8 and published in the Appendixes to the Special Report on Allegations of Witness
Tampering at the Commission Hearings.
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You are no doubt aware of the public hearings to be resumed in the evening of October 22. A copy
of the newspaper notice for those bearings is enclosed. If you have anything to say regarding the
two topics to be dealt with at those hearings, the appropriate way for you to communicate is by
attending and by testifying on October 22.

The Morning Of
At 8:48 a.m. Monday morning, the day of the Allegations Hearing, Doug MacAdams faxed to David
Anderson 17 pages of “script notes for cross-examination of witnesses at October 22, 1990 Commission
hearings,” from material assigned to his law office from legal file 525-4. In the cover page MacAdams
wrote:
Now sent for your review are my rough notes our reference 525-4/mmoo20a.doc of the evidence as
I expect to call it from you this evening. I have master copies of the documents referred to save for
the letters to be introduced towards the very end of your evidence. This afternoon at 2:30 pm. and
thereafter we will discuss the evidence as a whole and the particulars of which letters should be
dealt with at the end.
MacAdams’ 17 pages of written notes formed a draft rehearsal of assignments for Anderson, David Fenn
and himself for the 7 p.m. Hearing scheduled at the Town & Country Inn in Delta, the same meeting hall
the Commission met on August 27 for the first day of the Technical Hearing proceedings. For instance, on
page 10 of his notes, MacAdams would recite the following:
Mr. Commissioner we will return to Mr. Breaks most recent letter later in our proceedings. It is
sufficient for the moment to ask Mr. Fenn this: does Mr. Breaks letter of October 18, 1990 mention
the name of Walter Rzepczynski or of any other person as having been pressured into withdrawing
support?
Then, on page 12:
I will not read the [Walter Rzepczynski] letter of August 29, 1990. It is sufficient to say that in the
letter Mr. Rzepczynski responds chapter and verse to the document of Glen Breaks which Mr.
Griffiths sent to Mr. Rzepczynski. The burden of Mr. Rzepczynski’s letter is that Glen Breaks
clearly did not understand Mr. Rzepczynski’s information.
And, on page 13:
Mr. Commissioner, I now turn to the Glen Breaks letter of October 18, 1990 addressed to you. In
that letter Mr. Breaks writes: para 2 --- a source of information was pressured into withdrawing his
support. I note from this letter that Mr. Breaks appears to be retreating from the position taken by
the Friends of the Fraser Valley and indeed appears to be distancing himself from the position taken
in the September 4, 1990 statement read by Mrs. Breaks that “persons in the industry in those area”,
referring to four states, “have been contacted ...” But Mr. Breaks still does not come out in a simple
way to give the name of person described in his October 18 letter as the “source of information
(who) was pressured into withdrawing his support”.
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The Letter
For the October 22 hearing, The Friends of the Fraser Valley delivered a four-page “Open Letter to David
Anderson.” The letter was included as Appendix 8 in Commissioner David Anderson’s November 1990
Special Report on Allegations of Witness Tampering at the Commission Hearings. However, the letter
was not mentioned or referred to in the Commission’s October 22, 1990, Proceedings. As David
Anderson explained in his Special Report, the letter “addressed to me was left on a chair immediately
prior to the inquiry hearing of 22 October [bold emphasis].”
If someone at the Town & Country Inn Hall found the letter and handed it to Anderson either before or
during the proceedings, or if Anderson found it himself, he withheld it from the legal proceedings. If so,
he would have been quietly fuming through the event after having consumed its contents. And if so, he
nevertheless could have entered the letter as exhibit evidence after the coffee break, as alluded to in
MacAdams’ notes to Anderson that morning: “After the coffee break we will hear from those who have
indicated they have information and wish to testify.” 783 Anderson could then have informed the
participants that the letter was anonymously delivered and could have read its contents or summarized
parts of it into the hearing microphone and should have made photocopies of it available for interested
parties. But he chose not to because he wouldn’t have wanted to. And by withholding it counsel
MacAdams would make no related comments or statements. Here is the letter:
The Friends of the Fraser Valley have already announced the total collapse of their confidence in
you and your Commission. This is the result of the experience of numerous meetings between its
members and yourself and your Counsel, on attendance at over twenty meetings of the Commission,
and the bias and prejudicial statements made by you and your Counsel, some of which have been
reported in the media, and all which remain undenied by you. As a result, we announced our
decision to boycott your Commission, which still stands.
Since the inception of this Commission. you have been responsible for the following:
1. You deliberately misled us at the outset, by assuring us that our lack of funds and means to match
the limitless resources of the Gas Consortium and its multi-billion dollar backers would not be
allowed to weigh against us.
2. You denied us the right to Counsel.
3. You denied us the right to cross-examine witnesses on our own behalf.
4. You compelled our members to make full disclosure of such information as we were able to
gather, to the evident advantage of the Gas Consortium, which lost no time in contacting our
advisor to our prejudice. It also led to a series of full-page newspaper advertisements full of
misleading propaganda from the Gas Consortium, and non-stop “public relations” nonsense from
their high-priced hacks in an attempt to subvert our support.
5. You deliberately ignored some fifty-four problem areas raised in our written request of Aug. 8.
1990, for evidence to be heard on such vital considerations as insurance, real estate values and the

783

The coffee break information is referred to on pages 1620-1622 of the October 22 transcript proceedings.
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effect on our lifestyle and the environment of the Consortium’s plan. In fact, you did not have the
simple good manners to acknowledge receipt of our letter.
6. You had to be shamed, by us, into visiting the major gas storage site on this Continent in Illinois,
rather than wasting time and the public’s money on trips by you and your staff to Paris, France;
Milan, Italy; and England, as you have done. How was the view from the top of the Eiffel Tower?
Could you see Langley from up there?
7. When you finally did get to Illinois, we are reliably informed that you demonstrated your boasted
“impartiality” by indulging in derogatory personal remarks about one of our members. This alone
raises the gravest doubts about your fitness for the position you now hold.
8. In addition, in an interview with you, the ‘Delta Optimist’ for September 5, 1990 published
highly prejudicial statements which clearly demonstrate your bias and pre-judgement of the issues.
9. You have deliberately misled the public and the media in recent weeks by pretending you did not
know the name of our principal technical advisor nor that, at the instigation of the Consortium’s
lawyers, he had been “contacted” by one Howard Griffith, an employee of Texas Gas and a
“consultant” to the B.C. Gas Consortium. As a result, this man sent Griffith a letter denying, in
abject terms, what he had told us in a series of long-distance phone calls (totalling over two hours in
length over a period of days). You have had these names and copies of the correspondence for many
weeks but have had the unmitigated gall to pretend otherwise and attempt to make what you, but not
we, called ‘tampering with witnesses’ and used this as an excuse, for the further waste (according to
you) of “tens of thousands or dollars” or the taxpayer’s money to “investigate” a phoney ‘issue’
created by you, and you alone.
10. You have pretended that we attacked the credibility of Government officials from Alberta,
British Columbia, etc, when our sole complaint in this regard was directed to the lack of effective
cross-examination by your Counsel of the panel of employees of the B.C. Department of the
Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum Resources on their admitted ignorance of underground gas
storage at the time the drilling rights were sold to the Gas Consortium, and the possibility of
complicity between the Ministry and the Consortium in a deliberate attempt to deceive the public
and, in particular, the residents of the Fraser Valley, by concealing the true nature of the
Consortium’s plans.
11. You have harassed a member of the Press who wrote an article raising questions as to the
appropriateness of the storage scheme and demanded the names of his sources and copies of any
documents in his possession, which is a clear violation of the Canadian Charter of Rights.
12. You then went further and personally harassed that source, thus following the dubious example
of the Gas Consortium itself.
As a Commissioner you, we suppose, are some sort of Judge. We have never heard of a Judge
indulging in Open-Line Radio interviews or handing out Press Releases or bombarding the citizenry
at large with interminable and tendentious correspondence, never mind in expressing personal views
and comments on the parties and issues before him.
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Your conduct has become so outrageous that we are driven to the conclusion that this Commission
was set up with the sole purpose of diffusing the issue and “keeping the peasants quiet” until after
the expected Provincial Election this Fall, ‘lest’ it become an issue in the election itself.
Since it is now apparent that there can be no election until next Spring, we believe that these very
proceedings here tonight have been devised to justify a further delay, to that end.
Mr. Anderson, we have come to the sad conclusion (particularly sad in view of the trust and faith
we put in you and your promises at the outset) that you and your Commission are nothing more than
tools in the hands of certain unscrupulous politicians and the vested interests who are determined to
force this deplorable and unnecessary scheme on us, our homes and our families, for their own
greedy ends.
We will not stand for this. We will not be intimidated by you or anyone else.
We will fight you, and the Gas Consortium and the Ministry of Mines and, if necessary, the
Provincial Government itself, every inch of the way. We demand and will insist on an investigation
by the Ombudsman into the activities of you and your Commission, and into the many denials of
the principles of Natural Justice to which we have been subjected at your hands.

The Witnesses
At the October 22 Hearing the Commission called the following witnesses: David Fenn (Anderson’s
assistant); Paul Gronert (the Manager of Petroleum Engineering with the B.C. Utilities Commission);
Emil Morin (member of Alberta’s Energy Resources Conservation Board); John Nichol (Alberta Energy
Resources Conservation Board’s manager of Drilling and Production Department); Bob Spring (Fraser
Valley Gas Project consortium’s manager, for Conoco Canada Ltd.); Wayne Babcock (President of
Dynamic Oil Ltd.); Patrick Lloyd (B.C. Gas Inc.’ Senior Vice President of Gas Supply and Services); and
John Thrasher (B.C. Gas Inc.’ Manager of Gas Supply Planning).
For the Hearing, counsel Doug MacAdams amassed a total of 18 affidavits, four of which belonged to
Commission witnesses Babcock, Thrasher, Lloyd and Spring.
•

•

•

Alongside the two B.C. Gas Inc. witnesses, were four more B.C. Gas Inc. affidavits, making a
total of six out of the eighteen: Carman Avery (Corporate Communications Director); Janis Wattis
(Corporate Solicitor); Robert Stepan (Gas Supply Planning engineer); and Edward Schellenberg
(Manger of External Relations). Perhaps Howard Griffith, president of Kentucky-based TXG
Engineering Inc.’s lengthy affidavit could be considered in the grouping of B.C. Gas Inc.’s
affidavits, as Griffith was its hired consultant.
Including Bob Spring’s affidavit, Conoco Canada Ltd. had a total of four affidavits, the other three
being Robert Pelzer (Vice President and General Counsel), Ed Norquist (Drilling Superintendent),
and David Holowachuck (Coodinator of Safety, Regulatory, and Environmental Affairs).
Alongside Babcock, Dynamic Oil had a total of three affidavits, the others belonging to Donald
Umbach (Vice President) and Michael Bardell (Controller and Corporate Secretary).
The Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium had two affidavits: consultant Karla Mebs and lawyer
Cal (C.B.) Johnson.
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•

The only affidavits not affiliated with the Fraser Valley petroleum and utility companies were
from Walter Rzepczynski (Senior Reservoir Analyst with the Natural Gas Pipeline Company of
America) and Graham McCredie (the Safety/ Loss Control Specialist with United Resource Safety
Ltd.).

This contingent of affidavits all agreed there had been no ‘hanky panky.’
The structure of the hearing was roughly laid out as follows:
•
•

•

‘evidence’ gathered from three of The Friends’ statements and written materials, Gina Breaks,
Glen Breaks, and Al Vickers, point to allegations of multiple parties being ‘tampered with;’
lengthy quotes from Howard Griffith and Walter Rzepczynski affidavits being read out by
Commission counsel Doug MacAdams (pages 1554 to 1575) denying and refuting what Glen
Breaks said what he said;
select witnesses stating they were unaware of any tampering or that any information was leaked.

Before Anderson’s final summation, two witnesses from Alberta’s Energy Resources Conservation Board
(ERCB) were questioned about allegations of “bias” they brought to the Commission’s technical hearings,
with MacAdams reading out part of Gina Breaks September 4 statement to the Commission:
One has only to look at the schedule for the technical hearings to see a large contingent of industry
experts, and an equally large number of government bureaucrats that will, between them, bring a
bias to the hearing. No government employee would risk his future by suggesting that any course of
action other than that ordained by the party line be followed.
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Emil Morin replied: “I am here tonight to emphatically deny that we were at any time restricted in
providing an honest opinion to the Commission on the matters on which we gave evidence on the 31st of
August.”
Mr. MacAdams: And did you
give your honest opinions on
August 31?
Mr. Morin: Yes we did. Yes, I
did.
After MacAdams introduced statements
of denial from the Fraser Valley Gas
Project consortium’s representatives, he
read out at length lawyer C.B. Johnson’s
affidavit, reasoning and pointing out
“this statutory declaration is in a form
different from the others.” Johnson had
been called in as a legal fixer by the
consortium brass in early August 1990
to deal with Glen Breaks’ early
revelation interviews with Walter
Rzepczynski through B.C. Gas Inc.’s
consultant Howard Griffith about
underground gas storage proximity to
population centres.

Right: Paul Gronert, before his
appointment to the B.C.U.C.
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Judgement
After the “coffee break,” MacAdams presented his ‘closing argument.’ The nature of what MacAdams
was about perform and state was remarkably different from that of his former role and utterings in the
technical hearings from August 27 to September 6. He was the now the condemning prosecutor – making
a mountain out of a mole hill in the absence of independent cross examination of affidavit evidence and
witnesses – and Anderson the judge and jury.
MACADAMS: On September 4th, 1990, in the name of a large and vigorous resident’s group,
allegations were made before you [the Commissioner] in a gathering of several hundred people,
with the television cameras running. Those allegations had several aspects, including a criminal law
aspect, a civil law aspect, and an aspect of the greatest importance to you and to all other
commissioners now appointed and who might in the future be appointed under the Inquiry Act.
The allegations to which I refer are of course, firstly, that persons, in the plural, within the natural
gas industry with useful information to the Commission were contacted by the proponents, plural,
and were pressured and embarrassed into withdrawing support. And secondly, that public servants
under oath, in giving evidence before you, failed to give their honest opinions on matters of public
importance. Now, these allegations are serious indeed. These were not the rantings of a marginal
group in our society. These allegations were the public statements made in a public forum by a
group which you, in my view, properly ought to have understood and accepted to be one made up,
for the most part, of ordinary law-abiding people with legitimate concerns.
Now, these serious statements made on behalf of a serious group have, as I say, implications in
criminal law. … The allegation that persons were silenced, that witnesses were tampered with is, in
effect, an allegation of a crime under section 139 of the Criminal Code. The allegation that public
servants were less than honest when under oath implies a crime, the crime of perjury. Now, I’m not
saying that those events would necessarily give rise to charges or if charges were laid, would give
rise to convictions, but nevertheless, there is that criminal law aspect to the charges, the allegations
made on September 4th and repeated thereafter.
These serious statements made on behalf of the Friends of the Fraser Valley, or perhaps more
accurately in the name of the Friends of the Fraser Valley, have implications in civil law as well, for
if these statements are untrue, the reputations of petroleum company personnel and of government
servants have been besmirched with the possibility of lawsuits in defamation.
But in my submission to you, these criminal law aspects and these civil law aspects are not within
your purview. Your commission is to inquire into matters relating to petroleum exploration and gas
storage. Your job is to leave criminal and civil law questions to others, but nevertheless, within the
compass of your responsibilities, the statements made have very serious implications for you, for
your Commission and indeed for all commissions.
I turn now in a direct way to the evidence which is before you. On the question of the silencing of
witnesses or of sources of information, you have evidence of the following. You have evidence that
the statements were made, that is to say, the allegations of silencing of witnesses or sources of
information. You have evidence that insofar as silencing of witnesses is concerned, Friends of the
Fraser Valley as an organization and Mrs. Gina Breaks and Messrs. Glen Breaks and Al Vickers
were asked to provide particulars, but have failed to do so. The particulars being what are the
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names? Was Walter Rzepczynski a person supposedly silenced? And the only silence we had was
the silence of the Friends of the Fraser Valley.
You have evidence that such information as is available points to only one transaction; the Griffith /
Rzepczynski transaction. You have no evidence of any silencing of witnesses or of sources of
information in Washington, in Wyoming, in Michigan, or of any silencing of witnesses or stilling of
information in Illinois, other than the possibility of the one transaction, the Griffith / Rzepczynski
transaction.
And so, you face this question: what is to be believed? The sworn statement of Walter Rzepczynski,
or the unsworn hints of Glen Breaks? The unsworn hints of Friends of the Fraser Valley in the
person of Gina Breaks? The unsworn hints of Al Vickers? Of the unanswered letters? The answer is
clear. What are you to accept? In my submission, you are to accept the sworn evidence of Walter
Rzepczynski, buttressed and supported and corroborated by the sworn evidence of Mr. Griffith and
of the others whose viva voce evidence and whose statutory declarations you have before you now.
What steps should you now take? In my submission, you should issue an interim report to deal with
the two questions which have so vexed and agitated and distracted public attention.

The Allegations Report
Commissioner David Anderson released his Special Report on Allegations of Witness Tampering five
weeks later on Tuesday, November 27, 1990. Alongside it, came a two-page media release:
The 12-page report contains twenty individual conclusions, finding that there is no evidence that
potential witnesses from Wyoming, Illinois, Washington, or Michigan had been pressured into
remaining silent by companies wanting to drill in the Fraser Valley or that technical witnesses had
not given their honest opinions to the Inquiry. A 60-page volume of evidence was also published.
784

In the report, Anderson states he has no reason to think that the vast majority of the membership of
the Friends of the Fraser Valley had any part in the untruthful statements and regrettable behavior of
the group's spokespersons, who should have known that their allegations were baseless.
“I have never linked the major public concerns - - over groundwater, environmental impacts,
possible loss of Valley lifestyle - - to any particular organization, but have recognized them all as
being legitimate public concerns, to which I must bring the best technical evidence and judgment I
can,” said Anderson. “I will now get on with preparing my final report.”
In his Special Report, Anderson “concluded” the following:
•
•

784

That there is no evidence whatsoever for a reasonable person to believe that Mr. Walter
Rzepczynski was pressured into silence on matters of interest to this Commission.
That there is no evidence whatsoever for a reasonable person to believe that Mr. Howard Griffith
exerted any pressure with a view to silencing any person on matters of interest to this
Commission.

Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration Technical Hearings, October 22, 1990, Proceedings.
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•
•
•

•

•

That the views on exploratory drilling and underground natural gas storage attributed to Mr.
Rzepczynski in Mr. Break’s “technical paper” are fabrications.
That Mr. Rzepczynski’s views on exploratory drilling and natural gas storage are as set out in his
sworn statutory declaration of 8 October 1990.
That the spokespersons, officers,
and directors of the Friends of the
Fraser Valley knew or should have
known that the allegations made in
the name of their organization
regarding Mr. Griffith and Mr.
Rzepczynski were without any truth
whatsoever.
That the spokespersons, officers,
and directors of the Friends of the
Fraser Valley knew or should have
known that the allegations made in
the name of their organization
regarding witnesses being silenced
by the proponents in the state of
Washington, Illinois, Wyoming and
Michigan were without any truth
whatsoever.
That the spokespersons, officers,
and directors of the Friends of the
Fraser Valley knew or should have known that the allegations made in the name of their
organization regarding untruthful testimony given by public officials were without any truth
whatsoever.
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Anderson concluded that Glen Breaks’ interviews with Walter Rzepczynski concerning his comments
about the dangers of underground gas storage near urban settings were “fabrications.” Therefore, Glen
Breaks’ statements that Rzepczynski had a ‘change of heart’ were “without any truth,” and causally
unrelated to someone ‘getting to’ Rzepczynski, because “no reasonable” person could draw such a
conclusion.
Let’s examine what Walter Rzepczynski stated in his research paper, Aquifer Storage Development, the
basis of Breaks’ telephone conversations with Rzepczynski which Breaks then transmitted to the attention
of the Anderson Commission and to the B.C. Utilities Commission in July 1990, which ultimately
reached the top brass at B.C. Gas Inc.
In the first sentence of page one of the research paper, which was included in Rzepczynski’s October 8
affidavit, it begins by discussing “the development of aquifers suitable for underground gas storage.” By
page two, under the heading Finding a Suitable [underground storage] Structure, he states: “It should, if
possible, be away from any populated area and not overlain by any coal mine, other strip mine or water
body.” Rzepczynski ends his affidavit by stating that “My views of storage of natural gas are accurately
reflected in my draft paper “Aquifer Storage Development”.
That simple and straightforward statement, to “be away from any populated area,” conforms to what Glen
Breaks wrote and said repeatedly to the public about what Rzepczynski related to him in at least one or
more instancse of his five June to July 1990 telephone conversations. 785
On page 5 of his paper, Rzepczynski summarized, under the heading Assurance of Adequate Caprock, the
associated dangers of gas migration:
It is quite obvious the most important requisite of an aquifer storage reservoir is an adequate
caprock overlying the intended gas bubble to assure containment of the gas with no vertical
migration to overlying beds. … It should be mentioned that sometimes shales have imperfections
and could have some inherent fractures not readily noticed but reflect themselves once gas is
injected under an existing pressure. … Remember, the observation well above the primary caprock
is only good in its response if it also has an adequate caprock above it.
Rzepczynski’s simple statement about the danger of storage facilities to population proximity got
muddled up in his affidavit, lost in the “Mr. Breaks has misrepresented and misconstrued what I have said
and written,” the “Mr. Breaks had misunderstood or had chosen to mischaracterize what I had told him,”
“nor could I understand how he could write such words based on my paper,” sort of thing. Some of the
truth peeks out from the fog in one of his statements under heading “11:”
I gave Mr. Breaks my frank assessment of natural gas storage from my 35 years experience in the
field. In our conversation, reference was made to problems that have arisen in underground storage
of natural gas, but I told Mr. Breaks of the advances that have been made in the technology since I
first worked in the field, and I told Mr. Breaks that if underground storage of natural gas is carried
out to present day standards, underground storage of natural gas is a safe and beneficial way to
supply gas to consumers.

Rzepczynski states in his affidavit: “I recall having had perhaps as many as five relatively short telephone conversations
with Mr. Breaks, who said he was interested in natural gas storage.”
785
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The Langley Times published an article by reporter Al Irwin on November 3, 1990, with the title, Gas
expert’s letter is not consistent with own paper, and the Surrey Leader’s identical article on November 14
with a slightly more provocative title, Gas expert contradicts own study. The articles were questioning,
calling out the Anderson Commission allegation’s controversy between Rzepczynski and Glen Breaks.
Irwin cited the sentence from Rzepczynski’s report sent to Breaks, “… it should if possible, be away from
any populated area …”, and then, for comparison purposes, Irwin quotes from Rzepczynski’s August 29
letter to Howard Griffith: “I have never recommended or indicated to Mr. Breaks that aquifer storage or
any other type of storage facility should be away from any population.”
Irwin then points out that Rzepczynski stated in his October 8, 1990, affidavit that he sent to Breaks his
“paper on gas storage for information purposes only. … I did not give Mr. Breaks permission to use this
paper in any public manner.” Irwin wrote the following after interviewing Breaks:
Breaks, on the other hand, told the Times he did not ask for the paper, but had it sent to him, with
no stipulations. He said he turned over the information he gathered, because he had been instructed
by the gas commission to do so.
“That was all I had, and they accused me of taking his words out of context. How could I take it out
of context when I presented them (the Commission) with the entire paper?” Breaks asked. And
Breaks asked why Rzepczynski would send the paper, if he did not stand behind it.
In a November 27 Vancouver Sun article, Fraser Valley drilling hearings to resume, it reported that “after
seven weeks of silence, Friends of the Fraser Valley spokesman Glen Breaks said he is a little cynical
about the commission’s forthrightness:”
“I used to trust the members of the commission. But after what I’ve gone through, and the things
that happened, I don’t trust them anymore.”
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5 – 24.

The November 27 Langley High School Meeting

So, I’m saying that maybe they should insist on a one hundred million dollar [$100,000,000] limit of
liability, or don’t let the guys in, that’s all. It’s as simple as that. … The downside of all this of
course is that you as individuals have to pay for the lawsuit yourself. As I said earlier, there is no
insurance available to you. So, you would have to take them to court and go through that type of
process unless they are prepared to, if a lawsuit occurred, prepared to come out and pay
immediately, which is unusual. 786

The November 21, 1990, edition of the Abbotsford Times printed a short article by Ian Robbins, Gas
opponents will rally again, stating that The Friends “are holding a public meeting Tuesday, Nov. 27 … at
Langley Senior Secondary which will feature Lodene Clark, of Illinois, among other speakers.” The
article included an update on Glen Breaks who “was recently castigated by gas commission lawyer
Douglas MacAdams for – in MacAdams’ view – perjuring himself and making statements “giving rise to
questions of defamation”:”
“They were fairly nasty toward me,” Breaks said later. “I feel quite put out by it because I’ve just
told the truth about it.”
Breaks said he wants to “set the record straight” and is intending to ask the Ministry of Attorney
General to administer a polygraph, or lie-detector, test to him on the condition that the expert he
referred to, Walter Rzepczynski, and the man who contacted Rzepczynski, Walter Griffiths, also
take polygraph tests.
Because of newspaper advertisements of the upcoming Friends meeting on the evening of November 27,
it is noteworthy that the David Anderson Commission chose to release the Special Report on Allegations
that very morning! The timing of the Commission’s media release was no doubt meant to complicate and
imbalance the public meeting. Anderson’s report release timing legitimately infuriated The Friends. At
the rousing public meeting, The Friends criticized the petroleum industry and government and attacked
the Anderson Commission.
Some of the meeting details were narrated in a long, fiery letter sent to Premier Bill Vander Zalm the
following day on November 28 by Friends member and lawyer Charles Maclean, a copy of which he sent
to David Anderson. He stated that the meeting, held “on a frosty November night to spend two hours
listening to speeches,” “was attended by 692 residents of the Fraser Valley,” who “raised some $5,000 in
donations to our fighting fund.” “Contingents came from all over the Valley, including a group from
Yarrow - Cultus Lake, who chartered their own bus to get there – there was even representation from our
neighbours “over-the-Line” in Lynden, Washington.” The following is the bulk of MacLean’s personal
letter to the Premier:
I regret the necessity of approaching you personally on this matter, which I have, so far, avoided,
but the references in Anderson’s “Special Report” to my wife Margaret Ormston and myself, and
our respective professions, leave me no alternative.

786

Quote from Jack Hamilton, Insurance broker with the Insurance Brokers Association of BC, November 27, 1990.
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Putting to one side the wisdom of the storage of natural gas beneath a populated area such as the
Fraser valley, I can assure you that Anderson’s performance as sole commissioner has brought the
whole Public Inquiry process into disrepute.
When I read out Anderson’s references to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Breaks (and, by direct reference, to
my wife and myself and the other Directors of our Society) and appealed to the audience for
support, there was a prolonged standing ovation of the whole assembly.
During the recent Municipal Elections all the Aldermanic candidates in the affected areas, without
exception, publicly declared their opposition to the Gas Consortium’s proposals. Many of those
Aldermen were present at the meeting last night.
Bill, I have to tell you, with regret, that much of the resentment and suspicion of the residents of the
Valley against the oil and Gas Companies has now been transferred to Anderson himself and, by
extension, to you and the Government you lead.
In his “Special Report” Anderson has had the
insolence to drag in the professional standing
of my wife as a Doctor and myself as a member
of the Bar, coupled with an oblique attack on
our credibility as Directors of the Society. Our
participation in the affairs of the Society is
purely as residents of the Fraser Valley. I am
not legal counsel to the Society any more than
my wife is its advisor on medical matters. Even
if Anderson had allowed us legal
representation before his commission, which
he did not, I would not have acted for the
Society because of my personal interest and
strong feelings on the issues. Anderson’s
reference to “Mr. Charles Maclean, Q.C.” (an
interesting example of his professional
illiteracy) as “available legal advisor to the
Friends of the Fraser Valley” is quite
gratuitous and unfounded.
I have known Anderson since we were
classmates at U.B.C. Law School 31 years ago.
Because of this personal connection I felt it
was improper for me to take an active part
before him as sole Commissioner. In consequence, I did not do so. For the same reason I even
avoided being present at the meeting in my own home, which was held at his request. My thanks for
this concern for propriety, and for our hospitality, is to have my name, and that of my wife, and our
respective professional characters, vilified by Anderson in a public document.
I will not bore you with a detailed rebuttal of Anderson’s “Special Report”. The Society already has
this project in hand. Suffice it to say that, in my opinion, and that of the entire membership of the
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Dear aill:
Re:

David Anderson and the Fraser Valley Commission's
"Special Report" of November 1990

I regret the necessity of approaching you personally on this
matter, which I have, so far, avoided, but the references in
Anderson's "Special Report" to my wife Margaret Ormston and myself,
and our respective professions, leave me no alternative.
Putting to one side the wisdom of the storage of natural gas
beneath a populated area such as the Fraser Valley, I can assure
you that Anderson's performance as sole commissioner has brought
the whole Public Inquiry process into disrepute.
Bill, I have to tell you, with regret, that much of the resentment
and suspicion of the residents of the Valley against the Oil and
Gas Companies has now been transferred to Anderson himself and, by

extension, to you and the Government you lead.
In his "Special Report" Anderson has had the insolence to drag in
the professional standing of my wife as a Doctor, and myself as a
member of the Bar, coupled with an oblique attack on our
credibility as Directors of the society. Our participation in the
affairs of the Society is purely as residents of the Fraser Valley.
I am not legal counsel to the Society any more than my wife is its
advisor on medical matters. Even if Anderson had allowed us legal
representation before his commission, which he did not, I would not
have acted for the Society because of my personal interest and
strong feelings on the issues.
Anderson's reference to "Mr.
Charles Maclean, Q.C." (an interesting example of his professional
illiteracy) as "available legal advisor to the Friends of the
Fraser Valley " is quite gratuitous and unfounded.
I have known Anderson since we were class mates

at U.B.C. Law
School 31 years ago.
Because of this pers o nal connection I felt
it was improper for me to take an active part before him as sole
Commissioner.
'In consequence, I did not do so.
For the same
reason I even avoided being present at the meeting in my own home,
which was held at his request.
My thanks for this concern for
propriety, and for our hospitality, is to hav e my name, and that
of my wife, and our respective professional characters, vilified
by Anderson in a public document.
My wife and I had to learn of Anderson's attack on us by reading
his published "Spec ial Rep o rt".
Unlike Anderson, I am not a back
stabber, and I am therefore taking the liberty of sending a copy
of this letter directly to him for hi s info rmation.
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Society, the exercise “reflected in Anderson’s “Special Report” is nothing more than an attempt by
Anderson to restore his reputation and that of his commission which had been so publicly and
fatally damaged when, after several months experience of him, (including attendance at twenty
formal hearings), the Friends of the Fraser Valley declared their total loss of confidence in
Anderson and, as a matter of principle, refused to have anything more to do with him or his
commission.
Anderson (wasting vast sums of the public’s money in the process) has used the Commission to
attack the characters of such fine citizens as Mrs. Gina Breaks, who spoke out against Anderson, in
public, to his face, and her husband Glen Breaks, who are both members of a large family extended
throughout the Fraser Valley, some of whom are known to you personally, and all of whom are
outraged by this defamation of Gina and Glen, cloaked in the guise of a solemn inquiry. Anderson
even had the temerity to extend his vendetta to a person such as Ray Addington, an internationally
known business and community leader who has been chairman of all our meetings and to the
Directors of the Society, who include persons well known in our community for their integrity and
public spiritedness.
You certainly know Ray Addington, Brian Calder and myself. You know our respective personal and
professional reputations. You have met Mr. and Mrs. Jack Breaks and their son Glen and his wife
Gina. You have also met many more of our members who have been active supporters of yours over
the years. Do you really accept that we are irresponsible liars, as Anderson would have you, the
Government and the public believe?
Finally, I should tell you that, in all my years as a practising lawyer (which includes relevant
experience such as Counsel for the B.C. Firefighters before the Royal Commission on Workmans’
Compensation and as Counsel to your distinguished predecessor W.A.C. Bennett on his submission
to the Royal Commission on the B.C. Railway), I have never witnessed a greater travesty of the
purposes of the Public Inquiry process than the Anderson Commission. The responsibility for this
lies directly on Anderson and, to a lesser extent, on his Counsel, Douglas McAdams. So far from
reassuring the public and allaying its fears he has, through his own arrogance and folly,
exacerbated the legitimate concerns of decent citizens by insulting their intelligence and mounting
personal attacks on their leaders by means of a blatant abuse of the Public Inquiry process. He has
created a mounting wave of public resentment which is growing every day, and is now focusing on
the Government itself.
The Friends of the Fraser Valley is a non-political body but most of its members are long, true and
active supporters of the Government, as you well know. We have watched with dismay as you have
constantly been held accountable for the appalling conduct of persons whom you trusted, and from
whom you had every right to expect honourable, intelligent and responsible behaviour.
You (and, if I may say so, Lillian too) have also experienced the agony of unfounded public
vilification of the sort which Anderson has, without any justification, inflicted on Margaret and
myself, and those of our friends and neighbours. I hope you will therefore understand the depth of
our feelings.
I would be very sorry indeed if Anderson’s antics were to add to your present political problems but
I regret to say, this is a very real possibility.
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My wife and I had to learn of Anderson’s attack on us by reading his published “Special Report”.
Unlike Anderson, I am not a back stabber, and I am therefore taking the liberty of sending a copy of
this letter directly to him for his information.
With warmest personal regards and best wishes for
the battle ahead.

Al Vickers
Charles Maclean was the final speaker of six participating
panel members at the November 27 evening rally meeting
at the Langley High School. The five others, in order of
their presentations: Al Vickers, Margaret Ormston,
Lodene Clark (resident from Illinois), Brian Calder (past
president of the Real Estate Council), and Jack Hamilton
(Insurance broker with the Insurance Brokers Association
of B.C.). Ray Addington was the panel meeting
moderator. The event was videotaped by Rogers Community Four cablevision Langley staff and was later
aired on Community television. Here is the transcript of the evening’s videotape:
Ray Addington: This meeting is called by the Society of The Friends of the Fraser Valley, which is
a completely non-political, and simply a collection of over a thousand neighbors, all residents of the
area who are very concerned and dedicated to see that the provincial government does not allow our
families and our properties to be exposed to risks through this totally unnecessary scheme. And I
can advise the meeting that at the recent municipal elections all the candidates, whether they be
elected or unelected, declared themselves completely opposed to gas and gas storage in the Valley.
[Applause]
I must also tell you that we invited the honourable Jack Davis, the honourable Carol Gran, and
MLA Dan Peterson to this meeting tonight. Now, Dan Peterson and Jack Davis told us they will not
be attending. But Carol Gran has indicated that she will attempt to get here.
Our first speaker will be Al Vickers of 256th Street, Aldergrove, who is chairman of the Friends of
the Fraser Valley’s Society. Now, he’s a schoolteacher by profession. I can tell you he’s got the
heart of a lion and the energy of a beaver. And he’ll explain briefly the background of the issue.
Al Vickers: Thank you Ray. And I would like to welcome everyone a second time. Please don’t be
afraid to hold up those signs and let the rest of the province and Canada know exactly where you’re
from and why you’re here tonight. Very important.
Well, I have the ominous job of giving the background to you. There are many people here tonight
who have never really heard of this gas project really until the last few days. So, it is incumbent
upon me to try and give you notice as to what has been going on. So, it’s going to be a tough job,
and I’ll go fast, and I hope you understand of what I have to say.
It all started back on October 25th for us, anyway, of last year. It is slightly more than a year ago,
when, without notice, the provincial government, through Jack Davis’ Ministry of Energy, Mines
and Petroleum Resources, sold the sub-surface mineral rights to in excess of 188,000 acres of land
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in the Fraser Valley. They sold without
notice to you and to me, the people who
would indeed be placing their safety at
risk and their property at risk. It is
interesting to see, and perhaps later on
in the evening when you have time, you
can go to the back [of the meeting hall]
and take a look at what is known as the
consultation schedule. It would appear
that Jack Davis and the Cabinet felt it
was important enough to inform local
MLAs and local governments because
there is this consultation schedule for
those people as early as April 8th of
1988. 787 But they took no action, none
at all, to warn you and me.
On February the 19th we were told, I
was told, by means of a telephone call from someone in the community that there were two
companies in the area, Conoco Canada and Dynamic Oil. Just two. And they were here solely to
explore for gas and oil. We soon found out when we started to investigate things that that just
wasn’t the case. In fact, that was the first con [confidence] job. The first con job, however, the very
first, was the fact that they did not tell people like you and me that they were coming into our
community. We formed on February the 25th, exactly nine months ago, The Friends of the Fraser
Valley. We went around to public information meetings like this, and we informed many of you
who are here tonight. Our public presentations raised the heat!
There were three consequences of our public meetings. One: con job number two came forward.
There weren’t two companies involved, there were three: B.C. Gas came out of the woodwork. So,
there is B.C. Gas, Conoco Canada, and Dynamic Oil. Con job number three was the fact that they
weren’t here to find gas and oil, they were here to store gas.
Another consequence was the Anderson Commission. You know, there are really two proponents to
this whole scheme. There is the industry itself, and of course there is Jack Davis, the Minister. It is
awfully suspicious to me that the Minister took it upon himself to form his own Commission.
Sometime in March of this year he formed his own Commission and elected David Anderson to be
the Commissioner.
Now, the question is, why do these companies feel, and does Mr. Davis feel, there should be storage
in the Fraser Valley? Well, we asked that question too. The companies told us that the reason why
storage should be here was because there was this shortage of natural gas to the Lower Mainland.
One of the presidents of the companies stated quite clearly in the local paper that Langley Memorial
hospital had run short two years ago. Not so. Another con job. While he was saying that we’ve
Refer to the section above, Provincial Government’s ‘Consultation’ with Third-Order Governments, for the details. Vickers
reference date of April 1988 appears to be in error and should read 1989.
787
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BIG STINK OVER GAS STOAAGE
Copyright 1990 Los Angeles TUllCS. Reprinted by permission.
By Jeffrey L. Rabin, limes Staff Writer

When natural gas was first injected underground, the only neighbors
were birds. Now residents complain of leaks and odors.
Sinoc World War II, ViUl qUlrItiut$ oflll.wn.i gas have
been sund in the S&Ddstone pores of an old oll field more

IlwI • mile bcnc.th Playa del Rcy, Ihe Balkona Weda:1ds
and p&ru ofMarinadcl Rey and VttJiec.
AI the Southern California Gu Co.'$ proces$ing plant
high alOp the Play. del Rey bluffs, nanual gu piped from
Teus aDd California producers is oompressod, coolod and
injected deep into the Del Re)' field . The gAS remains there
until il is needed to meet customer demand.
For [DO$! of 11$ h l$lOry, th e plant', only nelghbon
"'fTC tilt 11",.. \($ and m1grQlor y bIrdS WI frequent the
_ely bluffs and IIII' wetlands below.
BUI now IIII' facility and many of the wen.. whcrc

gM

is injected and withdrawn arc surrounded by urb.n
clevdopmcnt.

Instead of wildlife, the &U company opcnt'" side-byside willt residents of multimillion40llo.r. bluff.1Op homes

.,"

odors. l uk, I nd th e ven ting o r gu from weIll IlIII in
,orne ClSes are just .. re w rut away from expensive
homes . Like mlny other arels of Los Ang eles, the
silOlDon in PlIYI del Rey hu the p:I\l:n~aI l(l become I
c1&ssic ]llId·use conflicl be!W«n iadU5tty llIal WI, llIere
fUJI and the fQidents who arne later.
Pat Boster. 1 leader of llIe Playa del Rey Bluffs Assn .,
I homeowners g:roup, said her neighborhood smel ls lik e
gas at ]east ollCe II wuk. " You'd th Ink somebody had
tu rned Gil. the gu ill your hOlIK, when they are rtally
vu ll ...... sho Aid. ftWhu OUr houst b fUll of It, Ih e
../10k IIcfgttbol'hood Is I'WI oI tLft
Joe Berberich. I neighbor. Igreed. "Pulod lcally th t
platt J us t gets In unda ted wfl h natural Cas smells •••• h·s
certa l n]y a SOurCe of COncern. No one w ants 10 be
brullling gas:
Berberich nid he Ind olher neighborhood res idenl$
have ealled the gu company numerous times '" complain
about the teUtale gas smell wbich is acruaUy .. sunt added
10 llIe usually odorless gas. "' don'l know if llIey have
wells thn are luking or if it·s put of lheir venting: h
said. "Nobody really Imows thaL"
In response to persistetlt questioning from neighbors .
gas «Impany offic i.als acknowledged recently thai smal]
amounts of gas Ife vented inlO the air up 10 50 times a
monlh.
Jim Ti erney. geneul superiDlendent of the glS
1-.... .oompI~Sou.lb Basin Division. disclo$ed in I letter 10
Boster last spring IIlat about 300,000 albic ftel o f n atural
gn Is ve nled In lO th e a Ir Utl, month from normll
ope:ntions al Playa de] Rey. The omount vented is enough
gas to supply 57 resldentialcustomer$ for smonth .
Tierney said llIe vented gas is". relatively tiny Ii""tion
of Ihe billionl of cubic feel of gl5 slored in our
undcrpwnd faciliti": And he pledged thll e/foru would
be made 10 reduce the venting by rwo-thinh before the end
of this year.
Dave Zuniga. station superintendent, said the venting
viii" from 10 l(l IS tim" a month to as mu<:h u SO times
a mGtIth depen.ding 011 nWn1mlnC:C of COfllJ7fessors. wells.
pipelioes NId otheJ eqUipmenL
COIIa:med abou t possible health effects, !he Play s de l
Rey Bluffs Amt. bas enlisted the belp of I public huJth
professor.tad. law profeuor It U(L6. to understand llIe
implit:atiolU of llIe ill rompany's opentions.
Bo.1tt laid more than 100 neigh~()fhood residenls
a1tn di Dg I commuD ity mee tiDg with gil complny
representativCl laIt November were "'-acked to Ier.rn IIlat
lbe 'lOfige field u.. dediCi about 460 "rq _ an Irea
running from MllIchesler Avenue on the south acron
PlaYI dd Rey, the Bll10nl Wetlandi and pan of MlriDi

. ib
y

with spe<;1IC1d.or views of SanLa Monica Bay..,d the-enUre
WeslSidc from Malibu 10 downtown Los Angeles.
Wit. the usJdtnl$ but com e comptatn ts I bou t

de] Rey to Venice.
"They never gave 11$ any clue," she said . "We h,d no
idea we were living over such , n utelLlive f~ld: Nor did
the residents Imow the e~tent of llIe ventin!:. "We hod no
idea they would Vellt thll stuff on Us." Boster Mid.
UC LA law prof",or Henry McOee. who hIS bce n
retained as a consu lWtt by the homoowncn, descr:ibel the
gas company f"ility as an improper laoo. use in whll is
now a residenli.l nci!:hbor hood. " 'I's ob v io u sl y
lnrom pallbl •• Whetheri!". Mfe is not Iulown: he $.lid.
The ICnsion could rise if ambitious pll'U for. vasl new
oommunilY called Playl VISta belWee" Pl'YI del Rcy and
Marin, del Rey bocomc: rcality_
Developer Nelson Ris ing said he believes Ihe
company'S ope .. tions Ire compalib]e with pla ns tor
construction of th e massive residenlial. office. rellil.
m9J'ina ,"d hotel romplu. "We·re quile confident Ihl t
there's no problem: Rising said.
Ou comp.ny ufficials say Ihe PI' YI de] Rey glS
s torage field, one of six luch fields opeflled by Ihe
company. has opernted Mfely for ncarly half I cenwry and
they promise 10 take Sleps to reduce In)' imploct on the
neighbors.
Tierney said Ihe facil ity is vi tal 10 selving gas
eustomctS.
"We could nO! duplicate this facility. II is a naturally
occurring f~cilily, 50 il's not something you can pic\:: up
and fTK)Ve '" some remote location." he said. "That UJ\ be
done with mO! 1 thinK' in the indusoial world, but no! with
lhis kind of facilily. It', jun heTe. Ood put il here and that's
iL So we've go. '" live ",illt IItB n~;lhbor •. "
Tierney readily admits thOl circum stances have
changed si~ce the De l Rey oil field W", discovered in
1929. The n ~t oil woll In Ihe • • 03 w:OS dubbed Rod 3nd
Gun Q ub 1, • l e~la m.nt 10 Ih. lo nely Ralun of the
1andsc3~ In Ihose days.
As the oil was e xu.cled, room ..... cruled in .he
unde rground rock formations lhal ... as ideal for glS

,I,

~\OflIge .

During World War n. the field WIS openled by the
U.S. Wlf Dcp&ilmen t 10 ensure I n adequate supply of
nlrun] gas to defense plants in the 9J'eIL. Afu:r lhe W9J'. the
field was ~cquiJed by the 8iS company, which hiS ope .... tcd
it ever since..
A ",tal of 72 wells Operale today tlu"ougbout Ille fidd.
Thiny of them. ncar the centel of the fiold in Playa del
Rey. Ile used for injection and withdil wi l of gas . The
remainder. 5ca1LC:ed at the periphery of the field, 9J'e used
fOf withdrawal only.
Altogether, 2.6 billion cubic feel of gu can be stored in
the field. The gas is withdrawn as needeel on cool winter
days and when SfTK)g conditions lequire elecaic generating
pllnlS in th e Soulh Bay \0 usc cleILo·buming gas rather
than more polluting fuels.
Despite complainlS from some residents, officials al the
South Coasl Air Quality Man agemen t D islJiet Slid they
have never bun able to prove thai the gas company fadlity
is !he SOUlCC of odors in the area and no violation notices
havebccnissued.
In M. y. AQMD inspecton dClcrmincd that the likely
SOUlte ofodors reported near the bluffs was thedl)' of Los
Angeles' sewer line that cltries wlSl e ","er 10 the
Hyperion lI"eIL\fl1ent plan l. The line ru ns oDdel Cabora
Drive, I paved path midwlY up the blu ff face. Manbole
oovers were sealed to COIIIJO] the smeU.
But neighbors arc II()! satisfied. "It's nOt lhe ~wer line."
Berberich said. ft lt's ddlnltel)" n l tural gas stndl .~
A ir $.Imple, taken Jut August in the vic inily of the
T.e as ur. g ".11 on De]gany Ave nue s . o",.d trau
a mo un U of u n ce r·u ll s lns c h e mlc l l, be nu nt and
toIu.ne 1.1 th t alr. "The m.UtU\l: qllllltitie.s obser;ed make

il nearly impo:nible 10 ascertain whelller venting Of leaks
from Treasure 8 were llIe source," inspectors wrote.
Samples takeQ in JanLW)' NId Fcbrur.ry in other pans
of Play. del Rey showed benzene levels at 5 pa r I!; ptr
bUlla ", do ublt Ihe 1.4 pam per billion thaI is the aversge
ooJlGCntn~on in !he basin's air.
The p.s company has .dnowledsed in IIOti«s sent '"
cuslOmers that MtUra! gu can ~n ta1n small l mounts of
be nzene. Ellioll H. Harris. an environmental engineer for
llIe gas oomplfly. SIIid benzene levels range finon 0 '" SO
parts per million in nat .... a1 gas depending on the sour« of
supply.
Tolu tlle levels in the recenl air samples were IS puIS
per bi llion or 1.5li:Ms thelvenge conuntrauon.
AQMD spokesman BiU Kelly said llIe lelLdingll were
"not rcally IItIl much out of sy",," with lhe leveb recorded
in coa.sta] areas of Los Angeles .
And air quality offICials wete nOl. OIlIIcaned lbool the
venling of nltur.l gas, which is primarily methane. "In
general. we do nOI regulate. lhll kind of activily: said
AQMO's senior engineering man.g.... Dave Schw;en.
Wh en released I t ground level. melbane rises ond
dispcr.;o:s quickly. and dQC.li nOI fOOl" wi!h o!her glSe! '"
fOml smog. "In OIIr judgment." Sehwicn $.lid, "methane is
nOl an ai, contamin ... t."
Arter lookin g at the les! resu llS. Schwien ldded: "We
jUst don'l see thisas~ problem:
Neverthel ess. the gas company is planning 10 instaU a
nare slltk ne~t y= !hal wil! bum off mucb oflhe gas th>l
;. no .... veniOd into the air.
Tierney $t.;d LIte flate s\&CII: , already Il>'O<l 01 las stOn.&e
field! in Whiltier and Montebello. shouid eliminllC odors.
H~ said plans to i", .. lIlhe equipmtlll were prompted by
lhe fact lhat "neighbors are moving in downwind" from Ihe
plant. The nare s..ck was not lCQuired by any governmenl
agency.
The gas. company has also posted signs on some we]1s
... aming that bydrogen sulfide, a rwnmable poisonous gas.
may be prcsenL Electronic monitors bne been placed al
the wells 10 alert planl operators !O the pruence of
hydrogu sulfide .
Jeevan P. Anand, division superinlendenl for Ille gas
complony, said the monilOrin, U\uipmenl wu insLllLed
because "wf'n being surrounded by people ••.•If oor
operations Ife in any way causing any problems. rather
than rtact '" it. we need l(l be J7fcpared &head of tirne.." he
said.
In response 10 ne .... AQ MD regu]lIions. the gas
company will fully enclose ilS f:u;ilities al the bue or llIe
bluffs ,..here wa ter pumped OUI of the wells is ueattd
before being discharged '" the oounty sewClsyl1em.
The gas company's actions. while welcome. have nol
dc(cned aClivists such as Boster. She is still prening
county h .... lth officials 10 J7fobe the ca.uses of caneer deaths
in the neighborhood.
Ph ilip Jacobs, an epidemiology analyst for the Los
Ange]es County Heah h Deparlment. slid. review of
cancer Stali$OO from 1972 to 1980 failed 10 fUld anything
unusual in Play, del Rey.
"The ClnCer rite in their a rea wu not sLl ti.ticaily
differenl from aU of Los Angeles Country. I did nOt f!lld
anything that stood ou t.· he said.
Bost.... who has bad caneer SUlgery three times since
fTK)ving 10 the area in 1968, is not sali$flCd. She called on
Ille county 10 conduc t a full.fIedged study of eaDeer in the
neighborhood.
"To avoid using the current data when many of these
bouses did not exist in 1980 5CC1IIS incredible 10 me." "'-e
said. "They should be ashamed nO I 10 100 11: II Ihose
Jtali$tics."

As an addendum to this article, according to an official of the Southern California Gas Company, when it came time for
them to expand their operations in the 1970's, after many years of experience at operating in a populated area, they did
not repeat their previous .rr~r. This time around the entire surfece area of their new facilities at Aliso Canyo n and Honor
Randlo was purchased as well as. buffer zone around the perimeter of each site. No one resides on either of these
f.cllitltis.
ffthls can be accomplished in a st.te which has Ii population greater than all of Canada, then it can be accomplished
here, if it is proven that underground storagl is indeed needed.
PAil FOR BY
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discovered that we have a twenty-five-year
supply of natural gas at the present rate of
consumption to the Lower Mainland. And
not only did we find out that, but they had
just discovered in excess of seven trillion
cubic feet of natural gas that would have
saved, or rather, would have projected us
into the next few hundred years. If you have
been paying attention to the newspapers
within the last two weeks, the Minister of
Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources,
Mr. Jack Davis, has stated publicly that there
is now in excess of eighteen, 18 trillion cubic
feet of natural gas in the northeast sector, and
approximately another 20 trillion cubic feet that is suspected to be there. And they’ve just scratched
the surface. So, it is quite obvious that even if there was natural gas here in the Fraser Valley there
is not the slightest reason, not the slightest reason to engage in gas exploration in the populated
Fraser Valley. We have it coming out of our ears.
Well, the consortium of
companies decided that
we had them on that one
too. That was another
con job we caught them
at. So, then they said,
yes Al, we do have all
that gas up there but we
really can’t bring it all
down here to the Coast.
The pipeline capacity is
not adequate.
Well, ladies and
gentlemen, we did our
homework on that one as
well, and we found this.
That Westcoast Energy
Corporation, the carrier for natural gas to the Fraser Valley, has a capacity for 1.5 billion cubic feet
per day to deliver to people like you and me. Now, that doesn’t mean anything until you know how
much we use. On an average winter’s day – not Spring, not Fall, and certainly not Summer – on an
average winter’s day we use only thirty percent of that supply. Only thirty percent. Another con job.
There was plenty of gas coming down to us. Not only that, they didn’t even announce, but we had
to discover on our own, that they were in the process of completing a looping system, which would
bring down another twelve to fifteen percent extra as well. And Westcoast Energy is more than
pleased, by the way, as a result of the Commission’s finding, to even double the pipeline capacity.
Another con job.
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Well, recently they have been telling us that the reason why they have to have natural gas here it is
for security of supply. You know, many times I have gone before the public and said what the
companies have had to say is interesting, but it is what they have not said that is absolutely vital.
And that is exactly what they have done here. Sure, it is security of supply: it is security of export
supply! And for those people from B.C. Gas here tonight I would suggest you use the word export
in your vocabulary. Another con job. [Applause]
Now, I’d like to point out because
there seems to be some people even
in the David Anderson Commission
that don’t understand where we are
coming from. So, those of you from
the Anderson Commission here
tonight, take notes. The Friends of
the Fraser Valley have the
following position: we endorse the
use of natural gas in homes, in
automobiles, and in factories. We
have no problems with storage. We
have no problems with export. Mr.
Anderson, wherever you are, this is
the problem. Mr. Davis as well,
who is not here. We do not want, nor do we need, storage in the populated Fraser Valley. Thank you
very much. [Applause]
Let it be known that we pay a big
price to live in municipalities.
Municipalities are not the place for
primary resource development.
We have adequate supplies, we
have adequate delivery
arrangements, there is no need to
place the residents or their
properties at risk. You can be
expected to live under a disaster
evacuation plan 24 hours a day,
every day, every year, as long as
you are here! They also suspect
there could be a problem with your well water, because they are going to test your water before,
during and after the drilling phase. And think about that, what that means. All that means is one day
they may come to you and say we’ve tested your water, I’m sorry Henry, it’s wrecked! You have no
comeback on that. There are no laws provincially, federally or municipality-wise that can protect
you. And the companies have no legal obligation. You have to take those people to court. [Vickers
raised his arm in the direction of the consortium representatives in the meeting hall.]
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Now, do they leak? Indeed, they do. Tonight, Lodene Clark from Ancona-Garfield Illinois will tell
you about those kinds of leaks. But I can assure that once they leak, and once the gas migrates, the
gas is free to wander and cannot be controlled. And don’t take my word for it. Listen to Lodene and
listen to Dr. [Donald] Katz. Dr. Katz is one of the leading authorities in the United States and has
written a textbook that was just published this year 1990. It is called Natural Gas Engineering,
Production and Storage. Here are quotes:
•

•
•

“A concern is that this gas eventually might reach water supplies and appear in the local
user’s water. Gas might even permeate the soil at the surface and enter homes or buildings to
provide explosive mixtures.”
“It is foolhardy to say that such leakage will not occur in a reservoir being developed with a
projected 30-to-50-year lifetime.”
“It would be preferable to have the homes on concrete pads without basements, and this type
of new construction might be well advised in gas storage areas. Monitors in basements that
would detect low concentrations of natural gas could possibly be installed to provide
adequate warning before the gas reached the explosive limit, should gas ever enter a
basement.”

Any one of these reasons or recommendations that they have given to us tonight, and they
recommend strongly that they don’t go anywhere near populated areas. Any one of those
recommendations or reasons is sufficient cause is to bring this project to an immediate halt tonight!
Not tomorrow, tonight! [Applause]

Now, I would like to add to your possible shock that that book [lifts a page from Dr. Donald Katz’s
book in the air with his left arm] was not in the Ministry of Energy and Mines’ files in their library
in Victoria this Spring. And Mr. [Jack] Davis has failed to come out tonight to hear it still. I don’t
know if that became testimony in the Anderson Commission. I don’t recall having seen it. 788 I’m
glad they are here to hear it.
I would like you to know this. That your Premier Mr. Bill Vander Zalm was told all of that
information and more on July the 30th of this year, four months ago, and I have yet not received a
reply from that man.

No references to the title of Dr. Donald Katz’s book were found in the Commission’s transcripts, and his book was not
entered as a Commission exhibit. References to the name “Katz” are in Proceedings transcript volumes, 6, 8 and 9.
788
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In good faith we cooperated, assisted and supported the Anderson Commission by supplying
information and guidance. But we soon realized that because of it’s conduct the Commission’s
purpose was not to look into our concerns but to convince the government and the residents that the
proposals that the government had embarrassed themselves with should now be allowed to proceed.
Now, I’m going to predict something for the future. We are getting close to the new year. And I’m
going to suggest this. You can anticipate these findings from the Anderson Commission report
when it comes forward in the new year. Expect the report to say that the residents are ignorant, fearmongers and users of rhetoric. And they are going to bully certain people like Mr. Glen Breaks and
certainly yours truly, Al Vickers. They are going to say that The Friends of the Fraser Valley, and
that’s all of you I presume, and many more of us, that they are simply people who don’t know what
they are talking about, and people who should welcome the dangers and the abuse of their lives and
their properties by these companies. Because there is no evidence, none, at all, anywhere, that there
is anything wrong with
it. Ask counsel for
Commission. He’s here
tonight. He told us that
[on August 25] two
days before they
started. That the
preponderance of
evidence would
suggest that the project
could go ahead safely.
Expect this from Mr.
Anderson and his
Commission.
In conclusion, I would
like to say this. That if
you care for your
family and property as we do, and I know you do because you wouldn’t be here tonight, you will
know what to do. You will demand that the provincial government cancel this whole thing, once
and for all. Let them know in no uncertain terms that you will not put up with this unnecessary and
dangerous scheme where the residents are the only people who put up all the risks and take all the
chances. Now, we can help you achieve some of that, and Mr. Addington will tell you later about
how to go about doing that. Let me conclude by saying that this insane project must be stopped.
Believe me, if they are allowed to develop the first reservoir, as they propose to do, the gas and oil
industry will have the entire Fraser Valley developed into an enormous time bomb of potential
trouble. And they know it too! [Applause] Now, there’s only one outfit that can do anything about
it, and that’s the government. And that’s you. Because you are the government. You do the telling.
Thank you very much.
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Margaret Ormston
Ray Addington: Now, Margaret Ormston, based on her own experiences, will give you an idea of
what little regard the oil and gas industry has for property owners like you and me once they have
the enormous authority to do what the hell they like from Mr. Vander Zalm to drill.
Margaret Ormston: Good evening. I think that most of you have been at many previous meetings,
and I have told you about a very beautiful and attractive piece of property that I owned in Ft. St.
John and was totally wrecked for me by a combination of the oil companies and the Ministry of
Mines and Petroleum. Any stated regulations that they set up can be altered at the drop of a hat. If a
large number of oil companies combine, for instance, they can drill an oil well every ten or twenty
acres. It doesn’t really matter as long as they can get a large enough so-called ‘unit.’ So, my piece
of property was cursed with five oil wells and a compressor station and a scrubbing plant for oil.
Now, I have talked about this piece of property, and the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum were very
aware of my anger of what was done to it. And indeed, earlier this summer they did a cosmetic job
on this poor, benighted place, and
tidied it all up and made the oil lease
sites very attractive. But, despite
knowing that people were watching,
they did manage to have a very large
fire on one of the oil wells. Now, the
oil company couldn’t deal with it. The
local fire people couldn’t deal with it.
And they had to call out the fire
fighters and their special equipment
from the Ft. St. John airport to put out
this fire. Now this piece of property
had me, one house, one resident, on it,
and it was 300 acres.
Now, I would like you to compare
that to the number, for instance, that live in Murrayville. Friends of the Fraser Valley surveyed
Murrayville earlier this summer, and I may point out that the Anderson Commission did not a
single, local survey. They didn’t go around and collate people, talk to them, see how many animals
they had, how many people were in their house, what age. Friends of the Fraser Valley did. And we
found that there are 411 people living within one kilometre of the proposed drilling site in
Murrayville. The Fraser Highway also runs through that area. And can you imagine a major fire in
an area like that that requires very large equipment coming out from airports or heaven knows
where? I don’t know if Langley even has that kind of equipment to deal with a great big fire in the
middle of Murrayville. The industry expects us to believe their assurances that they can evacuate us.
Four hundred-odd people, four hundred domestic farm animals within the area, as well as deal with
all the traffic. And I think many people have involved in evacuations recently in Langley where
there have been relatively minor gas leaks, and they do create a lot of problems.
I would like to say again that I feel very strongly that we don’t need the kind of threat that the
petroleum imposes on a community in Langley. And I ask everybody to do whatever they can, on
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whatever kind of level, of municipal action, provincial, or even federal, to show the oil companies
the door and suggest very strongly that they move elsewhere. Thank you.
Province of British Columbia
Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration
No. 105, 20611 Fraser Highway
Conoco Canida limited
Langley, British Columbia
3900, Bow Valley Squire 2
V6A 4G4
205 . 51h Avenue S.W .
Calgary, Alberta 12P 2V7
Attention David Anderson
(403) 260.2400
Commissioner
October 12, 1990
Dear Sir:
Re: Report on Methane Dispersion in the Atmosphere
Conoco Canada Limited, on behalf of the Fraser Valley Gas Project, submits
the attached report entitled "Estimated Ground Level Methane Concentrations
Resulting from a Natural Gas Well Blowout in the Fraser River Valley".
The report has been prepared by Dr . D.M. Leahey of Western Research. He has
had extensive experience modelling atmospheric dispersion of gases as evidenced
by his attached experience record.
If it is deemed necessary, Dr. Leahey is available to answer any questions
the Commission may have regarding the report contents. Please contact Mr. R.M.
Spring at (604) 856-8031 if additional information is required.
Thank you for your consideration of this report.

(conoco)

Yours truly

caNaca
c.c.

CANADA LIMITED

ROBERT E. PELZER
Vice President &
General Counsel
W.E. Westall - Conoco Canada
T.N. Tipton Conoco Canada
R.M. Spring - Fraser Valley Gas Project
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Lodene Clark
That evening, the audience heard from special guest Lodene Clarke from Long Point, Illinois. She had
been invited and sponsored by the Friends for a one-week visit. She stayed at the home of Glen Breaks’
parents, and in their company and during her many visits that week, she would tell the attentive, eager
ears of those listening the many sordid tales of her experiences with underground gas storage, what
Charles Maclean stated in his letter to Premier Vander Zalm, “the misery she and her family have
endured.”
Ray Addington: Mrs. Lodene Clark, as I told you before, has come all the way from Illinois. And,
in addition to that, she is appearing for the first time in her life in public, and she will tell you what
it is like to live above a gas reservoir.
Lodene Clark: I’m not a public speaker, and I’m scared to death to be here, but I have a story to
tell. It’s too late for me, it’s too late for my farm. And I’m here to tell you what happened to me in
an effort to say – save yourselves.
We were approached in our area in 1961. And we live in a sparsely populated area. It’s rural
Illinois, flatter than a
pancake. No hills, no
mountains. You name your
mountains, and we name our
plots of farmland. Now, I’m
going to talk about a Fordice
farm which consists of 80
acres. And then a fourth of a
mile down the road there’s
another 80 acres that I’m
going to talk about as the
Clark farm. So, we have a
Fordice-80 and a Clark-80.
And I happen to at the
present time own them both
because they were inherited
through a family chain.
The Norther Illinois Gas is our company. And when they approached these people to put the
underground storage down, the people were elderly. My mother-in-law was widowed. May Fordice
was in her seventies, and Harry Fordice, her husband, was about the same age. So, these were not
young people. They were shown a contract, took the contract to their attorney who had been a friend
for years. He said at that time, if they [Northern Illinois Gas] want it, they’re going to have it. They
are going to get it by eminent domain. 789 There will be ways for these big companies to get this
land.
The subject of “eminent domain” was discussed at the Commission’s technical hearings on three occasions, September 4, 5
and 6, 1990, during witness examination of American storage consultants. “Counsel MacAdams: Eminent domain is an
American legal technique to enable storage companies, amongst others, to take over privately held land rights in order to
789
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Left: Lodene Clark’s home. 1990.
You’re just as well sign the contract and be
done with it. So, there was no active fight
put up here. Okay. The neighbors that
were surrounding here also signed. There
was compensation. They paid $1,000 an
acre, but they didn’t buy the acre! The
only took the easement, and that has been
a big problem. Because, now what has
happened there is a series of gas roads to
go back and service all these wells. There
are a series of wells, and you can’t grow any crop on those wells or on those roadways, so
consequently you pay taxes on land that is non-productive. In essence, I am subsidizing this huge
company. So, kind of money out of the pocket there.
Anyways, when the contract was signed by my particular branch of the family in December 1981
[error, 1961], drilling started soon after. Drilling to go down, as deep as they go down in our
particular area was 2,500 feet. It does not take just a little rig. There were huge drilling rigs that
came in. They crossed the farmland. We have land being so flat that we have to have tiling under it
in order to carry the drainage away. These huge, huge pieces of machinery. But the very weight of
them broke up many of our tile that had never been adequately repaired. Consequently, they have
generally reduced my income because the land cannot drain and not as adequately able to grow
crops as it did.
When these big, big rigs came in, they were set up, there were generators next to them, highly lit,
worked 24 hours a day, seven days a week, had a big tank / some kind of affairs next to them,
required a great deal of water because they use water down around this drill bit somehow. So, you
had a truck running down to a creek, and they had to have gas pumped down there to pump the
water out of the creek, put it into this tank or take it back to their drilling rig. Then, in order to have
a place to put what came up from the drilling as the water went down it brought up, I suppose,
ground up rock, they dug huge, huge pits and drained this water that contained rock, into these pits.
And that rock set up just like concrete. So, after those pits were filled up after the drilling was done,
now you have a pit with a nice concrete bottom just like a swimming pool. So again, they damaged
the productivity of the land. These rigs were highly lit up at night. There was a lot of noise. It’s a
sparsely populated area. Didn’t bother us that much other than you knew they were out there, you
facilitate the operation of the facility, correct?” (Source, Proceedings, Volume 6, September 4, page 1200.) Expert witness,
consultant Douglas Ball: “Another story that I keep up with because the company retains our company to keep watch on the
reservoir, served Saint Louis. ... the storage underlies a bedroom community called Florissant. … At the time the company was
filing with the, I think it's called the Missouri, or I guess it's the Missouri Public Service Commission for the right to use
eminent domain or to have the company's right of eminent domain broadened so that it included underground gas storage, there
was quite a fight over that. The landowners, some of them hired expensive attorneys, and did lots of fighting on the
condemnation court. And I represented, I didn't represent, but I was a witness for the company to try and let everybody
understand just what the storage was like and what it was going to do, and things of this sort. And I do remember that the fight
was bad. And those people now, they claim that their storage -- that their property rights would be severely devalued, and it
would be worthless.” (Source, Proceedings, Volume 8, September 6, pages 1483-1484.)
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could hear the clanking of the pipes, you could hear these trucks going back and forth, you could
hear this generator running on a diesel or something and all that made noise.
A few video interviews were made of
Lodene Clark and her tribulations with the
gas company’s leaking underground storage
facility.
In this interview, Lodene is pointing out and
describing two water wells affected by
leaking methane.

One of the wells, capped
(indicated by red circle), to
the right, was tainted.

Here, to the left, Lodene lifts a square hollow
box which is positioned on top of a small
. piece of plywood. Under the plywood is a
“dug water well.” “A couple of times it got
hit by lightning, and this board blew off,” she
explains.

Looking into the water well. “You’ll see
the gas bubbling on the sides of it as it
comes up. Now, this isn’t as riled as it’s
going to be as they put more and more
gas in here [in the storage facility] as the
winter sets, in about September, October.
This will boil just like a tea kettle. It’s
really going full tilt.”
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Eventually the gas injection withdrawal wells did go down. On an 80-acre plot, which would be a
fourth of a mile wide, a half a mile long, I believe we had seven wells on the Clark and a
comparable number on the Fordice. It’s been an ongoing battle with this company for a lot of years.
This drilling and the placement of these wells went on from about 1962, 1963 up to about 1964,
1965. It was a matter of not just a brief period, but a matter of several years before all this drilling
and digging and pile and pipeline.
The Fordices, Mr. and Mrs. Fordice, my aunt Mary and uncle Harry, lived on the Fordice 80 and
they had a home that was built in 1888. Always kept in good condition. They had a dug well. And,
if you know what a dug well is in this area, that is what it is. The well had always had good quality
water in it. Somewhere in around 1966 the quality of the water became very, very poor. It was
discolored, it was agitated, it was churning a little bit. They didn’t know what to do about it. They
had a little small drilled well put down in close proximity to this dug well. They got no better water
from that. Somewhere in about 1969 we checked into the well, and low and behold the dug well is
boiling like a tea kettle would boil, very rapidly, churning very rapidly. We reported it repeatedly to
the local gas company people and they always said, you have a problem with native gas. That’s not
our gas. That’s native gas, native to this area. [The audience stirs, starts laughing.]
Across the street “from our farm home,”
Lodene examines a protruding pipe in a
corn field. “This is one of the holes that
they drill every fall, in order to release
some of this pressure from under the
ground. This one, when I raised a fuss,
when they sealed them all. And you can
see how this water bubbles up around
[outside of the steel pipe] here. Sealing all
the holes is really not that effective.”

In another section of a nearby cornfield: “These
are probably holes that were drilled this year, even
though they are not allowed to do that. Maybe if
we hold the camera down far enough, we’ll be able
to hear that it is actually bubbling. (The sound of
wild bubbling is clearly heard in the audio.) If you
look down in that it is a gently boiling kettle.”
So, the complaining went on for a number of
years. We wrote a letter that fortunately I did
keep, stayed in the file, because we wrote more than one, dated 1970. We complained to the higher
echelon of the company that this well was boiling. And, in fact we did not know if it was native gas
or pipeline gas, but we would pursue it a little bit more. Well, the boys from the gas company local,
local station, would come out and from time to time to check this [water] well. They took a sample
every year and they always reported that this water was acceptable. Although, it stained white
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clothing, it stained your porcelain. It was not good quality water, and water was nearly always
purchased to drink.

Then in about 1971 or 1972 we noticed
that the gas company would come out, go
back on their own pads, they would put
gravel around these injection / withdrawal
wells, and they would drill a hole down.
And they did this on almost all of their
sites.

“My son’s first concern was to try get potable water,
and we’ll walk over and see the well that he put
down that is now bringing up Louisiana pipeline
gas. And we refer to the water as ‘chocolate water,’
and it is totally unusable.” Seen to the left, “this is
the well that Tom put down when he was intending
to build a house out here. I think it is down probably
about 70 feet. And when the driller put it down, he
had a young man with him who took it upon himself
to light it. And it shot a sustained flame four foot in
the air. And it was a constant thing. … I’m not
going to take the top off, but listen, and you’ll hear
it bubbling. The men from the Department of Mines
and Minerals, as well as from the University of
Illinois came out about a year ago in October
(1989), and as soon as they saw this well, they got
quite concerned. Then they went over to the gas
company station, which is located there, like close
to here, and that’s when we began to see some
action, not that anything concrete has been done.”

“This particular strip of roadway has had
this multitude of holes drilled. And, when
the fellow from the Division of Mines and
Minerals came out, he threw a match down
in one of them, and it singed his eyebrows,
and blew his cap off. It didn’t give him any
serious burns.”

Now, in 1989, they were really
aggressive. This entire area, the
roadside ditches had innumerable holes. And what I had noticed in the past is that you could light
these holes. My son used to jog. He lives in the farmhouse now. He had a dog that gained a little too
much weight and he thought it was good for the dog to get some exercise. So, he would jog. And as
he would pass these holes, he would flip a match. And, when he came back, he had his way lighted.
[Laughter] Okay. Wasn’t that nice.
So then, as the year went on, in the fall, fine, the pressure of the gas was coming up. But, come
around January, February you’ve got all of this roadside oil, salt, drainage, snow, whatever, the
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water would all run down these holes. And I use to think, damn, they are really knocking the devil
out of this water supply now.

Finally, someone said call the Department of Mines and Minerals. I did call down there. I did get a
gentleman who said, we have a field man out in that area, and I will have him meet with you, and he
can determine if there is a problem. So, the field man met with me, he looked at these holes, he
realized the scope of the problem immediately. They took samples of the gas that was coming up
out of these two wells, and out of these roadside holes, the holes that were drilled in the roadside
ditches. And it is Coastal State’s pipeline gas. So, I’ve got Louisiana gas coming up out of my
Illinois well. That’s quite a feat. [Laughter, and applause.] One of the fellows that was along with
these boys, walked down along the ditch and decided he was going to drop a match down one of
these holes that was drilled in the roadside ditch. And, instead of flipping a match at it, as my son
did, he stood over it and dropped the match, and it took his hat off, it took his hat right off, but it
didn’t burn him. It was a big explosion. It went off like a shotgun. So, we’ve had that.
If they are going to tell you they are going to contain their gas 500 feet under the ground, they could
not on my particular spot. Now, they tell me that I’m over a fault. And I had a big meeting with
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these fellows. And the one fellow told me that it wasn’t Northern Illinois Gas’ fault that my land
was over this fault, that God had put the fault there, not Northern Illinois Gas! [Laughter] And I
said, wasn’t that clever of God not to put Louisiana pipeline gas under it then! This company that I
dealt with for many, many years, with lots and lots of frustrations, seemed to have an answer to
everything.
Now, I want to say again that we are in a very sparsely populated area. We’re lucky if we have two
residents in a square mile. So, even though some of these things are occurring, it is not happening to
a great many people. I think if you had a densely populated area then indeed you would have a lot
of other problems.
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Some of the other problems with this field is close by. They have what they call a dehydration plant.
And as this gas is brought back up from the deep storage it brings a certain amount of water with it.
These wells themselves bring up and shoot out onto the farmland an actual brine. This brine is
supposed to be injected from the level that it came from. In other words, if it was in the Trenton
layer, gas was removed from the Trenton layer, they are obligated to put the water back down in the
Trenton layer. And, I suppose, they do most of it. But there is a certain amount of brine that shoots
out of these wells. But this gas has been carried as far as I know to the dehydration station. The
dehydration station has three burning pipe smokestacks. And it has a pond of some kind. I don’t
know the reason for the pond. Maybe somebody here could tell me that. But the one thing that the
dehydration station does have, is when it’s working, and all three of these burning areas, these
smokestack things are going up. And then you have a muggy day you have a smell of heavy
exhaust. I can only say it would be like standing in the middle of a freeway and nobody has
emission controls. That’s the kind of smell you have. It’s not a problem out our way because the
dehydration station sits probably a half mile away from any homes. But again, in a densely
populated area this could be, could be a real problem.

If you would think of this field as a factory that is spread out into a big area, all of these wells
require servicing. So, in the summer they come, and they lift these little cabin things off, and there’s
concrete pad under there, and there’s gauges and pipes that come up and down. And they clean
these things out. When the field first went in, they would pay us for what they referred to as ‘acid
damage,’ and they would tell us not to be around these things because they would put something
into it and blow it out and just called it an acid. What kind it was I don’t know. They do do a certain
amount of cleaning out. Then in the wintertime, each one of these valves must have to be warmed
because they have – it is not a true fuel oil or kerosene, it is a little more high-alcohol. They pay one
person in our town to run a truck out and they all have storage tanks, and they have to keep these
valves warm, these gauges warm, something has to keep warm. So, the gas truck runs up and down
these roads in the winter. In the summer you have the cleanout people running up and down these
roads that are the easement on the land.
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These wells also require a great deal of checking. And you have a lot of traffic from the company
itself as the men go out and check gauges and do whatever thing they have to do. Now, on our land
we farm with big machinery. We have lots of valves. We have lots of above ground pieces – I don’t
know what to else to call them – that you have to farm around. It’s a little inconvenient, not deadly
so, but it is still an inconvenience that we wouldn’t have had if we didn’t have this underground
storage area.
I don’t know how all this is going to turn out, but I think I am probably going to have to end up
selling this one 80-acre to this one company. It can never be returned to the condition that it was
before they took possession of it. And the day that if that happens and I sign the sale I won’t go by
the cemetery because all the ancestors are going to be gone like that.

Brian Calder
Ray Addington: The aquifer type of storage, that system of storing natural gas underground, is
exactly the type of storage which is being proposed by the gas consortium here. Exactly the same
sort of thing. Now, your home and your real estate is, generally speaking, your largest asset. And
you have a duty to yourself and your families to protect it in every possible way. Brian Calder will
now tell you what is in prospect for your real estate value and its marketability if this drilling and
storage scheme is allowed to proceed.
Brian Calder: The provincial government is considering a proposal to store natural gas beneath the
agricultural and residential land in the Fraser Valley. As I understand the idea, it is to pump natural
gas into the sandstone where it is to
be trapped and held by the water
aquifers which run under the Fraser
Valley from the Mount Baker glacier.
I should point out that I do not
consider myself to be, nor do I hold
myself out to be tonight,
knowledgeable on the functioning of
storing natural gas. Further, I do not
consider myself to be antidevelopment, anti-progress, or antigrowth. But by the same token, I am
not blindly pro-growth at the expense
of the community, the neighborhood,
lifestyles, or the safety. I feel as a real
estate agent, as I mentioned earlier, a
responsibility to the public when it
comes to any proposed change in land use which may significantly affect you, the public. Realtors
should study the issue and report on the merits or otherwise of such a plan. The proposal could
significantly affect the public we serve.
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Leaving to one side the question of the appropriateness of storing 25 billion cubic feet of natural gas
beneath this area, which is undergoing very rapid urbanization, and presently has a population of
some 500,000 people, I feel that as a real estate agent we must give urgent consideration to the
following matters which could affect sales and selling procedures if this gas storage is to proceed. I
am concerned that the following issues would immediately arise if the provincial government gives
such approval. Would we be able to ensure against the hazards arising from the underground
storage of natural gas under a populated area? Would this affect land or house prices in an area that
had an underground storage facility as compared to areas that did not have underground storage
facilities? Is there a psychological factor alone, never mind the danger that might be inherent in
storage of natural gas, where someone looks at Langley, or Surrey, or Sumas, and the alternate
housing accommodations in Mission, or Coquitlam, or Port Moody that does not have the
underground storage of natural gas? It is my information that the Fraser Valley east of the Surrey
border is dependent on groundwater, drawn from municipal and private wells, is there a possibility
of contamination to the groundwater by leaking gas?
I’m given to understand that this leakage problem has been experienced in already existing
underground storage facilities in North America. This has to be given serious consideration since, in
the present state of the law, as I understand it, any homeowner or landlord would be without any
recourse against the oil and gas industry, or the provincial government, in the event that the water
supply was contaminated by the leakage of gas to the surface subsoil. Under the provisions of the
Petroleum Natural Gas Act owners of the surface land are compelled to provide access to gas
companies for the construction of surface facilities, the drilling of wells, and the provision of land
for access roads and pipelines and construction. The only restriction is that the surface equipment,
such as drill rigs, must be located at a minimum of 80 metres from a residence. Will this have an
effect on land values?
The storage of natural gas underground calls for an emergency evacuation plan for people, but not
livestock, within one kilometre of an installation in the event of a gas well blowout or a similar
catastrophe. This plan is filed with the provincial government and is available for you to go through,
I guess the Premier’s office, would be the most direct route.
If the provincial government approves this proposal for underground gas storage in the Fraser
Valley, my preliminary legal opinion, or advice, is to the effect that all of the foregoing are matters
which could materially affect any contract for sale or purchase of real estate in the Fraser Valley.
Agents and salespersons may be under a legal obligation to advise all prospective purchasers of the
foregoing matters in order to protect themselves from any actions for damages or recission of
contract and sale and purchase should the information have otherwise been withheld. Would this
type of disclosure negatively impact on a purchaser if they were told that there was the underground
of natural gas, which in preliminary legal opinion, my lawyer tells me, that we would have to
protect ourselves, advise the public when they were purchasing property that there was on the sales
and purchase contract, that there was underground storage of gas beneath the area? Now, if the
option is that there are homes available in a surrounding area it is just as commutable for the person,
and is desirable, it would seem to me that it might have a negative impact on that purchaser that
might cause them to be alarmed. If the provincial government approves the proposal, real estate
agents may well be advised to also obtain a waiver of liability covering these matters from all
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prospective purchasers of the property as well. Real estate sales have been strong in the Fraser
Valley, and this is expected to continue for the next twenty years and beyond.
I am not here tonight to tell anyone that I have all the answers, because I certainly have not. And I
wrote that column 790 posturing positions taking legal counsel if this went ahead, what might
happen. And a rhetoric from a representative from the gas companies to me was a non-answer. 791
And, it is precisely my point, is that I don’t have the answers. I strongly suggest that the potential
consequences of this proposed underground gas storage facility to all present and future owners of
property in the Fraser Valley must be discussed freely, openly in a public forum in as many
hearings as it takes so that all questions [applause] that must be asked, deserve to be answered, and
everyone deserves to be heard. The provincial government’s Anderson Commission presently
investigating the issues must take as much time as is necessary so that all may be heard. We must be
apprised of all of the potential negative, as well as positive, factors which may affect the people in
the Fraser Valley, their homes, their farms, their business, their lifestyle, by the proposed
introduction of such an underground gas storage facility. We all need, and we benefit from, our oil
and gas industry in British Columbia. I’m not suggesting for a moment that we don’t. This,
however, does not mean that anyone is entitled to override any of the rights of the hundreds of
thousands of property owners in the Fraser Valley. [Applause] If it is demonstrated, beyond doubt,
after thorough public discussion and debate, that an underground storage facility is really necessary
then surely some more appropriate site can be found in this enormously land-rich province of ours.
Surely we must be able to find a site that has absolute minimal impact on our population, rather than
allowing an oil and gas storage facility to locate under land designated to become the major
population centre for this whole province. It is interesting to reflect on some of our history at this
time. The oil and gas industry’s last attempt at this, to my knowledge, was in 1977. The then mayor
described this proposal “as another of these kooky schemes which people try and force on the
Fraser Valley.” 792 The mayor’s name, Bill Vander Zalm. 1977, the scheme was stopped dead in its
tracks by the provincial government of the day. Prior to any approval of any plans to store natural
gas underground in the Fraser Valley I would think it incumbent on the Premier of this province –
also named Bill Vander Zalm by some such strange coincidence – to explain what changed from his
1977 opinion of the concept when mayor of Surrey. If his reasons for opposing the imposition of
this gas and storage facility into the Fraser Valley were valid then, one could only presume they
were even more compelling to oppose it now. And from what I am hearing from this crowd,
someone will surely be asking him. Thank you very much.
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Brian Calder wrote an opinion column in the Vancouver Sun weekly Business section, Gas storage under the Fraser Valley
could create a nightmare, September 25, 1990. Calder’s article and subsequent articles referencing it received widespread
attention in the Lower Mainland and Fraser Valley.
791
Bob Spring, manager of the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium, sent a five-page letter response to Brian Calder on
September 27, 1990. His letter of response was printed in the October 16-22 edition of the Vancouver Sun Business weekly.
792
Refer to The Third Wave chapter for the narrative and quote from Bill Vander Zalm. The quote is from a June 4, 1975,
Vancouver Sun article, Storage area sought for natural gas.
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Jack Hamilton
Ray Addington: Well, Brian really hit the nail on the head there. And particularly for reminding
everybody that the duty of the real estate industry is to care for the interests of the property owners,
and not the government.
Now, Jack Hamilton will relate to you the problems of getting the insurance industry to cover
against risk to your property in the event that this scheme gets Vander Zalm’s go-ahead.
Jack Hamilton: I was just asked to come and find out and report on the facts about insurance. So,
obviously I don’t have a speech. However, if you would like to hear a couple of hours of the history
of insurance, and Lloyds of London, and things like that. No, I didn’t think so.
I’m an insurance broker and represent the insurance brokers. And I have been an insurance broker
for many years, as Mr. Addington said. And I’m not here as an insurance company representative
because they have got to look after
themselves. I’ve been asked to speak
on the insurance side of your
problem. Let me say at the outset, no
insurance is available for individual
homeowners for pollution of wells,
which is the major concern you
have. It is not available. Some of
you, and I see some of your
communities mentioned here,
obviously have found out that
insurance don’t provide flood
insurance either. There are some
coverages that are just not available.
You are not covered now in your
existing insurance policies, and you
can’t buy it. It’s one of those things,
unlimited risk, only those affected would purchase it and it’s the old story about insurance that the
premiums of the many pay for the claims of the few. And, if there’s only a few buying, then those
are the ones that are going to be claiming, while obviously it is difficult for insurance companies.
All homeowners, though, need some type of recourse against whomever is responsible if their wells
are polluted as you heard earlier this evening from one of the other speakers. Either obviously the
municipality in the area you live who allow this drilling, or this type of activity to take place, or
against the company responsible for that pollution. And seeing the size of this crowd and hearing
your issues, I’m assuming that this project won’t go ahead. [Applause] However, you have to do
your homework, you have to be prepared in case something does happen. And I’m able to say to
you that drilling companies are able to buy ‘control of well’ insurance it’s called. Those companies
can buy that coverage, so obviously it’s not a hardship for them as to anything that happens the
insurance company has to pay for it. But if this program goes ahead it is up to your municipality to
insist that all companies operating in the area must carry ‘control of well’ insurance. There should
be adequate protection for all homeowners, and obviously all of you aren’t here, but this is an
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unbelievable number. There are a lot of you interested out there. So, your municipality has to be
responsible in each of your areas for insisting that this coverage be carried, and enough to cover you
all. So, I’m saying that maybe they should insist on a one hundred million dollar [$100,000,000]
limits of liability, or don’t let the guys in, that’s all. It’s as simple as that. [Applause] This coverage
is available; those kinds of limits are available. It would be a requirement to before they start
drilling that they would have to lodge policies of that type with the municipality. If the company is
able to pay it, they didn’t buy that kind of coverage, the municipality could probably be sued. So,
obviously if the municipality wants to avoid having those kinds of suits, make sure the company is
adequately covered or they don’t start drilling.
The downside of all this of course is that you as individuals have to pay for the lawsuit yourself. As
I said earlier, there is no insurance available to you. So, you would have to take them to court and
go through that type of process unless they are prepared to, if a lawsuit occurred, prepared to come
out and pay immediately, which is unusual. So, once again, there is no coverage available for you.
There is coverage available for the drilling companies. And that’s the basic fact of the insurance
side of this issue.
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Charles MacLean
Lawyer Charles MacLean ended the evening public assembly in a passionate, rousing Winston Churchill
“we’ll fight them on the beaches” style speech:
Now, I have to urge you. The Anderson Commission is behind this. It’s decisions and
recommendations are a foregone conclusion. They are our enemies. They have joined our enemies.
And we now have to concentrate on the
future. What do we do now? Well, what
we do is that now we really start to fight.
And we go after Vander Zalm and the
provincial government! [Cheering and
applause.]
And we tell them by every means at our
disposal, that if they dare to allow this
nonsense to proceed in the Fraser Valley,
they will answer to us. At the polls. They
will answer to us in every way that we
can find. Because we will not quit!
[Continuous applause.]
Now, Ray [Addington, moderator for the
evening] will have a list of things you can all help us to do. We have 500 rented chairs in this hall
tonight. They are all full, with a notable exception of that public benefactor [Energy Minister] Mr.
Jack Davis, [Langley MLA] Ms. Carol Gran and [Langley MLA] Mr. Peterson. The chairs are still
empty. But all of you – we have 500 chairs full and possibly at least another 100 people standing.
All of us must now get on the backs of these people. You must write. You must telephone. You
must support all the activities that your Society of the Friends of the Fraser Valley are advocating,
and let’s go after them now! And let’s keep after them! On and on and on, until they finally stop it!
[Standing ovation and applause.]
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others expressing opposition to

drilling and storage have been
mailed directly to the premier who
now, be knee-deep In

must , by

Valley
is for
everyone
Editor, The Progress:
I would like to thank the 650-pJus
~ncemed Fraser Valley residents
who attended the Friends of the
Fraser Valley All Star Show on
November ZI, 1990 and who con·
tributed to our cause so generously.
Considering there was no prior paid
advertising aMouncing the event,
the response was, to say the least,
overwhelming. Five hundred of you
handed in signed letters expressing
your opposition to the provincial
government's Fraser Valley gas
drilling and underground gas
storage project. These letters have
been passed along to Premier
Vander Zalm and members of

cabinet.

More than 1,000 letters were collected and mailed over the past few
months and I know a great many

paper!

Our provincial government
authored this devastating situation
we aUfind ourselves in and they are
the only ones who can put an end to
it. So keep up the pressure, let the
premier and MLAs know, daily if
possible, that enough is enough and
you are not going to take it
anymore. MWlicipalities are for
people and not for primary
resource development!
AI Vickers, Chairman,
Friends of the Fraser Valley,
Aldergrove

Are we
sheep?
Editor, The Progress:
Regarding gas drilling , and
storage in the Fraser Valley.
It is hard to believe our mineral
rights to our property were sold in
1989 (in Fort S1. John of all places)
without our knowledge or consent.
We are now at the mercy of three
gas companies. What is the real
issue here? Gas storage for export

or the rights of property owners in
this province?
How can anyone in their right
mind believe there is absolutely no
danger to people living on top of gas
storage? Have we really become
such sheep that we believe this big
business propaganda? I urge your
newspaper and anyone that reads
this letter to please keep this issue
before the public, to write Vander
Zalm and tell him in no Wlcertain
tenns to stop this ridiculous plan
before it's too late. Elections are
nearing, government is supposed to
be the people who support it. Make
sure you're not supporting anyone
who is putting your home and fami·
Iy in danger.

have chosen to buUd my home in
the Fraser Valley.
We must rally together and fight
this issue, put up a sign, write letters, phone pOliticians. Do
something!
I do not want my home and
neighborhood put in jeopardy for
local use gas storage or for export
to the U.S.A.
Julia Baneroft,
Langley

Oon't think this issue affects
"some other area". The Fraser
Valley includes Delta, White Rock,
Langley, Aldergrove, Cloverdale,
Yarrow, Murrayville, Surrey, etc.
This will affect you!
It's pathetic of gas companies to
imply that real estate values won't
be negatively affected. I hardly
think that sitting on, near, or
around gas storage is a positive
selling feature. I can honestly say if
I had known that we had been "sold
down the river in 1989" I would not
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5 – 25.

‘Time will Tell …’ Illinois:
Forty Years After the AGA Position Paper

“Nobody wants to take on the gas storage companies.” 793
“They will not release those records. If they did that then they would be admitting that they’ve got a
problem.” 794

On October 15, 2020, forty years after the American Gas Association’s tainted position paper on federal
drinking water legislation was published, 795 the Rockford, Illinois television station, WCIA 03, posted an
article, Clear and Present Danger: The Advocate. It was the first written segment of many segments and
short feature television format investigative documentaries to follow concerning gas migration leaking to
the surface from the NICOR Gas Company’s enormous Ancona / Garfield underground gas storage
facility. Commissioner David Anderson and Commission counsel Doug MacAdams met with NICOR
executives thirty years previous,
in October 1990.
WCIA’s first segment featured
the experiences of the Solomon
family who “brought this list of
grievances – crop damage,
bubbling water in ditch banks,
contaminated water sources,
diminished property value – to
Ruth Robinson, a Rockfordbased agricultural attorney in
2015, and enlisted her help in a
fight to try to shut down the
massive underground natural
gas storage facility that lies
beneath their centennial farm.” It was essentially the same story, the same experiences stated by Lodene
Clark to the British Columbia public from September 1990 to February 1991 after Friends member Glen
Breaks tracked her down. Five years after the Solomon lawsuit was filed, the subject peeked the interests
of WCIA staff because of an Illinois State whistleblower.
Revealed in WCIA’s website articles and broadcast news segments from October 2020 to January 2022, it
had taken decades before the matter became a major public issue for the State of Illinois. And for the keen
interest taken by the WCIA news management and its investigative team for their expose of the issue,
reporters Mark Maxwell and Lyndsay Jones received a Mid-America Emmy Award in October 2021 for
the opening episode, Clear and Present Danger: The Leak.
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Jim Stephens, former Illinois State well inspector for the Department of Natural Resources, January 30, 2022.
Ibid.
795
Refer to Section 22, Anderson’s and MacAdams’ Special Trip to Illinois, for the narrative on the American Gas Association
position paper.
794
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NEWS

PODCAST: Behind the Emmy-winning
story 'Clear & Present Danger: The Leak'
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I

Posted: Oct 25, 20211 05:12 PM COT I Updated : Oct 25, 2021/ 07:13 PM COT

CENTRAL ILLINOIS (WClA) - WClA is celebrating an Ernmy Award for one of our investigative pieces. The

investigation revealed a methane leak in Livingston and laSalle counties that endangered people and
damaged the environment.
The reporter who broke the story was WClA 3's Mark Maxwell. In this podcast, Mark talks with WeIA's

Jessica Kunz about some of the behind the scenes investigation that led to this story being turned.

Clear and Present Danger: The Leak

~

A Target 3 investigation uncovered a troubling methane leak at a Nicor Gas facility in rural Ancona, lllinois.
Jim Stephens, a whistleblower at the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, led us to a centennial fann

family that had sued the gas company for damages after the leaking gas bubbled up in streams, skies, and soil
on their farm land.

Clear and Present Danger: The Advocate

~

Our first follow up story profiled attorney Ruth Robinson who had tangled with Nicor Gas in court
proceedings for years, and whose research led us to the potential origin of the leak.

Clear and Present Danger: The Remedy

~

Our investigation caught the attention of state lawmakers, who filed bills seeking to regulate Nicor and
prevent or detect gas leaks before they endanger people or the environment. The General Assembly is still
considering new regulations on the gas industry in the wake of our reporting.

Attorney General's office confirms Nicor Gas under investigation

~

We obtained documents that revealed the state recommended the Attorney General take "enforcement actionT.
against Nicor for the ongoing methane leak, and that the AG's office opened an investigation into Nicor after
our report.

Clear and Present Danger: The Impact

~

Atmospheric scientist Don Wuebbles, a globally recognized climate science expert who advised the Obama
White House on greenhouse gas emissions, analyzed our reporting, and compared the size of the leak at the
Nicor Gas site to the equivalent of pollution that could come from

100,000

cars on the road over the course of

an entire year. Over the course of several years, the leak could add up to the amount of methane that spilled
from the Aliso Canyon disaster site in California.
Co pyright 2022 Nexstar l.Iedialrlc. All righls res elVe d. This material m ay not be published, broa dcasl rewritterl, or redistributed.
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According to the “Complaint at Law,” or statement of claim, filed by the Solomon’s lawyer in the
Livingston County Circuit Court in Illinois on June 6, 2018, the statements reveal a replica of Lodene
Clark’s accounts of when problems began in the early 1960s, only this storage facility, operated by the
same company, was located near the unincorporated town of Ancona, north of Lodene’s hometown of
Long Point. According to the writ, “NICOR Gas Company, and AGL Resources Company (formerly
known as Northern Illinois Gas Company) and wholly owned by Southern Company Gas is a company
authorized to do business in the State of Illinois.”
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Ancona (formerly Ancona -Garfield) Proj ect
Operator: Northern Illinois Gas Company
Loca tion: Near Ancona, 7 miles southwest of
Streator, T. 29 and 30 N., R. 2 and
3 E., Livingston and La Salle Counties
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Year
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SUMMARY OF ACT IVE GAS STORAGE PROJECTS
IN ILLINOIS

Gas for the Ancona project is purchased
from Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America.
A 24-inch pipeline connects the project to the
Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America trunkline at Mazon, Illinois. The gas is consumed in
the suburban Chicago area.
Structure drilling in the area began in
1958, and 123 structure tests have bee n drilled
to the Galena Dolomite Group or deeper. A gravity survey was run to help delin eate the structure.
Gas was first injected in 1963 and the project
became operational in 19 65 (table 4).
OF ANCONA PROJECT (MMcf)

IN

storage projects were operating in Illinois . These
projects. plus seven others that are in various
stages of testing and deve lopment, are discussed
here. A summary of pertinent data is presented
in table 1. At severa l of these projects. reser voirs other than those currently us ed for storage
have been tested but are currentl y inactive or
abandoned. These inactive or abandoned res e rvoirs are discussed in the descriptions of each
project, and the information is summarized in
table 2. Two projects have been tested and
abandoned. They are discussed In the next sec tion of this report , and data from them are
summarized In table 3.
Information about each project was ob tained from current statistics and structure maps
tha t were furnished by the operating companies.
Also freely used in the preparation of this report
was testimony presented tothe Illinois Commerce
Commission during hearings on petitions for certification to store gas at each project. The testimony contains much valuable information that 1s
availabi e to the public from the files of the Illinois
Commerce Commission at Springfie l d, Illinois.
Most storage projects in Illinois are
located near the major centers of population,
such as Chicago and St. Louis, or are relatively
near the main pipeline systems (fig. 5).

TABLE 31 - INJECTION AND WITHDRAWAL HISTORY OF
TROY GROVE PROJECT (MMcf)

Year

IllinoiS now has a greater reservo ir capac ity for underground gas storage than any other
state (Vary et aI., 1973) . Within a few years it
cou ld have a larger vol ume of gas actually in
storage than any other sta te. Underground s tora ge
of gas will continue to be a growing a nd imp ortant
segment o f the Illinois economy for many years.
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WCIA television
produced a series of
three opening
broadcast segments,
Clear & Present
Danger, on the
methane leakage
from NICOR’s
underground facility
in Livingston
County, Illinois.
Two of the three
segments featured
an interview with
Jim Stephens, a
former Illinois State
well inspector for
the Department of Natural Resources, the whistleblower who provided the news station with six years of
video footage clips (2015-2020) showing NICOR’s gas bubbling up into small pools of water in ditches
near corn fields. “Stephens told us a crack in that capstone contributes to a massive and ongoing leak:”
Stephens: “By their own admission,
they don’t know how much they are
actually losing. They are capturing
500 million cubic feet. They are not
capturing everything, or it wouldn’t
be bubbling up in water wells, or it
wouldn’t be bubbling up in creeks, it
wouldn’t be bubbling up in road
ditches. That’s the problem. You
wouldn’t have the crop circles out
there.”
WCIA Target 3 news reporter Mark Maxwell stated: “We’ve spoken to some agricultural experts, and
they explain just how methane can kill the crop at its roots, because it’s in the soil there.”
In another main feature segment is the following transcript (made by this report’s author) from WCIA
news:
Maxwell: Despite geological studies warning a fissure in the capstone could case a leak, NICOR
still merged those two fields [the Ancona and Garfield storage fields] into one massive storage
facility.
Attorney Ruth Robinson represents the Solomon family farm that sits on top of the gas field.
Robinson: “The gas seemed to be migrating out of the underground storage where it was supposed
to stay.”
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Jim Stephens inspected wells on gas storage fields for the Illinois Department of Natural Resources
for decades. Stephens: “You cannot know with a one hundred percent certainty what is 3,000 feet
below the ground.”
Maxwell: “Right. How do you inspect that?”
Stephens: “You don’t. You don’t.” He visited
the Ancona / Garfield site several times and
raised concerns.
Maxwell: “What are we looking at here?”
Stephens: “That’s a hand dug water well on
property that is now owned by NICOR, that is
sitting there bubbling because of the natural
gas inside the water vein. This well is 35 foot
deep. They are supposed to be storing at
2,500, 2,800 feet. So, it is actually leaving the
storage formation through fractures and
migrating up through the surface.”
Maxwell: That’s the very reason why the Solomon family filed a lawsuit against NICOR in 2015 to
try and shut the storage facility down.
Ruth Robinson: “They don’t want this gas bubbling up onto their property.”
Maxwell: That lawsuit failed.
NICOR appealed. The Court
kicked the case down to the Illinois
Commerce Commission where it
languished, and the Solomon
family started running low on
money.
Jim Stephens: “Methane gas is
not hazardous to your health other
than an explosive hazard or as an
inhalation hazard. There were
houses in Kansas blowing up
because of natural gas leaking into
houses.”
Maxwell: NICOR’s website has instructions for how to spot a gas leak. One, look for discolored
vegetation, blowing dirt, or continued bubbling water, listen for a hissing sound, and smell for the
distinctive rotten egg odor 796 of natural gas. When we went to the Solomon family farm to
investigate it didn’t take long to find all three. [Maxwell:] “Watch what happens when we put this
Methane in its raw form is an odorless gas substance. Before ‘natural gas’ is exported from the refinery for use, the
petroleum industry is mandated to add a chemical to the gas to give it a traceable odor, the ‘rotten egg’ smell, in order to make
the deadly and explosive gas detectable to human and creature scent functions.
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gas detector near this hole. There is no doubt in my mind there is something coming from this hole
right now, something cool, something that smells terrible, and something that sets this gas detector
off.”
Maxwell (at another site on
the farm): “We are going to
see if we can detect any
leaking gas coming from the
bottom of this pipe. That is a
positive test for leaking gas.
Now, listen carefully to see if
you can hear the bubbling
beneath.”
Jim Stephens: “It shouldn’t
even be there.”
Maxwell: “The methane?”
Stephens: “Yeah. There shouldn’t be gas coming to surface like that.”
Maxwell: “NICOR’s massive underground natural gas storage facility is supposed to house the gas
hundreds of feet below the surface here, but somehow, evident by this crop death, enough of it is
reaching the surface to kill the crops here and scar the cornfields for miles around.” (Drone camera
footage shows the corn fields with scarred dead circles.)
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Ruth Robinson: “There’s one
conclusion: the caprock, the lid, is not
working. And, but then nobody does
anything about it. Year after year it’s
getting worse. There is more and more
crop damage. Decades of gas just going
up into the atmosphere, and there is
nothing being done about that.”
Maxwell: NICOR tells us [WCIA] in a
statement, quote, “A small amount of gas
migrates from the storage zone to a
shallower zone through geological
features or conditions that existed prior
to the construction of our storage facility
in the 1960s.” It says it has “systems in
place to safely prevent natural gas from
getting into the atmosphere.” Quote:
“We have installed secondary collection
wells that capture the gas in the
shallower formations, recompress it and inject it back into our transmission system.”

Target 3 reporter Lyndsay Jones joins me now. She has poured through thousands of documents
that date back decades. Lyndsay, Court documents show that at times NICOR has pointed to the
existence of biogenic gas, or natural gas, that maybe to suggest that perhaps some of this gas isn’t
all theirs.
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Lyndsay Jones: “Yah. NICOR in fact included that note in their response to us. But expert analysts
have sampled and tested this gas numerous times over the years and they found a chemical
fingerprint that confirms that in fact it is NICOR’s gas and not naturally occurring drift gas.”
Maxwell: And the company says
that amount of gas is “small,” those
are their words. But we still don’t
exactly know what the volume is,
how much might be escaping into
the atmosphere.
Lyndsay Jones: “That’s still the
biggest mystery here. NICOR knew
that a geological crack or split
existed in the early 1960s. They still store the gas
there and expanded the storage field while
downplaying the risk of a leak. Initially, State law
requires for them to report any gas leaking
immediately, but the Illinois Commerce
Commission dropped that requirement in the
1980s.”
Maxwell: So, we zeroed in on the source of the leak
and how much is leaking. NICOR still claims it
reports that data back to the State. But several months
into this investigation several public request records went in, and we still have not found any State
documents yet that would tell us exactly how much methane is escaping that field. Jennifer.
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Jennifer, WCIA news anchor: “Thank you. Now, there is much more of this story on WCIA.com,
much more to come. A whistleblower sounded an alarm about high levels of a cancer-causing
chemical at NICOR’s oldest gas storage facility. He no longer has his job. But our Target 3 team
followed up and investigated what’s in the water in our second story in the series.”

In a January 4, 2021, telephone conversation by the author of this report with Illinois Attorney Ruth
Robinson, who had researched Lodene Clark’s tribulations with the same company, she said:
The methane has continued to leak for decades. [In] Lodene’s battle with the ICC (Illinois
Commerce Commission), she tried to get them to revoke the authorization of the ‘order of
necessity’ that NICOR received to operate this underground storage facility. In the 1960s, the ICC
determined that NICOR’s geologists proved their case (that there was a secure caprock) and gave
them their ‘order of necessity,’ and so they
got ‘eminent domain authority’ too. So, if
landowners didn’t give them easements,
they had the ability to file for eminent
domain, saying they had the necessary
documentation.
Lodene is the one to get [‘who got’] the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
involved. She tried to get the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency
involved. Everybody pretty much said they
didn’t have jurisdiction, if you will. She
battled it and battled it in the 1990s and
never got anywhere other than NICOR had to pay crop damage. Basically, by that they were
recognizing then that their methane, that they were storing, is damaging crops. So, they paid
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landowners in that area for crop damage since the 1990s. The courts have said that this is an ICC
issue, that if you have a beef, it is with the ICC, because the ICC determined it was a necessity, that
the populace of Illinois required this underground storage of natural gas. Everyone is just willing to
pass the buck, and eventually it is going to be a situation like we had in California where there was
an explosion and a large fire from a methane leak.
They do have problems. And then you’ve got this one here, the Ancona / Garfield facility that has
problems and nobody has done anything about it for four decades. We’ve never been able to get
NICOR to identify how much of the gas is lost, and probably not enough that it affects their
pocketbook, if you will. They are not going to fix it because it is still profitable. If you look at
Google Earth you can see these circles of dead crops, and it is getting bigger and bigger as the years
go by.

WCIA television station’s second phase segment, which aired on October 28, 2020, featured NICOR’s
dumping of benzene contaminated wastewater “in a small town in LaSalle County in northern Illinois,”
“directly above a drinking water aquifer.”
Mark Maxwell: The records we obtained
show NICOR dumped nearly 75,000 gallons
of wastewater with high levels of benzene
into soil right above an aquifer recharge
zone, right near Spring Creek, a small
tributary of the Illinois River.
Narrator: … these alarming test results
from February of 2019 caught the attention
of Jim Stephens, a former inspector and field
manager with the Illinois Department of
Natural Resources.
Stephens: “All the test results from Troy Grove [facility field] that show the benzene in the water
were studied at EPA. EPA had those test results. They had them, December, January and February.”
Maxwell: NICOR brings gas in pipelines
before they store it deep underground,
thousands of feet below the earth’s surface
here. When they draw that gas back up, they
have to separate the wastewater before they
sell it to their customers. This permit
application to the State shows the
Company’s plan to take that wastewater and
spread it out across farm fields surrounding
this storage site.
Stephens: “What NICOR decided to do was,
and we don’t even know how deep it was, were assuming ten or twelve feet, they went out and dug
trenches, laid perforated tile out through these farmers’ fields, and basically was just dumping the
water into these perforated tiles letting it saturate out into the ground. So now, any chemicals or
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anything that is in this water that is coming out of this formation is basically leaching out into these
fields.”
Maxwell: Federal regulations say that any more than 5 parts of Benzene per billion is too high,
dangerous and unsafe. And yet these test results that we obtained show that water from eight wells
on this [Troy Grove] facility NICOR maintains registered hundreds of parts of Benzene per billion,
far too unsafe. This well [which Maxwell approaches] was the worst, well 28, registering at 26,000
parts of Benzene per billion. That’s an astounding 5,200 times too high.
Stephens: “There was no containment. And when this came to my attention at Troy Grove, when I
contacted IEPA [Illinois Environmental Protection Agency] I contacted my counterpart the day
after I found out about all of this and had the test results, his comment was “Oh Crap! That is an
aquifer recharge zone.” Basically, anything that gets on the surface or subsurface goes straight
down into the drinking aquifers in that area.”
Maxwell: That was back in March of 2019. Shortly after those alarming test results the [LaSalle]
County public Health Department started fielding unusual phone calls.
Health Department staff member: “We had just received a call about some activity at the location
with multiple trucks hauling potentially water off site.”
Maxwell: 18 months later, the amount of Benzene left in the soil remains a mystery. And if it did
make its way into drinking water …
Health Department staff member: “That would give us a great deal of concern and we would be
working with the Illinois Department of Health and probably the EPA to try and determine
geographically if this water had spread, you know, off property or to other water wells.”
Maxwell: Now, lawmakers are starting to take notice.
The introduction of Benzene into the export pipeline to NICOR’s filtering facility is no doubt linked to
the petroleum product’s sources via the recent and controversial advent of hydraulic fracturing, or
fracking, in North America. Other contaminant concerns from fracking have been raised, or kept secret,
on the linked transport of radioactive materials in the pipeline systems.

WCIA 03 News stayed on the beat. Five months later, on March 8, 2021, came the following broadcast:
News anchor: We showed you video evidence last Fall of methane leaking from an underground
storage field in LaSalle County. Our bureau chief Mark Maxwell is live in Springfield [Illinois]. So,
Mark, State lawmakers overwhelmingly approved measures to crack down on these leaking gas
fields.
Maxwell: Paul. It was overwhelming support. It was clearly unanimous. Democrats and
Republicans agreeing to approve a Bill in the House Energy and Environment Committee just this
afternoon. It happened on Zoom. But this plan effectively increases and strengthen the oversight
and enforcement of leaking gas fields in the State. Now, before it goes to the House, and maybe the
Senate floor, there still could be some changes. But this plan would essentially require the State to
verify the source of that leaking gas. If they can test the gas and trace it back to the storage field, the
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company would have to pay to install gas detectors, devices to separate gas from water. Lodging
accommodations for any affected homeowner if the gas were to reach near explosive levels. And a
comprehensive inspection of the wells that drill down thousands of feet below ground to draw that
gas up out of the storage formation.
House democrat Bob Morgan says our [WCIA News] reporting exposed not only leaking gas fields
but cracks in the regulatory system that allowed this to go unnoticed for so long.

Highwood Democrat Representative, Bob Morgan: “And there’s clearly a number of cracks in
the system, where the people are falling through the cracks in the system. These big, these
multinational multi-billion-dollar companies are polluting the area, whether it’s the air, the water.
We need to make sure that people are safe, and we are holding them accountable that this kind of
pollution stops.”
Maxwell: The head of
government relations for
NICOR testified in that
committee today. She’s a
former House Democrat now
on contract with a big gas
company. She said NICOR
stepped up and did as it
should have. [Bold emphasis]
At last report NICOR told us
that one and half to three
million cubic feet of gas, every
day, escapes that underground
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gas storage facility in the Ancona / Garfield, and that’s just the amount they are able to capture,
collect and pressurize and pump back down into that gas storage formation that we know is already
leaking. That number does not account for any excess gas that we see bubbling up in creek beds, in
streams, and in cornfields. Reporting in Springfield. Mark Maxwell. WCIA, your local news leader.

A week later, March 16, came another update. Mark Maxwell was chasing or investigating the amount of
gas escaping from NICOR’s Ancona / Garfield field, one of many fields the company owns in Illinois.
Maxwell: Ruth Robinson is the lawyer representing this family farm.
Attorney Ruth Robinson: “When I went to law school, I did study environmental law.”
Maxwell: And Jim Stephens is the former inspector who examined their property.
Stephens: “I’m not an environmental
activist. I’m an active environmentalist. And
there’s a big difference.”
Maxwell: Both were alarmed at how much
gas was leaking under NICOR’s
underground storage facility every day.
NICOR told us [WCIA] their storage
formation, 2,000 feet underground, loses up
to three million cubic feet of methane each
day. But that’s just how much they collect
and pump back down into the same leaking
storage field. Former Illinois Department of
Natural Resources field inspector Jim
Stephens said evidence at the surface suggests even more is seeping out.
Stephens: “So, it’s in excess of that [the 3 million cubic feet]. Because they are not capturing
everything, you know, or it wouldn’t be bubbling up in water wells, it wouldn’t be bubbling up in
creeks, it wouldn’t be bubbling up in road ditches.”
Ruth Robinson: “This is just one situation. How many of these are out there? How many of these
types of situations are out there where gas is just, unabated, coming out the ground you know, for
thirty, forty years.” [And more, according to Lodene Clark.]
Don Wuebbles, atmospheric science professor, University of Illinois: “Methane is escaping all
over the world from underground reservoirs that we didn’t think would escape from. And we see
methane bubbling up from the oceans, we’ve seen methane bubbling up in other parts of the world.
We are causing it. We need to take some responsibility here.”
Maxwell, standing outside of the Illinois Commerce Commission building: We still wanted to
know how much methane is escaping into the atmosphere. We invited NICOR for an interview.
They declined. In an email, they told us they report that data on the leaking data to the Illinois
Commerce Commission. The ICC told us: “those records,” quote, “don’t account for any gas that
escapes into the atmosphere.” NICOR says the amount of leaking methane they capture is less than
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one percent of the total gas they pump down into that leaking reservoir. And despite the videos
we’ve showed you [the public], the spokesperson from NICOR still insists, quote, “the shallow gas
collection system ensures the gas does not reach the atmosphere.” Reporting in Springfield, Mark
Maxwell.

In an October 25, 2021, televised podcast WCIA 03 News celebrated Mark Maxwell’s and Lyndsay
Jones’ recent Emmy award by reviewing the news station’s coverage of NICOR’s methane leakage.
Maxwell stated that where he was stationed at the WCIA news building in Springfield, the capital of
Illinois, it was a two-hour drive to NICOR’s gas storage facility.
“We had a former State investigator from the Department of Natural Resources who became what
amounted as a whistleblower. He had raised issues inside the State at IDNR several times about
what was this persisting problem of an underground natural gas storage field, and all of the different
issues it had generated for the farm families that lived around there. He brought this to our attention
and said, ‘you know guys, this is a big deal, I really wish somebody would look at it.’ In fact, he
was hoping, maybe like 60 Minutes, or some other big national outlet, would take a look at it.
That’s how important it was to him. And he really felt this story had gone decades without being
noticed.”
“So, we went out there. We looked at it. We encountered a family who had owned property there
for over one hundred and fifty plus years. Before Abraham Lincoln was president, they were
farming that very land. And, then in the late 1950s, early 1960s, this big gas company came to town,
and they started buying up parcels of land. Their whole idea was to bury this natural gas not in an
aluminum cannister, like many people might imagine, or in some contained place, but actually just
using the earth’s geological structure under this big capstone. It’s a little nerdy, but it was quite
fascinating to learn this is how they bury natural gas, and just find this big pocket deep underground
and they just pressurize this natural gas to bury it there. And they hope that the rock, the
impermeable caprock that they call it, which serves as this lid to keep it all down there. And they
use these wells. They are kind of like straws that withdraw the gas out and use it to power your
home, to turn your stove on, or they pressurize more gas and keep it down there. Well, what
happened was in the late 1960s, NICOR, which is now the Southern Gas Company, decided we
want to take these two big bubbles [fields] of gas about 1,500 to 2,000 feet underground and join
them together. Well, we back into these State records from the 1960s and found that the State
actually cautioned them [NICOR] against that at the start, because they found a geological fissure,
or a crack, in the lid that might allow some of this gas to start sneaking and bubbling its way up to
the surface. And the company told the State at the time, in essence, ‘don’t worry, we don’t think
that is going to happen, and if it ever does, we will let you, the State, know and we’ll take care of
it.’ Well, it was not until the 1970s, just a few years later when all of sudden farm families started
noticing crops dying. And we found records of these complaints that have largely been ignored for
decades, and so the problems seem to persist and get bigger.”
“Even still, a year after breaking this story, the latest gas loss report that NICOR has given to the
State was heavily redacted. There is still an ongoing fight about how to get exactly to the bottom of
exactly how much methane, which is a greenhouse gas that traps heat and warms the planet at a
rapid rate, we don’t exactly know how much of that was escaping the original bubble down below
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the earth. They are trying to capture it at this secondary level before it actually gets to the surface.
Even that is not working, because enough of the gas is reaching the soil and the sky and the streams.
As I’m sure you can tell just describing all of this, we knew we kind of had to wrap our hands
around this in a way that we could tell it visually for television. I wasn’t exactly a made-for-TVstory when all these documents started coming in to our in-box.”
Host: So Mark, after people watched that story … did anything surprise you as you were
investigating, as you went out to that farm [the Solomon farm].
Maxwell: “Yeah. Maybe the biggest surprise are the things that actually couldn’t make it into the
story. The smell of the rotten eggs oozing out the ground, and the temperature of that pressurized
cool air. I mean, imagine putting your hand down this strange looking hole in the ground and
feeling what is a fairly high
pressurized cool breeze, almost
like someone turned a fan on
the AC in your house, is
coming out of the ground. I’ve
never seen anything like that
before in my life. And then,
when I went on NICOR’s
website, and it said ‘if you
smell or see something like
this, back away, don’t turn your
car on, don’t light up a
cigarette, don’t turn on a
lighter, don’t turn on your
phone, don’t turn on your car,
Mark Maxwell: “Watch what happens
when we put this gas detector near
this hole. There is something coming
out of this ground right now.
Something cool, something that
smells terrible, and something that
sets this gas detector off.”
because any of these things that
might spark something could
ignite’ what they believed is
methane. If this were to snake up
under someone’s crawl space or
basement somewhere. We’ve seen
news reports in other States in years past where a gas leak can lead to detonating an entire home.”
We’ve been tangling with the Department of Natural Resources to get some more information just
recently. We don’t want to speculate, but within a few minutes of this story airing, I believe it was a
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Wednesday night about a year ago in October, within a few minutes the Director of the Department
of Natural Resources emails the [State of Illinois] Attorney General’s Office, which is the State’s
lawyer, and there is a link that is totally redacted: it says, “call me.” The very next morning after
they have this exchange, the Department of the entire State agency he reaches out to guess who?
The field inspector who monitors this exact field and they have this ongoing discussion and in that
same email thread you see conversations about this very story that we broke. So, we know they are
Mark Maxwell: “We are
going to see if we can detect
any leaking gas coming
from the bottom of his
pipe.” (Sound of bubbling
water, and sound of gas
detector beeping.) “That’s a
positive test for leaking gas.
Now listen carefully to see if
you can hear the bubbling
beneath.”
watching this closely. We are
still trying to get the State to
tell us, heh, how much gas is
leaking?
I’ll give you a little teaser. NICOR submits these documents to the State. They say every quarter,
every three months, this is how much gas is leaking. When they did that, they apologized. They
said, heh, we are going to start submitting these reports in a more-timely manner. We had stopped,
kind of, giving this information as quickly as we were supposed to. Sorry. Whoops. Here is the new
information. They also sent along this disclaimer, and they said, heh, we advise you, the State
of Illinois, to redact this info from the public if anybody comes looking for it. [Bold emphasis]
Think about that. Here’s public information, information that should be in the public interest at the
very least, and a private for-profit company is telling the State we recommend you keep this secret.
Don’t tell the public about how much we are polluting here. And so far, the State has taken their
recommendation and they haven’t actually given it to us. We’re fighting them on that, and we hope
to get that information for the public to look at.

In yet another continuing episode, WCIA 03 television ran two segments on January 30, 2022, with a
tantalizing teaser about NICOR and the State regulator to be revealed on the station’s main feature later
that evening at 10 p.m.:
Mark Maxell: “We’ll have a closer look at another State regulator that allowed the company to
relax its reporting requirements. Jennifer, you might have heard that hit movie, Don’t Look Up. If
this story had an alternate title, it might be, Don’t Look Down!”
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The 10 p.m. feature had two components: the Illinois Commerce Commission’s approval of three recent
natural gas rate hikes by NICOR, and information on the amount of gas leaking from NICOR’s
underground facilities.
Maxwell: Another former State regulator said more people in power should take action to stop it.
John Albers, former Illinois Commerce Commission administrative law judge: “I’m very glad
to see your reporting of it, because I am very frustrated and offended that no one in authority seems
to care about this issue.”
Kwame Raoul, Illinois Attorney General: “We have been on it.”
Maxwell: Attorney General Kwame Raoul’s Office enforces laws to protect consumers and the
environment but says, quote, “We have not received information to support allegations of ongoing
violations from the Department of Natural Resources or the Illinois EPA.” [Statement by Annie
Thompson, spokeswoman for Illinois Attorney General.]
Kwame Raoul: “We’ve looked into it. I don’t like to go too deep into ongoing investigations.”
Maxwell: But there is another powerful State regulator, the Illinois Commerce Commission.
John Albers: “The ICC could step in tomorrow, today, and investigate this.”
Maxwell: The ICC has power to set utility rates for consumers and gave NICOR the green light to
bury that gas in the first place.
John Albers: “I spent nearly 18 years as an administrative law judge at the Illinois Commerce
Commission, so I’m aware of their authority.”
Maxwell: John Albers says regulators aren’t using all the tools at their disposal.
John Albers: “The ICC can order it to shut down.”
Maxwell: NICOR says without the storage field, quote, “More than 700,000 Illinois customers
would be without the energy they expect and rely on during extreme weather events …” [Quote
from Jennifer Golz, NICOR spokeswoman.] In other words …
John Albers: “Their field is simply too big to close.”
Maxwell, standing next to a small white building: One year after our investigation NICOR
installed this shallow gas collection well. Essentially, it sweeps up and collects a lot of the leaking
gas underground, pressurizes it, and pumps it right back into the same leaking storage formation
where it came from.
John Albers: “All that escaping gas has to be replaced. Customers are paying for that.”
Maxwell: In November [2021] the Illinois Commerce Commission a record rate hike allowing
NICOR to charge its customers higher rates.
John Albers: “Commissioners don’t usually say no to rate hikes.”
David Kolata, Citizens Utility Board: “Yeah. NICOR Gas has won three rate hikes over the last
four years.”
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Maxwell: David Kolata with the Citizens Utility Board opposed the rate hike. He says NICOR
raised its rates 77 percent over the last five years. They use part of the money to pay for
infrastructure to deliver that gas to your home.
David Kolata: “The leaks affect consumers. Essentially you have less gas. So, it raises prices, and
we are paying for these storage fields in our rates.”
During the July 11, 1990, public hearing in Aldergrove, Friends of the Fraser Valley researcher Glen
Breaks had drawn attention to this same nagging issue of future rate increases by B.C. Gas Inc. Breaks
stated that in his meeting with Paul Gronert with the B.C. Utilities Commission on July 10, he asked
Gronert about B.C. Gas later passing on added costs to consumers related to the corporation’s proposed
underground storage facility.
Breaks: And when I asked if there would be any costs related to an environmental mishap those
costs would be deemed operating costs. He at first said no. I then pointed out that the environmental
problem might be through no fault of B.C. Gas, but just a part of the risks of the operation and may
require equipment. … Well, he said, the public or gas consumers would indeed pay, and the
company would make their standard profit margin on that environmental problem. So, you can see
that there is absolutely no risk on their part, neither financial, health or environmental. He did tell
me though the rate increases would be kept small and spread over several years.
Al Vickers: I would also like to allude to what Mr. Glen Breaks has just said, in terms of the
pricing. It would appear to me from what Mr. Breaks has said that the more these people spend the
more money they make. And the money they spend is my money, because the rates will go up. And
indeed, the rates will not go down, they will go up, not down. They have been caught clearly tonight
with their fingers in the cookie jar. And its my cookie jar and I want the Premier to know that we
don’t want that to happen.

On the second theme of the evening’s television special feature, Mark Maxwell investigated the State’s
responses on information about the amount of gas escaping from NICOR’s facility, revealing troubling
news indeed.
Maxwell: At first, the Department of Natural Resources sent us documents redacted at NICOR’s
request. We challenged the redaction and won. [WCIA shows a segment of a NICOR letter to the
Department, some of which is blacked-out, the top of which reads: “Nicor Gas hereby submits its
first, second and third quarter reports for 2020 of the loss estimate of gas migrating from a storage
formation for its underground natural gas storage facilities pursuant to Illinois DRN rules at 62 Ill.
Admin. Code Section 240.1853(c)(4).” The next sentence is highlighted in yellow: “We also
designate this data as confidential as allowed by 62 Ill. Admin. Code Section 240.1853(d).”] Those
unredacted documents showed NICOR had reported 675 million cubic feet of natural gas had
escaped its original underground storage field in Ancona in 2020. And, in the span of four months,
3.7 billion cubic feet escaped the storage formation at Troy Grove. NICOR claims that is just the
amount of gas that they collect before it reaches the surface. It says that volume is “not truly lost
gas.”
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Jim Stephens: “The question was then asked how much are you then losing? And they could not
tell us.”
Maxwell: NICOR’s spokeswoman Jennifer Golds says: “To suggest that significant amounts of gas
are escaping through to the surface is false.”
Jim Stephens: “I personally have seen gas bubbling up in a road ditch. I’ve heard it in their vent
pipes. I’ve seen it in the water wells. You know, that to me is not a miniscule amount.”
Maxwell: According to this letter [a letter dated October 20, 2021, is shown addressed to the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Re: Third Quarter 2021 Report of the Loss Estimate of
Gas Migrating from a Storage Formation for Underground Natural Gas Storage Facilities] from
NICOR to IDNR last October, a State regulator relaxed the reporting requirement and told the
Company to no longer report how much leaking gas it collected underground. Instead, just
report how much leaking gas it could find after the methane entered the atmosphere. [Bold
emphasis] NICOR’s letter doesn’t include a specific scientific measurement but describes the
volume as negligible. [The quote from the page reads, “the volume of gas that reaches the surface at
Ancona is negligible.”]
Jim Stephens: “They will not release those records. If they did that then they would be admitting
that they’ve got a problem.”
Maxwell: NICOR says it uses state of the art sensitive leak detection equipment.
Jim Stephens: “They flew over with a flare camera and took images of the farms.”
Maxwell: In June, photos taken at the storage fields show a helicopter flying low overhead taking
thermal images of the surface. We asked Stephens, what would they show?
Jim Stephens: “They would see a lot of hot spots. A lot of hot spots.”
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Maxwell, walking across an abandoned, gravel covered property: This empty gravel lot used to
hold a key clue, a pressure gauge would indicate just how much gas had escaped that initial storage
formation and was coming up closer to the surface here. But last year NICOR got rid of that
pressure gauge and plugged and abandoned the observation well that used to be right here.
John Albers: “I would like to see those numbers.”
Maxwell, standing in the cold outside the Illinois Commerce Commission: And we asked Jim
Stephens why would regulators tell NICOR they no longer had to report those gas loss reports. He
told us, quote: “There is no reason to do that unless you are just covering it up.” So, we asked
IDNR in Governor Pritzger’s Office to explain. Tonight, the Pritzger Administration pushing back
hard claiming NICOR, quote, “misunderstood and mischaracterized the regulators.” A Pritzger
spokeswoman said NICOR should report both the leaking gas and the leaking gas they capture to,
quote, “show their math and prove how much gas might still be out there,” floating underground,
migrating to the surface, or polluting the air. Reporting in Springfield. Mark Maxwell, WCIA 03,
your local news leader.
The information recently revealed south of the Canadian border, extending from the time of the
2015 Solomon family lawsuit with NICOR, to the October 2020 to January 2022 ongoing news
reporting on NICOR and the State of Illinois gas migration coverups, and stemming from not just
NICOR’s Ancona / Garfield facility, but also its Troy Grove field facility, stands as a vindication of
The Friends of the Fraser Valley’s February 1990 to December 1990 concerns, and an indictment of
the provincial Anderson Commission and its final January 1991 report.
The serious gas migration issues ongoing since the 1960s in parts of Illinois, which had been ongoing
during the Anderson Commission, and which Lodene Clark spoke of at length, were covered up, and
expert gas storage witnesses, some of which were on the American Gas Association’s special committee,
claimed these facilities as safe, and supported Commissioner Anderson’s and counsel Douglas
MacAdam’s claims that Glen Breaks had fabricated information stated by one of those members.
The disturbing news coverage in Illinois validates the legal and regulatory obstacles and difficulties that
Fraser Valley residents would have encountered with B.C. Gas Inc. (and its successors) and the B.C.
government should gas migration have occurred, polluting their groundwater, inflicting explosive dangers
and adding to the plight of human-induced warming of the third planet from the sun. Of course, those
legal and regulatory obstacles that have allowed the contaminations of groundwater, lands and air have
been ongoing in the petroleum States of America and the petroleum provinces of Canada, ruled over the
courts through secret agreements and control of government regulators.
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Figure 5 - Underground storage projects and major gas transmission lines in Illinois.
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5 – 26.

The Complaints to The Law Society of B.C.

A complaint against a Clearbrook lawyer is being investigated by The Law Society of B.C. … Glen
Breaks, an Aldergrove carpenter and outspoken opponent of the commission wrote a letter to the
society after comments made by MacAdams at a special [October 22, 1990] hearing called to
investigate allegations of witness tampering. Breaks stated in a letter to the law society that “Mr.
MacAdams has attacked my character and reputation in public before the final hearing of the
Anderson Commission.” He also alleges that MacAdams publicly “made me out to be a liar and
unworthy of belief.” B.C. Society of Law Bryan Ralph said that a decision on the matter would be
rendered before the end of December. 797
My final report to the Lieutenant Governor in Council had to await the results of the Law Society’s
inquiry, which, as fully expected, showed that there was nothing to support the allegations made.
The press continues to quote the statements of the Friends of the Fraser Valley on the exploratory
drilling program as though they are factual and does not bother either to check them with more
knowledgeable people, or to point out the group’s track record of dishonesty. 798

About a week after the Anderson Commission’s special Allegations hearing, a resident of East
Vancouver, Douglas Peterson, sent Premier Bill Vander Zalm a letter, dated October 28, 1990. The onepage letter, one among hundreds sent to government either for or against Fraser Valley exploration,
complained about The Friends of the Fraser Valley, blaming the group on causing the waste of taxpayer’s
money for the special September – October 1990 Allegations process, and that the group was unable to
“defend their allegations” which Peterson stated were “unsubstantiated.” The Friends, he wrote, failed to
defend their “charges of witness tampering,” thereby losing out on building “credibility,” and “the best
they could come up with was to boycott the whole thing.” On January 10, 1991, some ten weeks later,
Premier Vander Zalm forwarded Peterson’s October 28 letter to David Anderson who was readying his
final report for the Premier’s Cabinet.
Some 23 years prior in June 1968, Bill Vander Zalm, then Surrey City alderman, was in the federal
election race in the Surrey riding as a candidate for Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau’s Liberal Party, the
same party that David Anderson ran for in the Esquimalt-Saanich riding of southern Vancouver Island.
Anderson was elected, but Vander Zalm lost to NDP candidate Barry Mather. Some nineteen years prior
in May 1972 when Bill Vander Zalm sat as mayor of Surrey, he was in the same race with 34-year-old
David Anderson for nomination as provincial Liberal party leader. Vander Zalm, with early aspirations to
become B.C.’s premier, stated that “Anderson was “a little further left” on the political spectrum.” 799
“Professionally-printed Vander Zalm placards festooned the interior of Penticton’s Peach Bowl Centre.
The Vander Zalm supporters distributed Vander Zalm “newspapers,” Vander Zalm buttons and gallons of
free coffee in styrofoam cups labelled Vander Zalm.” 800 Vander Zalm, who lost out at the May 19 – 21,
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Lawyer focus of complaint, December 22, 1990, article, News Record Weekend Edition, found in the Commission records
newspaper clippings, binder 4.
798
Letter from Commission David Anderson to Douglas Peterson, Vancouver resident, January 17, 1991.
799
McGeer quits post – Picks Anderson as successor, Vancouver Sun, May 3, 1972.
800
Vander Zalm enlivens convention, Vancouver Sun, May 23, 1972.
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1972 party convention in Penticton City by a margin of 388 to 171, would later be heralded Premier under
a right-wing party that Anderson severely criticized during his 1972-1975 stint as Liberal leader.
On January 17, 1991, Anderson wrote to Mr. Peterson, responding to his comments of October 28 to the
Premier. In that letter Anderson was frank about his thoughts concerning The Friends, thoughts that, as a
standing Commissioner, he should never have written down on paper. He stated that, in the context of
causing “an expensive investigation,” with “allegations to be complete fabrications,” The Friends had a
“track record of dishonesty.”
Moreover, Anderson wrote in his letter that The Friends:
… continued with their program of false allegations, this time lodging a complaint with the Law
Society of British Columbia against the lawyer for the Commission who assisted in the
investigation. The Law Society investigation took six weeks, during which time they continued to
repeat the totally unsubstantiated charges, which of course are extremely damaging to the reputation
of the person concerned. My final report to the Lieutenant Governor in Council had to await the
results of the Law Society’s inquiry, which, as fully expected, showed that there was nothing to
support the allegations made.
This is apparently the only accounting found in the Commission records revealing that the complaint
launched by Glen Breaks with the Law Society of B.C. was responsible for holding up Anderson’s final
report.
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Anderson’s statements in his letter to citizen Peterson are almost verbatim the narrative he wrote in the
Summary section of his final February 1, 1991, Commission report, words no doubt he had recently
drafted, or perhaps, may in part have been inspired by Peterson’s letter.
As outlined in the commission’s Special Report of November 1990, there has been vigorous and
organized opposition to the proposals of the consortium. … as detailed in the Special Report, some
opponents have resorted to spreading untruthful allegations of improper and illegal behavior by civil
servants and by proponents of drilling. In November, subsequent to the Special Report, 801 they
resorted to further allegations of misconduct, against the staff of the commission. This has resulted
in yet another investigation, this time by the Law Society of British Columbia. In a decision on 7
January 1991, the Law Society concluded that there was no evidence to support these allegations.
Unfortunately, these two separate investigations of these allegations have delayed this report, from
October of 1990 to January of 1991. The commission regrets these delays but regards them as an
unfortunate price of the open and public process. Sadly, but perhaps inevitably in such processes,
some will succeed in abusing the opportunities for constructive participation that are provided to
them.
Commissioner David Anderson was most likely the object or outcome of his own predicament, the agent
of his own scorn. The consideration was entertained in Section 21 of Chapter 5, The Rzepczynski
(Population Proximity) Affair, that both David Anderson and counsel Douglas MacAdams failed to
restrain themselves from conducting a witness tampering Allegations Inquiry and officiating a quasi-legal
hearing. Contrary to what MacAdams stated on October 22, “In my submission, Mr. Commissioner, for
the purposes of other commissions, present and future, you had no choice but to deal seriously with these
serious allegations,” 802 MacAdams and Anderson did have another “choice.” Both, after all, chose to
conduct what amounted to be a witch hunt on ‘multiple’ parties that they wrongfully alleged The Friends
said were silenced, when in fact the two Commission principals had multiple contrary letters and
statements from The Friends stating the opposite, that there was only ‘one party,’ namely Glen Breaks’
professional contact, Walter Rzepczynski, who The Friends believed to have been gotten to or silenced.
Had the Commission wisely not pursued the Allegations Inquiry, Breaks would not have filed complaints
with The Law Society, and Anderson would have been able to finish his report for government on time. In
hindsight, there is also the possibility that had such been the case of a no Allegations Inquiry, the
government may not have chosen to reject underground storage as it did on February 1, 1991, a direct
consequence of the demonstrative public outrage resulting from the Allegations Inquiry, compounding
and escalating an altogether angry public since February 1990.
Anderson’s Allegations Inquiry evolved into a vendetta against The Friends, as summarized by Friends
member Charles MacLean in his November 28, 1990, lengthy letter to Premier Vander Zalm (see Section
24, The November 27, Langley High School Meeting, for its contents), leading MacLean to state at the
November 27 public meeting that “they,” namely the Commission, “are our enemies, they have joined our
enemies.” 803

Break’s complaint was filed ‘prior to’ the Special Report.
Proceedings, Volume 9, Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration Technical Hearings, Town & Country Inn,
October 22, 1990, page 1624.
803
Gas opponents determined to battle on, Abbotsford Times, December 5, 1990.
801
802
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On November 16, eleven days before
Commissioner David Anderson’s Allegations
Inquiry report was released, Glen Breaks filed a
complaint to The Law Society of B.C. about
Commission Counsel Douglas MacAdams’
conduct. Breaks sent copies of his November
16, 1990, complaint to “the Vancouver Sun, to
the Abbotsford Clearbrook Times and to The
Province” newspapers, granting media privilege
to sensitive information. 804
Breaks wrote in his complaint:
I am told that I cannot sue Mr. MacAdams
for libel due to the fact that he was acting
as a lawyer before the commission, and
this gives him immunity in this regard. I
am therefore appealing to the law society
for protection against him by means of laying this complaint for his professional misconduct by
supressing evidence which should have been brought out by him at this meeting. 805
The Law Society sent MacAdams a copy of Break’s complaint on November 26, 1990, which MacAdams
received on November 29. MacAdams immediately contacted Commission secretary Sheryl MacDonald
instructing her to forward to the
Law Society: a copy of
Anderson’s Special Report of
Witness Tampering; a copy of the
volume of Appendices to the
Special Report; and a copy of the
transcript of the Allegations
Inquiry’s proceedings for October
22. MacAdams stated to the Law
Society that in the interim he was
“preparing a full response.”
In MacAdams’ eight-page formal
letter of response to the Law
Society, dated December 4, 1990,
he states, mimicking somewhat
Breaks’ distribution of his
November 16 written complaint
to outside sources, “I do not
require that this response be kept

804
805

Douglas MacAdams letter to The Law Society of B.C., December 4, 1990.
Gas opponent claims evidence suppressed, Abbotsford Times, December 5, 1990.
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confidential.” MacAdams begins by laying out his “understanding of the complaint:”
My understanding of Mr. Breaks’ complaint is drawn from the second paragraph of his letter dated
November 16 and is that I made submissions: “ ... without putting all of the relevant facts known to
him before the Commission, and used these omissions in order to attack me, by deliberately
suppressing evidence known to him.”
I understand Mr. Breaks says that the relevant facts known to me which he says I failed to put
before the Commission and the evidence Mr. Breaks says I deliberately suppressed were the
following words referring to underground storage of natural gas which words were included in the
draft paper by Walter Rzepczynski titled Aquifer Storage Development: “It should, if possible, be
away from any populated area.”
I understand Mr. Breaks’ complaint in his letter of November 16, 1990 to be that I used the
omission of the words: “It should, if possible, be away from any populated area,” as a basis for that
submission. 806
We read as well in Mr. Breaks letter of November 16, 1990 these words on page 3, in the third
paragraph: “... it is his own witness, Mr. Rzepczynski, whose truthfulness should have been brought
into question ...”
I understand the thrust of Mr. Breaks’ letter to be that there is a contradiction between (i) what Mr.
Rzepczynski wrote in 1988 when he revised Aquifer Storage Development, and (ii) what he stated
on August 29, 1990 when he wrote his letter to Mr. Griffith referred to by Mr. Breaks in his letter of
November 16, 1990 and what be stated on October 8, 1990 when he [Rzepczynski] swore his
statutory declaration.
The transcript of the Commission hearing of October 22, 1990 will show that in my submissions I
did not refer to the words on which Mr. Breaks has focussed. Nor did I suggest that there was any
contradiction in what Mr. Rzepczynski had written or said on various occasions. Nor did I attack
Mr. Rzepczynski’s credibility. The reasons for my not doing so are that in my view: (i) when the
statements are properly understood, there is no contradiction, and (ii) in my view Mr. Rzepczynski’s
credibility is beyond reproach.
When presenting the evidence to the Commission on October 22, 1990 I had had the benefit of
telephone interviews with Walter Rzepczynski, and had met with him for most of the day on
October 8, 1990 at his company’s offices in Lombard, lllinois. From my discussions with him, I
understood from him that his views were those which were included in paragraph 30 of his statutory
declaration, namely: “If geological conditions are favorable, if proper testing and evaluation is
carried out, and if the techniques which have been developed over the past 35 years are properly
and carefully applied, aquifer storage of natural gas can provide a safe and beneficial means of
supplying gas to consumers.”
I also understood from Mr. Rzepczynski that in the United States, the land tenure system required
operators of storage facilities to purchase underground rights from surface holders, or in the case
purchase could not be negotiated, to use administrative procedures to acquire those rights by
compulsory means, and to deal with surface rights holders on an ongoing basis. This understanding
806

Pages 1-2.
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was consistent with what other expert witnesses to the Commission had said in preparation for
hearings of the Commission in August and in September. I understood from Mr. Rzepczynski that
for these financial, legal and administrative reasons peculiar to the United States, from the
operators’ point of view it was preferable to develop underground storage of natural gas in places
away from population.

When presenting evidence to the Commission on October 22, 1990 I made no suggestion that there
was any contradiction in what Mr. Rzepczynski had written in Aquifer Storage Development and in
what he had written and said on other occasions because 1 believed that Mr. Rzepczynski believed
and that he had at all times believed natural gas could in appropriate circumstances, safely be stored
underground in populated areas. When presenting evidence on October 22, 1990 I believed that
properly understood, no statement of Walter Rzepczynski known to me was inconsistent with the
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belief that natural gas could in appropriate circumstances safely be stored underground in populated
areas. 807
After meeting with Mr. Rzepczynski on October 8, 1990 I formed the opinion that any trier of fact
would conclude that he was a truthful and credible witness. 808
MacAdams’ words, “I formed the opinion,” is substantiated, in part, on a convenient lack of
documentation. The Anderson Commission records contain no files or notes with information on
Anderson’s and MacAdams’ special taxpayer-ed visitation to Illinois and Kentucky where they met with
Walter Rzepczynski, with Howard Griffith – the B.C. Gas company hired consultant – and with other
parties. 809 There were no audio tape recordings or transcripts found in the Commission records of what
was said at those special visitation meetings as officers of government on a legal Commission business
trip. There was no reference found of an independent accompanying witness present to hear, see and
document the two Commission representatives. What questions did MacAdams ask of Rzepczynski on
October 8? How thorough were his questions? This hole of information is one of the main problems of
Anderson’s Allegations Inquiry: lack of evidence of what the two Commission members stated and
discussed with the two parties, Rzepczynski and Griffith, in the early October 1990 special trip, the two
parties who were key absent, affidavit witnesses for the October 22 Allegations hearing.
It was on that visitation to the northeast U.S. that the two Commission officials journeyed to and met with
Long Point, Illinois resident Lodene Clark. Her lands, water well and property structures were affected
and contaminated by migrating gas from underground storage. Lodene later recounted to a Fraser Valley
newspaper reporter that Anderson snubbed her. 810 Was Clark’s stirring account an indication of a
Commissioner and his Counsel favoring underground gas storage and perhaps siding with industry’s point
of view?
In his December 20, 1990, letter to Douglas MacAdams, Law Society of B.C. staff lawyer Jeffrey G.
Hoskins wrote:
Enclosed for your information is a copy of
my letter of today’s date to Mr. Breaks
indicating that, because of the seriousness of
his complaints, I have referred this matter to
the Standing Discipline Committee for its
review and a final decision. As I have
indicated to Mr. Breaks, my view is that his
complaints are without foundation, and I will
recommend to the Committee that no further
action be taken.
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Pages 4-5.
Page 6.
809
Refer to Section 22 of this chapter, Anderson’s and MacAdam’s Special Trip to Illinois.
810
Stated in the originating article in the Chilliwack Progress, the air explodes around her home, February 6, 1991, and in the
copied article, Illinois grandmother shares her story, in the Abbotsford News, February 9, 1991. “Commissioner David
Anderson visited [Lodene] Clark in her home recently as part of his commission of inquiry into gas exploration and storage in
the Fraser Valley. But the meeting didn’t go well. “I felt I was able to tell him some of the things that have happened to me. He
didn’t call me a liar but almost.” ”
808
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In Hoskins letter of the same date to Glen Breaks, he wrote:
It appears your complaints are as follows:
1. That Mr. MacAdams suppressed evidence known to him at a hearing of the Commission of
Inquiry into Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration. Specifically, you refer to a statement in an
unpublished paper entitled “Aquifer Storage Development” by Walter Rzepczynski;
2. That Mr. MacAdams attacked your character by making submissions to the Commission at a
hearing on October 22, 1990 regarding your credibility.
It is apparent from the documents on our file that the unpublished paper in question was placed
before the Commission as an exhibit to the Statutory Declaration of Walter Rzepczynski which was
considered by the Commissioner and referred to in his report published in November 1990. Mr.
MacAdams did not place emphasis on this document and the statement in it which you have quoted
because he gave it an interpretation different from your own, based in part on his discussions with
Mr. Rzepczynski, and found it, therefore, of less significance. I see no evidence that Mr. MacAdams
reached this conclusion in bad faith or that the evidence in question was in any way suppressed by
anyone.
With respect to the alleged attack on your character, I have read a transcript of Mr. MacAdams’
submissions to the Commission at the October 22, 1990 hearing in its entirety. In my view, in the
circumstances, where sworn evidence was offered both orally before the Commission and in the
form of Statutory Declarations contradicting unsubstantiated allegations made by individuals who
apparently refuse to
give sworn evidence,
counsel had a duty to
advise the
Commission as to the
weight and credibility
that should be given
to the contradictory
positions placed
before it. In my view,
Mr. MacAdams’
submissions were
appropriately
restrained and
supported by the
evidence before the
Commission.
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On February 1, 1991, the day that government released
Commissioner Anderson’s final Report of the Commission of
Inquiry into Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration, David
Anderson wrote to Jeffrey Hoskins of The Law Society,
forwarding him a copy of his report in defence of Commission
counsel MacAdams.
I understand that despite the decision of the discipline
committee on 7 January 1991, Mr. Glen Breaks has
renewed his complaints regarding the work of the counsel
to this commission, Mr. Douglas MacAdams.
To complete your file, I am enclosing a copy of my report
to the provincial cabinet on matters relating to petroleum
exploration in the Fraser Valley. May I draw your
attention to the acknowledgements (page v), to the
introduction (page xiii), to “Public Participation” in the
summary section on pages 11 and 12, to the “Public
Participation” chapter from pages 145 to 156.
The name of Mr. MacAdams occurs elsewhere in the document. A full appreciation of his effective
work on behalf of the Commission requires a full reading of the report, but the pages mentioned
will outline for you the lengths to which the Commission and Mr. MacAdams went to in an effort to
have the highest possible level of public participation.
I am sure it is rare for a counsel in such a process to ask members of a private interest group for the
names of those whom they wish to have called as witnesses and to call all of those witnesses, to ask
them what lines of questioning they wish pursued (for all witnesses, not just the ones they
requested), to have them fully involved in the prehearing conferences with the witnesses, to have
them permitted to sit at his elbow when carrying out the questioning of witnesses, to have them
permitted to suggest individual questions during the questioning, and finally to have them able to
request adjournments during questioning to discuss what information he should be seeking. I
confess that I sometimes thought I had asked too much of Commission Counsel. However Mr.
MacAdams not only put up with this unusual process, but did so in a most cooperative, cheerful and
friendly manner.
If the Law Society has a committee that considers praise rather than complaints, I would be grateful
if you would bring the above facts to the members’ attention. A certificate of commendation for Mr.
MacAdams’ patience and good work is in order.
The last correspondence by David Anderson about The Law Society complaint was found in his February
8, 1991, letter to Paul Williamson, Counsel for the government’s Royal Commission on Health Care and
Costs, on the final day of Anderson’s formal role as Commissioner.
I believe I sent you a copy of the special report that gave my conclusions; if I didn’t the results were
that the allegations were deliberate fabrications without any evidence to support them.
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Subsequent to that report a director of the Friends of the Fraser Valley accused Doug MacAdams of
unprofessional conduct, an allegation that went to the Discipline Committee of the Law Society. On
7 January the Committee quite rightly concluded there was no evidence to support the complaint.
Since then, the Friends have provided “new evidence” and have renewed their allegations. The
Discipline Committee will be looking into this in due course, perhaps in March. The new evidence
is as ill founded as everything else they have done; however, it is tough on Doug to suffer through
such actions. There appears to be no mechanism for the Law Society to declare that these
complaints are a misuse of process, and to reprimand those who bring them forward.
On April 9, 1991, B.C. Law Society staff lawyer David Newell forwarded Glen Breaks the Society’s final
ruling.
Enclosed is a copy of a letter we received from Mr. MacAdams in response to your letter of January
22, 1991. We have reviewed the additional material enclosed with your letter and are now able to
make a final assessment of your complaint.
We confirm that the nature of your complaints has not changed since your original letter of
November 16, 1990. It does not appear that the basis for your complaints has altered either. The
additional documents you supplied does not perforce lead to the conclusion that Mr. MacAdams
placed an untenable interpretation on the statement made by Mr. Rzepczynski, nor, indeed, does the
material suggest that he acted in bad faith in making his interpretation.
In view of our conclusion that there is no further evidence substantiating your allegation that Mr.
MacAdams knowingly suppressed evidence at the Special Hearing, our original assessment that Mr.
MacAdams’ submissions to the Commission were appropriate in the circumstances must stand. We
therefore do not intend to place this matter before the Standing Discipline Committee again and we
intend to close our file.
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5 – 27.

Anderson’s Final Report and Government’s Decision
to Quash Underground Storage

The information and concerns brought forward by residents will have to be addressed before
underground storage could even be considered in populated areas of our province and, in
particular, the proposal for the Fraser Valley. As you are aware, Dr. David Anderson is presently
conducting an inquiry into this matter. Before any government could possibly even consider
allowing storage of gas in such a populated area, all answers would have to be available and
acceptable to the community. David Anderson’s inquiry is critically important. As much time and as
much discussion as is needed must and will be allowed. The security and peace of mind of our
community comes first and foremost. You have not only my word, but my firm promise to support
your cause, which I believe to be the safety of our citizens. 811
More than 1,000 letters were collected and mailed over the past few months, and I know a great
many others expressing opposition to drilling and storage have been mailed directly to the Premier
who must, by now, be knee deep in paper! Our
provincial government authored this devastating
situation we all find ourselves in and they are the
only ones who can put an end to it. So keep up the
pressure, let the Premier and MLAs know, daily if
possible, that enough is enough and residents are not
going to take it anymore. … Remember – every
resident is a friend of the Fraser Valley. 812
The Friends of the Fraser Valley had developed a
new strategy in their fight against natural gas
drilling and underground storage proposals. In an
attempt to attract more support for their
organization, the Friends have instituted a hotline
which can be accessed 12 hours a day. Calls will be
forwarded to 14 available members, from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m., seven days a week. The group is holding a
fund-raising dance on February 1st at the Kinsmen
Community Centre in Aldergrove. 813
We must all continue to make our voices heard and,
in the words of the Raging Residents Choir [at the
Friends of the Fraser Valley fund-raising DinnerDance], “Shout loud and clear: no, you can’t drill
here.” Remember, every resident is a friend of the
Fraser Valley. 814
811

Letter to Ms. Pat Lawrence, Aldergrove, October 23, 1990, from Carol Gran, Langley M.L.A., Minister of Government
Management Services and Minister Responsible for Women’s Programs.
812
Letter to the editor, Abbotsford Times, December 19, 1990, by Al Vickers, Chairman, Friends of the Fraser Valley.
813
Friends fight gas with 12-hour hotline, The Langley Advance, January 23, 1991.
814
Friends’ fundraiser big success, letter to the Langley Advance, by Pat Lawrence.
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The drilling and storage protest group, The Friends of the Fraser Valley, has expressed delight at
news that storage will not be allowed. The Friends staged a protest outside the Fraser Valley Gas
Project office in Aldergrove on Monday [February 4], however, making it clear that they will not
rest until the exploratory drilling proposal is also rejected. 815

On February 1, 1991, the B.C. government issued two opposing news releases on the same controversial
subject. The first out the door was the official publication release by the Queen’s Printer of Commissioner
David Anderson’s final 211-page report, Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Fraser Valley
Petroleum Exploration.
Anderson concludes that the risks of exploratory drilling are slight and the gains may be great.
Regarding under ground storage, he states that more geological information on the Fraser Valley is
necessary before an evaluation can be made.
Energy Minister Jack Davis said, “This report gives the most up-to-date picture of the impacts and
risks associated with exploration, drilling, and potential development. We are grateful to David
Anderson for his work.”

815

Cabinet confuses Friends, Langley Advance, February 6, 1991.
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Anderson’s conclusions and 59 detailed recommendations are based on the concerns of area
residents, evidence from technical experts, and visits to drilling sites and storage facilities in
Ontario, Washington state, California, Michigan, Illinois, Missouri, Italy, France and England.
Three companies, B.C. Gas, Conoco, and Dynamic Oil, have proposed a three-well exploratory
drilling program. “No applications for drilling, facilities or storage have been received and no
permits have been issued,” said Davis.

Anderson’s report contains 16 chapters, 13 appendices and 59 recommendations. The report’s main
conclusions are:
•
•
•

•
•

the risks of exploratory drilling are slight;
energy security, economic and environmental benefits may be considerable;
the chance of groundwater damage is remote in the extreme. Drilling is the least by far of
threats to groundwater when compared to pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers and other
contaminants. New legislation and a vigorous program of cleaning up existing problems and
pollution sources is recommended to protect Fraser Valley groundwater and soil;
petroleum industry developments in the Fraser Valley can be expected to have a mildly
positive effect on farmland preservation and on fish and wildlife habitat protection;
the chance of a well blowout is very slight -- perhaps one in 15,000 per well, based on more
than 200,000 wells drilled in Alberta;
597

•

the environmental effects of drilling can be expected to be strongly positive, as expanded
use of natural gas in the Lower Mainland offers the best hope of improving the current air
quality problems, and contributes to national and international objectives of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.
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underground . water 'supplies have spoken in public against ·
and the' $fety j)f~ 'the commu=c-the dr.ilhng of and storage "f~
nity if there was a gas leak. ' . na~urar ·gas here in Langley,
I think lhe people of La[lgIey With a elec£ion -coming proba·
.htluld go to or writJ lheir bly ' this spring, maybe this
MLAs ~nd tell them thilt. you could),,, inade into a election is·
do not' want this here and tor su, with aU the PQlitical parti'es.
~hem to speak out in public' ~ lf a decision h'a s to be made
this gas drilling a.nd storage
- against drilling-<iru! Qr ~torl!!le
.of ·n!'tural gas· here in Langley. it should EE>aol)e' bythe~pIEL
' If they won't do this, yOU::Could of . Litngley in a refereridum
remind tqem thaL there is a .'vote, but not by this govern·
-election coming and this could ment or the gas companies,
, -mea.it you will 'not. be voting for: .
D. Sanderson
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~

~
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The second item out the door was Energy Minister Jack Davis’ stunning, but brief, one-sentence-long
announcement:
DAVIS SAYS ‘NO’ TO VALLEY GAS STORAGE
Victoria B.C. – Energy Minister Jack Davis, commenting on the Anderson Inquiry report, said
today that there would be NO DRILLING FOR UNDERGROUND STORAGE in the Fraser
Valley.
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Provincial Cabinet, the Executive Council, had undoubtedly weighed the matter for the entire month of
January 1991 as David Anderson and his editorial accomplice / team were finishing and fine-tuning the
report. The decision, which would fundamentally disappoint industry, was political.
With a provincial election
looming, the Social Credit
Party administration, in office
for 15 consecutive years, was
in deep trouble on multiple
provincial resource
management fronts. As much
as Langley MLA Carol Gran,
the Minister of Government
Management Services and
Minister Responsible for
Women’s Programs, extended
herself to console her Langley
constituents and plead with her
Cabinet colleagues for
restraint, she and her Fort
Langley/Aldergrove riding
colleague Dan Peterson would
be rebuked and lose their
riding seats in the October
1991 provincial election.
Derrill Thompson,
the New Democratic
candidate for
Langley, said in a
press release
Monday the
government’s ban
on gas storage was a
“last-ditch political
ploy to fend off
certain defeat in the
next election.”
Thompson said it is
clear to him that Carol Gran and Dan Peterson convinced cabinet they would be defeated if gas
storage went ahead. Nevertheless, Thompson said he is pleased, “that, for whatever motives, the
government has halted this dangerous plan.” He warns however that the Friends of the Fraser
Valley must “remain diligent in ensuring that this cabinet order does not get overturned.” 816

816

Friends optimism ‘cautious,’ Langley Times, February 6, 1991.
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Langley residents should rest assured that it is doubtful that Langley MLA and multiple portfolio
cabinet minister Carol Gran could have misread her cabinet colleagues’ intentions so grossly. If she
has, it is certain that she has put her political life on the line. It is most likely that she is correct
about the mood of cabinet, that gas storage will not be allowed. It is equally likely that Mr. Davis,
an outspoken proponent of gas and oil interests, has purposely, through his ambiguous message to
the press, left the door open for a change of heart that he whole-heartedly hopes will come about,
whether or not his dreams are nestled in reality. 817
[Wayne] Babcock, [Bob] Spring and Cam Avery, director of communications with B.C. Gas,
refused to criticize the cabinet decision [at a press conference on the gas consortium’s project office
in Aldergrove Centre mall on February 4], instead focusing on the positive aspects of Anderson’s
report. Avery said the need for storage exists now and is being met by storing gas underground in
Washington State’s Jackson Prairie facility. 818
The Vancouver Sun reported on Jack Davis’ “confusing message,” a direct quote from Dynamic Oil’s
president Wayne Babcock, a Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium member. In the same article:
Meanwhile, Al Vickers, chairman of the anti-drilling citizen’s group Friends of the Fraser Valley,
welcomed the cabinet decision to prohibit storage, but said it’s too early to celebrate. “I think it is
really important for the people of the Fraser Valley – all of them – to realize that this battle has not
been resolved. And it would be extremely premature to believe it is. We have to wait and see what
this cabinet and government will say – not only on the issue of storage – but on the issue of
exploration.” 819

817

In Our Opinion: Storage History, The Langley Advance, February 6, 1991.
Cabinet rejects gas storage bid, Surrey Leader, February 6, 1991. Refer also to section 19 of this chapter, The Big Lie about
Storage at Jackson Prairie, concerning Avery’s and the consortium’s myth-making about Jackson Prairie.
819
Gran defends cabinet ruling against natural gas storage, The Vancouver Sun, February 4, 1991.
818
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A different kind
of

by Paul Bucci
Vickers says the oil companies are
grasping at straws.
"Wa)'ne Babcock of Dynamic Oil
claims tllere are 240.000 people that are
going to Inse out on their mineral
rights. I challenge him to name SO,"
Vickers says.
"All tile mineral rights fnr
underground gas storage have already
been expropriated." Vickers sa)'s.
Meanwlllle, tempers are getUng
short among people opposed to
natural gas drilling in the Fraser
Va lle)', Siandeven says.
"My g~t feeling is if they run a
drilling Tlg into Langley and tlley
start setting up there's going to be
trouble."
Vickers says lie hopes Gran'S
statements are true aboul the
government ruling against
natural gas storage In the
Valley. He says he has con·
fidence the Vander Zalm
government will "continue to
protect the people of tile Fraser
Valley"
Bul he and Standevcn vow
the battle against gas drilling
in the Valley is far from over.
"'The only tiling I'm reall)'
100 percent sure of is the people in the Valley aren't going
to give up." Standeven says.

T

he war of words in the Fraser Valley
Gas Project is heating up in the wake of
a ~ecent1y released report from a com·
mISSion of inquIry into natural·gas drill·
Ing and storage.
Opponents of natural gas development in the
Fraser Valley say the provincial government is
giving off conflicting slgnal.!l.
Langley MLA Carol Gran says gas storage In
the Fraser VaUey will not be consideredas long
as there is a Social Credit government In B.C.
But Energy Minister Jack DaviS says his staff
will study the report's recommendations before
making any decislGlls on a drilling program .
AI Vickers, chairman of the anti·gas lobby
Friends of the Fraser Valley, says the govern·
ment h.as to clarify its position.
"Drilling program for what ? Exploring for
oil? Gas? I don't know what Davis means. He
has to be challenged on that," Vickers $!IyS.
In his 2U-page report, commissioner David
Anderson says the riSks of exploratory. drilling
are slight and beneflts would be COIlslderable
from a energy security, ecooomie and environmental point of view.
Anderson also recommends that additiooal
studies should be undertaken before any proposal to store natura~ gas underground in the
Fraser VaHey is consldcred.
Yarrow resident Bruce Standeven, a
longtime anti·gas activist, says the government
is wrong if it thinks opposition to the project
will fade because of the report's recommendations about underground storage
" It's getting to tile point now where a lot of
tile stuff the government is $!lying can be taken
both ways. But one thing I do know - this thing
is far from over."
Standeven says Irs too early to tell if Gran is
speaking on behalf olthe government, or merely tryin g to appease her constituents. If Ihe province does put the brakes on gas storage and
exploration. Standeven says that represents
quite a turnaround.

l

Report highlights
Dawld And • • ,o n '. , . p o rl co n l,l n ' Ie
chapt"a, 15 ,p p.ndlc" ' n d 5 0 •• co mm a nd,·
Ilona. Th, ,aport 'a m,l n conol",lon' ...,

lifijl=!.

• The risks of exploratory drilling are slight.
• Energ)' security, economic and environmen·
tal benefits may be considerable.
• The final decision by the government on exploratory drilUng must be based on more than
technical mailers alone.
• It is premature to evaluate underground
storage until there is additional exploration 01
the Fraser Valley geology.
• The chance of groWldwater damage is
remote In the extreme. Drilling is tile least by
far of threats to groundwater when compared
to pesticides, herbicides, fertiUlers and other
contaminants. New legislation and a
vlrgorous program of cleaning up existing
problems and pollution sources is recommended to protect Fraser Valley groWldwater and soil.
, Petroleum industry developments in
the Fraser Valle}' can be expected to have a
mildly positive effect on fannland preservation and on fish and wildlife habitat
protection
• The chance of a well blowout is
very slight - perhaps one in 15,000 per
well. based on more than 200,000 wells

"I

drilled in Alberta.
• The environmental effects of drilling can be
expected to be strongly positive, as expanded use
of natural gas In tile Lower Mainland offers the
best 1I0pe of improving the current air quality problems, and COIltributes to national and Interna·
tional objectives of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.
• The existing protection 20nes where drilling
cannot take place are large and the regulations
are flexible. Parks, schoois, hOlipitals, airports,
waterways and harbours , GVRD water reservoirs
and watersheds, roads and residential areas are
adequately protected by the present system.
~ Visual Impacts, traffic, lights at night and
nOise from a three- to slx·week drilling operation
are the most likely p.roblems. If drilling Is permitted, compensaUon IS possible and a publi c ad·
vlsory coWlcll would be useful.
• A tempor~ry decline in residential property
values Is possible as a result of publlcity over
natural gas facilities, but there is no clear
evidence that this will occur. Two Alberta studies
a nd experience in the U.S. and Europe show no
adve rse effect on surf~ce property values in the
long term. It Is more likely that the Industry will
result in increased property values, particularly
properties with subsurface r[gllts.
• There are an estimated 240,1100 residents nf
the Fraser Valley who
own the rights to oil, gas
and other subsurface
rights under thei r propertieS. Many of these
people are likely
unaware of this.
• There should be
tougher fines and
penalties for companies
and their officers that do
not obey the regulations
and special insurance
provisions for petroleum
activity .
• Increased public
participation and COIl'

~:n~~~~~~~~~JE:~~~;~~~~~;;~;::~~~:

eval uat ion is recommended through pubUc
hearings, uringproposal
pu blic ad·
sultationd
vis ory cou ncils and
"citizen conference"
negotiations.

The air explodes around her home
Theair is kno~ toex.plode on occasion aroW><! I.odene
Clark's propcr1y In 1.ivlOgslon Counly. HlinOls
Safely hazards. bad water and other con~ms prompted the 62-year-old grandrnolJler to fly OUI 10 the
Fraser Valley lale last yea r to lell residents about her
problem:s with natlU"al g1l$.
"rm not an activist. r .m an old farm "'ife with two
yea!"!lof college ... I'm w,11IngtoteU my story because I
know what these gas companit'll are !OI)·ing. I know
there's pnother side of the story."
Clark owns a bouse on lop nf one of NOM America's
largest underground. gas storage areas. The problem is
that the g~ resez::.·!)Ir leaks.
Clark hrst IIOtleed the Siluition soon al1cr s~age
began more than 21! y~ars ago
.
"In 1968, when this field was first going into.operallon.
the well 1Iolled. You rould _ lhe "'am boiling down
there like a tea kettle would boil."' (.lark said in a

telephone inle("\·iew.
"f!ie weU gol to be "cry bad qua!,ly waler - almosl
l1IIdnnkable. It becanli:' $0 ,·,Ie )'0\1 couldn"! C,'en wasil
.
Gas began se<'ping thrO\Jlolh the ground and condItions
got sobad that Clark began ba1lling "ith the Northern 11·
linois Gas compan.Y' She go1 1'Ule !SlltI,Jacti(\fl.
"'Thc)' lold mc ,1 was natl,·c gas lromlng out of tlK'
weU ) and none of theIr COON-m .
" We IlSed toputa ,·tnled pipe 00 itand actually burn it
10 embarrasslhe gas company
1M the gas ~pany W35 diflicult to spur inlO action.
CGmpany ~nC1~1s "wid s)mpathi~e \lith Clark, bul
always InstStcd It wu gas 1III1I"e to the area lhal was
SEf'plng OUI. nOi gas the)· were ~loring. Clark sa)'s
Company ~11t131s began di","~ stulllo'" 1Ioles around
ber property to the l!)j(ls.
By this time gas was leaking so badly lhal her son
clothes in it"'

At least one mayor
favors gas industry
One man's curst is another man's blessi ng especlaU)· .hen 1I rome5 to natural gas.
While many =idfnls are opposed to nalural gas ex·
pl(lr8t.ion and storage in the Fraser VaUey.the same
can't be saId of other places in British Cqlumbl.a.
Fort St. J ohn Ma)'or Steve Thorlabon has lhe
di5l.lnctlon of Uving near the largest natural gas
reserves in thelree world
North E8s1\'m Brilish Columbia provides most. If
not aU, of the provinces', natural gas needs,
Thortakson says. And Uvi/Ii near aU of that uplosive
forcedoesn·t wOl1"}'him in the leasl
He says C3JlIIda's nalural gas IndWitry has a safety
record secood to none
There'sne'"erheen a "'disasterni" theFortS!. John
arl'a betall$e of r>allU"al gas, Thorlakson says
Howtver, there ha" e been some mi!101 ac<:ldenls.
"'There 1& an oceaslonal ~ak. It doetI ","ppen. The

oceasional pipe bl-eal<s and "al\'cs let go. It's tN'81cd
immediately. It's not thai big a deal"
He says lhe rompany's response time Is e~~lIenl.
And in any t\·ent.leaking gas Isn't thaI big of a safely
hazard bPcause il dissipates quickly
"Any "alve can If! go or a JOint ean let go. These
things do happen .....
The popullilion ofFortSt. John 15811o"tI4.1l00 - far
less than the F"TaserValle)". 6"1 Thorlaksoo lhlnksthe
added populatIon shouldn't be a big concern.
'" don't know of an Industry thai operates witllthe
level of safely conlrol that the gas industrydoetl.··
Thorlakson says he tan undef!lland why people
might be afraid of nalural gas denlopment In the
Fraser Valley. but added he thinlt$ the fca!"!l are
unfounded .
Apart from the oceasional sulphur smell - far tess
strong than the odors around Port Moody Thorlakson says the",', no worry.

"'ould flip a match in nth hole as he wenl OUI lor his
evening Jog. He coold "IIvisate his "'a)' back toll1e house
by lhe burning holes
It was pro,'en in 1969 ~t it was definitel)' stored gas
leaking. bullhe lroubles d,dn'l end there.
"They plugged the holes. Then fissures in the land
opened up. The fissure,; would boil." she says.
Unfortunalely lor Clark, one 01 those fisslU"es is under
the holl$e where her $OtI now Uves.
"Gas roming up and "'leasing inlO the surh~ is IlOl
Id~al butlt·s nOi o"frly hannflll.
Bul ifitrollectcd In a basement'l woulde'plode.lfyOll
dropped a malch down theconc",le "'ell il "'ould explode
and blow the contrelc cap 011." Clark !SII)"s
That "ery thlngdid happen toooeofbernelghbors. sbe
sa)·s.
Hispumpbousegol co"ered with a heavy ,,·etsnowone
time when he "'85 on ,·acaUon. The SIlO'" sealed seepin~

gas In the building. Wh,m be gOi back from vacation he
turned on the taps. ~·t:rch caused the pwnp 10 kick in.
The resulting explOSIon ble,,·the boards ofl the building
and Ih!""OUgh the windshield of his car, Clan. 5I)·s.
Commissioner David Andersoe> visited Clark In her
home recenlly as part of his commision of inquiry Inlo
gllS exploralion and S10rage in the Fraser Valley. But the
meeUng didn'l go wtll.
" I fell I was able to ttll I\lm $Ome of the thingl thaI
ha"e happtflcd 10 me. lie didn·t caU me a liar but
almost."'

Clark wanU to settle \lith the gas rompany. Among
other things. she wants a new farm 10 rcpla~ her 8O-acre
~ra1ion.

Until she ~cts "'hat she wants, she sa)'s the bailIe will
conllnue.
"The potential for &lmeont being k illed is "ery high,"
she says.

Arrangements were made
before public told - Vickers
The provincial government had
its eye on establishing a gas exploration and storage industry in
the Fraser Valley years before
the public was made awa re.
charge members of the Friends
of the Fraser Valley.
~'riends of the Fraser Valley
ehalnnan AI Vickers says the
government and the gas industry
had put considerable time and
resources into planning for
underground gas storage in the
Fraser Vally well be.fore making
tlleir intentions pubhc.
~'urtllennore, Yarrow resident
Bruce Standeven cha rges the
Anderson Commission was only
established afte r members of the
anti·gas lobby Friends of the

Frase:r Valley started asking
questions after st umbling across
gas industry workers in their
neighborhoods.
According to document s
assembled by the Friends of the
Fraser Valley. the government
bega n emba rking on a gas
de~elopment strategy in June
1988, when amendments to the
Petrolewn and Natural Gas Act
expropriated owners mineral
rights for undergrournl storage.
In August, 1988, the Ministry of
Energy Mines and Petrolewn
Resourees started an extensive
consultation program to inform
local MLAs and municipal
governments affected by gas ex·
ploration and storage about the

F~aser Valley Ga s Project
wI!h out in forming local
resIdents.
"Apparently the gas proposal
was impo r tan t enough for
ministry officials to meet and
diseuss details of the plan with
local MLAs, local municipal
gove r nment s and sen ior
mWlicipal staff, but took no action to inform local residents
apart from an oblique advertisemen t in local newspapers,"
Vickers says.
TIle government then moved to
further amend tile Petrolewn
and Natural Gas Act to remove
the right of public intervention.

- See Protest A8 -
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On February 6, the Chilliwack
Progress newspaper ran several
articles about Anderson’s report
and included comments from Al
Vickers and local Friends of the
Fraser Valley spokesperson
Bruce Standeven:
Al Vickers, chairman of the
anti-gas lobby Friends of
the Fraser Valley, says the
government has to clarify
its position. “Drilling
program for what?
Exploring for oil? Gas? I
don’t know what Davis
means. He has to be
challenged on that,”
Vickers said.
Yarrow resident Bruce
Standeven, a long-time
anti-gas activist, says the
government is wrong if it
thinks opposition to the
project will fade because of
the report’s
recommendations about
underground storage. “It’s
getting to the point now
where a lot of the stuff
government is saying can
be taken both ways. But
one thing I do know – this
thing is far from over.”
Standeven says it’s too early to tell if Gran is speaking on behalf of
the government, or merely trying to appease her constituents. If the
province does put the brakes on gas storage and exploration,
Standeven says that represents quite a turnaround. “I think that because there is so much opposition
to the project, the Socreds might be changing their position to regain some of the ground they lost
politically. … The only thing I’m really 100 per cent sure of is the people in the Valley aren’t going
to give up.”820

820

A different kind of gas war, Chilliwack Progress, February 6, 1991.
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The Chilliwack Progress newspaper also included a summary of a “poll, conducted by Vancouver-based
Marcon Research Services Inc. … on two separate occasions in January,” a poll commissioned by The
Friends of the Fraser Valley.
91 per cent of those surveyed were very concerned about the potential hazards and impacts of
exploratory drilling and gas storage once they were explained.
79 per cent thought underground storage of natural gas would have a negative impact on local real
estate values.
Level of concern about the issue was fairly similar across all age groups surveyed, although concern
rose slightly as age of the respondents increased. 821
Friends’ spokesman Charles MacLean said the survey results “totally support the provincial
government decision not to allow underground storage of natural gas under the Fraser Valley and
confirms the belief that the vast majority of the residents oppose the plan to turn the Fraser Valley
into a massive oil and gas field.” 822
Wrapping up with last minute correspondence duties, on February 8, 1991, Commissioner David
Anderson sent out a number of letters to various parties notifying and sending each a copy of his final
report, with the following opening paragraph attached in each: “Last Friday the provincial cabinet
released my report on Exploratory drilling for Gas in the Fraser Valley. A copy is enclosed. According to
press reports, a decision by the cabinet on whether to permit drilling will take place in from 60 to 90
days:”
To: Ken Carlson and Ed Saintiago, Enhanced Recovery Engineering Section, Division of Oil
and Gas, Department of Conservation, State of California. We really appreciated the
opportunity of viewing the California facilities, and getting your views on earthquake and other
risks. The amount of petroleum industry activity in the Long Beach/Los Angeles area adjacent to
residential or commercial properties was a real eye opener for me. What is being planned here is
very modest in comparison. However, it is not yet certain that it will go ahead, as a decision in
favour of drilling has not been made.
To: Paul King, Office of the Agent General in the United Kingdom, British Columbia House,
1 Regent Street, London, England. You will note that I have written enthusiastically about the
Wytch Farm visit. It was certainly one of the most impressive of the visits to petroleum facilities
that I made. I might add that my description has had absolutely no effect on the attitudes of the
opponents of drilling, but I hope that those who are keeping an open mind may find it of interest.
May I thank you for all your help in arranging the Poole trip.
To: Ed Smith, B.C. Petroleum Mediation and Arbitration Board, Ft. St. John, 100142-101st
Avenue. If you read the report you will find that here and there I have mentioned the name of the
Board, generally with a view to giving you gentlemen more work. You can take this two ways - first as an unwelcome increase in the workload, or second, as a tribute to the impressive job you

821
822

Opposed to drilling, Chilliwack Progress, February 6, 1991.
Survey shows drilling opposed, Langley Times, February 9, 1991.
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December 20, 1990

3195 Exeter
Victoria. B. C .

V8R 6H7
Dear David :
Just a short note to say how much I enjoyed the observations you shared
with us in Victoria over dinner on December 11 concerning exploratory drilling
and underground gas storage in the Fraser Valley.
I must say" that your rather pessimistic view of the inability of some key
stakeholders to see eye-to-eye where tough environmental and safety issues are
at stake, troubles me.

Yet I recognize this reality.

Your thoughts have

challenged me to give this facet of the environmental challenge additional focus
in the environmental strategic framework we are developing for Imperial Oil.
What gives me some cause for hope is my own personal experience with major
energy developments in the North and Western Canada. As a company. we were
successful in achieving 'tpublic consent tt for relatively significant and
intrusive projects at Norman Wells and Cold Lake in the period of the mid to
late 1980's when environmental awareness was on the increase. This consent was
achieved through hard work with the communities involved . Similar lessons have
been successfully applied at Caroline by Shell and are an important element of
the effort to progress the potential OSLO project. which we lead. If you think
you could benefit from some dialogue with us on the lessons learned from these
experiences, don't hesitate to call.
You might also be interested to know that a senior manager from Esso
Resources in Calgary recently moved to Bordeaux to become the Production Manager
of Exxon's affiliate in France, Esso Rep . As you know, this company is a major
oil explorer and producer in the Paris Basin just outside Paris (Chaunoy Field).
In your viSit to France this summer I'm not sure whether you were able to
ascertain the perspective of industry in terms of the lessons learned from this
fairly recent development (mid 1980's) in an intensively farmed area. If you
would like to explore this further, I can arrange this for you as well.
I have also attached a recent article titled "Hazard versus outrage :
Responding to Public Concern about Environmental Risk" which I have found
particularly thoughtful. I think you will see some similarity with your
message . This article and your remarks in Victoria have both helped me to
better understand the challenge we face .
I will be watching for a "breakthrough" in your work in the Fraser Valleyl
Yours very truly.

lec
Attach.
cc:

D . Coghill

G/U

~D~V

Imperial Oil

McFarland
Commission Correspondence Files
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have done in your efforts to date. In fact, you can take it both ways. I fail to see that major changes
are needed to deal with public concerns in the Fraser Valley. With a little help on the difficult cases
from your Board, the parties concerned are best left to negotiating between themselves. I would be
interested in your views on what I have written on minimum distances and on fairness issues. For
the life of me I cannot understand how opponents of drilling in the Fraser Valley are able to argue
with a straight face that their concerns and lifestyles are more important than those of the residents
of the Peace River area. There is a clear and unattractive double standard at work here. I trust that
Margaret Ormston and Charles MacLean do not persuade the provincial government to adopt their
approach in this regard.
To: Michael Weston, Manager, Field Operations, ANR Storage Company, Kalkaska,
Michigan. May I thank you for you help during the summer in arranging such an informative trip to
your facilities. Space did not permit a lengthy discussion of all that I saw, but it was very important
to me in getting a handle on the true nature of the risks of underground natural gas storage.
To: Jim Reid, Area Supervisor, Drayton Valley Area Office, 2nd Floor, Provincial Building,
Drayton Valley, Alberta. Our visit to Drayton Valley [Alberta] was among the first of our trips,
and was a real eye opener for me. The way the industry was integrated into the community was very
impressive. It was a standard against which I could measure the other trips made and other facilities
visited. I want to thank you most sincerely for the time you took to show us around, and for the
excellent overview that you gave of the situation. The provincial cabinet has said that it will
consider the report for sixty to ninety days before making a decision. The opposition to any
development is as strident as ever, so it is really anyone’s guess as to what government will do.
David Anderson also wrote a final letter on February 8 to Energy Minister Jack Davis, who was in the
hospital battling advanced stage of cancer and would soon die in his sleep at home on March 27, 1991.
Anderson wrote that his Commission contract “was an interesting study” which he “enjoyed doing”,
wherein he was surprised to discover how “the petroleum industry had been so successfully integrated
into urban and semi-urban settings:”
I was very sorry to learn that you have been in hospital over the last few days. Irwin Henderson has
told me that you are using the telephone and keeping up with things through visits from John Allen
and others. I trust that you will be up and about before too long. I regret that your illness prevented
me from delivering a copy of my report to you in person: No doubt you are by now well aware of its
contents and implications. It was an interesting study, which I enjoyed doing. Previous to looking
into the matter I had no idea that the petroleum industry had been so successfully integrated into
urban and semi urban settings. I look forward to seeing you soon and discussing it with you further.
Davis, an MP under Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau’s federal Liberal Party, appointed as Minister of
Fisheries (July 1968 – March 1969), Minister of Fisheries and Forestry (April 1969 – June 1971), and
Canada’s first Environment Minister (June 1971 – August 1974), had been Anderson’s political party
colleague from 1968 to 1972. Davis, after his losing his federal Coast-Capilano riding seat in 1974,
jumped ship from the Liberals and joined the Social Credit party, winning the North Vancouver /
Seymour riding seat in the December 1975 provincial election. Davis was the later prime mover, the
Minister responsible for invoking the controversy favoring petroleum exploration and underground gas
storage in the Fraser Valley. Had he lived through to the end of the year, Davis might have lost his North
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Vancouver/Seymour riding, in a provincial election that the New Democratic Party would steal from the
Socreds. Liberal party candidate, Dan Jarvis, a real-estate agent, won Davis’ old riding.
~
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Mr. Robert Tweedie
Commission Secretary
Royal Commission on Petroleum

Exploration
#105 - 20611 Fraser Highway
Langley , B.C.
V3A 4G4
Dear Mr. Tweedie:
RE : ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICES
As the repository for records and papers of Royal Commissions and
Commissions of Inquiry in British Columbia, the Archives and Records
Service provide s to an agency. covered by the Oocument Disposal Act.

•

the following services:
Records Advisory - general records management advisory in the
areas of strategic planning, operational planning , and records

systems implementation and development, forms management, office
automation, automated records systems, re cords equipment, file

supplies, and record s training, etc.;

Records Centre Services - the provi sion of secure, economical

and efficient off-s i te storage for records including retrieval
services;

Ar chives - with the completion of the Commission's work, the
records and papers will be transferred to the archives for
public research use . By mutual agreement, access to the
material may be restricted for a clearly defined period of time .
The records of the commission will have considerable evidentary,
legal, and research value for future historians and researchers . I
look forward to working with your staff on their information
management needs . If you have any questions relating to the
provision of services, please feel free to contact me at 387-4l2B.
Yours truly,

•

~O-'h(~
Gary A. Mitche 11
Manager
Advisory and Training
GAM:am
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With the Commission’s tasks completed, Commission secretary Sheryl MacDonald “sent 13 boxes,
including 3 pieces which are not really boxes, but have been named so for the purpose of uniformity,” to
the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources’ librarian, Sharon Ferris.
Enclosed is a complete inventory of the boxes being sent to you this afternoon. I have also enclosed
an updated copy of the Commission Library Listing, that shows show which material has been
duplicated. The boxes that I have sent to you are not sequentially numbered due to re-inventory and
repacking, so don’t worry if you seem to be missing a box ... it probably wasn’t meant to go to you
anyway. If you have any questions, worries, or out and out panics, please do not hesitate to contact
me at either the above number or at my home number if your panic doesn’t set in until after the 15th
of February. I will have a complete inventory list on hand there for just such an emergency. 823
The Ministry of Energy withheld the
Commission records for three years, until,
reportedly, “eleven” boxes were sent to the
Provincial Archives in 1994. From 1994
until mid-2021, the Commission records
remained in an ‘uncatalogued’ state,
meaning that the records were never
processed for public scrutiny and
consumption and left to collect dust in
storage, that is until the author of this
report began inquiries about their location
in early 2021, and were then retrieved.
According to Commission correspondence of August 17, 1990, sent to Gary Mitchell of the Provincial
Archives from Commission Secretary Robert J. Tweedie, the Commission records were to be promptly
transferred to the B.C. Archives and Records Service “once Mr. Anderson has completed his report.” Mr.
Tweedie’s letter and permission was issued in response to Mitchell’s August 8, 1990, letter of request for
the records. Mitchell wrote:
The records of the commission will have considerable evidentiary, legal, and research value for
future historians and researchers. I look forward to working with your staff on their information
management needs. If you have any questions relating to the provision of services, please feel free
to contact me at 387-4128.
A likely reason as to the curious three-year delay in the Ministry of Energy’s transfer of the Anderson
Commission records to the provincial Archives was due to the Fraser Valley Gas Project consortium’s
exploratory drilling operations in the Fraser Valley that ended in late 1993, a timeline narrated in the final
section of this report. Cognisant and leery of The Friends of the Fraser Valley, or other interested parties,
in examining the Commission’s records, and perhaps finding and exposing more controversy while those
exploratory operations were proceeding, the Energy Ministry kept any of those possible added conflicts
quietly and safely under wraps.

823

Correspondence, February 8, 1991.
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5 – 28.

Provocateurs: The Ferndale Jump-Start Consortium

There are no commercial oil or gas wells in Washington. More than 100 attempts have failed to find
commercial amounts of gas in Whatcom County, but Canadian Hunter is using more sophisticated
data than previous attempts. 824

Two months after the release of Commissioner David Anderson’s final report on petroleum exploration
in the Fraser Valley, something peculiar was reported in the Bellingham Herald newspaper edition of
April 14, 1991.
Canadian Hunter Exploration Ltd. and partners are seeking a state permit to bore 6,000 feet down
on the Tom Altona farm, 5964 Elder Road, west of Ferndale” [in Washington State]. Through U.S.
subsidiary American Hunter Exploration Ltd., the company based in Calgary, Alberta, is requesting
a permit from the state Department of Natural Resources.” 825

824
825

Gas well drilling set to start, Bellingham Herald, October 16, 1991.
Firm would keep drilling for gas, Bellingham Herald, April 14, 1991.
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The newspaper named Hunter’s partners: B.C. Gas Inc., Transmountain Pipeline Co. (a B.C. Gas Inc.
subsidiary), Epic Resources and Optima Energy. However, American Hunter’s project coordinator Tim
Cummings “would not name” a new partner. The new partner would be identified by the Bellingham
Herald in November 1991 as CGC Energy Inc., a subsidiary of Cascade Natural Gas Corp. which was
based in Seattle City. 826 The Herald also reported three other companies in the same consortium not
identified earlier, all based in Vancouver, B.C.: Delta Energy Inc. Rival Resources Inc., and Inland Gas
and Oil Ltd.
The April 1991 named partners, under the same American Hunter leadership, had drilled the Birch Bay
No. 1 well in the late 1980s (explained in Section 2 of this chapter, Enter the Big Players). Restricted
from drilling at that time in the Fraser Valley, the newly assembled consortium found favour in
Washington State under a more conducive regulatory regime and set up the Birch Bay drilling partly, or
mainly, as an exercise in public relations to help promote petroleum exploration across the American
border in the Fraser Valley. The Birch Bay well, “in the 7500 block of Blaine Road,” which came up dry,
was on the southern fringes of the same geologic Fraser Valley sedimentary formation or ‘play.’ The new
proposed well, American Hunter Terrell Well No. 1, was about four miles south of Birch Bay No. 1, part
of “American Hunter’s acquired long-term leases on oil and gas rights for more than 35,000 private and
public acres in central and north Whatcom County.” The rationale for the proposed site was speculated to
be in a separate but contiguous southern geologic structure.
The same April 1991 Ferndale partners constituted a second Fraser Valley gas consortium, tethered
together on a petroleum bid granted by the B.C. Ministry of Energy on October 25, 1989. B.C. Gas Inc.,
which was only interested locating underground gas storage, had claims in both Fraser Valley petroleum
consortiums, with the other consortium consisting of B.C. Gas Inc., Conoco Canada, and Dynamic Oil.
Why would the American Hunter Washington State consortium gamble its investments on another dry
well, one might ask, after about 100 wells were drilled unsuccessfully over the decades in Whatcom
County? 827 The Bellingham Herald said:
The company wants to discover gas but could consider gas storage if no payload is found. The
Fraser Valley partnership said it would consider storage if it does not strike gas. … “It’s a
possibility,” Cumming said. “With storage you have to do an enormous amount more work to
satisfy yourself that you have a valid candidate. You won’t do that with one well. The major
emphasis here is definitely on gas exploration.”
[C. John] Newhouse [publisher of Northwest Oil Report Trade newsletter from Portland, Oregon]
however, isn’t so certain. “Storage might just be what they are after,” he said. “We kind of feel that
way about the other well too. Birch Bay well.”
A motive behind the Ferndale April 1991 drilling permit application and drilling, which began on October
20, 1991, and in which B.C. Gas Inc. was a partner, was in helping to promote the other consortium,
Dynamic Oil, Conoco, and B.C. Gas Inc. to be granted a drilling permit in the Fraser Valley, helping to
demonstrate to the B.C. government that the American State government next door had given the green
light. After all, almost two years had passed since the B.C. Ministry of Energy granted the petroleum
826

Gas well dry; firm will try 2nd Ferndale site, Bellingham Herald, November 13, 1991.
Narrated in Chapter 2, The Second Wave, B.C. Electric’s subsidiary attempted drilling in the 1950s and walked away
disappointed.
827
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tenures in the Fraser Valley, and the companies were itching to bring out their big boys toys. Three
months later in July 1991, B.C. Energy Minister Jack Weisgerber, who cited the Anderson Commission
report as a validation, did just that: he granted the other petroleum consortium the permit go-ahead for a
demonstration gas well in Delta.

National Post writer John Schreiner, in his ‘Western Markets’ column, stated that the Ferndale well,
which “Epic Resources (B.C.) Ltd. is drilling again in a renewed effort to find natural gas under the Fraser
delta,” located “in the middle of a cornfield,” is “only the third well to be drilled in an exploration play
being watched closely by everyone from Howe Street investors to utilities in Seattle and British
Columbia.” A bit of an exaggeration.
Epic, [a junior] on the Vancouver Stock Exchange since 1985, has been as high as $5.88. That was
in 1988, when one of its partners, Canadian Hunter Exploration Ltd., drilled a 9,200-foot
exploratory well at Birch Bay in Washington state. So far, that well has yielded only information to
improve the understanding of Epic group’s seismic data. Epic’s low-high in the past year has been
$2.35 - $1.10, and it traded recently at about $1.75.
Epic’s partners in the Ferndale drilling project include Optima Energy Corp. with 10.5%, B.C. Gas
Inc. with 27% and Cascade Natural Gas Corp. of Seattle with 25%. Canadian Hunter’s U.S. arm,
which is operating the drilling program, chose to farm out its interest. That raised Epic’s share in the
partnership from 7.5% to 37.5%. The well being drilled at Ferndale for US $650,000 is one of at
least two that will be drilled this fall to test what Epic hopes is a gas bearing structure about 6,000
feet below the surface.
Epic president Frank Donis is not discouraged by the dry hole that Dynamic and partner Conoco
drilled [in Delta, B.C.]. “We saw nothing that would have interested us in drilling in that area,”
Donis says. However, the Epic group does own mineral rights on the U.S. side of the border
adjacent to an area in the eastern Fraser Valley in Canada for which the Conoco group paid $3
million. Donis insists there are more drill targets south of the border and less political hassle in
getting at them.
The B.C. government so far has not permitted drilling in the eastern end of the valley, chiefly
because the residents have fought against drilling. These residents do not own the mineral rights –
the Crown does – so there is no incentive for them to co-operate with drilling rigs. In the U.S., by
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contrast, residents generally own mineral rights and are interested in having a shot at royalties from
whatever may be found.
Donis would settle for coal gas (methane). The well logs at Ferndale provide evidence of coal seams
underground. “Methane is saleable, too,” Donis notes. Besides, the U.S. government’s tax credits to
encourage exploration for coal gas have been extended to the end of next year.
Undoubtedly, the new B.C. government also will watch the Epic drilling results. Should either
of the wells hit gas, there will be renewed pressure on government to allow exploration on the
Canadian side. [Bold emphasis] It is unclear whether Mike Harcourt, who becomes premier on
Nov. 5, will want to court trouble with the Fraser Valley drilling opponents. They contributed to the
defeat of several high-profile Social Credit cabinet ministers in the Oct. 17 election. 828

828

Renewed hunt starts for Fraser River delta gas, The Financial Post, November 3, 1991.
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Having known or predicted the outcome in advance, the
American Hunter consortium’s “6,010-foot-deep test well” in
Ferndale came out dry.
Workers for Taylor Drilling Co. of Chehalis on
Saturday sealed the well at 5964 Elder Road after about
three weeks of drilling, Tim Cumming said. “We didn’t
see any reason for encouragement,” Cumming said.
The consortium on Thursday [November 14, 1991] will
start drilling a test well at the northeast corner of the
intersection of Smith and Aldrich roads, also near
Ferndale, Cumming said. That project will take another
three weeks. The companies lack permits to drill any
other sites in the county, Cumming said. Aside from
American Hunter, the consortium is made up of CGC
Energy Inc., a subsidiary of Cascade Natural Gas Corp.
of Seattle, and Delta Energy Inc., Rival Resources Inc.
and Inland Gas and Oil Ltd., all of Vancouver. 829

829

Gas well dry; firm will try 2nd Ferndale site, Bellingham Herald, November 13, 1991.
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5 – 29.

The Battle Continues and Finally Ends: 1991 – 1994

Several years after it was announced, an exploratory natural gas well will be drilled in the Fraser
Valley – the first since 1963. Conoco Canada Ltd. and Dynamic Oil Ltd. will start drilling the
contentious well in mid-September. Dynamic Oil president Wayne Babcock said the $1.1 million
well will be the first of a three-well exploration program in the Fraser Valley. The 14-storey high
drilling rig will be erected on a harvested corn field on leased property near Mud Bay. … “It’s a
very exciting moment for all of us and for British Columbia,” said Babcock. 830
As for environmental concerns, [Delta municipality alderman Bob] Mountford says the municipality
has been assured by the experts the project will have no effect on the surrounding Boundary Bay
area or the farmland and that’s good enough for him. “At some point we have to take someone’s
word for it.” 831
He [Brian Innes, a senior land advisor for Conoco Canada] said he doesn’t blame residents for
being concerned about the drilling but said they “started to realize it’s not a dangerous thing,”
once their questions had been answered. 832
The latest battle against gas storage in the Fraser Valley may have been won, but the war is far
from over, vows an anti-gas lobby. The Friends of the Fraser Valley is claiming a partial victory
following a government announcement restating the province’s position against gas storage drilling
in the Fraser Valley. … Vickers said the gas companies will do their utmost to make sure the Delta
drilling site is above reproach, so they can achieve their real goal of gas storage in other parts of
the Valley. “You can rest assured they will be putting on their best public relations in the history of
the industry,” Vickers said. “I bet they will be bringing busloads of children and senior citizens to
come out and see how ‘safe’ it all will be.” 833
Dynamic vice president of lands Don Umbach said the companies “will sit tight until after the
election,” before applying for further drilling permits in Langley. 834
Local liberal victories symbolize a “resounding defeat of the oil and gas plans,” says Friends of the
Fraser Valley chairman Al Vickers. “The victory reflects the overwhelming disapproval of the past
government’s method of conducting business in the Fraser Valley,” he said. Vickers said the Social
Credit’s Ministry of Energy was guilty of conducting business in private and attempting to keep
Fraser Valley residents in the dark about plans for petroleum exploration. … “It’s over when it’s
over,” said Vickers. “The Friends of the Fraser Valley are on standby. We’re certainly prepared to
listen to what Mr. Harcourt [the new Premier] and the New Democrats will have to say. The ball is
in their court.” Prior to being elected premier, Mike Harcourt said the NDP would impose a
moratorium on gas and oil exploration and consult further with Valley residents. 835
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Gas exploration begins with well in the Fraser Valley, Vancouver Sun, August 31, 1991.
It’s good news, Surrey Leader, July 7, 1991.
832
Murray Creek: Second drill site given approval, Langley Advance, July 30, 1993.
833
Stay vigilant say anti-gas lobbyists, Chilliwack Progress, July 10, 1991.
834
Gas drilling in Delta wraps up, Surrey Leader, October 9, 1991.
835
Anti-gas Friends keep eyes open, Langley Advance, October 23, 1991.
831
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Langley Advance - March 22, 1991

WARNINC
TO ALL FRASER VALLEYRESIDENiS
The Gas Consortium ~ JJ.c. GAS CO RJ,>. ,. DUPONT-CONOCO
. DYNAMIC OIL has started an exp~nsive 'campaign

. 1.

lo reverse the GlYl!.ernment's decision ~o lJan underground.
..
gas storage in the Fraser Valley.
. It is aut to defy the wishes of the'residehtsand the Goverf\ment in
full page advertisements and mailouts which promote underground storage.
2. .

They are emb~rking ona door·to door,sales pitch to get you to
. sign a formle!ler- in supponof dtillingand storage.
WE cA'LbeN EVERYONE WHO CARES ABOU'¥OUR VALLEY,
OUR COMMUNITY/ HOMES AND LIFESTYLE
TO. HELP FIGHT OFF .
THIS
POWERFUL AND GREEDY INDUSTRY
WHO WANTS to FORCE ITSELF INTO OUR COMMUNITX:

DON'T SIGN·THE LETTER!
3.

COMMUNITIES ARE ·FOR.PEOPLE
NOT the exp/orato,n}petro/eul1riI1dustry!
WE, THE RESIDENTS,HOLD THE POWER!
.
TOGETHER; WE,CAN PREVENT THE OIL AND GAS 'INDUSTRY
FROM TAKING OVER THE fRASER VALLEY! .
. CAROL GRAN has publiCly committed hers~lf to fight to
keep the oil and gas indtis,try out. ..
We t[timk her for: this 'concern for h[:r constituents and neighbours:

4.

DAN PETERSON, (a long time employee 6f<;th~_ en.~~g~fI~usby)
hasJailedlo inform his' cortstitue.nts ~itheIDAj.o~p~trOleuW industry plans
that will chClngeli1e-'life and styJe-6f Langley and Aldergrove irrevocably. .
.
.
. '
He has failea to. attend any Of his constituent's public meetings to discuss .
.our objections to turning the Fraser Valley over to the oil and gas industry.

-

.

.

THIS ISNUfTHE CALIBRE OF PROVINCIAL REPRESENTATION
. WE,'THE PEOPLE OF THiS MUNICIPALitiWANTOR NEED

'VOTE

PE~ERSONOU~!

WATCH THIS NEWSPAPER .FOR FURTHER
ADVICE
.
ON HOW TO PROTECT YOUR INTEREST
~

-.

.

Donations to,help pay for this advertisement greatly appreciated· we.have spirit and principle - but we need
iinancial.support,?l'lease send donat~ons to: Friends of Fraser Valley, 324· 2S6th Street, Aldergrove, VOX lAO.
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It is unclear whether Mike Harcourt, who becomes Premier on Nov. 5, will want to court trouble
with the Fraser Valley drilling opponents. They contributed to the defeat of several high-profile
Social Credit cabinet ministers in the Oct. 17 election. 836
For many folks in Langley the sound of natural gas drilling rigs at work is the sound of NDP
betrayal. … Back in July 1991, the Friends of the Fraser Valley thought they had an ally in thenopposition leader Harcourt. He promised a moratorium on drilling and storage and he promised
that key land-use decisions in the Fraser Valley would come only after “the full participation of
those who must live with the results.” By July 1992, the Friends of the Fraser Valley were starting
to wonder if Harcourt had really meant what he said. 837

5 – 29 – 1.

1991: The Final Year of the Socreds

Ever wary of the interlocking intentions of both the private petroleum sector and government, Friends of
the Fraser Valley member Glen Breaks revealed more of his research to the media in a letter to the editor
of the Langley Advance newspaper. The Friends’ active intuition and public statements were that
although government had declared an end to underground gas storage, it could be re-initiated at a drop of
a hat. In other words, the government’s nod to permit methane gas exploratory drilling in the Fraser
Valley was merely a pretext for future storage, despite assurances otherwise. Backing up this concern,
Breaks recited blatant information he discovered from “the American Gas Association’s Transmission
Conference Proceedings.” Here is his quote from those Proceedings:
Use of and oil and gas lease with provisions for converting to storage can be an effective means of
acquiring storage rights in an area where the land and mineral owners may not be familiar with
underground storage reservoirs. The language of the oil and gas lease and its implied obligation to
explore for and develop production may tend to camouflage some of the disagreeable aspects that
are part of the development of an underground storage reservoir. This can be an advantage to the
landman acquiring storage rights during the acquisition stage of the project. However, when the
problems with disgruntled landowners who did not understand what they were getting into
eventually arise, they must be dealt with in a satisfactory manner. 838
A year later Friends member Ray Addington used the same quotation in an April 29, 1992, letter to the
editor of the Langley Advance by identifying that the American Gas Association’s Proceedings had taken
place in Arlington, Virginia. Contrary to repeated comments by industry suggesting that it had no further
interests in pursuing underground storage, Addington wrote that “the chairman and president” of B.C. Gas
Inc. nevertheless stated in his 1991 annual report, “dated March 11th, 1992:”
B.C. Gas is responding by developing an integrated resource plan that explores options such as the
potential for gas supplies or storage facilities in the Fraser Valley. … This runs contrary to the
impression created by Dynamic’s letter [of April 17th] that no gas storage is planned for the Fraser
Valley. Mr. Babcock is technically correct in stating, “there is no proposal of which I am aware to

836

Renewed hunt starts for Fraser River delta gas, The Financial Post, November 4, 1991.
Harcourt, Edwards maintain charade, by Brien Kieran, The Province, August 17, 1993.
838
Gas storage still real issue, Langley Advance, March 6, 1991.
837
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store natural gas in the
Fraser Valley,” because no
official proposal has been
lodged with the authorities.
About five months after the
Social Credit administration
mothballed the special July 1989
Order-in-Council approval
granted to B.C. Gas Inc. for
undertaking a location, or
locations, for underground gas
storage in the Fraser Valley, 839
new Energy Minister Jack
Weisgerber announced on July 4,
1991, at “a meeting with MLAs
and resident groups at the Delta
River Inn,” 840 that “government
will allow the drilling of a
[single] “demonstration” natural
gas well in east Delta.”
The well site in Delta will disturb 1.5
hectares for the three-to-four-week
period in which exploration drilling will
take place. Drilling of the 1,700-meterdeep well is expected to begin some time
in the fall. 841
When Joni Whitwell looks out from the
porch of the farmhouse at 4160 - 104th
St. in Delta that she rents with her
husband Tom, she sees the drill site
across the fence. She’s worried because
the drilling is “literally in my back yard,”
in the field where her children, aged one
to 12, often play. “I’m concerned it may
cause health or environmental hazards,”
Whitwell said. “What about gas leaks,
what about the air, what about water?”
She said her greatest fear is for the safety
of her children.

839

Stated in Section 5 of this chapter, The October 26, 1989, Bidding Process Results.
Gas drilling approved in Delta, Surrey Leader, July 7, 1991.
841
Gas test limited to one well, Langley Advance, July 10, 1991.
840
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A few houses from the Whitwell’s, Gabrielle Liverant said she is furious about the drilling. “It’s not
safe where people have livestock,” she fumed. “It doesn’t belong in agricultural land.” 842
4
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Gas drilling in Valley
wins nod from Victoria
Groupmaps fight
over gas drilling

Decision by Victoria anticipated

Slid. III
DRIWNG AND REClAMATION
COMPLETED IN 1·' WEEKS

THE PROPOSED DRILL I N6 LO CAT IO NS ARE AT EAST

DELTA , CAM PB ELL RIVER AND MUR RAY CRE EK
AN D I' LL BRIEFLY DESCRIBE EACH SITE.

Sli6.,ZZ
Ent D.hI i it. {graundl

THE F IRST I S AT THE SOUTH END OF 1 0q TH
STREET IN EAST DE LTA . NEA R THE ED GE OF CORN
FIE LDS, THIS WELL WOU LD BE DRI LL ED IN THREE TO

By IIAROLD MUNRO
aDd KATIIERINE MONK
A Langley group will go to war
againsltheir local Social Credit
MLA if the provinciai government
permits nalural gas drilling in their
municipality.
" We'll have to right OUf own
government," said Glen Breaks, a
founding member of Friends of the
Fraser Valley. "The same government thai most orus out here helped
to elctt (in 1986):'
B.C. Energy Minister Jack Weisgerber was to announce today in
Vancou\'cr whether gas drilling will
be permitted at two Langley sites or
a third sile in Delta.
Should the minister permit drill·
ing. Breaks warned: "We will go to
war with Dan Peterson,"

Langley MLA Dan Peterson is the
subject of the Friends' "'ralll for
refusing to oppose drilling as pro·
posed by the gas company consor·
tium of B.C. Gas , Conoeo and
Dynamic Oil. The protesters fear
drilling will lead to a proposal for
underground gas storage.
Peterson said in an interview he is
not afraid of th e }~ riend s of the
"'raser Valley, and would not oppose
gas driUing in his riding.
"We're talking about drillingnot storage. The storage issue isn't
even on the table anymore, The
(friends) keep getting it confused,"
Peterson said.
Peterson said while some people
do not want drilling of any kind,
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there are some who do, "If it's on
someone's private land, and they
want it, then I'm not going to stand
in the way."
While Pete rson has given the
green light to gas drilling, Carol
Gran . the other Socred MLA for
Langley. is on record as oPPosing

FOUR

Slid.,m
East D.ha.it. [ai' l

WEEKS

.

. AND HOULD REACH A OEPTH OF

APPROX IMAT ELV 1 ,6 00 METRE S (5,20 0 FEET).

;L

The eontro\'ersy surrounding the
drilling applications led to a report
to the government earlier this year
by David Anderson . Il recom·
mended drilling be approved.
Weisgerber declined Wednesday
to release the co nt ents of his
announcement before today, saying
that it could have an impact on stock
market values.
"Our decision is a result ofcarcful
consideration of the Anderson
report and discussions with the vari·
ous interest groups in the valley,"
Weisgerber said.
" I hope that the decision is something that e\'eryone can lh'e with. I
don', think that our decision Is going
10 upset the public,"
Breaks, who has been fighting the
drill applications for 18 months,
said: " I have a feeling that it is going
to go ahead in Delta and I don 't
know how we can prevent that. The
(drilling) site is far away !'rom popu.
laled areas and I think the vast
majority of peop le in Delta are
unaware oril."

Mixed feelings surround natural gas well in Delta, Vancouver Sun, July 6, 1991.
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The Boundary Bay site, Shown on Figures 2 and 1, is
situated immediatel y east of a s mall airfield in south
Delta, 150 III inside of the Boundary Bay dyke . The property
is presently leased to a da iry tarmer, and is located within
the Agr icultural Land Reserve .
A barn and other farm
buildings are located 165 m frolll the well s ite and various
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well site. Other farlns a re located along 104th Street.
The area required
for eXploration involves 1.59 ha,
including well site, work space and access road.
An
operating natural gas well would require about 0 . 4 ha .
The proposed drill site occurs in the middle of a
pasture beh ind the farm.
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soil groups.1
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After Energy Minister Jack Davis’ passing in
late March 1991, Cabinet appointed South
Peace District MLA Jack Weisgerber as his
temporary successor, in who’s riding in
northeast British Columbia the petroleum
industry had, and still has, an overly dominating
political influence.
Richard Neufeld, who won the adjacent Peace
River North electoral riding in the October 1991
provincial election, would later state in the B.C.
Legislature that he was “a proponent for drilling
in the Fraser Valley,” and likened the “people in
the Fraser Valley and the lower mainland”
opposed to petroleum exploration as
“environmental terrorists.” Neufeld, an
unwavering, almost perfect political petroleum
industry puppet, blamed the government itself
for the public opposition in southwest B.C.
because it failed “for not educating the people
about the benefits of natural gas,” as all of the
environmental impacts from petroleum
exploration are of little relevance as it primarily
“means money to Peace River North, and it’s
just a matter of education.” 843 After running
under the B.C. Liberal Party ticket in the May
2001 provincial election, Premier Gordon
Campbell appointed Richard Neufeld as
Minister of Energy and Mines, who later served
in 2008 following as a federal Senator,
rewarded under appointment by Conservative
843

Hansard, Wednesday, June 23, 1993, Afternoon Sitting, Volume 11, Number 13, 2nd Session, 35th Parliament.
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Party Prime Minister Stephen Harper. After Premier Bill Vander Zalm resigned in March 1991, he was
replaced by Surrey MLA Rita Johnstone, who media later photographed donning a pink hardhat at
disaster and construction sites.

By early October 1991, Dynamic Oil and Conoco Canada completed their exploratory demonstration well
in northeast Delta which, at 1,701-metres deep, failed to produce a payload. The failed results were almost
consistent with all ‘five wave’ drilling explorations in the Fraser Valley since about 1914. In total,
“Dynamic and
Conoco have spent
about $8 million on
land acquisition,
seismic testing, and
community
consultation.”844

844

Gas Co. eyes turn to Langley, Langley Advance October 2, 1991.
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The timing of the end of the petroleum consortium’s demonstration drilling in Delta came within two
weeks of the provincial election, when Fraser Valley political candidates were, thanks to The Friends of
the Fraser Valley, earnestly debating the merits of petroleum exploration. Gambling on gaining political
points, on October 2 Dynamic Oil’s vice president Don Umbach stated that his consortium would “be
applying for permission in November or December and hope to begin drilling sometime in the spring at
the sites in Murrayville and South Aldergrove.” 845
8.

ELECTION '91
Issue: Development of
possible existing
natural gas under

Candidates
On The Issues

Langley

Issue: Natural gas stttage und..- Umgley

William R. White

Western Canada Concept
My opinion of t he possibilit y of gas drilling in t he
Fraser Valley is not import ant. Referendum to the residents of t he valley.

Western Canada Concept
Rather t han sell to the U.S.A., we should supply
ourselves rust. If more needed for wint.er we should
enlarge pipeline or twin them. Again, the will of the
people should be reflected in refertndum.

Lila Stanford

Lila Stanford

Independent

G~vernment which is closest to the people is best.
able to govern responsibly. Therefore I would address
a local issue from the view of local people. Government
has a guardianship role in drilling permission. Because
drilling in a closely populated area has an impact and
possible adverse effect upon many people of t.he community. it seems right to let both sides present their
concerns publicly. Referendum. informed decisions,
would guide the citizens.

Independent
We all appreciate having natural gas for numerous
purposes. It makes our lives easier. However, the
thought-of it being stored underground in a populated
area doesn't add to anyone's peace of mind. The meeting which was sponsored by Friends of the Fraser Valley was an enlightening two hours for me. 1 feel that a
comparative chart and a referendum vote is the way to
address this situation also.

Charles Bradford
New Democrat

Charles Bradford

New Democrats have heard concerns of citizens of
who believe the drilling program has more to do with
finding storage sites than naturtI gas. Social Credit
has ignored Fraser Valley concerns from the beginning. The Socreds sold the drilling rights before consulting local residents. Then they gave the public a b0gus hearing. Proper public hearings give community
interest official intervenor status, allow parties to
challenge each other's evidence, and allow intervenors
to present a thoroughly researched case.

New Democrats do not believe there are sufficient
economic, social, and environmental merits to underground gas storage in the Fraser Valley. It has been
almost painful to watch opportunistic members of the
Socred Cabinet and Caucus "flip flop" on this issue.
The position-was wrong from the beginning. Achieving a balance between development, the environment,
and community interests means hearing the people
first - before making decisions.

Gary Farrell-Collins

Gary Farrell-Collins

New Democrat

Liberal

Liberal

The exploration for natural gas under the homes.
farms, and businesses in the Fraser Valley is a risk to
the whole area. Dan Peterson tells us that if one landowner wants a gas well on his property but the neighbour next door does not. then the well should be
drilled. However, you do not have to be a genius to understand that you cannot isolate the effects of an ex·
t>losion to property lines (160 blowouts per year). This
project makes no sense whatsoever and must. be
stopped once and for all.

The past Social Credit government, after well over a
year of public pressure, finally stated that it is opposed to gas storage at the present time because not
enough information exists on the geological make-up
of the Fraser delta. The two test wells that are proposed for Langley, and one that has been completed in
Delta, will add to that information. Will the Social
Credit then go ahead with storage? No one can ever
~ell if a storage facility will leak until they bring it up
to full capacity, and then it is too late. We have the
proven. safe alternative of gas pipelines.

Dan Peterson

Dan Peterson

Social Cre\iiit
Evidence in the Anderson r:!PPrt and preliminary
dat.a r eSUltingfrom t.he drilling sit.e in 'Delta indicate
the risks of expluntt.ory drilling are slight. If natural
gas is discovered. energy security and economic and
environmE1ntal benefits may ik considerable. Accordingly. property owners should have the right to decide
whether drilling mayor may not take place on property they own. Most. importantly, is the fundamental
principle of private property ownership, which holds
that a citizen controls what happens on his/her own
land so long as it does not adversely affect the common good.

845
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Social Credit

Peterson

Natural gas storage is simply not an option, for the
Fraser Valley, not now and not in the future. Your Sacial Credit givernment stated clearly on Feb. 1st, July
4th, and again on Oct. 1st, 1991, that there will be no
drilling for storage. In addition, on Oct. 1st, the Honourable Jack Weisgerber, Minister of Energy, Mines
and Petroleum Resources, said, "There are no applica·
tions from companies and none will be accepted. B.C.
Gas spending authorization to explore for storage was
revoked last July." I am fully supportive of this posi·
tion and will continue tei be in the future.

Ibid.
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In the same publication of the
Langley Advance newspaper
was an engaging letter to the
editor from fiery Friends’
member Margaret Ormston:
As a long-time, former
employee of the energy
industry and chairman of
the Socred’s Standing
Committee on Energy,
Mines and Petroleum
Resources and, therefore,
knowing full-well that
mineral exploration in
B.C. still overrides all
other property rights,
[Langley MLA] Dan
Peterson continues to
deceive residents by
suggesting they have the right to decide whether or not they want drilling on their properties.
This Socred Government sold the property beneath us, without our knowledge or consent,
subjecting us to the draconian, all-powerful legislation contained with the archaic Petroleum and
Natural Gas Act, which allows the industry to erect drilling rigs within 80 metres of our homes,
forcing large areas and hundreds of residents of this Municipality to live under Mandatory Major

624

Emergency Evacuation Plans, and leaving us with the possible options of either abandoning or
selling our homes at a fraction of their worth.
There is one right, however, still left to us – one which every resident of the Aldergrove-Fort
Langley riding should make sure they exercise on October 17th: the right to boot Dan Peterson and
his Fraser Valley Gas Project out of our Municipality.
The double-seated Langley constituency ridings in rural Fraser Valley were conservative leaning. As a
condemnation of the petroleum initiative, both electoral riding voters therefore rejected the Social Credit
incumbents, decided against the New Democratic Party candidates, and opted for two Liberal Party
candidates in the provincial election. Understanding this opportunity, Liberal Party candidate Gary
Farrell-Collins for the Fort Langley / Aldergrove riding stated before the election, “If they try to go ahead
with these wells in Langley, they’re (the oil companies) going to have a fight on their hands that they’ve
never imagined.” 846
The corporate wing of the Social Credit Party under the captainship of former Vancouver City Mayor
Gordon Campbell was astutely nicknamed by some in those days as the ‘Downtown Socreds.’ That wing
would soon hijack and redirect Gordon Wilson’s rejuvenated Liberal Party, bringing back the Socred
Party empire under a new banner as the NDP’s formal opposition throughout the 1990s.

846
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5 – 29 – 2.

1992

Now beginning its third year of opposition, and with 1,500 members strong, and soon to be 2,000, The
Friends re-engaged in their battle after NDP Energy
Minister Anne Edwards announced on June 19, 1992, her
permission for the Dynamic Oil and Conoco consortium
to submit applications to her Ministry for drilling the two
proposed well sites in the Langley and Aldergrove
municipalities. After 13 agencies reviewed the
applications, Edwards announced her approval for the
two exploratory wells on August 4, 1992.
On July 5, 1991, prior to the October 1991 election, MLA
Mike Harcourt sent a letter addressed to The Friends of
the Fraser Valley wherein he stated, “I want a
moratorium on natural gas exploration and storage in the
Fraser Valley.” 847 The August 4 approvals went against
Premier Mike Harcourt’s pre-election promises to the
locals for a petroleum moratorium, a broken promise
which Liberal MLA Gary Farrell-Collins raised in the
Legislature on July 22, 1992:
Farrell-Collins quoted from a letter from the
Premier which asked for a moratorium on natural
gas exploration in the Fraser Valley. The letter, said
Farrell-Collins, called “for a full public
consultation so all questions can be answered about
the environmental and economic impact.” FarrellCollins questioned why the Premier did not carry
through with his plans. “Why did the Premier lie to
the people of the Fraser Valley?” he asked and was
then required to withdraw the comment. FarrellCollins said that two surveys have shown 80 per
cent of Langley residents are opposed to gas
drilling, and asked if “it’s fair for the Premier to ram this project down
the council of Langley?” 848
The public sentiments about the government’s decision were voiced in public
letters in the newspapers:
An open letter to: Mike Harcourt. Dear Sir. You have no defense against
what you have done regarding gas drilling and storage in the Fraser Valley.
You have gone back on your election promise. The people of this province
will not tolerate this kind of behaviour. … You obviously have no regard
847
848

Premier accused of gas drill deception, Langley Advance, July 16, 1993.
Gas well issue explodes again, Langley Advance, June 24, 1992.
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for your constituents. It is ludicrous to subject the unwilling constituents of this populous valley to
the dangers of drilling and storage of gas, and you know it. How soon you have succumbed to the
almighty dollar, eh Mike, and fell in with the money grubbers! 849
There is a likelihood that a portion of NDP Cabinet’s decision approval for exploratory drilling was based
on political revenge for its recent candidates’ losses in the conservative strongholds of the Fraser Valley.
As Liberal Langley MLA Lynn Stephens would later state, “gas drilling was a major election issue in
Langley and the position of the local NDP candidates had been made very clear” – “They campaigned
with Mike Harcourt on that issue and now we see that their word was not worth the official letterhead it
was written on when he was in opposition.” 850
As a concession, Edwards’ Ministry of Energy held an open
house for the Langley residents on Monday, June 29, 1992, at the
Langley conference centre where over 400 people showed up.
An open house held by the Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Petroleum Resources has shown that people do not want
gas drilling and storage in Langley, said Friends of the
Fraser Valley spokesman Al Vickers. … According to
Vickers, 400 to 450 people attended, including B.C.’s
official opposition leader Gordon Wilson, Langley MLA
Lynn Stephens, and members of [Langley] Township
Council. The meeting, said Vickers, was held by the
ministry “to say they’re going ahead with the drilling.” …
As for what happens next, Vickers said, “It’s my
understanding that [the provincial] cabinet will make the
ultimate decision. I’m hoping it will make the only
reasonable decision,” he said, “to listen to the hundreds of
thousands of residents in the Fraser Valley and to put a total
and irrevocable ban on drilling for gas and gas storage.” 851
Immediately after the public meeting, B.C. Gas Inc., Conoco
Canada and Dynamic Oil formed the Community Advisory
Committee, a title that would quickly be renamed, Citizen’s Advisory Council. Reporter Erin McKay with
the Langley Advance newspaper investigated this new creature in his July 15, 1992, article, Secret group
to decide on gas drilling. B.C. Gas Inc.’s manager of external relations, Ted Schellenberg, stated that “the
Committee was formed to deal with the “nitty, gritty job of how to proceed with natural gas drilling,” and
that “members” of this new Committee “want to remain anonymous, as they are afraid of being
“harassed”,” and that “Langley may never even learn all of the names of the Committee’s members.”
Ironically, the ‘Community’ Advisory Committee was originally an in-house membership, with private
industry and Ministry of Energy representatives. In the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources’ subsequent letter of invitation to Langley Township, Assistant Deputy Minister Peter

849

Harcourt led voters astray, Langley Advance, July 3, 1992.
Premier accused of gas drill deception, Langley Advance, July 16, 1993.
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Friends fight natural gas drilling proposal, Langley Advance, July 3, 1992.
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Ostergaard stated: “the Community Advisory Committee was formed to “ensure good communication
between the ministry, the operator, and the community”.” Langley Township Alderman Trudi Campen,
who “accepted membership on the Committee,” being “the only publicly acknowledged member of the
Committee,” had “missed the Committee’s first meeting on Thursday, July 9th.” The Langley Advance
reporter stated that “even Campen is having trouble getting answers about the Committee’s goings-on,”
contradicting Ted Schellenberg’s quote that “Campen was on the Committee to represent the public’s
concerns.” 852

852

Secret group to decide on gas drilling, Langley Advance, July 15, 1992.
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Alderman Campen was “also concerned because the Committee has not decided whether or not the
minutes of the meeting should be released to the public,” stating, “They didn’t want open meetings, but
they should at least expect to release the information,” and “Something’s got to be cleaned up here.” B.C.
Gas Inc.’s Manager for Public Relations, David Bodnar, emphasized that “They are not public meetings.”
Campen was concerned about “the limited membership,” and suggested that “groups such as The Friends
of the Fraser Valley should have been invited to participate.” 853 Campen soon resigned her appointment
in early August.
Government and industry’s bungled public relations were off on a thorny start after the government’s
June 29th Open House, which quickly renamed the Committee, as the Langley Citizen’s Advisory
Council. The Ministry of Energy’s communications officer, Irwin Henderson, stated in Erin McKay’s
subsequent July 24 feature article, Friends say no to meeting, that the Advisory Council “considered”
“nominations” for inviting The Friends of the Fraser Valley “to sit on the Council.”
Friends of the Fraser Valley are refusing to take part in any committee dealing with natural
gas drilling in Langley. … group chairman Al Vickers says the Friends are not interested. “They
can nominate as many people as they want, but the Friends will not participate. They will, however,
attend the Council’s meetings.” “Since the Friends of the Fraser Valley has for two and half
years stated we are unequivocally opposed to the drilling, we can’t belong to a committee that
condones drilling,” Vickers told the Langley Advance Thursday. According to Vickers, “The
object of the Ministry, the industry, and the provincial government is to ignore the residents.” They
don’t “have a mandate to consider citizens,” he said, “only to consider the feasibility of the given
project.” “Another indication that the community will not be involved,” said Vickers, is the Council
meeting format announced by the Ministry. “The format is not open to public debate, but to subdue
residents more by a written question period,” he said. According to Vickers very few questions will
be answered through this method.”
A week before Energy Minister Anne Edwards gave her approval for the first drilling site in south
Langley, The Friends revealed “new information” from the 1991 “experimental Delta well site,” “that
well-water contamination occurred between September 13 and October 10, 1991.”
He [Al Vickers] cited information from a letter written on July 20th by Brian Clark, B.C.
Environment’s manager of planning and assessment for the Lower Mainland. Clark stated that
contamination in the groundwater near the Delta site “could be attributed to the vibration and
disturbance from drilling activities.”
In response to the Friends of the Fraser Valley’s fears, Conoco Canada, one of the companies
interested in the drilling sites, sent The Langley Advance a copy of a letter from Piteau Associates
engineering firm, which was hired by Conoco to monitor the Delta well. … According to Piteau’s
letter, a groundwater sample was collected at the site the day before the drilling began. The sample
collected almost a month later “displayed some increase in sulphide and total metals.” 854

853
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Gas drilling moves one step closer, Langley Advance, July 29, 1992.
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That tip-off from Al Vickers led Vancouver Sun reporter Harold Munro to investigate and publish,
Contamination spectre raised by ministry officials, on August 6, 1992, two days after Energy Minister
Edward’s drilling permit approval for two sites.
Brian Clark, an environment ministry biologist, said in a July 20 report that there is evidence the
vibration of heavy equipment and other activities related to drilling could increase groundwater
turbidity.
According to Clark, tests he conducted las fall on groundwater near a Delta gas well drilled in
September revealed signs of contamination. The biologist said he found levels of sulphate, iron,
manganese, arsenic, barium and chromium in Delta that exceeded Canadian drinking water
standards.
“We are concerned that people’s health could be impacted,” Patricia Kilt, a B.C. environment
public affairs coordinator, said Wednesday. “The reality is that our concerns about vibrations still
persist,” said Kilt.
Dynamic Oil president Wayne Babcock said the consortium’s own hydrological consultant found
no evidence of groundwater contamination at the site.
Anne Edwards stated on August 4 that her “decision is the result of three years of study and public
involvement,” and that the “results of the well drilled in Delta last September showed there were no
negative impacts, and certainly influenced the decision.” At the same announcement, Candace Kenyon
with the Energy Ministry’s communications department “said the applications have gone through the
entire referral process, and have been approved by all agencies involved, including the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and the Ministry of Environment. “It’s a fairly strict process,” said
Kenyon. She said the Ministry “studied it all and felt the results of the Delta well” were satisfactory. 855 It
appears that not everyone at the Ministry of Environment agreed with the Ministry of Energy’s
conclusions.
On the evening of August 4, after Anne Edward’s decision was announced, Langley Township Council
Mayor John Beales:
… expressed the “disappointment that people in the valley and people at this Council feel” that the
drilling was approved. “This is only the beginning,” he warned. Beales said the Ministry assured
there would be no underground gas storage, “but they said there would be no gas drilling.” With
“the municipality urbanizing rapidly,” Beales feels it is “inappropriate” to undertake the project in
an urban area. “We did lose this battle, but the war is still on.” 856
Though Fraser Valley and Langley residents were very disappointed by the Ministry of Energy’s decision
for the go-ahead of the gas consortium’s two drilling sites, surprising news came out at the end of August
1992 that the consortium was unable to raise the necessary funds, some $5.8 million in total. B.C. Gas
Inc. was obligated to front $4.4 million, 75 percent of the funds, with Dynamic Oil and Conoco coughing
up the remaining $1.4 million.

855
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Gas drilling project given definite go-ahead, Langley Advance, August 7, 1992.
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B.C. Gas Inc., the private utility corporation, was struggling financially after the B.C. Utilities
Commission “rolled back a three-per-cent interim increase granted to B.C. Gas January 1,” a decision that
would “cost B.C. Gas about $18 million” in 1992. So, B.C. Gas applied to the B.C. Utilities Commission
for “approval to raise the money” for the two drilling operations “from its customers.” The Utilities
Commission denied B.C. Gas’s request, stating “that drilling for natural gas was not in the public
interest.” The Commission’s decision left “B.C. Gas scrambling this week to raise the $4.4 million,
possibly from shareholders, while its partners wait for it to live up to the contract signed by the three
parties.” 857
B.C. Gas’s external relations manager Ted Schellenberg stated to Vancouver Sun reporter Harold Munro
that “the … decision by the (Commission) may affect our participation in the Fraser Valley Gas
Project.”858 It did. B.C. Gas would soon terminate its two-and-a-half-year-old partnership agreement with
consortium members Conoco and Dynamic Oil, resulting in the postponement of the two Fraser Valley
drilling operations, with the two stranded partners looking for another petroleum corporation for the
remaining funds.
Learning of the news, Friends member and volunteer researcher Glen Breaks was “cautiously optimistic
that the project may not go ahead:”
It seems like it’s tempting fate to say it’s over because we’ve been disappointed too many times,”
said Breaks, whose group has fought the proposal for more than two years. “But I feel a lot better
than I did two weeks ago when we figured that those two wells would be drilled.” 859
Regarding B.C. Gas Inc. requesting approval from the B.C. Utilities Commission for controversial rate
hikes from its consumers to pay for its exploration drilling, Glen Breaks had brought this possibility – the
spectre of filing ‘allowable expenses’ by B.C. Gas – before the Anderson Commission on July 11, 1990,
at a public hearing in Aldergrove (see end of Section 18 of this Chapter, July 11, 1990: The Final Public
Hearing). At that meeting, Friends chairman Al Vickers stated:
I would also like to allude to what Mr. Glen Breaks has just said, in terms of the pricing. It would
appear to me from what Mr. Breaks has said that the more these people spend the more money they
make. And the money they spend is my money, because the rates will go up. And indeed, the rates
will not go down, they will go up, not down. They have been caught clearly tonight with their
fingers in the cookie jar. And its my cookie jar and I want the Premier to know that we don’t want
that to happen.
The B.C. Utilities Commission was no doubt aware that this sensitive issue had been specifically raised
before the Anderson Commission and was now, therefore, making the correct decision, denying B.C. Gas
Inc.’s application to raise customer rates.
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Ruling stalls plans to drill 2 gas wells, Vancouver Sun, August 26, 1992.
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5 – 29 – 3.

1993

The Friends of the Fraser Valley, on standby, were awakened from their hibernation ten months later, on
June 10, 1993, to learn that the wounded two-member petroleum consortium had found a new drilling and
financial backing partner, Stateside Energy Corp. of Calgary (also referred to in the media as Stateside
Energy Ltd. of Vancouver), with an accompanying announcement that drilling would begin in a month’s
time.
Two exploratory wells will be drilled in Langley and Aldergrove this summer. The two wells, to be
located 248th and 256th Streets near Zero Ave. in Aldergrove, and at 232nd St. and Old Yale Road in
Langley, were granted regulatory approval in August 1992. Dynamic Oil and Conoco Canada
announced on Thursday, June 10th, that an agreement in principle has been reached to form a new
partnership with Stateside Energy of Calgary to perform the drilling. According to Conoco,
Stateside Energy is an independent Canadian oil and gas company whose interest in the Fraser
Valley is “solely to find and produce natural gas.” Drilling was postponed to this summer when
B.C. Gas left the original partnership. Conoco will continue to operate the drilling program. 860
The 2,000-member Friends of the Fraser Valley vow to renew their fight to stop the drilling. “We’ll
be getting together this weekend and figuring out what we’re going to do,” spokesman Glen Breaks
said yesterday [June 10, 1993]. Breaks accused Premier Mike Harcourt of breaking an election
promise to allow residents to decide if drilling should go ahead. 861
“We have a meeting of our core group,” Friends of the Fraser Valley official Glen Breaks said. “We
don’t know anything about the new partner.” 862
Stateside, unbeknownst to The Friends, got a piece of the Fraser Valley exploration action some 21
months earlier. On September 9, 1991, with petroleum operations in Alberta and operations formerly in
the North Sea, and with former mining interests south of Golden B.C. (the Crystal Creek property),
Stateside quietly:
… jumped into the lineup of companies seeking to score new natural gas or oil discoveries in the
Fraser Delta near Vancouver. Stateside and Britain’s Hardy Oil & Gas Ltd. each own 50 per cent in
2,640 hectares of “freehold” resource prospects, leased from private landowners in southwestern
British Columbia. The pair made their move on the heels of a B.C. government decision to open up
the thickly populated, environmentally sensitive region for drilling by a group led by Calgary-based
Conoco Canada Ltd. 863
There was scant information in the media about Stateside’s September 1991 buy-in. The only other brief
reference, two months later, was in the Financial Post, stating that Stateside “entered the play by acquiring
mineral rights for 6,000 acres in Delta,” and as a junior company it had “not traded above $1.00 since
1985, has recently been around 35 cents.” 864
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Natural gas drilling begins, The Langley Advance, June 11, 1993.
Valley gas feud heats up, The Province, June 11, 1993.
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Drilling foes seek data on consortium’s new partner, Vancouver Sun, June 12, 1993.
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Stateside Energy eyes Fraser Delta, Calgary Herald, September 10, 1991.
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Renewed hunt starts for Fraser River delta gas, The Financial Post, November 4, 1991.
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A surprised Langley Township Council, “which has repeatedly gone on record as opposing the
drilling,”865 thought that the new consortium was required to go through added regulatory and
consultation hoops before given the green light by the Ministry of Energy in mid-1993. Kandice Kenyon,
the Ministry’s communications and public affairs manager, said that “approval for the wells was granted
by all the necessary regulatory bodies last summer,” and that “the drilling didn’t go ahead, however, due
to the involved companies’ lack of funding.”
The same Langley Advance news article summarized the conditions mentioned in Energy Minister Anne
Edwards’s July 12 letter to Langley Township:
The terms and conditions outlined by the Ministry “safeguard public safety, protect the environment
and respond to the concerns expressed by the municipality and local residents. We have included
the recommendations of all government agencies and have paid attention to the concerns of those
living in the vicinity,” she stated.
Included in the conditions is a groundwater monitoring program that will see Conoco drilling two
water wells on the site as primary observation points for groundwater monitoring. Residents near
the site have been invited to have their wells tested as part of the monitoring program, and some
tests have already taken place. The groundwater program will be supervised by an independent
hydro-geological consultant, and reports will be submitted to Township Council and to the federal
and provincial environment ministries.
Edwards said that, in terms of insurance and bonding, the drilling companies have $50-million
coverage for property or bodily damage, $62.5-million coverage for well seepage and pollution, and
will post a $100,000 bond against damage to local roads.
To protect the environment, all waste, drilling fluid, and runoff water must be contained and
disposed of. All land disturbance and reclamation of the site and access road will be supervised by a
qualified agrologist, and fish habitats must not be disturbed, she said.
With public pressure focussed on Langley and Fort Langley/Aldergrove Liberal party MLAs Lynn
Stephens and Gary Farrell-Collins, they accused “Premier Harcourt of “the worst form of political
deception”.”
Stephens pointed out that gas drilling was a major election issue in Langley and the position of the
local NDP candidates had been made very clear. “They campaigned with Mike Harcourt on that
issue and now we see that their word was not worth the official letterhead it was written on when he
was in opposition,” she said. In a letter to Al Vickers of the anti-drilling group Friends of the Fraser
Valley, dated July 5th, 1991, Harcourt stated, “I want a moratorium on natural gas exploration and
storage in the Fraser Valley.” The two MLAs are calling for the Premier and the past NDP
candidates to live up to their written commitment and declare an immediate moratorium on drilling
in the Fraser Valley.
[Al] Vickers claimed that the decision to proceed with the drilling would not have been made had
the NDP candidate for Langley been successful in the last election. He called the decision to drill a
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Wells given green light, Langley Advance, July 16, 1993.
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“vindictive measure” by the NDP against the people of Langley, Farrell-Collins, Stephens, and the
Liberal party of B.C.

In the B.C. Legislature on June 17, 1993, Farrell-Collins rose out of his opposition seat to ask:
G. Farrell-Collins: My question is to the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources. On
July 5, 1991, during the lead-up to the election campaign, the Premier stated in a letter to the
residents of the Fraser Valley: “I want a moratorium on natural gas exploration and storage in the
Fraser Valley. I also want ... 59 recommendations brought back to Fraser Valley residents for full
public consultation, so all questions can be answered about the environmental and economic impact
of drilling and storage.” Can the minister tell us where the Premier’s promise went?
Hon. A. Edwards: As you are probably aware, we had an extensive review process before we
arrived at the decision last summer that we must follow the legal requirements under the previous
government. A company had purchased leases, permits and licences, which they can do. Two
companies were given a permit to drill two wells for natural gas. Those authorizations are still in
place, and two of the companies -- there were three in the consortium -- have now found a third
partner. They have given notice that they want to carry out that drilling under the authorization
granted last summer, so that will happen. The Speaker is asking me to hurry, but you will be pleased
to know that there will be very stringent controls on anything that happens. Before anything
happens, there will be a repeat referral of these applications to all of the governments involved.
G. Farrell-Collins: I don’t recall the Premier saying anything about the legal implications having to
be determined by the community, but I do see that the Premier went on to say: “New Democrats
believe key decisions on land use must be made with the full participation of those who must live
with the results.” Can the minister tell us which people in the community she consulted before
allowing these permits to go ahead?
Hon. A. Edwards: Public meetings were held in the Fraser Valley last summer, as you may well
recall. A council of community people was put together to monitor what would happen under a
636

drilling process. This council will again be put in place to assure the community that there will be a
number of very stringent requirements on the application. I have consistently met with members of
that community, and I have also met with other people who have an interest. I will continue to do
that, and hope that that will assure the community that this is going ahead with public process. 866
Farrell-Collins asked the
question again on July 15, 1993,
this time directly to the Premier
who deflected answering the
question, with Minister Edwards
coming to the rescue:
G. Farrell-Collins: My
question is to the Premier.
Yesterday the Minister of
Energy announced that the
two Langley drill sites
proposed for natural gas
are going ahead. During
the last election the
Premier promised the
people of the Fraser
Valley, in a letter written
on his own letterhead, that
he wanted a moratorium on natural gas exploration in the Fraser Valley. Can the Premier tell us
what happened to that promise?
Hon. M. Harcourt: The matter was reviewed very thoroughly. The minister’s staff dealt with a lot
of the concerns raised about safety and some of the other issues that people in the Fraser Valley
brought to our attention. On the basis of that very considered review by the minister, permission
was given to go ahead.
G. Farrell-Collins: I will quote from the Premier’s letter: “I also want David Anderson’s 59
recommendations brought back to Fraser Valley residents for full public consultation, so all
questions can be answered.” When did that full public consultation take place? I would like the
Premier to answer this question, and not pass it off to his Minister of Energy.
Hon. A. Edwards: Everyone should know that the issue of drilling for natural gas in the Fraser
Valley has been one of considerable delicacy. Three wells were proposed. When one well was
drilled -- under the previous government, under very stringent conditions -- that well indicated....
The reports that we had and the reviews by various ministries and various levels of government
indicated that the drilling could be repeated safely in the Fraser Valley. That is the basis for the
decisions.
The Speaker: Final supplemental, hon. member.
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G. Farrell-Collins: I notice that once again the Premier has abdicated his responsibility. The fact of
the matter is that the promise of full public consultation given by the Premier in writing was broken
and violated. Can the Minister of Energy tell us whether these are the only wells that are going to be
drilled in the Fraser Valley, or will further wells be drilled if requests come?
Hon. A. Edwards: I think the member knows full well that as far as we know, all indications are
that these are the two wells that will be drilled. This does not mean that if someone has already
bought a lease.... Pardon me, the term is a permit or another term; they don't turn it into a lease until
later. But if they have one, then they have the right to apply to drill. If they apply to drill, the
application goes through a stringent process. It is reviewed by any number of ministries and levels
of government, and by the local people. It would go through that whole process before there would
be any allowance to drill. 867
In the July 16 Langley Advance article, Premier accused of gas drill deception, MLA Farrell-Collins,
who in eight years time (after switching to the provincial riding of Vancouver-Fairview) would be
appointed by the May 2001 Premier Gordon Campbell as B.C.’s Finance Minister, raised the issue of
underground gas storage on July 15 to reporter Erin McKay as the underlying motive and spectre for the
scheduled drilling sites.
According to Farrell-Collins, the original application made by Conoco and its partners had been for
gas storage, but due to opposition, the gas companies “changed their tune” and sought to only drill
for natural gas in Langley. Farrell-Collins believes that that companies will not find a commercial
supply of natural gas when they drill but will tell the provincial government that the two Langley
locations are a good place for gas storage. Farrell-Collins added that the leases on the drilling won’t
expire until 1995, and extensions could be applied. He said that the Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Petroleum Resources will be looking at other drilling applications during that time. No applications
to drill have ever been turned down in B.C., he said.
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5 – 29 – 4.

The Final Two Drilling Sites

On the morning of July 19, 1993, the consortium’s drilling crew arrived at the south Aldergrove “Burke
family” farm at 25175 Zero Avenue “to begin constructing a parking area, a visitor’s centre, and a
reception and office area for safety personnel,” with the drilling rig “located some 300 metres north.”
“The Burkes refused to comment on the activity in their front yard,” said Langley Advance reporter Erin
McKay. 868 “Because the drill site is taking place on Agricultural Land Reserve property … the topsoil
had to be stripped and
covered … placed in piles
between the road the drilling
location,” with the piles
helping “buffer potential
disturbances to sight and
sound.” 869
As the drilling controversy
raged, gigantic blasts rocked
the city of Shenzhen in China
on August 6, 1993, killing
some 70 people, with the
city’s Red Cross hospital
administering aid to about 200
injured people. “A release of
nitric acid sparked a blast in
an explosives warehouse,”
and “an hour later, a second
explosion took place at a
natural gas storage area.” The
explosion “has the Friends of
the Fraser Valley afraid that a
similar disaster may occur
here in Langley … Jack
Breaks Senior, a member of
the anti-natural gas drilling group, told The Advance that last week’s blast in the city of Shenzhen “shows
how explosive and dangerous natural gas really is”.”
Breaks said that the Ministry’s assurance that storage will not be allowed in Langley, although
drilling is permitted to go through, can be “compared to putting in a stop light at an intersection”
after a number of accidents have already occurred. “It should be stopped before its starts,” Breaks
stated. 870
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Natural gas drilling begins, Langley Advance, July 21, 1993.
Drill site visited by CAC [Citizens Advisory Committee], Langley Advance, August 6, 1993.
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China blast sparks fear for Langley, Langley Advance, August 11, 1993.
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On Thursday, September 9, Stateside Energy
invited media for a tour of the Zero Avenue
operations. The Vancouver Sun newspaper
stated the following day: “Here’s how not to
handle public relations:”
There [at the drilling site] officials
conscious of strong local opposition took
pains to explain all the safety precautions
that have been taken. Trouble was the
invitation was accompanied by two
glossy Stateside brochures featuring color
photographs gas wells being flared. The
resulting images: huge orange and black
fireballs billowing skywards. 871
At the end of September 1993, the consortium
announced that the exploration drilling site at
Zero Avenue “has failed to produce conclusive
results,” and the site “has been completed and
properly abandoned.” Dynamic Oil’s
representative Mike Bardell “said that the lack
of results at the first site is “not at all”
considered a waste of time by the drilling
companies,” because “that’s what our business
is all about.” 872 After shutdown, “monitoring of
the groundwater aquifers” continued “for
another three to four weeks.” 873
At the end of September 1993, the consortium
prepared the second drilling site at Old Yale
Road and 232nd Street in Langley, named the
Murray Creek site. After drilling to a depth of
2,635 metres, “Dynamic’s operating partner,
Calgary-based Conoco Canada Ltd., announced last week [end of October] that the third and final
exploratory well in the group’s exploratory program in the Fraser Valley failed to find commercial
quantities of natural gas.”
“Of course we’re disappointed, but we’re pleased with the geological information the wells
produced,” [Wayne] Babcock [the president of Dynamic Oil Ltd.] said. “We’ll spend the next three
or four months evaluating that data.” Conoco exploration vice-president Bob Spring said his
company hasn’t given up on the Fraser River basin, but added the B.C. government’s regulatory
process would have to be streamlined before Conoco will drill again. [Bold emphasis] The two
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A real gas, The Province, September 10, 1993.
Drillers come up dry, Langley Advance, September 29, 1993.
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Gas drilling site reclaimed, Langley Advance, October 29, 1993.
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wells drilled this fall were completed without any environmental incidents, he said, and cost the
companies approximately $3.6 million.
There were a few sour
grapes from the drilling at
Zero Avenue. Conoco was
being billed $10,000 from
the Township of Langley
for “staff time associated
with this project.” But
Conoco was refusing to
pay up, stating that “paying
fees to the Township
would set a precedent for
all other drilling companies
in other municipalities,”
with Conoco advising that
“the issue should be
resolved between the
Township and the
provincial government.” 874

874

Gas drillers billed for service, Langley Advance, October 20, 1993.
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5 – 29 – 5.

1994: The Final Storage Foray

With the concerns resurfacing in the media by Fraser Valley residents and provincial and municipal
politicians in mid-1993 about the gas consortium’s underlying motive for underground storage, Energy
Minister Anne Edwards stated in her July 12, 1993, letter to Langley Township Mayor and Council that
her Ministry was preparing a discussion paper on “underground storage in B.C.,” and that the “paper
should be completed and “circulated for public comment” this fall. 875 Edwards initially stated in the B.C.
Legislature on June 23, 1993, that, in tandem with the B.C. Energy Council reviewing the storage issue
and “seeking public input over the summer on this issue,” her Ministry “have proposed a provincewide
study of storage,” which is “likely to be put together within months.” 876
The Ministry’s final discussion paper was released in April 1994, well after the consortium’s two 1993
drilling sites in Langley and Aldergrove came up dry. In the April 20, 1994, edition of The Abbotsford
News, Gas storage ruled out – ‘Friends’ gain victory in a long battle, reporter Natasha Jones wrote:
Underground storage of natural gas has been permanently ruled out in Langley. The decision was
made in a discussion paper on the supply and deliverability of natural gas, prepared by the Ministry
of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources.
Drilling for gas was vigorously fought by the 2,000 strong Friends of the Fraser Valley group which
was formed four years ago. One of the Friends’ prime incentives to fight drilling was their
contention that the true agenda of a consortium of companies was to store natural gas in the ground,
not to drill for it, as they contended, to meet growing demand for the fuel.
That storage was the real itinerary of Conoco Canada, Dynamic Oil and Stateside Energy Ltd. is
reinforced by the ministry’s paper. The paper noted that the companies drilled three wells in the
Lower Mainland, two in Langley. It said: “Although the drilling target was natural gas, it was
evident from the drilling results in the Langley area that there was insufficient caprock material to
provide an effective storage seal, with the result that this area can not be considered prospective
either for natural gas, or by extension, for underground gas storage.”
Pat Lawrence, a member of the Friends, called the ruling “the most appropriate and intelligent
decision considering all the information we gathered from around the world.”
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Gas storage denied, Langley Advance, July 30, 1993.
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Appendix A: Transcript of Margaret Ormston’s July 9, 1990, Oral
Presentation at the David Anderson Royal
Commission Public Hearing in Chilliwack
(Transcribed from a Commission audio tape)
Ormston:
“I am speaking as someone, like the gentleman over here, who also left the northeast part of the
province.877 And my involvement with the oil companies started many years ago.
I bought a piece of property which was to me a most beautiful and desirable piece of property. And on it
there was an old oil well that had been drilled in about 1959. I bought this property in 1974. And I was
assured that it was a non-producer, that nothing would be
done with it. But, within a couple of years of buying that
property it had gone through several hands in fact, of
small-time oil company owners in Calgary. Some of them
produced it, some of them just sat on it. But it went on. It
was never closed in. So, we had this original, very old oil
well that was sitting there. And it was badly neglected
because it was not a producer. The companies didn’t have
enough money to inspect it. It was not inspected by the
department of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
[EMPR] on any kind of a regular basis. And about six
years ago it did blow. And the formation up there
consisted of oil and gas mixed together under pressure. Not enough to be productive, but enough to cause
problems if they let the packing deteriorate. And out it all blew and contaminated fields and trees and
some waterways. Now, oil contamination can be cleared up. The grass is burned away. However, I did
lose a stand of trees to that blowout.
That particular well was produced intermittently for a few more years. A very poor producer, as I say.
One owner after another who lavished pathetic care on it. And it blew again in the middle of the winter!
And the inspection by the EMPR at that time was non-existent. In the middle of winter there was six feet
of packed snowdrifts on the road into this non-productive oil well. And, in fact, it took two days for the
road to be snow-plowed in to even attempt to stop this blowout. And a blowout is a very unpleasant thing.
It roars. There was this constant roar that I could hear from my house of so heavily sulphurated oil and
gas going into the air. The oil and sulphur mixture covered all the fence posts and the trees in the area.
The ground was heavily contaminated. And although the company did a good, reasonable job of clearing
it up, it did go downhill into a stock watering pond, which after that event was dead, and the water was
totally unusable.
And it does disturb me that the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum gave very inadequate inspection to wells
such as this, and the companies were allowed to, in fact, own installations and not maintain them in any
way at all.
877
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At the bottom of my property, perhaps as people can look at [the photos] afterwards, the property went as
a sort of gentle incline hill into a very deep creek. And about ten years ago a [oil] well was dug in the
bottom of that creek and a road put into it. Now, that road lasted two or three years and was washed out
with the Spring. And to my knowledge that well has never ever been inspected, except from the air and by
me on horseback. Now, that’s a very small area of the north Peace part of the Province. There are 7,000 or
so wells in the northeast. And, so, I have very direct knowledge of the lack of maintenance that is allowed
by the present Ministry in the oil business in the northeast.

I would just like to go on and say a few things as a landowner. I am sure that you all know by now, that
under the Mines and Petroleum Act that entry into your land by exploration is compulsory. You have no
right to stand against that. The companies would always wish, however, to negotiate with the landowner
and arrange to put their leases in the most mutually pleasing area. But the mutually pleasing area
generally pleases the industry, and the regulations of the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum which
regulate the placing of wells for spacing, so that one owner doesn’t extract oil and gas that might belong
to another owner. So that for instance from a farming point of view you can’t put a lease up against your
section line because it goes too close to the adjoining sub-surface lease holders. So, all of the oil wells that
I eventually had on my property were in fact in the middle of the fields. And as Mr. Anderson mentioned,
this does raise considerable difficulties for farmers. And the farms up there are larger, generally grain
farms. And recently they have gone into better road construction with a more gradual, not with a ditch on
either side on the road, but just with a gradual rise which allows the combines to up and over the roads
rather than having to go around the roads. But that is in the realm of large-scale grain farming. For other
landowners I would also point out that the present regulations allow installations of the sizes that I show
there [in attached photos], battery stations within 80 metres of a house, and 200 metres of an oil well. And
that is both on the landowner’s property and on your neighbour’s property, so that your poor neighbour
doesn’t even get the benefit of the one thousand or so dollars a year for having four acres of his land
wrecked. He gets nothing. But he gets the awful stench or noise from these compressor stations.
647

Margaret Ormston's presentation photo
of her property, north of Ft. St. John
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The oil under my property was very influenced by a water injection program that was started six miles
northeast of my area, where a company called Scurry [?] Rainbow injected water under pressure to
improve the production of the faltering oil wells. And to their surprise, in fact, they moved the oil under
my property which had previously had this poor producing well, and also in 1981 on, in fact, a dry well.
And in 1989 a company became interested and directional drilled from a neighbour’s property because I
put up so many objections and was going to delay them considerably. They directional drilled from my
neighbour under my house and got a real gusher. Now from then on there is no holding the companies, as
the gentleman there rightly said, it is a pandora’s box. Manners go out of the window. They were entitled
to drill, to put an oil well on every forty acres. As it happens about forty of my acres were over the creek,
which meant I could in fact have an additional well besides the eight that they thought they might put on.
Or, not an additional well, but on only 300 acres I could have 8 wells.
The other influencing factor was a royalty holiday for oil wells which came off in June 1989. Now lay
people don’t understand this terribly well. But the government, influenced very strongly by the oil
industry, at times gives royalty holidays which are very beneficial to the oil industry. And the oil industry,
if they have drilling and completion essentially to production by June of last year on the wells on my
property got a three-year royalty holiday, which is very, very significant. So, I end up on this property
with one directional well under my house, four large producing wells, a compressor station. The
provincial government end up with nothing for three years. Now, I don’t know how long this oil
production will last. Although the rate is governed, I must say by regulations also. But who knows how
long it will last?
And I do feel very strongly that royalty holidays encourage this kind of drilling which is in an established
area. It is easy, cheap drilling. The intention of the government in giving royalty holidays was to
encourage the industry to go into new and unproven areas. And, in fact, they did not. And the person that
devised the royalty holiday scheme in the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum agreed with that, and this is
Miss Vermeer. 878 Perhaps we’ll get an opportunity to talk to her.
I hope that you would have a chance to look at the photographs. An oil well production site is an
incredibly ugly site. It’s very heavily contaminated with oil. The topsoil is put aside, but I’m not really
sure that after the production well has been going for some years whether that agricultural property is ever
usable.
The other one or two things that I would point out from the photographs is that unwanted gas is presently
being burned off in northeastern British Columbia rather than being pipelined. And this practice is
condoned by the EMPR. There are two pictures of flares going, and most of the compressor stations and
the flares can either be cleaning off condensate or the smaller ones are burning off unwanted gas from
mixed oil and gas wells.
So, I have raised many points. I think that I personally on my 300 acres in Ft. St. John have more than
adequate evidence of groundwater contamination. I had no water well because there never was a water
well on the property. But peoples’ water wells in the northeast of the Province are generally unusable
although there are a few good spring wells, but that is about it. And I also saw two blowouts. Now, in the
878

Rebecca Vermeer appeared as a technical witness before the Anderson Commission on August 27, 1990, at the Town &
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Economics. I have worked with the Ministry as an Economist for ten years. I presently hold the position of Senior Policy
Advisor with the Oil and Gas Policy Branch.” (Proceedings, Volume 1, page 10)
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information from the EMPR they said that there only have been two blowouts in the entire history of
mining in British Columbia. I just find that hard to believe that they both occurred on my property.
So, in closing I would like to stress that the present permits that the industry have [for the Fraser Valley]
are for both oil and gas drilling. There has been no offer from the companies to say, you know, we don’t
want to take you up on this oil production offer. They have licenses to drill for both oil and gas.
Thank you, Mr. Anderson.”
Anderson: “Before you go, Margaret, just a couple of questions. You mentioned the area contaminated.
Can you give me any idea of what the acreage might have been with the first time it blew out?”
Ormston: “I would say perhaps 200 yards by 300 yards, something like that.”
Anderson: “And the second time in the winter was much the same?”
Ormston: “It was a different shape. It was much longer, and it did go down hill with the snow,
unfortunately.”
Anderson: “And then your stock pond that you had never used again.”
Ormston: “Well that probably 200 yards from the blowout site. So, I do feel it is very important for Mr.
Anderson to call field workers from the northeast part of British Columbia, particularly Mr. Johnson who
is familiar with the problems in that area.”
Anderson: “Sure. Okay, that’s a very good suggestion. So, we’ll get some people from the northeast and
we’ll be discussing with you some of the suggested names. And I have noted the royalty holiday which
brings up an interesting question in theoretical economics, whether royalty is really a great way of
collecting money by government. But anyways, you’ve raised a new point completely on the way of
taxation which we perhaps will not have all the time in the world to look into. But it is a very interesting
aspect of what are the true returns to the government as well as of course to the community at large
outside of simply the government coffers.”
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COflMISSION ON FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
I am presenting information to the Commission relating to my own experience
in the north east of the province, where a very pleasing 300 acre property was
turned very quickly into an undesirable industrial wasteland.
The points of di scuss ion and emphasis include the following:
1) Compulsory entry.
2) Positioning of lea se sites on a property is governed by
a) EMPR Regulations
b) Subs urface lease holders wishes.
3) Non applicability of the Agricultural Land Commission review process.
4) The influence of royalty holiday schemes in encouraging development in
established fields rather than true exploratory areas.
5) The effects of royalty holidays on surface development i.e. rushed drilling
programmes with little or no thought given to production planning.
6) Lack of inspection of readily accessible wells by EMPR personnel.
7) Ground water contamination.
8) Acreage requirements for so called drilling islands are regulated and increase
exponentially with each well dril led.
9) Distance from residences.
10) The constant flaring of unwanted gas is a practice condoned by the EMPR in
the north east.
11) The exploration licences for the Fraser Valley are for both oil and gas.
Margaret Ormston
Aldergrove.
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Commission files
June 19th 1990
Margaret Ormston
The Commission on Fraser Valley Petroleum Exploration.
The proposal to store natural gas in the Aldergrove~Langley
and/or Delta areas is the third storage proposal for the Fraser
Valley in twelve years.
In 1978, the gas division of B.C. Hydro proposed aquifer storage
in south Surrey on the Sunnyside upland north of 16th Ave between
148th Street and 152 Street. The entire water supply for the
City of Whiterock was derived from wells within one kilometre
of the site.
Of particular interest was the industry's plan to dispose of its
drilling mud or slurry in an abandoned gravel pit .on 20th Ave
near 134th Street. Drilling mud additives may be methyl cellulose,
potassium chloride, sodium hydroxide, oil, diesel or almost any

chemical to hand.
The proposal ms detailed in a report by Environmental Consultants
to B.C. Hydro which I would like to ask the Commission to accept
as an exhibit, attached to it the refusal by the then Minister
of Energy Mines and Petroleum Resources to allow the storage
application.
I would also like to present as an exhibit, an industry booklet,
distributed this spring by Dynamic Oil and Conoco, titled the
Search for Gas and Oil which explains, on page 34 the use of oil
in drilling mud.
Mrs. Irene Breaks would like to add some detail on the 1978 proposal.
The second B.C. Hydro Gas Division bid for storage was an above
ground liquified natural gas project in the watershed behind
Port Moody. In stiking similarity to the present proposals,
B.C. Hydro claimed huge savings for gas customers if only. the
residents of Port Moody would lie down, play dead and not worry
about the possibility of being incinerated by a fiery ball of
liquified natural gas as it came down the hillside when the tank
ruptured. The residents were considerably upset by the plan

(2)

and raised many objections and in 1983 B.C. Hydro withdrew,
hurt and unwanted and have since stored their gas at Jackson
Prairie in Washington.
I ask the Commission to consider this information on two rejected
storage proposals in the area and to conclude that such rejections
are quite compatible with a continuing and comfortable life in
Vancouver and the Fraser Valley.
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June 25, 1990

COMMISSION ON FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
I would like the Commissioner to know that I feel that the Petroleum
Industry and in particular B,C, Gas has been gro's sly negligent in
failing to make known to the people of the Fraser Valley t ·h e complexities
and complications associated wi~h underground storage of natural gas.
I will give a short hist,o ry of a gas storage field in Wyoming
which is given in a book by M.R. Tek Which I know the Commissioner has
in his office.
This aquifer storage area was developed in 1970 .with one initial
testing well and when this proved satisfactory the drilling of a
further five wells as injection and observation wells.
Three more wells were drilled in 1972 and by 1973 with 3.5BCF
in the inventory two more wells for injection and withdrawi were drilled ,
making a grand total of twelve.
In 197), gaB began blowing out around the casing of one of the we~s
and this was found to be due to corrosion of both the intermediate
casing and the production casing inside it/caused by a chemical reaction with
sulphide ions present in surrounding waters.
Two more wells were dr~Lld in 197~and in 1977 the leaking
well was plugged and abandoned af*er attempts to repair , it had failed.
~eplacement well, was drilled and yet another as an aquifWt observation
Jell.
In 1978 gas was
observed bubbling to the surface of an
,
adjacent creek and pond, ' and in ,1979 the flfteenth well in the area
was ckilled to locate a poasible collecting zone above" the reservoir.
Vario.taacers were injected into the reeervoSr iD attempts
to track the problem but in 1982, six years afte~ the first evidence
of gas ' migratio~gas tagged with a tracer was still bubbling to the
Burface, ' although by that time it was taking five months to get ~h8re.
One can only as,sume from the simplistic' lnforma tion emanating
from B~q. Gas that either they know absolutely nothing about gas storage
or that they are determined that the residents of the Praser Valley
shall know nothing about it until they are faced with the necessity
of evacuating their homes and farms as the reservoir g~s migrates
,
upwards.
.' :
This Commi~.ion se'ts out to gauge public opinion on
various aspects of the exploratory petroleum industry , but despite
,

•

<,

I ~;
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Bonus Transcript: Unidentified Speaker, July 9, 1990, Chilliwack Hearing
“Mr. Chairman. I just want to agree with the two past speakers regarding the earthquake. I was going to
mention that, but I think that has been well covered.
I just moved from living 17 years in northeastern B.C., obviously where B.C.’s major gas exploration is
done. And up there it is a problem, even in an area that is spread out, very spread out.
The farmers up there, and I know quite a number of them, have problems with the drilling rigs.
Obviously, there is a great deal of racket. There is a great deal of smell at times. They are very disturbing.
And this is when the farms are two and three sections [in total area], and they may have one well on their
property, maybe one or two. So, you can see what it might be in a very restricted area such as we are
looking at here.
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It goes on and on. And once the well is capped, it quiets down. They are there fairly constantly after that,
to check wells and so on like that. During drilling, there can be problems with the wells. This has
happened in the Dawson Creek area and there was on in Alberta just a few years ago. The fumes can
spread thirty, forty miles which they did in the Dawson Creek area and they had to evacuate most of the
people from that area. In an area like Langley or Delta or any of those areas it would be a major disaster I
would think with the area being heavily populated.
I don’t think it is desirable. I say, I’m very much against any drilling activity in the area. This is an area
where we are trying to encourage, or the B.C. government has been trying to encourage, people to come
and live. It’s a beautiful area of the world and that’s the way we want to keep it. I don’t feel the gas is
required. Northeastern B.C., every year they find millions and millions, in fact, billions of cubic feet of
gas every year. There is no need for drilling in this area at all at this point in time. In fact, as far as the
drilling as it is required, and the storage that people have already discussed, is for export to the States.
And obviously that has been brought up in the [news] paper the other day with the Free Trade Agreement,
that our gas will markedly go up fifty percent in the next five years due to the American demand. Now,
this not part of the subject, but I don’t see why we should, why our gas prices should go up because of the
American demand. It’s our product. And I don’t see why we should have to pay through the hat because
the American demand will go up. And that is happening with this Agreement, and I think that is the
reason for this [underground gas] storage. And I disagree with it on that point and obviously as a danger
to the communities involved.
But I don’t believe, as I say, that the farmers and the people that have the well on their property don’t get
anything for it. There is no, as it says here, “the benefits of exploration.” There is no benefit. The farmer
gets something to have the road put in, and it is a very minor amount per year, might be a couple a
hundred dollars per year, and that’s all they get! And they get all the disturbance, dust and fumes that go
with it. And I don’t think people down here should be willing to accept that in mainly residential and
small farm areas. And even if they were going to get more, I don’t think they would want it in any case. I
don’t think it is applicable. And I don’t think for anybody to say acknowledge the bringing in of oil rigs in
this particular area to me is ludicrous.
As I say, as far as any other benefits I don’t feel … Employment is short-term. And once the wells are in
there is very few people involved. It’s like a hydro-electric project: there’s quite a few people involved for
drilling, and everybody goes away, and then there’s some people to keep an eye on things, and that is
about it.
So, as I say, I am very much against the drilling in this particular area and I would do all I could possible
to make sure it doesn’t occur.”
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Appendix B: Transcript of Al Vickers’ July 9, 1990, Oral Presentation
at the David Anderson Royal Commission
Public Hearing in Chilliwack
(Transcribed from a Commission audio tape)
Vickers:
“When it comes to underground storage, from which we have done research on, there are basically five
situations that would be considered as suitable to not very suitable under which they will store gas. The
situation down in the southern part of Washington State is in what is known as an aquifer system, and we
will get to see that shortly.
Let me first of all say that as we got down to the site, we came across this which was on top of the
underground storage itself. This is about a half a mile located from the actual gas plant. This is a very
large rig, in my view, an extremely large rig. I couldn’t believe how big it was. I would like you to keep
these pictures in mind, ladies and gentlemen,
and later on go and see what Dynamic Oil has
put up on the board for you, their little rinkydink rigs. This rig, I don’t know how many
feet it is. We were told later by the people at
the gas plant. And by the way, we did an awful
lot of running around, we looked at the site,
and asked a lot of people at the site many,
many questions.
Let me click to the next [slide] one here. My
good buddy Bill [Esdale]. Bill, will you show
the people where am standing. That’s me. I’m
six feet [tall]. And that gives you some idea
how tall this rig is. The people at the gas plant
told both Bill and I that it was an average size rig. So, I believe that either this kind of rig or one even
larger would come into this [Fraser Valley] area. Bill, could you please go up there again and show that
ramp. That ramp, which is at a horizontal angle at about 45 degrees, goes down right into the ground,
right into the audience, and that is where the [drilling] pipes get loaded and pulled up. And I want you to
know the [drilling] holes in the Fraser Valley have been proposed for a depth of 10,000 feet. Each of the
pipes is 50 feet long. So, I hope you understand that would mean there would be 200 pipes that would
have to be set down and dragged up, one by one, and put in place and drilled. And please don’t forget that
the [drilling] bits do get worn out. So, all those pipes, from time to time, have to be brought up, one by
one, smashed down and the bit finally retrieved. A new one put on and it goes down again. The process
goes on and on for approximately six to eight weeks we are told. We’ve been told other things too. But
that goes on non-stop on the clock, 24 hours a day. Once they get going, they cannot stop. And this is for
just one hole.
Next slide. Another shot of the same rig. You can see in the foreground all of the stuff that has to go with
it. I’m sure it’s much more than that as well when the rig is properly set up. This is some of the material
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that is inherent with the project. They have to have all kinds of rigs coming in, brining in equipment. They
have to have places where people can stay for a shift, and there is all kinds of bits and things hanging
around like that. I don’t know what those gizmos are, but I sure don’t want them in my backyard, I’ll tell
you.
This is the rear end shot of the rig. It is just incredibly big. Bill, maybe you can show the people the little
motors that run these things. Okay, there’s one, two, three there. Conoco and Dynamic people have been
up into our area several times and said, don’t worry about the noise. These are electric drills, with all the
nose abatements that any modern society can enjoy.
Perhaps I should show you the size of one of these babies. There it is there. That’s me. That is one of
those machines. It is a diesel electric generator. And they put three of those birds there. And that is what
makes that rig go. Now, bear in mind, those are going 24 hours a day. We’ve been told by the same
people who are here tonight that it’s not too bad, the noise, it is just like noise talking within three feet of
each other. It’s no greater than that. There are two other generators that they need, and those generators of
course are for auxiliary things that are going on. So, there are a total of five generators for each well that
is being drilled. And please don’t make any mistake that one well will go in, and then of course if they get
favourable results, they will then pursue the drilling of any number of wells that they want for this gas
storage.
[Next slide] Now, before I get into explaining what this is all about. That’s actually a photograph of the
Jackson Prairie site. They have 22,000 acres. And they [gas storage facilities] basically all look like that.
It is very obvious to see when you go down highway 12 which heads east into Washington State. There
are no people. There are no homes. You can see that. That’s not true here in the Fraser Valley, and it’s
going to be increasingly less true as time goes on. We know that.
[Next slide] Here’s another picture of the general area where … Bill, perhaps you can show that little,
what do you call that, Bill, a well head? Is this the one where there’s debris all over that they say they
don’t have? Yes. There’s a pile of debris there. Bill. You can see it just to the … yes, again to the right.
This is the stuff they say they don’t leave around. You’ll notice in general that the terrain is essentially the
same. It is virtually wilderness compared to where we live. There’s another little site with the well head
popping out. And these well heads will pop out as many times as they want them to. And, as Margaret
Ormston said tonight, they have access to your land and even though you don’t want them there they will
be there.

Bill Esdale: There are 72 gas well heads on this, what is referred to as a fairly small gas storage
facility.879

Vickers: That’s right. The gentleman that told us that also told us there will be ongoing drilling
programs – ad infinitum – until they have as many as they choose. And they are acquiring more and more
land. And they now have 22,000 acres of land with virtually nobody on it. Bill, perhaps if you don’t mind,
you can show them where the gas plant is. Way in the boondies, way, way in there. Okay, I don’t know of
anywhere around here. Certainly, where I live, where they are going to have that kind of a vacancy of
In the Commission’s Preparatory Session submission, T-50, Jackson Prairie Gas Storage Project, Chehalis Washington, by
Fred H. Wurden and Donald M. Ford, Washington Geologic Newsletter, Volume 5, Number 3, July 1977, the authors state that
a total of 76 wells had been drilled by 1977.
879
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land. Well, we thought we would tell you what the oil industry doesn’t tell you. You see, folks, once they
put the 72 to 100 holes in for every storage site. They then happen to leave with you in your backyard this
huge storage processing plant. This is the plant, and I don’t know all the details of it, that occupies
anywhere from 10 to 15 acres. And it will have pumping systems in which we will take you through and
you will be able to hear the noise. And those pumping stations, those pumping units, actually will pump
gas into the ground and, in this case, 3,500 feet below the surface. And they will actually extract the gas.
And those great big four things in the back, I guess there are about eight of them altogether, they are
things … what do they do Bill?

Bill Esdale: [Off in the distance of the auditorium, away from the microphone, Bill says something
about sending the gas back down.]

Vickers: And, I did want to say too that this storage site is twelve miles south of Chehalis and 70 miles
south of Tacoma, Washington. So, it is certainly far away from any populated area. It is not like having it
five miles from Langley City, or near Chilliwack, or around your homes. It’s not like that at all. That’s
why we are here tonight. We are not against the oil industry making a profit or trying to give us good fuel.
We are against them exploring in the Fraser Valley. It’s too late, that’s the problem.
Next slide. Just to show you where we were. We are not fooling around here. We were at the Jackson
Prairie gas storage. This is embarrassing. That’s me with one of the chiefs. That’s Frank Ross, and he’s
the chap that checks all the bells and whistles I don’t know how often but I would imagine at least once
every hour on the hour. This is I guess looking west of the storage site. You can see it is a considerable
facility. And I now recall what I was going to tell you. This is the sort of thing that the oil company and
gas companies don’t really want to tell you much. You see, they leave this behind too, as well, with all
those little things sticking out in the field behind. It’s a huge plant. And this will be one of many.
Okay, that’s me behind a gigantic beast. What’s the name of that one Bill? It produces 1,200 horsepower.
Starts with a “W.” Ya, really big, really big. 1,200 horsepower in order to pump the gas down into the
ground at depth, at various depths, but essentially no deeper than about 3,500 feet. That beast doesn’t get
used very much, but it’s these things that get used. As you can see carefully, they are not very large, not
as large as the last one. These are jet engines! They are fueled by natural gas. There are four of them. You
can see four stacks all in this one shed along with that other red one: one, two, and three and four. They
are jet engines. Each one of them produces 2,000 horsepower of energy. They can be going all at once.
Perhaps we can hear one of them going here. [A loud jet engine whooshing noise is heard when Bill
Esdale presses the play button on the tape recorder from an audio recording taken on the visit to the
Jackson Prairie storage facility.] I’m going to talk over it [the sound] because it is kind of like that all the
time. That’s the kind of noise you are going to here. I hope that you can hear me. That’s outside. We are
not inside yet. We are outside within about 50 feet of this storage gas shed. I want to go inside now. We
are going into the larger shed. Here it is. [In the audio recording, you can hear a voice talking over the
sound of the roaring jet engine.] Larger shed. That’s it right there. There are two of these. These are 4,000
horsepower turbines. And that one was in operation that day. You can barely hear yourself on the outside.
It is incredible. So, they have a total of six generators, four 2,000 horsepower and two 4,000 horsepower.
And they an all be going at the same time.
[The audio sound of the jet engines is turned down.] I want to go backwards because we do leave that
area. The noise will dissipate in a minute, and we’ll be outside. Now this shot was taken when this noise
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was going on. That is some of the spaghetti work they are going to leave behind in your Fraser Valley for
each storage site. It’s not quite as noisy. I don’t know if you want to live with that. I don’t!
Let’s go back. This is interesting. We did some homework with the real estate people. Let me give you a
quote. Mr. [Glen] Breaks went into the real estate office and asked the gentleman there, and he said, what
about the real estate there? And this is a direct quote: “Doesn’t do anything for the homes and the
property around the field. Doesn’t help it at all.” He went on to say: “As far as the future development
goes, forget having anything close as long as the field is there.” We’ve referred to that [something in the
slide photo] as the plywood house. We laugh but it is not funny, it is very sad.
Before I show you the rest of the slides, I would just like to tell you a few things that the gentleman in the
slide that I took my picture with told me, and this is something the industry won’t want to hear, but I’m
sorry to the gentleman [referring to Bob Spring from Conoco], you’ll have to stay and listen to it. The
residences in the area had to be evacuated twice, not once but twice. In 1966 there was an evacuation, just
like you will be in an evacuation zone. They call them “safety zones.” I call them ‘kill zones.’ They are
not safe. These people were evacuated because in 1966 the companies involved began drilling. Perhaps I
can back up here. They began drilling more holes, actually just to the left of that picture, and just behind
this particular [slide] frame. They drilled a hole. And according to Frank Ross, here’s a quote, he said,
“you know, when you are drilling you never know what is going to happen. Nobody knows what you are
going to hit.” Well, they hit the storage area by mistake at 3,000 feet. And the local farmer said the 3,000
feet of piping, four-inch thick, came flying up into the BOP. BOP is a Blowout Preventer valve, which the
consortium, here tonight, says prevents all problems. He went on to say that all of the 3,000 feet of drill
pipe went flying up into the rig, jammed the rig, jammed all of the dials and bells and rendered the BOP
useless. It ran out of control for three days. They had to bring in reddidair to shut it off. And more bad
news. There was a fog when it happened. It happened in the winter. And the gas snuck underneath the fog
and had a very low-lying layer. Highway I-5 had to be shut at both ends for half a day. The town of
Chehalis twelve miles north – the sound of the escaping gas could be heard in Chehalis. Is that the
community you want to live in? That’s with natural gas storage. Blowout number two. Well, you could
say it was a blowout. They had to be evacuated again in 1972, because a three-foot mainline, almost dead
ahead of us [referring to the slide photo], in the tree line straight ahead, blew. The neighbours who lived
there in the ‘kill zone’ told the people at the plant they started to smell increasing supplies of gas. By the
way, the gas smell is always there, as Irene [Breaks] has already told you. They ignored the local people.
Well, what happened they figured was enough gas was escaping, and a rock went up and finally came
down and struck the pipe, ignited the gas, and it burned for three hours out of control. Now, they were
fortunately able to turn it off because it is in the pipeline. As I told you before, that you can turn off the
pipeline from both sides, and finally it died down. But, in the meantime the farmer that we spoke to said
he was evacuated to a place called Applevine, four and a half miles away, and he said: “You know I could
read my newspaper from the flare at 3 a.m. in the morning.” And he went on to say that 70 miles north
from that the people in Tacoma could see the flare. And again, is that the community, are they the
standards that you want to live with, and you want to have your children live with?
A few other things, and then we’ll get on to the end of the slides and that’s it. It’s not as simple as you
think. I mean, we have told you the truth. 72 holes, and more to come. Not one, but 72. And that’s why I
have said, your darned rights its going to be thousands of wells. There’s no question about it. These
people represent the scouts of the industry. There’s a consortium of three. The leases go from Hope west
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to Sechelt peninsula. If these people are successful and get their foot in the door there are dozens of
companies waiting to come in.
Every once and a while, Frank Ross told us, these wells get clogged up, you see, with sand coming in.
And every foot of pipe has to be replaced. So, from year to year, different wells get done. And he says,
quote: “They have to pull up all the old steel casing and its just like drilling a new well.” Now, there’s
from someone who knows. So, once your wells have been drilled, you can expect them to come back and
drill them again, and again, and again. It is endless.
And, by the way, it leaks underneath. They have three layers: layer one, two and three. For simplicity,
let’s say [number] one is the top, and three is bottom. They daren’t store anything in layer one because
they have found a fracture between two and three. And that fracture is so severe that they have to circulate
the gas from layer one down to layers two and three, because the PSI, the Pounds per Square Inch, is
supposed to stay at 500 and it leaks into it at 800 PSI.
Well, as I said, the real estate people don’t think much of the project either. God help the people around it
too. The plywood house. Some more high-class real estate [referring to a film slide]. How about that?
That is on the perimeter of this storage site. And how about that? [Another slide] The air conditioning is
on. The door is open. It doesn’t attract exactly big investors. Big bucks, no. I can assure you, it is not so.
I have another thing to play and that’s the end of my slide show. This is where I come from, and these are
the sounds where I live. [Audio recording of birds singing and an owl hooting in a quiet background] I
don’t want to lose that, and I know you don’t want to lose yours. These [on the slide] are the fancy ads
that the consortium put in the paper. But they don’t know what the hell they are talking about. I feel this.
Here is another home near us. It’s not the real estate that is around the gas storage site. This is where Irene
Breaks and Jack Breaks live too, the lady with the asthmatic condition. Why should she have to vacate.
Think about people from B.C. Gas, and the rest of you. And the community. You are going to lose it, and
you will never get it back. Thank you very much.
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Appendix C: Glen Breaks’ ‘Three of the Thirteen Pages’ of Notes
Presented to the Anderson Commission
A LIST OF sa-!E STORAGE FIEWS BEARING A !-ORE THOROUGH INVESTIGATION

Redfield, Iowa had undetected l eakage to an upper zone .
was drilled into this zone, resulting into a severe

An

observation well

bl~out .

One farmer

reports connate water percolating upwards into his water supply.
Leroy, Wyoming hard to get current facts on this field from non- industry
sources , as all population has been raroved fran field .
Waverly , Illinois had cap rock leakage which eventually forced the company

to completely abandon one horizon.
Manlove, Illinois same situation as waverly.

As Bob r-Eans reported (suF€IVisor

at Manlove 1973-89) this abondonment resulted in the loss of several million
dollars i n 1970 .
dollars.

Multiplied by a factor of at least t en for t oday ' s

Vincen t, Iowa this field was operated for al::out ten years during the late

1960's and early 1970's, until a cap rock leakage problem forced complete
abandonment of this field.
Troy Grove, Illinois - I have talked with a farmer who owns land .here when
this field was first developed .

After several years of injection, he

encountered a probl em with his well.
his suhnersibl e f>UIIlP would cut in.
of the well flying across his yard.

I t woUld occasionally explode when '
This would send the heavy planks on top
One of these planks came down through

the back window of his car on one occasion.

who were very

concer~ed

He notified the gas company

about the possibility of his home exploding, even

though the farmer said he gave it little thought at the time.
gas c01lpany

He sa i d the

rronitor~

his home for gas t..." to three times per day for several
rrontbs".
Durin~this time they made several attempts to vent 'off ·the leaking
gas.
Finally, the canpany decided to "buy up the liability" as the farmer _ .
put it.

He now lives away from the storage area, but still farms his

original piece of ground which he leases from the company .

He told me that

the canpany had tried everything over the years but could not stop the
leakage.

They now vent the shallow water bearing zones to the atmosphere

with holes bored down in the road ditches.

He told me that he could light

these vents at the e nd of the injection cycle in la te August OL September . .
1.
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Brooksville, Illinois - Facility abandoned due to cap rock leakage encountered
Lake of the WOods, Indiana - Facility abandoned due to cap rock leakage
encountered .
Crescent City, Illinois - Ray Hibner of the Illinois Department of Mines and
Minerals told me he had plugged this storage off in 1982.
i t had leaked so much as to lose money.

Lea17e

He thought that

River, Illinois - Storage facility abandoned - reason unknown at this

date.
Herscher, Illinois - Long history of problans.

The entire town of Herscher

lost its water suppl y during initial injection .

It has been reported that

one home bl ew-up during these initial problans.

Upper water- bearing zones

remain charged with gas and unuseable to this day.

SOme

leakage through the

cap rock above the Galesville strata still takes place today, even though
the facility is operating at greatly reduced pressure . Thirty-eight
condemned farm water wells and several condemned village water wells are
monitored for the presence of gas .
When these water wells begin to show gas
recycling operations are stepped up . They are currently recycling about
two months per year .

The exact location of leakage at Herscher has never
been determined, even though all of today's methods of solving these problems
have been tried .
It has been stated by industry that it is possible with
current methodology one could predict the problems that Occurred at Herscher
and avoid using such a structure.

I question this view fXJint on the basis

that if current methcx:Is have l:een unsuccessful in locating the source of

leakage, even after a problem is known to exi st , how could the same methods

locate a potential as yet unknown problem?
Ancona Garfield, Illinois - This i s the largest" aquifer storage f ield in
A. G. has J:>€,en used in the 1990 text by
The A.G.
Katz and Lee as a model by which other fields may be developed .
North i'merica , possibly the ..,rld .

pump test evaluations are used to instruct today ' s engineers on this topic .

It is considered to be a successful field and uses the Mount Simon Sand and
Eauclaire cap rock, of which it is stated "it had a good record to hold gas
in other reservoirs".

Inspi te of favourable geology and devel opnent by the
2,
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rroSt

knowledgeable and experienced people in the industry, A.G. has a

severe problem in at least one location to::lay.

This problan began in 1971

nine years after development, and involves leakage i nto the upper zones and
thereby into well water and through the soils killing oorn~ in some areas.
attempt has been made t o control this problem using uncased bore holes
in road ditches down into shallow water bearing zones exactly as at

An

Troy Grove .
This has created another problem, that of drawing nitrogen
ritch and polluted ditch water down the open bores into the well water supplies
below.
For this reason the road side vents have now been sealed, resulting
in more l eakage through wells and corn fields.
A.G. represents another
facili ty where a problem is known t o exist but the exact location of leakage
cannot be pin- pointed nor plugged .
As the city of Chicago is partially
dependent on this facility for its gas supply it is unlikely that the
facility will ever be shut down, even with this severe currently irrepairable
problem.
Ontario, Canada - The only canadian a ttempt at aquifer storage was rrade here
in the late 1960 ' s .
This attempt failed when i t was found that gas was leaking
into the upper zones .
Niagaran Reef , Michigan - Tcm Bahumian, a storage specialist with the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission i n Washington , D.C. told me of this i ncident .
Michcon Gas Cc:mpany devel oped this f ield in a depleated oil reservoir . '!hey
experienced lateral migra t ion f or some unknown r eason, possibly due to
over inflation.
This uncontrolled gas found its way up sane old unrecorded
The gas then travelled laterally
test holes which had been improperly ~lug ged .
just bel ow the surface and contaminated an aquifer used for potable water
supplies.
Our own valley has had drilling activi ty for many years and may
well have unrecorded holes.
3.
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Appendix D: Gina Breaks’ September 4, 1990, Oral Presentation
on Boycotting of the David Anderson Commission
(From the Commission’s Technical Proceedings’ Transcripts)

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
COMMISSION ON FRASER VALLEY PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
TECHNICAL HEARINGS

Langley Conference Centre
Langley. B.C.
SEPTEMBER 4. 1990

PROCEEDINGS
VOLUME 6

TOTAL REPORTING SERVICE LTD.
VANCeJUVfR. B.C

12

MR. MacADAMS :

13

bring this session to an end.

I think, Mr . Commissioner, we wish

COMMISSIONER ANDERSON:

14

Very good.

Thank you .

15

We will meet again then at 7:00, with the experts on underground

16

storage .

17

DINNER RECESS AT 5:40 P.M .

18

PROCEEDINGS RESUMED AT 7:05 P.M

19

COMMISSIONER ANDERSON :

La d ies and gentlemen , I

20

a polog ize fo r

21

proba b ly e noug h

22

between jan i t ors we

23

a nother r o om for another meet ing .

24

a gain , but if possib l e we' d like t o start , and perhaps interrupt ,

25

if nec essary, when a few more chairs come along .

the

lac k of chairs.

chairs

for

We started the day with

everybody,

but

lost half our chairs,

then

in a

battl e

and they went to

We're tryi ng to get them back

If that ' s okay
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1

with those of you who are standing, I have not forgotten about

2

you, and weIll try and get you -MS. BREAKS:

3

Mr. Commissioner, Mr. Commissioner.

4

My name is Gina Breaks,

and on behal f of the Friends of the

5

Fraser Valley, I rise on a point of order and information.

6

COMMISSIONER ANDERSON:

7

MS.

8

BREAKS:

Plea se, go ahead.

We object to the process of this

Commission on the following grounds:

9

In our initial discussion with you we raised

10

concerns about our lack of legal counsel and adequate funds to

11

meet the limitless resources of the gas and oil companies.

12

were

13

treated equally, in that Commission counsel would, throughout the

14

technical hearings,

15

wish to ask questions they would be submitted in written form for

16

consideration by Commission counsel and put to t he witness by him

17

if relevant.

assured by you

that proponents

ask all questions,

and opponents

We

would be

and should intervenors

18

There was no mention of the preparatory sessions,

19

and we were not aware that such were to be held until July 9th,

20

and were not aware of their significance until they were well

21

under way.

22

line of questioning was being established during the preparatory

23

sessions, and his enquiries were influenced by the presence of

24

proponents and opponents who, except in one case, were allowed

25

equal access to witnesses, with , however, the startling inequity

It became obvious that the Commission t s counsel t s
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1

of the proponents being invariably represented by legal counsel,

2

sometimes three

3

counsel whatsoever.

4

that such would be unnecessary.

in number r

while the opponents had no legal

Despite having been earlier assured by you

5

There is no doubt that we would have been well

6

served by way o f more effective questioning during that phase ,

7

had we been encouraged to acquire legal counsel.

8

during the preparatory sessions we were put in the i nvidious

9

position

of

having

to

wr ite

out

our

On one occasion

questions

while

the

10

proponents were able t o use oral communication with your counsel,

11

and on occasion with the proposed witnesses.

12

Counsel

for

the

proponents

was

deliberately

13

inflammatory and insulting to a member of the Friends of the

14

Fraser Valley on

15

inaccurate statements about the origin and content of a document

16

which counsel thought was in the hands of the Commission but

17

which had in fact been passed to B.C. Gas by the Br itish Columbia

18

Utilities Commission.

one occasion,

and

on

another made grossly

19

The fact that the counsel for the Commission has

20

attended only two of the nine public meetings has resulted in

21

his being ill-informed about the concerns raised by the public,

22

and the particular topics that were requested to be dealt wi th

23

in the technical hearings.

24

We were informed by Commiss i on counsel after the

25

preparatory sessions that in his opinion the evidence accumulated
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1

up to that point, and which was to be presented at the technical

2

hearings, indicated that the petroleum industry ' s project could

3

be safely carried out in the Fraser Valley.

4

strong apprehe nsion of obvious bias.

Ra is ing a very

5

This has been evident at the technical hearings

6

that we have been able to attend, which more resemble a public

7

relations exercise than any honest inquiry.

The

B

9

procedure

which

the

Commission

adopted ,

compelling us to full disclosure of our information prior to the

10

hearing,

has

11

Despite our limited funds and despite the limited time at our

12

disposal,

as most of us are involved in fu l l-time occupations,

13

we

able

14

Washington,

15

industry in those areas who talked to us or suggested further

16

li nes of investigation have been contacted by the proponents and

17

pressured and embarrassed into withdrawing their support.

18

The evidence of the Ministry of Energy,

were

placed

to

us

make

Michigan

in

a

very

disadvantageous

significant

and

Wyoming .

enquiries
But

in

persons

position .

Illinois,
wi thin

the

Mines

19

and Petroleum Resources,

20

publ ic interest,

21

itself

22

principal objective is t o advance the interests of the industry.

23

as

the

the self- proclaimed protector of the

ha s c l ear ly shown that the Ministry regards
handmaiden

of

the

petroleum

industry,

This philosophy is demonstrated by the

whose

~linistry '

s

24

admitted total absence of planning f or the various possibilities

25

that could result from a gas storage program.

This suggests
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1

either complicity, negligence or deception by the gas companies,

2

all of which should have been rigorously pursued by Commission

3

counsel, rather than the lame and ineffectual cross examination

4

we witnessed last week.

S

Either the Ministry knew of the true intentions

6

of B.C. Gas and i ts associates, in which case it is guilty of

7

negligence,

8

was itself deceived by the gas companies,

9

a victim of a de l ibera te f r aud by the very people who seek your

10

and also complicity in deceiving the public, or it
in which case it was

approval of the scheme they have concocted.
During the early discussions on the procedures

11

12

the Commission was to follow,

13

of

14

investigated by the commission l and that persons from outside the

15

influence of the industry would be sought and subpoenaed,

16

necessary.

17

technical hearings to see a large contingent of i ndustry experts,

18

and an equally large number of government bureaucrats that will

19

between them bring a bias to the hearings.

the

problems

One

raised

has

we were ass ured that all aspects

in

only

the

to

pub l ic

look

at

the

meetings

schedule

wou ld

for

be

if

the

20

No government employee would risk his future by

21

suggesting that any course of action other than that ordained by

22

the party line be followed.

23

Commission appears to have made no attempt to go beyond that

24

party line.

25

We

asked

What is unforgivable is that the

you,

Mr.

Commissioner,

to

visit
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1

Illinois, where there are several well-known problem underground

2

gas storage fields.

3

but a visit to Paris,

4

facilities

5

France

6

doubtless more attractions.

than

has

a

Chicago and environs seem to have no appeal,

a

France was made, which has fewer storage

single

known

company

reputation

in
for

the

state

technical

of

Illinois .

secrecy,

but

7

We sent you a letter dated the 8th of August,

8

1990, directing your attent i on to a numbe r of issues raised in

9

the public meetings but not scheduled to be dealt with in the

10

technical

hearings.

The

issues

11

estate values,

12

These issues have been ignored, and do not form a part of these

13

proceedings.

insurability,

covered

such topics

as

real

air quality and health concerns .

14

Du ring o ur in i tial convers ations with you we were

15

assured that you would accept informati o n from all sources, even

16

anonymous telephone calls.

17

the United states have been silenced, we were able to find a lay

18

person from outside the industry with very relevant information

19

and experience .

20

that evidence could be given by this person on one particular

21

topic

22

industry counsel, and that all other information that this person

23

would be able to give would be repetitive and would be better

24

dealt with by other witnesses.

25

only,

Although our industry contacts in

However, we were informed by Commission counsel

made

subject

to

obligatory

cross

examination

by

This is an extraordinary statement when one has
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1

observed the well-rehearsed, note-perfect and virtually identical

2

renditions of the singular Mr.

3

and Thrasher.
Mr.

4

condone

this

Anderson,
bizarre

8all, and Messrs.

Tek, Griffith

we will no longer acquiesce in,

5

nor

process

you

call

a

Commission

of

6

Inquiry,

7

whitewash.

8

public into believing that a full and proper inquiry has been

9

made into a dangerous and unprecedented proposal, which can only

which has taken on the appearance of a well-planned

(INAUDIBLE DUE TO APPLAUSE) deceiving the general

10

be implemented at the expense of public safety,

ground water,

11

agricultural land and l ifestyle in the Fraser valley.
We have so far taken part in this Commission in

12

relying on your assurances of fair play.

But the

13

good faith,

14

reality is so far removed from those assurances that we will no

15

longer play any role in your farce.

16

We invite members of the public present at this

17

hearing to join us in boycotting this and all future meetings of

18

this Commission as a sign of our determination not to be a party

19

to this Whitewash.

20

stairs if you have questions, and we can bring you up to date on

21

what brought us to this decision.

I invite you to join us in room 103 up the

22

Shame on you, Mr. Chairman .

23

COMMISSIONER ANDERSON;

Naturally. after those

24

unsupported allegations I expect you would wish to leave.

If you

25

would like to stay I would be willing to point out the names of
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Appendix E: Information Lists of Anderson Commission Public
Hearings, Preparatory and Technical Meetings
Below: Copy of Public Meetings List from Appendix D of the February 1, 1991, Final Commission Report

List of Inquiry Public Meetings
An initial public information session was held lune 12, 1990 at the Kinsmen Community
Centre in Aldergrove. The purpose of this session was for the Fraser Valley Gas Project to
outline its proposed program. This session was followed by nine public meetings over the
next month, where the public had an opportunity to participate. These meetings were held
at the following locations and dates:
1. Abbotsford/Clearbrook Public Meeting, June 18, 1990
Ag. Rec. Building
Central Fraser Valley Exhibition Park
Tretheway & Madure Street
Clearbrook
2. Cloverdale/Surrey Public Meeting. June 19, 1990
Community Centre Boardroom
Cloverdale Fairgrounds
60S0-176th Street
Cloverdale
3. Langley Public Meeting, June 25, 1990
The Langley Conference Centre
20381-66th Avenue
Langley
4. TsawwassenlDelta Public Meeting, June 26, 1990
Town & Country Inn
Junction of Highway 17 & 99
Delta
5. Maple Ridge Public Meeting, July 3, 1990
The Old Library Auditorium
11963 Haney Place
Maple Ridge
6. White Rock Public Meeting, July 4. 1990
The Upper Town Centre Hall
15150 Russell Avenue
White Rock
7. Chilliwack Public Meeting, luly 9, 1990

Best Western Rainbow Country Inn
43971 Industrial Way
Chilliwack
8. Mission Public Meeting. July 10, 1990
The Mission Leisure Centre
7621 Taulbut Street
Mission
9. Aldergrove Public Meeting, July 11. 1990
Kinsmen Community Centre
26770 29th Avenue
Aldergrove
• All meetings commenced at 7:30 p.m.
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Below: Copy of Preparatory Sessions List from Commission Records
Province of
British Columbia

Commission on
Fraser Val ley
Petroleum Exploration

No. 105. 20611 Fraser HIghway
Langley
Bfll.sh Columb.a
V3A 4G4
Telephone: (604) 533·0667
Facsimile: (604) 533·5451

PREPARATORY SESSION SUBMISSIONS &/OR MISC
dated September 17/90

Fax from

- Peter Ostergaard
- Energy Resources Div - EMPR

Memo from - Lynne Ewing
- Senior Policy Advisor/Oil & Gas Policy Branch - EMPR
Letter containing preparatory session schedule sent to:
Peter Ostergaard - EMPR
Doug MacAdams
Glen Breaks
AI Vickers
Fraser Valley Gas Project
Victoria Office
Preparatory session Submissions by:
Item 1 -

M.R. Tek for session Aug 19 from 1 - 3 p.m.

Item 2 -

ConGas Engineering Canada Ltd for session Aug 24 from
7 - 9 a.m.

Item 3 -

BC Gas for session Aug 14 from 9 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Item 4 -

Conoco Canada Ltd for session Aug 21 from 12 - 9:30 p.m.

Item 5 -

Gary Runka, Land Sense Ltd for session Aug 16 from 9
a.m. - noon

Item 6 -

Robert D. Means for session Aug 20 from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.

Item 7 -

Bill Lingley for session Aug 16 from 6 - 8 p.m.

Item 8 -

John R. Nichol for session Aug 13 from 3 - 4 p.m.

Item 9 -

Dr. D. Weichert for session Aug 24 from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
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Item IO -

Liam Finn for session Aug 29 from 9 - II a.m.

Item 11 -

Gary Runka for session Aug 20 for session Aug 22 from 11
a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Item 12 -

AI Kohut for session Aug 17 from 9 - 11 a.m.

Item 13 -

AI Kohut for session Aug 17 from 9 - 11 a.m.

Item 14 -

Douglas Ball for session Aug 25 from 1 - 4 p.m.

Item 15 -

John Ahern for session Aug 23 from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Item 16 -

Allan Dakin for session Aug 17 from 9 . 11 a.m.

Item 17 -

Mark Nida for session Aug 24 from noon - 2 p.m.

Item 18 -

Stephen Palmer for session Aug 24 from 9 - 10:30 a.m.

Item 19 -

Art Willms for session Aug 24 from 9 a.m. - noon

Item 20 -

J.R. Nichol for session Aug 13 from 3 - 4 p.m.

Item 21 -

E.J. Morin for session Aug 13 from 3 - 4 p.m.

Item 22 -

Conoco for session Aug 21 from noon - 9:30 p.m.

Item 23 -

Mark Bustin for session Aug (?)

Item 24 -

Kirk Miller for session Aug (?)

Item 25 -

Gary Ely for session Aug 28 from 9 - 11 a.m.

Item 26 -

Yannick Guerrini for session Sept 5 from 8 - 10 a.m.
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Copy of Preparatory Technical Session notes from Commission Records
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Below: Copy of Technical Hearings List from Appendix E of the February 1, 1991, Final Commission Report

List of Technical Hearings,
Witnesses and Subjects Discussed
Sixtee n technical hearings took place between August 27 and September 6, 1990. In the
week of August 27-31, technical hearings were held at the Town & Country Inn, Junction of
Highway 17 and 19, De lta. In the week of September 4-6, technical hearings were held at
the Langley Conference Centre, 20381-66th Avenue, Langley.

Technical Hearing 1. August 27. 1990
Witnesses:
Dave Johnson, Ministry of Energy, Mines a nd Petroleum Resources
Bruce Ha n well, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Gerald German, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
John MacRae, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Bou van Oort, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Joan Hesketh, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Rebecca Vermeer, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Ken Kindjerski, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Subjects Discusse d:
Ministry Overview
Petroleum Geology in British Columbia

Technical Hearing 2. August 27. 1990
Witnesses:
Gary Runka, G.G. Runka Land Sense Ltd.
Kirk Miller, Agricultural Land Commission
Subjects Discussed:
Land and Water Use Overview in the Fraser Valley

Technical Hearing 3. August 28. 1990
Witnesses:
John MacRae, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Dave Johnson, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Bou van Oort, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Gerald German, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Bruce Hanwell, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Harold Larson, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Subjects Discussed:
Geology
Petrole um Title in British Columbia
Petroleum Engineering and Operations in British Columbia
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Technical Hearing 4, August 28, 1990
Witnesses:
Dave Holowachuk, Conoco Canada Ltd.
Ed Nordquist, Conoco Canada Ltd .
Bob Spring, Conoco Canada Ltd.
Bruce Hanwell, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Dave Johnson, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Ken IGndjerski, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Subjects Discussed:
Groundwater Protection
Drilling Methods Proposed by the Consortium

Technical Hearing 5, August 29, 1990
Witnesses:
Allan Dakin, Piteau Associates
Hugh Liebscher, Environment Canada
Al Kohut, Ministry of Environment
Subjects Discussed:
Groundwater and Hydrological Issues

Technical Hearing 6, August 29, 1990
Witnesses:

Dr. Dieter Weichert, Pacific Geoscience Centre
Dr. Liam Finn, Department of Engineering, University of British Columbia
Dr. Stephen Palmer, State of Washington
Subjects Discussed:
Seismological Risk and the Impact of Seismological Happenings on Petroleum
Installations

Technical Hearing 7, August 30, 1990
Witness:
John Ahern, Legal Consultant
Subjects Discussed:
Regulatory and Statutory Frameworks Governing Exploration, Drilling, and Production
of Hydrocarbons and Storage of Natural Gas

Technical Hearing 8, August 30, 1990
Witnesses:
Graham McCredie, United Resource Safety Ltd.
Bob Spring. Conoco Canada Ltd.
Ed Nordquist, Conoco Canada Ltd.
Dave Johnson, Conoco Canada Ltd.
Ken Kindjerski, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Bruce Hanwe ll, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Harold Larson, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Subjects Discussed:
Emergency Response Plan
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Technical Hearing 9, August 31. 1990
Witness:
Gary Ely. Washington Water Power Company
Subjects Discussed:
Underground Storage of Natural Gas- Economics
Role of Underground Storage in the Pacific Northwest

Technical Hearing 10, August 31. 1990
Witnesses:
John Nichol. Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board
Emil Morin. Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board
Subjects Discussed:
Sour Gas. Blowouts and Regulations for Safety

Technical Hearing 11. September 4, 1990
Witness:
Art Willms. West coast Energy Ltd.
Subjects Discussed:
Description of the Westcoast Gas Delivery System from the Peace River
Economics of Gas Transmission and the Role of Storage

Technical Hearing 12, September 4, 1990
Witnesses:
John Thrasher. BC Gas Inc.
Robert Stepan. BC Gas Inc.
Patrick Lloyd. BC Gas Inc.
Subjects Discussed:
Introduction .to the Storage Proposal

Technnical Hearing 13. September 4, 1990
Witnesses:
Howard Griffith. TXG Consulting Ltd.
Paul Dubois. TXG Consulting Ltd.
Dr. Rasin Tek. University of Michigan
Subjects Discussed:
Underground Storage of Natural Gas
Problem Areas and Operating Requirements

Technical Hearing 14, September 5, 1990
Witnesses:
Ivan Cuthill. Tecumseh Gas Storage Ltd. and Consultant to Consumers Gas
Vince Grass. formerly with Jackson Prairie Storage Facility
Yannick Guerrini. Gaz de France
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